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THEME

The Symposium was addressed to research scientists and development engineers for aero engines in order discuss the state-
of-the-art and to be informed on new measurement possibilities. The scope included CARS, laser anemometry, pyrometry,
clearance measurement including X-ray, high speed data acquisition and processing, stress measurement and vibration and
thin layer technique, unsteady and transient phenomena, and future prospects. The Symposium was organized in six sessions
mostly followed by discussion periods in order to exchange experience in detail. For each session, a 'Rapporteur' prepared a
technical evaluation report and edited the discussions for inclusion in the Conference Proceedings. After most of the
sessions, there was a short verbal evaluation by the Rapporteur.

Ce Symposium s'ad('ressait aux chercheurs et inginieurs de diveloppement concem~s par les moteurs d'aeronefs: son
but dtait d'examiner INtat de 'art et de donner des informations sur les nouveiles possibilies de mesure. Le programme
englobait la SRACI), l'animorn6trie laser, [a pyromtrie, la mesure des jeux (en particulier par rayons-X), I'acquisition et le
traitement h haute rapiditi des donndes, la mesure des contraintes et les techniques relatives aux vibrations et pelliculaires,
le phenomnes instationnaires et transitoires, ainsi que le perspectives d'avenir. Le Symposium comportait six sessions.
'accent itant mis sur les temps de discussion qui permettent aux participants d'6changer en ditail leur experience. Pour

chaque session, un 'Rapporteur' a prdpari un rapport d'6valuation technique et a fait paraitre le texte des discussions qui est
inclus dans les Actes du Symposium (Conference Proceedings). La Rapporteur a fait une brive evaluation verbale apres Ia
plupart des sessions.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
SESSION I - COHERENT ANTI STOKES RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY (CARS)

by

R.B.Price
Rolls Royce pic

P.O. Box 32
Derby DE2 8BJ, UK

SUMMARY

The session on CARS at the 67th PEP meeting successfully achieved the objectives of reviewing the present status of its
development as a diagnostic method and enabling its capability and applicability to be assessed. The main conclusions may
be summarised as follows:

CARS is a powerful diagnostic method for both basic combustion studies and flows of practical importance. It has
demonstrated applicability to a wide range of practical devices. Temperature measurement by CARS is at an advanced stage
of development. Measurement accuracy capability has been established at < ± 1.5% for time averaged measurements and
± 3-6% for instantaneous measurements over a wide range of temperatures and pressures in nitrogen. Improvement in
spectral quality and, possibly, refined analysis techniques are required to improve the precision of instantaneous
measurements. CARS measurement of species concentration is at a less advanced state and sensitivity is currently limited to
> 1-5% in practical systems. Most major species of interest in combustion can be measured, with the notable exception of
hydrocarbons. Spectroscopic data needs to be refined and better "in-situ" referencing schemes developed to improve the
measurement accuracy.

For practical applications CARS still has some severe limitations at present, particularly its low data acquisition rate.
Other problems, such as beam steering or beam attenuation, could also limit its range of applicability in practical flows.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) has aroused considerable interest over the last decade or so
because of its capability for making non-intrusive "in-situ" measurements of temperature and major species concentrations
with good spatial and temporal resolution in flow systems. It has particular attraction for making such measurements in the
hostile and demanding environments presented by practical combustion systems. For these, CARS has distinct advantages
either in signal strength or background rejection capability compared with competing techniques such as spontaneous
Raman or Rayleigh scattering.

This continuing strong interest in CARS and its growing stature and maturity was reflected in the decision to have a
whole day session at the 67th PEP meeting devoted to the subject. It was fitting that two scientists who have been largely
responsible for bringing CARS to its present state of prominence should be co-chairmen for the session. Dr A.C.Eckbreth,
from United Technologies Research Centre, took the chair for the morning session and Dr J.PTaran from ONERA, whose
pioneering work in the mid-seventies inspired much of the subsequent interest in the subject, chaired the afternoon session.

Five formal papers by eminent workers in the field (Refs. 1 -5) were presented. In addition each co-chairman gave a
brief information presentation (Refs.6-7), Finally, a round table discussion (ReI.8) was held, with Dr Taran as Chairman, at
which members of the audience were invited to pose questions and comments to a panel consisting of his co-chairman and
the five speakers at the formal session.

Four of the formal papers (Refs. 1 -4) were concerned almost exclusively with the use of CARS for thermometry.
Species concentration measurements were only discussed in Ref.5 although Dr Eckbreth in his informal presentation also
described some interesting recent work relating to such measurements carried out by himself and co-workers at UTRC. This
bias towards thermometry in the presentations fairly reflects the activity and state of the art in the two measurement areas.
Thermometry is at a more advanced stage of development than species concentration measurement, a situation possibly
dictated by the priority needs of the engineering community but also largely governed by the relative difficulties of making
the two measurements.

It is not the intention in this report to summarise and evaluate each paper separately. Instead, the presentations and the
post paper and round table discussions are considered collectively. On this basis, current CARS practice and recent
developments are assessed, and outstanding limitations and problems are highlighted. Finally, the conclusions drawn and
recommendations made for further work are summarised.
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2. BASIC CARS METHOD AND CURRENT PRACTICE

In CARS, laser beams at two frequencies w1 (pump laser) and w., (Stokes laser) undergo optical wave-mixing am.,
interact via the third order non linear susceptibility of the medium to produce a coherent laser-like signal beam at the higher
anti-Stokes frequency w. - 2w, - w... This signal is resonantly enhanced when the frequency difference between the two
beas coincides with that of a Raman-active molecular transition of a constituent species of the medium. By varying this
frequency difference various transitions in a given spectral band can be accessed and the CARS spectrum generated.

For phase method monochromatic input beams, the CARS spectral signal intensity 1.. is given by

where I1, and 1, represent the pump and Stokes laser beam intensities in their region of interaction of length L where the
CARS beam is generated. x is the third order non-linear susceptibility of the medium and determines the shape of the CARS
spectrum. It is the sum of a resonant contribution and a non-resonant contribution. The non resonant component is
frequency independent and is the sum of the contributions of distant Ramani and electronic transitions. The resonant
component is strongly temperature dependent and is proportional to the molecular number density of the resonant species.

For strong resonances and when the concentrhtion of the resonant species is high, the effect of the non resonant term on
the spectral shape is small and can often be neglected. Temperature may then be derived by fitting synthesised CARS spectra
to experimental spectra with temperature as the main variable. As the concentration of the resonant species is reduced, the
two terms become progressively of comparable magnitude. Over a limited range of concentrations, which is dependent on
species, the spectral shape is then concentration sensitive as well. Within this range (typically 0.5-2056) species
concentration can also be determined by matching experimental and synthesised spectra with concentration and temperature
as the main matching variables. Fortunately, the concentrations of major species, other than N. of interest in practical
combustion systems generally fall within this range. Species concentrations can alternatively be derived from measurements
of signal strength. It is generally necessary to use referencing techniques because variations in signal strength can occur for
non-concentration dependent reasons. One well tested method is to normalise the measured CARS signal by a non resonant
signal, generated by the same laser-beams, from a suitable gas held at known conditions in an "in-line" reference cell. This
method however can be subject to large errors due to non-correlated laser beam overlap characteristics in the two CARS
generation volumes. For this reason, concentration measurement from spectral shape is normally preferred where possible.

An "in-situ" referencing technique which shows considerable promise and is more sensitive and precise than the above
methods has recently been developed (Ref.5). In this method, the resonant and non-resonant background components of the
CARS signal from the sampled gas are separated by polarisation techniques and measured simultaneously. Concentration
and temperature may then be inferred by fitting theoretical background normalised spectra to experimental spectra.

In practice, the pump laser beam is normally at a fixed frequency. Frequency-double Nd/YAG pulsed lasers are
normally used in modem CARS systems. They combine the necessary features for diagnostic use of high power (since
1. ec4.2) short pulse duration (I O's), narrow linewidth. and reasonable pulse repetition rates ( 10-20 Hz). They can also
conveniently be matched with optically pumped dye-lasers to produce the Stokes beam.

Various pump and Stokes laser beam focussing arrangements can be employed to satisfy the phase-matching
requirements for optimum CARS signal. BOXCARS arrangements give the best spatial resolution (typically a few rim by
50-110 Am). A two-beamn 3D variant termed USED CARS (Ref.6) which is more tolerant to beam misalignment has
proved useful for practical applications. Where optical access is restricted, carefully configured colinear pomp and Stokes
beams can sometimes give acceptable spatial resolution (Ref.2).

CARS spectra can be generated in two ways. One method is to build the spectrum in piecemeal fashion by scanning a
narrow band Stokes laser through the frequency range of interest. Alternatively, use of a broad band Stokes laser permits the
complete spectrum in a given band region to be captured simultaneously using an appropriate spectrograph/optical
multichannel detector; intensified linear diode array detectors are now used in most systems. The two methods are referred
to as "scanning and broadband" CARS respectively. The use of scanning CARS is restricted to steady-state flow. Broad-
band CARS must be used for measurements in randomly time-varying flows such as those in turbulent flames. As usually
implemented, only one dye laser is used and only one species can be interrogated at a time. However, a recently
demonstrated "dual-broad band" technique which uses two dye lasers (Ref.6) is capahle of measuring all the major species in
fuel-air combustion simultaneously but is not yet developed for engineering use.

3. ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF CARS MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Governing Factors

The accuracy and precision of CARS measurements are governed by the accuracy of the computer model used to
generate the synthesiscd "observed" CARS spectra, the quality and integrity of the experimental signals, and the data
processing techniques used to match the experimental and calculated spectra. Each of these aspects is considered separately.
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(a) Cornpur Modelling

Models Which are spectrally correct and accurately model the physics of the beam interaction process in the
CARS generation volume are required. They must also correctly allow for the laser linewidth, spectrograph and
detector characteristics in calculating the synthesised "observed" spectra to compare with the experimental spectra
Thus the CARS spectral intensities calculated for monochromatic laser beams must be convolved with the spectral
profiles of the pump and Stokes beams and with an instrumental "slit" function. For broad band CARS it is not
necessary to convolve with the Stokes laser profile provided the experimental spectrum is ratoed to a non-resonant
CARS spectrum.

The importance of correctly accounting for collisional line narrowing and cross-coherence effects in the model is
now widely recognised. Earlier "isolated-line" models ignored the collisional-narrowing effects and have been shown
(Ref 1,5) to be reasonably successful in modelling CARS spectra in atmospheric pressure flames, provided the Raman
linewidth variations are accurately modelled. However, even at atmospheric pressuie there is evidence (Ref.2.3) that
collisional narrowing effects cannot be ignored and, at high pressure, their inclusion can be vitally important. Cross-
coherence terms arise in the convolution of the calculated spectral intensities with the pump laser profile and are
especially important when the Raman linewidth is comparable with the pump laser linewidth. Ignoring them can lead to
large errors (Ref.2). Finally, calculated spectra have been demonstrated to be highly sensitive to the form of the
instrumental "slit" function and care must be taken to define this function accurately. In most CARS systems it is well
represented by a Voight profile with the Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions suitably adjusted.

Efficient computational models which account for these effects are now available for N2 (see Refs.2,3 for details).
They have also been developed for several other species of interest in combustion but for some of these refinement of
the spectroscopic data is required.

(b) Quality and Integrity of Measured CARS Spectra

Factors which govern the quality and integrity of the experimental spectra include noise, non linear detector
response, medium perturbation effects and biasing effects.

Detector "shot-noise" and CARS signal noise (Refs.2,3) are both important contributors to the noise in measured
single-shot CARS spectra and must be minimised. Careful design of the Stokes dye laser can significantly reduce the
CARS signal noise (Ref.2). The possibility of further reducing this noise by using a single-mode instead of a multi mode
pump laser is currently the subject of controversy. Data presented in Reference 3 indicate that broad band resonant
CARS signal noise in N, 0 branch spectra measured in flames is actually higher with a single mode pump laser. This
finding is in marked contrast to the reverse result found for non resonant spectra (Ref.3) and narrow-band scanned data
(Ref.5). Clearly. further work is required to investigate more fully the relative merits of single and multi-mode pump
lasers for CARS work.

Detector shot-noise most seriously affects the low intensity parts of the recorded spectrum. For accurate
measurements, especially when the analysis method gives a high weighting to these parts, it is important that only
spectra with count levels above an acceptable minimum are analysed. On the other hand, care must also be exercised to
ensure that the count level in the high intensity parts of the spectrum remain below saturation level for the detector. In
some circumstances, such as turbulent combustion flows for example, the CARS signal can fluctuate over a range
considerably greater than the dynamic range of the detector and meeting both the above requirements simultaneously
can be difficult. However, data acquisition schemes such as that described in Ref.4 which record both unattenuated and
attenuated signals can overcome this problem.

Medium perturbation effects can be caused by excessively high pump laser beam intensity in the CARS generation
volume. Gas breakdown must obviously be avoided. Ref.5 shows that pump laser intensity must also be restricted to
avoid Stark splitting effects, although these effects are not likely to be too important for 0 branch spectra which are
generally employed in practical CARS experiments.

Biasing errors can occur if the gas contained in the CARS generation volume is non-homogeneous. The measured
spectra will be biased to the cooler gas within the volume because cf the squared dependence of CARS signal on the
molecular number density. This problem is likely to be most acute in studies of turbulent combustion where high
temperature gradients can occur over very small distances, down to the Kolmogoroff turbulence scale (Ref.8). More
work is required to understand better the effect of such biasing on the statistics of the measured parameter.

(c) Data Processing Methods

Multi-parameter least-squares fitting routines are generally employed to fit theoretical CARS spectra to the
experimental data. For best accuracy, the whole of the measured spectrum in a spectral region must be fitted. Efficient
methods for doing this are now available and published (See Ref.2 for examples). Current so called "quick-fit" methods
are prone to large errors (Refs.2,4) but can be useful for providing on-line monitors of the measured parameters. More
work is required to refine the accuracy of such methods, which can be particularly useful when a large volume of spectra
has to be analysed.

Even under nominally steady state conditions, single pulse CARS spectra exhibit a substantial shot to shot
variation in the meaured parameters, mainly because of the noise effects discussed above. Weighted least-squae
fitting routines show promise in increasing the precision of such measurements. For example, Ref.3 shows that by
correctly accounting for the noise variance and using the inverse of this as the weighting parameter in the least-square
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fitting routine, a very significant improvement in precision of single-shot CARS temperature measurements in a steady-
state flame occurred. However, this was accompanied by a shift in the mean temperature determined compared to a
non-weighted fit for reasons that are not yet fully understood. Such weighted fitting techniques clearly need to be
investigated further.

3.2 Current CARS Caabiity

In assessing the current accuracy and precision capability of CARS for temperature and species measurements due
note must be taken of the above considerations. Most of the reported CARS temperature measurements, r rticularly for
broad-band CARS, have used the N2 0 branch spectrum as the probe. This is mainly because N 2 is generally the most
abundant species in fuel-air combustion systems and consequently gives a strong resonant signal. Detailed assessments of the
accuracy of such measurement have recently been made (Refs.2,7) over a wide range of temperature and pressure (300-
3500"K at I bar and 300-800"K up to 20 bar) in N2 under known and constant homogeneous gas conditions. The mean or
average temperature measurement accuracy is estimated to be of the order of ± 1 - 1.5% over all conditions. Single-shot
temperature accuracy is estimated at ± 3-6%.

Measurements of temperature and species concentration in flames have successfully been carried out for several other
major species of interest in combustion e.g. CO 2, CO, H20 and 02. For broadband CARS, species concentration sensitivity
is currently estimated to be > 1-5% for time averaged measurements. Where scanning CARS can be applied, the
background normalisation method (Ref.5) has been shown capable of improving sensitivity by a factor of 5. Unfortunately its
use in broad band CARS has not been demonstrated and seems likely to be possible only at high pressures. The accuracy of
concentration measurements is largely limited by the lack of accurate spectroscopic data and the complicating effects of
varying non-resonant backgrounds. As better quality spectroscopic data is becoming available, so the measurement accuracy
is improving but more work is required to overcome the problems with varying backgrounds.

Concentration measurements of hydrocarbons pose particular problems because of their spectroscopic complexity,
especially the larger polyatomic molecules. Spectral models are not currently available for hydrocarbons, apart from
acetylene, and there is a general dearth of good quality spectroscopic information for these species. Pending the availability
of accurate models, the generation of a library of CARS spectra for known samples and the use of these to fit experimental
spectra could be considered as an interim method of making hydrocarbon concentration measurements.

4. APPUCABILrrY OF CARS

Demonstai A damio

CARS is being used increasingly for a wide range of applications ranging from basic kinetic (Ref.6) and spectroscopic
(Ref.5) studies to measurements in flows of practical interest (Refs.2,4.7).

Many of the basic studies are carried out under steady-state conditions, e.g. in laminar flames where either broad-band
or scanning CARS systems can be applied. For spectroscopic measurements the higher resolution offered by scanning
CARS systems is often essential. Very high resolution CARS, made possible by the advent of single mode lasers and pulse
amplification techniques, offers the prospect of generating very accurate Raman linewidth and other spectroscopic
measurements. Much of the data generated in this way will be used to refine the models used in the application of CARS to
practical systems.

Over the last decade or so, CARS has been demonstrated successfully in several practical flow environments including
jet engine exhausts, IC and diesel engines, gas turbine combustion simulators, furnaces, propellent flames. Reccntly, its
application to supersonic combustion has also been demonstrated successfully. It is now moving out of the development and
demonstration phase and is being used more and more as a routine research and development tool. Mobile, hardened and
flexible CARS systems (see Ref.7 for example) which facilitate use of the technique for field applications are being built.

In many of these applications, CARS is used in conjunction with other non-intrusive diagnostic techniques such as
LDA. The data generated can be used both to better the understanding of complex turbulent flow-combustion interaction
processes and to develop and validate computational models.

Despite the very notable success that has been achieved to date, CARS still has some severe limitations and applications
problems which are likely to restrict its use in flows of practical interest in the future unless they can be overcome. These are
discussed briefly below. Some are common to most optical techniques but other are peculiar to CARS.

Optial Aeeeum Requkesits

CARS requires "double-sided" optical access to the measurement volume. Geometrical constraints might make this
difficult to achieve for some applications e.g. annular combustors.

3.,. SteesaAll muattion Prb lms

In some practical flow environments serious reduction, or even total loss, of the measured CARS signal may be caused
by beam steering due to density gradients in the flow normal to the direction of beam propagation. High pressure conditions



and long optical path lengths will accentuate this problem. As a rough guide, (Ref.8) measurements in a gas turbine primary
zone combustion region for instance could become very difficult at pressures above 3 atmospheres and beam path lengths

through the medium grester than -11, cm.
In particle or droplet laden flows further signal los can occur due to beam attenuation, particularly of the input beams.

Measurements in high density sprays with low voidage fraictions ax e therefore precluded but, where the voidage firaction is
reasonable, CARS measurement% can be successfully conducted provided the recorded spectra are selectively filtered for
analysis.

In liquid fuelled combustors, beam steering and attenuation problems will clearly be compounded.

Low Data Acquisition Rate

CARS is a single-point measurement technique. Moreover, spectra acquisition rate is currently limited to 10-20 Hz by
the pulse-repetition rate capability of available Nd-YAG pulsed lasers. Since, for the turbulent flows of practical interest, a
large number (typically a few hundred) of individual measurements is required to define adequately the measured parameter
statistics at each point, the time required to map the flow conditions can be exorbitant for some applications. Newer lasers
e.g. excimer or copper-vapour, offer hope of increasing data acquisition rate by orders of magnitude in the future if they can
be developed to combine high pulse power with their existing high repetition rate capability.

The "dual brosd band" CARS technique which allows several species to be measured simultaneously could with
development also significantly increase the data acquisition rate for species concentration measurements in practical flows.

Data Handling/Storage Problems

Clearly a very large amount of data can be generated in a practical CARS experiment. Handling and storage of this data
may prove a problem unless some on-line processing of data is carried out. The development of rapid but accurate on-line
processing techniques would be a major step forward in the application of CARS to practical systems.

High Coat and Complexity

The high hardware capital costs ( -S 100 K) and complexity of the techniues mifiglt against its widespread adoption
and will continue to limit the number of deployable CARS systems available. A "Knock-on" effect is that the number of
experienced and skilled exploiters of CARS is also limited. Transfer of the technology to non-expert users may therefore
present problems, especially in the short term. However, the concensus view of the experts at the session was that these
problems are surmountable and successful transfer has already been achieved in some instances. A possible alternative
solution is to have centres of excellence in CARS which would provide a consultancy service to customers.

5. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The following were the main points to emerge from the presentations and discussions at the session:

I . CARS is at an advanced stage of its development and is increasingly being used for routine R & D studies. It has
demonstrated applicability both to basic flames and to a wide range of practical devices.

2. The general theory is now reasonably well established. Efficient and accurate computational models are now
available for N2. Several other major species of interest in combustion can also be modelled although the
spectroscopy for some still needs to be further refined. Hydrocarbons are a notable exception and work is urgently
required on the spectroscopy and modelling of these species.

3. For broad band CARS, temperature measurement accuracy has been established at <± 11.5% for mean
measurements and ± 3-6% for single shot measurements in N2 over a wide range of temperature and pressure.
Species concentration measurement sensitivity is rather low at present (> 1-5% time averaged) but accuracy is
improving as the spectroscopy is being refined.

4. Further work is required to overcome varying noni-resonant background effects on species concentration
measurements and "in-situ" referencing schemes require further development.

5. Singe-shot temperature measurement accuracy is currently limited by dye las~r noise. Further work is required to
determine the relative merits of single and multimode pump lasers in reducing the shot to shot variation in CARS
signal.

6. Data processing schemes can have a marked effect on the measurement accuracy. Further work is needed to
determine the improvements attainable by using "weighting" schemes.

7. Use of CARS for routine R & D in practical devices could be restricted by its low data acquisition rate.
8. Beam steering in large scale devices at high pressure and beam attenuation in high density sprays or particle laden

stream may cause problems which liith the range of applicability of CARS.
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C.
O SUMMARY

ipatially resolved temperature measurements in laminar premixed flames were mad- using
Coherent Antistokes Raman Scattering (CARS) and spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. Tn the
case of narrowband (scanning) CARS, the experimental arrangement allows the perfcirmance
of simultaneous temperature measurements with both techniques. For broadband (multiplex)
CARS the measurements have to be made successively. Three different Raman linewidth
models were used for CARS data evaluation. The results were compared with the inde-
pendently recorded rotational Raman temperatureq. Temperature differences up to 10 %
were observed, depending on the linewidth model used. For two, more complicated line-
width models the CARS and Raman temperatures are in good agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

One aim in modern combustion research is the development of theoretical computer flame
models, in order to predict the desired properties and the behaviour of flames (in a
final stage also of technical flames like in furnaces, combustors, and internal combustion
engines). Laser diagnostic techniques offer the possibility for in-situ, non-intrusive,
spatially resolved measurements of temperature and species concentrations in combustion
processes. Experimentally determined temperature and concentration data are used to examine,
improve and further develop the chemical kinetics of flames and the theoretical flame
models. As an example, the temperature profile assumed in such calculations is a very
sensitive parameter for the resulting calculated hydroxyl radical concentration.
Both CARS and spontaneous Raman spectroscopy are well suited for temperature measuremients.
In the past, several research groups have demonstrated the applicability of CARS for
temperature measurements in laboratory flames /1-7/, in combustors /8-11/, and in internal
combustion engines /12-15/. Due to the coherent nature of the process and the high signal
intensities CARS offers some unique advantages for the diagnosis of technical combustion
situations. Unlike CARS spontaneous Raman spectroscopy is limited to weakly luminous,
non-sooting flames, because of its inherently low signal intensity and its incoherent
character.
for both techniques the accuracy of the deduced temperature values depends on the qualityof the experimental data and the reliability of the theoretical models used to analyze
the recorded spectra. The theory of spontaneous Raman scattering is well developed, and
the data reduction is straightforward, whereas for the reduction of CAPS data some points
remain to be clarified.
In order to establish the accuracy of temperature measurements with CARS, in the past
comparisons have been made between CARS and other techniques: Thermocouple measurements
/16-19/, sodium line reversal spectroscopy /4, 17, 20, 21/, and heat balance and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium calculations /4, 17/.
The disadvantages of thermocouple measurements in hot reacting flows are well known. The
unavoidable perturbation of the flowfield may change the chemical inetic reactions in
the flame. The temperature measured has to be corrected for radiation and conductive heat
losses of the thermocouple, and care has to be taken to minimize catalytic reactions on
the surface of the thermocouple. Coating the tip of the thermocouple with quartz may lower
the influence, but can not prevent it completely depending on the flame composition. The
sodium line reversal technique may suffer from the fact that the probed volume is not
identical to the volume from which the CARS information is taken, and that seeding the
flame with sodium can be difficult. Heat balance calculations which require an accurate
measurement of the heat flux to the burner used to stabilize the flame, lead to results
without any spatial resolution.
In this work we report a comparison of the temperature determination in laminar flames
between CARS and spontaneous Raman scattering. Both spectroscopic techniques offer the
potential for non-intrusive, spatially resolved temperature measurements in laboratory
flames. In the case of narrowband CARS really simultaneous temperature measurements with
both techniques are possible, whereas in the case of broadband excitation the experiments
have been performed in two consecutive runs. One of the advantages of the technique de-
scribed in this paper is that the same laser is used to excite the CARS as well an the
Raman process, and the probed volume for both measurements is well controlled.

2. SPONTANEOUS RAMAN SCATTERING

For thermometry in flames, preferably on N as indicator molecule, the vibrational Stokes
transition /22-27/, the ratio of Stokes/An istokes vibrational bands /28,29/ and the pure
rotational Raman spectrum /23, 30-32/ have been utilized. In our special case the pure
rotational Raman spectrum is used for temperature determination (fig. 1).
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The Raman scattered intensity IR is given in eq. (1)

IR = 10 N(v,J) 1 E ()

where I is the intensity of the exciting laser radiation; N (v,J) is the number density
in the particular quantum state of the species under consideration. In thermal equili-

do
brium the population of the states is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. dt is

the differential Raman scattering cross section; Q is the solid angle from which Raman
scattered radiation is collected; 1 is the length of the probed volume, and E describes
an efficiency factor including the throughput of the monochromator and the quantum effi-
ciency of the detector.
For temperature measurements only the relative intensity distribution of the pure rota-
tional Raman spectrum has to be considered.

IR(J)- [.. - (4J+6)'B]
4 

"g(J)-f(J).exp (-hcB'J(J+1)/kT] (2)

is the frequency (in cm
-1
) of the exciting laser; B is the rotational constant of the

iRdicator molecule; J is the rotational quantum number; the factor g(J) takes into account
the nuclear spin degeneracy of homonuclear molecules; f(J) is a line strength factor
containing the Placzek-Teller coefficient bJ,,.

f(J) = (2J+1).bjj,, = I (J+1( - (J+2) (3)

The constants h, c, and k have their usual meaning: Planck's constant, speed of light,
and Boltzmann's constant.

For a more accurate treatment of the pure rotational Raman spectrum the influence of
centrifugal distortion has to be taken into consideration by a multiplicative correction
factor /33/.

(Be2 .(2 2()V(J) = f(J) " (1+4r S'/ )• (e) .(J2+3J+3) (4)e e e e

Oi is the derivative of the molecular polarizability anisotropy with respect to inter-
n clear distance r . A value of r e'/Be = 2.2 for N2 is taken from the literature /32/
and used in this w

8
rk.

To evaluate the temperature from the pure rotational Rman spectrum the (log intensities)
of the rotational lines are plotted as a function of the term values of the rotational
states. From the slope of the resulting straight line fitted by a least squares procedure
the temperature is deduced.

3. COHERENT ANTISTOKES RAMAN SCATTERING (CARS)

CARS is a coherent, nonlinear Rman process. It is for this reason that temperature
measurements with this technique require the comparison of the experimentally measured
CARS spectrum and a theoretical, calculated spectrum.
A detailed description of the CARS theory can be found in the literature /34/. In this
paper only a short summary of the theory is given. By the interaction of two incident
laser beams of frequency w, (pump laser) and -2 (probe laser) with the third order

dielectric susceptibility x of the molecule a polarisation field is induced which
generates the CARS signal at frequency w3 

= 
2w, - w2" The CARS signal intensity is given

by

ICARS  2(3) 12.1 2 
2 

(in(kL2))2C"1 2 " kL/2

In eq. (5), 1 and 12 are the intensities of the pump laser and the probe laser, respec-
tively. L defines an interaction length where the CARS signal is generated. The expreassion
in brackets gives the phase matching condition and depends on experimental parameters.
For high signal generation the phase-mismatch ak should be zero, i.e. ( .sinAkl/2)2

AkL/2

The spectral shape of the CARS spectrum is given by the third order dielectric suscepti-

bility X
(3) 

according to eq. (6)

(3) AN - 2 + X(3) (6)
v,J R- w2) - - r R " 1 - '2

)

where AN is the population difference between the states involved in the observed CARS
spectrum; sw is the Reman frequency; w I and w are the frequencies of the pump and probe
laser, respictively; rR is the homogenoua Ramin linewidth. In addition, there is an non-

resonant part of the susceptibility, x (, which is frequency independent and summarizes
the contributions arising from distant"R'aman and electronic transitions. In the case of

measurements on N in high concentration the influence of x(
) 

on the spectral structure
of the CARS signar is negligible and, therefore, can be omiVed in the data reduction.
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As can be seen from eq. (6) the CARS signal is resonantly enhanced, if the frequency
difference between the two exciting laser frequencies Zw and w is nearly to or equal
a Raman transition frequency . A further important felture oF CARS spectroscopy -
in contrast to other spectrosc~pic techniques - is the dependence of the signal on the
homogeneous Raman linewidth rR'

In this work three different models of the homogeneous Raman linewidth r have been
used and compared for data evaluation. R

1. As the simplest assumption a constant linewidth is used in the calculation, independent
of p and J. Today there are better models for r , if N is used as indicator molecule.
But for other molecules than 1N reliable linewi

g
th models scarcely exist, and mostly

a constant linewidth is the only possible choice.

2. In the model proposed by Hall /35/ the self-broadened N2 linewidths have been calculated
using the linewidth theory of Robert and Bonamy /36/. As a result, experimental line-
width data /37/ can be fitted very well with a relatively simple expression, which
describes the Raman linewidths as a function of temperature T and the rotational quantum
number J. The pressure dependence is linear. The analytical form is shown in Table 1,
valid for the temperature range 900 K - 2400 K.

3. Farrow at al. /16/ used the low pressure flame linewidth data measured with stimulated
Raman scattering /37/ and fitted them to a polynomial expression up to the fourth ordei
in the rotational quantum number J. The dependence on pressure is linear, too, but the

temperature scales as T
- /2

. For temperatures below 600 K the formula reduces to only
one term, linear in J. (Table 1)

Hall rR(T,pJ) = 8.T
-o
*71 - 18.6T

1
.
45
.J

900 K s T i 2400 K

Farrow et al. r(J) A - B-J + C.J
2  

D*J
3 
+ EJ

4

high temperature R

T > 600 K A = 1.79534 •102 B = 6.3087 10
4

C = 4.7995 10
- 5  

D = 1.5139 10
- 6

E = 1.50467 •10
-8

low temperature
T < 600 K rR(J) A I - * J

A1 = 1.99 • 10
- 2  B = 4.575 10

- 4

Table I Analytical expressions of linewidth models proposed by Hall /35/ and Farrow
et al. /16/

4. EVALUATION PROCEDURE

For the evaluation of temperature data from CARS spectra a computer code has been devoloped
which fits the theoretical CARS spectrum to an experimental one. The evaluation scheme
is shown in Tab. 2. The program calculates the squared modulus of the dielectric suscepti-
bility of the rotation - vibrational CARS spectrum of N2 (Q-branch). In order to achieve
the best agreement between experimental and theoretical spectra in the region of the hot
band (overlapping rotational lines originating from the fundamental vibrational transition
v = 0 - I and the first excited vibrational transition v - I - 2) the molecular constants
for N given by Gilson at al. /38/ are used. Different linewidth models can be employed.
The IAfluence of the laser bandwidths for narrowband (scanning) CARS is taken into con-
sideration by a convolution procedure with Gaussian profiles. For broadband (multiplex)
CARS the monochromator/detector influence is treated by a convolution with a Voigt profile
containing equal Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions. A non-linear least-squares algorithm
is utilized. Three parameters are varied simultaneouslyt the temperature, a dispersion
factor which describes the increment size on the frequency axis, and the absolute fre-
quency of the first data point of the experimental spectrum. To avoid additional numerical
errors analytical derivatives are employed. The spectra are fitted on a linear scale, nor-
malized to the area under the spectral shape, and all data points are weighted equally.
Depending on the quality of the initial guess of the input parameters, our program usually
needs 3 - 6 iterations to find the best fit.
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experimental spectrum theoretical spectrum

noise sources: dependence on:

alignment drift temperature
laser intensities molecular constants
spatial Jitter Raman linewidth
frequency drift
electronic noise

experimental influences

lnser bandwidth
slit/detector profile

ctnvolutron procedure

Ssynthesized spectru

normalisation

comparison
experimental data simulated spectrum

non-linear least-squares algorithm

fit parameter:
temperature
dispersion factorabsolute frequency

5. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental setup, capable of measuring simultaneously narrowband CARS and spontaneous
Raman spectra, is shown in Ei 2 The two frequencies w~ and "2' necessary for the exci-
tation of the CARS process, are elivered by a pulsed, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser
(3M Hyper YAG 750) and a dye laser. The available energies are about 50 mi/pulse in the
pump beam (532 rm) with a smooth beam profile and about 5 m pulse in the probe beam from
the dye laser (- 607 nm). The bandwidth of the dye laser amounts about 0.25 - 0.30 cm-

1
.

To achieve a suitable spatial resolution a crossed beam BOXCARS confiuration /39/ is used.
The geometry of the laser beams is shown in Fig. 3. By this means the spatial resolution
can be matched to the experimental requirements of laboratory flames and can be adapted to
the volume probed with the Reman technique. After recollimation (L2) the CARS signal is
separated from the excitinq laser beam by a dense flint prism (P) and recorded by the
photomultiplier (PMT 2) and a boxcar integrator. The wavelength scan of the dye laser and
the data acquisition is controlled by a DEC (MINC) laboratory computer.

As can be seen from Fig. different Raman processes are excited simultaneously by the
laser beams needed for t a CARS process, both by the pump laser (w ) and the probe laser
(o2). more or less unaffected by other scattering processes the pure rotational Raman
spectrum excited by the most powerful pump laser beam at freauency . can be observed in
an optical path under 900 to the incoming laser beams. The Reman scatered light is
collected by lens L3 and a backreflecting mirror CM and imagel onto the entrance slit of
the monochromator (SPEX 14018). The Reman signal is recorded by a qated, microchannel
plate intensified diode array (PAR OMA-II/1420). The data are transferred to the labora-
tory computer for further processing. A second photo multiplier (PMT 1) allows the regis-
tration of pure rotational Raman spectra in a scanning mode where the resolution is
higher than with the diode array.

In the case of broadband CARS directly simultaneous measurements are not possible, be-
cause the recording of both the broadband CARS spectra and the pure rotational Raman
spectra requires the frequency dispersing ronochromator. However, the imaging optics
are designed in such a way to allow a quick change from recording broadband CARS spectra
to rotational Reman spectra. To measure broadband CARS spectra the radiation of the dye
laser as probe laser has to be generated spectrally broad. This is achieved by replacing
the grating in the dye cavity by a high reflecting broadband mirror yielding a bandwidth
of the dye laser emission of about 130 cm

-
1 FWHM. This bandwidth is broad enough to cover
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the entire CARS spectrum at every laser pulse, even at flame temperatures, where the
the spectrum spreads out.

Both broadband CARS and spontaneous Raman data measured with the diode array are
corrected for the thermal and electronic background, non-uniform sensitivity across
the target, and the wavelength dependent transmission characteristics of the optics
in the signal path. The spectral distribution of the radiation of the broadband dye
laser is accounted for by measuring the nonresonant CARS signal of oxygen (5 bar)
at the same spectral position and with the same optical configuration used for the re-
sonant N2 CARS measurements. Thus, the effects influencing the intensity distribution
of the spectra can be treated by one correction.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results reported in this paper were obtained in a premixed laminar propane/air
flame at atmospheric pressure and an equivalence ratio of 0 - 1.1. The low luminosity
flame is stabilized on a multicapillary burner 28 mss in diameter. The burner is on a
constant temperature of 330 K to prevent condensation of water. The measurements have
been made 10 mss above the burner surface in the flame axis where a flat temperature
profile can be expected.

During our investigations of CARS temperature measurements in flames we found that the
application of a rotational quantum number and temperature dependent model for the
homogenous Raman linewidth included in the evaluation procedure of CARS data considerably
improves the theoretical fit of experimental narrowband CARS spectra /40/. Especially
in the region of the band head of the N2 Q-branch the deviations between experimental
and calculated data are reduced, in agreement with the observations by Hall /35/. How-
ever , as can be seen in Fig. 4, it is possible to estimate a constant value of the Raman

linewidth, in our example r R = 0.033 cm-
1
, which also leads to an excellent theory-

experiment fit. Compared to a theoretical fit with Hall's linewidth model exploiting
the same experimental data the error curves in Fig. do not show remarkable differences.
However, the residual error is slightly reueand the evaluated temperature by both
fitting procedures changes by about 10 % from 2174 K to 1954 X.

To look for a decision, which temperature is the correct one, and to get an impreseion
how accurate CARS temperatures can be measured a more systematic investigation has been
started. A selected set of experimental CARS data was used for evaluation with the above
mentioned different linewidth models. in our opinion, temperatures deduced from Raman
spectra, measured under special flame conditions (laminar, non-luminous) can reliably be
used for comparison. Reman spectroscopy is an optical non-intrusive method based upon a
well developed theory.

Fig. 5 shows a part of the pure rotational Raman spectrum recorded in the flame center,
ranging from J - 22 to J = 41. In the lower part the least-squares straight line, fitting
the (log intensities) according to eq. (2), is plotted. To reduce the influence on the N2
rotational lines, which are used for temperature analysis, by underlaying lines of the2
combustion products like- Io C02, H20 and unburnt hydrocarbons, the monochromator wave-
length setting is 258 cm aPart from the exciting laser line at 18797 car

1 
(532 nm). At

flame temperatures the population of the rotational states peaks at higher quantum numbers
(for 2000 K at J - 19). Therefore, only N2 rotational lines with highest possible inten-
sities occur in the oberved spectrum. The resolution of our optical detection system is
sufficient to separate the lines originating from vibrational states v = 0 and v - 1.
Lines with their initial states v - 2 merge into the wings of the preceding lines of
v - 0. As the population of the N2 vibrational state v = 2 amounts only about 3.5 % at
2000 K the perturbation of the intensity distrihution of the v = 0 rotational lines may
be considered negligible.

As already mentioned the Raman scattered intensities are extremely low. In order to reach
a good signal-to-noise ratio in the spectrum and, hence, a statistically reliable accuracy
30,000 signal pulses at 10 Hz repetition rate have been accumulated. The resulting
temperature is 2039 1 56 K (± 2.8 0, one standard deviation). Fairly long accumulation
times are required to achieve this or better accuracy. A spectrum taken with doubled
exciting laser energies shows reduced scatter in the intensity distribution of the
rotational lines and indicates a temperature of 2043 ± 28 K. However, if the Raman signal
from the same flame position is accumulated for only 3,000 pulses,the measured tempera-
tures differ from each other much more. The mean and standard deviation of 10 successive
measurements is 2072 ± 86 K.
We conclude, provided that the flame itself fullf ills the necessary stability, spontaneous
Reman spectroscopy is an independent technique to measure reliable flame temperatures
in an environment of low luminosity.

Assuming the rotational Reman temperature in our experiment as reference temperature CARS
spectra have been evaluated using different models for the homogeneous Raman linewidth
and fitting different parts of the spectrum, e.g. only the vibrational ground state of
the N2 0-branch (v - 0 - 1) or the vibrational ground state and the hot band (v - 0 - 1
and v - 1 - 2). A typical broadband CARS spectrum from the fT~ie center is shown in Fig. 6
together with the residual error curve for the best fit. Some of the results of our com-
parative investigation are susmarized in Tab. 3.



Line Model Evaluated Part of the Spectrum
forrR v=0-"1 v= 01 and v =1 -2

NB CARS BB CARS NB CARS BB CARS

rR = constant 2174 K 2181 K 2142 K 2080 K

residual error 0.97 0.78 0.94 1.00

R Hall 1954 K 1989 K 2065 K 2001 K

residual error 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87

rR  Farrow 2008 K 2037 K 2065 K 2014 K

residual error 0.86 0.62 0.88 0.60

Raman
pure rotational spectrum
long time (2039 1 56) K
10 x short time (2072 ± 86) K

Table 3 Summary of CARS (narrowband and broadband) and Raman temperatures, measured in
the center of a propane/air flame, 10 mm about the burner surface; data evalua-
tion with different linewidth models and different parts of the spectrum; for
a better understanding the residual errors were normalized.

The approach to restrict the data evaluation to the reqion of the vibrational ground state
transition v = 0 - 1 is of some practical interest. By excluding the hot band (v = I - 2)
in the data analysis the cpu computer time needed by our evaluation program can be reduced
considerably. It has to be examined in a practical situation whether the uncertainty in the
temperature values coming in by the evaluated reduced spectrum is tolerable or not.

Comnaring the three linewidth models used in the evaluation program the constant linewidth
assumption always yields temperatures which are higher than those resulting from the other
two linewidth models and from spontaneous Raman data. It should be mentioned that Hall's
linewidth model is restricted to temperatures above 900 K. The result will be a too high
temperature. When Hall's and Farrow's linewidth models are compared the result is that
the temperatures from Hall's model are always slightly lower. The CARS temperatures
derived with Hall's and Farrow's model are in good agreement with the Raman temperatures,
if long time Reman spectra are considered. Raman spectra with shorter exposure times show
enhanced scatter of the intensities of the rotational lines and, therefore, yield less
accurate temperature.

The CARS temperatures are usually slightly lowered, if the hot band is included in the data
analysis. If only the vibrational ground state is evaluated, the differences between con-
stant linewidth and J-dependent linewidths become more pronounced.

The theory-experiment fit is pretty qood for all three models considering the spectral
shape, but it turns out that this fact alone is not a sufficient criterion for accurate
temperature measurements. Considering the residual error as the sum of the squared devia-
tions between the best fit and the experimental data Farrow's model performs best, where-
as in the case of a constant linewidth and Hall's model less significant differences are
observed.(For a better understanding the residual errors have been normalized in Tab. 3).

For further illustration a radial temperature profile of the investigated propane/air
flame is plotted in Fig. 7. The results of the temperature evaluation with and without
including the hot band in the CARS data analysis are shown separately. Different symbols
indicate the temperatures derived with different assumptions for the homogeneous Raman
linewidth and the Raman values. The Raman data contain measurements with variable exposure
times. The scatter of the data points on the flame edge becomes larger, where steep tem-
perature gradients ( a 200 K/mm) are found. Flame flickering is the most probable ex-
planation for the observed scatter.
In conclusion, the two linewidth models of Hall and Farrow et al. yield temperatures,
which coincide within ±1.5%. The temperatures are in good agreement with those derived
from spontaneous rotational Raman spectra. Provided that a practical application requires
still more accurate temperature values, both, a more precise reference technique and still
further improvements in the linewidth models are necessary.
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DISCUSSION

A.Ecbreth. US
What value of constant linewidth did you use'?

What values of constant linewidth gave -correct" temperatures even if the fit was not the best least squares?

Authos Reply
For the best fit spectrum shown we used a linewidth of .033 cm-'.

Other linewidths lead to bad theory-txperiment fits. especially in the region of the band head, wid have not been
evaluated.

R.Farrow. US
Comment
Both models are now dated in comparison with current work. Polynomial exponential gap (D.Greenhalgh et al) models
and other exponential gap models (Koszykowski et al, Rodsasco et al, and others) should give more accurate linewidth
over a broader temperature range.

R.B.Prke, UK
In the paper the assumption of equal contributions from Lorentzian and Gaussia ources is made.

(a) What is the basis for this assumption?

(b) If you allow the ratios to vary, does this make a difference to the conclusions drawn?

Author's Reply
In broadband CARS thermometry the influence of the combined slit/detector profile has to be taken into account in the
spectrum calculation. We do this by fitting a suitable spectral line which we record with our detection system. ln most
cases equal amounts of Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions give a good fit. With these evaluated parameters a
CARS spectrum of known temperature is calculated and fitted. However, sometimes it is necessary to change the
contributions somewhat to improve the theory-experiment fit (temperature influences on the monochromator detector
system?). But this should have no remarkable influence on the conclusions drawn in the paper.
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SUMMARY

This paper discusses the theory and application of broadband CARS spectroscopy for ambient (low)

and high pressure combustion thermometry. The accuracy of broadband CARS is assessed from 300-3500

Kelvin for pressures around I bar, and f~om 300-700 Ke4vin for pressures from 1-20 bar. The use of

CARS thermometry for both "average" and "instantaneous' measurements Is discussed. Systematic accuracy

strongly depends on the quality of the spectral model used in the CARS data analysis step, CARS

spectral modelling methods are discussed, swth particular reference to important recent developments.

Instantaneous CARS accuracy is importantly influenced by noise arising in both the broadband dye laser

and the wslttchannel detector. Both of these factors,- and their relative influences are assessed. ?We

9
Ipplication of CARS thermometry is illustrated by application to both in-cylinder studies of an

operating production i.c. petrol engine and to turbulent combustion in an oil-fired 30 kilowatt

furnace.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) is a laser spectroscopic technique for probing

gaseous systems. CARS has been widely used for 'In-situl probing of temperature and species

concentration in a wide variety of research(l'
-
5)develo 

t
(6-10) and industrial

1
-l)devices.

Current application areas include combustion("
- 3
' 5-14, chemical engineering

( 4
' 15), steam

thermometry for nuclear systems application(16)and micro-electronIcs 
1
)
. 

To date its greatest usage

has been for probing hostile combustion systems, normally for thermometry but increasingly for species

concentrations. For combustion diagnostics and heat transfer studies it offers certain significant

advantages over conventional mechanical probes.

(6) it is non-invasive (apart from windowing when required)

(it) it Is spatially precise

(tii) measurements are typically made in a single 10 nano-second laser pulse - thus flow

fluctuation (turbulence) are frozen

(iv) it is insensitive to background luminosity or fluorescence emissions

(v) it is durable - laser beams are not irreparably damaged by violent flow transients or

particles.

For these reasons CARS is rapidly becoming an important diagnostic technique for research and practical

combustion studies. In this paper we discuss and analyse the accuracy of broadband CARS nitrogen

thermometry. The analysis of CARS spectra requires an accurate computer model of the nitrogen CARS

spectrum. Firstly, a descriptive overview is presented. Secondly, a detailed mathematical

presentation of the latest CARS computer model is given. Thirdly the accuracy of both "average" and

'instantaneous" thermometry is presented; in particular dye laser and detector noise problems are

discussed. Application of the technique is illustrated from recent studies of a production petrol i.c.

engine(
1 3

:
1 4 

)and 30 kW oil-fired furnace (2).

2. CARS SPECTROSCOPY OVERVIEW

Both the theory and application of CARS spectroscopy have received wide attention in a number of

reviews (18-20). These reviews provide an additional indepth treatment to which the interested reader

is referred. The essentials of the CARS process are illustrated in Figure I. Two lasers provide beams

of frequencies w I 
and q.. which are used to generate a signal beam at a frequency was" To generate the

*This work ha. been suoported by a combination of the UKARA's Underlying Programme and the UK

Department of Energy IRA Programm.
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signal efficiently the beams mist be geometrically combined in the medium to achieve phase or momentum
matching. The resultant signal is a coherent 'laser-like' beam at a frequency was- 2w1r We. Thc laser
at wl is termed the pump laser and is usually spectrally narrow. The laser at we, usually broadband,
is termed the -Stokes" laser due to its 'red shift' with respect to the pump laser. The generated CARS
signal beam at was is termed "anti-Stokesr due to the its 'blue shift' from the pump wavelength. In
this paper only broadband CARS where we is broad will be discussed. Narrow band CARS is not usually
suitable for studying practical or turbulent combustion devices.

One conceptual model of the CARS process is presented below. The interaction of a pump laser beam
(wl) and a Stokes laser beam (ws ) will result in an interference pattern where the laser beams cross.
Interaction of the lasers with the medium will result in a complex optical density modulation of the
medim which mimics the interference pattern, thus the induced "pattern" is in effect a transmission
grating. Because the two lasers are of different frequencies the induced grating will be apparently
moving across the intersection volume at great speed. Also the finite interaction length of the lasers
will cause the grating to be three dimensional. Therefore a second incoming component, of the pump
laser (wI) must be specifically vectored onto this grating to optimise diffraction from the grating. A
small portion of this second laser beam will interact with this induced transmission grating and will
be both diffracted through an appropriate angle and frequency up shifted (by an amount w1- Ws). Using
this conceptual model most of the important effects of CARS can be accounted for. The accurate
vectoring of the laser beams is usually known as phase-matching. In Figure I the three beam phase-
matching geometry, well known as folded BOXCARS is illustrated 

(
21-23)

. 
BOXCARS can also he reallsed

using a two beam geometry (24,11). However, another very common geometry is collnear CARS. In
colinear CARS all beams co-propagate and the induced grating may be thought of as possessing a one
dimensional structure which lies along the propagation axis of the laser beams. In this case the
generated CARS signal appears frequency shifted, but is not deflected.

CARS

(COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY I

- METHOD-

tENS LENS

-ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM-

711~

-SPECTRUM--

A 606nm A 532nm A 474nm
(NITROGEN SPECTRUM I

0ir. I. Schematic of CARS Process

The efficiency of the grating will depend on the interaction of the two laser beams with the
medium. The principal coupling coefficient between the lasers and the medium is termed the third order
bulk susceptibility (x 3)). To generate a signal at was- 2wI - w the medium must have a response at
either (wl- we) or 2wI. The first of these (w1- we) normally corresponds to a Raman active vibrational
transition of a gas molecule, the second (2wl) is normally a two photon sum electronic transition. In
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the second case (2w1) the grating would of course be formed from the two pump laser beams. Usually
2w1 Is not resonant with an electronic transition and the two photon electronic effects is week, thus
this process gives rise only to a weak, spectrally flat, term known as the non-resonant background.
However, (w,- ws) may be readily tuned to strong Reman transitions such as the nitrogen Q-branch.
Q-branch transitions occur for vibrational quantum state changes of one (AV - i 1) and rotational state
changes of zero (J - 0). For nitrogen this band is at 2330 cm

- 1 
and is easily matched by the

frequency difference between a doubled Nd:YAG laser and an optically pumped dye laser. The grating
induced by the frequency difference (w, - w.) is a two photon transition and will contain
contributions both from the imaginary part of X

(3 )(
equi

v a
lent to absorption or optical density for a

one photon transition)and the real part of X(
3
) (equivalent to refractive index for a one photon

transition). Thus the final CARS spectrum also contains contributions from both terms.

To enable a temperature to be recorded in a single laser pulse the whole of the nitrogen Q-branch
spectrum mset be generated in a single laser pulse. This is achieved by using a broadband dye laser
for the Stokes laser; spectrally this is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 1. The main problems
with single-pulse broadband CARS are noise in the spectrum of the dye laser and Poisson noise arising
in the multichannel detector. These problems are fully discussed in a later section. CARS nitrogen
Q-branch spectra are strongly temperature dependent. Typical spectra (theoretical) from 500K to 2000K
are shown in Figure 2. At low temperatures the spectrum arises from transitions between the
vibrational levels V-O and V-I for many rotational levels (Quantum number J). Each rotational
"side-band" is shifted by approximately ae J(a+1) from the J-0 level, ae is the vibrational-rotational
couplin constant and is of order 0.02 cm

-1
. A typical broadband CARS system has a resolution of only

1-2 cm so many of these rotational "side-bands" are not fully resolved. However, at high

temperatures where high J states are populated the splitting between lines is just sufficient to
observe some structure in the spectrum. Generally the effect of increasing temperature is to broaden
the V-1V-O Q-branch. At high temperatures, normally above 1000K a new band appears at lower Raman
shift, these correspond to v-2 V-1, V-3 V-2 etc transitions. The pronounced features on the V-2 V-1
band arise due to accidental coincidence of rotational side-hands of both V-2 V-I and VmI V-0
transitions. In CARS, the intensity depends on the modulus squared of the bulk molecular
susceptibility and hence such coincidences give rise to a non-linear increase in intensity.

2000:K

[ O00. 1 K1- 500 K

,

2250 22k 2270 2280 220 2300 2310 2+2A 230 231.
RAMAN SHIFT cm

-1

FIG. 2 Plots of CAPS Spectra of Nitrogen as a Function of Temperature (intensities normalisad)

Temperature analysis of a CARS spectrum is performed by analysing its overall shape. There are
several methods. In the most widely used, a model spectrum is least squares fitted to an experimental
spectrum with temperature as the principal variable(1

,2 ,7, 14 ,
20). Alternatively, sialle algorithms,

based on the areas, widths or height of specific spectral features may be employed(l 
)
. Temperature

Sanalysis is also facilitated if the spectral operation of the dye laser is modified to specifically
select certain features of the spectrum(25). Lastly, for the pure rotational CARS S-branch spectrum of
nitrogen(

26
), which is occssiorally chosen as an alternative to the vibrational Q-branch spectrum

(2 7) ,

Fourier analysis may be employed(2
8) . 

At Harwell we have found the least square method to be both the
most reliable and the most general for broadband CARS thermometry(29)

an d 
that Q-branch spectra are

easier to generate. Comparison of the first two analysis techniques, on the same CARS data obtained in

an isothermal tube furnace, has shown that some simple algorithms may lead to systematic errors of up
to 82

9 . 
The latter two methods are relatively new, and as yet, have not been extensively tested.

Extensive testing for least squares analysis has show the method to be completely reltable(29-31)for
the region 300-1500K. For temperatures in excess of 2000K a new method for determining CARS
temperature accuracy has recently been proposed (32,33)and accuracies of order 1% have been found for
the region 2000K to 3500K using least squares analysis(

3
2.3

3
). Further, for thermometry measurements

in turbulent diffusion flames the apparent nitrogen concentration may change in an unpredictable
manner. Concentration changes can markedly affect CARS temperature analysis if not accounted for. By
using least squares analysis concentration changes can be readily accounted for with only a minimal
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effect on temperature accuracy
(2 9

'
3 4 )

. For the above reasons this paper will concentrate on
temperature analysis of broadband CARS spectra of nitrogen Q-branches using least squares analysis.

3. THEORY OF CARS SPECTROSCOPY

in the preceding section an overview description of the CARS process was given. In this section a
theoretical basis for the interpretation of CARS spectra of nitrogen Q-brancheS will be given.
Physically, the origin of CARS lies in macroscopic polarization induced by the incident electric
fields. This induced polarization acts as a source term in Maxwell's equations applied co coherent
CARS signal generation. It is the third order nonlinear electric susceptibility (X

(3)
) which relates

macroscopic polarisation to the cube of the incident electric field, consequently the analysis of X
( 3)

is central to the analysis of CARS spectra. A fuller review of the basic theory my be found in

references 18, 19 and 35.

The nonlinear polarization of matter is given by

P - X(1)E X(2)E
2 
+ X(3)E3+ .. I

Unless the electric field power is high the first term dominates and ac-ounts for most simple
optical phenomena (e.g. absorption refraction, dispersion etc). At high field strength the second and
third terms become important. X(2

5
is associated with processes such as frequency doubling, this

process is commonly used to up convert laser frequencies as in the frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. The

lowest order nonlinearity in isotropic media such as gases is X
(3 )

. As well as CARS this term is
responsible for a whole variety of effects including third harmonic generation optical Kerr effects
and inverse or stlmulsted Raman. The CARS polarization component is given by

(
5
5 )

P(3)(...) _ X11)l(__ -s . ., I  ( 2
X(3))is

i jkl Sol u1 -w1 - we) E(w1 )E(wu)E*(w.) + c.c.; was - w,+ ,Iw (2)

412ks & fourth rank tensor and is characterised by four polarizations (i.jk,l) and four frequencies
(wl,w, w and was), Assuming plane waves defined as

E( e) - Ai(kz - Wjt) + c.c. (3)

where z is the propagation axis, and by using equation (2) as a source term in Maxwell's wave equation
it can be shown thst 18-20.35)the CARS signal intensity Is

4x
2
w 2 2L

S = 4 %2W 1 2 I 13X (3) 2 2 (4)

where both perfect phase matching and monochromatic laser sources are assumed. In equation (4) c is

the speed of light, wea is the CARS signal frequency, n is the refractive index at was, L Is the laser
beam interaction length and I1 and I are the intensities of the pump and Stokes lasers respectively.
The effects of finite laser widths are discussed later. I(3)is the third order bulk electric
susceptibility of the medium and, assuming isolated lines is given by

(3) 4x Nc du
X xg 

+ 
- - E(-g)j apj [(wj - + we) - i r] (5)

where (dotdg) is the so-called Raman cross section of the *th line of the probed species, h is
Planck' constant, N is the number density, Ap the population differences between upper and lower

states of the jth resonance of the probed species. Note the line shape term [ .... ] is a complex
Lorentzian, for high pressures this function Is replaced by the reciprocal of the eigenvalues of the

complex G matrix together with associated complex weights(
3
60 

3 7). 
This point is discussed later. xNR

is a spectrally flat contribution from sll the constituents of the medium. For strong resonances XNR
produces only a slight modification to the spectrum. For a single resonance iX(3))

2 
becomes

X(
3) 2 

- (ImgxJ)2 + (RealXj)2 + 2 Realxj XNR + XNR
2  

(6)

As the concentration decreases the contribution to the CARS signal from the species resonance Xj will
approach X

t
R. Thus the last two term in equation (3) become important. Imaginary X has a simple

Lorontsien shape but Real X1 has a dispersive shape. Therefore as species concentration changes, the
spectrum shape changes; this is illustrated in Figure 3 for the O-branch of OD.
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FIG. 3. Calculated Spectra of CO as a Function of Concentration at 703K (intensities normalised)

Species concentrations my, in principle, be derived directly from the signal intensity; however,
uncertainties in laser intensity and the complex form of equations 3-6 can lead to serious error. Most
practical analysis Is based on equation 6 and uses the shape of the spectrum

( 0 1 )
. This has the

advantage that both temperature and species concentration are simultaneously determined
(2
9,

2
.
34 ) 

and

this enables spectra from turbulent diffusion flames to be correctly analysed.

The central problem in calculating CARS spectra is to determine an -observed" X(3such that all
medium, laser, spectrograph and detector parteters are properly accounted for. Certain advances in
CARS theory have, at first, appeared to significantly complicate the problem and considerable increase
computing times. One factor is the so-called "cross-coherence" effect which properly accounts for
partial coherences in the CARS signal, these partial coherences arise when finite bandwidth pump lasers

are used
(38

'
3
1
)
. Another factor is motional narrowing(

40 4
2.

14 '16
). Both these factors are important

even for ambient temperature and pressure nitrogen. Recently a simple approach which properly accounts

for both these effects has been publiahed
(4 3 )

. The model used for analysis of the data presented In

this aper is based on this approach and, excluding detector and spectrograph convolutions is defined
by 

( 4 3) .  ~ -. . "~ s2 (o) .- * x. E , ....

((43

+ I Uj a +c.c. + 2 (E aj V)( aj j (7s)2 r,
1 J 2 r,

2

where Uj -, at  [xi hi - i xi - I kil-I 7b)

and w1 is the wall known complex error function, namely

j zi-t

a -(h) X; 
(7d)

with a j - - i
r
i

Rare X' and X" are the complex eigenvaluse of the so-called G-matrix and the a1 are complex weights

formed from tRe complex eigenvectore of the G-mtrix. Reman scattering cross settions,, and quantum

state population factors. Por met situations, where r, >>r, (, the Doppler widtb) simultaneous
M + r2) and the factor rXJ - X3 - i(X + Xj))-t is replaced by
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(-1 x//F D )  ( ) i-I (1 + k))(7e)
I x//2D) W v rD

Following references 34 and 35 mathematically this gives:

A A
-
1 G(o)- A A

-
' A X A

-
' (S8)

so that

a-(a.A). (A,
-
'

.
A

.
a
)  

(8b)

with
G(M) I (w) + G(O) (8c)

Thus the simplistic scalars and Lorentzian function of equation (5) are replaced by equations (7) and
(8) together with the following further definitions. Neglecting polarization effects, we have

a2 .4 N c
4  

do (9a)
j h s

4  
dQ

where
do - do . Cj.CV (9h)

dQV J  dQo,0

and Cj and CV are given by (42)

C. - I - 1.5 (8l+1) J(J+1) a2 (9c)

also

CV  -[1.5 VbI + (11/4) Vb2J/[l - 1.5 b, + (11/4)b2]
2  

(9d)

with &I - ae (9e)

6g

w
e

= 2 h (9f)

bI - 81'2 (9g)
2

b2 - 1/6 [2wexe/Be(I5/4)a2j (9h)

The population difference matrix &xp in equation 8 is diagonal and is defined as

Apjk -
6
jk(Pji - Pjf) (lOs)

where PJl and Pjf are the initial and final state populations of the jth transition, 
6
jk is the

Xronecker delta function (
6
jk = 6(j-k)).

ptgj(2J+)V (e (EV+Ej)/kT(1b

QV' QR, (V)

where Qv and QR(V) are the vibrational and rotational partition functions and I represents quantum
states J and V. The crucial element for calculating spectra as a function of pressure is the
0-matrix. This is given by

Gj~k - [-j- woo - irjj6jk + iyjk(l-6jk) (118)
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where wj is the line transition frequency, ., is an arbitrary constant, I' the transition half widths
at half milius and A are the transition frequency pressure shifts. Te latter are nrmally independent
of J and constitute only an overall frequency shift of the spectrum. This is easily handled in the
data processing and the 'a are consequently ignored. Note that the diagonal of the G-mstrix is Just

the inverse of a complex trentsian vector. The key factors In motional narrowing are the YJk'
There are two important constraints on the Yjk'" Firstly, Pj is related to Yjk by tha unitary
principle which is

r J V * E - Yjk (lib)

where *V is a small vibration dephasing contribution to the molecular linewidth, typically %V is less
than 5% of r for nitrogen. Secondly detailed balance requires that

Yjk Pk - YkJP5 (lic)

Equations 7-Il form the basis for calculating CARS spectra fully including the effects of laser

cross-coherence, motional narrowing, and anharmonic and centrifugal corrections. The latter two

factors are smalt other than at high temperatures (e.g. above 2000K). The two most important effects
are laser cross-coherence and national narrowing. Cross-coherence effects arise since the pump laser

has a finite handwidth. Consider two discrete components of wl, namely WT and wj. In this case the

equations

(WO - we) + W - Was (12b)

give exactly equal anti-Stokes frequencies but for different Reman shifts (component in parenthesis)
and consequently corresponds to different values of X

(3 )
. Further, it is easy to see if 0 is

substituted for w in equations 12a and 12b hoth of the generated waves at we. are in-phase and will
consequently add coherently. Simultaneously the two components (w and wj) give rise to spectral
separate, randomly phased contributions at

W - W) + - was (02C)

and (w; - W.) + -' w;. (12d)

Processes arising from I1a and 12b can he thought of as "cross-coherent terms" and those from 12c

end 12d as incoherent or "normal stoichastic contributions". These two types of contributions
correspond directly to the 4th and 3rd terms in equation (7a). In equation (7a) a full integration

over an assumed Gaussian distribution of laser mode Intensities is included.

AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTON

2/r

FIO. 4. Fourier Pair of As Exponentially Decaying Sine Wave and a Lorentzian Line Shape
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The effects of notional narrowing my be illustrated by considering a Q-.branch of a hypothetical
molecule with two vibrational transitions arising from only two rotational levels, say J 1 and 2
Consider one of the two states and its associated transition or spectral line. Inelstic collisions
will restrict the lifetime of any molecule in this state in a random way. Thus an ensemble of
molecules may be thought of as having a 'characteristic" or "average" lifetime io the state %.
Increasing pressure will increase collision rate and correspondingly linearly decrease 1. The emitted
CARS signal, from this ensemble of molecules, will then correspond to a randomly interrupted ensemble

of sine waves. This process is properly represented by an exponeotially decaying sine wave where the
characteristic of the exponent is -r. The above situation and its equivalent Fourier transform pair In
the frequency domain, is illustrated in Figure 4. Note that the spectral lineshape is a Loreotnian,

at low pressures its half width will increase linearly with gas pressure as T decreases. This Is the
clsssical picture of pressure broadening of spectral lines; because It treats each transition
separately It is referred to as the "Isolated lines model". However, the isolated lines model does not
take account of what happens to a molecule after an inelastic collision, If it merely "Jumps" into the

other state (e.g. J1 . )and the apparent vibrational motion Is essentially unperturbed then the
molecule will have appeared to have changed frequency but with no Interruption in its vibrational
phase. Such a situation will significantly complicate the isolated lines picture. Just such a
situation Is schematically illustrated in Figure 5. For clarity, the time domain in Figure 5 shows the
specific behaviour of the spectral emission from an "average" molecule undergoing collisions at
Intervals of z. This Is obviously hypothetical since in practice an ensemble of molecules will be
experiencing collisions after random time intervals where x is the characteristic time interval. The

frequency domain does represent the real situation of a molecular ensemble. At low pressure, molecular
lifetimes are long and the transitions narrow. Aa pressure Increases, c decreases and the transitions
broaden In a linear fashion. However, when % Is small the molecule switches rapidly between its two
quantum states (J1 and J2) and the spectrum collapses to a single, sharp, line. Under these
circumstances, the switching time , or man time between collisions, is, in effect, comparable to the
inverse of the frequency difference between the spectral lines. Nitrogen behaves in this fashion at
high pressure, but in this case the calculation is very complex because, depending on the temperature,
up to 50 rotational states and 4 vibrational Q-branches my be involved.

FIG. 5. A Scbsmstlc illustration of Ntional Narrowing for a Hypothetical "Two State" Molecule.
Pseudo Fourier Pairs - see test.
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In practice, the problem is to define the Individual relaxation rates between individual states;

for nitrogen, up to 2,500 rates may be required to compute a spectrum by inverting the G-matrix. The
first attempt at an efficient formulation which solved both problems was found by Hall and

Greanhalg( ()and Is based on the Gordon rotational diffusion model. However, recent experimental

data, particularly from Sandia Hstional b but also in-cylinder i.c. engine measurements at

Harwell(13.l4), have shown that this model is inadequate. Therefore calculations have tG be based on

the full G-matrix approach equations 7-1I and a model for describing the rates, yjk'S, in equation 1I

is required. Such a model needs to properly accounted for the constraints of unitary (equation lib)

and detailed balance (equation 11i). Initial approaches(
42

)fitted simple models, usually called

scaling laws (46)
, 
to known or predicted experimental linewidtbs.

More convenient are models which are accurately self consistent with known linevidths and

equations lib and lic. Such a model has been formulated and is known as the Polynomial Energy Gap or

PEG law (47) However, this model also underestimates narrowing in known N
2 
spectral dated(13, 4,3 45)

This has led to impro.-I models based on the exponent of the energy defect between the states involved

in the rotationally inelastic collisions. A model which is self consistent with early experimental

linewidth data, equtions (lIlb) and (lc), and known CARS spectra up to 1000K is the Differential

Energy Gap (DEG) scaling law(
3 1

,
1 4
), Such a model has been employed for a wide range of CARS data and

has been found to give excellent results up to 1O00K and 2C bar (detailed results are show later).

The full parameterised model, fitted to known data
( 4 g ' 5 0 )

, gives

-P 
-  

* -b p+C (13)
Yjk - Pj k

where a - 1.2807, K - 33.3226, b - 1.63, c - 1.4, P is pressure and T is temperature.

Very recently an alternative model has been formulated(
45
'
5 1

)from a full range of accurate inverse

Raman linewidth measurements 
( 5 1 ) . 

The DEG model as stated In equation (13) gives very good(accuracy

for CARS thermometry. Essentially the DEG model is a conventional exponential scaling law 37,38,4

with the Inclusion of a term where b-c - 0.23. This factor behaves In a similar fashion to the

perturbation correction factor employed In the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) extension of Impact Order

Sudden Theory (IOS)(46,52). The perturbation correction factor which accounts for partial rotation of

the molecules during the molecular collision, was first investigated for nitrogen CARS applications by

Hall
( 5 2 )

. A similar factor is also employed in alternative models. The DEG model, equation (13).

accurately reproducse the fntionai form of the rotational or -J" dependence of even the most recent

linewidth data(
5 1

), however Its overall scaling of linewidths is slightly out (circa 10 maximum).

This small error does not significantly affect CARS thermometry accuracy for a wide range of

temperatures and pressures and, as Is shown in the results section, excellent accuracy may be achieved

using equation 13. Small errors in linewidth scaling are in any case unimportant for low and medium

resolution CARS(
2 9

); however, errors in the form of the J dependence are not
(2 9

,
5 3 )

. This clearly

points to the fact that the overall linewidth scaling of the DEG model is not properly described by the

T
"
8 factor. A model which, for practical purposes, rectifies this situation is propoad below and Is

termed P-DEC or Polynomial-Differential Energy Gap.

Yjk - P(E KiT-)pjb P
k  

(14)

Comparison of predicted and known linewidths(4
8

.
5
1)is shown in Figure 6. The overall agreement Is

excellent. All these scaling laws are however approximations and there is, as yet, no overriding

physical basis for preference of a given model, indeed recently both the Gordon model and the PEG model

have been extensively revised and used to obtain much Improved agreement with experimental

data(
5 5

5),

0 060
Theory

0 050 0 Rososco el 01

0 030 g 500K

0 020 -30K

0 01:I0O

0 0001

0 5 10 iS 20 25 30

Modified DEG Scaling Low
FIG. 6. Comparison of Linswidth Measurements (ref. 48 P 51) mith the D-Ti'i Acaling Law "ode]
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In forming a computer code for prediction and temperature analysis of CARS spectra, it is vital to

include appropriate convolutions for the "instrument function". This arbitrary function arises from

the finite resolving power of the analysing spectrograph and from cross-talk in the intensified

detector. For many instruments this function is well represented by a Voight function
( 29

'
5 3 5

.

Typically most of the CARS spectrometers at Harwell have instrument functions Indistinguishable from

Voight profiles. Thus the "observed" CARS spectrum is given by

In (was) - f V(r, rG,)dA Ias(uas) (15)

where '..(was) is given by equation 7-11 and 13 or 14, b is detuning from was and rL and r. are the

H.W. Lorentzlan and l/e H.W. Gaussian components of the instrument function. Such a convolution may be

readily computed by a single Simpsons rule integration. However, after a little thought, an

essentially fully analytic solution for equation 15, following the integral methods used in equation

(7), is possible and will he published shortly
( 5 6 )

. Occasionally, as in the case of one of our Harwell

tnstruments, a slightly asymmetric instrument function is found. This has been accounted for by post

convoluting equation 15 by a "one-sided" exponential fuoction, this is physically somewhat analogous to

a time constant of a chart recorder. This process is mathematically trivial and is not given

explicitly.

4. DATA ANALYSIS TNE014I4ETRY ACCURACy AND INSTRU14ENTAL NOISE

In this section the data processing method employed is discussed. Secondly the accuracy of CARS

averaged" temperatures Is assessed. Thirdly, factors affecting instrumental noise for instantaneous

or single pulse CARS are discussed. Finally, the combined effect of instrument noise (lasers and

detector) are examined and an analysis presented.

All results published here are based on the above model. These equations have been formed into a

sophisticated computer code which includes facilities for a least-squares processing of large

quantities of experimental data. The computer model is known as CARP-2 
( 5 7 . 

For very large quantities

of single shot data an alternative method is employed. This is based on a library of spectral curves

representing essentially terms 2 and (3+4) of equation (7a), after convolution by a suitabe instrument

function. Libraries are generated CARP-2 and, subsequently, very rapid least-squares fitting,

can be achieved using the codes QUICK
(  

or QUICK-2D
7)

. The QUICK codes have been developed to

utilise Libraries for processing data from such as an isobaric turbulent flame where temperatures may

change by up to 2000K. from shot to shot (QUICK) or for processing i.c. engine data where both

temperature and pressure (on average) tend to change modestly from laser shot to laser shot for a given

measurement location at a given engine crank angle (QUICK-2D).

CARS "average" thermometry accuracy at atmospherlc pressure has been carefully studied by two

groups for the region 300-1700K
( 3 0 )

and 300-1050K(2
9
,31); excellent agreement with standard

thermocouples has been found. Examples of this data will not be reproduced here. The accuracies of

the Hatwell CARS system are typically 1-1.5% for the range 300-IO0K
( 2 9

'
3 1 )

. However, the accuracy of

CARS in the temperature range 300-1OO0K at I bar does crucially require the cross-coherence effect
(29) to be accounted for. If cross-coherence is neglected, CARS temperatures my be in error by up to

50 or 60K
( 2 9 )

. Also at the lower temperatures motional narrowin is important. The improved accuracy

of Harwell data around 30OK(2
9
,3

1
)over data obtained elsewhere ( 0)is most likely due to the Inclusion

of motionsl narrowing effects. Above 2000K it is very much more difficult to compare CARS temperatures

to recognised temperature standards. However by measuring CARS nitrogen gas temperatures inside a

specially designed incandescent lamp filament
(
32,33)it has been possible to relate CARS temperature

measurements to two-colour pyrometer measurements 
( 3 3 , 5 8 , 2 ) . 

Care haa to be taken to ensure that gas

and filament temperatures are in equilibrium, if this is achieved excellent agreement (of order 1) is

found between filament (pyrometer) and gas (CARS) temperatures. To illustrate this a CARS spectrum at

3500K is show in Figure 7. In conclusion, for atmospheric pressure, CARS "average" thermometry

2.50 T (Filament) - 3446K

2.00 T (CARS)- 3467K

Z 1.50 P - 1.43 Bar

1.00

0.50

0.00 0 Mo u | Iwa

2.200 2,220 2.240 2,260 2.280 2,300 2.320 2,340

Raman Shft cm
"

FIG. 7. CARS Spectrum from Inside a Tungsten Filament. Upper Trace Experimert, Lower Trace Theory-Experiment
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accuracy is of order 1-1.5% from 300K to 3500K, the worst region for accuracy lies between 700 and
1100K where the vibrational hot bands are almost absent and the overall rate of change of spectral
shape with temperature is a minimuu

{ 29 ).

At high pressures, typical of gas turbine primary zones or i.e. engines, (e.g. 0-40 bar) the
effects of motional narrowing are vitally important. Its effect on accuracy may be dramatically judged
from Figures 8 and 9. In both these figures the same "conditionally averaged" i.c. engine CARS
spectrum, taken in the compressed charge prior to ignition, has been analysed using CARS models with
and without motional narrowing effects. The error, 190K in 876K, is considerable. In these CARS
experiments the term -conditionally averaged" means that many CARS spectra (say 50+) are summed
together for the same conditions of engine crank angle and in-cylinder pressure. Comparison of theory
and experimental data of this type are certainly useful in excluding CARS models and rotational
relaxation models that do not work. A better test of accuracy comes from comparison with measurements
of nitrogen gas under known conditions. Recently, measurements of CARS in isobaric, isothermal N2 for
the range 300 to 800K and from 1 to 20 bar have been made. In order to ensure that the test gas was
perfectly homogeneous the complete test cell was heated. The cell and surrounding oven are shown in
the photograph in Figure 10. The principal problem with this approach is to maintain an effective seal

P - 17.500 BAR T - 586.6 K

MOTIONAL NARROWING NOT INCLUOEO

5 -

4

Theory

..... Experiment

--- Difference

2-

0/

2.310 2.315 2,320 2,325 2,330 2.335 2,340
Raman Shift (ca

1 )
i

FIG. S. Pre-Combustion I.C. Engine CADS Spectrum, Fitted usln1 an Isolsatd lines "odel

P - 17.500 BAR T - 576.2K
5 MOTIONAL NARROWING INCLUDED

4
----- Experiment

n3 - Difference

- 2

1.
0
2.310 2,315 2,320 2.325 2,330 2.335 2.340

Raman Shift (cmn
1

)

FIG. 9. Pre-Combuatios IC. Engine CARS Spectrum (as Fig. 8), Fitted !Teing CAOP-2 (ref. 87)
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/

FC. 10. Photograph of The Parwell Isothermal Sigh Pressure, Pigh Temneratare rest Cell

between the windows and the high pressore statnless steel test cell. This has been achieved by using a

differentially expanding sealing system where a high expansion packing washer is Included. By this

means stable isobaric, isothermal gas is created inside a 300 mn long cylinder. Excellent agreement

between experimental and theoretical CARS spectra has been obtained for all temperatures and pressures.

However, the accuracy of the CARS technique may he judged from Figure II where some preliminary data is

presented. At the time of writing the data available from the test cell was only for a preliminary

study where the sapphire windows employed were not properly "c" cut; consequently the windows

exhibited a slight time and temperature dependent birefringence. This resulted in some small random

distortions to the experimental CARS spectra. Therefore the present results are only preliminary. The

problem has now hems rectified and an improved set of data will shortly he published
59  

enertheless,

Figure II shows that there are no specific systematic errors for the complete region up to 700K and 20

bar. The scatter on the data primarily results from the slight random hirefringence.

700
700 --i - I- ----. __ _____

600

500 I - _

400

100 i1 i L _ I_

200 -- - - - I __ I -I
0 2 ' 6 8 10 12 14 I6 18 20 22 24

Pressure in bar

PPELMINARY CARS MEASUREMENTS

Sthe hh 1emperolure/hqh p-sure etl

clnr ,lqIl -ses ,edcolel hbrmocouple lempprotuees)

FIG 11 Comparison of CARS and Thermncouple Temperatures 0-7o0K. n-20 Par
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These tests establish CARS accuracy from 300-3500K at I bar and from 300-800K up to 20 bar. For
very high temperatures and pressures the testing of CARS accuracy aweits development of an appropriate
test device. However, as will be shown later, for typical post i.e. engine combustion CARS data of
circa 2300K and 30 bar, the choice of relaxation rate model is far less critical than that for
temperature and pressures up to 1000K and 20 bar.

A major feature of the CARS technique is its capability to make instantaneous measurements.
Unfortunately such CARS data is subject to additional noise, typically 82(I)but sometimes larger. A
principal source of the noise lies in the broadband dye laser used in the CARS instrument. Typical
broadband dye lasers produce spectral profiles which possess an observed r.m.s. noise of order 8-10%.

The source of this noise has been studied both experimentally(11R60-
6
2)and theoretically(

60
'
6 3

)
.

Attempts have been made to account for the noise on a purely schematic basis(
11

'
61
'
63

)however a
detailed theoretical model(

60
,b

3
)which shows excellent agreement with measurements(

6
0)and accounts for

reported experiments(60)now exists. This published theoretical model(60'6
3
)is used as the basis for

the discussion that follows.

Essentially a broadband dye laser consists of a spectral 'comb' of individual frequencies. The
'comb' is formed from the longitudinal modes of the Fabry-Periot cavity of the laser where individual
modes are separations are on the order of 0.01 cm

-1
. Over the whole spectral profile, of 150 cm-lthere

may be upwards of 104 modes. The phase and intensity of each mode is determined by the thermal or
spontaneous emission processes, at the start of the laser pulse with the exited gain medium of the dye
laser. Such thermal processes have exponential statistics and may be considered to possess 100% noise.
As a consequence, the observed noise for a broadband laser, measured using a multichannel/spectrograph
detector with a resolution of say I cm

- 1
, is approximately 8-10%(1,60). Essentially the observed

noise on a pixel is inversely proportional to the square root of effective modes sampled (e.g.
sampling 502 of I mode and 100% of another gives 1.5 effective modes). Figure 12 shows an example of
dye laser noise as it appears in the CARS spectrum for a purely non-resonant signal. The appearance of
this noise in the final CARS spectrum has been postulated to nearly follow that of the input Stokes(60)

laser
(60 )

. This postulate is substantially supported by recent theoretical work
1
63)

. 
This theoretical

work clearly shows that, for certain conditions, additional noise will arise in the CARS signal. The
most important case arises when the pump length of the pure laser becomes short compared co the round
trip time of the broadband dye laser. When this arises essentially a restricted sub set of modes of
the dye or Stokes laser are sampled in the CARS process, this reduces the effective number of modes and
results in increased noise in the CARS signal.

(a)

(b

C:

(C)

inm

Wavelength
FIG. 12. Examples of Single Pulse CAPS Noise. (a) Single Pulse CARS Spectrum of )NR, (b) 100-Pulase Average

CARS Spectrum of XNR (c) a divide by b.
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The effect of dye laser cavity length on noise is Illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13
purely broadband dye laser noise for two simple laser cavities is compared with theorv6t). Note the
excellent agreement for the plane-plane cavity case. Comparison of theory and experiment for the
G'able cavity case is not very good, principally because it was not possible to accurately estilmte the
number of transverse modes and their relative intensities as a function of cavity length. However.
note that measured noise for this laser asympotically approaches the Amplifled Spontaneous Emission
(ASE) points which correspond to the total number of modes being restrocted by the laser pulse length
according to the uncertainty principle. In Figure 14 observed CARS noise is compared with theory.
Note, in particular. that the biggest discrepancy between theory and experiment is at the longest
cavity lengths where the criterion for pump laser pulse being much greater than rount trip time is only
marginally valid. The noise experlments reported in Ref. 60 correspond to a "phase delayed- BOXCARS
experiment where the two pump components do not arrive at exactly the same Instant in the control
volume. For colinear or non-phase delayed experiments temporal reinforcement of the pump laser
fluctuations is likely to lead to an effective shortening of the observed CARS pulse. Consequently
anti-Stokes noise from such experiments my he higher. At Harwell colinear CARS experiments have been
found to be generally noisier than phase delayed BOXCARS using equivalent lasers.

STOKES NOISE 10 ANTI - STOKES NOISE

01

E E

10 100 10 100
Cavity length (cm) ovty length (cml

FIG. 13. Stokes Laser Noise Versus Cavity Length. Fir,. 14. Theory (ref. So) Continuous Line, Souares and

Squares and Continuous Line Experiment and Theory Dots CAPS Noise as per Cavities for Fig. I!.
for a Simple Plane-Plane Laser Cavity. Dashes ana
Dots are the Same for a Stable Laser Cavity. Open
Symbols are ASE Measurements.

Fortunately careful choice of dye laser design can reduce this noise
(60 )and 

such a noise reducing
design has been employed throughout this work. Clearly there is also a need to choose multimode lasers
with long, rather than short, pulse lengths. Alternatively, single Node Nd:YAG lasers can be employed
(30.62), if in future satisfactory rugged and cost effective designs may become avilble(

64
)then this

may become the preferred option. However, the accuracies reported below, using a amltimode CARS pump
laser, are essentially identical to those using a single mode laser 

(
30), thus the gain in using a

single mode laser my not be substantial. Also, for practical measurements, detector noise my be as
least as Important; this is discussed next.

A second source of noise, in instantaneous CARS, lies in the counting statistics of the detector
(65,66). A typical CARS signal contains a peak of say 103-105 photons per detector channel. Typically
1/10 of these photons are detected by the multichannel detector. The observed uncertainty will,
according to well known Poisson statistics for photons, be /N where N is the number of observed
photons. A simple minded analysis may assume that such noise appesrs independently on individual
channels; however, In practice, cross talk in the detector cause correlations of order 2-4 channels.
Therefore the Poisson or shot noise will be weighted to the lower spatial frequencies of the
multichannel detector. Interpreting this effect, together with the complex shape and temperature
dependence of a CARS spectrum, does not lead to a straightforward analysis. Consequently, we have
experimentally investigated the combined effect of dye laser and detector noise using Instantaneous
CARS data from an isothermal tube furnace(

29
,
3
1). In these experiments 00 instantaneous CARS spectra

were recorded for various known temperatures between 300 and 1000K and for various average 'peak'
detector counts. All CARS spectra were then processed using QUICt(57)and the to CARS temperature
uncertainty determined: these results are mumarised in Figure 15. Two points are clear. Firstly the

detector Poisson noise contributes a major part of the temperature measurement uncertainty for signal
levels below 2500 counts (our maximum detector range is 16,383 counts). Secondly, dye laser noise,
described above, dominates only for very strot CARS signals. The marked contributon of detector noise
to temperature uncertainty might appear to he surprising, however as already pointed nut, careful
consideration must be given to the correlation properties of the noise which arises from the 3-4
channel detector cross-talk, together with the large range of intensity and temperature sensitivity of
the the various parts of a CARS spectrum.
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FIG. 1. CARS Instantaneous Thermometry Uncertainty for Various Temperatures

Detector noise will be particularly devastating on an analysis method which places undue weight on

the lower Intensity portions of a spectrum. Undoubtedly, this explains our success wi~th least squares
analysis of the full spectrum and the unreliability of simpler analysis algorithem

(
M

. 
The potential

overall accuracy for Instantaneous CARS is seen to be of order 42, based on extrapolations of Figure

15 to infinite detector counts. This Is based on a least-squares analysis method and the multimode

pump laser. However, typical accuracies are closer to 6-7% with detector noise contributing

approximately 502 of this uncertainty (assumes 1000 to 2000 counts an a 16000 count range detector).

It Is therefore clear thtt dye laser noise is by no means the sole factor in current instantaneous CARS
thermmetry. Schemes designed to limit the use of low intensity CARS signalo(67-69)vlll be vital for

optimum 
accuracy 

In the study 
of turbulent 

combustion.

5.1 Production Petrol I.C. Egi6nes

CARS thermometry has been successfully applied to the study of combustion processes in a

production two-liftr petrol engine for a range of conditions of speed and load which are realistic of

all conceivable drive conditions. These experiments have been supported by an industrial
consortia

(7 0 ) . 
The CARS experiment In Illustrated In the photograph in Figure 16. CARS experiments an

such an engine must access the combustion space through two small (typIcel~y 4 m dia) windows.

In order to optimism signal strength through the limited optical access coltnear CARS Is used.
Colinear CARS spatial resolution can be controlled by choosing the correct bean ese comabinations

( 6 5 ) .

• in the** experiments care to taken to ensure (1) that the Stokes laser beam diameter is made much
smller say 1/3 of the pump laser prior to the field lens (typically 10 cm focal length) which focuses

both baesa to the measurement point, and (2) the pump laser to essentially TIKoo. This procedure
ensure@ phase matching and thus eff iint signal generation Is effective only over 3-4 me, length around
the focus. Rbecent theoretical work

( 
I supports this experimental finding. Typical for a homogeneous

environment the effective interaction length is closer to I mm. By careful testing we have found that

In the worst creditable situation, 2400K nitrogen at the measurement point and 700K say 1O sm away

we induce errors of loe than 12.

as ii 20 • I
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FIG. 16. Photograph of 2-Litre Production Petrol Engine with rAPS Thermometry Instrumnt
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FIG. 17. Post GOmbustion CAPS Spectrumi from a Production Petrol Engine.
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Examples of the high quality data obtained from the operating engine, both for a precombustion

(924K and 17.5 bar) and post combustion (2317K and 27.5 bar) spectra are shown in Figure 9 and Figure
17 respectively. The calculation for Figure 17 also employed the same parameterisation of equation 13.

However fractionally better agreement was obtained using values of b - c of 3.5 with associated small

changes to K and a to maintain agreement with known linewidth data. These increases in b and c produce

a superficially better agreement to the experimental engine data but the 'fitted' temperature only
differs by approximately 30K from that obtained using the original values for b and c. Since this
experimental CARS data was taken from a real engine, one cannot conclude that these adjustments are

physically real. The engine data has been 'conditionally averaged' for some 50 engine cycles with the

condition that crank angle and in-cylinder pressure are constant. The in-cylinder gas is almost

certainly not exactly equivalent from cycle to cycle for the post combustion gases and some small
biasing of the exp imental data may have occurred. However, recent theoretical work of Hall

( 52
) using

the Energy Corrected Sudden theory, supports the idea that b and c should slightly increase with
increasing temperature. We are currently seeking a satisfactory source of isothermal nitrogen at 1500K

- 2500K for pressures greater than 15 bar to complete the testing of our computer model and to resolve
this small uncertainty.

5.2 30K watt Oil Fired Furnace

SZ Quart z

IVertcsI axis] Wlnd"-

Furnace

Drought tub7

Far- LF-eI purnp

FIC. 18. Schematic iiagram of Burner Assembly of 3OKW Oil-Spray Furnace

The essentials of the furnace are shown diagrammatically in Figure 18. Briefly it consists of a
hollow 0.3 m diameter water cooled cylinder fitted with an opposing pair of quartz windows; this
allows optical access across a diameter for various heights. The burner consists of an oil-jet
stomiser centred in a swirl vane. The latter supplied with air at nominally S.T.P. by a blower. The
furnace was mounted on an x, y traverse, and the burner on a vertically (z axis) adjustable platform.
This allows the CARS easurement volume to be positioned within a radial plane covering the central 502

of the furnace tube diameter and from 4 cm to 40 cm above the burner plate. The fuel was kerosene and
was supplied at a pressure of 690 kPa (100 psi) and at a flow rate of 2.8 x 10

-3 
m
3
/hr and air was

supplied at 1.1 m
3
/min.

The results of CARS thermometry are shown In Figures 19 to 22. The map of average temperatures in

degrees Kelvin Figure 19, shows a slight asymmetry which is consistent with s known velocity asymmetry
in the furnacet

7 2)
. These temperatures have been used to compare computer models of droplet behaviour

in combustion; comparisons with this CARS data have been published elsewhere 
7 3

).
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The form of the temperature fluctuations for two radial heights (z - 4 cm and a - 8 cm) are shown in
Figures 20 and 21. Note that for temperature measurements near the flame sheet (x - 2 at z - 4 and x -
2 or 6 at a - 8) bimodal temperature distributions are observed, this is intuitively expected if
pockets of burnt and unburnt gases randomly pass through the measurement point. In general we found
that the p.d.f's of temperature were markedly non-Gaussian in and around the burning fuel spray.
Maximum temperature turbulence levels of t 802 around the sean (measured near the centre of the fuel
spray at x - 4 cu) drop to t 102 in the post-flame zone. In the post-flame zone the p.d.f's are close
to normal Gausslans, Figure 22. However, these levels of turbulence are significantly larger than our
instantaneous measurement uncertainty of approximately ± 5% in the post-flame to say ± 10 at worst
actually in the oil spray. A plot of temperature variance is shown in Figure 23. The variances shown
are corrected for the instrument uncertainty. Peaks in the turbulence level are seen in the centre of
the fuel spray and around its edges, where we assume the burning front is located.

We have successfully measured CARS spectra of H20, CO2 and 02 as well as N2 in this oil spray
furnace. To date we have processed some of the H20 data. Figure 24 shows CARS spectra of nitrogen and
water from the same point in the post-flame zone. Note that (i) the independent measurements of
temperature agree within 20K and (it) the concentration of water is found to be 8.5%. This
concentration is consistent with the known approximately 752 excess air and assumes full mixing of the
post-flame gases (Kerosene is a C12-C16 paraffin thus perfect stoichiometry would yield 15 H20).
Further confidence in concentration measurements of water vapour await improved spectra data,

particuarly linewidths. Some recent work in this area has recently been completed and further is
planned, improved accuracy should then be forthcoming. This example importantly illustrates that
thermometry and species concentration measurements are sisAltaneously possible.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The theory and application of CARS thermometry has been discussed and the need for high quality,
accurate spectral models is shown. Important aspects affecting accuracy include:- motional narrowing,
finite laser bandwidth effects, accurate spectral modelling, dye laser noise and detector noise. The
average accuracy of CARS thermometry is generally found to be of order 1-1.5%. Instantaneous
thermometry is shown to have a practical accuracy of 6-7%. The generality of CARS thermometry has been
established with examples of application to two Industrial combustion systems, (1) a two-litre
production petrol (gasoline) engine and (2) a 30 kilowatt oil fired furnace.
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DISCUSSION

A.Lfluggele, US
Can you comment on the data rate limitation of your CARS measurement process - for example, can we achieve a
5000 per second sample rate for future engine work.

Author's Reply
For I atmosphere flows, and slightly less, we need 200-300 millioules of laser energy per pulse to generate
satisfactory signals. At 5 kHz this gives a mean power of I KWatt. Such high power would require an enormous laser.
Also such lasers are certainly not commercially available. Current data rates are also limited to 100-200 Hz for
broadband CARS with multiplex detection. For high pressures > 20 bar much lower powers are required. For these
systems large copper vapour lasers may ultimately allow the potential but this is probably at least 2 to 3 years in the
future.

P.Stewart, UK
The internal combustion engine is an unsteady state system. The spatial resolution has been described - what is the
temporal resolution. i.e. - how long does it take to make a measurement and has the temperature changed significantly
during the course of the measurement?

Author's Reply
For single pulse measurements the measurement time is typically 10- 15 nanoseconds. This is very short compared with
the timesale of fluid flow variations which are likely of order milliseconds. For -steady-state- systems we use 10-20
Hz sampling and determine the statistics of temperature. For "non-stationary" systems such as I C engines the above
approach could be used but interpretation of the data would require considerable thought. Typically in the engine all
our CARS data is "conditionally sampled". With each spectrum we simultaneously recorded full cylinder pressure
histories plus many other timing details such as crank angle and ignition timing. For most data prior to combustion we
can then determine average parameters (such as temperature) for a chosen scenario of conditions. For instance, prior to
combustion for a given crank angle and for a given pressure we can average together all spectra and reduce data
processing needs. However for less well determined conditions (e.g. post combustion) it is still important to process
CARS data single shot so that both mean and ems. etc., quantities may be examined as a function of condition.

M.N.R.Nins, PO
With limited optical access to the petrol I C engine, I would like to know more about the spatial resolution in your
system: In the paper you mention 3-4 mm effective length around the focus which is still very large in terms of the
turbulent reacting structures existing in the flow.

Author's Reply
Spatial resolution is primarily limited by the need for adequate signal strength. Potentially smaller sampling volumes
may be generated, however higher laser intensity could stress the medium and lead to inaccuracies in the measurement.
Certainly for single pulse CARS it would be most difficult to decrease this figure given that CARS signals scale as the
control volume length squared. T1hese spatial resolutions can be achieved for both BOXCARS and coinear CARS. In
the latter case the lasers must have very pure TEMoo transfer mode characteristics and the Stokes beam should be
reduced to be say 1/3 the diameter of the pump beam prior to the input field lens. Then for short focal length lasers (say
10 cm) phase matching will not be well satisfied before the focus. This technique miimises the possibility of extraneous
signals from possible high density, cold gases surrounding the desired measurement point.

lI.May, GE
I think that the shown application of CARS technique to a real Otto-fngine is a very great success and I would like to
congratulate Dr Greenhalgh for this. The knowledge of the temperature distribution within the engine cylinder during
compression and combustion stroke is very important with respect to knocking phenomena and the mechanism of NO-
formation. Direct temperature measurements in the cylinder are only possible by spectroscopic methods. My question
is in as far it is intended to continue the reseach work in this direction.

Author's Reply
Much of this work is now continuing, funded by the petrol engine working party group which is described in one of my
references.

R.B.Price, UK
You quote mean temperature accuracies of the order ± 15'K as being possible over the full temperature range of
interest in turbulent combustion. To achieve this

(a) How many single shot spectra have to be recorded?

(b) What is the method of processing? Do "quick fitters" give this accuracy?



Author's Reply
(a) Single pulse noise is typically at wsorst ± 1ig) K, thus at least 100( spectra are required to potentially reduceuncertainty to ± 10 K. We commonly use 5001 spectra however 5(0 spectra for many circumstances are perfectlyadequate.

(b) We do not use 'quick fitters" for two reasons:
(i) We have yet to find a satisfactory method with "quick litters" that allows for unpredictable changes in nitrogenconcentration (eg turbulent diffusion flame). This could be avoided by Background Suppression. We find thatbackground suppression is expensive in signal (typical 30 fold) and for many practical conditions we would notwish to use higher laser powers.
(it) Even on near perfect (high intensity high detector count) single pulse real data we have found that typical "quickfitters- can lead to unpredictable apparently systematic errors of ± 50 K or worse. On the same data least-squaresgives t 15 K. We speculate that part of this reason arises from the Poissotn Detector noise that markedly affectsweaker parts of the spectrum. Quick fitters only use part of the spectral data and may be much more susceptible tonoise in certain parts of the spectrum. The particular effect of this noise, combined with dye laser noise is clearlyshown in Figure 15. It should also be noted that Poisson multichannel detector noise is pink noise. i.e. it is whitenoise and its has a cutoff in detector spatial frequency of order 3-4 channels (eg the same as detector cross-talk).This cut off is most important since it means that there is no averaging at Poisson noise in aisy signal analysis aswould be the case if Poisson was truly independent per channel.
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ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS OF COMBUSTION SPECIESK L CONCENTRATIONS USING CARS

IL -.. R. L. Farrow
- - Combustion Research Facility

Sandia National Laboratories

0 Livermore, California 94550C-

We present results of research at the Combustion Research Facility, Sandia
National Laboratorits,,on improving the capabilities of coherent anti-Stokes Raman
spectroscopy (CARS) for species concentration measurements in combustion gases.
Scanning CARS experiments based on single- and multi-mode Nd:YAG lasers, and on
pulse-amplified and conventional pulsed dye lasers have been used to evaluate an in
s.itul normalization technique, to measure Raman linewidths in flames, and to determine
nonresonant electronic susceptibilities. We discuss experimental and theoretical
considerations affecting concentration measurement accuracy.

I INTRODUCTION

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) is one of the most widely applied
optical techniques for measuring temperature and species concentrations in combusting
gases. Measurements have been reported for a variety of combustion systems, ranging
from laboratory flames

I- 4 
to jet engine exhausts.

5 
However, in comparison with its

thermometric capabilities, the development of CARS for quantitative density or
concentration determinations is less mature. Concentration measurements are more
difficult because the nonlinear nature of CARS signal generation can give rise to
intensity variations not correlated to sample density. Short-term fluctuations,
associated with pulse-to-pulse laser pulse variations, and long-term changes,
associated with beam alignment drift, are typically observed. Thus, referencing
schemes are usually required to normalize signals for density measurements.

Most referencing schemes that have been used to measure concentrations with CARS
can be classed among the following: (1) measuring a ro-vibrationally resonant signal
from the species of interest and normalizing its intensity by nonresonant signals
generated with the same laser pulses from external media,

3
,
6 

(2) normalizing resonant
signals by nonresonant signals generated from the sample itself,

7,8 
and (3) inferring

concentrations from the spectral shapes of CARS measurements containing significant
nonresonant intensity.

9-
l1 The first method is capable of yielding densities from

the normalized signal intensities, but is sometimes limited by incomplete correlation
between the reference and sample signals. The third technique provides mole
fractions by indirectly comparing resonant to nonresonant susceptibilities, but lacks
sensitivity and accuracy for very low or high concentrations.10

I1  
The second method

is capable of higher sensitivity than either (1) or (3) and can provide significantly
better signal reproducibility.

In this paper, we present an investigation of the nonresonant susceptibility
normalization technique for high-pressure, room- temperature measurements and for
minor species measurements in atmospheric-pressure flames. We also report high-
resolution CARS measurements of Raman transition linewidths in flames and a
measurement of the nonresonant susceptibility of H20, both using a single-mode Nd:YAG
laser.

Methods (2) and (3) above are based on inferring concentrations by comparisons
of resonant with nonresonant electronic susceptibilities. (In the case of (3) the
ratio of these quantities affects the observed spectral profile.] A quantitative
determination of the mole fraction of the resonant species requires knowledge of the
nonresonant susceptibility of the total mixture, which must be measured independently
or modeled. In addition, a means of calculating the resonant sus.eptibility spectrum
for a given concentration is necessary. These susceptibilities are usually used to
generate a theoretical CARS spectrum that is varied for best fit to the observed
spectrum. The computed spectrum must also take into account the spectral profiles of
the lasers and, for multiplex CARS, the instrument function of the detection system.

In many instances the accuracy of the resulting concentration measurement is
not limited by experimental noise but by uncertainties in spectroscopic parameters
used in calculating the susceptibilities. For most combustion-related species, the
accuracy of theoretical resonant susceptibilities is primarily limited by the
accuracy of Raman linewidths used in the calculations. (At elevated pressures,
collisional narrowing processes have a significant effect on resonant spectra, and
theoretical predictions are quite model-dependent.

12
) As these linewidths are not

resolved in most CARS experiments, linewidth models
13

based on flame observations by
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high-resolution inverse Raman spectroscopy
1 4 

(IRS) are typically used. However, the
scope of such data is currently limited with respect to species, collision partners,
and gas temperature. The recent availability of commercial single-axial mode Nd:YkG
lasers, and development of pulse-amplification techniques providing near-transform-
limited tunable radiation permit high-resolution CARS experiments

1 5 
capable of

measuring these linewidths directly. We have used a scanning CARS system with a
resolution better than 0.005 cm

- 1 
to measure spectra of CO and N2 in a methane/air

flame. Raman linewidths derived from these me-surements are compared to infrared

linewidths measured in similar flames by Varghese and Hanson.
1 6

In the absence of independent knowledge of the background susceptibility,
nonresonant electronic susceptibilities of combustion species are needed for
inferring concentrations with methods (2) and (3). As in the case of Raman
linewidths, limited data exists for combustion-related species. Early measurements

by Rado,1
7 

with scale factor corrections suggested by Eckbreth and Hall,
1 0 

Lundeen et
al.,

1 8 
and Rosasco et al.,

1 9 
are typically used for important species such as N 2 ,

C02 , CH4 , etc. Recently, techniques based on CARS
18 

and field-induced second-

harmonic generation
2 0 

have provided nonresonant susceptibilities for gases at room
temperature. We report a method using CARS that is applicable in flames as well as
in sample cells. Measurements of N2 and Ar using this technique compared well with

previously reported results;
1 9 

new investigations of the nonresonant susceptibility
of H20 are described.

TI. NONRESONANT RACKCROUND NORMALIZATION

For this technique the anti-Stokes beam is divided with a beamsplitter, and the
resulting beams are directed to separate polarization analyzers and detectors. One
polarizer is oriented to reject the nonresonant background and transmit the Raman
(ro-vibrationally resonant) components of the signal. The other polarizer is set to
reject the dominant Raman components and transmit primarily the nonresonant
background signal. The resonant signal is then divided by the nonresonant background
signal for each laser pulse. This ratio is concentration- and temperature-sensitive,
while being relatively inensit-ve to overall CARS signal fluctuations and drift.
The sample can be said to provide its own normalization signal for concentration
calibration because the nonresonant susceptibility is, in many cases, insensitive to
gas composition. Thi method represents an improvement on a similar approach
suggested by Oudar et al.

7 
that uses a single polarizer.

The capabilities of the background normalization technique are illustrated in
two experiments. The first demonstrates that high-precision, narrowband measurements
using a single laser pulse are possible in low-temperature or high-pressure media.
The second experiment includes time-averaged species concentration and temperature
measurements obtained in an atmospheric methane/air flat flame. The latter results
illustrate the analytical capabilities of background-normalized CARS for steady-state
or reproducible combustion processes.

A crossed-beam, three-dimensional phase matching geometry was used to obtain a

probe volume diameter of -80 Jim by 4 mm in length. The CARS pump beam was provided by
the frequency-doubled output of a Molectron MY-32 Nd:YAG laser, which had a bandwidth

of 0.1 cm
-1 

(FWHM). Part of the 532-nm radiation pumped a scannable dye laser
(Molectron DL-18), which had a bandwidth of 0.1 cm

-
1. As shown in Fig. 1, a

beamsplitter was inserted into the anti-Stokes beam path to reflect 30% of the signal
to one polarizer (nonresonant channel) while transmitting the remainder to a second
polarizer (resonant channel).

Etolon EtoIO,, 1. Experimental diagram of two-

n Mchannel, background-
normalized CARS experiment.

k Foreground
B-8akgrand channel

i ~ ~~chane-I Flm

Polarizer and Rotata ond
RotOtor Porloari
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The two polarizers were adjusted to produce a background-free (resonant)
spectrum and a spectrum with the Raman contributions mostly suppressed (background).
The resonant spectrum was obtained by rotating one polarizer to an angle 60 degrees
from the vertically polarized pump laser. With the probe laser polarization at -60
degrees from the vertical, this orientation results in rejection of the nonresonant
background and in partial transmission of isotropic and anisotropic Raman components.
This background-subtraction technique has been shown to improve scanning CARS species
detectivity.

2 1 
The second polarizer was oriented to reject one Raman symmetry

component, while transmitting the nonresonant background (along with part of the
other Raman component). Both spectra, as well as the spectrum formed from their
pulse-by-pulse ratio, were recorded.

Half-wave retarders were used to rotate polarizations of the analyzed signal
beams to the same angle in order to maintain equivalent transmission through a filter
monochromator (SPEX 1870). The two signals were separately measured using
photomultiplier tubes (RCA C-31034A) wired for amplification with six dynodes, charge
integrators, and digitizers. Relative detection channel sensitivity was determined
by measuring the relative response to a nonresonant CARS signal with both polarizers
rotated to the same angle. The data were acquired and stored using a PDP 11/34
computer.

Studies of the pulse-to-pulse reproducibility of normalized CARS signals were
performed in a mixture of CO and Ar gases with respective mole fractions of 0.04 and
0.96, and at a temperature of 297 K. A pressure of 10 atm was chosen so that the
collisionally broadened Raman linewidths overlapped to form an envelope that was
fully resolved by the combined laser linewidths.

The ratio of resonant to nonresonant CARS signals was found to have a
reproducibility approaching the shot-noise limit in single-pulse measurements on the
10-atm CO/Ar mixture. At the peak of the CO Q-branch bandhead, the RMS standard
deviation of the ratio was measured to be 2%. The corresponding distribution of
measurements was symmetric and nearly Gaussian. In contrastr the standard deviation
of the individual, non-normalized signals exceeded 12%. Shot noise was calculated to
be 1.2% based on detecting 19,000 and 10,000 photo-electrons in the two respective
channels. Fig. 2 shows the resonant, nonresonant, and ratio spectra of the CO Q-
branch obtained by stepping the probe laser frequency after each laser pulse (note
that the square root of intensity is plotted, so that peak heights are proportional
to density). The relatively high noise in the non-normalized data is characteristic
of CARS signals generated with multi-mode lasers, and results from pulse-to-pulse
temporal and spatial variations in the laser fields. This noise is greatly reduced
in the ratio because fluctuations in the two signals are highly correlated.

(b)

(a) . -(c)

208 2O 2W 24 24 214 2238 2220 222 224 244 2-8 238 240 2W 24 22-6 22
RAMAN SHIFT (cn,) RAMAN SHIFT (C

-
n') RAMAN SHIFT (c- ')

2. Resonant foreground (a), nonresonant background (b), and background-normalized
(c) CARS spectra of the collisionally narrowed Q-branch of 0.04 mole fraction CO
in Ar at 10 atm, obtained by stepping the probe laser frequency. Signals were
measured after each step using a single laser pulse. Reproducibility at the peak
was ±2%. The square root of the intensity is plotted.

The remaining noise in the ratio arises primarily from shot noise, from
different detection channel responses to the fluctuating spatial profiles of the two
anti-Stokes beams, and from noise induced by frequency fluctuations in the lasers.
The nonresonant signal is much less sensitive to these fluctuations, in comparison to
the resonant signal, because the nonresonant susceptibility is nearly independent of
frequency. Thus, stable lasers with bandwidths smaller than the Raman linewidths of
interest are required for highest repeatability in the signal ratio.

III1 CARS SPECTRA. ANALYRTS

For analytic measurements, we developed a CARS analysis computer code to
interpret normalized, scanned spectra. The code yields temperature and relative
species concentrations by calculating foreground and background spectra, forming the
ratio, and fitting the result to a background-normalized experimental spectrum.
Species concentrations expressed in mole fractions of the total gases can be
determined, provided the in.a±±j, nonresonant susceptibility is known. If desired,
absolute densities can be computed from the fitted temperature and an independent
pressure measurement.
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Calculation of the theoretical resonant susceptibility has been described
previously.

4
,11,

22 
A significant improvement for the present analysis is that the

contributions to the CARS spectrum of up to four species can be included
simultaneously. This is accomplished by summing the contributions of the species to
the total susceptibility amplitude over all transitions that fall within the desired
frequency range. The wing of the N2 Q-branch, which can be significant, is also
included if the N2 Q-branch lies outside the desired range, as is the case for the CO

Q-branch. The temperature and relative concentrations of all species are specified
or varied for best fit. We included contributions from N2, CO, and H2 for analyzing
spectra in the region of the CO Q-branch.

The temperature and J-dependence of CO Raman linewidths were modeled according
to high-resolution infrared (IR) P- and R-branch measurements of extracted
methane/air post-flame gases by Varghese and Hanson.

16  
(Rosasco et al.

23 
have

reported good agreement between Raman Q-branch and IR P- and R-branch linewidths of
pure CO.) Best straight line fits to the J-dependent IR linewidths at 300 K and 1850
K were used to derive a temperature-dependent model given by:

y(J,P,T) = (AT
- 0 '7 7 

- JBT-1'
3 1

)p, (1)

where A = 6.89, B = 2.026, P is the pressure in atm, and y(J,P,T) is the HWHM in cm
-1

.

Linewidths of H2 and N2 were based on high-resolution inverse Raman measurements

by Rahn et al.
14
,
24 

The linewidths of individual nitrogen Q-branch transitions
observed in a methane/air flame were fit by a fifth-order polynomial

4 
and scaled

according to PT
-0 -5

. Nitrogen O-branch linewidths were approximated by Q-branch
values multiplied by 1.15, according to 0-branch investigations by Rahn.

2 5 
The

linewidth of a single pure rotational S(9) H2 transition was similarly based on

direct observation by Rahn.
25

Due to lack of sufficient collisional broadening data, linewidths were not
adjusted according to gas composition. This approximation is reasonable here because
of the predominance of N2 throughout the flame. Collisional narrowing effects
associated with line overlap were also neglected. However, perturbations introduced
by these effects are expected to be small in an atmospheric-pressure flame.

Transition frequency accuracy exceeding 0.03 cm
-1 

was required due to numerous
overlapping lines among these species. We used molecular rotational and vibrational
constants of CO and H2 reported by Guelachvili

26 
and by Jennings et al.,

27

respectively. N2 constants are from unpublished results of Rahn and Owyoung.
14

These constants are in good agreement with those reported by Gilson et al.
28

Based on recent new investigations,
18
,
19,2 9 

values used for theoretical
nonresonant susceptibilities were derived from the data of Rado

17 
using a

multiplicative factor
30 

of 6.25. The flame nonresonant susceptibility was measured
relative to that of nitrogen in a manner described below. This ratio was then
multiplied by the theoretical nitrogen value and used as input for the flame
nonresonant background calculations. Raman cross-sections for N2 and CO compiled by

Schrotter and Klockner
31 

were used in the calculation of resonant susceptibilities.
The polarizability anisotropy reported by Bridge and Buckingham

32 
for H2 was used for

the pure rotational S(9) line.

To analyze each background-normalized spectrum, two theoretical spectra were
calculated according to the experimental analyzer angles for the respective
foreground and background channels. To account for the linewidths of the lasers,
which were in all cases larger than the Raman linewidths, these spectra were
convolved using the formula described in Ref. 29. This new convolution was proposed
by Kataoka et al.

33 
and by Teets.

34  
It can differ significantly from the widely used

Yuratich expression
3 5 

in predicting the ratio of resonant to nonresonant intensities
when the pump linewidth is broad relative to Raman lines. A normalized spectrum was
then computed from the point-by-point ratio of the convolved spectra for comparison
with the data.

IV. FLAME MEASUBEMENTS

Normalized CARS measurements in atmospheric combustion environments do not
exhibit the high pulse-to-pulse repeatability observed for the 10-atm CO/Ar mixture.
The primary reason is an increase in shot noise in the weak nonresonant intensities
from high-temperature gases. For example, we typically observe -100 counts per laser
pulse in nonresonant signals from post-flame gases. In addition, frequency-jitter-
induced noise occurs in the resonant signals, since our multi-mode lasers did not
resolve Raman linewidths in flames. Thus, we acquired flame spectra by averaging 30-



60 laser pulses per probe frequency step, resulting in up to 40-minute scan times.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the background-normalized measurements was nevertheless
approximately a factor of two better than for the raw signals in the separate
resonant and nonresonant channels.

The burner used for the flame measurements consisted of a stainless-steel
honeycomb plug 50 mm in diameter, surrounded by a 75-mm-o.d. coflow annulus. A
methane/air flame with a stoichiometry of 1.32±0.13 and a dry air coflow was
stabilized on the burner. With this stoichiometry the flame front was located 2.0 mm
above the burner surface, as indicated by the measured temperature profile.
Enclosures shielded the flame from room drafts. CARS measurements were made at
points along the centerline extending from 1.1 m to 20 m above the burner.

Measurements on extracted post-flame gases were performed using a low-pressure
gas sampling system. We used a quartz probe with a water-cooled jacket. The probe
was inserted into the post-flame gases at a height 10 mm above the burner. The
outlet of the probe was connected to a windowed sample cell and the system was
operated with a continuous flow of gas at a cell pressure of 25 tort.

Absorption spectra of CO were measured using two passes through the sample cell,
for a total path length of 80 cm. The IR source was a single-mode F-center laser,
Burleigh model FCL-20. This laser was scanned by tuning an intra-cavity etalon,
resulting in discrete frequency steps at the cavity mode spacing of 0.01 cm

-1
. The

linewidth of the laser was <0.001 cm
-1

.

A rich methane/air flat flame was chosen to test the utility of the ratio
technique as a probe of steady-state combusting flows. The rich flame was
investigated for several reasons, including the presence of appreciable quantities of
CO and H2, and the ability to accurately predict the post-flame concentrations of
these species via thermodynamic equilibrium models. The relatively large distance
between the burner surface and the flame front allowed probing of the preheat region
and the flame zone.

Background-normalized spectra of isolated N2 O-branch transitions and of the CO
ground-state and first hot-band Q-branch were measured at various heights on the
centerline above the burner. The N2 O-branch spectra were analyzed for temperature
and N2 concentration through least-squares fitting. These transitions were chosen
because they occur in the vicinity of the CO bandhead and are easily and efficiently
analyzed. Also, it is possible to completely suppress the relatively weak N2 0-
branch intensities in the background channel, providing a flat reference spectrum.
(Intense N2 Q-branch signals could not be suppressed entirely.)

CO concentrations were determined from the CO Q-branch spectra using the
temperatures obtained from the N2 O-branch spectra. Due to the extensive time
required to compute CO Q-branch spectra (involving over 200 transitions) we did not
perform least-squares fitting. However, because of the normalization method and the
use of background subtraction, varying the theoretical CO concentration primarily
amounted to adjusting the vertical scale factor. Thus, we judged that a visual fit
was accurate to -5%.

To minimize uncertainty in deduced mole fractions, which are normalized to the
flame nonresonant background, a method was devised for measuring the latter directly.
Using one channel, the polarizer was rotated to 87.8 degrees to reject the N2 0-
branch susceptibility. With the probe laser tuned far from resonance with any 0-
branch transition (near 2182 cm-

1
), the resulting signal was predominantly due to the

nonresonant electronic susceptibility. This signal was measured at various flame
positions and compared to that of the room-temperature air coflow. Using measured
flame temperatures, these ratios were corrected to yield flame nonresonant
susceptibilities relative to N2 at the same densities.

The measured nonresonant susceptibilities at various heights in the flame,
together with temperatures measured at the same positions from O-branch spectra, are
shown in Fig. 3. We see that the relative susceptibilities are all greater than
unity, i.e., greater than that of N2 . This result is consistent with the fact that

many flame species, including CH4 and C02, have nonresonant susceptibilities
17 

larger
than N2 . A mixture-weighted calculation using the input CH4, N2, and 02 fractions is
indicated by an X on the ordinate of Fig. 3, and is slightly lower but in reasonable
agreement with the susceptibility measured closest to the burner. Since the
background measurements in the flame and in the room-temperature air coflow were both
non-normalized measurements, the accuracy is probably limited by such systematic
effects as slight beam steering in the flame.

In many cases, the flame nonresonant susceptibility can be estimated rather than
actually measured. Accurate predictions require knowledge of relative concentrations
and nonresonant susceptibility values for all major species, which are not always
available. However, as previously noted,

36 
in near-stochiometric, air-fed

combustors, the nonresonant susceptibility (mclecular basis) will not vary greatly

. ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~81Nm Nu ,-,,,,nO M , dom m • n mumm u nn um nu
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with combustion. This expectation is in agreement with Fig. 3, where the
susceptiblity changes by only 15% from reactants to products.

2.0 2000 3. Measurements of temperature

10 _S00 susceptibility (circlesl measured

-- along the centerline of a rich ( =
i m1.32) methane/air flat flame. The

nonresonant susceptibility magnitude

-- is relative to that of N2. An X
*symbol on the left ordinate

. 10indicates the susceptibilitycalculated from reported values17- 19

,..I for the input gases. Solid lines

00 40 o. o Ito 20.0 o are smooth curves drawn through the

HEIGHT ABOVE BURE (nMm data points.

The concentration of N2 was measured from background-free spectra of O19)

(v-0-+l) and 0(16) (v-l-+2) near 2177 cm-
1
, normalized by the nonresonant background

spectrum. A polarizer angle of 37.6 degrees from the vertical was used for the
latter. The resulting background-normalized spectra were analyzed using the CARS
computer code described previously. Parameters varied for best fit included N2
concentration, temperature, pump linewidth, and vertical offset (foreground spectrum
only, to account for small zero errors). The inclusion of both v=0-41 and vl--42
transitions in the measured spectra provided temperature information from the
relative peak heights. Concentration sensitivity derived mostly from the ratio of
peak to background intensity.

In the course of these measurements, we investigated the effects of two factors
on concentration accuracy: laser field intensity and choice of model for convolution
over pump laser linewidth. Both factors can result in underestimation of
concentration. In particular, we examined under what conditions excessive laser
power can lead to Stark broadening effects.

3 7
,
3 8 

We also tested the significance of
using the Yuratich convolution theory

35 
rather than the results of Kataoka et al.

33

and Teets.
34 

These latter equivalent models account for the finite linewidths of the
pump and probe lasers, which are significant when Raman linewidths are not fully
resolved. The Yuratich model does not properly account for the pump laser
linewidth,

29,34 
but requires considerably less computation time.

The initial N2 concentration profile, measured with the pump laser focused to an

intensity of 140t30 GW/cm
2
, is shown by the square symbols in Fig. 4. A cross symbol

on the abscissa indicates the input N2 mole fraction. The measured concentrations
are observed to decrease rapidly as temperature increases (Fig. 3), falling to nearly
one-half the input value. From equilibrium calculations of the post-flame
composition, this reduction of N2 mole fraction appeared excessive. Further
investigation revealed that the ratio of peak-to-background intensities, and hence
the inferred concentration, was dependent on the pump laser intensity, with higher
powers resulting in lower concentrations. This result is illustrated in Fig. 5,
which shows that at minimum usable power levels the concentration was nearly
constant, but at a relatively modest 70 GW/cm

2 
intensity, the measured concentration

was reduced by -15%. Since higher pump intensities had been used for the data marked
by squares in Fig. 4, the effect would have been even more pronounced. Temperature
measurements were not significantly perturbed, as both v-0-41 and v-1-42 transition
intensities were similarly affected (typical temperature uncertainty was 50 K).

4. Measurements of N2 concentrations along
10- the centerline of the flame, based on

background-normalized CARS spectra of 0-

01 branch transitions. Triangles indicate
measurements obtained using total pump

. intensity <30 GW/cm
2
. Squares show data

06 
5
o measured with excessive pump intensity,

45 mJ energy, resulting in 140 GW/cm
2
,

0.4 and illustrate the effects of Stark
broadening. Circles represent data

202 analyzed using a more efficient but less
rigorous convolution theory

35 
to account

0.0 for the pump laser lineshape. The

0.0" 4.0 to I0 .0" 4.0 " theory of Kataoka et al.
3 3 

and of
H14T ABOVE BURNER w Teets

34 
was used to analyze the other

data. Lines are smooth curves drawn
through the data points.
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5. Illustration of Stark broadening of N2 O-branch transitions and its effect on

inferred mole fraction concentrations (denoted by "n"). Spectra are background-
normalized to the nonresonant CARS signal, so peak intensities should be
independent of pump laser power. The square root of the signal ratio is plotted.

Several possible explanations for the dependence of peak-to-background ratio on
pump intensity were examined. Detector linearity was checked over the appropriate
range of signal strengths. We verified concentration calibration at room temperature
by measuring the ambient concentration of N 2, with resulting accuracy better than 5%.

The possibility of significant saturation by stimulated Raman pumping was eliminated
by the observation that the effect was not dependent on the pr, intensity
(typically much lower than that of the pump), and by theoretica estimates of pumping
rates.

Instead we attribute these results to Raman linewidth broadening resul-ing from

dynamic Stark splitting of the rotational transition.
3 7 

The apparent temperature
dependence of the effect results from the fact that smaller linewidths occurring at
higher temperatures are more effectively broadened by the splitting, whose magnitude
is independent of temperature. This hypothesis was supported by calculations based
on a classical polarizability-derivative model for the Stark splitting. The
calculations predicted a linewidth broadening effect of 0.012 cm-i/100 GW/cm

2
,

compared with a broadening of 0.016±0.003 Cm-
1
/100 GW/cm

2 
inferred from our

observations. This was considered consistent in view of the approximations of the
model (e.g., the laser fields were assumed spatially uniform).

Following this study we substituted a beam-focusing lens with a longer focal
length (42 cm instead of 30 cm) and reduced the pump intensity to a level where
broadening effects were not observed, i.e., below 30 GW/cm

2
. (Note that similar

Stark splitting effects are expected to be less important for Q-branch transitions
because splittings occur only for depolarized spectra.

3 7 - 4 0 )

The N2 concentration measurements obtained with reduced pump intensity displayed
little temperature dependence, and agreed closely with the input N2 mole fraction.

Represented by the triangle symbols plotted in Fig. 4, the concentration profile
shows relatively little variation as a func ion of temperature or height in the
flame.

We also investigated the error introduced by using the computationally efficient
Yuratich convolution

3 5 
to account for the laser linewidths. The circles in Fig. 4

show the results of analyzing the same data as above, but using the Yuratich formula

rather than the more rigorous Kataoka
33 

or Teets
34 

results. For all but the lowest
measured temperature, the former method gave a concentration -10% lower than the
correct one. The fact that the difference was not larger is probably due to the use
of an etalon in the Nd:YAG pump laser, resulting in a FWHM liniwidth of 0.1 cm

-1 
at

532 nm. In previous investigations of this effect,
3 4
'
2 9 

Nd:YAG lasers with

bandwidths of 1.0 cm
-1 

and 0.7 cm
-1
, respectively, have been used. We observed no

significant differences between temperatures measured using the two convolution
methods.

CO concentration measurements were obtained from normalized, background-free Q-
branch spectra of the CO ground-state and first hot-band. This spectral region
contains contributions from three species, allowing CO, N2 , and H2 concentrations to
be monitored. A typical foreground spectrum measured 20 mm above the burner is shown
in Fig. 6a. The prominent lines near 2153 and 2143 cm

-1 
and between several CO Q-

branch lines are N2 O-branch transitions. An N2 0(22) transition at 2124.78 cm
-
1

coincides with the CO Q(32) frequency and results in destructive interference. A
pure rotational S(9) transition of H2 is observed at 2130.1 cm

-1
.
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os- - - 6. Experimental CARS foreground

' I(a), background (c), and ratio
LI (e) pectra of the CO -branch

region measured 20mm above the
U T FI.burner surface. (Ratio is the- foreground divided by the

.background.) Calculated CARS
.. . 00 foreground (b), background (d),

'.---0- and ratio (f) spectra.
Temperature (obtained from
separate N2 spectra) was 1750 K

i in the calculations. We used
0' CO, H2 , and N 2 mole fractions

of 0.062, 0.03, and 0.66,
0 02 02 respectively, for the

0 .... . calculations. The etalon was
'so 50 rremoved from the dye laser,

- ,, , reresulting in a linewidth of
~. 0.35 cm

-I
, to permit long

scans.

o. ow
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A resonant spectrum was calculated using the temperatire and N2 concentration
measured previously, and CO concentration as described below. The result is shown in
Fig. 6b. The agreement with experiment is good except for small discrepancies
involving intensities of interspersed N 2 o-branch lines, which are typically
overestimated. As high-resolution measurements revealed later, these differences
partly resulted from slightl, inaccurate N2 O-branch transition frequencies and
'inewidths. In addition, the laser field intensity was -)0 GW/cm

2
, which probably

caused Stark broadening of the N2 0-branch, but not the CO Q-branch, transitions. In
one case, the intensity of the 0(23) N2 transition, which coincides closely with the
CO bandhead frequency, is underestimated. However, other researchers have reported
similar difficulty in modeling the bandhead region of neat CO.

4 1 
Thus, some of the

discrepancy may stem from the CO spectral model rather than its interaction with N2
O-branch lines. Stufflebeam et 1l.41 have suggested that the spike may result from
the effects of correlated mode amplitudes in the pump beam fields.

The nonresonant background spectrum for these data was measured with the
polarizer oriented 86.2 degrees from the vertical to reject Q-branch components. N 2
and H2 rotational transitions, having anisotropic symmetry, were not rejected and
appear as relatively weak peaks interfering with the background. Figure 6c shows the
background spectrum measured 20 mm above the burner surface. Except for the S(9) H 2
transition, all features are due to N2 O-branch transitions. Since this spectrum is
later divided into the foreground data, these features will affect the ratio spectrum
and thus must be included in calculations. The corresponding theoretical background
is shown in Fig. 6d. An H2 mole fraction of 0.03 gave the best qualitative agreement
with the data.

As shown in Figs. 6e and 6f, the normalized experimental and theoretical spectra
are in good agreement when a CO mole fraction of 0.059 is used. Note that the
normalization permits a direct comparison between the normalized theoretical and
experimental intensities. Varying the theoretical concentration essentially varies
the CO peak amplitudes.

Varying the theoretical CO concentration for best agreemnt with the data
resulted in the profile indicated by circles in Fig. 7. The CO concentration is seen
to follow the temperature profile, reproduced from Fig. 2 and indicated by squares.
Above 3 mm the concentration maintained a constant value of 0.060±0.003. We alsomade measurements along a flame radius to establish the minimum observable CO
concentration for our system. A CO mole fraction of 0.0035 was easily detected at a
temperature of 1900 K. From these data we estimate a minimum detectable CO mole
fraction of 0.001 for a 20-minute measurement time.

For comparison with the CARS concentration results, IR absorption measurements
of CO were performed on post-flame gases extracted with the sampling probe. After
being drawn from the flame at a height 10 mm above the burnerr the gases were
measured at room temperature and 25 torr. This low pressure prevented condensation
of H20 and inhibited conversio, uf CO to C02. Using similar flow systems, good
agreement has been reported among CO concentrations analyzed in gases from rich
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flames, insitu flame absorption results,
42 

and flame calculations assuming chemical

equilibrium.
4 2

,
4 3

.2- -000 7. CO concentration profile
(circles) obtained from data

oe- 1600 such as those shown in Fig. 6.
Squares are temperatures

W0 reproduced from Fig. 3. The
00D triangle symbol indicates the

-R CO concentration measured by IR
0.0- 8

0
0 laser absorption in flame gases

extracted at this height. The

002 400 cross symbol shows the result
of a thermodynamic equilibrium

00 calculation for the post-flame0.00 .. . gases.0,0 4.0 8.o 12,o .o 0.o
HGTABOVE BURNER Wn)

Spectra of the CO overtone (v=0-2) R(18) transition were measured in the
equilibrated flame gases and compared with spectra from an assayed gas sample of
0.110±0.001 mole fraction CO in N2 at the same pressure and temperature. A

comparison of spectrally integrated line strengths indicated a CO mole fraction of
0.05±0.01 in the flame gases. The estimated error arises primarily from uncertainty
in the baseline for determining absorbed laser power (there was approximately 50%
absorption at line center in the flame gas).

This result is in reasonable agreement with the CARS result of 0.062±0.015 for
the mole fraction of CO measured at the same flame position. The 25% uncertainty for
the concentration of CO determined from CARS is largely systematic. An experimental
precision of ±0.003, or ±5%, is due to random noise and fitting errors. Systematic
errors result mainly from uncertainties in theoretical nonresonant susceptibilities,
Raman and laser linewidths, and Raman cross-sections which govern the predicted
ratio of resonant to nonresonant CARS intensities. For CO these factors are
estimated to contribute 20% to the concentration uncertainty. For N2 , this

uncertainty is smaller, approximately ±10% due to more accurate Raman linewidth and
cross-section data. Other possible error sources are uncertainty in determining the
flame nonresonant susceptibility (±10%1 and the relative detection channel gain
(±5%). Thus, the total N2 concentration uncertainty is estimated to be ±20%.

To obtain maximum species detectivity, all CARS measurements were performed
using nearly equal pump beam path lengths. This geometry maximizes signal strength
but can lead to anomalous enhancement of nonresonant compared to resonant
intensities, and thus subsequent underestimation of concentrations.

2 9 
The relative

enhancement occurs only when the CARS pump laser is broader than transition
linewidths, and when the two pump beams are mutually coherent.

2 9
,
44 

This effect is
associated with random fluctuations of the field within a single laser pulse.

From measurements in gas cells at various pressures, we estimated the resulting
concentration underestimation to be 55% for the isolated N2 0-branch lines, and

probably negligible for the CO Q-branch.
45 

This result, as well as the simplified
convolution requirements, points out the value of using narrowband pump lasers for
CARS measurements. Because of the dominance of other systematic errors, we did not
apply any correction to the N2 concentration results.

A calculation of relative species concentrations based on metered input flow
rates and measured flame temperatures was also in good agreement with the CARS
results for CO and N2 . To make the calculation, we used the DEQUIL computer code,

46

which assumes thermodynamic equilibrium. The result for CO was a mole fraction of
0.062±0.020, with error limits due to uncertainty in temperature (±50 K) and
equivalence ratio (±10%). This value compares well with the avelage post-flame CARS
result of 0.061±0.015 molar. For H2 the calculated mole fraction was 0.055±0.025,
whereas the CARS result was 0.030±0.015. The latter had a relatively large
uncertainty because the measurement was based on a single line which could only be
clearly observed in the relatively noisy background spectrum, and any residual Stark
splitting would have been enhanced by the low J number (J-9 compared to J>20 for the
N2 transitions). More accurate results could be obtained by measuring the H2 Q-

branch near 4192 cm
-1
, but this approach would provide little information on other

species. Finally, the calculated molar concentration of 0.640±0.025 for N2 is in
excellent agreement with the average post-flame CARS measurement of 0.641.
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V. HIGH-RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS

The experimental configura-ion of the high-resolution scanning CARS experiment
is similar to that previously described, except that the laser sources are different.
A VAX 11/730 computer acquired the digitized anti-Stokes .ignal and normalized the
signal strength for each laser pulse by the measured Stokes energy and the square of
the pump energy; 5-8 pulses were averaged for each Stokes frequency step.

The pump radiation was provided by the frequency-doubled output of a modified
Molectron MY-34 Nd:YAG laser equipped with a MY-SAM single-axial-mode option. During
data acquisition, the 532-nm frequency of the laser was monitored for single-mode
operation with a 3-Ghz free-spectral-range Fizeau interferometer. We estimate the
pulse-averaged linewidth (HWRM) of the laser to be less than 25 MHz at 532 nm, based

on measurements of other single-mode Molectron Nd:YAG lasers.
4 7 

For the Stokes
radiation, 60 mJ of the total 90 mJ 532-nm output was used to pulse-amplify the cw
beam from a Coherent 699-29 actively stabilized ring-dye laser. The linewidth (HWHM)
of this laser after three dye amplifier stages was measured to be 35 MHz. The Stokes

frequency was stepped in increments of (3-5) x 10-
4 
cm

-1 
via an externally applied

programming voltage. The frequency scan was calibrated by measuring fringe spacings
from a 750-MHz monitor etalon.

Each Raman linewidth was determined by least-squares fitting a restricted
spectral region containing the transition of interest. For each fit, a fitting
parameter was used to simultaneously vary all the transition linewidths by a
multiplicative factor; this technique minimized fitting time, yet provided
essentially independent transition linewidths because the wings of neighboring
transitions depend only weakly on linewidth.

The same methane/air flame used previously was operated with a total flow rate
of 6.0±0.24 SLPM and an equivalence ratio of 1.4±0.1. Measurements were performed 10
mm above the flame zone, which was -3mm above the surface of the honeycomb burner.
An air sheath flow was used to stabilize the flame. A flame temperature of 1690±40 K

was measured from least-squares fits of the v=0-l and v=l-42 Q-branch bands of N 2 ,

obtained with a conventional pulsed dye laser (HWIIM linewidth of 0.015 cm-l).

The use of narrowband lasers to measure relatively small linewidths requires

that precautions be taken to avoid broadening by two-photon Raman saturation.
4 8

Stark-broadening can also be significant. The lasers were focused using a 400-mm-
focal-length lens and f-numbers >70 to obtain large focal diameters (80-100 pim) and

low power densities (pump: 18±6 GW/cm
2
, probe: 6±2 GW/cm

2
). we checked for

saturation effects by measuring the dependence of peak signal intensities on Stokes
laser power; the dependence was found to be linear. Stark effects were estimated

3 8

to contribute no more than 10-
3 
cm

-
1 to the linewidths.

To further verify the absence of saturation in the spectra and to check the
fitting methods used to extract linewidths, measurements of Q-branch linewidths of N2
in a buffer of Ar at 250 torr were compared with recent values reported from IRS

experiments.
2 9 

The measured CARS linewidths were found to be, on the average, 5%
lower than the 250-torr collisional widths computed from the IRS broadening
coefficients. (Doppler contributions to the linewidth at this pressure are
negligible.) These differences are well within the uncertainties of ±10% quoted for

the IRS measurements
2 9 

and ±10% estimated for the CARS linewidths.

Observations with IRS of N2 O-branch transitions in a flame have not been
attempted because of low signal strength. The data points in Fig. 8 show a CARS
spectrum of the 0(22) transition of N 2 at 2151.97 cm

-1
, measured in the flame. The

solid curve is a calculation, with the Raman linewidth varied for ',est fit. The
average of two such measurements gave a linewidth (HWHM) of 0.017±0.0017 cm

-1 
at 760

tort. This result is 20% smaller than estimated above, based on room-temperature 0-

8. Experimental spectrum of the
- 25 T-1690K 0(22) transition of N2 in a

+ methane/air flat flame at 742

1 00 tort, indicated by data points.
The flame gas temperature was

0 0m-i measured to be 1690 K from
analysis of N2 0-branch

050 spectra. The solid curve is a

Itheoretical spectrum with the
025 Raman linewidth varied for beat
000 .. fit.o000

215 21611 21619 21621 2162 3
RAMAN SHIFT (cm")
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branch linewidths measured with IRS. The other J-dependent N2 O-branch linewidths in

the CO spectral region were not measured because of their proximity to CO
transitions; instead, they were adjusted for agreement with the 0(22) value using

the same J-dependence as for the N2 Q-branch.
2 4

Since absolute transition frequencies of CO are accurately known (-10
- 4 

cm
-1

)

from high-resolution infrared measurements,
2 6 

the analysis of small CO-N 2 splittings

can provide accurate N2 O-branch frequencies. A near coincidence between the 0(25)

transition of N2 and the Q(31) transition of CO is shown in the spectrum indicated by

the data points in Fig. 9. Varying the frequency of the former for best agreement

gave a value of 2126.020±0.003 cm
-1 

for the theoretical spectrum shown by the solid

curve in the figure. This result, combined with new high-resolution measurements of

N 2 Q-branch frequencies,
2 6 

were used to refine the molecular constants of N2 employed

in our CARS fitting code. The new constants will be reported elsewhere. We found it

necessary to include in the calculated spectrum off-resonant contributions from the

S(9) transition of H2 at 2130.10 cm
-
3 to reproduce intensities in the wings of the

lines correctly.

9. Experimental spectrum of the

S08 -- 0(25) transition of N 2 and the

( 0(31) transition of CO in the
0(06- 0(25) flame, indicated by data

points. Varying the N 2

transition frequency for best
0.4 fit (2126.020±0.003 cm

-1
)

Y)resulted in the theoretical

z spectrum shown by the solid
02-.

curve.

00.
2126 5 21267 2126.9 21261 21263

RAMAN SHIFT (cm")

The increased accuracy in these O-branch linewidths and frequencies resulted in

improved modeling of the CO bandhead compared to the low-resolution measurements
described previously. An experimental measurement of the CO bandhead region is

shown by the data points in Fig. 10; the prominent peak at 2143.35 cm
-1 

is the 0(23)
transition of N 2 . The underestimation of this peak seen in previous calculations

(Fig. 6a,d) partly resulted from the use of too large a linewidth and a 0.015-cm
-1

frequency error to the low side. (An additional contribution to the discrepancy may

result from the effects of laser field statistics.
4 1

,
44
) The solid line in Fig. 10

is a theoretical spectrum obtained by varying the linewidth scaling factor for the CO

linewidths and the concentration relative to N 2 for best fit. The resulting

concentration, while subject to large error due to the presence of only one N 2

transition, was nevertheless in reasonable agreement with the prediction
4 6 

of

equilibrium chemistry calculations: CO mole fraction of 0.064±0.02 compared to a
calculated value of 0.073±0.012 based on the measured temperature and input gas

flows. We consider the small differences between experimental and theoretical
spectra to be within the noise of the measurement.

FLAME CO BANOHEAD 10. Experimental spectrum of the CO
bandhead region in the flame.
The labeled peak is an O-branch

00- transition of N 2 , and the solid
0(23) curve is a theoretical spectrum

06 with CO Raman-tinewidths and
relative concentrations varied

_for best fit.

0.4

0.,

RAMAN SHIFT (cml
t
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CO Q-branch linewidths were measured for J-2 to 17 by fitting individual
transitions as discussed above. The results, normalized to 760 torr, are given by
the data points in Fig. 11. The solid curve is a straight-line fit to the data. The
error bars shown in the figure indicate uncertainties, principally due to random
errors such as statistical noise, baseline errors, and fit errors. Over this range
of rotational quantum number, we did not observe a significant dependence of the
linewidths on J. The results also show that the approximation of using N2 linewidths

for CO in this flame results in linewidths ip to 14% too small, compared to
collisional widths for N2 in a flame from Ref. 24.

0030 i. Raman HWHM linewidths of Q(J)

transitions of CO in the flame,
0025 , indicated by data points and

0020 .-.... referenced to 760 torr. The
solid curve is a straight-line

0 fit to the data: y(J) =

0.02074 + 3.72 x 10-5j cm
- 1

.
I~ (From regression analysis, the

data are also consistert with a
0,05A horizontal line.) The broken

curve is a fit to the infrared
00o00 ... ........... linewidths reported by Varghese

0 6 10 15 20 and Hanson,
1 6 

corrected for our

ROTATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBER flame temperature (1690 K) and

including an estimated Doppler

width of 0.001 cm-
1
.

The CO Raman linewidths were found to be comparable to the infrared P- and R-

branch collisional widths reported by Varghese and Hanson,
1 6 

which formed the basis

for Eq. 1 above. A straight-line fit
1 6 

to the infrared collisional widths was
corrected for our flame temperature of 1690 K using J-dependent temperature exponents
reported in the same reference. Since full linewidths were not reported, an 4

additional 0.001 cm
-
1 was added to each width to account for Doppler contributions.

(This additional width was deduced from a Voigt analysis, whsch had been used to
correct the original observations.) The results are indicated by a broken line in
Fig. 11. The infrared linewidths appear to be somewhat larger, at least for low J,
than the corresponding Raman linewidths. This result is not unreasonable since t!i
infrared transitions are subject to additional broadening by pure rotational
dephasing. However, given the uncertainties in both sets of measurements, the
differences are not significant.

VI. NONRESONANT SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREMENTS

Nonresonant susceptibilities were measured indirectly by measuring the spectrum
of a gas containing the species of interest plus a smaller, known fraction of a
resonant species used as a reference. We used polarization background suppression

an] chose the resonant species concentration to obtain comparable resonant and

nonresonant intensities in the spectrum. The nonresonant susceptibility (Xnr) was

extracted by fitting the spectrum with the concentration fixed at the known value and

allowing Xnr to vary. For accurate results it is important to have accurate

collisonal broadening coefficients for the resonant species by the nonresonant
species. In addition, the use of a single-mode pump laser reduces uncertainties due
to pump field fluctuation statistics and spectral convolution calculations. This

technique was previously demonstrated for N 2 and Ar,
2 9 

resulting in estimated

uncertainties of ±10%.

4 12. Experimental spectrum of the Q-

Zbranch of N2 in the post-flame

T5 3Kgases of a stochiometric
C3 T -1570 K H 2 /02 /N2 premixed flame,

* indicated by the solid curve.
2A pulsed dye laser with a HWHM

linewidth of 0.045 cm
- 1 

was
cused as the Stokes laser. The

Z broken curve is a spectrum

I- calculated using a value for

Xnr(H20) that was varied for

0 best fit (see text).
2280 2290 2300 2310 2320 2330 2340
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"
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The nonresonant susceptibility (X,,) of H2 0 vapor was measured in such a way

from a CARS spectrum of N2 in flame gases containing 67 mole % H2 0 and 33 mole % N 2

(see Fig. 12). A conventional pulsed dye laser with etalon (HWHM linewidth of 0.015
cm

-1
) was used to obtain a large frequency scan. A preliminary analysis of these

data gives an STP value for Xnr(H20) of 18.5±1.8 x 10-18 cm
3
/erg, or 2.18±0.22 times

that of N2 . High-resolution spectra of N2 /butane and N2 /propane mixtures have also

been measured, and are being analyzed to determine nonresonant susceptibilities and
collisional broadening coefficients.

VT!. CONCLUSTONS AND SUMMARY

The two-channel, background normalization technique has been shown to be a
powerful tool for analytic CARS spectroscopy. With the capability of nearly shot-
noise-limited signal reproducibility, very precise single-pulse intensity
measurements are possible in high-density media. We were able to achieve ±2%
reproducibility of normalized CARS signals from a gas sample at 10 atm and 300 K.
Depending on the nature of the sample, such data could provide time-resolved
concentration, temperature, or even pressure measurements. With the addition of a
second probe laser and detectors to simultaneously monitor another Raman line,
temperature could be obtained.

For atmospheric-pressure combustion studies, the background-normalization
technique provides precise concentrations with high sensitivity. For the CO
measurements reported here, sensitivity apparently surpasses (by a factor of -5) that

of CARS experiments not using background-suppression.
1 0 

This improvement results
from the combined factors of background-suppression, narrowband excitation, and
photon-limited detection. Useful information provided by the background intensity is
not lost but is separately detected. The resulting normalized signal is relatively
insensitive to beam alignment and, assuming similar detectors, is automatically
corrected for system spectral response. Signal-to-noise ratio is also improved,
though not to the extent observed for cold gases because of shot noise.

The normalization also permits precise CARS intensity measurements: we observed
better than 5% long-term repeatability in our flame data. This reproducibility is
due in part to inherent corrections for laser power and alignment drift provided by
the normalization. Since the reference signal is generated by the sample rather than
an external medium, crrections for minor beam steering, defocusing, and attenuation
induced by the combustion environment are also automatically included. However, as
shown by our results, the arnuracV of the technique is currently determined more by
systematic errors rather than experimental precision. That is, concentration
accuracy is largely determined by that of the resonant and nonresonant susceptibility
models, since no adjustable parameters were used. Accuracy approaching 5% of the
measured concentration can probably be achieved through refinements of the spectral
models or through experimental calibration in well-characterized samples.

The background normalization method has two main limitations. Since the use of
narrowband lasers requires scanning of spectra, neasurements are restricted to
steady-state or highly reproducible combustion processes. Broadband implementations
are not practical with this technique because of signal loss accompanying the use of
polarization analysis. (An exception may be measurements in high-density gases.)
Second, because concentrations are based on knowledge of the nonresonant
susceptibility, uncertainty is introduced when this parameter is not accurately
known. However, the same is true of concentration measurements based on CARS
spectral shapes. One solution is to measure independently the nonresonant
susceptibflity, as in this work. Or, if major species are known, this susceptibility
can be calculated from mixture-weighted theoretical values. For single-pulse
measurements in fluctuating systems, neither approach may be practical. In this
case, less accurate normalization by externally generated signals may be the only
recourse.

Our results obtained with single-mode lasers demonstrate that high-resolution
CARS is a viable technique for spectroscopic investigations of many species important
in combustion. Raman linewidth measurements of CO in a flame were found to be
consistent with infrared linewidths reported by others. N2 O-branch linewidths and
frequencies were also measured and found to produce improved agreement between
experimental and theoretical spectra of CO in flames. It appears that high-
resolution CARS can provide greater accuracy in concentration measurements, compared
to conventional CARS experiments, due to a reduced uncertainty in the Raman
linewidths.

As a spectroscopic tool, CARS offers some advantages.-over IRS: sensitivity
appears to be higher, and nonresonant susceptibilities can be measured directly.
However, interferences among transitions and coherent backgrounds in CARS spectra
tend to complicate the analysis of linewidths and transition frequencies. In
addition, CARS requires two pulsed high-resolution lasers rather than one pulsed and
one cw laser. We are currently working to extend the continous scanning range of
this experiment and are planning further investigations of CO and other combustion-
related species.
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DISCUSSION

R.B.Price, UK
Does the use of the -in-situ" normalisation technique you have discussed become feasible for broadband CARS at high
pressures representative of gas turbine combustors or I C engines?

Author's Reply
Yes, in fact we have applied the in-situ referencing technique to an I C engine at Sandia. The largest obstacle to
overcome is insufficient signal from the sample nonresonant background. Depending on the conditions of the
application, i.e. pressure and temperature, enough signal might be obtained to permit broadband measurements.

D.A.Greenhalgh, UK
What strategies would you recommend for measuring

(i) CO concentration

and

(ii) hydrocarbon concentrations?

Are there any particular problems to be overcome?

Author's Reply

CO concentration measurements have been demonstrated using a number of different CARS techniques. The selection
of technique depends on experimental conditions and the measurement requirements (e.g. spatial and temporal
resolution required, signal strengths expected).

Hydrocarbon species measurements pose special problems due to the spectroscopic complexity associated with large
polyatomic molecules. Assuming lack of existing CARS spectral models, an initial approach might be to use library
spectra measured in controlled samples. The use of a low-spectral resolution experiment might be considered in order
to simplify data fitting. Another consideration arises from the large nonresonant susceptibilities of hydrocarbon species.
When measuring concentrations by referencing to the sample nonresonant background, the larger background
contribution of the resonant species may not be negligible.
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1.0 SUMMARY

In this paper we describe the design and operation of a CARS spectrometer and
its use to perform accurate temperature measurements in a simple laboratory flat-flame
burner. Instrumental sources of systematic error and noise in CARS temperature
measurements are discussed. An analysis of the system noise is presented and the use of
the measured noise to perform weighted least mean squares fits of experimental and
theoretical CARS spectra is discussed. The use of a weighted fit is shown to markedly
improve the precision of single pulse CARS temperature measurements. Finally, the
incorporation of some recent advances in CARS theory which have resulted in more
computationally efficient algorithms for calculating theoretical CARS spectra and their
effect on the accuracy of temperature measurements are discussed.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

A program was initiated at the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO) to
develop optical diagnostics that could be applied to diesel engine combustion research.
As part of this program a coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) system was
constructed. This program has very recently been transferred to the National Research
Council's Gas Dynamics Laboratory with a shift in emphasis to continuous combustion
research related to gas turbines.

The theory and application of CARS are described in a number of recent review
articlesl-. CARS is a technique which is receiving much attention because of its
capability for providing remote, in-situ measurements of major species concentration and
temperature with good spatial and temporal resolution in practical combustion
environments. Single pulse CARS measurements are possible

s 
if a broadband dye laser is

used to generate the Stokes laser frequencies. Temperature measurements can be derived
from the spectral shape of CARS signals (e.g., nitrogen spectra) by fitting them to
calculated theoretical spectra whose temperatures are systematically varied in order to
obtain a best fit.

Although CARS temperature measurements have successfully been demonstrated in
simulated gas turbine environments

6- 9
, and afterburning jet engines'

0
, further work is

required to improve the accuracy and precision of CARS thermometry. It is important to
improve the single shot precision in order to reduce the instrumental contribution to
measured histograms such as those reported in reference 9.

The sources of error and noise can be broadly classified as: instrumental,
theoretical, or a result from perturbations due to the medium being probed. Since most
of our CARS temperature measurements have been performed in a flat-flame burner the
effects of the medium in, for example, deflecting or defocusing the laser beams are
negligible. In this paper we discuss various instrumental and theoretical sources of
error and noise we have encountered and techniques tor their amelioration.

We discuss instrumental effects such as detector nonlinearityll and the effect
of single-mode or multimode operation of the pump laser on the CARS spectral noise

1 2 .

Measurements of detector noise and noise due to the pulse-to-pulse variability of the
CARS signal are presented. The use of these measured noise vsriances as weighting
parameters In a weighted least mean squares fit of experimental and theoretical CARS
spectra is described. The noise and precision of single pulse CARS measurements Is
examined using both nonresonant CARS spectra and resonant N, spectra recorded in a
flat-fleam burner which was previously calibrated using the Na line reversal technique.

Recent advances in CARS theory have modified the original approach which was
based on isolated spectral lines and a convolution integral'I which neglected
"cross-coharence" terms in the pump laser convolution

1
t

, 
I . At higher pressures it Is

necessary to account for collisional effects which result in the initial broadening and
overlap of Individual lines and eventually to line mixing and collisional narrowing.
Under these conditions. a knowledge of the state-to-state relaxation rates and the
inversion of the "O-matrix" is required

1 6.

We have included the coherence effect due to a finite Gaussian pump laser
spectral bandwidth'

7 
and the collisional narrowing approach of Koezykowskl et al

l
a in

our code, and compare the temperatures derived with and without these modifications.
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3.0 CARS Spectrometer and Data Acquisition System

A scale diagram of the CARS layout is shown in Fig. 1. The pump laser is a
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG (Quanta Ray OCR 1A) operating at 10 Hz with the electronic line
narrowing (ELN-2) option. After the main doubler, the pump beam (wp) is split off from
the residual 1.06 ws radiation, which is sent to a second frequency doubler. The output
of this second doubler is used to pump the dye laser oscillator (w.). The amplifier
portion of the dye laser is pumped by a portion (30%) of the main wp beam split off by a
beam splitter.

The oscillator dye cell is an AR-coated quartz cuvette (10 mm wide by 17.5 mm
high) which is rotated 100 to avoid optical feedback. The pump beam is focused into the
dye cell by a 750 mm focal length lens with the dye cell - 170 mm from the focus. The
pump beam size in the dye cell is - 1.5 nm and pump beam axis is 7o from the dye
oscillator lasing axis. A quartz plate at the Brewster angle or a calcite polarizer in
the dye oscillator cavity ensures that the dye output is suitably polarized.

Originally the centre wavelength of the dye laser was tuned by varying the dye
concentration which is typically 2.6 X 10- M rhodamine 640. A more convenient method
was to insert a bandpass filter in the dye cavity (centred at 610 nm with a width (FWHM)
of 9.5 nm]. The filter is typically set at 20* to obtain a centre wavelength of 606 nm
for N 2 CARS. The filter reduces the dye laser bandwidth from 150 to 70 cm-' (FWHM).

The pumping geometry of the dye amplifier is essentially identical to that of
the oscillator. The dye amplifier cuvette is 17 mm wide and 21 mm high and a rhodamine
640 concentration of 1.06 X 10-4 M is used. The dye solutions are circulated with
linear flow rates of 10 cm/sec (oscillator) and 4.5 cm/sec (amplifier).

Galilean telescopes are incorporated into the pump and Stokes beams to control
beam diameter and focal spot location. The telescopes provide beam magnification of
1.9. The two beams were combined collinearly with a dichroic mirror and focused with a
203 mm focal length lens. Typically 30-40 mJ of pump radiation and 10 mJ of Stokes
radiation were used. The 3-D phase matching technique

1 9 
employed, called USED CARS

I
,

involves passing the ma Stokes beam coaxially through the annular pump beam. The w
and w beams and the resulting CARS (wal beam are recollimated and ow pass filters arg
used to reflect the now unwanted pump and Stokes radiation. A beam splitter directs
pa-,t of the CARS signal to a photomultiplier tube connected to an EG&G model 162 boxcar
integrator. The boxcar signal gives a time-averaged measure (time constant 5 sec) of
the undispersed CARS signal. The remaining CARS radiation is focused on the entrance
slit of a spectrometer utilizing a single concave holographic diffraction grating
(American Holographics). This grating disperses the CARS radiation across the face of a
Tracor Northern 1024-element intensified diode array rapid scan detector (IDARSS
TN-6132). The 1.6 m spectrometer has a reciprocal linear dispersion of 2.24 A/mm
corresponding to 0.25 cm-1/diode.

Nonresonant CARS spectra were recorded by placing a carbon dioxide filled cell
at the focal volume. In order to provide sufficient CARS signal to overcome the shot
noise of the detector, it Xas sometimes necessary to pressurize the cell to 3 atm

11
.

It is necessary to correct the CARS signals by subtracting a background which
results from detector dark current, detector fixed pattern noise, and a small signal due
to scattered 532 run radiation. This background signal is obtained by acquiring spectra
while blocking the Stokes laser.

Single longitudinal mode operation of the Quanta Ray DCR 1A is achieved using
the electronic line narrowing (ELN-2) device. The ELN-2 controls the oscillator to
maintain a low gain for a time sufficient to achieve narrow linewidth. The laser is
then rapidly Q-switched to provide maximum gain producing a pulse of high spectral
purity. With careful adjustment of the Q-switch bias and the intracavIty etalon, -50%
of the pulses are single-mode and exhibit the smooth temporal profile indicative of the
absence of mode beating. In normal operation without the ELN-2, the stated bandwidth of
the pump laser is (0.4 cm-

0
.

Single longitudinal mode (single-mode) data were obtained by using the
"smooth" output signal from the ELN-2 as the spectrometer trigger input on the Tracor
Northern TN1710 optical multichannel analyzer (OMA). Multiple longitudinal mode
(multimode) data were obtained by triggering the OKA from the external timing circuits.

The spectral width of the pump laser was measured with two Fabry-Perot etalons
with 0.27 cm-

1 
and 1.7 cm-' free spectral range, respectively. An unintensified

photodiode array was used to display the interference fringes from a single laser pulse.
The measured average spectral widths (FWM) when operating the laser single-mode,
multimode (etalon in YAG cavity), and multimode (no etalon in YAG cavity) were 0.016 ±
.001 cm

-
1, .10 1 .01 cm-', and .69 ± .03 cm

-
I respectively. The single-mode width

probably represents the resolution of the 0.27 cm-
1 

etalon.

In order to remove the small residual signals remaining on the detector due to
image lag, it was necessary to perform two "cleansing scans" of the detector between
each laser pulse

2
". When the detector was read 60 ms after exposure (see Fig. 2), the

residual signal (as registered by the first "cleansing san") was determined to be 0.25%
of the original signal. No residual signal was detected by the second "cleansing scan".
The "cleansing scans" were initiated by the external read signal from the external
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timing circuits triggering the OMA to read but not store the diode intensities. The
laser pulse and signal integration began immediately after completion of the "cleansing
scans". The entire cycle was completed within 100 ms for 10 Hz operation.

The acquisition and storage of l,4-element spectra at a 10 Hz rate was
accomplished through a complex hardware and software interfacing procedure, shown
conceptually in Fig. 3. As each spectrum was collected by the OMA, a previous one was
transferred to the DEC VAX 11/730 via the parallel long-line drivers, where it was
checked for saturation or transmission errors. The data was transmitted and temporarily
stored in binary form in order to increase speed and reduce storage. Upon completion of
a collection run, the data was treated by post-processing software on the VAX. This
included multiplication by 8 (to retain accuracy during later manipulation of the data),
subtraction of the background spectrum, division by the nonresonant spectrum (to correct
for diode to diode sensitivity variations and the spectral variations due to the dye
laser, spectrometer, etc.), calculation of the average ipecrum for the collection, and
permanent storage of these treated spectra in binary form (2k bytes per spectrum). A
typical multimode unreferenced hot flame spectrum and the associated nonresonant
reference are shown in Fig. 4. The effect of division by the nonresonant reference on
an averaged hot flame spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 5, showing the resultant
calibrated spectrum. Averaged (100 to 400 pulses) background and nonresonant reference
spectra were recorded at the beginning and end of each data acquisition period.

The burner In Fig. 6 was designed to have a premixed, well controlled,
constant temperature, stabilized flat-flame

21 , 2 2
. The flame front established itself in

a equilibrium position a short distance from the burner surface, where the heat loss to
the water-cooled burner reduced the flame speed to the mixture stream velocity. The
region probed was the flame from the inner combustion zone. The outer combustion zone
protects the flame from large temperature gradients. The sheath of inert gas further
protects the flame from atmospheric effects. Temperature calibration of the burner was
performed using the sodium line-reversal technique

2 2
. The burner was operated with a

hydrogen/air flame at an equivalence ratio of 0.574 and CO 2 as the sheath gas. The
linear flow velocity was approximately 30 cm/s. The burner was also run with a
stoichiometric methane/air flame. It was calibrated at 1600 K and 2000 K.

4.0 Theory and CARS Data Reduction

The theory of CARS has been dealt with extensivelyl
-
'

, 2 3
-

25
. In brief, CARS

is a nonlinear optical phenomenon involving three wave mixing. When two laser beams of
frequencies wo and w interact in a medium, three wave mixing produces a resultant
coherent beam with frequency 'as and this is the CARS beam. The mixing occurs for all
samples but the CARS signal is greatly enhanced when wp- w approaches a Raman frequency
of the medium.

The interaction of the laser radiation with the medium occurs through the
third order nonlinear electric susceptibility denoted by X

( 3 )
. This gives rise to an

induced polarization field which acts as the source term in Maxwell's wave equation. On
solving the wave equation one gets, for monochromatic input waves, the intensity of the
CARS signal as

I(Waas) ~  2 ISl X( 3)1 2 (1)
pm

where Ip, I., and (was) represent the pump, Stokes, and CARS intensities respectively.

x
(
3
) 
has resonant XR and nonresonant XNR contributions:

x
( 3 ) 

. xNR , xR (2)

The nonresonant susceptibility xNR is real and proportional to the number
density. Raman active modes involved in the CARS spectra of combustion processes are
strongly polarized vibration rotation transitions. It is considered sufficiently
accurate to restrict calculations to the Q-branch. The widths of these Raman lines are
functions of pressure, temperature and rotational quantum number

2 6
. When pressure

increases the lines broaden and may overlap; at higher pressures, when there is
sufficient interference between adjacent transitions, collisional narrowing occurs27

, 2
4

and the system relaxes according to the density matrix equation. Hall has applied the
density matrix formalism to the CARS process and arrived at the following expression for
the resonant susceptibility

2
".

x 2.3 tot 5 h 5 () (3)

where N is the number density, at and a are the polarizability matrix e'ements, ap is
the population factor, and t,s denote tfe combined vibration and rotation quantum
numbers. The elements of the 0-matrix in equation 3 are given by

Gts = i(wp--wt) ats + rt/2 8t, yts (1-6ts) (4)

where .,eo, and Mt denote the pump, Stokes and Raman frequencies respectively, rt is
the isoiate line wdth and Yts are the off diagonal matrix elements of tte relax ation
rate matrix 0. In equation 4, y,. are assumed to be real and line shifts are neglected.
Koszykowski et alls have shown that by using an efficient algorithm equation 3 may be
reduced to
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+ t) .(5)

where A X '+ X" is the complex eigenvalue of the G-matrix, 6 is the detuning, and a
is in gineral a c~mplex weight factor. At low pressures one may neglect the overlap
between lines and set yteto 0; then I,' a~proaches the Raman frequency wj; 1j"
approaches rj, the Raman line width; and X reduces to

(6)
h s

W  
26 - ifj

This is the isolated line approximation. The Raman cross-section can be expressed as
follows for the Q-branch:

d. a h s2 +j 7 Ly2 V + 1)(7)
c' 

1
4 4 Ww 0

where M is the reduced mass, w is the angular frequency of the molecular oscillator, b4
are the Placzek-Teller coefficients, a is the derivative of the mean molecular
polarizability with respect to Inter-nuclear distance, y is the similar derivative of
anisotropy and v is the vibrational quantum number of the initial level.

Knowing P and xNR, equation 1 can be directly used to get the CARS spectrum
for monochromatic laser beams. The effect of laser bandwidths on theoretical CARS
spectra Is treated extensively by Yuratich1

3
. In a "standard" method widely used in

CARS theory, the final CARS intensities are obtained by a simple convolution of
IX()I

2 
with the pump and Stokes spectral profiles

20
,
3 0

,
3 1

. This approach ignores the
cross terms that arise from the coherence between the polarization components in which
the roles of the driving and scattered pump photons are exchanged. In this
approximation, when the pump width is very small and the Stokes width is much greater,
the CARS intensity may be expressed as

I(was) - Ip f is(p( O)- 6) 1p (Was-8)Ix(3)(6)lz d6 (8)

where 1p
( 0) 

Is the centre frequency of the pump.

A computer program based on equation 8 and the isolated line approximation
3 2

was kindly provided by the United Technologies Research Centre, USA (UTRC). Theoretical
spectra were generated with a modified version of this program. Since the experimental
spectra were ratioed with a nonresonant CARS spectrum, the convolution over dye profile
was eliminated. Storing the pump exponents once calculated and reusing them helped
reduce the convolution cpu time. All the computations were done with the DEC VAX 11/730
computer.

The CARS spectrum thus generated was then convolved with a Voigt instrumental
(slit) function. Since an exact Voigt is rather too complicated, an approximate
expression due to Whiting

3 3 
was used. This approximation (eqn. 5 of Ref. 33) is

expressed in terms of a Voigt width wV and a Lorentz width wL related to the Gaussian
width wo as follows:

wL wL 1/

WV 2 + [ _ 2+ WU2] 1/2 (9)

An asymmetric Voigt .ith different values of wV and wL on the higher and lower cm-
1

sides was found to Lt suitable.

Initially the Voigt parameters were obtained from roo" temperature (RT) CARS
spectra of N2 . Theoretical RT spectra of N2 were convolved witti a Voigt of trial
parameters and compared with experimental spectra. Beat fit values of wV and wL were
obtained with a nonlinear least mean squares fitting program based on the well known
Gauss-Newton algorithm as adapted by Kim .

The Voigt function determined from several RT N speetra was used for
convolution with theoretical spectra at temperatures ranging from 300 K to 2700 K. A
fitting program similar to the one used for the slit function calculation was then
employed to fit hot theoretical spectra with experimental spectra and best fit values of
temperatures were determined. In this procedure, temperature and frequency shift
between theory and experiment were used as fit parameters. It is too time consuming to
generate the theoretical spectra for each Iteration and therefore a library of spectra
calculated at 50 K Intervals was used. These spectra were interpolated for intermediate
temperatures.

The flame temperatures thus determined were somewhat sensitive to the Voigt
alit parameters. Hence attempts were made to obtain the four Voigt parameters, as well
as temperature and frequency with a six parameter fitting scheme. The results of these
fits are presented in a later section.
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Input Variables

The variables that determine the theoretical CARS spectrum of a molecule are:

the spectroscopic constants, the Rsman lAe width re, the concentration, temperature T,

pressure P, nonres njnt susceptibility C"', the Ramin cross-section do/do, the pump

laser frequency a- and bandwidth ae, and the statistical weight factors. The term

do/dO was calculated for every level ftom the molecular polarizability parameters. The

constants a and y were calculated from Penney". Corrections to X" due to anharmonicity

and centrifugal distortions were computed with the results of Bouanich and Brodbeck
3 6

.

The spectroscopic constants were from Sandia
37
. For the isolated lines the width was

calculat according to Hall
3 . There has been considerable uncertainty in the scaling

of the Mof diatomic molecules. Rosasco et al
39 

and Lundeen
40 

review the various

measurements. For N2 we have used the value of 8.31 x 10-
Is 

cm
5
/erg, w bch is the

average of that quoted by Rosasco and that reported by Farrow
4 1

. The values fgf 02

and Ar that are needed for the H 2/air flame were also from ref. 
39. For H_; the

used was 18.29 x I0
-
18 cms/erg"

1
. Further details of CARS input variables are described

in ref. 42. All the theoretical spectra were generated at one atmosphere pressure.

Collisional Narrowing

It is now accepted that"
8
, while collisional narrowing of Raman lines cannot

be neglected for CARS spectra at high pressures, it can become significant even at

atmospheric pressures. To test this effect a library of theoretical spectra with

collisional narrowing was also generated. These calculations were based on eqns. 5
and 8. The off diagonal line matrix elements yti of the relaxation rate matrix were
obtained with an exponential gap law18 model.

Cross-Coherence Effects

Tests"
5 

and Kataoka'
4 

have observed that neglecting the cross-coherence terms
that arise in the laser convolution of CARS intensities can lead to temperature errors,

especially when the pump bandwidth is comparable to the Raman line width and the
nonresonant contribution competes with the resonant signal. Including this effect the
CARS intensity may be written (not including dye convolution) as

Ias(mas) - x <1> * 2xN<ReXR(was-w')>

+ < aR( R(WaW)XR(Was i")> (10)

where

<F> - fdw'Ip(w')fd"Ip(w")F(W',W") (11)

Normally the fourth term in equation 10 Is difficult to evaluate because of the double
integral. However analytical closed form expressions for this problem have been derived
by Teets

15 
for Lorentzian pump profile ad by Oreenhalgh and Hall

17 
for Gaussian pumps.

For the latter case the fourth term I cc, may be given in terms of an error function
W(Zj).

Iisc)(-ad - -_.--?. aawjCZi) 12 (12)

where cc refers to cross-coherence, A is the pump width and Z is a complex argument

given below:

z -' 1 (  a -% €  ) ) ) - 1 'I
z AS- W (13)

Presently we have included this term in the CARS program with the collisional narrowing

corrections. The complex error functions were generated with an efficient algorithm by
Hui et al

3
. With this technique the cross coherence terms required very little

additional computer time.

Results obtained from the three theoretical models viz: isolated line
approximation collisional narrowing, and the latter with accurate laser convolution
including cross-coherence effects will be compared with experimental CARS spectra in a
later section.

5.0 Detector Nonlinearities

The problem of detector nonlinearitylI,20,.4 was encountered in making
temperature measurements in a flat-flame burner. The burner was fueled with a 10.5% CH4
in air mixture, at a linear (cold) flow velocity of 28.5 cm/ec, and the Na

line-reversal temperature 10 mm above the burner centre was 2060 K. CARS temperatures
in this burner ranged from 2050 to 2500 K. Since some of these temperatures were
significantly higher than even the adiabatic flame temperature (2195 K) it was clear
that a source of error existed in the CARS measurements.
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-The main source of error was identified as nonlinearity in the intensified
optical multichannel detector. Provided the output of the individual detector diodes
was confined to the lower third of the A-D converter (i.e., 1500 counts out of a maximum
4096 counts per diode), the temperatures obtained were in the 2050-2200 K range. As the
signals approached the maximum allowed by the A-D converter, increasingly higher
temperatures were obtained.

The detector nonlinearity was evaluated, using resonant room temperature N2
CARS spectra, by placing calibrated neutral density filters in the CARS beam. The
boxcar signal was also attenuated by the neutral density filters and thus provided an
additional signal against which the IDARSS output could be evaluated.

The large shot-to-shot variability of CARS signals (a standard deviation of
:30% is typical) required that data averaging be used to establish the linearity. Thus
for each measurement 100 single pulse nitrogen spectra were accumulated to reduce this
variability. To quantify the linearity, the intensity had to be varied from zero to the
maximum output of the detector. To have an average signal which approached this maximum
output (4096 counts/diode) some of the spectra included in the average had intensity
levels that exceeded the maximum capability of the A-D converter. To correct for this
effect, 100 room temperature nitrogen CARS spectra were recorded at low intensity ((1000
counts). The distribution of peak counts was scaled by a fixed multiplier and
distribution averages were calculated with and without a 4096 count limit. The
difference between these two averages then represents the correction due to A-D cutoff
and this was used to correct the observed data.

An example of the data, Including this correction, is shown in Fig. 7 where
the observed counts/diode (for the peak of the room temperature N 2 spectra) is plotted
against filter transmission and boxcar signal. The curves representing the best fit to
the corrected data are described below.

If a significant xnonlinearity exists, a fit of the data to an equation of the
form C = aX + bX

2 
(where C is the number of counts and X is the relative intensity, i.e.

filter transmission or boxcar signal) should produce a significant nonlinear b term. A
linear regression line for C/X against X was calculated for each set of data and values
of the a and b coefficients and their standard deviation were obtained. (A similar
linear regression analysis of the boxcar signal against the filter transmission was
linear, i.e., no statistically significant value of b was obtained as expected.) The
only exception to this was when the CARS intensity drifted during the course of the
experiment as evidence.d by a change in the signal level with no filter in place before
and after the experiment.

Since the boxcar signal was in arbitrary units and since the CARS intensity
changed from day to day, it was necessary to normalize all the data so that they could
be presented on a common plot. It was decided to use the a and b parameters obtained
from the linear regression analysis to calculate a value (X ) of the dependent variable
X corresponding to 1500 counts (in the linear range of the detector). The equation then
takes the form

C - a'(X/Xo) + b'(X/XO)
2  

(14)

2
where a - a'/X 0 and b - b /X 0 . This normalization permits the coefficients (a',b') to
be expressed in normalized coordinates and allows all the data to be presented on a
common plot against a normalized signal level (X/X0). Such a composite plot is shown in
Fig. 8 for the TN-1223-401 detector. The plots are for a CARS image height (see below)
of 0.275 mm.

A final estimate of the nonlinearity was then obtained either by fitting the
data in the composite plot or by averaging the a',bl coefficients obtained from
individual plots. The results of these two procedures were essentially identical and
the values listed in Table I were obtained by the first method.

TABLE I

SUNNMAT O DUST-FIT VALUES 7R THE COMMPCIENTS IN

TUE VXTETR RESPONSE EQUATION C - a'l l b'

Image
Expt. height
no. m- b' b' a aa Detector

1 0.203 -235.4 10.9 1735.0 23.4 TN-1223-40I

2 0.275 -151.7 8.8 1650.2 19.5 TN-1223-40I

3 0.521 +2.3 21.8 1495.2 29.5 TW-1223-40I

14 0.275 +2.8 21.9 1496.2 27.7 TN-6132

a See Fig. 9
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The image heights listed in Table I were obtained by rotating the detector
through 900 about the optical axis of the spectrometer. The heights represent the
equivalent width of the image and the exact profiles are shown in Fig. 9.

In our spectrometer the CARS image height can be varied by adjusting the
grating to detector spacing. The aberrations inherent in a concave diffraction grating
result, at optimum resolution, in an image of the circular CARS input spot which is
greatly elongated in the direction of the long axis of the diodes. The pixel size of
the diode array is 25 pm by 2.5 mm. The image height at optimum resolution (0.275 mm)
can be increased to 0.521 mm or decreased to 0.203 mm by moving the detector - 13 mm
toward or away from the grating. The effect of moving from the point of optimum
resolution is such as to increase the apparent width (FWHM) of room temperature N2 CARS
spectra from twelve to sixteen diodes.

The data in Table I show that the TN-1223-4GI detector exhibits marked
saturation behavior for the zwo smaller image heights in that the nonlinear term, b, is
negative and statistically significant. For the largest image height the TN-1223-4GI
exhibits no such saturation since the nonlinear term is positive and is not
statistically significant.

The saturation effect is clearly dependent on radiation density in that, as
the height of the CARS image (hence the detector area illuminated) is increased, the
nonlinear term decreases. Thus the nonlinearity can be avoided by paying appropriate
attention to image size. This is consistent with the observation 4 that nonlinear
behavior of a CARS spectrometer, incorporating an EG&G PARC model 1420 intensified diode
array detector, could be eliminated by interposing a cylindrical lens between the
grating and the detector in order to selectively defocus the radiation along the height
of the diodes.

The data in Table I show that for an image height of 0.275 mm the TN-6132
behaved linearly, in marked contrast to the TN-1223-4GI. The difference in behavior can
be attributed to the reduced sensitivity and reduced microchannel plate gain of the
TN-6132 (see discussion below).

Because of astigmatism many grating spectrometers, at optimum resolution,
produce an image which is elongated in the direction orthogonal to the dispersion plane.
By suitably selecting the image plane this effect can be used to increase the CARS image
size although some loss of resolution will result. The astigmatism decreases with
increasing f-number and the inherent low angular divergence of the CARS signal can lead
to very tight imaging. Thus it may also be beneficial to fill th field of view of the
spectrometer.

For the two experiments showing no significant saturation (Table I, expts. 3
and 4) the effect of nonlinearity was estimated as follows. The maximum negative slope
(at 90% confidence limit) was obtained and used to calculate a theoretical worst case
saturation. A comparison of this curve with a best linear fit of the saturation curve
then yields the error involved in, incorrectly, assuming linearity. For the last two
entries in Table I the maximum error involved in assuming linearity is 42% over the
range of 0 to 3500 counts (i.e., from 0 t 85% of full scale). To put this in
perspective a 2% error in the ratio of the 2-1 and 1-0 peaks of N 2 (see Fig. 7)
corresponds to an error in the assigned temperature of 13 K at 2100 K.

A similar analysis for the first two entries in Table I, taking b' values as a
measure of the nonlinearity, yields errors of ±15% (Table I, expt. 2 for a range of 0 to
3500 counts) and *25% (Table I, expt. I, for a range of 0 to 3000 counts). Reducing
the range to 0 to 1500 counts produces errors of ±7% and ±4.5%, respectively.

The nonlinear effects observed with the TN-I223-4GI detector were constant
over a 60-fold change in the microchannel plate intensifier setting (light level was
varied to maintain a constant output signal). This suggests that the saturation is in
the microchannel plate intensifier or in the diode array rather than the photocathode.
The most likely explanation appears to be saturation in the microchannel plate
intensifier.

The nonlinear effects observed with CARS signals from the TN-1223-4GI detector
were not duplicated when direct continuous illumination or scattered doubled Nd:YAG
radiation at 532 m, which fills the detector, was substituted for the CARS radiation.

Thus, in summary, it is important to evaluate the detector nonlinearity at the
appropriate signal level, pulse duration, and CARS spectrometer f-number. The
nonlinearity can be made negligible by increasing the image height on the detector and
thus illuminating more of the 2.5 mm height of the detector pixel size.

6.0 Detector Noise and Absolute Sensitivity

To compare detector performance at constant sensitivity we measured the
absolute sensitivity of three Tracor Northern intensified diode array detectors
(IDARS3), an older Tl-1223-40I and two newer TN-6132's. A calibrated irradiance
standard was used to illuminate the diodes directly. The radiation was isolated to a 60
nm band centred at 507 rn and the IDARSS exposure was calculated by integrating the
product of the lamp spectral irradiance and the filter transmission over the bandpass of
the filter. Neutral density filters were used to further limit the exposure to 1.02 X
10

-
3 ;W/cm

2
, which, for a 0.02 sec exposure, corresponds to 1.3 X 10

- 4 
J/diode or 3.2 X

10" photons/diode at 507 ra.
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The absolute sensitivities obtained were: for the two TN-6132 detectors, 2.9
and 3.5 photons/count at a video amplifier setting of x4 and 9.5 and 11.5 photons/count
at a video amplifier setting of xl; and for the TN-1223-40I detector, 1.3 photons/count.
(We consistently observed the video amplifiers of the TN-6132 detectors to have a gain
of - 3.4.)

Detector noise was measured in two ways. First, under conditions of constant
illumination, a set of (typically 100) spectra were acquired and the mean and standard
deviation calculated diode by diode. An average of these diode by diode standard
deviations then gave a single noise figure for the detector. Second, the acquired
spectra were sequentially added to and subtracted from memory and the statistics
calculated, as above, on the residuals.

The noise (standard deviation) was V2 higher using the second method as would
be expected from two statistically uncorrelated processes. The second method was
preferred for measuring detector noise as a function of light level since it placed
fewer demands on the constancy of the light source.

The noise (a single standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the signal
counts) is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of light level for two different detectors.
The Tracor Northern 1710 provides a front panel control of intensifier gain over a range
of approximately 100 and this was used to vary the overall sensitivity of the detector.

The detector shot noise shows the E
-
'/

2 
dependence expected of a process which

obeys Poisson statistics. At very high intensities, the noise falls off less rapidly
than this as dark current noise and fixed pattern diode read noise become important.
For an ideal detector exposed to a signal of E quanta the standard deviation associated
with the signal is E

1/ 2
. The "ideal detector" curve is shown in Fig. 10 where the o2

factor results from using the second method to obtain the noise statistics. The
measured noise of the two detectors is between 1.5 and 2.0 times this quantum limit.

The data in Fig. 10 were recorded over a range of intensifier settings. The
measured signal variance as a function of signal counts at a fixed intensifier setting
is shown in Fig. 11. The measured variance was linear in signal counts as expected and
the intercept corresponded to the measured detector dark noise. The noise was measured
in this way for a range of intensifier settings in order to obtain the coefficients ao
and k in the expression:

02 = 2s + kC (15)

a, was largely independent of intensifier setting but k increased with
increasing sensitivity. These parameters were used to calculate the weighting
coefficients used in the least mean squares fitting routines described below.

7.0 Noise in CARS Spectra

Temperatures are derived from the shape of CARS spectra, thus one source of
noise is the pulse to pulse variability in the spectral energy profile of the dye
laser.

Nonresonant CARS spectra can provide a measure of system noise. These spectra
are convenient to record and, since the nonresonant susceptibility is essentially
independent of wavelength, they have a spectral shape which is largely determined by the
broadband dye laser. In addition, the noise in the Stokes laser and the nonresonant
CARS signal can be readily compared. The analysis procedure described below can be
applied to both resonant and nonresonant spectra.

A set of CARS spectra can be represented by Si, where

sij - iaJKi

i - I ..N diodes

J - 1...M pulses (16)

with i representing the diode number of the diode array detector and J the spectrum
index, i is the CARS intensity associated with the diode rumber i and s~ectrum
number J sid Ki is the sensitivity of diode i. The averaged CARS signal (Si ) is given
by

Si" ( iijKi)/M (17)

In the first stage of the analysis the individual spectra are divided by an average
spectrum to produce a ratioed CARS signal Xij where

xij - (sij/S I) - (lij/ I Ij)M (18)

The ratioed CARS signal is now independent of diode sensitivity and represents the
shot-to-shot variation of the CARS spectral profile from an averaged spectrum.

- o m~m •.--,-m-mmm amjm m m ma damm eig-ma
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Since it is only the spectral profile of the N 2 CARS signal that is used to
deduce temperatures, the absolute magnitude of the CARS signal is not Important. Thus,
for comparison purposes, we can normalize the CARS spectra such that they have the same
integrated X value over the spectral region of interest. If NL and N are the l6wer and
upper diode limits for the spectral region of interest, the normalized CARS signal, YiJ,
is given by

YiJ = XjJ/ i NL XiJ (19)

These normalized CARS signals, Y are used to calculate the noise due to
pulse-to-pulse variation in the spectral profile of the CARS signal.

The standard deviation of each spectrum about the mean yields a percentage
noise, NJ, which, when averaged over the M spectra, gives an average noise IT and a
standard deviation a, which represents the shot-to-shot variability of the noise.
Finally, the experiments are repeated to assess the day-to-day variability. The average
noise, standard deviation, and the 95% confidenle limits (using t-test) were calculated
for the set of experiments. Thus, there are two measures of variability, one
representing the variation within a set of spectra and the other representing the
set-to-set variability. In general we have found these two estimates to be very
similar, indicating that there is little systematic day-to-day variation in the noise.

The averaged signal, *B, for a set of sixty-four multimode nonresonant CARS
spectra is shown in Fig. 12 along with a single normalized CARS spectrum ,Y1  Much of
the structure observed in S i is not real but is due to periodic variations ifW diode
sensitivity, Ki. The noise (single standard deviation) for the single shot spectrum
of Fig. 12 is 8.37% and the average percentage noise for the set of sixty-four spectra
is 9.56 ± 0.43 (single standard deviation of the mean).

From a detailed analysis of nonresonant CARS spectra we have shown
previously

12 
that when a single-mode pump laser is used the CARS noise is reduced to a

level exhibited by the Stokes laser itself (-5% noise at 2.0 cm-
1 

resolution for our
broadband dye laser). The increased CARS (but not Stokes) noise observed using
multimode lasers was attributed to a spectral dependence of the Stokes temporal profile
and its consequent effect on the temporal overlap of the CARS beams.

We have repeated the earlier nonresonant analysis and have also included the
analysis of resonant flame spectra recorded in the flat-flame burner. The spectra were
recorded at 0.25 cm-

1 
resolution and a 15 cm-

1 
spectral analysis width was used. The

nonresonant spectra were recorded at a low detector sensitivity where the effect of
detector shot noise is negligible. The resonant noise can be corrected for the residual
detector shot noise by assuming that the detector shot noise aD and the noise in signal

c are uncorrelated giving a net noise ON:

-A - + 08 (20)

This corrected noise eC, attributable to pulse-to-pulse variations in the spectral
profile of the CARS signal, is shown in parentheses in Table 2.

The results confirm the earlier conclusion'
2 
that the nonresonant spectra

recorded with a single-mode pump laser exhibit less noise than those recorded with a
multimode pump laser. The actual noise values are somewhat higher than we observed
previously and we speculate on the cause of this below. For the resonant spectra the
reverse is true and the single-mode spectra exhibit greater noise.

This noise, expressed as a percentage, was largely constant and thus
represents a fixed fraction of the total signal. Thus the total noise (OT ) associated
with a particular diode count C can be expressed as:

0 o2 + kC + iC
2  

(21)

where o
2 

is the "dark noise" or noise in the absence of a signal, kC is the shot noise

component and MC
2 
represents the component associated with the s'lot-to-shot variation in

the CARS signals. The MC
2 

term is an approximation in that it is difficult to measure
and the percentage noise in signal probably increases at very low signal levels.

In a weighted least squares fit the parameters are determined by minimizing
the weighted sum of squares where the reciprocal of the variance Is used as the
weighting coefficient. The above expression for 

5
T has been used to perform a weighted

least squares fit of experimental CARS data, as is described below.
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TABLE 2

NOISE STATISTICS: STANDARD DEVIATION a EXPRESSED AS %

SPECTRUM TYPE PUMP LASER CONFIGURATION

SINGLE-MODE MULTIMODE

CO. Nonresonant
spectra 6.6 8.4

N2 Flame spectra

T -1580 K 22.4(22.0) 16.1(15.6)

8.0 Single shot CARS temperature measurements

Single shot CARS temperature measurements were performed in the hydrogen/air
fueled flat-flame burner with single-mode and multimode pump laser operation. Typically
sets of 100 spectra were recorded and the spectra analysed individually. The data
collection system automatically averages the individual spectra and these average
spectra were also analysed. The mean temperature and the standard deviation were
calculated for each set of individual spectra and the results averaged.

One aim of these experiments was to examine whether the greater noise of
single-mode resonant spectra, shown in Table 2, would be reflected in a bigger
temperature spread in the single shot data. Typical results are shown in Pig. 13. The
widths of histograms in Fig. 13 represent the instrumental resolution since no
temperature variations are expected In the premixed flame. It can be seen that, as
expected, the single-mode histograms are significantly wider than the multimode ones.
This confirms the conclusion that resonant CARS spectra, unlike nonresonant spectra,
exhibit greater noise with a single-mode pump laser than with a multimode pump laser.

We also performed a weighted least mean squares fit of theoretical (T) and
experimental (E) CARS spectra where the quantity minimised was:

E wi (TI~ -K 1)
2  

(22)

where I is the diode Index and the weighting parameter wi is 1/02. ai was calculated

from equation 21 using experimentally determined values of a, anA k and an estimated
value of m corresponding to 4% shot-to-shot CARS noise, approximately the noise observed
In the Stokes laser

12
.

The effect of weighting the data Is to greatly reduce the width of the
histograms. The two fold reduction In the width of single-mode temperature histograms
is particularly dramatic. Thus taking proper account of signal variance can greatly
Increase the precision of single pulse CARS measurements.

The histograms in Fig. 13 were calculated using the isolated line CARS theory
code. More recently we have included collisional narrowing and cross-coherence effects
in the CARS theory code and repeated the earlier isolated line analysis. Essentially
the same reductions In standard deviation were obtained when these effects were
Included, as demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4. The effect of the choices of weighting
coefficients on the average temperatures and average standard deviations obtained from
all of the single pulse data is also shown In Tables 3 and 4. The standard deviations
are largely insensitive to the amount of CARS noise included In the weighting
coefficients. However, a larger CARS noise contribution resulted In a greater
temperature bias.
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TABLE 3

EFFECT OF WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS ON ANALYSIS OF SINGLE PULSE
SINGLE-ODE DATA WITH COLLISIONAL NARROWING INCLUDED IN CARS CODE

AV. TEMP ST. DEVIATION WEIGHTING

TAV T

(K) (K)

1563 131 ± 17 NONE

1551 71 ± 5 DETECTOR SHOT
NOISE ONLY

1531 59 ± 6 DETECTOR SHOT
NOISE + 4% CARS
NOISE

1492 61 ± 7 DETECTOR SHOT
NOISE + 20% CARS NOISE

ERROR LIMITS ARE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

TABLE 4

EFFECT OP WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS ON ANALYSIS OF SINGLE PULSE
NULTIMODE DATA WITH COLLISIONAL NARROWING AND CROSS-COHERENCE

INCLUDED IN CARS CODE

AV. TEMP ST. DEVIATION WEIGHTING

TAV T

(K) K)

1586 88 ± 5 NONE

1554 51 ± 3 DETECTOR SHOT
NOISE ONLY

1526 45 ± 2 DETECTOR SHOT
NOISE + 4% CARS NOISE

ERROR LIMITS ARE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

The cause of the systematic temperature shifts with weighting is not clear.
However, it should be noted that te weighted fits are more sensitive to the value of
the nonresonant susceptibility (xl4 ) used in the c~culation of the theoretical
spectra. We have examined the effect of changing x by 10% on the best fit
temperatures with weighting (4% CARS noise) and without. The fit to the single-mode
data (including collisional narrowing in the code) produced temperature changes of 9 K
(unweighted fit) and 18 K (weighted fit). The corresponding numbers for the multimode
da (with the effect of cross-coherence included) were 13 K and 24 K. A decrease in
x ads to an increase in the fitted temperatures. Thus a 20% decrease in the value

of " used would eliminate about 1/2 of the single pulse temperature shifts observed in
Tables 3 and 4 and would entirely eliminate the similar but smaller shifts observed in
fitting the multipulae averaged data discussed below.

The selection of weighting coefficients appears to be a compromise between
reducing the standard deviation and avoiding temperature shifts. Weighting places
emphasis on the logr intensity parts of the CARS spectrum and thus the need, for
example, to kow x'"(and hence composition) accurately. The nonresonant background
can be eliminated"

5 
(with an accompanying 16 fold reduction in CARS signal), however

temperature biasing has been observed in fitting background free spectra".

The use of a multimode laser clearly confers an advantage in reducing the
single shot CARS noise and thus reducing the temperature spreads observed with repeated
single shot temperature measurements. With this advantage comes the greater complexity
of the CARS theory calculations, although the recently developed analytic solutionsls,1

7

of the cross-coherence effects minimize this difficulty. The possible effect of pump
laser field statistics on the ratio of the resonant to nonresonant CARS signal'7, 6 is a
problem which can be avoided by using a single-mode pump laser. Providing this latter
problem can be resolved, the use of a multimode pump laser is indicated because of the
reduced noise.
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9.0 Multipulse Avera&> CARS Temperature Measurements

The question of the accuracy of the flat-flame burner CARS temperature
measurements and their dependence on including collisional narrowing and cross-coherence
effects in the CARS theory code is more readily addressed by analysing multipulse
averaged CARS spectra.

A 100 pulse average single-mode CARS flame spectrum and a best-fit theory
spectrum calcuilted with collisional narrowing effects included in the CARS code is
shown in Fig. 14. The spectrum was recorded 10 mm above the burner surface on the
centre line. The estimated sodium line reversal temperature 10 emi a ove the burner
surface was 1593 ± 18 K. CARS temperature measurements taken along the Na line reversal
axis showed that the centre line temperature was some 18 K hotter than the average
temperature observed over the Na seeded region of the flame. Thus the observed sodium
line reversal temperature of 1575 K was increased by this amount to give the estimated
centre line value of 1593 t 18 K.

Over a period of six months we have recorded a series of multlmode (0.10 cm
-1

spectral width) and single-mode 100-400 pulse average CARS spectra 10 mm above burner
centre. The data was initially analysed using the isolated line computer code and then
analysed by including the effects of collisional narrowing and cross-coherence as these
codes became available. We have also examined the consistency of the Instrumental
(slit) function by determining the four Voigt parameters from both room temperature and
flame spectra. The room temperature instrument function was routinely used to obtain
the temperatures reported here. The average temperatures so obtained are summarized in
Table 5. Including collisional narrowing In the code increases the best-fit
temperatures of single-mode and multimode pump laser data by 20-25 K. With collisional
narrowing included In the CARS code the instrument (slltI functions letermined either
from single-mode room temperature or from flame N, spectra were essentially identical.
With the isolated line co e the room temperature slit function was 10-15% narrower than
that derived from hot spectra. With collisional narrowing included in the code the
final temperature derived from the single-mode data is in excellent agreement with the
Na line reversal temperature.

TABLE 5

SUMMARY UP CARS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
10 = ABOVE BURNER CENTRE

SINGLE-MULE PUMF LASER

TEMP CSMP2TER >11,.

(K)
1577 t 17 ISLATE LANR

1599 1 19 CrILLISI0NAL NARN WINJ

MULTIMODE 0.10 cm-
1 ) 

PUMP LASER

TEMP COMPUTEk C( LE
(K)

1588 ± 10 ISOLATEL LINE

1611 t ii IGLLISIONAL NARh.WINI

1569 1 1ThLISISNAL NAHuWINj
ThDSS-C>JHPRENUE

ERROR LIMITS ARE 95% CONFIL)ENCE INTERVALS

With multimode data cross-coherence must also be Included in the code and as
shown in Table 5 the effect is to lower the best fit temperatures -40 K. CUillslora.
narrowing and cross-coherence have opposing effects on best-fit temperatures and the
final temperature is only 19 K less then the Isolated llne temperat ,re. 7h Is
cancellation Is a function of the assumed pump bandwidth since a fit to the data with a
0.4 cm-

1 
pump laser badwdth (the laser manufacturer's specl icatlon produced a Final

best fit temperiture ol 1531 K, some 57 K lower than the Isolated line temperature and
62 K lower than the Na line reversal temperature. The 0.1 (m-I pump laser result of
1569 5 11 K is in satisfactory agreement with the Na line reversal 'emperature of
1593 a 18 K. The instrument function was very similar to that derived from the
single-mode data.

Reducing xNR by 20% gives approximate beat fit tempIrat~r~s 'I itl7 1 14 K
(single-mode) and 159 t 1i K rmultimole' In equally good agreement wlth Ite t me
reversal temperature of 1593 t 18 K.
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In summary we conclude that it is necessary to include the effects of
collisional narrowing and cross-coherence to correctly predict CARS temperatures in
atmospheric pressure flames. With these effects included the calculated temperatures
are within 25 K of the Na line reversal temperatures for both multimode and single-mode
pump laser data.

10.0 Stokes laser noise

With the large number of modes excited in the Stokes laser there is the
possibility of selective focusing of these modes whereby the lower-order modes may focus
more tightly and thus more efficiently wave mix with the pump laser field. In our
earlier work we saw no evidence of this but the astigmatism produced by a tilted CARS
focusing lens may have masked any effect.

As noted above the observed nonresonant noise of 8.0% (70 cm-1 analysis
bandwidth) with a single-mode pump laser was higher than that observed previously

1 2

(5.7%). We therefore investigated the effect of adding a beam expansion telescope with
a magnification of 1.0, with lenses chosen to deliberately induce some spnerical
abberation. With this arrangement the CARS intensity dropped a factor of -2 and the
observed nonresonant noise was 5.5%. When the telescope was removed the noise returned
to the previous 8.0%.

The 5.5% noise is approximately equal to the 5% noise previously observed in
the Stokes laser itself"

2
. A plausible explanation of this observation is that the

spherical aberration introduced in the Stokes laser "blurred" any tendency for
selective focusing of various modes. Thus the pump laser wave mixed with a Stokes laser
whose modes were effective-y averaged.
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CARS TEMPERATURE HISTOGRAMS
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DISCUSSION

D.A.Greenhalghi, UK
Have you compared your dye laser noise data with published theories?

Comment
The difference between single-mode and multinode I a temperature, for low/modest pressure high temperature
spectra may be due to the multimode laser causing better (smoother) excitation of the Raman spectrum.

Author's Reply
We have deliberately avoided any discussion of the emerging theories of CARS noise and we have concentrated instead
on empirical observations of CARS noise. We have not characterised our dye laser in a way that would allow us to
apply existing theories of dye laser noise.

It is clear that the various pump laser modes will mix with a different set of Stokes modes thus leading to smoother
excitation of the polarization. At higher pressures and lower temperatures we might expect the differences we have
observed between single-mode and multimode behaviour to decrease as the larger Raman linewidth involves a greater
number of Stokes modes. In effect we are progressing towards the non-resonant limit as the Raman linewidth increases.

J.P.Taran, FR
The difference in behaviour of the single mode and multimode arrangements (with regard to standard deviation) may
result from changes in beam shape of the YAG laser. Have you observed any such changes?

Unless stabilized, single mode lasers may experience frequency jitters as large as I cm - .These would translate the
CARS spectra along the frequency axis in a random manner, and might affect the result of the computer processing. Do
you track these frequency jitters?

Author's Reply
The focal spot sizes are indistinguishable for single-mode and multimode pump operation. (Approximately 60% of the
radiation is contained within a 50 ltm spot size.)

With regard to the second question we do allow for a frequency shift between theoretical and experimental spectra. This
is a fitting parameter, along with temperature, in our least mean squares analysis. The typical short term frequency jitter
with our single mode laser is 0.03 cm

-
' (single standard deviation).

R.Farrow, US
Your results comparing CARS signal statistics for single and multi-mode pump lasers contrast with our investigations.
Do you attribute this difference to your use of a broadband Stokes laser compared to our use of a narrowband (0. 1
cm- ') laser?

AuthOr's Reply
In measuring temperature histograms or spectral profiles we are looking at the shot-to-shot variation in spectral shapes
rather than the variation in total signal level. Because of that I think we are measuring different quantities. We do
observe that the shot-to-shot variability in the spectrally integrated CARS signals is greater for a multimode laser. The
latter variation is of secondary important in CARS thermometry compared to the variation in spectral shapes.
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APPLICATION DE LA METHODE DRASC A LA MESURE DE LA TEMPERATURE
DANS UNE FLAMNIE TURBULENTE

par
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RESUME

Une flainme primilangie 4 grande vitesse a W 6 tudide parila Diffusion Raman Anti-Stokes Cohdrente (DRASC).

La bonne rdsolution spatiale et temporelle du montage DRASC en large bande conveient parfaitement pour l'itude des
ecoulements turbulents; et permet des mesures instantandes de temperature dans une zone de reaction. A partir de ces
valeurs instantandes, sont conatruits des fonctions de densit6 de probabiliti de temperature (PDF).

La combustion d'un malange air-mdthane u -55 mis, T -560 K. rp - 0,8 eat entretenue et stabilis&e par un
ecoulement paralle de gaz chauds (u = 1 10 m/s, T = 2000 K). Le melange de ces 2 6coulements eat aussi 6tudi6 lorsque la
possibiliti d'inflamznation eat supprimee q) 0.

Ces resultats sont compares A ceux obtenue avec stabilisation par une zone de recirculation.

ABSTRACTr

The good spatial and temporal resolution of broad-band CARS diagnosric is suitable for turbulent flows and allows
instantaneous temperature measurements in the reaction zone. From these instantaneous values, temperature probability
density functions (PDF ) are built.

Coherent Ariti-Stokes Ramsan Scattering (CARS) thermonmetry is applied to R high velocity prensixed flame. The
combustion of an air-methane flow (u =55 m/s. T -560 K, equivalence ratio q - 0.8) in the combustor is ignited and
stabilized by a parallel flow of hot gases (u 1 I10 m/s, T = 2000 K). The mixing of the two flows without combustion

(V 0) is also studied as well as combustion stabilized by a step replacing the hot gases.

I1- INTRODUCTION

La Diffusion Raman Anbi-Stokes Coherence (DRASC) eat une methode de mesure ponctuelle et resolue danas It temps
de Ia temperature et de Is composition I I) darn lea milieux fluctuants. Sa grande luminosite Ia rend particulierement
attrayantc dana l'diude de milieux reactifa teta que lea flanimes. qui produisent geniralement un fort rayonnement parasite.
Lea caructdriutiques standards dc ce mesures sont lea suivantes:

resolution spatiale dianseire 51) pm x longue.jr 2 mm
temps de meaurc I0ois
cadence dc rdpfiibon queiques; Hertz
domain de mesure MX)- 2 500 K
scu de deetiviti - I % en fractain molaire
pnpriwiaadeisscsure .3-5%121.

Ces caracitnabquen fonit de I& DRASC urn nithode de chmn pour l'etude des milieus fluctuants tcls que lea explosions
mi lea flanunes tuutulems. Lftide pr~ment~e tco t ceie dwne flarme rurbulenite stabilisee:

- sue per tinc ea lement ptkite A haute tempetrature et reiativemenl grande vitease.

-- set par tin dicrcichemsent de partm derriere lequel %'tabimt tue zone de fluide mart i Is temperature de fin de combustion.

Les csm%, ini cit cifeciuc% dams des conisiss d'ecsulemest different" es celles regnant disabitude dans lea
installamas utilisan is DaRAS(
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Dans lea deux cas, darn un large domaine de l'icoulement situ6 de part et d'autre de la zone de reaction, lea experiences
antirieures (visualisation par strioscopie. v~locim~trie laser, mesure pyromdtrique de temperature) ant toutes mis en
evidence le passage de paquets de fluides altemativement cbauds ou froids, rapides ou lents suivant qu'il s'agissait de gaz
diji brdl& ou de gaz encore frais.

11 nest pas possible dans ce cas d'utiliser les techniques classiques de d~pouillement des histogransmes, comme ii est
d~cnt ci-dessous.

2 - DESCRIPTION SOMMAUIE DU MONTAGE ET DU BANC DRASC UTILISE

2.1 - Montage d'ltude de ]a flamme tutisulente

Le montage exp~rimental utilisd [31 restitue dana un laboratoire lea conditions usuelles r~gnant dana la zone primaire
d'une eltambre de combustion, qu'il s'agisae de chambre primaire de turbor~acteur, de chambre de rechauffe ou de chambre
de staaoreiacteur.

Le montage (fig. 1) de section carree 100 mm x 100 mm dans la zone d'essais et de longeuer supericure a 1000 mm est
de dimensions industrielles.

De l'air, dont la temperature est portee a 575 K par un echangeur, eat melange avec du methane i temperature
ambiante. l'ensemble constittiant un 6coulement sensiblement homog~nc A la temperature de 550 K. Cet ecoulement ou 'flux
prinsaire" eat injecte dana une panic de la section d'entree du foyer.

Pour le reste de celle-ci deux configurations doivent 811r envisag~es;

- flamme pilote: sur environ 209/ode la hauteur de la veine, soit 20 mm, on injecte des gas issus d'une combustion
stoechiom~trique dana un foyer auxilaire. Ces gas. A une temperature de l'ordre de 2000 K, assurent l'infiammation du
flux primaire et la stabilite de [a flamme dana un large domain de richesse et de vitease; ils constituent Ie -flux auxiliaire";

- decrochement de paroi: une fraction de Ia section d'entr~e, soit ici 35%, comporte une marche descendante derriee
laquelle s'6tablit une zone de recirculation comportant initialement des gas precarbures provenant de l'6coulement
primaire; apr~s allumage classiqase par bougie, un noyau chaud et stable s'6tablit dans cette zone et assure encore
l'inflantmation et Ia stabilisation de Ia flamnme.

Lea parois du foyer ne sont pas refroidies afin de limiter lea gradients thermiqucs parieteux. En consequence la duree
des essais ne peut pas depasser 40 secondes environ, ce qui cotsstitue un inconvenient majeur lorsqu'on desire accumuler
plusicurs centaines de mesures avec un appareil dont Ia cadence d'acquisition eat de I Hz.

Toutes lea grandeurs aerodynaniiques et thermiques de N'coulement. sauf 6videmment celles donnees par la DRASC,
sons enregistrees de fa~on continue. Les principales d'entre elles sont:

- debit
- pression,
- temperature
- richesse.

Pour chacun des flux. ces grandeurs peuvent trc lues en temps reel sur Ic pupitre de commande.

2.2 - Architecture du systame DRASC

Le systeme DRASC dont dispose actuellement I'ONERA eat un syst~me modulaire qui se compose schcmatiquement
des elements suivants-

2.2.1 - Emluliou

Le bloc emission se pr~sente sous forme d'une table '.montage "source" de 1,5 m x 0.5 m sur laquelle sont assembI~s
lea 2 lasers. Une description detailke de cet ensemble peut Wte consulte 14-6.

Rappelona brievement lea caractdristiques essentielles des deux faisceaux laser 6mis:

- Ic faiseau de fr~quence w,
X- 532 nm..inerge -75n Jduredimpulsion - 10 ns. 11 esi obtenue par doublage de frcquence du faisceau 6nsis par

une chaine laser comportant un oscillateur Nd-YAG suis'i de 2 amplificateurs;

- le faisceati de friquence w2
X,- 607 mm (pour N,), inergie: 3 mJ. durde dimpulsion 10 ns. 11 eat dWivte par un laser it colorant suivi d'un

amplificateur excites par une fraction de lenergie dut faiaceau w 1.

Parce que le spectre du laser a colorant prsesente une modulation et que Ia puissance du laser YAG nest pas constante. il
eat necessaire de normaliser le spectre signal (S) en le divisant point it point par un spectre reference (R) enregistre
simultan.Ament.
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2.2.2 - Dtetion

Le spectrome b r~seau holographique (2 100 fr/mm), le ditecteur vidicon et differentes optiques associces sont
monfies sur une table appelee bloc detection.

2.2.3 - Acquisition

Le contr6leur de detecteur vidicon est connect a tin ordinafeur PIDP 11/23, donf Ie r6le esf de:

- meftre en m~moire les informations en provenance du vidicon. La cible est lue & raison de I pt foutes les 80 Vs. Trente
balayages de Ia cible sont effectues A chaque tir dea lasers. La cadence d'acquisition est ainsi de I fir laser par seconde
environ;

- donner lea ordres de charge Cf de tir de Ia chaine laser Nd-YAG;
- lire lea amplitudes des specfres S et R,
- meftre en memoire sur disque dur ces informaftions;
- traiter en temps diff&r6 lea specfres.

3 - SPECIFICITE DES ESSAIS DRASC SUIR FLAMN4E TURBULENTE

Un grand nombre de difficult~s renconfries dans Ia mesure DRASC de femp~rature dans lea foyers industriels onf pu
&tre identfies Cf r~solues au cours des essais de laboratoire stir flamme turbulente.

3.1 - tbifficultks expkrimentales

Ces diffiesalles sont Wies h 1'environtnemenf de Ia cellule d'easais (bruif, tempdrature anabiante, acc~s optique, efc..) Elles
onf &6 r~soluea en installant les optiques d~licates du banc DRASC et de Ia detection dans Is salle de commande. Des
m~caniques de grande sfabilit6 ant 6galement 6t6 employees pour sautenir les aptiques diverses.

3.2 - Teehnique d'acqulsilion des laistogranames

L'intensiti dui signal DRASC depend fr~s rapidernent de Is tempNerature. Entre 600 K et 2350 K, qui sant lea
tempdratures extr~ases qui peus'enf atre rencontrfrs, le signal eat rdduit d'un facteur 100. De plus. A temp4Erature constante,
IC signal fluctue par le fait dea fluctuations de puissance des lasers et de l'influence des g;adients thermiques rencontr~s dana
Ie foyer. Glabalement le signal change de 1 A 300, ce qui eat beaucoup plus que Ia dynamique permise par Ie detecteur. Une
solution avait 6ti proposie par Swvitzer Ct al. [81, mais elle nWest pas compatible avec notre montage experimental. Une atitre
solution eat proposde. Liistograname eat enregistr6 en deux temps, le niveau du signal 6f ant ajuste au moyen de verrea
neutres gals (attnuation optique).

- Une presni~re s~rie de meaure eat effectu&e avec tine forte attenuation. Dana ce cas, Ia nambre de firs satures eat
nigligeable (Nr. = 0) mai Ie nombre de fir Nc pour lesquels lea spectres sont trap faibles peut etre grand.

- Une deuxiime s~rie de naeaure eat effectude sans att~nuation. Lea spectrea correapondanta aux hautes temp~ratures Sont
ainsi enregistres Dana cea conditions de meaure Nc 0 mais Nwz (Ie nombre de spectre pour leaquels Ie ditecteur eat
satur6) petit 6tre grand.

A partir de cea deux safies de meaures. deux hiatogramnmes sont construits de Ia fa~on suivanfe:

(a) lea firs difectuetix sant rejet~s. Le critere de rejet ne rorte que stir Ie signal de r~firence. Lea causes d'une r~f~rence
sfrfcese n'itant pas corrilees k Ia temperature du layer. ces rejets ne petivent pas introduire de bials syst~matiqties;

(b) lea essais de Ia prernkire acnie dotinent naissance A I'hstogramme P,(T) avec:

P )- n))
P(T) nT) + N,

oil n, (T) eat IC nombre de mestires pour leaquela Ia temperature eat situee enare T et T + A T oa A T eat [a taille d'unc
clasac de temperature;

(c) dc faqon identique lea easais de Ia seconde serie de mesure donnent naissance & l'listograme P2 (T):

P()-- n2(T)
P() Z-,s 2() + N

(d) lea desas histograrms a inai alatenus se recouvrunt partiellenst du fait des fluctuations d'ntensiti induifes par lea
fluctuations de puissance des lasers ef par l'effef des gradients thermiquea (f13.2).

Dana certaines conditions d'enregistrement et de depouillcmenf, iI petit rc monti (cetie justification eat doinee en
[71) que fluastogramnme roeel P (T) (eat formi de Ia superposition des histogrammes P, (T) (c P2 MT:

FMT - P, (T) + Pz(T)
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Cette technique donne avec le maximum de securite des histogrammes i deux pics dans le cas d'essais effectues dans
des dotnaines A fortes fluctuations de temperature.

Notons que cette mithode de misc bout ii bout d'histogrammes peut poser des problimes dilicats de raccordement du
fait des fluctations d'amplitude des signaux resultant des fluctuations diverses, comme celles des lasers. La justification de
notre traitement est donnee ailleurs 17].

4 - ANALYSE DES RESULTATS

La position des points de mesure est representee sur la figure I ainsi que lea conditions experimerttales qui ont 6t
figees pour l'ensemble des essais (6 heures de combustion proprement dite, 600 rafales au cours desquelles 18000 spectres
ont ete enregistres).

4.1 - Flamme pilote sons combustion principale

Dana, ces conditions on 6tudic la coexistence et le melange d'un jet chaud parietal de hauteur a l'entrie 20 mm, avec un
jet plus froid de hauteur 80 min.

La figure 3 represente les histoprammes relcves au voisinage de la section de confluence des deux ecoulements (x = 42
mm) et dants un second plan de mesure sortie plus en aval (xa 122 mm) 191.

11 apparait nettement un rechauffement rapide do flux frais et un refroidissement correlatif du P-ix chaud. A I'abscisse
maximale explor~e, une utif'nnit6 de l'coolement nWest pas encore apparue.

Cette constatation explique le fait que mime au voisinage du plan d'entr~e, o6 les bistogrammes mettent en dvidence un
predominance d'un pic chaud J = 2 100 K) dans le jet pari6Wa et d'un pic frais J - 600 K) dana Ilecoulement principal. Ics
temperatures interrftdiaires ont une probabilit6 non nulle.

4.2 - Flamnne pilote avec combustion dans le flux principal (richesse (P = 0,8)

La figure 4 donne pour lea mimes points d'essais que pr~c~demment, les histogrammes obtenus lorsque N'coulement
primaire eat compose d'une melange air-methane de richesse cp = 0,8. Celui-ci s'enflamme au contact des gaz chauds de
l'&oulement auxiliaire par-ital et l'analyse des histogrammes met en evidence cette inflamnmation.

Dana le plan de mesure situ6 Ai x = 42 mm en aval de Ia zone de confluence lea histogrammes obtenus sont tout at fait
semblables & ceux correspond, nt dana la mime section it un melange A richesse nulle. cc qui verifie la reproductibilit6 des
essais et des ddpouillements. Toutefoja dans le sillage imm~diat de la plaque s~parant les deux dcoulements (y 20 mm), lea
signes pr~curseurs de Ia combustion apparaissent dejA.

Dans le plan de mesure situe a x = 122 mm en aval du plan de confluence des dcoulements les histogrammes font
apparaitre on double effet:

- Ie maintien de l'&oulement auxiliaire paristal pratiqoement A sa temperature initiae dans tout Ie oomaine qu'il occupait
ant~rieurement (0 < y < 20 mm) ct l'existence de gaz brfil~s sur one hauteur de veine assez 6lev~e (20 < y < 40 mm);

- la persistance de gaz frais au voisinage de [a limite infriciure de le6coulement principal. c'est-A-dire dan.s in domaine oii la
combustion devrait Wte logiquement tris avancee.

Cette deuxiime observation conduit tout naturellement a dtifinir comme "zone de r~action' la paric de la veine oil lea
histogrammies presentent deux pics (mime de hauteurs nettemcnt diffcrentes); ces -flammes epaisses-sont hien
caract~ristiques de Ia combustion turbulente.

4.3 - Flamme siabliske par un d~crochement de paroi (fig.5)

Des explorations ont eti effectuces dans on plan situd a x = 35 mm du plan d'entree de lecoulement et permettent
encore de mettee en 6vidcnce trois zones:

- one zone de gaz de recirculation A one temperature d'environ 1 700 K (correspondant & Id combustion A la richesse (p=
0,8) dans Iazone de rcirculation (0 < y < 20 mm);

- unec zone de melange (20 < y < 35 mm) apparement encore sans combustion et pr~sentant des histogrammes it deux pics;
- one zone de gaz frais A temperature A peu pris uniforme (y > 35 mm).

On rcmarquera a Ia suite de cette analyse let precautions quil faut prendre pour interpreter lea histogrammes. la mime
configuration it deux pics pouvant representer des zones i melange et ii reaction chimique ou des zones A mndange seul.

- CONCLUSION

Les essais effectuis so moyen do systime DRASC dans on foyer oit se propage one flamme turbulentc ont montre que
t on prcnd des precautions particulteres pour l'interpretation des histogrammes. et notamment des histogrammes A deox
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pics, une description fine de la tempedrature instantanie et locale peut Wte obtenue.

Cea esais ont 6 effectu~s dans des conditions tr~s s~v~res:

- bruit acoustique et 6lectronique 6leve,6s,
- grande distance ennre le point de mesure et l'metteur ou le recepteur,
- temperature locale elev& avec importantes fluctuations,
- montage d'essais difficilement accessible.

Malgre ces difficultds et bien que le conception du foyer non refroidi nWait que des tirs de quelques dizaines de secondes.
des rfsultats nombreux et precis ont Pu Wte obtenus mettant en 6vidence la structurc fine die le6coulement.

Ces essais ont montnf que les syst~me DRASC peut maintenant &tre employ6 sur des montages industriels.
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DISCUSSION

AMeNb& UK
The geometry in Figure 1 Part (1), is of interest in fundamental studies of turbulent combustion with a supersonic
primary stream and a subsonic hot gas steam to stabilise the flame. Could you speculate on the additional difficulties
which are likely to be encountered if CARS were to be applied to such a supersonic combustion experiment?

Authers Re*
There is not any principle objection for application of CARS in a supersonic combustion environment. However it
should be kept in mind that

- high density gradients (and consequently high refractive index gradients) could lead to defocalisations of the laser
beams.

- the intensity of the CARS signal is proportional to the square of the number density of the probed molecule. In
consequence the CARS signal could be very weak in low density flows.

J.P.Taran, FR
Coe
I think if the size of the flow is not too large there should be no reason why we could not make a measurement under
those conditions. However, if the size of the flow and the temperature gradients become too large then the density
gradients cause beam defocussing. This effect is well known to those working in CARS. If the problem becomes severe
it also becomes difficult to get single shot spectra because the beams are so damaged by the density gradients that there
is not enough signal to collect on a single shot basis and you end up having to integrate over a long time and then
naturally you start asking questions about what it is you are measuring. What is this average which you get which is
certainly biased and may also have a biased PDF?

A.C.Ekbrth, US
Comment
This area of turbulent beam steering strain is often talked about but it is one that is really difficult to quantise in internal
combustion engines. There have been experiences where there has been complete loss of signal, during say flame front
passage or something like that. Our experience in jet engines is that we use the geometry that I showed you earlier where
we put the dye beam inside the annular pump beam. That causes the dye beam to focus not as tightly as the w, beam. So
you have a broad intensity profile for the dye laser, you have a more narrow intensity profile in the w1t laser, so you can
tolerate a certain amount of dithering. At f augmentation at very high acoustic levels we typically experience maybe
25%, perhaps as much as a 50% loss in total signal. We still have enough signal to do single pulse thermometry. We
have not in our tests to date definitely ascertained whether we simply have dithering of all our optics causing our beams
to shake about or whether it really is due to flow effects. You know, it is a sort of uncertain area of measurement and
there are instances where there could be problems. But it seems in the range 1-20 atmospheres, if you look at the body
of measurements that have been reported in the literature, people have generally been successful in gathering data
under very difficult conditions.

R.B.Prke, UK
1. Has the CARS data reduction been carried out using "quick fit" methods?

2. Have you done flow visualisation on the flames in the two flames you have got CARS data for? Are there large
coherent structures present?

Autho'. Reply
1. The "quick fit" CARS data processing has only been used to have a nearly real time first approximation of the

temperature. This "quick fit" is based on the slope of the cold vibrational band or on the width of this band.

For definitive results, given in the paper, the processing of the data was based on a complete fitting between the
experimental and theoretical spectra. The routine based on least mean square method needed 5 seconds of
computation time on a PDP 11/23 for each spectrum.

2. Visualization of this flow have already been carried out by means of high speed cinematography and
shadowgraphy P1. These pictures have shown large structures in the flow and also turbulence of lower spatial
scales. However the large structures, pockets of hot or cold gases, can not be considered as "coherent" structures.
For discussion on this last point see Ref.7, to be submitted to Combustion and Flame.

D. beus, CA
How do you view the possibility of applying CARS in the primary zone of the combustion chamber where the flue
isn't transparent?

A~ho9 Re*l
The possibilities of CARS have already been demonstrated at the outlet from the main combustion chamber sector of
gas turbines, and frm inside the primar zone. Temperatures have been measured there (1) without the non-

rency of the environment or the luminosity of the flame presenting a problem. New difflicubies, maki the
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5-12 method harder to apply, could arise in a primary zone functioning st high pressure. In this case, above 3 bars, significant

i: variations in density could cause significant de-focussing of the beams for optical traverses of the flame of

approximately 30 cm.

(1) R.Bedue, P.Gastelois, R.Baifly, M.Pealat, J.P.Taran. CARS measurements in a simulated turbomachine
combustor. Combustioa and Flae, 57(141), 1984.

J.P.Taran, FR
Coammen
We have done some measurements on a simulated turbomachine combtstor at SNECMA. We found no problem with
optical traversals of -10- 15 cm using kerosene as the fuel and at I atmosphere. To establish the connection with this
other question we had about extreme temperature and pressure gradients. When we raised the pressure to 3
atmospheres we started runmning into severe problems of beam steering and signal loss. That is because the gradients can
get very large. The beam steering of course changes the positions of the beam foci and also changes the size of the focal
spots so the CARS signal is lost. So, as a rule of thumb, -10 cm beam path length and a pressure of 3 atmospheres is
going to be close to the limit for CARS measurements.

A.C.Eekbreth, US
Comment
I would like to comment on Pierre Taran's comment. There have been a number of CARS measurements on primary
zones. We made some measurements back in 1979 on a 30" diameter combustion tunnel fuelled with Jet A and I
atmosphere pressure. The biggest problem we had was that as we increased the equivalence ratio to 1.2 -1.4, we started
experiencing fairly severe beam attenuation due to increased soot formation. I am wondering whethering in your
particular case as you went up in pressure from I to 3 atmospheres whether is was really beam steering or perhaps an
increase in soot formation.

J.P.Taran, FR
Comment
I do not think in our case it was soot formation because there did not seem to be any appreciable attenuation of the laser
beams going through the combustor. This was more of the beam blurring-type problem that we experienced. I
remember that.

D.A.Greenhalgh, UK
Comment
I would support Taran's comment. We have made a lot of measurements in I C engines and there you see a lot of beam
steering. When the flame front comes through where you are making the measurement the beam does not come out of
the engine at all. It vanishes inside due to very severe deflection which is worse when the beam is traversing parallel to
the flame front.

We have also done measurements in an ammonia oxidation reactor at 10 atmospheres and -2-300*C in which we
were traversing through around 1.5 metres of reacting gas. There we saw very large beam steering, more than we
anticipated. This flow was clear with no particles of size greater than 0.2 ttm in the gas stream. Dithering of 2-5 cm on
the laser beams was observed. So beam steering is likely to be a worry at high pressure. It is a function of the product of
path length and the density gradient. Large gradients can be tolerated over short path lengths. The particular problems
in the ammonia reactor arose because the path length was 1.5 metres which is a long way.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
SESSION I

J.P.Tairan, FR
Dr Price will give a brief introduction of a few minutes on his feelings about the subject. Then we will invite questions.
Those questions will be asked to the entire batch of speakers whom you have heard since this morning. So I will ask all
the speakers and my session co-chairman. Alan Eckbreth, to stand up and come to the table here and be ready to face
your question.

I suggest to make you more comfortable about questions that we do not write down the questions and the answers
because that means doubling or tripling the volume of effort you have to put in. Writing down the questions may inhibit
you in asking questions, solI think it better if we do not write down the questions and therefore do not write down the
answers. I hope you do not mind. We will have a freer discussion. I believe that this is better in encouraging more
exchange of views.

R.Priee, UK
I hope that like myself you will have drawn some encouragement from what you have heard today as regards the
usefulness of CARS as a practical tool, and as regards the understanding that has by now been achieved and the ability
to model CARS spectra. I think that as far as applications are concemned we havc been given examples of quite notable
success, ranging from furnaces through IC engines and moving on through subsonic combustion in gas turbine type
environments to supersonic combustion scram-jet type combustors. As far as my own industry is concerned, and there
are others in the room who can deal much better than I can with applications to furnaces and IC engines. thtre are three
main applications of CARS that I can foresee. All fall in the general area of combustion modelling I might add that
these are personal views and do not necessarily represent the views of my company.

The first application is in the field of radiation modelling. As we go further towards stoichioinetric combustion and
higher burnt gas temperatures, radiation to the walls of the combustion can is going to become an increasingly
important source of heat transfer. The ability to predict that radiation is going to be an important requirement for the
future. As pars of the development of the model for doing this and its validation, the ability to make spatially resolved
measurements of bohmean gas temperature and its pdf, together with corresponding data for major species
concentration. within the environment of the primary zone of a gas turbine combustor is going to be very valuable to us.
Such data is of course equally valuable in validating 3D models of the combustion process. I can think of no technique
other than CARS that is capable of giving this information in that demanding environment. I consider it worthwhile
developing the CARS technique for that application alone.
As far as the physics of the combustion process is concerned, many of you will know that there are models which treat a
turbulent combustion zone assa composition of lamninar flamelets. One of the models whose development we are
supporting requires knowledge of the pdf of temperature as input for the calculation of heat release locally by the
laminar flamelet. Again, CARS has an important role so play in providing this information.

~~1 Thirdly, in the geeal context of turbulence modelling for combustion flows there is a requirement to measure
correlated velocity and scalar quantities. These measurements will help us to assess different turbulent transport models
and decide on the most appropriate ones. Some of you may be aware of the work that Larry Goat has been doing in
generating this type of data using CARS to measure gas temperature and making near-simultaneous measurements of
velocity by lsa anemomesry.

So these are three examples from my own particular industry where I can foresee CARS being a technique that can
produce valuable data that is not going to be available to us by any other method.

J.P.Taran, FR
Now what I think is appropriate issto invite your questions and perhaps alto ask those members here to make
propositions or suggestions.

G.3.Kretelisr, CA
In gas turbine primary zones, you can easily have temperature gradients in the order of 1000'k per millimetre. That
mean that with your 3 mm, 4 mm and 10 mmn long measuring volume you can have gas at s lot of different temperatures
in that volume. What is the form of she measured mean temperature? I suppose it is Aot the true mean of the
temperatures.

J.P.Tssan, FR
I think I can try and answer this question because we have addressed it specifically for the pass two years. The problem
is the data will be blased in favour of the cold spectra because there is a quadratic dependency on density and they are
much stronger. We have conducted computer simmulations of the spectra that you would get by putting side by side in
the same volume a hot and a cold gas and you find that if the temperature gradient is not too large you indeed get
somethsing which is close to the true mean of the two temperatures, but certainly if you are to increase the gradient then
you may get into trouble. Now I cannot quantify this because the data is not finished and furthermore we are working on
an experimentall programme to verify this. This is part of a one or two year programme to explore the effect of spatial
resolution on the data quality in CARS. So basically we only have a partial answer to your question. Perhaps others
have more.
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A.C.Ebetls, US
I agree it is a difficult problem. I think in this context you just have to look at the alternatives. If you put in any kind of
probe which may have to be water cooled to survive the kind of conditions that you envisage then that probe may have
to be many millimetres in diameter, It is unclear what kind of temporal or spatial resolution you are going to get in that
situation. Albeit in these situatins CARS is not perfect because of averaging over the spatial resolution it may
nevertheless be superior to what else is available.

DA.Greenhal& UK
I would like to make a general comment that the spatial resolution that you get with CARS is typically 3 or 4 millimetres
long by 100 microns in diameter, or something of that order. It varies slightly from system to system but that is typical of
what you get with a lot of point-scanning optical diagnostics and it will be wrong to assume that another optical
diagnostic is not going to suffer the same problems that we have with CARS, particularly with beam steering and so on.
So I think one of the things to bear in mind is that where CARS does suffer with beam steering you are not going to
solve that problems necessarily by turning to another optical method.

J.P.Taran, FR
To just add one comment to the subject I was discussing these problems specifically in connection with the work done
and presented by Philip Magre. Given the very high shear in his experiment some people expected the turbulent scale to
be of the order of the Kolmogoroff scale, that is largely sub-millimetre in size. So we know in this experiment we are a
factor of 10 to 100 away from what you might expect to be necessary for adequate spatial resolution. That doesn't stop
me from sleeping for the time being, at least not for a year or two.

A.Buelk, US
I would like you to address the data rate one more time. What I have got in mind is how we can get to 5000 shots per
second. Let me pose something to you. The Gatling gun; I don't know whether they have got 10 barrels or 20 barrels.
Suppose you use 20 generic lasers all of a standardised design, because we are talking about limitations on costs, and let
us say X number of CRAYS or whatever kind of computer you choose, and gang them together. Is it feasible to
combine a system with 10 to 20 different lasers so you can get the rate of shots up to I or 2 thousand per second
because it will be most beneficial if you can do that?

A.C.Eckbretl, US
If you are really interested in going to the extremely high data rates I would suggest that you do not study flames that we
find in really practical combustion devices but rather, for example, turbulented premixed flames or hydrogen air
diffusion flames where you can isolate say the fundamental turbulent chemistry that you want to study. There are other
laser diagnostics, for example, Rayleigh scattering which when properly performed can give you temperature rates up to
the order of 15 kilohertz. There are a number of studies like this in the literature where you take a diagnostic technique
which has the data rate capability and you match your experiment to it. If you really want to study such problems, say in
turbulent soot-forming combustion, you could interleave lasers at 50 Hz, you could interleave those together but I think
it would be very difficult to find anyone who would financially support such an experiment. So I would say for these
more fundamentally oriented questions the best solution is to define the experiment and then there are existing
diagnostic techniques which can have a go at those kind of problems.

D.A.Greeahalgls UK
I think you posed the same question to me after my paper and I wrote an answer. First of all if you want to do a practical
experiment, we can currently have 2-300 millijoules per pulse and I would prefer more signal to mitigate against some
of the problems we have now. Ouick calculations say I am going to have a kilowatt of output from the frequency
doubled source. Now [ shudder to think what the electricity supply required to do that is with about 1% wall plug
efficiency. That is going to be a hefty amount of current and it is going to be a huge laser. That would represent the
facility you are going to drive to do what you are asking for whether you do it like a Gatling gun or you use a big barrel.
The alternative, I think, where there is a possibility is the copper vapour laser which does get to the required power. But
if you go to the high pressure combustion then you do no need the source of high power I am talking about. We
managed with a few millijoules in our engine spectra. So on the lasr front I can see a possible match of high pressure
systems with an advanced copper vapour laser. Where you get into a snag is if you want to do multiplex CARS and use
the detection technology you currently have for the multi channel detector. Even if I crank that thing up I do not think I
am going to get beyond 200-300 Hz. However solid state devices are emerging rapidly so may be a year or two from
now we might get there.

R.Farrow, US
There is another CARS technique that may have a bearing on this. This is relatively new and uses a narrow band Iasemi to
simultaneously probe the different transitions in the nitrogen spectrum. That might alleviate some of the requirements
for such a large laser since it would be a narrow band measurement.

D.AXGrfeflui UK
That might be a bit more problematic at high pressure.

.Farrow, US
You could look at the hot band and the ground-state band, and that has been demonstrated.
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J.P.Taran, FR
I was going to suggest some other thing and eventually will turn the question back to you in a sense. What exact problem
do you want to solve? I think there is another method if you are willing to trade repetition rate for spatial resolution or if
you want to trade points in time for points in space. If you have a flow you could either elect to look at one point and
take measurements at the same point in an equal succession or you could sample the flow all at one time but in different
positions. If you want to do this then maybe you could disguise again, and if you take your positions close together you
could indeed resolve some fast moving flows and study fast phenomena with a fine spatial resolution. Now clearly there
may be solutions to your problem if the problem is formulated so that we know if we are dealing with high pressure, or
low pressure, what kind of dominant species we have in the flow and so on.

Unidentified Questioner
Do you have experience of CARS usage for rocket exhaust jets and what will be the limitation for using CARS for such
flows?

D.A.Greeudgh, UK
I guess the two types of rocket are the solid burning and the liquid burning In the solid burning I think one of the things
you are going to run into is particulates in the system itself and therefore some optical attenuation. Apart from that
there are obviously the shock diamonds that you are going to have to cut through and you may be dependent on the
stability of those shock diamonds in order to successfully traverse the system to make measurements. I do not think that
I know of anyone who has achieved that but some of the other panel members may.

RiFarrow, US
There has been a demonstration by Lee Harris. He made CARS measurements in a solid double based propellant not in
the combustion zone but just above it and he made single shot measurements at about 1500k.

D.A.Greenhlght, UK
We have also made measurements in similar things and I would prefer not to have to go back to some of the very rich
systems where you have a lot of fuel. You can imagine there is always some sort of fuel and oxidant mixture present and
if you have got a lot of fuel, so the stoichimetry in effect is greater than one, then it is not easy to make the
measurements.

A.C.Eckbreth, US
If you are talking specifically about making measurements in expanded nozzle flows we are currently doing some work
for NASA, Marshall looking at diagnostic techniques for example to make meazurements in the exhaust of the space
shuttle main engine. A lot depends there on the degree of expansion. On some of th,se highly expanded jets the
pressures get extremely low. As you have seen, CARS nominally has a pressure squared scaling dependence. So if you
want to use CARS, one of the problems you have in some of these devices, even if they are clean and you do not have to
worry about the refractive effects, is that the pressure starts getting quite low and therefore we actually have to relax the
spatial resolution to get enough interaction length to get the signal up. Now that might not be a really big constraint and
you may be able to tolerate 25 mm or 30 mm resolution if you are looking at a couple of metres diameter exhaust, but
that could be a problem. In fact if the flow is clean enough spontaneous Raman scattering may become more sensitive
than CARS. So you might not want to use CARS in a situation like that.

Triaksoa, US
I think that Dr Greenhalgh indicated some CARS measurements in a spray. I am interested in measurements in a
vapourising liquid fuel spray. I wonder if the panel could comment generally on the problems associated with that
measurement, and specifically whether there is a clear limitation in terms of droplet concentration that you have to
avoid?

D.A.Greenhlgh, UK
'Yes. We are not unique in making spray measurements; Alan Eckbreth has also made spray measurements. When we
made those measurements there was certainly a limit and we fourd that it is when you get down to about 
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attenuation of the pump beam that life starts to hurt. At that stage you tend to get quite a lot of signal drop out and that
arises because as a drop passes through the beams themselves it acts like a really weird lens completely deforming the
laser beam and I think that is the thing that primarily hurts. One thing going for you, unless you have a very dense spray,
is that you get a fairly high voidage there and you can get shots in between the droplets. I think the thing that you really
need to think about is that typically in some of the spray regions, you could take 300 shots but only 300 would go
through as being appropriate for analysis. Then you should be saying *can I believe the complete statistics of the flow I
have sampled or is there some artefact that has arisen because of the fact that I have got data drop out?' I think actually
in the core region of the spray it should not be a problem. You probably have more of a problem at the burning front
where you have got the combination of two effects, beam steering and droplet effects.

A.Melln, UK
Bryn Price said he was encouraged by the process that was going on in CARS and the fact that one can have
temperature and concentration measurements. I am probably not alone in being a little bit put off by seeing some of the
things like third order sus&zptibilities and four miles of computer magnetic tape full of data. What about other
techniques which are probably a lot cheaper and do not give you proportionaily less information, for example laser
induced fluorescence? Can the panel comment please?
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D.A.Greehalgh, UK
The four miles was an order of magnitude out; it was actually forty miles! That represents the actual data we have
collected. However, we do not just collect CARS data, we also collect full cycle pressure data. It is a data logging
exercise. I would not be at all surprised if Rolls-Royce or Pratt and Whitney when they run their gas turbines do not
wind up with similar quantities of data for some of the tests they do with or without CARS. So that statistic was brought
out to try and indicate that we use CARS as an engineering tool on the test bed. It is just another measurement you
make on the engine when it is running at a certain condition along with other things. One comment I would make is
perhaps a bit provocative but CARS is the only optical technique that I know that has not fallen short when it has got
near a practical device, so it really has got that going for it.

J.P.Taais, FR
I would like to add a comment that if you can process your data in real time you do not end up with miles of magnetic
tape. I think we are getting close to this point really. For instance in our case at ONERA, the simple addition of a co-
processor would enable us to operate at 10 Hz with maximum performance in data processing. So the situation can be
improved by just a little more sophisticated computer equipment or data handling. Perhaps Alan Eckbreth would like
to comment on laser fluorescence because you raised this point.

A.CYAkbretm, US
I thought your question was a good one. There are a lot of optical techniques. A lot of us have got into CARS because
we tried a lot of other techniques that did not work. In the gas turbine business, the things we are most interested in, in
many cases, are temperature and major species concentration measurements in terms of profiling heat release and in
measuring efficiencies. Fluorescence techniques are primarily suited to radical species and are commonly used in
kinetic studies; if you will, in more fundamental studies of flame chemistry. In many cases there are fluorescence
thermometry techniques. Most of them by the time you are finished emerge not being too unlike CARS in that you need
optical multichannel detectors, you need Nd/YAG pulsed lasers driving narrow band tuneable dye-lasers which have to
be tuned to specific transitions and, in fact in many cases the thermometry is not as well grounded as CARS is. I think
CARS is a technology which can be transferred to people who do not know what third order non linear susceptibilities
are but it is very good to have some experts in house who can help those people out at a moment's call when they need
help. It is a technology I think that is going to be somewhat more difficult to transfer than laser anemometry. Many of
you are versed in laser anemometry. You know those systems are commercially available and you know the difficulties
involved in doing LDV measurements.

W.A.Stange, US
I believe, Alan, you have done some measurements with CARS in a supersonic combustion facility with hydrogen fault.
Have you compared calculated temperatures with your measured temperatures?

A.C.Eekbreth, US
In some internal corporate documents, primarily in proposals, we have used those demonstration measurements and
suggested the plausibility of the measurements, but at this point you should take those measurements primarily as
demonstrations of the ability of CARS to make measurements in supersonic flows. They have not really been rigorously
used for model evaluation at this point, but certainly with activities in hypersonics increasing at the rate they obviously
are, I think CARS and other laser diagnostic techniques are very important for model validations particularly in those
supersonic regimes where we can experimentally access the flows. The particular experiment you mention is not
modelled in detail so the answer to your question is no. We do not have temperatures to compare from say two
dimensional CFD calculations of the flows.

P.A.E.Stewvrt, UK
In transferring the technology, what do you see as the major problems and do you foresee a use for expert systems?

J.P.Taran, FR
In France if I try to start a company that would run the service of CARS because clearly the demand is very high, the
chance of failure is also very high, given the difficulty of the experiments. It is obvious that it is much cheaper to rent
services for three months than to buy this complex equipment at something like a few hundred thousand dollars and
then try to hire the people, which you will not be able to find anyhow, to do the experiments for you, at least not within
two or three years. So that is one approach which you can try. The other possibility is that you can try to pull the existing
experts into some kind of working force that would provide services here and there locally but not moving. That is one
approach we are trying in France without really knowing if it will arrive at some. result but we are considering it.

D.A.Greenhallh, UK
A very good comment was made earlier by Alan that you can transfer the technology and you can do the experiment
very successfully without having a detailed knowledge of all factors involved. The snag arises if you run into a problem
such that the tougher the application the more the likelihood of that problem occurring. I think what people do need
when they get into these applications is some sort of pool of expertise that they can draw on and I think I would support
that proposal. There is the problem if you want an expert on CARS that they are not readily available. It takes maybe
three or four years to train someone who really could be utilised for consultancy type work in a variety of environments
and I think that is probably a minimum period for that sort of role. There are not that many worldwide potential
consultants and so I would support Jean Pierre and say that what expertise exists does need to be used with care and to
best effect.
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R.Furrow, US
I might use this opportunity to put in a plug for Sandia Labs and the combustion research facility there. We have a
facility worth visiting. Combustion scientists come us and do experiments with the staff. There have been case of people
proposing CARS investigations where the person coming in brings with him the apparatus where the measurements are
to be done. That has happened a couple of times.

D.A.GreallI~k UK
I agree that is a smart move. It is very easy to see, for instance, working at Harwell, that those people who successfully
imported the technology from us are those people who have come to us and worked with us. I think one of the reasons
for that is as must as we try to be honest in putting down as everyone else doet the way we do our experiments, there is a
certain amount of deep knowledge of the tricks that lasers can play on you that perhaps does not always get through and
people can pick this up very rapidly from working on a succestful experiment. Perhaps the motto is go find yourself a
successful CARS ertperiment and get friendly with it.

M.N.R.Nlna PO
My question is related to interference of the CARS high energy beams with the flow itself. A solid probe interferes with
the flow in many ways. To what extent do CARS high energy beams interfere with the flows that one wants to measure?

D.AGreatslgs, UK
There are some certain obvious ones. If you turts the lasers up to high intensity levels in just a plain gas you will actually
get breakdown and that is to be avoided. Then there are a number of other aspect with regard to saturations and so on
and Roger Farrow has told us some of the possibilities there are for distorting the spectrum. You have to take a prudent
approach to your experiment so that it is properly designed to mitigate against these effects. However, having done that,
there are still circumstances which can cause problems and one of those is particle laden flows. Particles as they pass
through the high intensity part of the focus can induce yet further breakdown and you can literally see sparking in the
laser, and there is some work by Ed Whiting which addresses that problem. He looked at ash laden flows basically and
we have seen similar results in that type of system where you have particles that probably are grey-white. But, if you
have particles that are black we teesa different type of behaviour which is also important. So in answer to your question
I think I would expect that the biggest problem would arise from particles in flows and there is probably quite a bit of
work that needs to be done there for such flows to figure out all of these effects.

R.Fleteher, UK
I think it is very worthwhile to take measurements on ± 40*( at some temperatures. At say 2 500'K( is useful, but not half
as useful as measuring as ±4*K as 2500'K., would be interested to know whether the panel think that such levels of
accuracy can be obtained? If so, how and how soon?

J.P.Taran, FR
There are several aspects to the answer. We at ONERA have tried scanning CARS in media at very high temperaruiecs
like discharges where in actual fact the static or rotational temperature is low but the vibrational temperature is very
high, above 4000'K. In principle in these situations by scanning CARS again you should be able to get a temperature
within a few X. Unfortunately we then run into several problems which are of the following nature. You see the
different vibrations respond to the excitation in different manner and roughly speaking the response, that is the squared
root of the CARS intensity which is what we get in the end, is proportional to the vibrational quantum state number plus
one. This is a rough approximation and in fact there are high order corrections which are not always easy to calculate
since they necessitate a deep knowledge of the molecular potential functions which are not always known. Furthermore.
the vibrational saturation also becomes important in these high level vibrational states because the saturation is
dependent on the vibrational quantum number also and these corrections are sometimes extremely hard to evaluate. If
we are talking about flames and single shot spectroscopy then of course the difficulty is that we might not have much
signal at the higher temperatures and therefore the temperature measurement precision might not be so good. We also
have to spread the laser energy available over many modes and the signal to noise ratio per channel decreases quickly.
So. that is to give you a feel but I am not giving you a specific answer.

D.A.Greenhalgh, UK
I tend to support that. I do not think we have enough CARS signal at the moment to intrinsically get that accuracy single
shot. So we would certainly have to improve the quantity of the CARS signal we are getting from the system to get
towards that. Also, Jean Pierre discussed the point of absolute accuracy. I think the international scale for
measurements and relating to that as we move towards 47K at those very high temperatures may prove to be a
significant problem. We made a stab at that with our high temperature lamp and tL-rre is an enormous amount of
physics in the subtle corrections that can come in when we are talking about 15 or 20'K. If you are going to 4*( I think
there is an immense problem there in being able to believe your measurement in an absolute sense.

M.ZMaU..ot, us
My question is directed to Alan Eckbreth.
In your UTRC scram jet tests I believe you were running your primary only and you were going through a qusrtz
window with your CARS. With scram jets you are insa high temperature environment and there is another application
problem caused by water droplets. Is there any possible way of closely ganging together a couple of CARS systems in
parallel close proximity forgetting a temperature meani because of your lost signal? You say that you get the water
droplets to give distortion and you lose your signal. Is there any way of getting something in close Proximity so there will
not be that much of a temperature gradient but at least getting a ball park of what the temperature might be in that
region.
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A.C.Ecklwetl, US
I guess I am having trouble following your question on the water droplets.

M.Z.Mateson, US
One of the other gentlemen (Dr Greenhalgh) said that you lose your signal count and go down to maybe 40% counts or
something on that line and that you should question whether or not to trust that count as being an accurate statistical
profile of what your signal should be. Is there any way of running the CARS in parallel so that you can kind of match
that signal to validate whether it is accurate or not, to try and get a new ball park of your temperature when you are
having trouble with droplets in the air?

A.C.Eckbretb, US

Where are you getting your water droplets from?

M.Z.Matteson, US
We do some spray cooling occasionally in our effluent gases. Because of water particles, you lose your count on the
CARS. Is there any way of saying that the validity of the CARS signal is not that good? Is there anything in parallel to
try and get an accurate measurement.

D.A.Greenhalgh, UK
The point I was referring to is this: If you make say about 500 measurements, you can only analyse maybe 300 of those
in a dense two-phase flow region where you have got reasonably low voidage and then you certainly do have to ask
questions as to exactly whether you sample the flow properly.

If, for instance, the arrival of the particles that pass through the beams is a purely uncorrelated random process
compared to the temperature field you are sampling then you probably do not care and you just wait there twice as long
until you have got a 1000 points and you are back to the original 500 valid ones. What I was trying to do was to put out
a warning that if you do that, if you are losing a lot of data, then that might be happening under a specific circumstance,
and one needs to be aware that that is a possibility. In terms of how you can address that statistical problem I do not
have anything to offer at the moment other than to say we have got to think about that, but you have to get a pretty low
voidage before that is a significant problem.

A.C.Eckbreth, UK
Can I ask you where are you doing this spray cooling? Is this external to the windows or internally?

MZMatteso, US
It would be with a CARS shot on the hack end of a nozzle with no quartz windows, and that is the problem, there are no
quartz windows. With quartz windows you could move further up your test item and there would be no problem
because you could shoot through your quartz windows. But say you want a temperature profile of the exhaust gases you
have got to cool down the effluent stream because of the high temperatures you are achieving in the tunnel.

A.C.Eckbreth, US
I see, prior to dumping. What about, say, measuring the effluent stream just upstream of where you are dumping in
water to cool it?

M.L.Matteaon, US
Well we might be wanting to ool the test item with some water spray also to lower the temperature. So it is hard to get
around.

A.C.Eckbreth, US
Physically I think in a situation like that you start off with something very inexpensive like an helium neon laser and just
ascertain what the degree of attenuation is. Also, obviously if you are actually getting films of water on lenses or
windows, that distortion is going to destroy feasibility fairly quickly.

J.P.Taran, FR
I was going to say that perhaps windows are not necessary in your case.

W.A.StraNge, US
The comment I would like to make is that the sampling rates we are talking about, 10, 20 or maybe 30 Hertz, are really
not acceptable to a real experiment, especially in view of the fact that a lot of people are doing simultaneous
measurements of a lot of parameters such as temperature, pressure, particle size and velocity and so on and so forth.
For example I am an L.D.A. user and a data rate of 10, 20 or even 200 is very much unacceptable in any type of real
situation because you get truly different and inadequate answers in the velocities and turbulences and so on and so
forth. So with CARS we are a long way away from a real instrument that is useful to engineering. The other thing I want
to say is that it seemed that the CARS technique had an inherent characteristic of broadening the temperature that you
mneasure from what I gather. In a real application like in a turbojet combuster where you have dilution jets and you have
tremendous mixing and high turbulence, you then really do not know what type of temperature fluctuations you have.
That knowledge is a very important aspect to the model requirement and is equally what we are looking for.

J.P.Tarai. FR
Shall we fight back?
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A.C.Eckbreth, US
I am not going to fight back. I think they are very valid comments. The one thing I would say is perhaps in contrasting
CARS with LDV. When we are running at 20 or 30 Hertz in CARS, we know when we are making a measurement and
obviously we are statistically sampling the medium. I think in an LDV situation you are waiting for a particle to trigger
when you get signal. For very low data rates in LDV of say 20 or 50 Hertz, you are waiting for particles. Maybe there is
a greater chance that you are conditionally sampling the flow and maybe the LDV situation at low data rates is a lot
worse than the CARS situation at low data rates because there may be greater danger for you to conditionally sample.
In terms of the fluctuations, as Doug has mentioned, there are several approaches in the literature. Because of the very
large signal change which accompanies a large fluctuation in temperature then, when you get into these situations, to
keep the data rate up you have to split the beam and go through varying amounts of attenuation so that you are putting
the same spectrum on the optical multi channel detector but with different degrees of attenuation. At least one of those
spectra is always within some linear range so that the last ptroblem you threw out is in principle soluble and there are
people making measurements with every pulse despite the temperature fluctuations which are occurring.

D.A.Greenhalgh, UK
I think there is an interesting piece of work by Larry Goss in which he initially took some CARS measurements under
conditions where CARS gives, if I can use this term, "a true average". It is a fairly slow data rate but it fires at a
predetermined point which is very different to LDA where you arc waiting for the particle to arrive anu probably the
measurements you are going to make are Favre averaged. What Larry then did was to make some temperature
measurements where he conditionally sampled the field for temperature following the arrival of an LDA particle. He
found that he indeed got a temperature shift which was more appropriate for the Favre average expectation of the
temperature. So I think you have to be careful about how you address the statistical problems. I think the other
comment I would make is that LDA is a technique which has its own set of biasing problems which are all pretty well
documented and known. In my judgement there does not seem to be a particular stand point where you would say that
CARS is definitely the worse technique in terms of its liabilities. In response to your last point, the temperature
broadening that we have seen is inherently instant. The one thing that has amazed us is how small it is compared to the
actual flow fluctuations you see, which are abolutely giant by comparison.
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L TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
SESIONH LAERANEMONIETRY

A.Boutier
ONERA

BP 72
92322 Chitiflon Cedex

France

La session Il avait pour objectif do traiter lea problimes do ssures do vitoases par vilocimitri.
laser dens lea turbomachines. Los neilleurs spicialistes mondiaux dans ce doain. itaxent riunis at
lours exposis (Cii quo lea discussions qui ont suivi) ont permit do faire I. point des poasibilitis
techniques actuelles des appareillages utilisis.

Les conclusions essentielles sont lea suivantes
o les turbomachinos constituent un environnoent hostile pour 1 application do Ia vilociaitrie laser

seeds optique liaiti au travers do petits hublot plans (ou courbes. d'ot des problimes de propagation
des rayons lumineux) at par Is giomitrie parfois complexe d'aubes vrillies

" los deux: montages optiques do vilocisitrie laser (A franges :LDA. LDVY deux points :LTA, L27) doi-
vent &tre considiris coms complimentaires ;la vilocimitres & franges analysent tris bien des icou-
laments tridimensionnels tris turbulonts. aim loin des parois que los faisceaux laser heurtont
normalement at nicesmitent do large. aceks optiques. Las vilocimitres deux: points ant un meilleur
rapport signal sur bruit en prisene de forte lumidre parasite et asurent des vitesses tris pris des
parois. maim dons des icoulements dont Ie taux: do turbulence n'exeid* guire 10 %

" les particules servant do traceurs do li6coulesent doivent 6tre giniries d'un. manubre abondante,
avoc une granulomitrie aubmicronique, loin on amont du point do mesure pour minimiser lea perturba-
tions do la cmnne d'ensamoncesent. Dune manure giniral.. los airosols effectivement utilisis dens
Ie volume do mssure sont sal connus et lour giniration rests empirique at constitue un ems d'espice
pour cheque application;

o l'utilisation ds calculateurs performants at travaillsnt an temps riol est fondamientale pour riduire
la temp. d'essais et diagnostiquer tout problime do ensure. Una reprisentation graphique soignie des
risultats (&ventuellemont a perspective) eat trim importante pour bion comprendre at intorpriter los
phinomines complexes existent dans des machines tournantes, surteut cellos & multi-itages.

Pour 1. futur, aisa si la vilocimitrie doux point. est bien adaptie et bion quo son extension A Ia
assure non simultanie do trois compesatem soit en coaes do diveloppaat, lea trois sujets suivanta
somblent devoir miter des efforts do recherches important.
o leonsemenceeent des icoulements (propriitis de diffusion des airosols, mode do giniration. calibra-

tion, etc... )
" l'utilisation do fibres optiquos (pour rendre lea mystimes plum compacts aupris des machines)
o 10 traitemant du signal en vilocisitrie A franges par une analyse spectral. des signaux numirisis on

sortie des photomultiplicmteurs :cette technique doit conduits A n rapport signal mur bruit iquiva-
lent i celui d'un vilocisitre daux points pris d'une paroi, mais avec tons lee avantages de I& vilo-
cimitrie & frmnges pour sunder les icoulements turbulent.

1. IiMODUMOR0
Ce rapport essays do digmger les idies importantes, pmrfoim nouvelles, do chaque exposi. &fin quo

Is lectour puisse accider plus rapidemant A linformation pricise qu'il recherche.
Cortains textes Bout plum orientis vers Is vilocimitrie A franges. d'autres verts ha vilcimitrie A

barribres optiques (2 points, 2 traits) ;sais Is coaparaison dos mirites rospectifs dos dons techni-
ques eat donnie salon diffirents aspects dmns plusiours papiers. 11 en eat de mime pour lenseencement
de li6coulement, pour lequel des idies sont A prendre dmns chaque communication, en plus do lexposi
giniral do A. Kelling.

Apris cette analyme text* par text*. lea conclusions essentielles mont rassemblies et des recon-
mandations pour des recherches futures sont exprimies.

2. IUVOMUAUCU INMPThflhI COMMSU1ZS DUNS Lis 0DIRlUI P111333

k 2.1 Papier n-6 - Laser fringe &mnmometry f or aro engine components
A. Straxisar - NASA Levis (USA)

- On bref rappel de principe de la vilocimitrie A franges est donni :masure d'une compommets,
quiz do deni, qualques montages tridimonsionnels (simultanis ou non). Les formules donnant 1. degri de
coat iance done lee valeura mayennes do vitoase at de taux do turbulence permettent d'estimer 1. nombre
do mesure* nicessairm; pour obtenir une pricision voulue.

- Do nouveaux types do vilocimitres A barridres optiques, remidiant A Ia faible cadence d'acquisi-
tion do donnies des vilocimitres 2 points (surtout en icoulement turbulent) mont citm en rifirencm I
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at 18 (travaux oxntA at NASk Lewis sur des vilocinitres 2 traits om 2 traits didoablia).
- L& quanztiti do particules nicessairos i une cadence d'acquisition ilovie eat calculi. at sotre

la nicessiti d'un enwsencement local on amut du volume do mevere. l'intirit des particulos fluores-
contes (Rhodamine 6G doe do lalcool) utilis#*a on liaison avec us vilocioitrs A franges eat oxpliqu4.

-Los ditfirootes causes do difficult&s do msute does lea turhomachinas (ot iventuellesont leuts
resides) soot dicrites :lumibre parasite due A des patois proches du volume do matr. gomitrie can-
ploxo d'auhos vrillioa, places de veine plates (sas do petites dimensions) ou courbos (aim diplaco-
sent du volue* do esure t modification do so giceitrie thiotique). Des trt itences soot donates Bur
des travauz en cours 6tudiant It trajet des rayons lumineux A travora des Sublots do torso complex, at
les systimos comoensatours envisagis (Ref. 20 at 21). Des sithodes pour nottoyet les hublots sas at-
ter Ia machine soot indiquies.

- Un. itude ditailli. des 4iffrontes anuires d'acquirir at do traitor la maures do vitess*. Au
niveau d'un rotor muni do N aubes. avec un volume do manuro fix*. set foutnie ;solon lea possibilitis
du calculatour. cortaines informations mst pordues u ne hibrarchie, oat ae 4tablis. La soilloure ta-
gon do procidor consiste & datet taus lea 4avaoontsaet & Its replacer a posteriori solon lout date &
Ia position o6 ils oat 6t0 acquit relativosont aux aubom. Niansins un contrdlo on temps riol du Sombre
do ssures acquises non meulosent globalement, aim par classes, est important pour iviter so manque
total d'inforaations A certains endroits do Is rout.
La roprisentation graphique tridimensionnelle des risultats aide A la coaprihensionk des phinoednos so-
suns :certains diagram.. soot ainsi prisentia. as bomucoup d'ettorts doivent 6tt. effectuis dans
co domain.

- Des aesures de turbulence plus fines devront ite *iso* en oeuvre A l'avonir pour siparer los
fluctuations alistoiros do vitommo des structures cobirentes. D'autre part. Ie divoloppement de mitho-
des optiquen permettat do corrnler vitemmo. denmiti, pression ou tempirature eat vivemont souhaitA.

2.2 Papist m07 - Lamer two-focus velocisetry
ft. Schodl - DF'ILR (Allemagne)

- De longs divoloppemonts mathimatiques out pour but do justifier so traitosont des donnios plus
rapid* et plum simple pour obtenir Is vitomsmo synno mais avec catto procidure, los informations mur
Ia turbulence soot tronquies.

- 11 oat clairemont mis on ividenco qu'ua vilociaitre 2 points oat liaiti A li*tude dicouleonts
do turbulence locale intionura & lb % car Ia probabilitb de mesuro dicroit tris rapidosent ;la riduc-
tion do lintorvalle ontro los 2 points permot do sosurer des taux do turbulence plus ilevis (15A
20 m) aim au ditriment d'uno aggravation do lincortitude do ssure.

-La dimtanco aininalo d'une paroi pour obtenir dos assures vanes entre 0,1 ot I ma (os plus). as-
sontielloment en tonction dos possihilitia dlesomencosent (ot sussi du taux do turbulonce).

- Un vilocimitro 2 points capable do menurer l& composanto do vitemse salon Is direction de propa-
gation des faiscomux laser oat clairesont dictit ;co vilocimitre tridisnsionnel n'etfectue on aucun
cas des mssures simultanies ;as pricision de ssure. ainsi quo lexploitation des risutats en vue do
sesures de turbulence. desandont encore de longues itudos.

- Une 6tude comparative vilocisitre A trangos-vilocisitre 2 points *at primenti. on so basant Sur
Ia giomitris des volumes do aesure respectita des 2 types de vilocimitres ;les risultats emsentiel$
soot

e les plum petitos particules ditectabloS en ritrodiffusion avec un vilocimitro 2 points soot do
0.15 pam environ. Con risultats ne doivont toutefois ite considiris quo comae des ordres de
grandeur car Ia taillo minimal. ditectahie dipend knormaont des caractiristiques de l'optique
riceptrico, y compris 1. photomultiplicatour et It systimo do traitament du signal;

o avec 10 mime ensomoncement, Ia cadence d'acquisition d'un vilocisitre A tranges atteint 10 Hz
contro 500 Rz seulement on moyenne pour n vilocimitre 2 pointa.

- In rifirence 73 eat dicrit un vilocimitre 2 points, chaquo point itant didouhli avec des polari-
sationsaorthogooalos :cotte disposition optique amiliore li pricision avoc laquello eat estiai Io ma-
xmus do chaque impulsion due mu passage d'une particule dana un point.

2.3 Papist n0 8 - Seeding gas flows fot laser anomogetry. A. Rolling, Crontield Institute of Techno-
logy (Anglotorre)
-Los lois du mouvomont et du trainage des particulos soot rappolios.
-Un. toys. des diffirents modes do giniration des airosola eat tourni. atomiaeurs d'huiloa. cy-

clones. lits fluidisis at Suttee pour particulos solides.
Lea particules liquides soot giniralemnt aphiriquos, ce qui Oaet absolument pam I0 cas des particules
solides qui so prisontont soue forso d'agglooirats polldisporsis.

- La "osuro do Ia taille des particules rest. us probliso 41fficile ;lea diftireatea sithodos
coutamment employ#i$smont dicrites microphotogrephie aprie prilivosont, riponme A un choc, diffrac-
tion, diffusion do Hie. absorption mesure do Ia visibiliti dem fringes ;mosuro do diphasagos do ai-
goaux Doppler rocusilis solon diffirentes diroctious d'obserwation.
Le risultat des sosures eat toujours Io corrilation do I& distribution neoll. par la prohabiliti do
pouvoir ditecter une taille donnio par l'apperoillage il rosts toujours Iris dilicat do qualifier des
airoools submicroniquos.
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2.4 Papier flO 9 - Comment choisir un vilociaitro laser pour une application donni. ? A. boutier, ONEU
(France)
- Le rappel do principe des 4 conf igurations optiques poasibles pour des vilocimitres interf iron-

tiels conduit, apr65 analyse dos inconvinients dos noubreux montages optiques possibles pour un viloci-
mitre bi- ou tri-dimensionnel. A Is description du vilociaitre tridimenajonnel & trois couleurs opira-
tionnel en soufflerie.

- Une itude ditaillie ,ur lea sources d'iapricision dana lea aesures aver un vilocisire tridimn-
sionne Imine aux conclusions suivantes:

ltalonnage pricis et rapide aver un thiodolits informatisi donne en une 1/2 heur* lea inter-
franges des 3 composautos & I Y. pris et la matrice do passage des coaposantes aesurdes A us r6-
firentiel li6 A ls scufflerie, ainai quo divers angles utilesk Vexpdrisentateur avec une priri-
sion do 0,10l
olos angles entre coaposantes sesuries doivent 6tre lea plus grands possibles (voisins de 90. et
au momns 600) at in de minimiser 11incertitude our la vitesse moysone (Vemploi de milangeurs
ilectroniques 6tant peu recomandi car nicessitant des filtrages) et surtout at in de riduire
1 importance de "particules virtuelles" dana Ia diteruination du tenseur de Reynolds;

opour obtenir des adrosols subuicroniques. il eat recoasand6 de vaporiser des huiles diluies dana
des solvants (alcool, trichlorithylkne) et surtout des bills* do latex calibrtes. Vets lea hau-
tea teapdratures (2700 K maximum), une poudre do ZrO2 fournit une granulomitrie polydispersi.
infirioure & 1 pam, alots qu'A1202 donne systimatiquement des agglomirats de 2 ou 3 pit.
-L'utilisation de fibres optiques en vilociaitrie laser est en plain essor. Actuellesont existent

des tites optiques do vilocimitres A f ranges aonodimensionnels do la grandeur d'un crayon, maim visant
1&5 a en ritrodiffusion axiale ot n'aduettant quo des puissances laser hamiti.. (1 V environ).

- Une 6tude comparative du rapport signal gut bruit hors de lapproche de parois a *ti mond. sur 3
configurations optiques de vihociasitre laser :franges, 2 points. 2 traits ;le vilocimitre 2 traits
apparait come une solution do compromis.

- Un tableau synoptique des capacitis essentiollos des diffirenta types de vtlocisiktres laser par-
met de choisir Ie vilocisitre 10 plus appropri* au bosomn expirisental.

- Beaucoup d'espoir doit 6tre fond& our le traitemont du signal par analyse spectral. des aignaux
nusirisis en sortie du photomultiplicatour. car cola donne uoe valour du rapport signal Sur bruit voi-
sine do celle d'un vilociaitre 2 points, tout en gardant lea poasibilitis do assure en icouleont tris
turbulent (zones de recirculation, etc ... ) d'un vilocimitro A frangos.

2.5 Papier nO 10 - Application of Doppler and transit laser anemoaietry in small turboaachines. R.L.
Elder, C.P. Forster, N.C. Gill - Cranfield Instituto of Technology (kAgleterre)

- Des ssures out 6t6 effectuies dena des coapresseurs axiaux et centrifuges aver un matiriel
Nalvern, essentiellemont utilisi dana so version vilocimitre A franges, aver traitesent du signal par
corrlateur de photons. Los icoulements analysis sont patticuliirement instables.

- Le rorrilatour de photons actual eat assez sal adapti pour mesurer des vitesses ilovies.
- Pout lea tesptratures infirieures A 2000C des airosols A base d'huile conviennent comaei tra-

cours A tompirature plus 6lovie, TiO initialoaent sous fors dune poudre do 0,2 pa, slagglomAre car
naturollement hygrosropique.

-Lea hublots itmient disontis toutes lea 40 minutes ;il no taut pas diposet sur los bublots des
couches anti-ref lets car elles s digradent trbs rapidement et diffusent lea faisceaux laser. Une bonne
solution consist. A diposer un film d'huile mu dibut dos essais pour Avitot le dipdt do gouttos d'huile
individuelles perturbant lea faisresux laser.

- La validit6 des risultats eat assurie en effectuant des cosparaisons aver d'autres natures, no-
taimmont on prenant romse critire le dibit sassique :size si certains icarts apparaissent, cogcopa-
raisons donont roof iance dana lea assures.

2.6 Papier nO 11 - Laser velociaetry study of stator-rotor interactions in a multi-stage gas turbine
compressor. NE.C. Williams - Pratt and Whitney (UsA)
-Un vilocimitre A frangos monodinensionnel (bientdt transforsi en bidiaensionoel). fonctionnant

en ritrodif fusion axiale, a 6ti ais on oeuvre avec surris sur un cospreaseur sulti-itages aux nivosux
suivants :6&am stator-7Ame rotor, 9Am. stator-lOime rotor (surtout, et l36me stator-14480 rotor. La
particulariti du vihorisitre et d'avoir bien isoli Is patti. riception do tous los reflets parasites
possibles dus A Ia Portie 6sission, et do travailler ayoc une tris grand. ouverture :diamitte do as
de l1optique collectrice, aver une occultation controlo do S4 ma ot use distance do visit do 183 m.
Des mesures ont Wt f sites our des partirulos d'huilo jusquA& 1,5 a du Soyon; lea compoaantes sont me-
surios A + et - 280 par rapport A Ia direction principal. do li6coulement, sans cellulos do Bragg ;ret
angle intiriour A 4S* a 6t0 choisi pour divinuer lea risquos do biais angulairo.

- Si Io DOP donne do bonnes Particulos au niveu 96me stator-104me rotor, il noen et plus do mime
au niveau l36mo stator-li6ne rotor, car lea tempitature et prossion y sont plus 6levies. Un milage do
DOP et do ZrO, no seamt guiro sC~rn satisfaisant ; do plus 1. hublot so salit tris vita.

- L'acquisition do donnies set bosucoup plus rapid* qu'aver us vilociaitre 2 points :use dizaine
do minutes contra 2 b pout Is mime accumulation dlinforsations.
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-La roprfisontation des histograsmos do witness pour an. position angialaire do Is tout Pout mttre
en 6vidoac. des oscillations piriodiques quani I'histogramme eat bi-modal.

- line analyse spectralo par traosaorado do Fourier des fluctuations du module at do langle do Is
vitesse avec Is position angulaire par rapport A Is machine moetro quo plusiours rotors contribuont sux
flacutatious enrogistrios localament. k partir do cotte ifli., des traitements do donnis plus 6ieard.
soot proposis * qui conduisent A une moilloure coeprihension do 1* icoulement dane one machine aussi
couploe".

2.7 Papior a* 12 - Evaluation of L2V measurements in unstoady turbine flow. W. Forster, R. Schoil. H.
Kruse - DFYIE (Allomagne)

Les 6coulements sont souvtnt piriodiquement instabios dane lox turbomachines (argument bion dive-
loppi den* s 1.ppier). Le vilocimitre 2 points a donc, sondd 11dcoulosent entre loin aubos dlu rotor, sin-
si quo idgirement on amout at en avel.

Pendant tous lea ossais, A une position radialo ot axial*, 1s volume do sosuro inst fine. pour uno
position des aubos du rotor, Ia miss on oouvre do Is fonction "multi-fonitres" du systime d'acquisition
do donos du vilocimitre 2 points parent do connaitro l'dvolution dua chap do vitesa. entre 2 aubem dlu
rotor (16 fenitres) ;puis les aubos du stator sont tourudos et une outre sedna d'*ssais est reprise (6
positions succosmivos du stator sont ainsi analysies). RnSUit* 10 volume do eosure eat diplac6 radials-
sent. paais axialoent, i diffdrentoa pomitions, evec toujours Is mime proedduro d'acquisition do don-
ndea. Cos essais permettent do visualixor ia diformation don distributions spatisles di6norgie turbulen-
teoen fonction du temps dens un canal intor-aube du rotor (file prisent6 lore du congris).

Cette application sot bion on 6vidence toutes les possibilitia de is vdlocisdtris 2 points, en
liaison avec un systime inforatique dlabor6.

2.8 Papier n* 13 - Combined fringe and Fabry-Perot laser anemometer for three component velocity me-
suroments in turbine stator cascade facility. R.G. SoashaltZ, L.J. Goldman. NASA Lewis (USA)
Un vilocimitre tridimosionnel non simultand a 6td construit alec, coast objoctif. Is possibilit6

do n'utiliser qu'un petit hublot comes accda optique.
Los composautos auiales at transverses mont memundes successivesent avec ian Vilocimitre A franges

(fonctionnaut sur des particules fluorescontes) et Ia composanto radialseoat obtenue par analyse spec-
trale avec un Fabry-Pdrot des dicalages Doppler oxistant dana is lumidre diffusde par lea faisceaux Ia-
nor dlu vilocimitro i franges. ~Tontes Itm caractinistiques techniques, sinsi quo los sources 'ilargis-
cement instrumontal font bien ditaillies. Les parois no peuvont Wtr approchies A moist de 3-n ii
fant accumulor le* donos pendant 20 a onviron, alec un fort onsomencement, pour obtonir un risultat
alars quo Ie vdlocisitre i frangom los obtiont en momns dune seconde). Dos pricautions
anti-vibratoire. gont nicessaires mutour flu systime optique, notanment pour garder uno friquonce laser
hion stable.

Il no s'agit do mosurer quo des vitesses acyonnos, avec uno prdcision do l'ordre do 1 % at de 1*
aur l'oriontation.

La mesuro de faiblos vitosmes radialo eat dilicate. car 15 raje duo i Ia rotation 4n mayou eat
trim intense :Is vitesso radials est obtenue par diffironce ontro lea spectra. obtonus avoc et mans
ensemencemont.

La possihilit6 dlutilisor ian tel mayen doesi on turbomachine Gait Atra ratenue (bian quo no per-
aottant pan des acquisitions rapidos), maim dane tout* autre application binificiant d'un aced. optique
plus confortablo ce noast s~romont pas Is adthode optiMale.

2.9 Papier n* 14 - Volocity and temperature measurements in a can-typo gas-turbino combustor. A.F.
Bicen. N.V. Hoitor, 3.8. ibitelaw - rmperial College, Londros (Angletterre)
Dana une chabre do combustion fanctionnant au propane, un vilocimitre laser i f ranges monodiman-

sionnel (diffusion avant, ensemoncement avec dos particules d'A110, do 1 pae environ) et us thermocouplo
do 40 pa do dianitre (en Rhodium-platine) at k6tfi aen oeuvre pour connaitre 1 importance du rapport
air-combustible (APR) sur lea cartos do vitesso at toupdrmture moyone et lea carte. des fluctuations
do ces amms quantitia.

Oine analyse des erneurs satistiqaes possibles en vilocimitrie laser fasit surtout apparaitre is
ndceasitd de corriger lea fluctuations do viteso du bisis do gradient ao vitesse moyen. Lea orreurs
our lea assures do tenpiraturo sont 6valudes 1 7 %.

Loeffet flu APR oat faible dana 15 premidre Portia do ls chaabre do combustion, aim s'accroit o
aval. Les intensitis mazimales do turbulence (vito... ou teapirature) sont de l'orire fio 13 %.

2.10 Papier n* 15 - The flow arround a squared obstacle. D.T.G. Durso, N.V. leitor, J.C.F. Pereira.
lnstituto Superior Tecnico, Lisbon (Portugal)

be papier a 6t0 prdsent& par i* professeur Nina et a fait l'objet d'aucune questiom, lea auteura
ni6t 't pan prisents.

10. assures sont effectudes ave un V4locimitre lamer mooiemonl(source laser so-so IS UV)
dane us tunnel hydrodynanique (V 2 0,68 a/8) avec an systime do coaptage fabriqu6 A lImatitut Dais
tans avantage particulier par rapport sue compteunm do commerce.
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L'analyse spectrale des fluctuations de vites~i, en aval do l'obstacle, fait apparaitre nos varia-
tion lindaire de I& position do is frdquonce principal* avec le nombre do Reynolds (f rdquence comprise
entre 4,7 et 0,7 Hz pour des nombros do Reynolds *ntre 14000 ot 2200). 1a soabre de Strouhal st par
Contra quasi constant at 6gal A 0,13.

3. COUCLUIONA

Los turbomachines constituent un environnement hostile pour utiliser Is v~locia4ftrie laser ;lea
problimes essentiels proviennent d'un accds optique difficile au point de mature, d6 A & lagkoa~trie de
la machine:
- on no pout installer que do petits hublots plans,
- sinon. avec des hublots courbes (cylindriques) so pose ls problbae du trajet des rayons lumineux (on
cours dktude),
- gdondtrie des aubos vrilides.

Do plus. los 6coulements 6tant confin~s dans des cansux tris 6troits. Ia lumitre parasite due aux
impacts des faiceaux laser cur lea parois (moyeu. aubs, hublot) oct g6ndralement intense.

Deux techniques do vlocimtrio laser ont 6t* largesent ddcrites, avoc lours avantagoc et
incony~nients respectits :Is vdlocimdtrie & franges ot la vdlocimdtrie 2 points. Cas daux techniques
ne doivent pas 6tre micec en concurrence. maim 6tre conoidirdes come compldsentaires.

La ydlociaitrie 2 points gamble actuellement Is plus appropride pour obtonir des ssures prhs dos
t ~parois que lee faicceaux laser heurtent perpendiculairoment en raison des propridtds suivantes:

sensibilit6 i do utr's petites particles (usu 0,2 pa en rdtrodiffusion), meilleur rapport signal
sur bruit. Des r sltats do mesurecr trdcs Aabor s sont obtenus notamment an DMVR grice & un traitesent
du s~ignal optisisd pour acchldrer la cadence dacquisition do dones. Enfin. un prototype de
v6loiaktre 2 points tridimensionnel eat en tours ditude. (Inc cartographie complite d'un canal
interaube dure environ 2 heures. Cette technique do v~locisatro 2 points deviant difficilement
applicable dihs quo le taux do turbulence excdde 10 % car Ia probabilit6 de ssure diminue ot ci on

it change Is gdomdtrie du volume (rdduction de I& distance entro points) t'est lincertitude do escure qui
augmente.

La vdlocisdtrie A franges doit done 6tre utiliade quand Ie rapport cignal cur bruit en prdsence do
lumidre parasite 10 pormot. car elle conctitue un outil tr~m performant pour le Bondage des coulosontc
tre turbulonts. En adrodynamique. les troic coaposantes du vecteur vitesse instantante sent mesurtes

a simultan~ment, aim cola nhcessite pour des mesures pr~cisoc do largec hublots car lea angles entre
composantec sesurdes doivent Atre grands (d'o Is difficultA do msc on oeuvre en turbomachines). Cher
Pratt at Whitney un vdlociadtre monodimensionnel (qui sera bient6t bidimensionnol) est m en oeuvre
avec succis dons dec machines culti-Atagec (grice & un montage optique particulier). A NASA Lewis, des
particulec fluoroccentes soot utilis~os pour s'affranchir do Ia lumi~re parasite due aux parois (assure
sonodisoncionnelle) ; il y a 6t6 construit aussi un vdlociadtre tridimonsionnel :il mesure
muccoccivement les composantes axiale et tangentielle par un v~locimitro & franges et 1& vitosse
radialo oat obtenue par analyse spectrale avet un Fabry-P~rot do la lusitre diffusde par los faisceaux
laser du v~locimdtres & tranges ;cotte technique no pormot pas d'approcher lec paroim A moins do 3 Do
et n~cessite un fort ensemencement, ainci quo des prhcautions antivibratoirec.

11 est important de soulignor lea deux points suivants apparus lore des conf~rences et des
discussions

-n~cessit6 d'un traitesont do donndes en temps r~el et do reprdsentations graphiques Alaboriec
(visualisation dec rk-ltats on perspective tridisensionnelle) pour bien comprendre at interpr~ter los
rhcultats,
-importance de loansemoncemont en particules "connuos" ;g~n~ralement ce mont des huiles ou des
particulem r~t ractaires qui sont utilis~ec comme tracourc de l'*coulement. A lensemencement do
l'6coulemont eat hA6 be probldme do nettoyage does ublots (parfois automatique, aim technique non
g~n~ralisablo).

4. UIcOUIMM AUON8 PMU I.'AYUIR

Trois axes do recherchec importants doivent 6trs,particuliiresent soutenus
- Amdhioration do leoneencement et do 1. connaismance, do is granubov.Atrie des a~rosols utilis~s au

niyeau afte du volume do esure du vdlocimitro. Dn solution proposA. consist. i essayer do g~n~rolisor
l'omploi do bibles do latex calibr~es l o difficult~s actuollo proviennent de leur mode do
g~n~ration et do leur coOt.
- Utilisation do fibres optiquss pour siniaturiser leo 6quipements prochs do I& machine.
- DNvoloppement do nouvolles techniques de traitement du signal on v~locisftrie A f ranges& (numdrisation
du signal isou du photomultiplicateur, puis traitement par analyse spectrale numriquo dans le
calculateur) qui doivent tb~oriqusment conduire A un rapport signal our bruit Aquivalent A celui des
v~locia~tros 2 points prig des parois, aim avec touc lea aventaes de In v~locimatris A f ranges on
6coubement turbulent.
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L) LASER FRINGE ANEMOMETRY FOR AERO ENGINE COMPONENTS

Anthony J. StrazisarIt National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Centero Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

rti(tnces in flow measurement techniques in turbomachinery continue to be paced by the need to obtainCdetailed data for use in validating numerical predictions of the flowfield and for use in the development
of empirical models for those flow features which cannot be readily modelled numerically.--The use of
laser anemometry in turbomachinery research has grown over the last 14 yr in response to these needs.
Based on past applications and current developments, tis paper reviews the key issues which are involved
when considering the application of laser anemometry I the measurement of turbomachinery flowflelds.
Aspects of laser fringe anemometer optical design which are applicable to turbomachinery research are
briefly reviewed. Application problems which are common to both laser fringe anemometry (LFA) and laser
transit anemometry (LTA) such as seed particle injection, optical access to the flowfield, and measurement
of rotor rotational position are covered. The efficiency of various data acquisition schemes is analyzed
and issues related to data integrity and error estimation are addressed. Real-time data analysis tech-
niques aimed at capturing flow physics in real time are discussed., Finally 'jata reduction and analysis
techniques are Oiscussed and illustrated using examples taken from several LfW turbomachinery
applications. ,

INTRODUCTION

The first application of laser anemometry to the measurement of turbomachinery flow fields was
reported by Wisler and Mosey in 1972 (Ref. 1). In the following 14 yr the quality and quantity of data
generated by laser anemometer applications in turbomachinery has continued to increase due to advances in
optics, electronics, and computer hardware. This data has been used to improve our understanding of the
flow physical phenomena in turbomechinery and to validate numerical flow analysis schemes.

Until recent years laser anemometer investigations in turbomachinery have dealt with isolated rotors
since flow analysis techniques have until recently been confined to the steady, axisymmetric flow regime
which exists in the rotor relative reference frame for isolated rotor configurations. However, several
recent experiments have involved the use of laser anemometry in studies of the periodically unsteady flow
within the blade rows in single stage machines and between the blade rows in multistage machines.

The application of laser fringe anemometry to measurements in turbomeachinery environments is reviewed
in this paper. Example results are limited to axial-flow type compressor blading since most laser fringe
anemometer experiments have involved flow surveys in fans and compressors rather than turbines. Although
radial-type turbomachinery has been surveyed using laser anemometry, the majority of these applications
have involved laser transit anemometry due to the generally superior ability of the LTA to make measure-
ments in the narrow exit channels of centrifugal impellers. A recent review of published results obtained
in centrifugal compressors has been given by Krain (Ref. 2). Additional LTA applications will be covered
in detail in this symposium by Schodl and Elder (Refs. 3 and 4).

FUNDAMENTALS OF LASER FRINGE ANEMOMETRY

Basic Operating Principles

The operating principles of laser fringe anemometers will be briefly reviewed below. In an LFA the
laser output beam is divided Into two equal power beams which are focussed to a common point in space
which is referred to as the measurement or probe volume. The crossing of the beam in the probe volume
results in constructive and destructive interference between the train of laser light waves contained in
each beam. This interference creates bright planes of light created by constrictive interference sepa-
rated by dark planes caused by destructive interference as shown in Fig. 1. The fringe planes are per-
pendicular to the plane which contains the laser beams and are parallel to the beam bisector. As shown
in Fig. 1 the spacing between bright fringe planes is o 1(2 sin K). A particle which crosses the
probe volume scatters light at the fringe crossing frequency, fc. Note that the fringe crossing fre-
quency is determined solely by the component of particle velocity Ux. which is perpendicular to the
fringe planes. The U and Uz components carry the particle parallel to the fringe planes and do
not therefore contribute to the fringe crossing frequency. Also note that while a rotation of the plane
containing the laser beam about the beam bisector can be used to measure velocity components in direc-
tions between the x- and y-direction, the line of sight velocity component Uz cannot be measured.

Figure 1 illustrates three features which make laser anemometry (or LA) attractive compared to other
velocity measurement techniques:

(1) The system output, I.e., the doppler or fringe-crossing frequency, is linearly related to the
velocity

(2) The technique is not subject to drift since the proportionality between fc and Ux  is
given by the laser light wavelength, X, and beam crossing angle, K, both of which are constant in
time

(3) The technique is only sensitive to one component of velocity
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Since each of the incident laser beams is circular in cross-section, the actual probe volume shape
is an ellipsoid as shown in Fig. 2. The light intensity distribution across each beam is Gaussian in
shape. The beam diameter, di

2
, defined as the diameter at which the intensity is l/e

2 
of the peak

intensity at the center of the beam, is typically used as a measure of the beam diameter. Using this
definition of beam diameter, the probe volume diameter, dm, and length lm defined by the 1/e Inten-
sity level can be calculated as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the ratio of probe volume length-to-diameter
is given by L/d . l/tan(K). Since the beam crossing angle K is usually between 2 and 10

, 
the value

of L/d is on the order of 10 to 20.

Another feature of Gaussian laser beams which impacts laser anemometer optical performance is that
of beam divergence which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The two important properties of thy beam geometry

shown in this figure are:

(1) the laser light wave front radius R(z) is infinite only at the location of the beam aist, z - 0

(2) the output beam wai t diameter di
2  

is related to the input beam waist diameter Dj2

through the formula di * 4 f/wDi
2
.

The first beam divergence property implies that the probe volume fringes will not be parallel to one
another unless the incident laser beams cross at the beam waist. If the fringe planes are not parallel,
false levels of flow fluctuation will be indicated since particles of equal velocity which pass through
different parts of the probe volume will generate different fringe crossing frequencies due to the varia-
tion in fringe spacing across the probe volume. A laser light collimator or mode matching lenses (see
Ref. 5) can be used to insure that the beam waist will be located at the probe volus location.

The second beam divergence property shown in Fig. 3 implies that the probe volume size can be con-
trolled through control of the incident laser beam diameter Di

2
. Beam expanders can be used to

increase the beam diameter Dg-2 which in turn reduces the beam diameter at the probe volume, dj
2
.

From the relations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 we see that expanding the beam diameter 0j2 while holding
the beam separation d constant results in a reduction in probe volume size and In the numer of fringes
In the probe volume. This results in an increase in the power density in each fringe. This in turn will
result in more photons being scattered from a given particle size or in the ability to generate the same
number of scattered photons from smeller size particles.

Optical Design Considerations

The successful design of an LA optical system represents a trade-off between several conflicting
factors. This issue can best be addressed by considering an illustrative example.

The minimum variance which one may expect in a single velocity measurement has been shown in Ref. 6
to be

2r v3w
3

om ,fn.V.s.e-- P
2 
N
2  

18
*2

c velocity of light
h Planck's constant
N number of fringes
P laser power
V velocity
Wo probe volume radius
n PUT quantum efficiency
ro  background light flux
as particle light-scattering cross-section
o solid angle of collection optics

This relation indicates that the measurement accuracy is enhanced by:

(1) reducing flare light and probe volts size

(2) increasing the collection optics solid angle, the laser power, and the number of fringes in the
probe volts.

Flare light can be reduced by using antireflective coatings on window surfaces and by optically mask-
Ing the collection optics. The solid angle of the collection optics can be Increased by using large aper-
ture (I.e , smell f-number) lenses. However, the lens diameter and price increase for a given focal
length as the f-number decreases and lens imperfections become harder to correct.

The probe volts size can be reduced by increasing 0-2 while the number of fringes in the
probe volume can be increased by increasing the beam crossing angle K. However, one may reach a point
at which there are not enough fringes in the probe volus or the fringe spacing is too smell. Referring
to Fig. 2. consider the following example: d - 22 m, Oi2 * 1 We, f * 200 am. These parameters
yield a probe volume diameter of dm 131 m containing 23 fringes with a fringe spacing of S - 4.68 m.
Commercially available counter-type signal processors can accurately measure fringe crossing frequencies
up to 100 Mhz, but start to yield less accurate results for higher frequencies. The velocity which corre-
sponds to a fringe crossing frequency of fc * 100 Nhz is therefore a relevant parameter to consider and
is equal to V . fc.S - 468 N/sec for the present case. Increasing the Input beam diameter o-2 by a
factor of 2 would reduce the probe volume diameter to 66 10 but would also reduce the number of fringes in
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the probe volume to 14. This is close to the eight fringes required by most counters and can lead to
angle biassing errors if Bragg shifting is not used. The number of fringes in the probe volume could be
increased back to the original value of 28 by doubling the input beam spacing. d. However, this would
change the fringe spacing to S - 2.35 %A and would decrease the velocity which corresponds to a fr'nge
crossing frequency of 100 Mhz to V . 235 N/sec.

Measurement of Multiple Velocity Components

There are many optical configurations which can be constructed for measuring one, two, and three
velocity components simultaneously. Reference 7 contains a rather complete description of several one-.
two-, and three-component configurations as well as a comparison of the relative merits of the various
configurations. This issue will be further addressed in this symposium by Boutier (Ref. 8) and will
therefore be only briefly addressed below.

In turbomchinery flowfields the streamise and circumferential components of velocity Vz and
Vo respectively, are usually much larger in magnitude than the velocity component In the hub-to-shroud
direction. Vr. In addition, the radial velocity component generally lies along the optical axis of the LA

system and therefore cannot be measured directly. Most LA applications to date have therefore been aimed
at measuring the Vz and V9 velocity components. Increasing emphasis on secondary flow studies is
currently generating applications which require measurement of the Vr velocity component as well.

The simplest method of measuring velocity magnitude and flow angle is to acquire measurements with a
one-component LA system at two different fringe orientations. Use of a one-component LA system results
in two limitations. First, the statistical error in velocity, V, and flow angle, a, measured with a
single-component system is greater than that resulting from a two-component system al will be described
in the next section. Second, the magnitude of the turbulence components V and Ve can only be
determined if measurements are taken in the z- and 0-coordinate directions or if measurements are made at
three different fringe orientations. If easuremaets are acquired at two arbitrary fringe orientations,
one can only determine upper bounds on Vz and Ve. Despite these limitations single channel LA sys-
tems have been used extensively in turbomachinery applications. The advantages of a single channel system
are its simplicity and the fact that the available laser power is concentrated into a single fringe
system.

Two-component LA systems can be implemented by using two colors to create two separate measurement
channels. Measurement channels can also be generated by using polarization separation or by using two
Bragg cells to achieve frequency separation. If signal processor logic is used to accept only those
events for which a velocity measurement Is simultaneously made on both channels, the statistical error In
calculating V and a is reduced relative to thl error obtaiete when using a single-component LA system
and the magnitude of the turbulence components V,, V;. and VzVe will be directly measured.

Three-component LA systems can be implemented by using three colors or two colors plus frequency sep-
aration to create three measurement channels. These systems are quite coqmlex. The accuracy with Which
such systems measure the radial velocity component is directly related to the off-radial beam separation
angle. These systems have transmitted beams which occupy a large solid angle and which therefore require
relatively large windows for optical access to the flowfield. In addition, the complex blade geometry
found in most turboachines may prevent such systems from having optical access to large areas of the
flowf1eld.

It should be noted that one does not have to resort to a three-component LA system in order to obtain
measurements of the radial velocity component. A technique in which the beams from a single channel LA
system are deflected from the radial direction is described in Ref. 9. This technique uses measurements
obtained from two off-radial beam orientations to calculate the radial velocity component. As will be
shown in the following section, the statistical error in the radial velocity component, Vr, measured by
this method will be greater than if Vr were measured directly since this technique utilizes measure-
ments made at two different times.

A second approach to the measurement of radial velocities is reported in Ref. 10. This approach
utilizes the window configuration shown in Fig. 4 to enable direct direct measurement of the radial veloc-
ity component when using the window labelled P'. While this approach does not require off-radial deflec-
tion of the transmitted beams, it can only be used In regions which are upstream and downstream of the
blade row.

A third approach, which can be used to obtain radial velocity component measurements within a blade
row, Is illustrated in the right half of Fig. 5. The transmitted beams enter the flowpath at the blade
stagger angle through an optical access hole located upstream of the blade row. Scattered light is col-
lected In an off-axis direction through a window located over the blade row. This optical arrangement
provides measurements of Wr and a combination of Vz and Ve. The separat, Vz and Ve  compo-
nents are determined using the conventional approach shown on he left in Fig. S. This approach is appli-
cabid only to a single stage machine with no ilet guide vane. Application of this approach to multistage
machines would require the use of fiber optics to Introduce the transmitted laser beams into the
flowfield.

Statistical Measurements Errors

In order to determine accurate estimates of the mean velocity and the turbulence properties of a
flow, many individual LA measurements must be acquired and averaged together. The mean and standard devi-
ation estimated from the data are subject to both systematic and statistical uncertainty. An analysis of
these uncertainties is given in Refs. 11 and 12. As shown in Ref. 11, the number of measurements required
to establish a given level of confidence in the mean velocity is given by
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V -v

where V is the true mean velocity. Vm  is the measured man velocity. (VI/V) is the true turbulence
intensity, Z Is the confidence level, and N is the number of measurements used to calculate Vm . A
value of Z - 1.97 corresponds to a 95 percent probability that the measured mean velocity lies within the
range V(l - Cv) < Vm < V(l + Cv). The expression for the confidence level for the rms velocity estimate
is

V,

V . Cvi "

where V
1  

is the true rms velocity and V is the measured value. Note that the confidence intervals
are inversely proportional to Yff. One therefore has to increase the number of measurements by a factor of
four in order to halve the confidence interval. Also, note that Cv is proportional to the turbulence
intensity, V'/V, while C is independent of V,/V. Since V'/V is typically on the order of 0.1 or
less, a given number of measurements always yields a much better estimate of the mean than of the rms
velocity. These facts are illustrated in Table I which shows the number of measurements required to
establish a confidence level of 95 percent for various values of V/V.

An important point addressed in Refs. 11 and 12 is that the statistical error in calculating velocity
components increases when using uncorrelated data acquired at different fringe orientations. Data is
urtcorrelated in a multichannel LA system if signal processor logic is not used to enforce simultaneity of
measurements from each channel. Uncorrelated data always occurs when using a single channel LA system to
acquire data at multiple fringe orientations. The magnitude of the increased statistical error can be
illustrated by considering how a single channel LA system is used to determine orthogonal velocity
comonents.

Figure 6 illustrates the calculation procedure by which velocity and flow angle are obtained with a
single channel system. Measurement directions 1 and 2 shown In the figure are the directions normal to
the probe volume fringes. Measured velocities V1  and V2. acquired at the known angles 01 and 02,
are used to solve for the unknown velocity magnitude, V. and flow angle a. Orthogonal velocity compo-
nents Vu and Vv can then be determined from V and a. The analysis of Ref. 11 indicates that the
confidence levels in Vu and Vv are given by the expressions

cu" - '. 'Z.- Cv.'.v"Z ' v
5 V vv TN 'v

Mu and Mv are multipliers which indicate the increase in statistical error over the case in which V1
and V2 are acquired simultaneously, i.e., M1 - M2 . 1 when V1  and V2 are acquired simultaneously.
If we assume isotropic turbulence, the expressions for Mu and Mv  in terms of the geometry of Fig. 5 are
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Figure 7 is a plot of these multipliers as a function of the mean fringe orientation angle and the magni-
tude of the fringe angle difference, 02 - 01. These results indicate, for example, that for the case of
el - 10, 02 - 70*, the statistical errors in determining Vu and Vv are increased by factors of 1.211
and 1.449, respectively when using data which is not simultaneously acquired. The impact of this
increased statistical error must be weighed against the increased system complexity when deciding whether
to use a single or multichannel LA system in a given application.

Seed Particle Considerations

The tradeoffs between seeding the entire flowfield or using a point source of seed are briefly dis-
cussed below. In addition, the properties of a unique fluorescent seed material are described. General
methods used to generate and size particles and considerations related to the particle size required to
accurately follow the fluctuations in a given flowfield will be addressed in detail in this symposium by
Melling (Ref. 13).

When performing laser fringe anemometer measurements in a gas it is usually necessary to introduce
seed particles into the flowfield for two reasons. First, the number of particles which are naturally
present in atmospheric air in the 0.5 to 1.0 wm range is generally not sufficient to yield adequate data
rates. Second, by generating and injecting seed particles into the flow one can control the size distri-
bution of the scattering particles and can therefore control to some degree the accuracy with which the
seed particles follow the flow.

When designing an LA experiment one must decide whether to seed the entire flowfield (full coverage)
or to seed only the stream tube which passes through the measurement volume (point injection). Both
methods are used in practice and the method chosen is dependent on the particle generation rate of the
seeder and on the flowfleld characteristics. As an example analysis of particle generation needs, let us
consider an LA application which involves flowfield measurements in the turbomachinery environment sum-
meritzed below:

turbomachine diameter 1 m
hub/tip radius ratio * 0.7
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through flow velocity * 200 a/sec

volume airflow rate -0 3/soc

The rate at which particles will cross the LA probe volume Is given by

R - d.L.V.c

where L and d are the probe volume length and diameter, c is the particle concentration in the flow,
and V is the flow velocity.

Comercially available seeders are capable of maximum particle generation rates of 1011 particles/
mmn. Coupling this rate with the volume flow rate of air through the machine yields a particle density
of 2x107 particles/

3 
if full coverage seeding Is employed. If typical probe volume dimensions of

d - 100 im, L - 1 m are used, we arrive at a particle rate through the probe volume of

R - d L V c . (10
-4 

m)(10
-3 

m)(200 m/sec)(2x
1
O/m

3
) - 400 particles/sec.

The actual LA data rate will be less than this number since particles which cross the probe volume outer
edges usually do not scatter enough light or cross enough fringes to yield a valid velocity measurement.
The conclusion to be drawn from this particular example is that point injection of seed should probably
be used.

Point injection of seed is must easily accomplished through a tube placed upstream of the measurement
volume as shown in Fig. 8. This tube must be placed far enough upstream to enable decay of the wake shed
from the tube before the measurement point is reached. In addition, the seed injection tube is usually
carried in a radial and/or circumferential actuator to enable seed injection of the stream tube which
passes through the probe volume for arbitrary positions of the probe volume.

A unique seed material which has specific advantages for turbomachinery LA applications is the liquid
fluorescing seed described in Ref. 14. This seed material is formed by dissolving an organic dye, rhoda-
mine 6G, in a mixture of benzyl alcohol and ethylene glycol. When irradiated with light from the blue or
green lines of an argon-ion laser, seed particles composed of this dye solution fluoresce in the orange
band of the spectrum, as shown by the absorption and emission spectra shown in fig. 9(a). By placing a
narrow band orange-pass filter in the LA collection optics In front of the PMT, one can optically stop
light reflected from solid surfaces at the incident light wavelength from entering the PRY. This enables
one to make measurements near hub and endwall surfaces and within rotating blade rows. When not using
fluorescent seed, the light reflected from solid surfaces, which is orders of magnitude higher in inten-
sity than the light scattered by the seed particles, dominates the P"T signal as the surface is
approached, i.e.. the signal to noise ratio of the PNT signal drops to zero. When fluorescent seed Is
used, the signal to noise ratio remains constant as a solid surface is approached. In addition, since the
light from the seed particles is emitted due to fluorescence rather than scattered, the Ple scattering
phenomena does not apply and the intensity of light emitted by the particles is independent of direction.
The penalty associated with the use of this technique is that the light-emitting efficiency of the rhoda-
mine dye for a given size particle is generally an order of magnitude lower than the backscattering effi-
ciency of conventional (i.e., nonfluorescing) seed particles of the same size, as shown in Fig. 9(b). In
addition, both blue and green wavelengths lie in the absorption band of rhodamine as shown in Fig. 9(a).
This technique therefore cannot be used with two-color LA systems.

Alternate Laser Anemometer Methods

In addition to laser fringe anemometry there are several alternate laser anemometry methods which can
be used to obtain quantitative flowfield measurements in turbomachinery. These methods are Fabry-Perot
interferometry; laser transit anemometry (LTA). (also referred to as the laser two focus (L2F) technique,
the time-of-flight technique, and as the two-spot technique); and a hybrid method which combines features
of both laser fringe and laser transit anemometers.

The LFA technique measures the frequency difference between the light scattered from each incident
laser beam by a seed particle. In contrast, the Fabry-Perot technique directly measures the frequency of
the scattered light by using a Fabry-Perot interferometer as a scanning optical spectrum analyzer. Devel-
opment of tho fabry-Perot technique for measurements of the line-of-sight radial velocity components in a
turbine cascade has been reported in Refs. 15 and 16 and will be covered in this symposium by Seasholtz
(Ref. 17).

The laser transit anemometer (LTA) will be covered in detail in this symposium by Schodl (Ref. 3).
The principal advantages of the LTA technique over the LFA technique are:

(I) the light intensity In the probe volume is higher than in a laser fringe anemometer which enables
detection of smeller particles.

(2) the sensitive length of the measurement volume in the line-of-sight direction is much shorter
then in an LFA system which enables the acquisition of measurements near solid surfaces.

(3) the LTA provides a high degree of sensitivity in flow angle measurements.

The principle disadvantage of the LTA technique is that it yields a low data rate due to the fact
that the LTA measurement volume presents a much smeller *target' which a particle must hit in order to
yield a velocity measureqent (see Fig. 10). LTA data rates diminish rapidly as the turbulence level
increases in a floufield because the flow angle fluctuations generated by turbulence levels of 10 percent
or more are large enough to prevent most particles from crossing both spots.

A hybrid technique currently under development Is aimed at removing this limitation by expanding the
circular LTA spots into elliptic-shaped spots. The technique represents a trade-off between poer density
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in the probe volume and probe volume target area. One approach to this technique is described in Ref. 18.

This technique will also be discussed in this symposium by Boutier (Ref. 8).

APPLICATION OF LASER ANEMETRY TO MEASUREMENTS IN TURBONACHINERY

There are three major features of the turbomachinery environment which make the application of laser
anemometry more difficult in turbomachinery experiments than in external aerodynamic experiments:

(1) the close proximity of highly reflective surfaces (i.e., hub and shroud endwalls and blades).

(2) flowpath geometry (curved endwalls and complex blade shapes),

(3) the rotation of rotor blade rows.

Each of these issues will be addressed in this section. In addition, various data acquisition
schemes will be compared and the advantages and limitations of each scheme will be discussed. Finally,
the need to provide near real-time data reduction to support intelligent execution of experiments will be
discussed.

Reflected Light Problems in Turbomachinery Applications

Two separate problems related to reflected incident light radiation arise in LFA turbomachinery
applications. The first of these problems is caused by reflections from window and hub surfaces when
making measurements in the flowpath inner and outer endwall regions. Reflections from the window surfaces
can be reduced by using antireflection coatings on the window. Fluorescent seeding is an effective means
of eliminating the problem of poor signal-to-noise ratio caused by reflection of the Incident laser beams
from blade and endwall surfaces.

While fluorescent seeding enables one to make measurements directly down to both the hub and shroud
endwall surfaces, the proximity to a solid surface which one can achieve with nonfluorescent seeding
before reflected light becomes a problem is highly dependent on the type of surface in question and on the
design of the optical system. It has been the author's experience that for optical systems with beam
crossing angles on the order of 51 or less employing f/4 collection optics and no special stops in the
collection optics, the closest approach to a hub endwall or a window in the shroud endwall is on the order
of 1 cm. For a machine with a diameter of 1 m and a hub/tip radius ratio of 0.8, a distance of 1 cm cor-
responds to 10 percent of the blade span.

The second source of reflected light in turbomachinery applications Is "blade flash" caused by pas-
sage of the rotor blades through the incident laser beams. The severity of the blade flash problem is
dependent mainly on the rotational speed of the blade row. The incident laser beams "walk' up the surface
of the blade as the blade rotates through them as shown in Fig. 11. As discussed in the next section, the
blades appear to be 'bent" in this figure due to spanwise twist. The blade surface is in the probe volume
itself for a very short time, near t - 0. However light can be reflected from the surface into the col-
lection optics at any point between time t - 0 when the probe volume first intersects the blade surface
and time t - tb when the beams are no longer blocked by the blade surface. Reflected light entering
the collection optics during time 0 < t < tb can cause saturation of the photomultiplier tube (PIT).
If this occurs the PNT requires a finite amount of time to recover and measurements which occur during the
recovery time will be lost. For rotors operating at tip speeds on the order of 400 to 500 m/sec, blade
passing frequencies are on the order of 5 to 15 Khz, and time tb is on the order of 7 to 20 V sec.
However for low speed machines this time can be at least an order of magnitude greater. It has been the
author's experience that reflected light from blade surfaces does not cause PMT saturation in high speed
machines but can cause problem in low speed applications. Fluorescent seeding therefore appears to be
necessary in high speed applications only when measurements in the proximity of the hub or shroud endwalls

are desired.

Blade Geometry

One feature of turbomachinery geometry which impacts optical access to the flowfield is spanwise
twist of the blading as shown in Fig. 12. This twist leads to the 'bent" appearance of hub-to-tip blade
sections such as AA and SB when viewed in a streamwise direction. For blades which are radially stacked
about the c.g. of each section this bending is worst near the leading and trailing edges. If the Incident
laser beams are constrained to enter the flowpath in the radial direction, shadowed regions occur as shown
in which the tip blade section prevents optical access to the hub section. The extent of the shadowed
region can be as great as 20 to 30 percent of the blade pitch at the hub. This shadowing can be elimi-
nated if the LA optical system is capable of orienting the incident laser beams away from the radial
direction as shown in Fig. 12.

When acquiring measurements at design speed operating conditions, use of the blade design geometry
is generally an accurate method of calculating the information required to relate the axial and circum-
ferential measurement location to the blade surface location. However, at part speed conditions the blade
geometry will vary from the design geometry due to deflections caused by reduced mechanical stresses. The
principal deflection in axial-type blading is an untwist or change in the blade stagger angle as shown
schematically in Fig. 13(a). The amount of untwist varies from zero at the hub to a fexiAm at the tip.
Axial blading also experiences some axial deflection due to thrust loading. In radial-type blading the
primary deflection due to mechanical stress Is a "flowering' of the rotor disk, which causes a shift in
the axial location near the rotor exit. These deflections can be accounted for by measuring the actual
location of the rotor during data acquisition and correcting the design blade geometry as required.

The blade geometry at the tip can be measured during data acquisition by positioning the probe volume
at the tip radius. If seed injection is turned off, the fringes are oriented to measure the circumferen-
tial velocity component, and the laser power Is reduced, then the LA signal processor will perceive the
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blades passing through the probe volume as seed particles. Since velocity measurements will only occur
over the blade tip, the blade circumferential location can be determined from the location at which mea-
surements have occurred. The sensitivity of such a procedure to changes in the blade stagger angle can
be controlled by the circumferential resolution of the LA measurements. Results obtained from an axial-
flow fan using the above procedure are presented in Fig. 13(b). As described In Ref. 19 the measurements
were acquired in a 51.3 cm diameter rotor using a resolution of 1000 measurement locations per blade
pitch. The rotor has 22 blades which yields a circumferential resolution of 0.008 M. The measured
untwist was 1.96+0.041 compared to a finite element analysis prediction of 2.021. These measurements also
indicated that the blade spacing around the wheel was uniform to within 2 percent.

Window Design Considerations

Optical access to wind tunnel models used in external aerodynamics experiments is usually provided
through flat windows mounted in the tunnel walls. The use of flat windows in turbomachinery applications
leads to distortions in the outer flowpath due to shroud curvature in both the circumferential and stream-
wise directions, as shown in Fig. 14 for an axial-type blade. This flowpath distortion is often greatest
in the rotor tip region and can significantly alter the local tip clearance. This problem is particularly
acute in radial turbomachinery applications, where the shroud radius of curvature is smell in both the
circumferential and the streanmise direction.

Flat windows are required for laser transit anemometer applications, since the highly focussed
"spots' of a transit anemometer become highly defocussed if the window is not flat. This defocussing
reduces the power density in each spot to levels which are unuseable. Flat windows are not required for
laser fringe anemometers.

One solution to the need for flat windows in curved flowpaths is the use of many small windows, as
shown at stations 5 to 14 in Fig. 15. Such an approach is the only one practical for radial-type turbo-
machines if one desires to maintain proper tip clearances or to use laser transit anemometry. However,
as seen in Fig. 15. the use of many small flat windows limits one's ability to acquire measurements at
arbitrary streamwise locations.

For axial-flow configurations, in which strearwise radii of curvatures are relatively large, curved
windows can be easily fabricated by heating flat glass plates to the yield temperature of the glass and
forming the glass over a mold. Such windows follow both the circumferential and streamwise curvature of
the flowpath and offer unlimited access to arbitrary axial and circumferential measurement points within
the window boundary.

Refraction at the air-glass interface on window inner and outer surfaces causes the following
phenomena which impact measurement accuracy:

(1) The actual probe volume location is translated relative to the location which would have occurred
without refraction effects,

(2) The incident laser beams which generate the probe volume may uncross - i.e., the two beams will
no longer lie in the same plane,

(3) The beam crossing angle, which affects the calibration factor between fringe crossing frequency
and seed particle velocity may change.

Probe volume translation will always occur for both flat and curved windows, while changes in beam
crossing angle only occur for curved windows. Beam uncrossing occurs when the solid angle between the
incident laser beam and the window surface is not equal for each beam in a fringe anemometer. Beam
uncrossing thus generally occurs for curved windows but can occur for flat windows when the beam bisector
is not perpendicular to the window surface. If the uncrossing distance at the probe volume location is
comparable to the beam diameter, the beams will no longer intersect one another and the probe volume will
be destroyed. A change in beam crossing angle can occur only across a curved window. The crossing angle
changes when the change in surface normal orientations between the window outer and inner surfaces are not
the same for both laser beams.

The magnitude of window refraction effects is dependent on the beam crossing angle, the probe volume
immersion into the flow, the window thickness and radius of curvature, and the orientation of the Incident
laser beams relative to the window. These effects have been recently studied in detail for flat and
cylindrical windows using an optical ray tracing technique which is applicable to totally general window
shapes (Ref. 20). The impact of typical values of these parameters on the uncrossing problem is shown in
Table 11. The conclusion which one draws from this example is that relatively thin windows are required
when curved windows are used. We generally use a window thickness of 3 me in our research rigs, which
have a diameter of 0.51 m.

One very promising solution to the uncrossing problem is presented in Ret. 21. The procedure
involves making an interference hologram between a reference beam and a laser beam which passes through
the window after passing through the desired measurement point as shown in Fig. 16. The hologram can then
be used to introduce an exact refraction-error correction into an incident laser beam which follows the
path of the reference beam used to create the hologram. The hologram deflects the beam onto the path
required to pass through the window and the measurement point. The technique is suitable for high laser
power levels (on the order of 2 W) due to the high transmission efficiency of the hologram. The only
disadvantage of this technique is the need to make a hologram for each different location at which one
wishes to pass through the window.

Window Cleaning

The use of seed injection into the flowfield in order to enable LA measurements can result in the
accumulation of seed particles on window inner surfaces. This deposition is due to large particles which
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do not follow the flow and are therefore centrifuged out toward the shroud. In addition. turbomachinery
component research rigs usually have lower quality oil seals than flight-certified engines, which can
cause window contamination due to oil leakage even when seed material is not used. An effective method
of removing deposits from windows is the injection of a liquid solvent into the flow through small holes
located in the shroud upstream of the window. Window cleaning by this method is especially effective in
the region over the rotor tip. where the liquid is scraped across the window by the rotating blades. The
author has been able to wash windows in single-stage axial compressor applications for rotors with tip
speeds on the order of 425 m/sec without reducing the rotor speed, which allows the operating point to
re'sain unchanged during window washing. The use of liquids for on-line window washing may not be practi-
cal for applications in higher pressure ratio centrifugal compressors and multistage axial compressors.
In such machines the flowfield temperature rise may be so high that window washing liquids would evaporate
or cause high thermal stresses when they coat a hot window.

Measurement of Blade Rotational Position

A laser anemometer measurement is a random event triggered by the presence of a seed particle in the
probe volume. When acquiring measurements in rotating blade rows one must therefore measure the blade row
rotational position every time a velocity measurement occurs. There are four measurement methods which
can be used to provide this rotational position:

(1) Enable a measurement window once-per-rotor revolution during data acquisition.

(2) Enable a measurement window once-per-blade passing during data acquisition.

(3) Enable continuous measurement windows during data acquisition.

(4) Record the time between measurements and assign measurement windows after data acquisition.

Methods (1). (3), and (4) require a once-per-rev (OPR) timing signal from the rotor while method (2)
requires a once-per-blade (OP) timing signal.

The generation of measurement windows for the first three methods is shown schematically in Fig. 17.
By definition a measurement window is a time interval used to classify velocity measurements according to
the rotational position at which they occurred. All velocity measurements which occur within a given
window are spatially averaged across the width of the window. It is therefore advantageous to keep the
measurement windows narrow. Since LA measurements are usually displayed graphically as discrete measure-
ment points across the blade pitch, it is important to remember that each point represents a spatial
average across the window width.

Implementation of methods (2) and (3) for generating measurement windows requires the ability to sub-
divide the time between once-per-blade (OP) and once-per-rev (OPR) signals respectively. This require-
ment is met by generating pulse trains at frequencies which are integral multiples of the nsp or OPR sig-
nal frequencies. These pulses are accumulated in a counter which is initialized by each G B or OPR
signal. Whenever an LA velocity measurement occurs, the current counter contents are recorded with the LA
measurement as a (velocity, clock count) data word pair. The clock co t is then used to determine the
measurement window in which the velocity measurement occurred.

Note that a variable delay after the once-per-rev signal Is needed in order to align the measurement
windows with the blade passage. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 17 by delays Di and 02 which
are required for measurement axial locations ZM1  and ZN2 , respectively. Successful implementation
of methods (2) and (3) also requires the use of fairly high frequency pulse generators, as shown in the
table below for two typical high speed compressor applications.

FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR WINDOW-GENERATING
PULSE TRAIN

[NB - number of rotor blades; BPF - blade passing
frequency; NWP - number of windows per blade
passage; F - pulse train frequency; WWd - window
width in microseconds]

Machine type 1 rpm NO 'OF, NWP F

IKI z K z I w

Centrifugal
Main blade 36 000 T0 12 16 192 5.2
Main and split-
ter blade 40 24 16 384 2.6

Axial 20 000 40 13.3 50 665 1.5

Use of constant frequency pulse generators will result in changes In the number of measurement win-
dows between OP or OPR signals due to rotor speed variations. One must therefore use a phase-locked loop
or a tracking shaft angle encoder (Ref. 22) which is capable of rapidly varying the pulse generation fre-
quency in response to rotor speed variations. For high speed applications a digital shaft angle encoder
is preferred over a phase-locked loop, since the response lag in phase-locked loops Is generally too large
to enable accurate tracking of rev-to-rev variations in rotor speed.

The first method listed above is the simplest, and involves enabling a measurement window after a
known time delay T has elapsed after occurrence of the OPR signal. A blade-to-blade velocity profile
can be achieved by collecting measurements for various delay times i. This method allows one to obtain
measurements in different blade passages around the wheel. It is the simplest of the four methods and was



therefore used in early applications of LA to turbomachinery (see Ref. 23 for example). While it is sim-
ple to implement this method is also inefficient since the measurement window is only opened once per
rotor revolution.

In method (2) a fixed number of measurement windows are generated between adjacent once-per-blade
(OPB) signals. Since the GPB signals from each blade are all identical, measurements which occur within
a measurement window can come from any blade passage on the wheel. This method is more e'ficient than
method (1) since it opens a measurement window at all times. However, in order to measure the flowfield
in an individual blade passage, the windows must be enabled for only the passage of interest. In this
case data can only be acquired during a time corresponding to (I/NB) of each revolution, where Nb is the
number of blades. Reference 24 describes the use of this method in a laser transit anemometer system.

Method (3) essentially opens measurement windows at all times and assigns a unique set of measurement
windows to each blade passage. This technique therefore allows maximum data acquisition efficiency when
one is interested in obtaining measurements in individual blade passages. Use of this technique in a
laser fringe anemometer system is described in Ref. 22.

The fourth data acquisition method is similar to the method (3) in that it assigns a unique set of
measurement windows to each blade passage. This method, which is described in Ref. 25 for a two-bladed
propeller, is shown schematically In Fig. 18. During data acquisition, a trigger signal is recorded once-
per-rev along with the elapsed time between each LA measurement. The pitchwise location of each measure-
ment is then determined after data acquisition is complete by using the time-between-measurement data and
the triggering pulse (or OPR) data. After the pitchwise measurement location is determined, the measure-
ment Is assigned to the appropriate window. Since measurement windows are defined by the user during
post-run data processing, this method allows the user the freedom of changing the width and number of the
measurement windows without rerunning the experiment. In contrast to methods (1) to (3), this method also
enables the user to determine the circumferential location of each LA measurement within the measurement
window. This information can be used to assess the degree of spatial averaging which occurs when all
measurements within a window are averaged together.

The four approaches discussed above are by no means the only methods which can be used to determine
the blade row rotational position for each LA measurement. An approach which is a hybrid of the third and
fourth approaches discussed above is described in Ref. 26. This method is similar to method (4) in that
it determines the rotational position from the time-between-mea urements and a triggering pulse. However,
in this method the triggering pulses are generated by an encode, which generates up to 1000 pulses/rev
(similar to method (3)), while in method (4) the triggering pulsts are generated once-per-rev.

Data Acquisition Methods

The various methods of recording rotational position discussed above allow one to implement several
different data acquisition methods. The method which one chooses to use is dependent on the level of
information which one is trving to extract from the measured flowfleld and on the level of flowfield
periodicity.

Averaging Methods

The simplest data acquisition method which enables one to determine the blade-to-blade distribution
of velocity and flow angle within a rotating blade row can be referred to as a "blade average" mode of
data acquisition. This data acquisition method can be implemented using method (2) discussed above for
recording the blade rotational position. When performing blade average data acquisition one generates
measurement windows between successive once-per-blade s51gals. Measurements which are assigned to a given
measurement window can originate from any blade passage around the rotor. When using this method one Is
therefore averaging together the flowfields which occur n each individual passage, and all information
concerning passage-to passage flowflield variations Is lost.

A second, more complex method of acquiring data can be referred to as a "window average' mode of data
acquisition. This method can be implemented using method (3) discussed above for recording the blade
rotational position. All measurements which occur within a measurement window are known to originate f-om
the particular blade passage In which the window lies. Window-average data acquisition therefore allows
measurement of the blade-to-blade distribution of velocity and flow angle in individual blade passages.
which in turn allows one to assess the level of passage-to-passage flowfield variations around the rotor.
Although window average data acquisition provides more information than blade average methods, information
concerning the distribution of the Individual velocity measurements which occur within a measurement win-
dow is still lost during data acquisition. Blade and window averaging methods average together all mea-
surements which occur within a given measurement window. As shown In Ref. 9, if one records the number
of measurements, N, which occur within each window, the sum of the measured velocities, Jtf, I 1 1, N,
and the sum of the squares of the measured velocities. 1(V1)2. then one can calculate the mean and
standard deviation of the measurements which occurred within the window using the following:

i-1

(N~ 11/ ~(NR N ])
Note that only five words of information, N, IV, 1V2, need to be recorded for each measurement window
(one word for N which is an integer and two words each for IV and XV2 which are real numbers).
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In addition, the nuber of words stored is independent of the total number of measurements acquired
during a run.

As shown in Refs. 9 and 22, the window average mode of data acquisition can be an efficient method
of obta in ing g ood blade-to-blade spatial resolution while minimizing computer storage requirements. The
LA system described in these references generates 50 measurement windows across 20 consecutive blade pas-
sages. The system therefore records velocity measurements in 1000 measurement windows while using only
5000 words of computer storage. As discussed in Ref. 22 and shown in Fig. 19, the window number (referred
to as 'shaft position' in Ref. 22) is used as an address in a stored data array. This scheme enables
efficienit real-time processing and graphical display of the measured data because the data is assigned its
proper place in the data array as part of the measurement process.

Data Capture Method

The most complete method of data acquisition can be referred to as a *data capture" method. In the
data capture method, each individual velocity measurement which occurs within a window is individually
recorded, and the velocities are not sunned during data acquisition. This data acquisition mode therefore
allows the user to examine the probability density distribution of the measurements whic) occurred within
each window.

There are several advantages and disadvantages to be considered when deciding which data acquisition
mode to implement. The data capture method lends itself to direct memory access (DNA) transfer of data
from LA counter processors to computer core memory since all measurements are recorded without any aver-
aging or sunning. However, this method can require large amounts of computer core memory and archival
storage relative to the blade and window average methods since two words of information (integer repre-
sentation of measured velocity, window number) must be recorded for each measurement.

Consider for example a situation In which one wishes to record velocity measurements in 25 windows
from blade-to-blade across 40 individual blade passages. In addition, assume that one wishes to record
100 measurements in each window and that the data is uniformly distributed among the windows. Window
average data acquisition in this case would require (25 windows/blade) by (40 blades) by (5 data words/
window), or 5000 words of storage. In contrast, data capture acquisition would require (25 windows) by
(40 blades) by (100 meas./window) by (2 words/meas.). or 200 000 words of storage.

If DNA data transfer is used, sorting of velocity measurements into a data array which is addressed
according to window number cannot be done in real time, but must be performed either after data acquisi-
tion is complete or in parallel with data acquisition. Implementation of real-time data display when
using data capture methods therefore requires use of a multitasking computer operating system or an Inter-
ruption of data acquisition for calculation of real-time displays. These issues are becoming less Impor-
tant as the cost of computer hardware and software capability continues to fail.

The ultimate acquisition approach would be to implement data acquisition algorithms which can auto-
matically screen the probability density distribution acquired in each window during capture mode acqui-
sition. If the distribution is well-behaved (i.e., nearly Gaussian). little information is lost by simply
recording the distribution mean and standard deviation. The output of such an intelligent data capture
method would therefore consist of probability density distributions for those measurement windows in which
nonGaussian distributions were detected.

Total Number of Measurements Required

Two data acquisition issues which remain to be addressed are:

(1) how many measurement windows are required across a blade passage,

(2) how many measurements are needed to establish statistical -onfidence in the data.

The number of measurement windows required for accurate definition of the flowfield Is dependent on
the magnitude of the velocity gradients in the blade-to-blade direction. These gradients are averaged out
across a measurement window during data acquisition since measurements which occur anywhere within a win-
dow are effectively assigned to the center of the window. figure 20 shows a blade-to-blade Mach numer
distribution measured near the tip of a transonic fan blade in which a two-shock passage shock system is
present. The measurements were acquired using 50 measuremnnt windows jcross the passage. The Mach number
distribution shown is the average of the distributions which exist in each of the 11 blade passages in
which measurements were acquired. In Fig. 20 the second shock is clearly defined when Mwindow - 0
Also shown in Fig. 20 are the Mach number distributions which would result from using 25 and 12 windows
across the blade pitch. Although the impact of reducing window to 25 is minimal, a value Of Ruindow
of 12 leads to an almost total smearing of the second shock and does not show the Mach number increase
near the pressure surface. Rote that method (4) discussed in the previous section concerning measurement
of blade rotational position allows one to refine window resolution during post processing of the data.
The other methods of measuring blade position require the user to fin the window resolution during the
measurement process.

As discussed in the section on statistical measurement errors above, the number of measurements
required to establish a given level of statistical confidence in the man velocity, 5, is related to the
turbulence intensity. The number of measurements required as a function of turbulence intensity was sum-
marized in Table I for various values of turbulence intensity at the 95 percent confidence level.

While a turbulence level of 5 percent In not uncommon In the core flow regions of turbumachinery
blade flowfields, the turbulence intensity level within wakes can rise as high as 20 percent. If one
desires to establish a 1 percent confidence interval in the mean velocity in a flow with a 5 percent tur-
bulence level, then 100 measurements are required for each window. Acquisition of data across 1000 win-



dows would therefore require a total numbr of 100 000 measurements to achieve the desired accuracy in
each window if the oumber of measurements were uniformly distributed across all of the measurement win-
dows. In reality the measurements are not uniformly distributed, as shown in fig. 21 which shown the
distribution of the numer of measurements which occurred during the measurement of~the Mach number dis-
tribution previously shown in Fig. 20. One is therefore left with one of two choices:

(1) Collect data until the desired number of measurements are achieved in each window.

(2) Collect the deired total number of measurements and accept an increase in statistical error in
those windows which have less than the desired number of measurements.

For typical applications, in which the time for data acquisition is of concern, the second choice is
more practical than the first.

On-Line Data Monitoring

The use of on-line data reduction and display can greatly increase the effective use of an LA system
in any application even if the data acquisition process is not totally automated. On-line feedback from
the measurement process can indicate the presence of poor quality data and can also be used to ensure the
capture of relevant flow features.

Figure 22. adapted from Ref. 22, shows one possible real-time display. This display is generated
during a data acquisition process which uses SO windows per blade passage across 20 blade passages. The
display Is updated every 10 to 15 sec during a run and Is based on the data acquired up to that point is
the run. The actual real-time display is shown in the center of Fig. 22 and is composed of the upper and
lower plots shown In the figure. The upper plot is a plot of the velocity profile averaged across a blade
pitch, i.e.,* it is calculated by averaging together measurements made in all of the individual blade pas-
sages. The blade suction surface is on the left side of the plot and the blade itself appears as the
cross-hatched region on the right side of the plot. The lower plot in Fig. 22 is a bar graph which shows
the number of measurements acquired in each of the 1000 measurement windows. The 20 gaps in the plot are
caused by the 20 blades since no measurements are acquired as the blade passes through the incident laser
beams. The accumulation of dirt and fluorescent seed material on the surface of the ninth blade passage
is causing a large number of measurements due to light scattering from the blade surface.

While a real-time data display can be used to assess the quality of the data at individual survey
locations, a rapid analysis of survey results is seeded to ensure the capture of relevant global flow
features, Use of on-line data analysis can reveal important data points which may have been missed during
a survey. These data points can then be acquired while the research rig is still operating under the same
conditions during which the surt was performed. An examplse oi a case in Which such a procedure would
be useful is shown in Fig. 23 for a test run in which the objective is to map out the shock location in a
transonic compressor rotor. The plot shown in the figure is a streamwise plot of relative Mach number
created by plotting data acquired from several axial locations along line S-S during a flowfieid survey.
Results from the initial survey, shown on the left, indicate that the front passage shock lies somewhere
between 10 and 20 percent chord and that the rear passage shock Ilies somewhere between 30 and 40 percent
chord. If such a plot is available during the research run, the LA operator can mute additional surveys
in these regions in order to more accurately determine the shock location. The results of such additional
surveys, shown on the right in Flg. 23. indicate that the actual front passage shock location is at
15 percent chord.

Sophisticated data acquisition methods which feature automated data acquisition and on-line data
analysis require relatively sophisticated minicomputers for successful implementation. Use of 32-bit
minicomputers with multitasking operating systems enables large data preparation, data acquisition, and
data reduction programs to be core-resident at the same time, enables sharing of data between such pro-
grams, and enables concurrent execution of such programs. Large minicomputers also provide the speed
required to implement on-line analysis of data acquired In a 'data capture* mode. This analysis can pro-
vide on-line indication of flow features such as shock unsteadiness and wake vortex streets. Use of
16-bit minicomputers requires that large data acquisition programs be subdivided and 'overlayed' In memory
due to core storage addressing limitations. The slower execution speed of these smeller computers also
limits the researcher to the use of the more efficient averaging methods of data acquisition discussed
above which are not capable of resolving certain flow features. Successful LA measurements can also be
acquired in turbomachines using B-bit microcomputers. The type of hardware and software required between
these two extremes depends on the level of information and the amount of information which one wishes to
estract from the LA measurements.

ANALYSIS OF TURBOMACHIISERY FLOWfIELDS USING LASER ANEMOMETER MEASUREMENTS

A ottber of different data acquisition methods of varying levels of complexity were discussed above.
It was shown that data acquisition schemes can be simplified by employing sow level of data averaging
during the measurement process. However, such averaging prevents the extraction of certain levels of
information from the flowfieid. In this section an analogous situation will be shown to exist for both
data analysis and graphical data display methods. A variety of methods will be presented end illustrated
using examples from published results on laser anemometer applications to turbomachinery experiments.

The Hierarchy of Information Obtainable from LA Data

The process of analyzing LA data can be schematically represented by the informational pyramid shown
in Fig. 24. The greatest amount of information is at the base of the pyramid. Successive application of
averaging operators leads one to the peak of the pyramid. However, detailed information on flow features
is lost as one moves to higher levels of the pyramid.

When performing an analysis of the variance in LA measurements acquired from flowfields generated
within rotating turbomachinery one must be mindful of the periodicity present in the flowfield. In sta-
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tionary, ergodic flows, one usually equates the level of measurement variance with the level of random
flow fluctuations due to turbulence. As will be shown below, there is at least one contribution to the
measurement variance which is not related to turbulence at each level of the pyramid.

The principles discussed above will be illustrated by analyzing an actual LA data set. This data set
was acquired one-half chord downstream of an axial flow fan with a one-component LA system using 50 mea-
surement windows between each blade. Measurements were recorded in 17 of the 22 fan blade passages. The
total number of measurements recorded was 30 000, which yielded an average of about 40 measurements In
each window. The velocity component measured is that which is in the streanwise direction outside of the
blade wakes.

Analysis of Measurement Mean and Variance

The base of the informational pyramid contains the individual velocity measurements acquired in a
capture mode of data acquisition. This data can be visualized as a two dimensional array V(i,J). The
measurement window number, 1, ranges between 1 and NW , NWP*NB, where NW is the total number of mea-
surement windows, liP is the number of windows per blade passage, and NB is the number of blade pas-
sages surveyed. In the example data set being used here, NW - 50, NB - 17 and SWP - 850. The index
ranges between 1 and N(i), the total number of measurements in window number I. As shown in Fig. 25,
this data can be presented in the form of a velocity probability density distribution (p.d.d.) for each
measurement window by classifying the N(i) velocity measurements into velocity bins of fixed width.
Although p.d.d.'s can be generated for each measurement window, there are not enough measurements in an
individual window in this data set to given an accurate description of the bimodal character of the
p.d.d.1s which lie in the blade wake (point A). The p.d.d.'s shown in Fig. 25 therefore contain measure-
ments acquired within the measurement windows located at points A and B in all 17 measured blade passages,
and are therefore 'blade average' p.d.d.'s. As shown in Ref. 27, the bimodal character of the p.d.d. at
point A indicates that a vortex street is present in the blade wake.

Time averaging of the data acquired in each window leads to the second level of the informational
pyramid, which contains the time-average circumferential velocity distribution between individual rotor
blades, 1(i). This velocity distribution can be directly acquired using a 'window average' data acquisi-
tion technique or can be calculated from capture mode data using the averaging operation

V(i) - A V(i,3) I . 1. NW 1).

Note that V(i) is the statistical mean of the probability density distribution of the measurements from
window number I.

The time-averaging operation also allows one to calculate the standard deviation, or(i), of the
probability density distribution In window number i. This standard deviation is the lowest level of ms
velocity information available (see Fig. 24) and can be calculated using the formula

2 1 [V(1) - V(ij)]2  1.....NW (2)
dr~l N(1) - 1(2

Once the data is time-averaged, detailed information concerning the p.d.d. of the individual measure-
ments which occurred in the measurement window is lost. However, the general level of broadening in the
p.d.d. Is indicated by the magnitude of Or(i). In addition, information on passage-to-passage varia-
tion in the flowfield is still present in the data. Examples of the circumferential velocity distribution
given by Equation (1) are shown in Fig. 26 across 2 of the 17 measured passages. The flags at selected
points indicate the megnitude of the standard deviation Or . Note that the standard deviation rises in
the wake as one would expect due to viscous mixing. However, the standard deviation alone does not indi-
cate the vortical nature of the wake flow as inferred by the p.d.d. shown in Fig. 25. This information,
which was contained in the p.d.d.1s has been lost due to averaging.

Now let us consider the factors which contribute to the variance or . In a steady, laminar flow.
all measurements in a probability density distribution would fall into the same velocity bin. In reality,
the p.d.d. is broadened by the following mechanisms:

(1) Random turbulent fluctuations in the flow,

(2) Flow unsteadiness which occurs at frequencies which are not integral multiples of the rotor
rotational frequency (such as rotor shock oscillations and trailing edge vortex shedding),

(3) Averaging of velocity gradients across the width of the measurement window,

(4) Flow variations caused by rotor speed drift during data acquisition,

(5) Individual LA measurement errors.

The contributions of items (2) to (5) must be subtracted from the standard deviation Or(i) cal-
culated from the p.d.d. in order to obtain the level of turbulent flow fluctuations. The LA user can
control or can estimate the magnitude of some of the elements in items (2) to (5) above.

The contribution of item (3) can be minimized by reducing the physical size of the measurement win-
dow. The contribution of item (5) can be controlled by selecting the fringe orientation angles and the
number of measurements so as to minimize the statistical measurement error. Individual LA measurement
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errors arising from particle tracking errors can be minimized by generating uniformly smell seed parti-
cles. As discussed in Ref. 9, the combined contributions of items (3) and (4) are on the order of 1 to 2
percent for a practical application.

Application of a spatial ensemble averaging process to the circumferential velocity distribution
V(i) leads to the third level of the informational pyramid, which contains the ensemble-averaged velocity
distribution V(k). The ensemble averaging operation Is given by

V~) LNB-1V(k) - L V (k + m.NWP) k-1 ..... NWrP (3)

NB E (t 84) kI
M=O

This ensemble averaged velocity distribution can be directly acquired using a 'blade average" data
acquisition technique In which N8P windows are generated between successive blade passing signals. The
V(k) velocity distribution contains Information on the circumferential variation in the flowfield across
an "average" blade passage. Detailed information on the variation of the flowfield between individual
blade passages is lost. This information is lumped into the standard deviation og(k) at each point
in the ensemble-averaged velocity distribution, given by

2 (k) NB
1
- 80 (V(k) - V(k + m.NhP)]

2  
k.1...Mp (4)

Fig. 27 is an illustration of the ensemble-averaged velocity distribution calculated from the example
data set by averaging across the 17 measured blade passages. The flags shown on selected points indicate
the magnitude of the rms velocity 

0
g.

This rms velocity arises from passage-to-passage flow variations. This geometric contribution to rms
velocity fluctuations can be seen in Fig. 28. where the individual velocity distributions across the 17
measured blade passages are plotted to the same scale.

The fourth level of the informational pyramid contains the pitchwise-averaged velocity i. This
velocity can be obtained from the spatially ensemble-averaged velocity using the averaging operation

NWP

V L V(k) (5)k= -1

The standard deviation of 0 is calculated using

2. j - [g-(k)]2 (6)P N k-l 1

The values of V and op calculated from the ensemble-averaged velocity distribution are included
in fig. 27. This information can be directly acquired by a simple LA system which contains no capability
for measuring rotational position of moving blade rows. All details concerning the blade-to-blade flow-
field are lost at this level of averaging. Data of this type is of interest when comparing LA measure-
ments to those obtained with aerodynamic instrumentation such as total and static pressur, probes and
thermocouples whose frequency response is well below the blade passing frequency. The time-average
velocity at the measurement point is also used when measuring the steady state flowfield in stationary
blade rows.

At the top of the informational pyramid, the variance in the pitchwise-average velocity, at , con-
tains contributions from all lower levels of the pyramid. Several authors (Refs. 28 to 30) have addressed
this issue in the past using a model similar to that shown in fig. 29. These investigators have shown
that the total rms velocity at the measurement point, ot , is related to the random fluctuation level and
the periodic fluctuation level op by the relation

at r Op
These investigators have assumed that the flowfield Is the same in each blade passage. if however,

there are flowfield variations from passage-to-passage, such that the velocity distribution 9(i) in each
passage is not identical to the ensemble-averaged distrIbution V(k), an additional contribution 09
must be included:

2 2 2 2
't - 'r + p O g

It should be noted that calculation of the ensemble-averaged profile, M(k), can be performed directly
from the individual velocity measurement array V(ij). It should also bo noted that the pitchwise-
averaged velocity, 9 is identical to the arithmetic average of all measurements in the V(i,J) array.
The calculation of 4(k) in terms of V(i) shown in equation (3) and the calculation of 9 in terms of
?(k) shown in equation (5) was done in order to more clearly show how information is lost during each
averaging operation. The following formulas can be used for direct calculation of V(k) and 0:

NB-i N(k.mNWP)5 E V(' +P m.NP,J)
V(k) A- k.'...,m

-1
E 8(6 + m.NWf)
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SN W - NWP.NB
SN(i)

Care must be taken when computing all of the averages discussed above, since the velocity is a vector
which has both magnitude and direction. This point can be seen more clearly by considering the averaging
of the two vectors shown in the diagram below:

The actual average velocity obtained by vector addition is of course zero. However, if one averages
the velocity magnitude and angle separately one gets

(V 1 tV + -

av 2 100

B (81+ 2 ) (45 - 135)

av 2 2

which is incorrect.
The proper method of calculating average values of any velocity triangle parameter is to average the

primary velocity components VI and Vy first, and then calculate the desired quantity. In the

above Illustration this would lead to

(Vxl + Vx ) (71.7 - 71.7) 0o
(Vx)av - 2 - 2

(Vyl + VY2 ) (71  1 . 7)" (V y)av = 2 2 0

The proper method of calculating the ensemble-averaged flow angle. 8(k), for example is therefore:

NB-l V~~) 1NB-lkl. W
S(k) - E 9z(k+m.NdP) 5(k) 6- O(k+m.NWP) k l .... NWP

r(k)
B(k) - ARCTANtzk kW .... puP

This same procedure applies to other velocity triangle parameters such as relative and absolute
velocity magnitude and relative flow angle.

The preceding discussion indicates that the level of information which one wishes to extract from the
flowfield can be used to determine both the type of data acquisition method used and the level of averag-
ing employed during data post-processing. Although information is lost through averaging as one proceeds
up the pyramid shown in Fig. 24, substantial savings in data acquisition time, data processing time, and
data storage space can be realized at the upper pyramid levels. For example, let NR be the number of
measurements required to describe the velocity to a certain level of confidence at each point in the cir-
cumferential velocity distribution V(i). In keeping with the example used above, let the total number
of windows be NW-850, corresponding to 50 windows per blade across 17 blades. The total number of meas-
urements required is therefore NT.NR*NW - 8SO*NR. If, however, one is only interested in the ensemble
averaged velocity V or the time average velocity V, then the same level of confidence requires only
50*NR and NR measurements respectively.

Continuing with the above example, one cannot hope to assimilate all of the information contained in
the p.d.d.'s for each of the 850 measurement windows. Consideration of the circumferential velocity dis-
tribution, V(i) across 17 blade passages at each axial, radial survey location within the blade row can
also be quite tedious. Therefore, in practice one usually resorts to 4etailed consideration of one of the
following:

(1) The distribution of V(i) across a few individual blade passages if passage-to-passage flow
variations are large.

(2) The distribution of 7(k) across the ensemble-averaged blade passage if passage-to-passage flow
variations are smell.

Graphical Methods of Data Presentation

Several different methods of presenting the data accumulated along the circumferential measurement
line swept through a rotating blade row at one axial, radial survey location have been presented in the
preceding sections. Additional graphical methods are required when attempting to visualize global flow
features.



Shock wave locations in transonic blade rows can be determined from a series of blade-to-blade plots
of data acquired at different streaiwise locations. An independent determination of shock location can
also be achieved by streamwise cross-plotting of data obtained at a constant pitchwise distance. These
combined procedures are illustrated in Fig. 30. Although the seed particle velocity may lag the gas
velocity for a short distance downstream of the shock, the point at which the measured velocity first
begins to decrease provides a consistent measurs of the shock front location.

In contrast to the one-dimensional slices through the flowfield offered by blade-to-blade and stream-
wise plots, contour plots offer the user a two-dimensional view of the flowfield. An example of a contour
plot of the Mach number distribution in a transonic axial-flow fan Is shown in Fig. 31. Contour plots are
often used when comparing LA measurements to results generated by numerical flow analysis codes.

Changes in the magnitude of a flow parameter are more easily discerned from one-dimensional plots
such as those in Fig. 30 than from contour plots. This is due to the fact that one must visually inte-
grate across contour lines to determine magnitude changes when viewing contour plots. As a result,
contour plots tend to be more qualitative than quantitative. This situation can be improved by three-
dimensional plotting which adds parameter magnitude to contour plots as a third dimension. The use of
varying viewing angles, perspective, and hidden line techniques can greatly enhance the information
obtainable from three-dimensional plots, as shown by the examples in Fig. 32. The valley-like features
ahead of the blade row represent the Mach number variation caused by bow waves from adjacent blades. The
passage shock location Is clearly shown In the lower part of Fig. 32.

Example Results from LA Applications in Turbomachinery

Published results from LA investigations will be briefly reviewed below in order to demonstrate the
capabilities of the LA technique. The examples will be limited to axial-type turbomachines. A more com-
plete list of examples from axial-flow turbomachinery experiments is given In Ref. 31. An excellent sum-
mary of LA applications in radial-type machines has recently been given by Kramn (Ref. 2). in addition,
results obtained in radial-flow turbomechinery will be discussed in this symposium by Schodl and Elder
(Refs. 3 and 4).

Passage-To-Passage Flow variations

An ideal turbomachine would produce an identical flowfield in each blade passage in the blade row.
However, manufacturing tolerances limit the degree to which real machines approach this ideal goal.
Passage-to-passage flow variations measured in two transonic fan rotors are shown in Fig. 33 in the form
of blade-to-blade distributions of relative Mach number in individual blade Passages. The blade suction
and pressure surfaces are denoted by SS and PS, respectively. The results shown in Fig. 33(a) were
obtained in a 550 m/sec tip speed Ian with an aspect ratio of 2.81 which had a part-span damper. The
results shown in Fig. 33(b) were obtained In an undampered 1.56 aspect ratio fan with a tip speed of
429 r/sec. The Mach number distributions shown In Fig. 33(a) for blade passages 1 and 15 encompass the
range of those measured in each of the 38 Individual blade passages. Note that the flowfleld In passage
15 is representative of an oblique shock while the flowfield in passage 1 indicates the presence of a
normal shock. Analysis of data from additional fans has led to the conclusion that the large variations
shown in the dampered fan flowfields arise due to variations in blade geometry caused by manufacturing
variations in the dampers. Another feature which appears in Fig. 33 is the improved flowfleld uniformity
at the near stall operating condition shown In Fig. 33(b). This phenomena has also been observed in data
from other LA experiments and appears to be a general behavior of transonic fans. Large passage-to-

passage flowfield variations have two important impacts:

(1) They generate an increased level of apparent turbulence to downstream blade rows as represented
by the rms velocity ag discussed in the previous section.

(2) They make numerical flowfleld analysis difficult because there is no single blade passage In
which the flow can be considered to be representative of the flow throughout the blade row.

Unsteady Flow Features in Isolated Rotors

The capture mode of data acquisition allows detection of flow fluctuations with frequencies which are
not integral orders of the once-per-rev frequency. One example of this capability is the detection of
vortices in the blade wake as inferred from the double-peaked probability density distribution shown in
Fig. 25. Another example of this capability is shown in Fig. 34. which is taken from Ref. 19. The
bimodal nature of the probability density functions shown in Fig. 34 indicates an oscillation of the rotor
passage shock about the mean location shown in the upper part of the figure. The bimodal p.d.d.'s
obtained in windows C and D are due to the fact that these windows lie upstream of the shock part of the
time and downstream of the shock part of the time.

Blade Row Interactions

The unsteady flow features just discussed occurred in isolated rotors where the flowfield should
nominally be axisymmetric and steady in the rotor relative frame of reference. When a rotor is followed
by a stator, the flowfield is unsteady and nonaxisylmetric in both the relative and absolute frames of
reference. An investigation of the periodically unsteady flow through a stationary blade row therefore
requires a circumferential survey across one blade pitch in the stationary blade row. The array of survey
locations used during the experiment reported in Ref. 32 to investigate the flow through a stator located
downstream of a compressor rotor is shown in Fig. 35. Note that a total of 128 survey points were used
in order to survey the flow at 15 axial locations, which represents an eightfold increase In the number
of survey locations which would have been required if the flow was axisymmtric. Data acquired at each
pitctnise location mist still be tagged with the rotor rotational position. By plotting the velocities
measured at each axial and circumferential location for a given rotor rotational position one obtains a
snapshot of the periodically unsteady flow through the stator. Figure 36 illustrates this procedure for
three different pitchwise locations of the rotor relative to the stator. Turbulence intensity is chosen
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as the plotted parameter in this case in order to clearly define the rotor wake location. The rotor wake
is sheared as it convects through the stator passage due to the fact that the velocity is higher on thesuction side of the passage than on the pressure side of the passage. A similar analysis of turbine vane

wakes passing through a turbine rotor has been reported in Refs. 30 and 33.

The above investigations were performed in single stage machines. Measurements acquired within a
multistage axial flow compressor using the laser transit technique have been reported in Ref. 34. The
application of the LFA technique to a high speed multistage axial compressor will be discussed in this
Symposium by William (Ref. 35).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

During the last 14 years laser anemometry has been shown to be a viable technique for obtaining
detailed internal flow measurements from within the hostile turbomachinery environment. Advances in
optics, electronics, and computer technology during this time have led to the availability of comercial,
off-the-shelf laser fringe and laser-transit anemometer systems for use in turbomechinery investigations.
Future advancements in LA applications will therefore depend on improvements in the following areas:

(1) The efficient acquisition, analysis, and display of the large amount of data Which can be pro-
duced during LA applications,

(2) Measurement of the radial velocity component which usually lies in the line-of-sight direction

of the LA system.

(3) Acquisition and analysis of data from within multistage turbomachines,

(4) Use of flow visualization techniques such as holography and trace gas Injection to scope global
flow features in order to reduce the number of physical locations at which LA measurements must be
acquired,

(5) Accurate measurement of turbulent and periodically unsteady flow fluctuations in turbomachinery
in order to accurately assess the relative importance of random and coherent fluctuations,

(6) development of optical techniques for measurement of thermodynamic properties which can be used
in conjunction with the LA technique to yield simultaneous measurement of velocity and density, pressure.
or temperature.
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DISCUSSION

M.G.Alwang, US
Do you make correction for particle lag in plotting velocity distributions through shocks'?

Authoe's Reply
We do not attempt to perform particle lag corrections. In a wind-tunnel application, in which the flow might be steady
or nearly two-dimensional, one might entertain the possibility of such a correction. The problem in turbomachinery
applications is that once the flow passes through the shock, the flow undergoes additional changes due to the work input
of the blade row. It is therefore not possible to separate particle velocity effects due to particle lag from those effects due
to the flow itself.

, J.Ala. US
J lMy questions are related to the effects of the curved windows which were mentioned as a method of reducing the

physical problem% ,,asociated with flat windows:

(I) are lens calculations run to evaluate the effects of the window curvature?

(2) how does the window affect the system calibration?

(3) how does the window affect the probe volume position?
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Author's Reply
(1) The paper presented here by Carl Williams contains reference to a publication which deals with this issue. Richard

Seasholtz at NASA Lewis has also done work on the design of window refraction correction lenses.

(2) Flat windows do not affect the systems calibration, in other words the beams crossing angle. However, curved
windows can change this angle; a detailed analysis of the magnitude of this effect is reported in reference 20 cited

in
my paper.

(3) Both flat and curved windows change the probe volume location. The predominant shift is in the line of sight (or
optical axis) direction. For windows on the order of several millimetres thick, this change is on the order of a
millimetre. Again reference 20 contains further details on this problem as well.

C.Wilanms, US
Just as a comment, Paper 11 contains a reference (reference 1) on designing curved windows in which beam steering
problems are discussed and partial corrections are suggested.

R.Schodl, GE
You showed a slide where the fluorescent light intensity was plotted against the droplet diameter. Are these theoretical
or experimental results?

Author's Reply
The results shown in figure 9 of the paper are taken directly from the paper of Stevenson et al which is reference 14 of
the paper. I believe that this is an experimental result, but one should check the original paper to confirm this.

P.Bryanston-Cross, UK
Did you explore the relationship on correlation between measured vortex shedding from the compressor blade at its
shock movement?

Author's Reply
We did not explore any correlation between shock motion and vortex shedding from the blade trailing edge, both of
which we have observed in a transonic fan. ' ortex shedding has been observed in both subsonic and supersonic
cascades. In subsonic cases, shocks are not present.

Therefore, although vortex shedding may be caused by shock motion, it is not necessarily dependent on shock presence.
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LASER-TWO-FOCUS VELOCIMETRY

.. BY

---- R. SCHODL

DFVLR-Institut fOr Antriebstechnik,
Linder Hbhe, 5 K61n 90, W. Germany

ABSTRACT ' -

The paper begins with a review of'various publications about L2F-velocimetry, 464a
emphasis is-placet'upon the important new advances of this technique. The manner of sta-
tistical data analysis of turbulent flows including the simplified version which enables
a time-saving measuring procedure is described in some detail. The influence of beam dia-

S metero( beam separation ratio on the measuring accuracy and on the measuring time is
treated. The capability of the L2F-system at close-to-wall measurements could be further
improved. Results of measurements in a very small flow channel and in a small turbochar-
ger compressor rotor are presented. The 3-D version of the L2F-system was successfully
operated recently. The principle, the optical set-up and the signal processing are des-
cribed and some first results tre presented.-At the-enaA comparison between laser doppler-
tLD)- and laser Two Focm,-L2FP velocimeters gives answers about such signal properties as
amplitude and rate, the smallest detectable particles and about the measuring time needed,
based on the probe volume dimensions.

NOMENCLATURE

a radius coordinate of laser beams
b index indicating blue
cm meridional component of absolute velocity
d diameter of the laser beams in the probe volume
dp particle diameter
F velocity function
T mean value of velocity function
f focal length
f LD-signal frequency
G two dimensional gaussion probability distribution
7(x) mean value of velocity function
g index indicating green

S corrected value of measured two-dimensional frequency distribution
I, intensity of light
1 axial length of the L2F-probe-volume
N number concentration
Nij value of measured two-dimensional frequency distribution
Nt,Na values of measured one-dimensional frequency distributions
NtR,N R,NRi basic level of measured frequency distributions
P,PQ,gO power of light
P,Pa,Pt  integrated probability density functions
pp*,p++ probability density functions
PI probability according to probe volume intensity distribution
Psuqc probability of a successful two-beam transit
S,S separation of the beams in the L2F-probe-volume
Tui turbulence intensities
t time coordinate
2 velocity vector
ul,u 2,u3  cartesian components of the velocity vector u
u2  circumferential tip speed at impeller outlet-
u1 amount of velocity vector in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis
x local vector
xl,x 2 ,x3  components of the local vector x
Xmin smallest distance of the measurement locat~on from a light scattering wall

( angle coordinate
CLao  angle setting of the L2F beams plane
8 angle of flow vector with the plane normal to the optical axis
y angle between the green and blue pairs of laser beams
Es  measuring error effecting mean velocity
CT measuring error effecting turbulence intensities
0 angle of rotating of the 3D-L2F-laser beams
0 correlation coefficient
ol,0aUad  standard deviations

t total pressure ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1968, very soon after the Laser Doppler (LD) Method became known, an alternative
optical flow velocity measuring method was introduced by D.H. Thompson [I]. This method,
named "Tracer Particle Fluid Velocity Meter", is the forerunner of the kind of optical mea-
suring devices which are nowadays known as Laser Transit (LT) - or Laser Two Focus (L2F)-
Velocimeters. The idea was to measure the time of flight of tracer particles carried with
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the fluid passing through two separated, parallel, highly focused laser beams. When
he compared his method with the known LD-method, he saw the advantages of a simpler
optical set-up, simpler date managing electronics and of lower powered lasers required to
detect the scattered light of the small tracer particles.

This system (see fig. la and Tab. 1), however, with the fixed orientation of the two
beams in the probe volume and the way of measuring the time of flight by averaging a set
of oscilloscope traces could only be applied to flows with uniform flow directions and
very low turbulence intensities. Therefore, this method did not achieve much importance at
that time, but in 1973 three additional papers about the application of Thompson's method
were published (ref. [2], (3], [4]). Therein, among others, new ways of processing the
time-of-flight data were described by which it became possible to a certain extent to apply
Thompson's method also to turbulent flows. This was the main reason that - beginning from
that year - a much faster development of this technique was initiated.

In order to give an overview about the first instrumentationused by the authors
Il to [4],the optical arrangements are shown in fig. 1. The other important technical data

were collected for comparison and are shown in Table 1.

While the optical arrangements have not been modified very much, considerable develop-
ment took place cn the signal processing electronics. There is one group (ref. [2), [5) - [14])
applying correlators and photo correlators and another group which uses multi channel ana-
lysers (MCA) for the statistical analysis of the time of flight measurements (ref. [15] -
(29]). From the theoretical point of view there is no question that from its principle the
correlation analysis should be superior. However, there are comparisons made (ref. [13],
[21], (30], 172)) which demonstrate that only at very high data rates can the correlator
prove its superiority in practice. Considering the comparatively low particle rate even in
seeded turbomachinery flows the conclusion must be drawn that in most applications
the measured cross correlation function equals completely the measured MCA-time of flight
histogram (ref. [271). The data of both types of electronics need a further reduction which
is explained in detail in the first part of this paper.

In the past several authors have analysed theoretically the L2F-system (ref. [3), [5],
(6], (8], 113), [14], [16), [18], [19], [31], (39)) in more detail. Most of the main error
sources are known today and they can be estimated quantitatively. However, there still re-
mains a great deal of research work to be done in order to complete our understanding about
this technique.

Nowadays L2F-Velocimetry has achieved importance in the experimental fluid flow ana-
lysis comparable to LD-Velocimetry. The L2F specific fields of application are: low tur-
bulent flows, high speed, narrow flow channels.

Several L2F-Systems are on the market today (Malvern, Spectron, Disa, Polytec, TSI,
IHI) and some industrial and research organisations have built their own systems for in house
use. These systems of sometimes very different design were used e.g. for long range wind
speed measurements (ref. [10], [12), [32]), for measurements in heat exchangers (ref. [25]),
wet steam flows (ref. [23]) and in water pumps (ref. (35), [36], [37]). There are applica-
tions in plasma flows (ref. [34), [38)), in diesel engines (ref. 33 ) and in wind- and
cascade wind tunnels (ref. (40] -[43]). The widest distribution, however, the L2F has
achieved is in the field of the experimental investigation of turbomachinery flow. Numerous
reports have been published which present results of measurements in centrifugal and axial
compressors as well as turbines (ref. [14] - (18], [22), (24], [26) - [29], [44) - [65]).

The detailed laser velocimetry data has contributed a great .3eal to our improved
understanding of turbomachinery internal flow. This is exoecially true with regard to ro-
tor flows which are nearly unaccessible for conventional measuring techniques. The compari-
son with theoretical data has resulted in improved mathematical models and design proce-
dures. Increasing efforts have been made to get more and more information out of the mea-
surements. Recent measurements of turbine and compressor rotor-stator interactions were a
high point in the experimental research (ref. [66) - (69)).

Because this measuring technique has been applied to such widespread areas of research,
some of its unfavourable properties have been recognized, among which are:

- The limitation to flow turbulence intensities < 30 %
- The unfavourable long measuring time at high turbulence intensities (> 10 %)

Furthermore the experimentalists are now asking for more detailed results, such as:
- 3D-information about the flow vectors,

- closer wall proximity for measurement in small turbo-chargers or for tip clearance flow
research.

This demonstrates that a further development of the L2F-technique is required. There
are some new ideas and some new improvements in the context of this technique which can
help in the future to overcome the mentioned problems and to further extend the range of
applicability. In a main part of this paper an overview about this new developments will be
given. Another part will deal with a comparison between LD- and L2F-Velocimetry based on
consideration of the probe volume geometry. To complement and complete the publications
issued to date, the present report deals with the evaluation of the test data as they are
carried out in the Institute of Propulsion Technology.
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2. PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING L2F VELOCIMETER DATA

The mathematical fundamentals as well as methods to evaluate two-dimensional frequency
distributions are described. In particular, however, a simplified method is presented for
calculating the magnitude and direction of the mean velocity as well as the turbulence intensi-
ties, which, though mathematically not exact, supplies results which are in general suffi-
ciently accurate for practical applications. This simplified method uses two marginal di-
stributions (integrated two-dimensional frequency distributions), which can be determined
by a special, time-saving measuring procedure. Both L2F-systems with correlators and L2F-
systems with multi channel analysers can generally be operated as required by this
procedure. Then the evaluation procedure is valid for both systems.

2.1 Mathematical fundamentals

A turbulent flow field is described by means of statistics by the probability density

p (ul, u2, ul, xi, x2, x,, t) (1)

where the velocity vector u (x, t) is considered as a random variable (ref. [70]). ul, u,
u, are the velocity components in Cartesian coordinates and xi, x., x3 the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the position vector x.

If considerations are limited to constant, turbulent flows, the time-independent pro-
bability density:

p (u, x) dui du, du, (2)

then indicates the probability that at a fixed position x the components of the velocity
vector are within the range u, + dub, u2 + du, and u3 + du3.

The position-dependent mean values F(x) for any arbitrary velocity function F(u) are

calculated according to
( C) = f f F Cu) p [! , ) du, du, do, (3)

it being understood that the normalization condition

1ff p (u, x) dut du, du, = 1

is valid. -

Using the L2F velocimeter, the components of arbitrary velocity vectors U lying in the
xi, x, plane can be measured for direction a and magnitude uA (see fig. 3). So, for example,
the mean value and/or the expected value of the velocity component ui is obtained from

U,= Sf u, p Cu, x) du, du, du,; etc. (5)

For two-dimensional velocity functions, e.g.

F(u) = F(ul, u,), (6)

eq. (3) can be transformed to read

F(x,- f f F(u1, u,,[ P(u, x)dul du, du, (71

By means of this equation it is possible to show an essential requirement imposed on
two-dimensional velocity measuring methods. Complete information about all velocity func-
tions, e.g. those defined in the ul, u, plane, will only be obtained if a measured two-di-
mensional probabiiity density function p+(ul, u,, x) fulfills the condition

p+ (u,, u2, x) = f p(C, x)du, (8)

This means in practice that the ul and u, components of all velocity vectors u that
occur must be taken into account, even for large u, components. Hence the axial length "I"
of the probe volume measured in the direction of the radiated laser beam (, direction)
must be selected to be sufficiently large. In the L2F system, the length of the probe (I)
is selected to be approximately equal to the separation of the two beams l * a) so that eq.
(8) is satisfied up to turbulence intensities of < 30 % (see fig. 2).

There applies

u0 cos a = Ul (9)
U sin a = u.

Transforming eq. (7) into polar coordinates and using eq. (8) and eq. (9), gives

2n -

F(x)w I f F(a,u,)p+(a, u., x) u, du1 da (10)
o
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Furthermore, the L2F process does not record the velocity magnitude u, but the time
t which a particle takes to cover the distance between the start and stop laser beams
namely:

t (11)U,

where s is the spacing of the two beams in the probe volume. Transformation of eq. (10)
using eq. (11) leads to

- 21+- ts. )
2
,

W(x( = f f F(, t)p+(a, t, a) dt da (12)ooT

Eq. (12) is the basic equation for evaluating the L2F test data; here, also the normaliza-
tion condition

2)1+- S
f f p +( , t, x)-r dt da = 1 (13)

oo

must be satisfied.

At a fixed position x the expression p(A,t,x) - dt d indicates the probability
that the direction of the-flow velocity lies in the 1ngular range a to j + da, and its
magnitude u. in the assigned time window t to t + dt.

Now the test data Hi. supplied by a L2F system must also be assigned to this proba-
bility. For time measurements to be assigned to a test point of the flow velocity, the
values are stored and ordered in the time window tj to tj Zt. Such frequency distribu-
tions are obtained for different angles i of the plane of the beams. Those velocity vec-
tors are covered whose directions a are within an angular range ai to ai , :a. This an-
gular range La is defined by the geometry of the probe volume (ratio of beam diameter d
to the beam spacing s). Hence the frequency Hi- is a measure of the probability of the
velocity within the time window tj to tj + At And angular range ii to ai + ,a. There
applies:

a p i sH P + ( a i t . , x )- A t Aa 
( 1 4 )

Taking into account the normalization condition, for sufficiently small it and iA.

H = p (a ,tj, x)
s
- At &a (15)I H i j -t

i=1 j=1

If the integration in eq. (12) is replaced by a sumnation, we get by using eq. (15):

I F (L, t)Iij
F(x) - i=1 =1 (16)

i=1 j=1

Due to two errors, the frequency distributiunsNf measured in practice initially are
not equal to the distributions Hij. First, as a resu{ of uncorrelated time measurements,
a basic level NRi occurs which is constant against te time axis (see fig. 4) and second,
the distributions are distorted by the fact that high-velocity particles are recorded
in greater number than particles of lower velocity. The two errors are corrected by the
relation

H Ni -Ni (17)

s/ti

Thus the final formula for evaluating the L2F data reads:

m ~ N.. N R

F ' r) F (ail tj) I~ s RiII
n N N n N (18)

i1 j-1 S I t.

As examples, the velocity functions for various mean velocity values are listed in Table 2.

The magnitude of the mean velocity is calculated using

u .1 2 
(19)

u= ut+u



and the anqle uf th mean velocity with:

a arctg (20)L,

the turbulence intensity with:

7Eu T-TU
i  

- (21)

Reynolds' shear stresses with:

(u, - u,)(U, - U2) (22)

u 2

skewness of the distribution with:

(u i  - u.)
(23)

[(u.u 
31u2

and the degree of flatness with:

(u i
H(u i  - G )2 2 (24)

2.2 The evaluation of two-dimensional frequency distribution

Evaluation of the test data by means of the formulas derived in chapter 2 proves to be
particularly easy if the test data is very large in quantity and if the selected time and
angle intervals for the discrete frequencies Nij are very small. The summation formulas can
be directly applied to the test data without any noticeable errors. Only the summation li-
mits have to be determined.

When there is need to measure the mean velocity vector and also the moments of the
velocity distribution function with great accuracy a large quantity of test data is re-
quired. It can be shown by statistical theory that, if the same accuracy is required,
the quantity of test data must increase if the moments order is increased.

In practice, however, because of restricted measuring periods the test data, especially
the number of angle settings of the beams plane, is limited and the summation formulas can
not directly be applied. By means of two-dimensional interpolation procedures, the test
data can be approximated quite well, and sufficient support points can be established for
the summation. In this way additional summation error can be avoided.

The reliability of these approximation methods is only assured if the frequency di-
stributions have only small statistical fluctuations, i.e. if the frequency distributions
are mostly continous against the time axis and if the frequency distributions per angle
setting do not fall below a minimum number: If the accuracy requirements are not too high,
especially if the moments are of no higher order than 2nd, 6 - 8 frequency distributions
measured at different angle settings with 500 - 2000 test data points each are needed in
practice.

If measurements remain below these values, the statistical uncertainities of the indi-
vidual test data Ni* increase and approximation of the frequency distributions by means of
two-dimensional, often very complicated, interpolation procedures becomes more unreliable.
Then the errors due to the approximation exceed to a no longer negligible extent the accu-
racy which is determined by the quantity of test data.

Improving the approximation of the two-dimensional test data and hence reducing the
necessary test data quantity is only possible if the characteristic two-dimensional shape
of the velocity distributions in a flow is known. In this case, by approximating the test
data with known functions, it is possible to increase the accuracy of the calculated mean
values compared with the one given by the test data. In practice, such detailed information
about the flow to be investigated is usually not available.

3. NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF THE L2F - TECHNIQUE

Measuring-time-reducing computer-controlled-processing of the LD- as well as the .2F-
technique is nowadays used with all turbomachinery applications. By applying the so-called
"Multi window operation", that is the quasi simultaneous measurement at multiple circumfe-
rential locations, an additional reduction of measuring time could be achieved (ref. [18)).
This main part of the paper will give an overview of other developments for time saving
methods to achieve closer wall proximity and the extension of the L2F-technique to 3D-ve-
locity measurements.
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3.1 Determination of the components of the mean velocity and the turbulence intensities
based on marginal distributions

In numerous flow investigations, and this applies particularly to turbomachinery, the
variables required are the components of the mean velocity vector and, possibly, also the
turbulence intensities. Further information on the flow which is included in the two-
dimensional frequency distribution - e.g. Reynolds' shear stresses, skewness and distri-
bution excesses - often is of little interest in these investigations.

In such cases it seems to be inefficient to provide two-dimensional velocity distri-
butions whose measurement involves considerable effort and then to use only a fraction of
this information content. It seems sensible to see whether the mean velocity values of
interest can be determined using far less complex test data than two-dimensional frequen-
cy distributions.

Based on the two-dimensional probability density, the mean velocity values are cal-
culated in Cartesian coordinates p(u:, u2, x) according to eq. (3) and eq. (8).

+(x) = f F(u,, uz)p (u,, uj, x) du, du, (25)

The component ul of the mean velocity vector is e.g. obtained from

u,(x)= f u, p+(u,, u2, x)du, duz (26)

If p+ (u1, u2, x) is integrated to each of the two velocity components, we get two one-
dimensional distributions which in statistics (ref. [71]/pp. 119 ff.) are known as margi-
nal distributions, namely:

+-

P,(u,, X) = f p+(u,, uz, x)du, (27)

and

P,(u2, X) = f p*(u,, u2 , x)du, (28)

As will be shown later, these two one-dimensional marginal distributions contain suf-
ficient information for determining some selected mean veloci~y values.

If - e.g. in eq. (26) - the two-dimensional probability density in the double inte-
gral is replaced by the product of the two marginal distributions and if we put

glx)=ffu, P,(u,, X)P 2 (u2, x)du, du2 (29)

it follows:

g(x)= f P, (U, x) f u, P, (u,, x)du2 du, (30)

Using eq. (27) we get

g(x(= fP(u 2 ,x ffu,p(u,,u,x)du, du2 du2

and eq. (26) gives (x)=fP2(uW2 , x)u, (x du2

= U1(x)fP3(u2, x) du2

Taking into account eq. (28) and the normalization condition

+-

f 7 p+ (u, u3, x) dus du2 = 1

it follows that'

S (X = u, (x (31)

In the same way it can be shown that to determine the mean value of the velocity com-
ponent u, and for the moments of second order (ul - DaiP and (u2 - ,)2 necessary for tur-
bulence intensity calculations, the two-dimensional probability density can be replaced by
the product of the two marginal distributions. This does not, however, apply to Reynolds'
shear stresses, the excess, and the skewness of the distribution, but as mentioned above,
these mean values are not of interest in most applications.

It is sufficient if we have two one-dimensional frequency distributions as test data.
These can be provided with substantially less measurement efforts (see below).
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With L2F, the time of flight "t" and the flow angle "a" are measured, and not the
Cartesian components ul, u, of the velocity vector. For the a,t coordinate system, the
above considerations cannot be verified with mathematical exactness and errors must be
anticipated if calculation of the mean velocity values is not based on the two-dimensio-
nal frequency distribution (see eq. 12)

++ p+2p (CL, t, X) - P+ (Ci, t, X) - (32)

but on the marginal distribution+.

P6 (W, x) = *p++ (, t, x)dt (33)

211

Pt (t, x) = f p++ (a, t, x1da (34)

To estimate the error, a model calculation was performed. The theoretical frequency
distribution was assumed to be the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution:

G(u,,u,x) 1 exv.[-

2 7 2

by which, as is shown by experiment, most of the frequency distributions measured in real
flows can be approximated. The components of the mean velocity vector ul and u, and
the turbulence intensities:

Tu,=a //: 7-:7 and Tu,-3 /U Iu+Uu2 au2+ul

are exactly known, as is Reynolds' shear stress, which is determined with as the corre-
lation coefficient according to

0, " / (u, + u2)

The function G (ul, u2, x) can be transformed into the function G (a, t, x) by sub-
stituting the relations cos , and u si c.

Taking account of the factor s2/tl which is obtained due to the coordinate transfor-
mation in the double integration, we get the frequency distribution

++1 s2 5

p (CL t, x)= -' G(Us cos a, u2= sin a, X) (36)
t

which is recorded by a L2F velocimeter if a velocity distribution according to eq. (35)
exists in the flow.

The mean velocity values (see Table 2) calculated with eq. (36) according to

((c)_ i F(a, t) p+ |(, t, x) d dt (37)

are of course in agreement with the mean values already known.

Integration of p*+(a, t, x) according to eq.'s (33) and (34) gives the two marginal
distributions which were used Tor calculating new mean values according to:

2f1-
FRx)=f f F (Ci, t)Pa(a, x)Pt(t, x)dci dt (38)

As anticipated, the mean velocity values F (x) calculated in accordance with eq. (38)
differ from the exact values calculated using e .-(37).

The relative error of the components of the mean velocity and the turbulence intensi-
ties is plotted for various turbulence intensities and correlation factors in fig. 5. Up
to turbulence intensities of 20 %, the relative error of the velocity components is less
than 1 % and of the turbulence intensities less than 5 1.

Errors in agreement with these theoretical results occur if, using frequency distri-
butions measured by experimentation, the mean velocity values are calculated in accordance
with two different methods. Such small test errors can be tolerated in most applications
and particularly in turbomachlinery investigations, where the anolication specific test
errors are of the same order of magnitude. This shows that the marginal distributions in
a, t coordinates are also sufficient for determining the components of the mean velocity
and the turbulence intensities with an accuracy satisfying pracitcal requirements.
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Experimental determination of the marginal distributions is as follows:

From a preset (estimated) angle setting ai, of the plane of the beams, velocity and or
time-of-flight measurements are made and the test results N stored in the multi-
channel analyzer (see fig. 6). Measurement is completed as Aoa Jas the particle counter
has recorded a preselected number of start events (particles which have passed through the
start beam). The angle of the plane of beams is now set to a = al + Aa and measurement
is continued, with the new measurements N= 2,j being added to the stored data within the multi-
channel analyzer. Hence curve 2. At the t ird angle setting a, = a, + 2Aa and all fur-
ther -1 = * (m-I) As , the measurements are performed in the same way. After completion
at the final angle setting, the distribution Nt. is obtained which corresponds to the mar-
ginal distribution Pt(t,x):

m
Ntj I iE Nij (39)

i.e. the two-dimensional frequency distribution integrated over the angle.

The areas beneath the individual distributions represent the total number of events
recorded per angle setting. These are recorded by means of an additional counter. Now:

n
Nai E Ni j  

(40)
j=1 i

The distribution Nai is the two-dimensional frequency distribution integrated with time
and corresponds to the marginal distribution Pa(a,x) (Representation see fig. 7).

This measurement takes considerably less time than the basically similar measurement
process used for determining two-dimensional distributions. The reason is that a very small
number of measuring events are sufficient per angle setting. The strong statistical noise
of the individual distributions is largely reduced by the integration and even 30 to 50
measured events per angle setting provide very distinct marginal distributions.

In order to get the same accuracy, weneed for the representation of a two-dimensional
frequency distribution 6 to 8 one-dimensional distributions of the same quality measured
at different angle settings, with 500 to 2000 test points within each. Practically, the
time for measuring a single one of these distributions is about equal to the time required
for determining the marginal distributions.

A particular advantage is that during this time for measuring the marginal distribu-
tion, which is substantially shorter compared to the total measuring time for two-dimen-
sional distributions, about 20 - 30 different angle settings can be realized. The result
- as already mentioned in chapter 2 - is that not only the number of the support points
for the time range, but also that for the angular range is sufficiently large to replace
by a summation the integration necessary for determining the mean velocity values. Hence
interpolation functions are not required in general.

From the test data Ni and Nt. we get the marginal distributions necessary for deter-
mining the mean velocity, values taing into account the noise level NtR, NCR, the error
due to the particle integration,and the normalization condition according to:

P(j N-jN tRIn N-jNPtt.,x / / (41)
s t J=1 s/t

and
mPa(c i

'
X(=(Nai - N R}/ (Ni - Na)(2

No N a c. (42)i= 1

Both the components of the mean velocity vector and the turbulence intensities are calcula-
ted in accordance with:

F (ail,t )P (t 'xLP(ali,x) (43)
i -i j = 1 - -

3.2 Influence of flow turbulence on the L2F data rate

The L2F-Velocimeter can only be applied to !lows with turbulence levels smaller than
30 %. The reason is that at high turbulence intensities the varying velocities approach
to a non negligible extent zero velocity, which can not be measured. Therefore error will
occur when mean values have to be evaluated on the basis of an incomplete histogram.

Another, more practical, reason is that the measuring time increases with increasing
turbulence intensities and becomes remarkable long at turbulence intensities exceeding 25 %.

The relation between measuring time, flow turbulence and probe volume geometry has
been derived by some authors (eg. ref. [13], [651); however, the gaussian intensity
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distribution was not taken into account.

Due to the ratio of beam diameter and beam separation in the L2F probe volume, a cer-
tain angle interval is determined within which particles moving in different directions
can intercept both laser beams and contribute to the time of flight histogram positively.
The probability for successful interception of both beams is not equally distributed within
this angle range. Because of the gaussion intensity distribution the signals from particles
passing through the centers of the beams have a much higher amplitude than those from Dar-
ticles passing through the margins of the beams (see fis. 8). The intensity distribution
described by a'

_ = 4 e 2(i)' (44)

I
o  / d

is a measure of the probability of successful crossings. With the assumption

a - a o  arc tan 2a 2a (45)
S S

and the fact that for flow direction a = ao the probability must be 1, we can write

-PI = -d (46)
Io

with
d

.d : (4 7 )

Eq. (33) describes the probability that a turbulent flow has a certain flow direc-
tion. In good agreement with real measurement we can assume that this distribution has a
gaussian shape. Then the normalized relation is

(a
p- () - e - (48)

with

0 arc tan / y z arc tanTu2 Tu2 Z Tuo Z Tu (49)

assuming isentropic turbulence.

Let us assume that the beams plane is just oriented in the direction oo. Then we
get the probability of successful time of flight measurement by

Psucc = I P(a)" PI dax

+ (e - n)' (ad' +00')
- 2- -o a 2 ' os' • d' dcx

= ad (1 -To

Psucc d + TU )2) (50)

The results are shown in fig. 9. The typical L2F probe volume has a beam diameter to
beam separation ratio of about 10/350. In this case at 10 % turbulence intensity thedpro-
bability of successful interception of both beams is only 13 %. When increasing the - ratio
this value can considerably be improved. However, simultaneously one systematical erior
does increase which effects the beam spacing. In fig. 10 this situation is shown. A par-
ticle passing the beams' centers travels a distance S. But if it tangentially touches the
beams as illustrated in the figure the distance travelled is S'. These two distances are
related by the equation

S' S cos arc sin (51)
S

Subetiting the beam dimensions the error eS was calculated:

E S = 1 - cos arc sin (52)

B 

S
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For an error , 1 % the d/s ratio must be smaller than 0.14 z 10/70.

Another limiting condition for the d/s ratio is the lowest measurable turbulence in-
tensity. This effect can be explained with the help of fig. 11. If a laminar flow with no
flow angle variations is assumed, the orientation of the beams plane can xe selected within a
certain angle range which depends on the d~s ratio and measurements can then be taken. A P5
distribution with a certain variance ad = 25 results indicating a turbulence which does not
exist in the flow.

If eq. (45) describes the real Pa distribution which exists in the turbulent flow,
then the distribution measured with a L2F-system is:

1 2 2- - 2

-, f e 2• a da (53)
iameas -: 7777-( To, a 53

It can be shown that the variance a of this new P. distribution is

a mess a1 mseas

Ga meas / ,r *cd' (54)

From eq. (46) it follows that

Tu meas = Tu' + ( )P (55)

The error ET of turbulence measurements is determined by

T meas - TU d (56
T 2 (1 ) ) _ 1 (56)

Since the geometrical properties of the probe volume (d/s ratio) are known, one can
reduce the measured turbulence intensities to get the true values by means of eq. (55). This
can be done with sufficient confidence as long as ad < Tu. The maximum d/s ratio then is a
function of the lowest turbulence intensity to be measured, i.e.

A 2 Tu (57)
S

One gets- d/S < 0.03 t L for Tu = 1,5 %330

and d/s , 0.14 - for Tu = 7%.'70
When the maximum d/s-values are inserted in eq. (50), the successful two-beam transit

reaches

Psucc = 71 %

independent of the flow turbulence. From this result, it can be seen that the L2F-mea-
suring time can be minimized when the probe volume geometry is adapted to the flow tur-
bulence (in LD velocimetry the probe volume must be adapted to the maximum mean flow ve-
locity).

3.3 A L2F-System for near-wall application

Due to the high intensity concentration in the probe volume, the L2F-technique is
known to be a very powerful tool when applied to near-wall measurements. The minimum
distance from a scattering surface perpendicular to the beam axis depends on the
system design and is typically about 1 mm.

In the high pressure components of turbomachines the flow channels become very narrow.
very small flow channels can be found in small sized turbochargers of automobiles. The
diffuser channel depth there is in the range of a few millimeters. Other areas where
measurements are required very close to walls are boundary layer research at hub and ca-
sing and investigations of tip clearance effects.

For this kind of application an improved system was developed. The parameters determi-
ning the wall proximity xmin are

1. the diameter of the beams in the probe volume d. From the formulae published in ref. [81
and [17), one can derive:

Xmin = A • d I B • d', (58)

2. the aperture of the receiving optics, the separation of the receiving beam path from the
laser beam path, and the quality of the optics used,



3. the arrangement of field stops and apertures

4. and the number of optical elements used especially in the receiving beam path.

In fig. 12 the beam path is shown. The diameter of the beams was chosen to be d = B am.
The receiver optics F are diffraction limited. The diameter is 110 mm, the focal length
350 mm. By the field stops H the total receiver aperture is reduced to 70 %. The received
scattered light beams are enlarged by the lens J in order to allow proper adjustment
of a dual aperture K. Polarization elements L together with specially designed
field stops H reduce very strongly the so called cross talk (ref. [45]) between the beams.

In fig. 13 the power received by the photodetectors is plotted against the coordinate
z which is zero in the probe volume center. An anodized aluminual plate perpendicular
to the optical axis is used as a scattering surface and is moved through the probe volume.
The photo detector response compared to the laser beam power in the probe volume demon-
strates the high spatial resolution of this device.

Tests were carried out within a very small rectangular flow channel as shown
in fig. 14. The channel width along the optical axis of the measuring system was only
3,8 mm, The probe volume was traversed in y- and z-directions. The results of these mea-
surements are shown in fig. 15 and 16, demonstrating the typical flat velocity profile and
the thin boundary layer which is due to the strongly accelerated flow (area ratio about10).
The results from both the traverses agree very well, indicating that in spite of the very
close wall proximity no significant measuring errors were introduced. The smallest
achievable distance from the black painted backwall was 0.1 mm, that approaching the
inner window surface was 0.2 mm. The windows were clean and not antireflection-coated.
The test air was unseeded laboratory air. When approaching the wall closer than 0,6 - 1 mm
the threshold level of the signal discrimination had to be increased and bigger particles
were selected for the measurements. The detected power level of scattering particles of
different diameter is shown in fig. 13 on the right margin of the plot. Particles of about
0,5 4m in diameter might be detectable at 0,3 mm from the wall.

As an example of the applicability of this measuring device, the results of one of the
first measurements within a turbocharger centrifugal compressor rotor of 96 mm outer dia-
meter are shown in fig. 17. Measurements were made at 70 % of the meridional length of the
rotor flow channel, the rotational speed was 51,500 rpm, the massflow 0.4 kg/s, the pressure
ratio rt = 1.3. The distribution of the meridional components of flow velocities normalized
by the outer diameter circumferential speed shows the rather potential theoretical charac-
ter of the flow. Only in the region of the casing wall can a breakdown, indicating a star-
ting wake region be observed. Near to the hub the measurements could be made down to a di-
stance of 0.3 mm. To approach the casing window closer than 1 mm, however, was not
possible. During these tests the window had to be washed after every measuring cycle. By
this washing procedure they did not get as clean as they were originally. We believe that
small dirt particles disturb the incident laser beams much more at measurements close to
the window than close to the hub. Near the window, the diameter of the laser beams at
the window inner surface location is very small - only some 10 gm - and therefore the
disturbances caused by a small dirt particle is more severe than in the other case. More
sophisticated cleaning procedures are necessary to avoid this restriction.

3.4 The three-dimensional-L2F system

Since the L2F velocimeter measures the magnitude and direction of the flow vector
component in the plane perpendicular to the vertical axis, it is considered to be a
2d-measuring system. When two 2d-velocimeters, separated from each other by an angle 0 as
shown in fig. 18. measure at the same point within a flow, one gets, two different 2d-ve-
locities from which usually all three components of the total velocity vector can be
calculated. To get sufficient resolution the angle n between the two devices should be not
much smaller than 30 deg. This very ususal method of conducting 3d-measurements requires rather
large windows which are very difficult to install in the often strongly curved turbomachi-
nery casings.

in 1950mefo a newmethod for applying the L2P-principle to 3d-flow analysis. The
first prototype based on this method was operated successfully in 1981. It is a com-
pact device by which the transmitted laser beams as well as the received light pass through
one collimator lens of nearly the same aperture as used in 2d-L2F systems. Therefore this
3d-method does not require larger windows.

The principle of this method can be explained with the help of fig. 19, where the beam
Path from the collimator lens on the left side up to the probe volume is schematically
drawn. The 3d-system consists basically out of two 2d-L2F systems of different color.
The upper pair of parallel lines correspond centerlines of a blue system, the lower
ones to a green system. All four beams are strongly expanded at the collimator location
and they are focused down to about 10 om in diameter at the probe volume location. The
beams ig, lb and 2g, 2b intersect in the points A and B respectively. The points A and B
and the optical axis determine a reference plane by which the intersection angle 2'Y of the
blue and the green pair of beams is divided into two equal parts. The two pairs of beams
and therefore the reference plane can be rotated around the optical axis (angle 0). In
this way the intersection point B moves around a circle while A remains fixed.
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Now, let us assume an arbitrary flow vector u. The reference plane is adjusted by
turning the blue and green pairs of beams to such an angle Om that the vector u lies just
within this plane. The straight line xi connects the two points A and B and is the inter-
section line between the reference plane and the plane perpendicular to the optical axis.
Line xi and the velocity vector u include the angle B. The component of the u in the di-
rection of the optical axis then-is lul sin 5.

One necessary supposition for successful L2F-measurements is the fact that the flow
vector must lie within the plane of the beams, the measuring plane. In the case shown in
fig. 19, the planes of the blue and the green pairs of beams intersect in the straight line
x1 . The vector u which is in the angle bisector plane is neither in the blue nor in the
green measuring plane. Therefore u cannot be measured at that orientation 0- of the refe-
rence plane even if we assume a-sufficient long extension of the probe volume in the
direction of the respective pair of beams. A small clockwise turning to og will bring H
into the plane of the green beams and successful measurements occur with the green system
and none with the blue. A counter clockwise rotation Ob brings the flow vector into the
blue measuring plane and now this system operates and the green one does not.

With the green and the blue systems the same velocity component was measured

cb = Cg (59)

however, different angles og and Ob were detected. The angle difference is positive increa-
sing when B increases and negative for negative angle a. If 0 equals zero i.e. u is in the
direction of xl, then both the blue and the green system detect the same angle. Conside-
ring the geometrical situation the following relation can be derivated

sin( 0h
S = arc tan (60)

tan Y

C b (or Cg)

Cos g h CO R o

la (62)

The angle Y formed by each of the pairs of beams Ig, 2g; Ib, 2b with the optical axis
is in practice limited. It is possible, by using spherical optics, to obtain an angle Y of
approximately 6.50. Fig. 20 illustrates the change in the angle difference 0g - b as a
function of the angle 5, given an angle of 6.50. It will be seen that this-curve is
substantially linear, so that readily measurable differences q - ob are obtained
even when the angles B are small.

The accuracy in the angle measurement by the L2F method depends to a large extent
upon the probe volume dimensions (d/s ratio), upon the number of measurement data gathered,
and upon the degree of turbulence in the flow. When turbulence is small (< 5 %) uncertain-
ty in measurement is 0.10 to 0.20 and when turbulence is great (> 10 %) it is 0.30 to 0.50.
Thus, uncertainty in determinating the angle a is 0.4' to 0.7' when turbulence is small,
and 10 to 20 when turbulence is great.

The relation between the 3d-velocity-fluctuations and the shape of the measured fre-
quency distribution has not been derived till now, since the consequent further develop-
ment of this 3d-method was interrupted due to other activities. It also seems to be a ver,
complicated relation and it may take some time until it can be completely understood. In
order to overcome this situation, tests can becarried out in flows of known turbulence in-
tensities and from the results, empirical correlations can be deduced which might be use-
ful to give a first estimation about the turbulence intensities.

A complete set of electronics is required for only one of the two systems of diffe-
rent color in order to deliver one flow angle ag and the velocity component c , which
equals cb. For the other system, only the second flow angle ab must be registred and a
much simpler set of electronics is sufficient. Since the differences of the measured
angles ag - eb are very small, the number of various angle positions of the measuring plane
need not be increased significantly over the number needed for 2d-measurements. Therefore
the measuring time of the 3d-technique will not be significant y longer.

The optical setup used with the first prototype system is shown in fig. 21. The follo-
wing numbers indicate: 10 and 11 beam expander, 12 dicroitic beam splitter, 13 A/4 plates,
14 and 15 laser line filters, 16 double hole mirror, 17 Rochon prism, 18 image rotator
prism, 19 collimator lens, 22 dichroic mirror, 23 mirror, 24 lens, 25 microscope objec-
tive, 26 pin hole, 27 laser line filter, 28 Rochon prism, 31,32 photomultiplier.

First measurements made in a flow of selectable, known flow direction have proved in
general the 3d-measuring principle. However, the theoretical relation between the measured
angle difference a - ab and flow angle S (see eq. 60) was not in good agreement with the
measured data as sHown in fig. 20. Practically the system was somewhat less sensitive to
9 anvle variations than theoretically predicted. The reasons are not fully understood and
require additional future research. It is easy to understand that this method is limited



to 8 angles smaller than 45' because of the limited axial length of the probe volumes.

A short test period in a transonic axial compressor has demonstrated the applicabi-
lity of the 3d-L2F techniques to turbomachinery flows. However, also a severe limitation
of this first 3d-device was discovered: near-wall measurements were possible only down
to distances of about 10 mm. The light scattered from the surfaces of the numerous opti-
cal components, especially from the inner surfaces of the image rotator prism, was res-
ponsible for this limitation although all parts were antireflection-coated.

At the end of the last year, we restarted the 3d-L2F development work and we believe
that the capabilities of the first prototype can be improved in the future.

4. LD/L2F COMPARISON

Although the L2F as well as the LD methods have been well established in experi-
mental fluid flow research, the discussion about their applicability range continues.
Comparisons have been carried out which were based more on theoretical considerations
than on experimental results (See ref. (8], [13], [17], [42], [44], [72]). Agreement
exists today that in general the L2F system has important advantages when applied
to small flow channels with high speeds and low turbulence intensities and that the LD-
system is superior when the application consists of low speed flows of very high turbulence
intensities.

In practice, the flow to be analysed cannot always be clearly classLfied as being
one of the two flow situations considered. Both velocity measurement methods can be ope-
rated over rather wide ranges which do overlap to a great deal. Therefore it often be-
comes a problem of weighting the different properties of the systems in order to decide
which is better suited. The results from the following comparison can perhaps be used to
simplify such decisions. The comparison is related to the probe volume geometries (see
fig. 22) and the properties of the data acquisition electronics.

The LD-velocimeter measures the velocity component perpendicular to the plane of
the fringes u, which can be calculated from the signal frequency fD and the fringe di-
stance Sf according to

u = fD " S . (63)

With the L2F-Velocimeter the velocity component perpendicular to the beam axis and
parallel to the respective a-setting of the plane of the beams can be registered by using
the time-of-flight measurements t and the known beam separation S according to

Su = . (64)

The numerous data of both systems usually will be arranged as one or even two dimen-
sional velocity histograms which are the basis for further data reduction and statistical
mean value calculation procedures.

The electronics used today for the LD signal analysis, i.e. counter, correlator and
frequency tracker can only analyze signals with doppler frequencies lower than frnax =
50 MHz. When measurements in turbulent flows are considered, the system must be able to
measure at least two times the mean velocity. With eq. (63) and a given value of Sf,

U flm • S f (65)

Furthermore, theLD-signal should exceed a certain length or a minimum number of pe-
riods of the amplitude variations, Nmin, which corresponds to the number of fringes in the
probe volume. Frequency shifting, not very usual at high speed applications, is not con-
sidered. The diameter d of the LD probe volume is the determined by Nmin and Sf:

dmin Sf Nm(n (66)

From eq. 65 follows the relation which determines the probe volume geometry as a func-
tion of umax Nmin -2(67i

_dmin m2 a (67
Domax ma

For the processing of L2F signal correlators, counters and time to amplitude conver-
ters (TAC) in connection with multichannel analyzerV can bg used. Correlators and counters
are digital electronic components with time resolution of 10- seconds. The TC is an analog device
with a time resolution of about 10-10 seconds. A time resolution of 10-8 seconds is nor-
,.a'lly ' sufficient for accurate measurements even at high speeds. At speed of U = 500 m/s
and beam separation of S - 0.35 mm the possible velocity error c is smaller 1 %. This error
will only increase with higher speeds and smaller beam separations only by

C time res. (68)
u 2S
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Therefore the conclusion can be drawn that L2F probe volume geometry need not be
adapted to the highest measurable flow speed.

Such other reasons as the laser power required for small particle detection and the
necessity of near-wall measurements determine the diameter of the probe volume, for which
about 10 am is recommended. In order to minimize the measuring time, the d/s-ratio should
be based on the flow turbulence according to eq. (50)

Psucc = (1 + ( Tu )2)-1/2 (69)

For comparison we have chosen two LD and two L2F systems, the latter optimized for
40 % successful two beam transits

LD L2F

1) Umax = 500 m/s, Tu z 30% 1) Tu z 3 %, Umax z 500 m/s

Sf = 20 am d = 10 am

d = 500 am S = 350 am

2) Umax = 100 mis, Tu= arbitrary 2) Tu z 16 %, Umax z 500 m/s

Sf = 4 am d = 10 am

d = 100 am S 70 cm

The highest intensity in the probe volumes, taking in account the gaussian intensity
distribution of the laser beams, wascalculated (see ref. [72]) by using

1 16 - PQ 4 .dP
max d' max -

With the power of the laser used Po of 1 Watt we get Imax

1) 20 W/mm' 12,700 W/mm
2

2) 510 W/mm'

The result is: in order to get an equally good signal quality from the same particle,
the first LD-system needs 625 times and the second LD-system 25 times more laser power
than the L2F systems.

The power P , scattered from particles of diameter do scattered in pure backward
direction into collecting optics of a f # of 3.7 related to the laser power Po is
calculated by

PQ= Po " A * IB * d
- 2 

.
(70)

The probe volume diameter d must be inserted in am. The value of A equals 1 for L2F- and
4 for LD-systems. The magnitude of IB depends on the particle diameter. It is plotted in
fig. 23. With a fixed probe volume geometry, the power P,- is proportional to IB . As the
shape of the curve in fig. 23 indicates:

IB - dp (71)

The power ratios P /Po of the different systems were calculated for some selected
particle diameters and shown in table 3.

The ratio of the smallest detectable particle diameters was derived by combining
equations (70) and (71), i.e.

dpL, (1 LU (72)
dp L2F L2F

If we assume the smallest detectable diameter for L2F systems to be 0.15 am (compare
with fig. 13) the first LD system will recognize particles of 0.75 am and the second LD
system those of 0.35 am in diameter.

In several applications, the drawback that LD-velocimeter are restricted to bigger
particles can be compensated by the use of high power laser. When the L2F-velocimeter is
operated with a power of 0.2 W, the smallest detectable particles are about 0.2 am in dia-
meter. The second LD system requires a power of 5 W for the detection of the same small par-
ticles, while the first LD system needs 125 W which is not available in todays lasers.
With a 5 W laser the first LD system will detect only particles bigger than 0.5 am in diameter.

However, in flow situations where background flare is important, the use of high power
laser will not improve the situation, since not only the signal amplitude but also the back-
ground flare increases.

The calculation of the background flare often is very difficult. Too many parameters
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e.g. the quality of optics, position and design of field stops etc. affect the determina-
tion of the measuring positions closest to a wall. The most important parameters, how-
ever, are the probe volume diameter and the f-number of the receiver lens used. Calcula-
tions were carried out on the basis of relations which were published in ref. [8]. A con-
focal backscatter optical device with a receiver lens of a f-number of 3,5 was considered.
For comparison, all other optical components in the systems considered were kept identical,
except for the apertures which were adapted to the respective probe volume diameters. The
results in fig. 24 show the related received power scatter from a surface which is moved
along the optical axis (x-axis) beginning from the probe volume center. A black anodized
aluminum plate was considered to be the scatter surface.

At that position on the axis where the received scattered light power becomes zero
the closest possible wall position is determined. We find:

Xmin - d . (73)

These theoretical results agree quite well with the experimental results in the case
of the L2F system (see fig. 13) and will also predict quite well the Xmin value for the
LD systems. However, in well designed LD systems another kind of field stop design, from
which smaller xmin values can be expected, can be more efficient than that considered.

In order to estimate the particle rate, we must consider the volume flow through the
probe volume, i.e.

j = d - I • u (74)

with 1 the axial length of the probe volume. If Nd is the number concentration per unit
volume of particles with greater diameters than d, the particle rate Rp follows,

Rp = V - Nd = d • 1 • u • Nd  (75)

In the following the axial probe volume extensions of the different systems were
assumed to be:
L2F: 1 = 0.3 mm 1) LD: 1 = 3 mm

2) LD: 1 = 0.6 mm
As long as the flow is artificially seeded with particles big enough to be detected

by all systems, the data rate Rd, which is

R d Rp Psucc (76)

(see fig. 9), depends only on the probe volume dimensions. Results of example calculations
are shown in Table 4. Psucc was assumed to be 1 for the LD-system, and takes values accor-
ding to fig. 9 for the L2F-systems. The other parameters were chosen to be u = 300 m/s and
Nd = 1000 particles/cm'. The LD-systems show significantly higher data rates in these kind
of flows with particles all bigger than about 0.7 cm. In view of their streamline following
behavior, such big particles can be tolerated only in weakly accelerated flows.

In highly accelerated flow particles smaller than 0.54m are required. These, however
cannot be detected by the first LD system, which is designed for high speed application.

When measurements in unseeded flows are considered, the situation is different. From
the Junge distribution of particles in atmospheric air follows

Nd - d
4  

(77)
p

The smallest detectable particle dp results from eq. 70 and 71 (LD: A = 4; L2F: A 
= 

1)

dp ri (78)

By inserting eq's 77, 78 and 75 into eq. 76 we get:

Rd =Psucc -d I u A (79P 
=  

SUC -1 u • Ndo - do' (79)

Rd i/d

Ndo is a reference number concentration, do the probe volume diameter of a L2F-refe-
rence system. With the assumptions do = 10 vm, Nd = 3000 particles/cm' and u = 300 m/s,
the data rate was also calculated. Equal powers o? the laser used were also assumed.

The results shown in table 5 indicate very similar data rates as long as those L2F-
systems optimized to the respective turbulence intensities are considered. If the first
L2F system for low turbulence application is used in flows of about 15 % turbulence inten-
sity, the L2F data rate is only 1/10 that of the LD-systems. This is equivalent to a
10 times longer measuring time.

i
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In summary the most important factors which influence the applicability of a veloci-
meter are:

- The highest acceleration within the flow to be measured. The following behaviour

of the particles determines the greatest particle diameter which can be tolerated. 4

- The smallest distances from surfaces where measurements must be taken.

- The flow turbulence intensity.

- The highest velocity to be measured.

- The number distribution of particles in the flow, seeded or unseeded.

5. CONCLUSION

The development of the L2F-velocimetry was described and an overview of the published
literature was given. A procedure for evaluating the flow mean values from the measured
data was described and a simpllfied method was introduced which enables a time-saving mea-
suring [:ocedure. The dependency of the measuring time on the d/s ratio of the L2F probe
volume was demonstrated. Two newly developed L2F systems were intoduced: a system well
suited for measurements in very narrow flow channels and a 3-dimensional L2F-system. On
the basis of probe volume geometry considerations, the different characteristics of two
LD- and two L2F systems were compared. In general, the paper has described some new de-
velopment in L2F velocimetry. There are some other very promising ideas for further de-
velopment of this technique. One is to replace the two spots with two light sheets in
order to get higher data rates, especially in turbulent flows. This system is in develop-
ment at Onera.

Another exiting idea was introduced by L. Lading (ref. [731). In his system, each
spot is replaced by two spots of different linear polarization. The scattered light from
the two double spots is detected by four photodiodes. With this configuration quasi time
filtered signals can be obtained, which should enable a much better pulsecenter determina-
tion and a reduced background noise.

Future developments will deal with the further extension of the range of applicabili-
ty of the L2F technik in the field of optical velocimetry.
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1968 1973

D.H.Thacson L.H.Tanner L. Lading R.Schodl

ref [1] [2] [3] [4]

Title of t Tracer particle Particle Timing Correlation Laser Dual

first Timing Veloc - laser Veloc - Anemmuetry Beam Methcd
publication neter ery

spot size 40 Wm 5 sn 100 Wm 12 em

bear separation 5 nun 1 mm 10 M 0,4 mm

HeNe He Ne He Ne Ar and He Ne

laser rower 0,5 mw 0,5 and 10 nw 100 and 5 maw

otical ig. la Fig. lb Fig. Ic Fig. Id
arranoevent forward forward . forward backward

backward

no angle turning capability with angle
turning capa-
bility

velocity range 20 m/s > 200 m/s 0 - 5 m/s z 50 m/S

Application Windtunnel Windtunnel two phase tube flow

flow in simu- Axial com-
latM fluel rod pressor mentioned

electronics oscillosope Oscilloscope Correlator statistical
or data analysis
Counte- ( TAC, MCA

theoretical
considerations rnoe none in much detail none

angle setting fixed fixed fixed several angle
settings

kind of data multiple nultiple one dimensional two dimensional
Oscilloscope Oscilloscope correlation probability
traces traces function histogram

results U Tu, v

Table 1: Characteristical data of the first L2F-Velocimeters

F(x) F(a. t)

u a_ cos a

- ssin a
u -,)n t cos a -

Cuu - tiz) n ( sin a -

(ua, - u,) - (uii - Iii) (!s a - '., !si a-(Ul tUU2 COS CL - U,)( sin a 2
t t

Table 2: Velocity functions F(a,t) for various mean velocity values
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SPQ/Po =A. IB. a
- 2

dp. (m) 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.15

1.) 1,6 . 10
-7  

3,8 . 10 
-8  

1,0 . 10
-
8 1,3 . 15

-9  
8,0 . 15

- 11

1.0 - -6 -6 2, 0- 8
2.) 4,0 . 10 1,0 . 10 2,5 . 10 3,2 . 10 2,0 . 10

-9

L 2 F 1,0 . 10
-4  

2,4 . 10
-5  

6,3 . 10-
7  

8,1 . 10
- 7  

5,0 . 108

Table 3: Power scattered from particles of different diameters related to the laser
power.

data rate . s u 300 m/s Nd = 1000 particle . C-'

TU L 2 F LD

1.) 2.) 1.) 2.)

3% 390 830 4.5 .10 1,8 .10

15% 90 390 4.5 . 10
s  

1,8 . 104

Table 4: Data rate as can be observed in flows which were seeded with particle bigger
than 0.7 pm in diameter.

data rate . s u = 300 Ws No z 3000 particle . cm
-
'

TJ L 2 F ID
1.) 2.) 1.) 2.)

3% 1160 2500 2200 2200

15% 270 1150 2200 2200

Table 5: Data rate as can be observed in flows of unseeded atmospheric air.
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Fig. 2: L2F probe volume (xi, x, plane)
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Fig. 13: Intensity detected by the photo

detectors when a scattering

surface was moved about Fig. 14: Test set-up of L2F experiments
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Fig. 15: Results of flow channel measurements (y-traverse)
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DISCUSSION

R.L.Elder, UK
Would the author like to comment on the various data proces, )rs available for Doppler anemometry? Their sensitivity
and speed are different, and the choice is important hkr a particular application.

Author's Reply
The I.D-L2F comparison is based on considerations about the probe volume geometry only. If optical systems with
equal sensitivity of the receiving optics are considered, the comparative data are related to the signal amplitude of
pholodetectors of the respective systems. The different SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) of the different LI) electronics used
for the signal processing have not been taken into account in this comparison.

P.Hutchinson, UK
What is the dependence and magnitude of the incorrect count number (arising from different particles passing through
the two beams) on the turbulence intensity?

Author's Reply
The incorrect count numbers can be identified by a statistical data analysis. By this way of processing, the incorrect
count numbers generate a base line in the measured probability histogram. This base line data will be subtracted from
the histogram data before the data are used for further reduction. Therefore the incorrect count numbers will not affect
the turbulence intensity or any other kind of velocity mean values. The calculation of probability of successful two
beams transits does not take into account these incorrect count numbers.

W.G.Alwang, US
low sensitive is the 1.2F system to the ability to maintain diffraction limited imaging in practical systems. i..e. in the

quality of optic. windows, gas density fluctuations, etc...?

Author's Reply
There are no doubts that L2F systems are more sensitive against disturbances in the optical beam path than lID
systems. The reason is that the laser beam is focused down in the probe volume to only M1 , L) system bave much
bigger probe volume diameters. Therefore all optical components including the casing window must be of high qualits.

B.Lakshminarayana. US
The 3D system you described is a very exciting system.

(1) Did you take any measurements in an axial or centrifugal flow compressor. including radial velocities.'

(2) What is the smallest radial velocity component you can measure?

(3) Did you compare your L2F data with hot-wire data.

Author's Reply
(1) We checked this 3D prototype at first on a free jet, as I told you in my paper. We also did measurements in an axial

transonic compressor. The main drawback "e found was that we could not approach the window or the hub at a
distance less than I) or 15 mm due to strong background flare problems. Further developments are necessary.

(2) This instrument does not measure a velocity component, but provides data on angles. Depending on the
turbulence intensity, for low turbulence levels an uncertainty of !.2" is obtained and in worse situations 0.5" or I"
which anyway corresponds to low radial components.

(3) We have no experience with hot wires.

A.Eckbreth. US
How serious, typically, are refractive effects which cause steering of the laser beams and result in a variable (and
unknown) separation of the laser foci?

Author's Reply
Refractive effects in the beam path will surely have effects on the position of the probe volume. However, the axes of the
two converging laser beams are so close together that disturbances do affect both beams in the same way, so that the
beams separation is nearly unaffected.
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oA. Melling
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This paper reviews the seeding of gas flows for laser anemometry. The specification and
determination of the size of seeding particles to ensure both an adequate response to velocity changes
of the flowing medium and a sufficient light scattering capability are examined critically. A

compromise between these conflicting criteria ipgenerally given as an upper limit on acceptable

particle size, expressed as the diameter of an "equivalent" spherical particle. Problems arise in
defining and quantifying this equivalent diameter, generating particles of suitable size from a given

material, measuring the particle size distribution at the generator exit, and determining the size
distribution actually seen by the laser anemometer. Recommendations are made for particle generators,

sizing methods, and interpreting the significance of quoted particle distributions for laser anemometry

purposes. W

LIST OF SINOLS

a speed of sound u velocity fluctuation
d particle diameter V elip velocity

C
p  

parameter in Eq.(2.5) V visibility

C drag coefficient
f focal length u scattering parameter in Eq.(4.2)
E() energy spectrum wavelength

I, i intensity 15 fringe spacing
Kn Knudjen number viscosity

mean free path . turbulence frequency

m index of refraction solid angle
Ma Mach number 0 density
p(d ) size distribution function scattering angle
r radius phase angle

Re Reynolds number

St Stokes number Subscripts

time f fluid

U instantaneous velocity p particle

t turbulence

1. IlWoDUCTIOU

Satisfactory flow tracking capability of scattering particles is essential for reliable velocity

measurements with laser anesometry. The requirements for scattering particles in this respect are more
severe for gas flows than for liquid flows, because the density ratio of suspended particles is much
higher. Because the concentration of naturally occurring particles of suitable size for adequate

scattering intensity ia typically very small in gases, seeding of additional scatterers into the flow is

almost always essential.

Early work on seeding gas flows for laser anemometry was reviewed in references I and 2. Attention
was given to the specification of the maximum size of scattering particles as determined by the

aerodynamic behaviour of spherical particles, and methods for generating suitable aerosol particles and
for determining their size were suggested. Reference 3 took account of improvements in aerosol
generators and sizing methods specifically for laser anemometry. Other aerosol generators and sizing

techniques with specifications on particle size near those determined by aerodynamic size criteria were

also considered. where modification to acceptable specifications appeared possible.

The present paper updates the preceding reviews and considers some remaining deficiencies in the

tools available, particularly with regard to non-spherical particles. Section 2 discusses the deter-
mination of a limiting size on the basis of the aerodynamic behaviour of aerosol particles. Section 3

deals with method, of particle generation. Section 4 considers sizing techniques. Conclusions are

given in Section 5.

2. SFCIFICAION OF SCAIERING PAMrTCLES

2.1 Imtro ution

In gases the concentration of naturally occurring particles which are large enough to scatter
sufficiently strongly for useful laser anemometrv signals is in most cases unacceptably low. It is

necessary to seed additional scattering particles into the flow, and for these the question arises,

whether they are small enough to follow the gas flow faithfully. The aerodynamic behaviour of a particle
depends on its Inertia and the drag force; the light scattering behaviour depends on the particle shape,

surface area and refractive index. A common parameter determining both the aerodynamic and optical

characteristics of the particle is its size or diameter.

L -Immmmmlmmmdlmm .m I illl 1
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A size requirement will be specified according to the maximum diameter of particles which will

follow the local, time-varytng fluid velocity within a prescribed tolerance. The motion of particles
suspended in a moving fluid is influenced by their shape and size, the relative density of Particle and
fluid, the fluid viscosity, the number of particles per unit volume, and body forces. All analyses of
the particle mrion assume spherical particles. This is a good assumption for liquid droplets, but poor
for most solid )articles which tend to be irregular aggregates of smaller particles. Interference

between particles is also neglected, thus placing a limit on the maximum concentration to avoid
collisions between particles under the influence of aerodynamic or electrostatic forces. The highest

scattering particle concentrations achieved by artificial seeding, e.g. 101
9 

to l
I

m
3 

, are. however,

too low for such interference effects. Centrifugal body forces may be important, e.g. in turbo-

machinery.

2.2 Particle Notion Etuation

The most important influences on the particle motion are the particle diameter d , the particle and
fluid densities P andy -,and the viscosity u, An analysis of the relative motion of particle and
fluid (reference %) viefds the equation

wc Lt xppm7 5 dO y4 dO _
3

dd 21

6 P dt = dt 2 
6 

Pf p fV i oj de 2.-11

where t is the time, U and Uf are the instantaneous particle and fluid velocities, and V - I -91 t e c r resnt t fo ce P x. o c lerate
is the instantaneous rIative veicity. The first two terms reresent the force necesart Rce f

the sphere, and the viscous drag force given by Stokes' law. Acceleration of the fluid leads to a
pressure gradient force in the third term. The fourth term is the resistance of an Invlscld fluid to
acceleration of the sphere. The first, third and fourth terms combined give an acculeratlng force
equivalent to that on a sphere whose mass is increased by half the mass of the displaced fluid. The

last term renresents th, -. force arlsing from non-steady flow. External forces have teen neglected.

Stokes' drag law applies to creeping flow past a sphere, when the Reonolds number hased on the
relative velocity, i.e.

P= f dp 
(2.2)

P

is less than 1. Alternative drag laws are necessary in coProssible flo,- or at low flid densities,
for example. An additional assumption in Eq. (2.1) is the existence of homo eynos. time-incarlant
turbulence. The Particles are supnosed also to be smaller than the trblero ,icroscale and to be
surrounded always by the same fluid molecules: a large relative dlsnluceme-t of nortlrles and flid Is
thus not admissible as a solution.

For gas flows -P, fn)l, so that Eq. (2.1) can be nimrllfled to

d = 13 ( Up)..3

dt o p d p2

More generally, a vector equation can be written us

E = L Rep C
D  

(f p) (2.4

dl 24 p

where C d (2.51
P P

C is a drag coefficient which desend.s on the Reynolds nomber Re , the Marh nomber- M, = a nd theD p
Knudsen numbe- Kn = 9/d : a is the speed of sn,d and is the molecil at mean ewe ;.at.

2.3 Particle Notion in Turbulent Subsonic Flow

Chao (reference 5) solved Eq. (2.1) for turhulent subsonic flow_bo relarlng the hinetle energles of
particle velocity fluctuations u2 and fluid onloeltv flucrtatfons 11 with the nnerv soect rum V( I oA

turbulent fluid fluctuatlons of ?adlan frequencn . When . *.f01, the relatl raks the formUf
Eq. (2.6) Indicates that the higher freqoencie of the rrh., lent flld -o' n at- ittenattI In th-
energy spectrum of the particle motion. Is reference 6 thIs eqsa-tf' wan 1 f- a orheottical

turbulent flow with the followinge nergy snectrm:

t I

which anproximates a measored tirbulanc n-, sp -trom in IPe f w amft nf- of Fo. 2.h and

(2.7) yields the ratio

- : . . ... 2.Rf
u f 1+ t

C



plotted in figure 1 for various values of C. Small values of C correspond to large particles of high

density and are seen to result in poor response to the turbulent fluctuations.

Instead of solving for time-mean quantities, the particle response can be quantified by the

Instantaneous amplitude ratio hIp/f l and the instantaneous phase angle 4 of the relative motion of

particle and fluid as in reference 7.

By specifying a limit of, say, 0.99 for uu
7

or 10 /0f1 , it is possiole to determine the maximum

allowable particle diameter for a given densit3 ratio 0 f. Such calculations, e.g. references I and

2, indicate an upper limit of I Pm diameter for seeding ' particles in gases, when the density ratio is

of order 1000. This "rule of thumb" has frequently been accepted without analysing the particle motion

in the particular flow under study, although its validity often merits closer examination.

2.4 Particle Notion in Supersonic Flow

In supersonic flow it is important to determine the velocity lag of particles during strong
accelerations e.g. through a supersonic nozzle (references 8, 9), a normal shock (reference 10) or an

oblique shock (reference 1). The drag coefficient C
D 

in Eq. (2.4) is specified empirically or

semi-empirically, e.g. references 6, 8.

An -xample of the particle motion across an oblique shock is shown in figure 2 for a 10 degree

wedge with an upstream Mach number of 1.5. Eq. (2.4) was solved using the drag law indicated on the

figure. Figure 2 shows the distance downstream from the shock necessary for particles of given size to

decelerate to the gas velocity. I im particles require a 12 mm relaxation distance. Only particles

smaller than about 0.3 um achieve rapid recovery after the shock.

The rule of thumb for maximum particle diameter in supersonic flow is about 0.3 u m from such
calculations. Shock tube experiments (reference 12) support this figure dust particles were

accelerated from rest to nearly 200 m/s in about 4 us.

2.5 Further Studies of Particle Motion

Calculations of particle dynamics as In sections 2.3 and 2.4 provide guidelines about the size of

spherical particls suitable for laser anemometry scatterers. Such calculations could, of course, be
made for specific flow configurations and density ratios, e.g. in a cascade of turbine aerofoils

(references 13, 14). For more extensive analysis of particle dynamic behaviour, reference should be
made to studies of solid particle trajectories through turbomachinery, e.g. references 15 to 17,

concerned with erosion by particles impinging on the blades.

Solid Particles are generally non-spherical unless formed by freezing, and are often loosely packed
agglomerates of smaller grains. A realistic geometrical model for such agglomerates would probably not

be feasible, and the formulation of a drag coefficient 0ving general utility is unlikely to be

achieved. It would, however, be intoresting to see whether tresds for the etect of non-sphericity on
thu drag coefficient 2ould be established from simple cases e.g. two or more spheres of equal diameter

rigidly in contact. Estimates of the maximum sphere diamecer for velocity tracking of a flow within a

given tolerance are in any case conservative when based on Stokes drag. It is thus possible that the

rules of thumb of sections 2.3 and 2.4 could be relaxed for highly non-spherical particles.

Two areas of current research interest deserve attention with regard to particles.

* For laser anemometry in two-phase flows, it is necessary to determine the velocity of both the

continuous phase and the particulate or bubbly phase. The analysis of deposition or of particle
migration in a combined aerodynamic and magnetic field, for example, requires the determination of a

size-velocity correlation with he particle shape as a possible additional important fectot.
* In mixing studies, both velocity and a scalar property e.g. temperature or species concentration

are to be determined, by combining laser anemometry with methods such as Rman spectroscupy (reference

18), Mie scattering (reference 19) or CARS (reference 20).

3. AEROSOL hENERATION

3.1 Introduction

Specifications for aerosol generatot- for laser anemometry in gases are exacting:
* maximum psrt:rle diameter as determined in section 2

* ideally monodisperse aerosol (uniformly sized parsicles)

* aerosol concentration greater than 10 particlelm for adequate signal rates

* stable delivery rate.

The techniques of air blast atomization (liquids or suspensions) and fluidization (solids in powder

form) have proved to be the best (but by no means easy) methods to meet the above requiremenas. Other
methods include condensation generators, ultrasonic atomizers (reference 21) and chemical reactions.

Condensation generators such as that of Sinclair and La Mer (see reference 22) produce highly

mcnodisperse aerosols of fine particles, but the rate of particle generation is low. Chemical reactions

ten" to provide a very unsteady rate of particle generation. The reaction between titanium
tetrachloride and water vapour in an air stream has, however, been used with sae success (reference 23)
to produce rltanium dioxide particles in flames. For solid particles, a rotating brush generator is

available: a densely packed powder in a cylinder is pushed by a piston steadily towards a rotatf g brush

wt.ich scrapes particles off the top of the charge into an air stream blown through the brush.

3.2 Generation of Liquid Aerosol Particles

Simple Air Ilast Atomiser

The characteristics of a variety of compressed air nebulixera are compared in reference 24. A
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simple design for low velocity LDA experiments is shown in figure 3. A high velocity stream of gas from
nozzle 8 shears a thin liquid film from tube A, causing it to rupture into droplets. The small droplets

in the spray follow the gas flow out of the atomizer, but large droplets tend to strike the walls of the

atomizer chamber ar.i drain back into the reservoir. Atomizer.
1
pf this design work satisfactorily with

silicone oil, seeding air flows to concentrations of over 10 particles/ , with a mean diameter of
about 2 'in.

Laskim Atomiier

Detailed constructional and operational information for the Laskin atomizer has been given in
reference 25. In this atomizer (figure 4) air is blown through 4 holes in a tube into the liquid to be
atomized. These four jets draw liquid through vertical holes drilled in a ring as shown, to produce
air bubbles containing finely atomized droplets. As the bubbles rise to the surface, the droplets are
released and carried away in the air stream. An impactor downstream of the generator is desirable to
remove the larger atomized droplets. The flow rate can be increased by the simple expedient of

combining several tubes in the same tank.

Avantages and Disadvmantages of Atomimed Droplets

Advantages:

a steady rate of production

5 spherical particles
a particle diameter can be regulated by driving pressure
" continous atomizer operation for many hours without maintenance

Disadvantages:

" polydisperse aerosol

" droplets not useful at high temperatures
a droplets deposited on test section windows coalesce into films which distort the laser beams.

3.3 Generation of Solid Aerosol Particles
AtomLization of Suspensions or Solutions

If solid particles are suspended or dissolved in a liquid they may be dispersed by atomization.
Suspensions have been used to seed flows in rotating machines with PVC particles (references 26, 27),
flames with aluminium oxide (reference 28) and supersonic flow (reference 29). Atomization of
suspensions allows generation of particles at a steady flow rate and concentration. In atomizing a
suspension of monodisperse solid particles, the droplets are initially polydisperse; but the aerosol
formed after evaporation of the suspending liquid will be monodisperse if no droplet contains more than
one particle. To minimize the probability of obtaining two or more particles in one droplet, very
dilute suspensions must be used: since most of the resulting droplets are empty, the resulting aerosol
concentration is thus very low. If, however, the original solid particles are several times smaller in

diameter than the maximum desired particle, higher suspension concentrations may be employed since most

coagulates will remain smaller than the limiting diameter.

In generating solid particles from solutions, the particle diameter wi'l depend on the initial
droplet diameter and the concentration of the solution. Thus a polydisperse droplet distribution will

yield a polydisperse solid particle distribution. Difficulties in atomizing very small droplets are,
however, avoided because solid particles smaller than I lm may be formed by evaporation of droplets of

such greater volume.

Fluidimed Beds

Fluidized beds have been used frequently in laser anemometry experiments where solid particles are
required. In its basic form (figure 5), a fluidized bed contains a powdered material held in suspension
by an upward flow of gas. Some of the smaller particles from the bed are entrained by the gas stream

while larger particles which are temporarily elected from the surface of the bed fall back again under

gravitational force. In practice, satisfactory and steady operation of small fluidized beds is very
difficult to achieve. The ease of dispersion depends n the particle shape and hardness, and on the

humidity of the gas and powder: smooth, hard, dry particles fluidize more easily than rough, soft, moist

particles, although extreme dryness can inhibit dispersion because of electrostatic forces. Fluidined
beds allow a high production rate and concentration. Particles produced, however, are irregular in

shape and size as a result of agglomeration. The resulting mean particle diameter may be uch larger
than that of the original particles forming the bed. The delivery rate is generally unsteady,
especially at low flow rates. Short term unsteadiness arises from air pockets in the bed which rise to
the surface and 'hen burst, discharging a high concentration of particles- Long term unsteadiness is

caused by intermiLtent partial blockage of flow passages, or by the formation of large lumps in the bed.
The design of fluidized beds tends to be a matter of experience, but reference 30 provides some useful

guidance.

In an effort to improve on the conventional fluidized bed, especially with regard to steadiness of

operation, a kind of two-phase bed has been developed (references 31, 32), containing a mixture of beads
and the powder to be dispersed. The beads, e.g. glass or bronze, have a diameter between 100 and 200

pm, and are much larger than the other particles which distribute themselves over the surface of the
beads. Grinding between the beads breaks up agglomerates, and the relatively free air flow in the

spaces between the beads minimizes the likelihood of large air bubbles. Fine particles are freed from
the bead surfaces in regions where the air velocity is locally high and are carried away by the air

stream. The aerosol concentration increases with the air flow and the powder concentration in the bed.

Another alternative to the normal fluidized bed is the cyclone aerosol generator used (reference

33) to seed flames with Al203 powder of 0.1 to 1.0 um basic particle diameter. In this generator a
swirling air flow similar to that in a normal cyclone is used to entrain powder from the bottom of the
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cyclone cylinder. For concentrations exceeding about 109 particles/a
3
, the ras unsteadiness in particle

concentrations measured over successive 10s Intervals was only 6% of the mean concentration.

Mautamie ad isadvmtages of Solid Particles

Advantages:
* metal oxides are suitable for seeding high temperature flows

" solid particles deposited on test section windows cause little disturbance until the attenuation

becomes excessive.

Disadvantages:
* polydisperse aerosol

" unsteady flow rate and aerosol concentration with most generators
* difficult to seed flows where static pressure exceeds external pressure
" most generators require frequent maintenance.

4. PklyxCLgsZE DgTUNITIOu

4.1. Introduction

To ensure that the scattering particles present in a flow are small enough to follow the fluid
motion using the criteria of section 2, the particle size distribution function p(d ) should be known.
The size distribution should ideally be measured in the flow where the velocity mealurements are to be
made. Alternatively a sample could be withdrawn from the flow through an isokinetic probe. Size

distributions measured at the generator exit will not indicate any changes between the generator and the

measurement volume through agglomeration or deposition of particles.

Particle sizing techniques which use properties of the Doppler burst signal are difficult and/or
expensive to implement (section 4.5) Alternative methods applicable to the size range 0.1 to 3 1n
which is of most interest in laser anemometry include microscopic, aerodynamic and optical techniques
(sections 4.2 to 4.4). Particle size normally refers to the diameter of an aerodynamically or optically
"equivalent" sphere.

4.2 Particle Sizing by Photomlcrogrphy

Since direct photography of particles is limited to diameters exceeding 5 m, smaller particles
must be collected from the flow on to a substrate for photomicrography. To ensure that the method of
collection does not bias the size distribution, particles must be sampled from the flow isokinetically.

A probe incorporating a removable grid of very fine copper whiskers for collecting sub-micron particles

(figure 6) is.described In references 6 and 34.

Unlike most other methods, a photographic record provides information on the particle shape as well

as its size. Interpretation of such photographs is tedious, however. Manual sizing by comparison with
a mask i likely to lead to biased estimates of particle diameter. Even with automatic sizing of
spherical particles, several thousand particles must be registered to minimize uncertainty in the size
distribution.

4.3 Aerodynamic Particle Sizing
Cmceade Iftactor

In an impactor, an aerosol is accelerated through a nozzle and impinges on a plate where particles

which are too large to follow the sudden change in flow direction are deposited. In a cascade impactor
a series of such nozzle-impactor plate pairs is used, with the nozzle size and the distance of the
nozzle from the impactor progressively reduced so that the acceleration in each stage is increasingly

severe, in order that particles of decreasing diameter are deposited. A wide size range (e.g. 0.05 to
25 um) io measurable simultaneously and rapidly; but with a practical number of stages, e.g. 10, the
size resolution ts rather coarse. A mass-weighted rather than number-weighted size distribution is

obtained.

Particleis spoae to Supersonic Flow

The possibility of using particle velocity measurements in supersonic flow. for example, in a nozzle or

through an oblique shock, as a means for sizing the particles depends on the analysis of section 2.4.
The practical realization of this method was demonstrated in reference 9 using the flow through a Mach 3

conical noszle, where ais distributions based on 20'000 to 50'000 sampler could be obtained in runs of
under I minute duration. A very steady flow whose velocity distribution is accurately specified from
thermodynamic relationships Is easental, since any variations in particle velocity arising from
unsteadiness mould be interpreted as particle size variations.

Particle ReslNtms im Smbeooie Flow

The aerodynamic Oise distributions of particles in the range 0.5 to 10 lm are obtainable using an
aerodynamic particle sizer (reference 35). Using a simple forward-scatter laser Doppler or dual focus
anemometer, the velocities of aerosol particles injected through a 0.5 - I m nozzle into a stream of
filtered air are measured. According to their size, particles leaving the nozzle require different
distances to adjust their velocity to that of the filtered air stream (200 s/a). A particle, therefore,

crosses the fixed measuring volume with a velocity depending only on its size. The site-velocity
relationship is determined by calibration with ionodisparse aerosols of DOP or latex particles between

0.8 and 10.0 Lm.
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4.4 Particle Sizing from Optical Scattering Properties

The intensity i of light scattered from a beam of intensity I and collected through a small solid
angle is a function of the refractive index m of the particle refative to the surrounding medium, the
scattering parameter a - ed /x (where X is the wavelength of the light) and the angle of
observation 0 relative to the icident beam. Particularly when d = A , i.e. for particle diameters
of special interest for laser anemometry, the scattering propertils show a very sinsitive dependence on
the particle diameter. Numerous particle sizing methods have been developed to exploit this dependence,
and are based on matching experimental scattered light distributions with theoretical distributions
calculated from Mlie scattering theory for spherical particles (references 22, 36, 37, 38).

Although these techniques are strictly applicable only to spherical particles of known refractive
index, they have been extended to non-spherical particles when the consequent uncertainty of the
measurement was acceptable. For example, the use of absolute measurements of low angle scattered light
Intensity to size spherical transparent particles and irregularly shaped light-absorbing particles in
the range 5 to 80 um diameter is described in reference 39. Since measurement of absolute light
intensity is susceptible to errors from background light and instrument drift, a relative measurement
may be preferable, as in reference 40 where soot particles (0.08 to 0.38 pm) were sized using the ratio
of scattered light intensities at two angles 1 ( 0 )/i (02). The uncertainty in the diameter for
absorbing, non-spherical particles was estimated as 40-3d%.

The instrument in figure I uses small angle scattering to size particles in a flow which is
optically accessible from both aides. Light scattered at an angle 0 from any position in the particle
stream is imaged by a lens of focal length f at a radius r - Of from the axis. Interference between
light scattered from particles of different size yields a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of concentric
rings of high and low intensity. Using a suitable multi-element detector the intensity distribution as
a function of the scattering angle e is rapidly scanned to measure the size distribution from a moving
stream of particles. Mass- and number-weighted size distributions of solid and liquid particles in the
range 1.5 to 500 Va diameter are obtainable. The technique is independent of the refractive index and
requires no calibration (at least for spherical particles).

Optical particle counters measure a proportion of the total light energy scattered by aerosol
particles passing through a measuring volume formed by a focused light source. in general, the
intensity of light scattered at a given angle gives an ambiguous measure of particle size because of the
complicated form of the angular scattering functions. However, use of white light and a large solid
angle of collection damps out the oscillations of the response function to give an ideally single-valued
curve relating intensity to particle size. The geometry of an instrument collecting scattered light
over a large solid angle in the near forward direction by means of an elliptic mirror is shown in figure
8. For appropriate instrument design, the response depends only weakly on the refractive index, at
least for non-absorbing particles (reference 41). For practical instruments, the response curve is
found by calibration against monodisperse spherical particles of known size; a size range from about 0.3
to 5 ix is accessible. The maximum concentration is limited by the requirement that particles cross
the measuring volume individually; the error arising from simultaneous detection of two particles can,
however, be estimated (reference 42).

4.5 Particle Sizing from Doppler Signal
Simq Visibility

Information about the size of a particle is contained in the visibility of the Doppler signal,
defined as

Imax -Imin (4.1)

Imax + mIn
where I and I are the maximum and minimum scattered intensities from consecutive bright and dark
fringes Tgure ,1 Farmer (reference 43) considered the case of uniform fringe contrast which holds at
or near the geometric centre of the scattering volume for illuminating beams of equal intensity. The
visibility of signals from homogeneous spheres is then related to the particle diameter d and the
fringe spacing A* by the equation 2 J, (fdp/A*) P

d /X* (4.2)

where J is a Bessel function of the first kind and order one. Eq. (4.2) indicates that the visibility

for spherical particles falls to zero for d /A* - 1.22, 2.23, 3.24, etc., as shown in the solid curve
of figure 10. The oscillationt of the vi~ibility functo,, preclude an unambiguous determination of
diameter from V alone, unless V > 0.15 corresponding to d 1 X*.

p

Equation 44.2) represents a limiting case which applies to forward scattering from large spherical
particles (a > 60), using a very large collecting aperture and incident beams of equal intensity. In
references 44 and 45, scalar diffraction theory was used to extend the visibility function to diameters
as small as I im, with finite apertures. With a reduction in the collecting aperture the visibility
tends to unity, independent of the particle size, as seen in the broken curves of figure 10. To predict
visibilities of backscatter signals, the refractive index a and the size parameter a must be
considered, in addition to d / A* and the solid angle of light collection 0 (references 46, 47).
Backscatter results shown in ligure 11 show qualitative agreement with measured visibilities of 5.1 Um
polystyrene spheres. Unlike figure 10, the viability function shows peaks and troughs, but no zeros.

Advantages:

a Measurements are made within the flow, without disturbance.
a Calibration is unnecessary.



* At least in forward scatter the influence of a is small.

Disadvantages

* Determination of viaibility requires a good signal - to - noise ratio and is subject to operator
bias in the selection of signals.
* The method has been tested only for monodisperse particles moving at low velocity or held
stationary in a moving fringe system.

An instrument based on these principles is described in reference 48.

Sigmal Phase Differences

For spherical particles of diameter in the approximate range I pm to 3 am, it is possible to
obtain size information from the phase difference between the Doppler signals detected by two or more
detectors located at different scattering angles but viewing the same particle (references 49 and 50).
With two detectors placed at scattering angles near 900, the phase shift is linearly dependent on
particle diameter and relatively insensitive to refractive index variations. The range of particle
diameters accessible with this configuration without ambiguity is limited by a maximum phase difference
of 3600

. 
By using a third detector the range can, however, be extended unambiguously.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The particle size distribution relevant to laser anemometry Is the convolution of the actual
size distribution and the probability of detecting a given particle size as determined by the scattering
intensity. The resulting distribution will be shifted to a higher mean particle diameter than in the
true size distribution.

Except where factors such as evaporation at high temperatures or deposition on windows preclude
their use, droplets are preferable to solid seeding particles:
a droplet generators provide steady production rates and require little malntenance
" droplets are spherical and of uniform density, so calculations of aerodynamic behaviour and light
scattering are more reliable than for irregularly shaped solid particles.

Although the importance of satisfactory particle motion for correct laser anemometry measurements
has been recognized since the introduction of the technique two decades ago, methods of analyzing the
particle dynamics and the techniques of aerosol generation and particle sizing remain unsatisfactory
compared with the technology of the remainder of the laser anemometer (otics, signal processing).
Improvements in all aspects of aerosol technology for laser anemometry remain essential.
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DISCUSSION

A.Strazisar, US
Can you comment about point injection for flow seeding?

Author's Reply
I always used point injection in order to have high data rate; I did not try anything else.

P.A.Stewart, UK
Can you give me any references to microballoons, their manufacture and use (particularly metallic microballoons)? I
saw microballoons in use at NPL Teddington and believe they are also used in laser fusion studies.

Author's Reply
Cheap microballoons made basically of glass are used, for example, in the manufacture of furniture, by compressing
them with an adhesive into a mould. I am unfortunately not aware of any references to the types of microballoons and
their potential applications, except for incomplete information given in manufacturer's brochures.

M.L.G.Oldfleld, UK
Would you please comment on the fact that although the laser anemometer is by nature non-intrusive, the use of point
seeding introduces a flow disturbance upstream of the measurement volume and the spread of this disturbance is
similar to the spread of the seeding?

Author's Reply
The introduction of a seeding probe into a flow to provide local seeding at relatively high concentration does indeed
detract from the otherwise non-intrusive nature of laser anemometry. The alternative use of uniform seeding can,
however, be accompanied by significant disadvantages, e.g. the introduction of more seeding material and more carrier
gas into the main flow, or a lower local seeding density and consequently lower data rate. Seeding particles introduced
into an internal flow at the walls may not diffuse through the flow within an acceptable distance. So far uniform seeding
probes may also be necessary, but they should be inserted into a region of low velocity (e.g. plenum chamber) to
minimize the influence of probe wakes.

R.Schodl, GE
I would make a comment on the influence of a seeding probe situated upstream of LV probe volume. In an axial
compressor, we put the injection probe at 2 rotor diameters in front of the rotor. We measured velocities with and
without seeding (i.e. with atmospheric natural particles). With this local seeding, we found that there are significant
deviations especially on the turbulence intensity, but no so serious deviation on mean values (in which we are
interested): as a reference we took the data obtained with natural particles. We noticed also the strong influence of
additional air when using a point injection. Therefore we decided to install the seeding probe in the settling chamber in
order to avoid these disturbances: otherwise, turbulence intensity is increased and we can get wrong data also on mean
values.

A.S.Nejad, US
For many years we have used chemical seeders which provide a uniform seeding; very successful.



CONMENT CHOISIR UN VELOCINETRE LASER POUR UNE APPLICATION DONNEE?

A. Boutior

Office National d'Etudes at do Rorherches Adrospatialea.

SP 72. 92322 Chitjllon Ceoe, FRANCE

Les diffarents types de vaiocimetres laser Sont derrits

avec leurs domaines d'utilisation, leurs qualites et leurs limites.

Les viocimatres A franges sont aptes A fournir le vecteur

vitessa locale et instantanie. d'ou par moyennes statistiques le ver-

teur vitesse moysnns et le tenseur de Reynolds complet. Leur limita-

tion Is plus sdrieuse est lour inaptitude A inesurer des vitesses pres

des parois qua lea faisceaux heurtent normalement.

Coest pourquol lea vdlocimetres deux points 001 etA davelop-

pa pour les applications en turbomachines o6 lea 4coulements sot

confinas dons des canaui tree etroits. Par contra ces v~locimetres

deux points ne peuvent sonder des 6coulements dont le taux de turbu-

lence oxcade 10 & 15 %. Une maquette de v~loclin~tre deux traits cons-

truite A l'ONERA donne des r~sultsts tran prometteurs dans des icoule-

ments plus turbulents.

On tableau synoptique est propos6 dans le but de guider le

choix du v~locimitre laser le plus appropri6&a des conditions

experimentales donnees.

I -INTRODUCTION

Sous I& erne velocin Ira laser, divers type9 d'appareils fonctionnent Sur des

principes dirffrents ;tao peuvent & tre classis en deux grandes fai1les S en

vilocim~tresa Afranges at les v~locieitres A barri~res optiques. Leur point commun est

do mosurer la vitesse de fines partirules servant de trareurs de le6coulement. Les

ropacites .t los limitations de cas dinpositifs nont rdpertori~s ;une comparainon de

tour rapport signal sur bruit dons un anvironnement de lumiere parasite forte (meaure

pros des Parois) oat 6tablie. En conclusion un tableau synoptique permet de voir len

propriktis essenliills de chaque type de v&Iocimetre laser et A quel tvpe

d'information il donne acres dons un ebcoulement &rodynamique.

Une placo partiruhlro 0at faito au Probl~me do Is precision des aesures aver un

v~locimitro & ranges tridiaonsxonnel on fonction de Ia q4osl~tria des faisreaus laser

acchdant au volume do mesuro. do Ia qualite do l'ensennement, do la procedure

d Atalonnage.

2 - VELOCIN3TRIB A FRANGIS

2. 1 Id~o do base

La Promi~ro fomillo do vilocim~tres laser est issue de l'id~e qu'une partirule do

vitess. V. 6clairA. par un royonneoant do frquanca i5 diffuse une lumiere de fr~quence

Ud diffrarnto do xo~ par offal Doppler

r, veCttur unitaire dona I& direction d'kelairage

r.- d' obsarvation
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nl indice du milieu o6l as propage Ia perticole

c vitesse de Ia lumiire

Xvd(tr~e proche de s. at mesur6 directement par analyse spectrale optique dens les

velocimitres "apectromitres" iinterfarometres de Michelson ou de Fabry-Pirot). Ce type

de vilocisiitre est bien adapt. pour les mesores de vitesses tris 6eeves et nicessite un
ensemencement tree important.

Les trois autres types de velocimitres laser i franges reposent sur 1Video de

mesurer une frequence detectable par des photomultiplicateurs, en realisant des

battements de friquence (donc des interfirences lumineuses) pour 6liminer le terms Vox 1

dane 1 expression generale de 0U

velocimbtre A fajsceau de reference effectoait Ilopiration 'id- V.

-velocimitre it un seul faisceau effectoant l'opiration u ri- Vrd :observation

du signal diffus6 dane deox directions dirffrentes.

- vilocimitre & franges effectuant l' opiretion ur)- -d(' ) :deux faisceaux laser

croi cia.

Les inconvenients dee vilocimitres i faisceso de reference et & on soul faisceau

sont bien connus depuia lonatemps ( difficultes d alignement, faible rapport signal aur

bruit dO A de faibles ouverturas de l'optique de reception). La vilocimitre A franges

eat le ,plus pcourammenti repandu I plindependance de sao riponse, a vec ladirection
dobertion permet d'ut iier des ptiques receptricee tr6 ouverte (d'oil oun meilleur

rapport signal sur bruit) , et dane des configurations geometriques adapties & cheque
besoin (diffusion avant, retrodiffusion, etc. ). C est le saul type de vilocimitre laser

dont Is technologie a 6t6 divaloppie au maximum pour mesurar simultanement trois

composantes de la vitesse (at tris souvent so moins deux).

L'organigramme giniral d'un vilocimitre laser A franges monodimensionnel est donni

sur lea figures 1 at 2.

2.2 V 6l1ocimitre tridimensionnal (3D)

Dens un 6coulesient turbulent, Is vitessa locale West bien difinie qua si on a

accis A see trois compoesotes simultaniment sur Is mLme particule. Ensoite lea calculs

atitue fournissent le valeurs ayannes at f luctuantesa des composantas, ainsi que

lee contin~tee de cisaillement. cast-A-dire e tensaur de Reynolds complet .

fl faut donc crier localement trois reseaox de franqee syant des directions

diffirentes at des caractirietiques diffirentes. Pour lee vilocimitres bidimansionnels.

Is distinction dee deux riseaux de franqes eat obtenue soit par des vitesses de

difilemant des frangee diffirentes (aiparation electronique des aigneox), soit par dee

etate da polarisation orthogonaux (diephonte due & des polarisation elliptiques dons is

volume da macore), soit le plus souvent par 1 utilisation des deux longueurs d'ondes lee

plus intenees do laser A argon :Ia raie verte (h = 514,5 ns) at Ia rate bleus

X - 488 nC).

Pour un velocimitre 3D, compte-tenu de l'eeperiance acquise avac lee vilocimitres

2D. la technique I& plus operationnelle consiste A crier trois reseaus de frangas ayant

trois couleurs diffirentee. Cest Ie technique notamment diveloppie A 1 ONERA. En fait

saul un velocimetre 3D permeto de caractiriser corr ementolee e4coulanient complea

trbulente at devan tue @tra cnidiris cmma tridimanetonnl n6anmoina ce tpea

d'appareillaqe a:st..plus difficile A mettre en oeuvre gu' un vilocimitre ID ou 2D pour

des r atsone cet Ieles

- l coOt d'un tel apparaillage. utilteant dee systes optigues, micaniques at
klectroniques plus sophietiqoes, aieei go un calcolateur plus puissant.

l ea probltmes giomitrigues lies A l'accaseibilit6 dee feiseaox laser does veina

d'essit, par foi a autour dune maquette da giomitrie 6leboriae. at giniralemeiit A

travers dles hublota trop petite.

La source laser capable do dilivrer trots longusure d onde intenses et on laser &

argon. En t~imensionnel laeras verte (A *, 51:.5 n m' atbae(A1 48, m n

dbord 6t6 uti1iej car cc .nt leplu itone et sa e ont prs a mm

intensit* laI troisiis,. raie intense est Is rais violette (NA 476, Snm) , mats ella et

environ. trots fois oins puissant.uqua ls rai s varte atubleue uandvla laser 6et
simuItsnieent ur tutea les lnguers donde. Caest pourgu ot densa I a vloc m tre 3 D
coneu a l'ONERA deus lasers h argon do 15 watts, tootee raies sent otilisies comma

eoorcee. luine.usesl 1 on f.onctionne : at toutesa raise', (3 W poureIa composanta
verto t 3 orI omoat lu viloci r 2D intal t le second fonctionne
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en monorale violette, A son maximum de puissance, c'est-A-dire 2,7 W ; ainsi chaque

r~seau de franges reqoit la m~me quantit6 de lumire.

Le sch~ma gdniral de ce velocxm~tre 3D est donn6 sur l figure 3 ; trois syst~mes

de division de faisceau inddpendants sont dispos~s en parallle sur les trois couleurs.

Chaeun se compose de -

- un tilescope afocal afin quo pour chaque composante lea faisceaux soient bien

focalisis dans V (d'o un interfrange bien constant)

- un diviseur de faisceau (6cartement des faisceaux de 30 mm, avec diffrence de marche

nulle),

- deux cellules de Bragg avec prismes at diasporamdtres pour remettre les faisceaux

imergeant des ceilules de Bragg paralliles aux faisceaux incidents;

La lumire diffus~e vers i'avant (ou r~trodiffusie pour les basses vitesses) eat

collect~e par deux tlescopes Cassegratn travaillant A des distances de 600 mm & 2 m de
V (ouverture variant de f13 A f/10, vu qua le miroir primaire a un dtamitre de 200 mm)

l'un est 4quip6 de deux photomultiplicateurs (PM) pour lea composantes verte et bleue

(to flux est s~par6 par une lame dichrolque) et 1'autre par un troisime PM sensible

uniquement & la composante violette ; chaque PA est prAc6dA d'un flitre interfdrentiel

de 4 nm de bande passante. L'angle solids de chaque tlescope eat toujours disposA de

manire a Atre adjacent au c6ne ddfini par les faisceaux laser de la composante

concarn~e. at ce, afin d'@tre placA dans la g~omdtrie optimale pour collecter la lumire

diffusde selon Ia th~orie de Mie.

Les signaux Alectriques issus des trois photomultiplicateurs sont trait~s en

parallile par trois compteurs ; une interface s'assure de la simultanitA des donnies,

de mant~re A d~livrer A l'ordinateur des triplets de valeurs instantan~es relatifs A
trois composantes de vitesse instantan~es de la msme particule. L'ordinateur connect6 au

bane de v~locim~trie laser assure les fonctions suivantes :

- acquisition d'un triplt de donn4xs pour chaqux particuie, ainsi quo l'Intervalle do

temps entre deux triplets successifs, ce qui permot de dater iea Avhnements pour des

traitements ulttrieurs.

- contr6ie des d~placements des deux bancs XYZ (un de chaque c6tA de la soufflerie quand

le vilocim~tre fonctionne en diffusion avant) : lordinateur ordonne aux moteurs pas A

pas uno certaine amplitude de d~placement, regoit en retour linformation de position

grace A des codeurs optiques lindaires placs sur chaque axe de translation, ce qui

permet un asservissement.

- acquisition des conditions gn~ratrices de l-coulement (pi, Ti) pour normaliser les

r6sultats

- traitemont des donn~es de maniAre A calculer dans un repire trirectangle li A

1'Acoulment (ou A Is maquette) las vitesses moyennes u, v, w et ix tenseur de

Reynolds (u 2, v'2 w 2, uV , uw- , v w-) , ainsi quo les ordres suprieurs de la

turbulence (u 3, u 4, V
'3

, V 4 4 3, w 4) . DOS traces d'histogrammes sont Agalement
possiblos, qui peuvent mettre on Avidence des phdnom~nes d'intermittance ou

d'instabiliti de i'coulement.

La configuration optique A Chalais-Meudon (cf fig. 4 pour les conventions
gomitriques) eat actuellement Is suivante :

- composanto verticale w mesurig directement avec Is rale bleux (A - 488 nm)

- deux composantes horixontales R, ot R2 mesures avec les raies vorto (A - 514,5 nm) at

violtte (A - 476,5 rem) ; les angles 1, - (R 1 ,u) ot 32' (u,R 2 ) sont rlglables pour

chaque type d'Acoulement ;(1i 12) eat toujours do 1 ordre de 60" pour des questions

de prbcision do mesure exposios dana le 1 2.3.1. La flexibisit6 du choix de , et a 2

oat rendue poaxible par ,e fait quo los optiquos Amottrices vorto-bleue at violstte

peuvont Otro glissios indipondammont sur un rail horizontal )cf photo 51.

Les doux bancs do d~placemont XYZ (200 mm do course slon chaque axe) supportont

les divers corposants optiques : lea lasers & argon at le systime de division de

faisceau 3D so d4placent dos un plan horizontal on X ot Y ls optiques d'6massion

sont suspendues A un rail mobile salon iase vertical do diplacement Z ; de iautre ct6

do Is soufrleris. on diffusion avant, iea doux tblescopes Lassegrain sont fisxs sur Io
bane de reception sitmilaire A colut d'emlssion : chaque bane XYZ posasdo des dogris do

libert6 d'orientation (a, 1, T) pour rondre sea axes de d~placoments parall&les A coux

do Is soufflorle.

hN

. . .'1m~md n i -- mm m m
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2.3 Pr~cision des mesures

L'instrumontation mise en jeu avon un tel volocim~tro 3D eat ouffisammont coOtouse

Pour quo Von sattacho A obtenir des r~sultato do qualit6. dane lesquels lea

utilisoteuro puisant avoir conriance. Quatre aspects importants do ce Probl~mes ont 6t6

6tudlis :la localisation du volume do mosure, I& calibration absolue du velocimitre, Ia

pr.~cision des eosures en tridimonsionnol, 10 comportomont des adrosols servant de

tracoure de le6couloment.

2. 3.f. Ropdrage du Ivotm do assure

Le diamitro du volume do mesure done 1e plan XZ ost do 1 ordre do 400 ini le long

do 1 axe Y, pareo quo is partie r~ception a un axe do visee inclin6 d uno dizaino do

degree par rapport A 1' axe do 1 optique d' &miosion, la longuour vue eat do 1' ordro du

villim~tre ;coo dimensions catactorisont Ia resolution spatiale do 1 instrument. La

robustesse des disPositifs mecaniques do translation fait quo lalignement optique du

velocjmitre reste consorv6 lora des d6Placeieents :la lecture des deplacomenta oat

oftectuee avon uno pr~cision doe 0, 01 mm ;1 ecart de position entro lea banct

emission-reception no depasse jamais 0,03 mm. 146anmoins il faut locoliser ne volume de

fnenure optique (croiseleent de 6 faisneaux laser tocalis~s) per rapport h Ia coquette

presente dons leicouloment. Gepe~ralemont on dispose sur la moquette un trou, do Is

dimension du volume do mesure, dons un plan XZ et dont Ia position oat tres preciskent

nonnue dons le repere de ia maquette.

Los coordonnees du volume do mesure coincident exactoment avon colles du trou do Ia

coquette lorsque los six faisceaux en emergent et qu'ils prosentont des anneaux de

diffraction par observation visuoelle Sur un 6cran :ainsi le volume do mesure eat rogle

an position par rapport A Ia maquotto avon une incertitude do 0,1 mm dons len trois

directions- Autont quo possible ce roperogo doit 4tre fait on souttlage I trou solidaire

de la maquetto hors d'une zone A nondor) pour tontir compto des dOPlacements eventuols do

Ia maquette on cours d esai.

_.3.2. eatonnage Prdeis
Pour chaque nomponante nesuree, il 5ogit do determiner 1 interfrsnge i 0t 1&

direction do Ia composante (normae aux plans des frangos) dona lospaco.

L'utilisation d'un theodolite installs 6 proximite du volume do mesuro permot

d'accer 6 tous con parametres aven une exnellonte precision, no qu'aucuno autro des

msithodos plus simples. souvent mines on oeuvre pour des velonjitres 10 ou 20 no pout

real iner.

Le Principe oat 10 suivant ;dos qu' un faisnoau laser est parallilo A 1 axe optique

do l'objoctit du theodolite. ii eat tocalisi au centre d line croix placie par

construction dons son plan fonal image ;nette figure eat projetee sur un ecran par

Voculaire du theodolite. Les theodolites rents permettont d'adrossor directemont it un

petit calculateur les valeurs angulaires hori2ontale et vertinalo (site et azimut de la

direction dons l'espace do no taisceau laser avon une precision elevee. Pour un

v~loci.6tre 3D. i1 taut pointer ainsi nuncesnivoment loasnix faisceaus laser secants,

puis un ase do reference do l'6couloent (autocollimation aur un hublot lateral do 1&

voino. miroir tin& Sur Ia maquotte, etc ... ). Connaissant lea troin composantes du

vontour unitaire Parallele A chacun des nix taisceaux laser (et do Vase do rirence)

dons un repere triroctangle connu ( la vis~o do lose do reference sort it determiner Oy),

on pout ators en d~duire lon troin intortrsnges et les neut coofficients do 10 m&trice

reliant lea composantes raesurbes ( R, R2 R.) sux comrosanton voulues (uvw solon XYZI .

La figure 6 donne 10 nomenclature des onqles et des axes do plus, commo Ia

procedure do mesure est rapide. lea pointin peuvent @tre ropites plusioura toms pour

seeillorer la precision. Un etalonnage d'un velonmm6tro 3D prond ainni environ une

dOml-imeure Pour des incertitudes do mesure do l'ordre do 1 Li Sur len intertranges et

environ 0.,1' our chaque angle.

line nomposante do vitesse mosuree R, oat ditinie par le vecteur unitaireK

Kx (A' AVI-

Ir= 2 sin(3
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Arc con IK AK A K - B < 2

L' intert range est donne par i,
0

2 sin LI
Alors P, = K, u K X,,c K,

Les memos equations peavent cte ecrites pour les deux autres corsposasten nesurees

R. at R,3 Isachant flue generalernent il est possible de nenurer direclement aselon z avec

R,. cx gut conduit a K. K , 01 Alors.

(R, K KZ K, K

2 3, 3 /crtizt uleo de mes e or i neo cz-ir

Le montage op tIgqu e condui s ant a I a meti I leure pr ec ision01 de I esure est ansureslent

telai gJui' pe,.etL I a meesure dire cte des trot s Coiipos a ntes u et a. CelIa necessite

toutefois un acces optique a e ecclrent non neales par des f'enetre s Iatr ales (pour

awc fiJg 4.ss e olm o e e tprea aui par des n ublots a u plIa f'ond et o u au p lanche r de la ve In e, c e

guti e st rarement possible heri a- la soafflerie P.! d. centre UjNERA du Fa uga-Mauzac,

specialeetent congue a oc let. oa dans den etudes de jet FIbres.
Lenos les s urgnsenft. uunaI cosiposante 1. lelng de 1 axe ynetpan mesurde

direotement mats p ar combinai son de dean co m posant es dans an plIa n horizon tal, par

e %exl a, pi ,t pt ftaest an a ngl1e Savec a Celte configuat on est donnee at tte

d eeple car , etait celle des premiers velociemetres lacer JD exploit~s aus Etats-Ilnin

a AA Ame est au KiWi

R - u con 3 2)
sinA

LadiffiLt danis cctte forinule ,procienttdepcc flue q1 et a con ii sentugendraiement

deux g rad nodrn dn s dfeec s eie ou 1'incertitude nurv Er

deccioppa nt oet te forniule acec len notatios s 'I -aures. ii apparait go en mutant

e Icact roniquenxnt 1len s-ioaux de s comspo santes 5 et a ct co amdltorer la precixton de

1. 1'requerce reesuree selox R o freguence du mou,ement den frangen scion R

frequence mesoree scion u 
0
Pu (rigoecc do eo-exent -e icaegen soln

frequexce mexuree a Ia sortie d'un mixe r

I,- freguenre Ipparente du moucement des franges scion v

islerfrasige scIon a

confrr, on

(u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , -o'u ,pu I ~(0  e b J~ _______

sin Itsin ('

La mesare d'axe frequence u', plus faibic, es f -t uee plus prkctnemcnt lass n

--mp te*ur Meibeureuxement cette idea se heat te xdfux difficultex 1. sortie d

m.r al faa! ftiltrer le signal pour Pies in-icr v, des freguenres d'ent ree u, et,
d(t e n pratigue necenAite d'avoir use id~c a priori des saleur. dee -m poanten S

lour turbulence) et d'autre part ii fat minimiser ou annaler 1. cc got nest nix~-

xI precis Lea esxais effectues a 1' INERA aver des mi xers nesrt itt ot

em0lierat 'n do la gualite des mexares. mats ont engendre beaucous piox io *-mtx

instramalt Iapparemetent mnuttil@ et une d~gradatios du rapport signal -o ,-r

Par mentre an ph~nomixe preoccapant a eti xix en evidence r'or lien lxit5.e

do 0 dx 1'nrdre do 0') Pans an eroulement dc turbulene n - "p.

~i li ion r2. IlK F2i.iia t* mur 0§ [? Jj
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oxp6rimental Vi nal r 3 Jtu . aussi bion on aubsonique (VOO 50 rn/a) qu, & Mach I. En

portent 1 angle 0 entre lea doux composantes mosuroca dans un plan horizontal A ups

valour do 1'ordro do 60'. 10 factour 3 a 6t& r6duit A 1,6 (c rf ig. 7). L explication

probable do cot allongomont do 1 hiatogrammo des vitesses ( gui devrait Otre inclue done

un corcl.) eat donn~o grice & Is figure 8. Pj ot Pj sont deux particules r~ellam, do

vitosso diffhrontoa (dane 1. cercie do probabilit6 do turbulence isotrope). qui

d6livront des signaux pendant 1. critiro do simultan~it6 pour 1& particulo Pi I0

comptour mourant uivalido Is mosuro et pas cslui meaurant rj. Pour I& particuls P. 11

Be passe I. contraire 1.I resultat donna par Is velocimdtre eat une "particule

virtuelle" PV do composantes ( ui.rj), L' htudo d~tajll~e do ce probl~mo eat Pr~sentie on

rifirenco [I] at aboutit aux conclusions suivontes :ii rout augmenter 0 au maximum (60'

sorait un minimum ot 90* 11optimum) et rdduire 1 eneomencoment pour diminuer 10

probabilit6 do mesuror sinai deux particules Pi et PJ. C'eat d'ailleura ce qui s passe

done lea 6coulemonts A fort taux do turbulence (tourbillons notamment) oa cot offot do

1 allongement do V histogrommo a'attknue.

2-3.4. Adrosols utfi~sd47) en vfocimadtri fits~r
Diff6rents types d'airosols sont utilis~a on volocimetrie laser. issue do divers

g~n~ratours do particules. La th~orie pravoit quo pour suivre do fortes accel~krations ou

d~c61&rstions (trovorajo d'un choc par example) lea particules, our lesquelles repose 10

mosure du v~locim~tro laser. doivont Atre aubmicroniquos, at mgme d'autant plus potites

quo lea vitoosos A mosuror sont plus grondes.

tine 6tude comparative du comportement de diffirento asirosola lmrs do Ia traverabe

d'un choc a 6t6 entrepriseoen collaboration ontre 1 ONERA ot 1 INST on 1985 ;un gros

effort do recherche a 6galoment 6t6 effoctu6 aux Etats-Linia dons ce domains C33. Les

conclusions oasntiellos sont r6sumhos ci-dessous:

- lea particuls do latex calibrdea a 0,3 &rn par example, atomisites A Partir d' une

solution comprenant 10 ml 6 oau .latex (10 % do latex pur) ot un litre d alcool.
donnent des risultata conformes A 10 thiorie. Un bon mode 6 injection somblo @tro

dstomiser Is mdlonge dons 10 chambre do tranquillisation, ouffisamment loin on scoot

du point do mouro pour quo l'alcool soit totalomont 6vapor6.

- un m~lange do 5 % do DOP done lolcool (atomiod puis 86chi dona uno colonno

chauffante) doit donner une granulometrie do 0, 44 &rn, aloro gu' un melange do 1 % do

DOP dana 1 acool doitudonner uno granulom~trie plus fine do 0,2 &'m peu diaporshe. Leo

ptntes dos courbos u fr x) au travers d' un choc cootirmeot coin estimations par

comperaison avec Io latex 0.3 ..

- un m6lanqo do 20 % d huilo do paraffino (ou do Rhodorsil 710 plus r6sistant A
temp~rature 6lev~e jusgu'a 800 K) dons du trichliiroithane, isau d'un otomiseur suivi

6 uno colonno s~chanto (systime pr~conis6 par It DFVLR en Allomange) donne 6golemont

uoo majoritd de petitts particulos do lordre do 0.5 psm, ovec l'avontago do no pas

slir rapidement lea hublots (notammoot on turbomachines).

- lea rum&&* deancens sont polydispers~ea ;on diffusion avant a Mach 2. avec uno
puissance laoor do 3 WI pour uno composonto at uno optiquo r~coptrico ouverto A r/5,
l*s r~sultats obtenus soot comparable. A coux d~s aux billes do latex.

Au stade actuel do coo 6tudos qui vont as pourBLivre on retiont les points

important. suivants:

-pour qu'un v~locimitre laser, traitant les signaux avoc un comptour. goit sensible aux

plus petite* particulos ( 0.2 A 0, 3 urn), A des vitossos do 300 a 500 rn/s, il faut
disposer d uno puissance lasor d'environ 3 V our chaque composante, ot d uno optiquo

do r~ception ouverto ontro f/3 at C/10, suivi d un photomultiplicateur do gain 106,* ce

gui Weost P&e 10 coo des syst~mos commerciaux actuol*.

-il somblo prif~rablo do a orionter vte 1 utilisation g4n~ralim~a on 6coulomont
a6rodynamique des billos do latex calibr6oe, qui fourniosont un a~rosol monodiapor*6

Oonnu, a* qui permottra parfois d'utiliser Is r~trodiffuojon (on augmontant 1s gain
des amplificatours 6boctroniques dos compteurs) sans dit~rioration do Ia qualit6 des
r~sultats. Rn effet souvont quond 1 airosol a une granulomitrie polydisporsio, on

r~trodiffusion Is vilocim~tre laser eat systkmatiguemont sensible a Is queue do Is

distribistion on taillo vors lea groses particulee. co gui ralontit Ia cadence

d-acQuisition do donn6es at fausse lea r~sultao do vitoee moyenne at d'4cart-typ.

- n cao d'utillsation d'une huile. 1s dilution done un solvent avant atomisation r6duit

toujours 10 gronulow~trie qui devient souvent & majorit* aubmicronique.

Dan* lee 6coulemoonte h vitese. 6levie et haute tompdraturo. i1 est pr~conie&
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d' utiliser des particules refractaires telles quo Ti 02 lusqa' 1800 X ou ZrO. jusquI6

2700 K. g~n~rosa par un lit fluidiSi ou un cyclone. Ae203 donne genkralenont des

particules entre 2 at 3 1 m.

Pour des assets done des moteurs h Sandia Laboratories [4), afin daviter

1'abrasion rapide do Ia chambro de combustion due aux particua de ZrO2 , un melange

ZrF 4 dans de 1 eau eat vaporis6 il donne do bons r~sultats dana Ia partie froide de

le6coulement. puts se transforms on 2r
0

2 uniquament dans Ia zone de combustion. ce qui

limits I' rosion.

2.4. Utilisation de fibres optiques en vilocimitrie laser

11 faut distinguer l'emploi do fibres optiques dans la partia 6mission at dons Ia

partie r~caption.

Des fibres optiquaa multimodas do 600 aim do cour aont aisiment utilisables dons la

pertie ricaption pour conduirra la lumiire diffusee collectie par l'optique r~ceptrice

vera lea photomultiplicateurs. qui peuvent &insi Otre iloignea do cartaira

environnements hostiles (rayonnement 6lactromagnhtique d'un laser, fort nivaau de

vibration, etc...)

Par contro A l16miason il s'agit do vdhiculor des faisceaux laser (giaralement do

forts puissance) en conservant lour coherence spatialo at temPorelle &fin do crer des

interf~rences do bonne qualit6 dana le volume do meaura 17. Pour iviter des Ph~nonines do

speckle ind~sirables dons V, co sont des fibres monomodes qui sont utiliaces, avec un

coour do 5 tim environ. Las premiers dispoaitifs commercioltssas no Conctionnaient

qu'avec des laser Ne-No do foibles puissance taI technologio dos fibres optiques

dvoluant actuellement tris rapidement. des systemes sont maintenant proposes avoc des

lasers A argon, quL correspondent ouxsach~ias do 10 figure 9. La puissance loser pouvant

entrer dens ces t~tes optiquas niaturisies do vilocxitre monodimensionnel,

fonctionnont en ratrodiffusion asiale. ant encore limut~e A I watt environ ;la distance

do viske est d'une cinquantoino do mm.

Cotte technologie va A l'encont-e do l'idde fondamontale do la v~locimitrie laser

"qui no porturbo pas licoulement", puisqu'il y a introduction do sonde matirielle.

N~anmoins cotta nouvelle technoloqie iend 10 domaine d'application do lo vilocimAtrie A
des 6coulements no possidant pas dacc~s oPtiques latiraus larges, at pout randre des

services quand lIa chombre doicp~rience eat entouree par un grand caisson pressurisi (ces

do cartainos grandes souffleries A caract~re industrial)

3 - VELOCIHETRIE LASER A BARRIERE OPTIQUE

Dons le cas oil Ie niveau do lumijre parasite est intense. dana 10a essais On

turbomachinas Par example (dans des cansux itrotts), lea v~locin.tres A franges
classiques fonctionnont teal :la limits d'approche frontale d'une Peot quo los

faiscesux laser tiourtent eat do 1 ordre do 5 a t5 mm ;des moyena pour reduire cette

limitation aont d~crits dans lea 1 4.2 maia no sont pas toulours applicablea. Vest

pourquoi Ia v~locimitrie A barriers optique West d~veloplo ovec comae id~e

fondamontolo de plus concentrer l'6nergie lumineuse dans le volume do mosuro pour

amilioror 1e rapport signal sur bruit. Deux types do velocim~tres sont d~crits

ci-dessous. l'un disponible comorcialeasent (daux points), lautre netont quoau atado

du laboratoire (deux traits).

3.1 V6locimbtre deus points [5]

Lo sch~ma d'un tel v~locim~tre est donna par 10 figure It' 10l faiacaau laser eat

focolis6 en deux points d'onviron 20 jm do diam~tre at distanta de 400 1im. Coest la

lumiie rhtrodiffus~e sur l1axe qui est collecti. done tous los systemea comarciaux.

oaaentiollament parce quo doe lea applications an turbomachinea laccis optique eat

limitil i travers de tris petites hublots. Los inconvonients do catte technique sont lea

suivanta lea mesuros no pouvent Otro fatea quo dana des 6coulaments raibloment

turbulents (momns do 10 A 15 % :une particule travorsant I. premier point no doit pas

avoir une probabilit6 trop bases pour traverser Ie second) et il eat imnposible

dleffectuer des mesures tridimenaionnelles simultan~es our Ia mfme particule, puisquixl

faut tourner Ia ligne joignant loa deux points pour obtenir localomont les variations

angulaires do 1'6coulement 10I dur~e des acquisitions pour cheque position du volume do

msure est longue.

11 appardit donc quo coa appareile sont loasoauls 6 jouvoir fournir des mneoures

tris pris des paroa. Mae is durA. d una mosuro eat longue et on no pout sondor des
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6coulemonts tris turbulents. malheurousement existant souvent pra des parois couches

limites. tourbillons. zones de ditcoliement. etc.

Lors do 1l6tude comparative du rapport signal aur bruit des diffironts types do

vklocim~tres, quand nous montrarons quantitativoment combien cotta configuration optique

do vilocim~tre loser oat avantaqeuse. il faudra gardor an m~moiro tous lea inconvhnients

pratiques pour 1'exploration des 6coulements turbulents.

3. 2. V6locimAtre deux traits

A 1 ONERA nous avons develoPP6 un v~locimitre & barri~res optiqus

monodimensionnel ( masure d une composante de is vitesse) appele deux traits I cf fig.

11) Los points (do diff~rentes couleura un vert at un bleu issus d'un laser A argon)

soot transformes en deux traits en creant da l'astigmatisme dana Is partia dmission,

gr~ce A des lames A faces parall~les inclin6es. Un tel syst~me peut masurar

successivemant diff~rantas composantes do Is vitesse, par rotation des lames inclin6ea,

ce qui assure una rotation des traits sur oum-mgmes ;la ligne joignant lea centres des

traits pout Otre dispos~e parall~lement A Is direction principals do 1'6coulomont on

tournant 1e prisma separatour do couleurs. Un tel appareil deviant bidimensionnal quand

unm systabsa do douxv croixbteat cr 66 (cf fig. 1lib).uCesa v6loci m~tre Amtrat :ontIcomparables A des vlocim~te A franges n syant quo deux frangas, aiaec I1.
traitement du signal (convertisseur tamps-tension, analyseur multicanaux donnant
1 histogramma des temps do transit) et quelgues avantagas des velocimibtres doux points;

l'6tude du rapport signal sur bruit. sinai qua des exp~riance do laboratoire, montrent

clairemant In situation intermediaire do ce type do v62ocimAtre laser, capable do'1 travailler dana des ecoulemonts assez turbulents (T,< 30 %), mais pas done des zones do
recirculation ;il accepts capendant des variations angualires do le6coulaent jusquA

10*. Initialement ce velocim~tre laser fut mont6 en retrodiffusion co-axiala nous
montrerons lea am~liorations obtenues en utilisant une g6ometrie o l'optique do
r~ception eat adjacenta A 11optique d'6mission ( r~trodiffussion hors do V axe).

4 - RAPPORT SIGNA L SUR BRUIT EN VELOCINETRIE LASER

Nous c onaid~rarona quean raison des fliax raibles diffusa par des particules

submicroniquos 1e diectaur eat un photomultiplicataur. La rapport signal sur bruit RSB

s Acrit alora

)1SB =IRSB) ,, C

I RSB)MIAX 4

2 h u0  v
71

C= (I K~i) /I K -

PL: puissance du laser

%,:anglo du c~ne do 1 angle solids do 1 optiqun r6ceptrice
a section officaco do diffusion d'une particula

10mm~ pour uno particulo d' sau do 0,8 B im do diamiptre)

h constants do Planck - 6,6. o .:14H
fu, rquanco do Is lumibro laser B.10H

ar:band. pasant, dou.' Ilectronique I plusiours NNx)

1 efficaith q untiqu du PH ( * 0,1 )

Sv surface 6clair~o dana I. volume do mosure dane un plan x~y

a albddo d'une paroi I 0, 1)

K caracthrise Ia surface commune au diaphragm@ plac6 devant 1. PH at A 1Vimtage S..

dans le plan du diaphragm*, de V impact des faisceaux laser our Is psroi.

L Avolution do re rapport signal aur bruit d apris [6) pour des carac~riatiques

ciassiques de vilocim~tres A frangos, deux points. doux traits donne lea courbos de Is

figure 12. mettant en ividence Is situation do compromis int~ressanto dane laquelle a.

trouve Is v~locimitre deux traits.

Montionnona ici toutefois pour mimoire lea diverse. fagons d am~liorer 1. RSB dana
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un vilocimitre A irangts. qui rest. I& technique 1* plus op~rationnelle car applicable

aux 6coulements tr*s turbulonta, qui as manifestant souvent pris des Parole:

- r6duction do ia taillo du volume de meaure A 60 p m do diamitre par example Cc. qui se

rapproche do 1. surface S. d'Un v~locim~tre A barrire optique), ce qul entraiins des

interfrsnge petite, done des friquences 4evies A traitor pour des vitesses 6leves

(limitation en vitesse do lordre do 150 We/ dons ce coo),

- utilisation de Particulos fluorescentes (ce qui onnuls 1 influence do a, car 10 paon

n st plus vue par Is P)

- traitemont du signal par analyse spectrale, plut6t quo per comptage. ce qui riduit ar

4' Un t'octour 103.

Pratiquement il ressort do cette 6tude lea idies fondamontales suivantos

- pour conserver un RSB > 1 aec un v~locimitro A franges, ii Lout quo le factour KC soit

inferiour , 10-3, 00 qui signifie quo I. trou plac6 devont Ie photomultiplicateur no

doit quasimont pas "voir" lea images difocalisios des impacts des faisceoux loser Sur

une paroi. Cleat ce qui explique I inefficaciti des vilocimitres it franges en

ritrodirrusion aiciale et 10 limeits dopprocho des parole en ritodiffusion hors de losxe,

i~e & 10 giomitrie (emission-riception) do 1 oppareil.

11 eat cloir qu-une optique de riception placee A 90' do V ace 6 &mission permet une

approchke do paon A quelques dixies de mm, mole so heurte aux probl~mes

6' eccossibilit6 optique at aux problimos lies & Is diffusion do (lie qui eat minimalo

dans cette direction.

- 1S vilocimiltro dous points a un RSB do 7 dB environ, eigmo Sur Is paroi

- 1e vilocimitre doux traits permet de saOpprocher .iusqu' a 0,4 mm I theorique), 0.7 mm

(pratique) d'uno poroi un RSB superieur A 1 eat obtenu pour K 1( 13 %. Le fait do as

mettro on retrodiffusion hors do lose avoc un tel vilocimitre ameliore le RSB jusqu'a

uno distance do 2,7 mm onviron ;onsuite Ie flux parasite Sur to ditecteur rodoviont

identique A colui requ en ritrodiffusion axialo

Le tableau ci-dessous r6sume cotto btude (d distance do V7 a 15 paroi)

RSB 5 ,,i 68) P38 dmm Coimentairos

V41ocimitre 13,8 trop sensibl
a franges 22,8 --- Impossible aro es ibulae

retrodiffusion Jl2 10
5

IKImir
axialo parasi to

Aeliorat ions
pose ibl as

Viloci mitre traitosent du signal
a frne 5 A l5 par analyse spectral*.

r~trodiffusion plus Potit volume
hors do Pa0s0 do **sure.

particules
fluoroeentos

Bilocimitre 102 Approche
deux points 40 0 A, 0. 5 do Perot olptimole,

rotrodiffusion m1210 ais on *couleement
axial. lami nairo

Sonk compromis
Vilociitte 40 on 6coule0me nt tur bulent
doux traits 32 0, 07 prie des paroie, mais
rktrodiffusion I, 271 pas dons lea zones do

axists rec irc ulat ion

V4loelmitro Amlioratton du R3B
deus traits jusquIA 2,7 mm
ritrodiffusion do Ia paroi
hors do V axe
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5 - SYNTHESE DES CAPACITES DES DIVERS VELOCIMETRES LASER

Type do vdlocimdtre Comesentaires Type d'&coulem~nt

Stationnaire

Mesure d i souls V approch6
coisPosants ;Plusiours tangentiellemont
cosPosantes siesur ablos A quoiques

1 D s uccossivement ;permot 1/10 do mml1
do s familisriser ave d'une paroi, mais

I& technique porpondiculairement
entre 5 at 15 emm

2 romposantes Turbulent
V610cisitre 2 D sijeultaneont mosur~es Bidimonsionnel
& franges acc~s optique pa (mime problIbme
classiquos hublots latbraux d'approche do Perot

quo 1 D)

3 composantes
simultan~ment Turbulent

3 D mesur~es ;ndcessite Tridimensionnel
largos accbs Tonsour de Reynolds

optiquos pour avoir complot eosur6
une bonne precision

I seule composante
mosur~e plusiours Turbulent

Particulos composantea pr~a des parois
Fluorescentes successivemsont gradients

particulos toxiquos do vitesso roibles
do 2 A 3 i~e

Fre1, 2 ou 3 Turbulent
Fort on omposentos simultanisent pris des parois

V6locimitre ripoltioti Isesuries. Accne optique vitesses Pau 6levbas
& (ranges large A 100 m/s)
5 p~ ef iquos
pour mosuros 1, 2 ou 3
prbe des parois comspossntes sosuries

indipendsmiont ;donc pae
ar~as au tenseur de Turbulent

Traiteisent Reynolds couplet. pris des paroie
du signal Evolutionterhnologique Beaucoup d'avenir

par analyse pour traitement done cette mithode
sectral* simsultan*

des 3 composantos
d'une mime particulo

(numsdrisation dos signoux
des PH)

Nesuree bidimensionnelles (ru < ID A 15 5
Vdlocimitre eupposent un Hosur~s tr~s prim
2 points ensomenrement constant doe paroie,

quand 11 y a
dos particules

Nosures ID. 2D Turbulent, mas
V61ociNitre vilorimitre do compromia eoe ru 3D 5
2 traits, entre 2 points Nesures A I - nviron
2 croix et franges ;d une paroi normassl

maquette do laborstoire &us (aiscosux laser

Vilocigsitre Mesuree ID Turbulent
A franges technoloqie Sonde done 1 deouloent
oven fibres en plain* & SD wo environ
optiquos ivolution du point visA

6 -CONCLUSIONS

La v~locimitrie loser A franges et apt* A mosurer sumultandment trois composantes

du voctour vitesse locale et inaenten6*. ce qui pormet do sonder do nousbroux

Acoulomonte turbulonte tridimensionnels aver succia. Lea souls@ reatrictions A eon

domasin* dutiliation eont Is difficult& deccias optique au volume do mesure doe
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certaina cas I sachant qu'i1 eat pr~ferable de as rapprocher d'une configuration o6 loa

trois coisposantes meaur4es soot orthogonalesi ot la degradation du rapport signal sur

bruit Pr~s des parols ( limits d'approche do 5 A 15 smn quand los faisceaux laser lour

sont perpondiculsires. mais quolquos dixi~mes de mm quand ils leur sont paraltiesi

quelgues essais avoc un volume do mosuro plus petit ou des particulos fluorescontes

s'avirent sotisfaisants, mobs non valabs aen touts generalite ufo amielioration

important* dol t apparaitre dons un proche avonir grhce & de nouvelles mithodes de

traitemeot du signal per anslyso spectralo des signsux issus des photomultiplicatours

quo ilon numirise.

Los velocimitres deux Points soot lea plus performants pros des partis. mais uls

soot limitis au Bondage d'Acoulements trio faiblomont turbulents.

Lo vilocimitre deux traits apparsit commo un bon compromis, avec une approche do

poroi limithe AL 0,7 mm et Is possibilit6 do mesuror des taux do turbulence attoignant

30 % dons dos 4coulomonta ob Is variation angulairo du vectour vitesse ost do l'ordre do

11 taut attacher beaucoup d'importance & I& qualit6 do loensemeciaont do

1l4coulemont. car cotte technique optique dite "non poriurbatrice' repose our 10

diffusion do la lumi~re par des aerosols qui doivent @tre introduits sans porturber

l'6coulement, done suffisamment loin en amont du volume do mosure. ou parfois m~nic on

oval deole veins dons uno sourflerie A retour. L'utilisation generalisee des billes do

latex calibr605 submicroniquos eat houtemont rocommandebe pour l*6tude des 6coulementa

ahrodynomiquos rapides A temphraturo ambianto.

En conclusion, to velocimitro laser idi et universel capable d'effoctuer dos

meouree pr~a do nimporte quells paroi, dons un 6coulomont fortement turbulent. Wexiste

pas, male nous sommes copablos maintenant de definir lea Principsux caractes qu'ii

devrajt respecter

-lumi~re laser rortemoot concentrA. done Is volume do mesuro, ce qui augmente le

rapport signal sur bruit avoc Sv- ot dicroit le nivosu continu au moins coine S2

-un. 96om~trie do volume do mosure V7 at un systime do traitemont do signal capablos do

mesuror ae voctour vitesse instantan~e d'une particule, quollo quo soit 3a traloctoire

done V (commo dons los velocim~tres A franges 301.

-ass do 1 optiqus do r~ception situk en dehors do 1*axe d'6mission. car cetie q~oinetrie

permot do minimiser 10 param~tre KI ( lumi~re parasite rotue par le

photomultiplicateuri.

Cte vlution do la vAlocim~trie laser eat demandAO par do nombreux utilisatous

pour sot~nder doe 6co u 1n ~to autout do ma quettes c omplexes ou dons des regions ( entries

( dair par exemple) o6 l'accis optiquo eat trio difficilo, dO au manqus do hublots.

Ainsi une nouvelle contrainte Pour les future v~locimetres loser sera I'utilisation

de fibres optiquos, toot & le4mission qu'A 1a reception, on vue do miniaturisor los

iqux pemeots.
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DISCUSSION

A.Strazisar, US
Why did you create two dashes of different colours, one green and one blue?

At first, it was very simple to achieve: a prism disperses the wavelengths to create spots of different colours and
independently inclined plates create astigmatism. Moreover this was essentially done to avoid noise cross talk between
photodetectors in the receiving part. But this cross talk is only important at a large distance from the wall (about 3 or 5
mm) when the green and blue laser beams impacts on the wall begin to overlap.

Each type of LV has its advantages and drawbacks; there is not a well defined barrier between their applications
domains. [ want to emphasize that fact that wall approach limitations are different if the laser beams are parallel or
perpendicular to the wall: in the first case LDV probe volume can be approached within 0.5 mm for instance, and in the
second case L2F must absolutely be employed for the same approach. The L2F is not able to perform measurements in
highly turbulent flows, i.e. recirculation zones for instance: but it allows the determination (even between rotor blades)
of the limits of such types of flows; very often it is enough to have this knowledge, without asking for a detailed survey of
the flow field inside this turbulent region (where calculation models do not exist). This type of information enables a
better understanding of the flow through the machine and does not require further detailed measurements.
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~This paper discusses the selection and application of laser aresuatry system to the particularly
hostile environmsent found in meshl high speed rotating turbaachines.

There are several different laser anoaseetry system which are used in turbomachinery studies-ansi~jgn selecting a system to carry ouit specific duties it is necessary to have asme prior knowledge of
Oeflows to be mseasured, the special resolution required and any limitations on optical access.

iiQ 5ptical access will often determine the spatial resolution possible and the quality of the
scattered signal will generally determine the type of signal proceso which can be used.

Itoe criteria used for the selection of systems at Cranfield are discussed. The arrangements in use
include both the Doppler aid Transit systemr each of which are fou~nd to have unique aid very
distinct advantages. The conclusions of the paper are exemplified by measurements of the flos
within small high speed compressors.

I Introduct ion

BSll turbosachines are being used in an increasingly wide range of applications. Small industrial
and aerospace comressors handle all kinds of gases and rotate at up to 200 000 rpm. Of particular
interest at Cranfield has been the mosll centrifugal compressor but studies on variouss axial
machines have also been undertaken. For nearly all systems usingj these compressors the flow range,
efficiency and surge characteristics are of parmount importance and the requiremnt exists to
improve performance and rbtain a better understanding of the flow processes involved. There are
many design techniques available which attempt to achieve an analytic definition of pe'formnce but
in order to validate these modiels it is necessary to be able to meaasure the flow through actual
%wchines.

in the cas of the centrifugal impeller, gas is accepted in an axial direction and expel led at
higher t srature, pressure and velocity in a radial direction. There are many complex fluid
chatges takirg place due to rotation, curvature and diffusion processes within the impeller. These
complex and interactive fluid processes produce a flow through the imspeller and diffuser which is
maldistributed and time dependent. Althoujgh the flow through axial smchines remain in essentially
the sam plane, the processes in other respects are almoest as complex.

The flow structures involved in these processes place high physical demands on any instrumsentation
used to measure the parameters. The instrument must be sufficiently robust to withstand the
unstady aerodynamic forces, it must not disturb the flow arid (especially for the smaller units) it
must have go spatial resolution and fast response. Whereasaon larger, lower speed units pressure
prbes aid hot wire anemters may be used, these instruments becoe unsatisfactory in small high
speed mhines and it is here that the laser anmmter has been met usefully employed.

This paper attempts to discuss se of the major prblem encountered during such lasr ansexesetry
studies and how aom of these prob~lem have been overcome. The p4Aer exempliifies ese of these
parblem with results from variouis studies.

2 Experimental Arrangement and Eqipment

There are several commrcially available laser anomomtry systm. Ithese are invariably designed as
modlar .yetain so that anmomters can be asembled to suit specific aamrinnt applications.
Wme designing a system it is necessary to have soe prior knowledge of the flows expected and also
of the practical limitations on optical access.

The optical access will generally determine the optical arrangemnt of the armsomter * If only one
waccss wido is available then only a full beckacatter system nost be used and if goo spatial
resolution is required then a Transft eimmter (chodal (1), Brow and Pike (2)) would normally be
chosen in preference to a Dopler system. if twowoss windows arm available, howver. then an
obl ique ecatter Dopler anmomter, (LOR) systemn can overcome the resolution problem, (Elder
Forster, GUiM3).
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The quality of the scattered signal will generally determine the processing system used. The choice
of signal processor involves a compromise between the ability to operate in a harsh signal-to-noise
environment and the speed at which measurements may be taken. Cranfield'e choice of processor, a
correlator (Abbiss, Chubb and Pike(4)), favoured a system with a very good ability to operate with
poor signals. The rocessor is generally connected to a camputer for on-line data reduction or
storage.

Design of Current Laser Anemometer Systems

Turbomachinery studies at Cranfield have involved two main types of flow. The first has involved
radial flows (ie the flow exiting from a centrifugal impeller) and for these studies it has been
possible to incorporate two optical access windows in the available hardware. For these studies
therefore, it was decided to use a single axis LIA system working in oblique forward scatter, Figure
1. The exit channel dimensions of 7em wide were typical and problems were expected with high
background flare levels due to the proximity of the wall to the measurement volume. Thus
correlation was chosen as a signal processing system trusting this to be the more certain, albeit
slower, processing technique. A 35iW HeNs laser and beamplitter were mounted in a rotation cradle
to allow two components of the flow velocity to be measured. These caponents were arranged so that
any small radial inflow on the impeller could be measured. No large flow reversals were expected
and frequency shifting was not used. Since a blade to blade flow profile was required the
correlator was strobed so that each measurement took data from a similar small time slot between
each blade. The correlation data is passed to a DEC PDPl1 computer for storage and is processed
later using a program based on the work of Abbiss (5) and Sharpe (6). This system has been used
extensively to take measurements on a more or less routine basis on a variety of different
compressor configurations.

The second major field of study has concerned annular flows (ie axial compressor flows and flows
within the inducer of centrifugal compressors). In these studies it is generally only possible to
have a single access window and a full backcatter anemometer, the Malvern Instruments 4772 Transit
Anemometer, has been used (Bown and Pike (2)), Figure 2. The photcmultiplier output was connected
to a correlator and the results processed on line by a PDPll using a program based on the work of
Flos (7). Strobing was necessary for these measurements and working in the blade row caused no
special problem although the blade shadow prevented measurements in se areas. To provide
sufficient particles for scattering, 0.5 micron diameter seed particles (corn oil) were introduced
into the flow.

3 Analysis Techniques

The output from the photamultiplier tube consists of 6 series of digital pulses or an analogue
voltage corresponding to the arrival of scattered light on its receiver. Processing of these pulses
is carried out by a correlator, the correlation technique being very effective at extracting the
required signal from the noise present in the photomltiplier output. The purpose of the data
analysis technique to be applied to the correlation function, is to extract from it information
about the particles that gave rise to it; usually their mean velocity, and the spread of velocities,
or the turbulence of the flow.

The methods of data analysis are quite different for the two arrangements of anemometer, Doppler and
Transit, but the purpose of each is usually to determine (from the correlation function) the
velocity probability density function of the particles, from which the mean flow velocity and
turbulence intensity can be derived. one major difference between the two anemometer arrangements
is that the Doppler anemometer measures a component of the flow velocity in the plane of the two
beams, and normal to the axis of the anemometer, and it is usual to obtain a second coponent by
rotation of the plane of the beams in order to define the flow vector. Optimum accuracy of the
velocity measurements can be obtained by careful selection of the velocity components to be
measured. The Transit anemometer, however, measures the magnitude of the velocity of a particle
travelling in the plane of the two beams. To define the velocity vector for the Transit
arrangement, the plane of the two beas is rotated until it is aligned with the mean flow direction,
a condition that can be identified by a correlogram having the maximum peak height to base line
ratio, but which is also calculated more accurately by the analysis to be described below.

3.1 Transit Anemometry Data Analysis

The data analysis technique employed when taking measurents with the Transit anemometer is based on
the theory of Ross (7). It is essential to carry out this analysis on-line to ensure that the mean
flow direction has in fact been defined. As the plane of the two beame is rotated, the shape of the
correlation function changes, figure 3. Where the plane of the beam is out of alignment with the
man flow, the correlogram will have a small peak, on a high baseline level (caused by particles
passing through only one beam). As the plane becames aligned, (figure 3 again) the peak height
increases, while the baseline level decreases.

The Poss analysis relies on assuming a Gaussian model for the flow turbulence, from which it is
possible to derive an expression describing the correlation function, G(T,a), at a given orientation
a- If the expression for G(T, CJ is integrated overr , an expression for the integrated counts, or
,irea under the correlogram peak is obtained which depends only on the orientation a , and the mean
flow orientationoo.

The technique proceeds by taking correlograme at different angles and calculating the integrated
counts for each correlogram, figure 3. This enables the mean flow direction to be calculated.
Taking the correlation function at the orientation closest to the mean flow angle, the mean flow
velocity and turbulence intensity can be calculated from the knowledge of the form of G( T). The
details of the analysis are described in Roes (7), and Elder, Forster & Gill (3,8).
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3.2 Doppler Anemometry Data Analysis

Several techniques are available for the analysis of the correlation functions arising from a
Doppler ansmsratry experiment, Brown & Gill (9). It has been found, however, that in the generally
noisy data obtained when taking measurements in turbomachines, the Fourier transform analysis of
Abbiss (5) is the mst reliable. The analysis again relies on deriving an analytical expression for
the correlation function, in terms of the velocity components of the flow. The Fourier transform
technique takes advantage of the fact that the Fourier transform of an autocorrelation function
yields the power spectral density of the flow, which in turn is related to the velocity prdability
distribution. The analysis is complicated by the fact that, superimposed on the oscillatory
correlation function, the frequency of which relates to the frequency of particles passing through
the fringe pattern, is a decaying baseline, figure 4, the shape of which is due to the Gassian
intensity distribution across the laser beams. Removal of the baseline can result in problem in
'blowing-up' any noise present in the correlogram, and can cause accuracy problems, especially in
the turbulence intensity calculation. The analysis technique, therefore, consists of the following
steps. A first approximation for the mean flow velocity can be made by assuming a linear base line.
Using this approximation, the exact form of the Gaussian baseline can be derived, and removed from
the correlation function, taking care that no amplification of unrealistic noise signals takes
place. Fourier transform of the modified function now yields the velocity probability density
function of the flow, from which the mean velocity and turbulence intensity values can be
calculated.

4 A study of Impeller Outlet aid Vaned Diffuser Inlet Flows

It has become reasonably well appreciated that the flow within a centrifugal impeller can separate
providing a very distorted flow at the impeller outlet with regions of attached and separated flow.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the nature, if any, of the aerodynamic coupling
between the impeller and downstream vaned diffuser.

It is important to emphasise that the results shown here are representative only and that the scope
of the study was extensive involving more than one impeller and several diffuser arrangements.

The experimental arrangement was generally as illustrated in figure 1 and the oblique forward
scatter UAl system described previously was used with a twin window arrangement.

The compressor casing was modified to allow different diffuser inserts to be used for a vaneless and
vaned builds. Instrumentation was available to allow standard performance mapping of the compressor
and these results were displayed on-line using a microcomputer. The controls for the rig and most
of the instrumentation were housed in a control room next to the test house for both safety and
comfort of operation.

The measurements were taken on a 100rm diameter impeller of back.wept blade design. Speed of
rotation was 75 00rpm and measurements were taken at various stations.

Typical laser anemometer results for the vaneless diffuser build are shown in figure 5. These
indicate that the flow through the impeller is very complex and it may be expected that there are
several different mechanisms at work to account for the flows observed at the tip. Such results are
extremely interesting and will be discussed elsewhere.

The radial velocity profiles for both the choke and surge flows are shown in Figure 5. At choke
flow there is a wake extending almost all along the shroud surface whereas towards surge the wake is
more limited in extent but deeper in the blade passage and situated in the shroud/suction surface
corner.

Figure 6 shows typical measurement stations in the vaneless and semi-vaneless space of the vaned
diffuser builds. Results for two instances (positions of the impeller) are shown. The flow is
clearly unsteady with transient flow at the diffuser inlet and flow switching occurring in the
semivaneless space as the rotor blade passes. The quantitative effects of such flows are not
usually accamodated in diffuser design and it is difficult to believe that a better understanding
and control of this process would not yield worthwhile benefits. The unsteadiness of the flow field
is further emphasised in figure 7 where flow angle variation at various pgints on the pitch diameter
of the diffuser vane leading edge show angular fluctuations of nearly 20 . If any further evidence
of the presence of unsteady flows is required these are demonstrated in figure 8 which shows the
average velocity at the diffuser inlet throat. The above results are for a vaned diffuser
arrangement in which the vane leading edge was at a radius ratio of 1.075 and had 22 vanes.

It is also noteworthy that in addition to the unsteady flow effects there are sizeable differences
in the average flow angle across the passage (across the diffuser vane height) for which no account
is normally made in the design process.

5 A Study of Stator Cutlet Flow in a Small Transonic Fan

As for a centrifugal compressor, the flow in an axial machine operating under reasonable stage
loadings and realistic tip clearances is exceedingly complex and this study involved an assessment
of the flow conditions at the stator exit of a compressor stage. In this arrangement the blade
height was 25u= and the rotational speed 70 00orpm. Figure 9 shows the experimental arrangement
%h a single access window. In this case the Transit Anemometer described in Section 2 was used.
Although measurements were made downstream of a stationary blade row, the results were strobed at
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rotor blade passing frequency in order to ascertain the rotor unsteadiness transmitted through the
stator. Indeed the degree of unsteadiness transitted was surprisingly large. Figure 10 shows
typical results for design flow conditions. They show considerable distortion and of particular
interest is the low velocity region near the stator suction surface/bub corner providing evidence of
stall in this region. Similar problems have been reported in low speed capressor studies, Joslyn
and Dring (10) which probably arise due to excessive diffusion in the stator tip section and the
clearance flow.

6 Problem

Processor spsed - In Doppler syste the speed of the processor limits the number of fringes in the
control volume, Elder (11), and although analysis is possible (using the correlator) with only three
fringes, the analysis is more accurate and the turbulence intensity more easily defined if 10-20
fringes are used. This is not such a problem with counters and trackers (which generally have a
higher frequency capability but these tend to increase other problems particularly where the signal
is very noisy). Transit anemmeters have less exacting processing requirements because the spot
spacing Is approximately ten times larger than the fringe spacing.

Sei - Although there is a common requirement to operate with only natural seeding, almost
inliibly, additional 'ied haL to be added. For the studies described in this paper great care has
to be taken to ensure that need particles are around 0.5 micron diameter, Elder (11).

For compressor studies where the flows are usually at a temperature of less than 200
0

C liquid
droplet seeding appears to be satisfactory although great care has to be taken when injecting the
droplets into the flow to avoid coalescing (the presence of large particles in rotating blade
passages becomes immediately apparent because they tend to hit the blade surface and be centrifuged
onto the optical access windows). For turbine studies, due to the higher operating temperatures it
has been necessary to adopt solid particles (usually titanium dioxide although other substances have

been tried). The problem with small solid particles is that, although they may fundamentally of a
suitable size (typically 0.2 m) the particles tend to coagulate. The problem is made worse because
titanium dioxide is naturally hygroscopic. Indeed these prcblems may have became insuperable if the
plastic industry did not require titanium dioxide particles (of a suitable diaseter)treated in a
manner preventing the hygroscopic nature and therefore the tendancy to coagulate.

Window Euling - This a repeating problem and unless windows can be kept reasonably clean for a
period of approximately 40 minutes, measurements become increasingly tedious. In-situ window
washing arrangements have been used in the past but their general use has been avoided because it
has usually proven possible to keep windows clean for longer than the 40 minute period. Instead of
these in-situ cleaning arrangements, care has always been taken to ensure the easy removal of
windows for cleaning. Excessive window failing has often been found to be due to the excessive size
of oil seeding particles.

Difficulties have also been found with the use of anti-reflection coatings on windows because when
they are placed in harsh environments the coatings become damaged by particles in the flow and the
damaged coatings give more prcblem than uncoated surfaces.

Difficult problems have also required drastic and novel remeoies. In same cases where windows ware
observed to suffer from the spluttering of oil particles on the surface which destroyed the
wavefronts of the input laser beauo it was found beneficial to thinly coat the surface with oil
before mounting the window in the rig, figure 11. Window surfaces 'treated' in such a manner
tended to reduce the 'spluttering' problem by dissipating the oil glcbules.

There are significant improvements to be achieved by using a window arrangment where the window is
not flush with the flow but displaced with a small apperture, typically Imm, opening onto the flow
as shown in figure 12. The limit here is the acceptability of the small apperture but the method
has proven useful for the input of Doppler input beam pairs which can often comfortably be
aocomodated within lmm.

Signal Strength - Throughout most turbomachinery studies in which laser anemmetry is used, great
emphasis is put on methods in which signal strength can be improved relative to background noise.

dMethods of improving signal strength include using larger seed particles, more laser power (or more
appropriate frequencies for optimum P r response) and fluoresence. Unfortunately these techniqueR
(and others which have been considered) suffer severe problems. For example:

a) Increased laser power - tests undertaken suggest that using more
powerful (and expensive) lasers tend to generate almost equal
increases in signal and noise such that the ratio of signal to
noise is not noticeably improved. (It usually appears tha, it is
the low ratio of signal to noise that creates processing problem
rather than the lack of signal).

b) Larger seed particles - undoubtably this makes measurements
easier (due to their increased scattering capability) but if this
requires particles greater in diameter than 0.5 m this inevitably
infers that flow tracking problem emerge in region of rapidly
accelerating flow.



C) Fluorescent particles (which have the capability of differencing
the noise and signal frequency such that the signals can be
preferentially selected by the use of narrow band filters) -
again a useful idea but the size of the fluorescent particle is a
problem, also the advantages of the technique are overcome as
surfaces become coated. A derivative of this technique involves
coating surfaces from which flare amrgea with fluorescent
material. Again the purpose is to difference the flare (noise)
and signal frquencies but this has been found to be generally
unsatisfactory became better results can usually be obtained
with a black surface (mett black or gloss black).

Particle Binching - Bunching of seed particles can occur due to various factors and need not
ineissarily inter that, at the place of measurement, the particles do not follow the flow. For

example if seed particles are injected locally into the upstream flow of an impeller only a
comparatively few of the particles may penetrate the wake flow where measurements are being taken.
This can caurse scattered light intensity which varies with blade passing frequency. This periodic
variation in light intensity can be detected through the correlator (which after all is used because
of its inherent sensitivity to embedded frequencies). The tendency is for the correlation function
due to this phenomena to become superimposed on that due to the required signal, Brown, Forster and
Gill (12). This can occur for either Doppler or Transit systems and its exister~e tends to
complicate the *baseline' of the correlation function. To overcom this the analysis techniques
have to be modified. These procedures generally introduce some doubt in the accuracy of
measurements, particularly the definition of turbulence intensity (and especially for the Transit
system in highly turbulent regions).

7 Accuracy and Validation

In all studies great effort is undertaken to ensure, as far as possible, that results presented are
valid. This ccammnly involves three separate undertakings:

a) Repeatability - It should be possible to repeat results to
within reasonably close tolerances (usually 1%).

b) Local Conservation of Physical Parameters (usually mass and
momentum) - This involves repeating measurements in adjacent
planes and comparing results for the conservation of mass and
angular momntum. Typical results are shown in figure 13 (note
that the parameters shown are only constant if density is
uniform).

c) Agreament with Bulk Parameters - It should be possible to detine
(reasonably accurately) such parameters as overall mass flow and
work input across a rotor (using the Buler relation). Typical
results are shown in figure 14. It should be noted that the
mass flow check can be difficult to satisfy to even a comforting
level because of uncertainties in the local density
(particularly in high speed machines) and also that local
parameters may differ from bulk factors where flow distortion is
present (for example due to the collector system).

It is considered that such checks are a important undertaking in laser anemeter studies providing
confidence to both the measurement engineer and aeradynamicist.

8 Conclusions

This paper has described some of the approaches and problems encountered during studies in high
speed compressor studies in which laser ansemmtry has been used.

The paper also describes studies undertaken to examine the flow in both -entrifugal and axial flow
compressors. 7Ths studies have shown that the impeller outlet flow and stator outlet flows are
very distorted.

In conclusion, it is woth commenting that, despite the high speed flows involved in these and
similar high speed compressor stuides, the laser anemometer can be applied and has provided useful
results.
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DISCUSSION

A.Boutler, FR
First a comment: at ONERA we found an oil (Rhodorsil) which allows measurements with a L2F until 700 K.
Secondly, I want to mention works done on data processing of the autocorrefation function by Dr Staas (Philips
Research Lab.) and Dr Tiemersma - Thoone in Netherlands: they tend to point out that the best way is to use a linear
transform to obtain g, u-7) instead of Fourier or cosine Fourier transform, especially for turbulence rates not too low
(cf. Proceedings of ASME Meeting in Miami, November 1985 and LDA Symposium in Manchester, December 1985).
What is your opinion?

Author's Reply
The temperature limits for seeding presented in our paper are only intended to be indicative of those for materials we
have used. They are not absolute limits and the substance you have mentioned will add a useful extension to the
temperature range for liquid seed, although not satisfying our current temperature requirements.

Referring to your question about data analysis techniques, although we have no direct experience of the technique you
refer to, we have undertaken quite detailed comparisons of correlator data reduction techniques (reference 9 of our
paper) and these have demonstrated the ability of cosine transform techniques to extract the required information from
the correlation function. These techniques, however, are computationally cumbersome and in low noise situations there
are several other equally adequate and simpler techniques.

A.Ederhof, Switzerland
There are discrepancies in locally measured and integrated and overall data in mass flow (about 10%) and work. Do
you think these deviations are caused by LA inaccuracies or mainly by integrating locally achieved data and comparing
them with bulk data?

A.Melling, UK
The checks on mass flow and work done indicated on figure 14 are difficult to perform because of uncertainty in the
determination of local demity and possible deviation from axisymmetry of the flow.

In addition, it is not clear a priori that the product (mean density) X (mean ielocity) is the same as the mean of (density)
X (velocity). In my experience, the mean flow found by integrating the velocity profile from laser anemometer
measurements is invariably higher than that found from, say, a nozzle flowmeter, as your results also show. A systematic
discrepancy arising from particle lag would require that the work done factor be lower than that deduced from the
enthalpy rise of the fluid, although this is not consistent with figure 14b. Would you be able to comment whether the
deviations are systematic or random?

Author's Reply
You are of course correct in suggesting the difficulties associated with simple minded averaging; however, such checks
remain an essential confidence building feature, not to be dismissed lightly, although comparisons should be qualified.

The largest areas of uncertainties appear to be associated with the averaging process which is based on inadequate
numbers of data points and inadequate knowledge of the density field. Another problem is the possibility of
circumferential distortion. Bearing in mind these uncertainties, the agreement shown (on average much less than Dr
Ederhof suggests) was considered to be realistic. There appears to be little reason to attribute any disagreement to the
basic accuracy of the laser anemometer.

The disagreement observed was not attributed to systematic errors because, considering both these and other results, I
find no systematic trend and all discrepancies are within the uncertainties described above. Maybe the problems you
refer to can less easily be dismissed during studies on larger machines where more detailed flow mapping is possible. I
would also add that the photon correlation process (used here) is less susceptible to biasing results to larger seed
particles than other systems where some analog threshold is used.

J.Fabri, FR
I would make a comment on this discussion, I think it is hetter to make a cheek even if it is not perfectly correct than not
to make any checking.

A.S.NeJad, US
We worked in a compressible highly turbulent flow (hundred feet/s). The mass flow deduced from LV velocity
measurements is always higher than the measured mass flow. The local mean velocity value is always higher than
expected due to the higher probability for measuring high velocities and to the coincidence bias when using 2D LV; this
induces also incorrect measurements of the turbulence intensity.

When you try to make velocity measurements very correlated on two components, you introduce a very small window
(i.e. 10 to 20 pts) and you systematically record only the very fast particles that meet your criterion of small window. So
your local is always higher than the true velocity. Many methods of velocity weighting may be used; high data rates are
necessary. All these problems are not easily solved.
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A.BoMder, FR
I do not want to initiate a debate on velocity bias, because it will last all the day; but I want to make some comments.
Importance of velocity bias can only be shown at high values of the turbulence rate, not at low values. The criterion of
MacLaughlin-Tiederman which says that you measure more higher velocities than lower velocities is completely false:
in practical cases you must not apply this correction. You have to verify the physics of your flow, i.e. to calculate the
correlation coefient between the data rate and the velocity.

There is no sigilicant velocity bias in the low turbulent flows described in the paper.
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0._ LASER VELOCIMETRY STUDY OF STATOR/ROTOR INTERACTIONS

IN A MULTI-STAGE GAS TURBINE COMPRESSOR

M. Carlson Williams
United Technologies/Pratt & Whitney

400 Main Street
East Hdrtford, CT 06108

Summary

The measurement of airflow through multi-stage compressor rigs has generally been
limi ted to -the use of flow perturbing pressure and temperature probes.- Although
limited studies o fthe-dynamics of these flows have been obtained with hot wire and
hot film probes, fthe advent of the laser doppler velocimeter with its non-
perturbing nature"is expected to develop into the preferred instrumental method.

-- ?4eassess the feasibility of lutilizingran LDV in these flows, -,exploratory program
sponsored under the NASA Energy Efficient Engine Contract, NAS 220646, was recently
undertaken at Pratt & Whitney. A multi-stage compressor rig,--the Energy Efficient
Engine high pressure compressor-consisting of 6th through 15th compressor stages, was
outfitted with windows between the 6th stator-7th rotor, 9th stator-10th rotor, and
13th stator-14th rotor. The windows, extending circumferentially one stator gapwide, permitted hub to tip traversing midway between the stator trailing edge and the
rotor leading edge both in and out of the stator wakes. A confocal two color,
two component back scatter LDV system developed for use in gas turbine
environs was employed to obtain detailed mappings of velocity magnitude and
air angle as a function of rotor position -( 1000 angular increments were
resolved) at several spanwise and gapwise positions downstream of the 6th
and 9th compressor stators. Although a complete mapping was not obtained,
sufficient data was acquired behind the 13th stator to identify the flow's
character there as well.

The equipment employed in this study and the difficulties encountered-will be de-
scribed. Data typical of the findings will be presented. Unexpected modulations in
the data ave led to the application of spectral analysis techniques to identify and
characteriie the periodic fluctuations. Emphasis will be placed on these data
analysis techniques and the insight gained from their application on the data.

Introduction

Laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) techniques have advanced considerably since their
introduction in the late 1960's; matched with improved data acquisition systems, the
LDV has become a cost effective tool for the study of aerodynamics and hydrodynamics
in many fields. Use of the LDV at Pratt & Whitney got underway in 1969 and evolved
in the direction of operating in harsh environments. Primary goals
included high sensitivity to accommodate relatively small windows for
on-axis backscatter gas turbine studies and rapid data acquisition rates to
minimize test times.

Initial studies at Pratt & Whitney were directed at jet flows and intrablade fan
flows where the relatively large working distances, although presenting numerous
problems, did not require the instrument to focus close to window surfaces or rotor
ubs where substantial quantities of flare light originate. Following the successful
application of Pratt & Whitney's LDV in a number of engile intrablade fan studies, it
was felt that the next significant flow to address was the interrotor
passages of a high pressure compressor. A NASA funded study was planned in
which a detailed mapping of the stator/rotor interactions would be
attempted with this nonintrusive device. In addition to demonstrating the
capabilities and (or) problems associated with this technique, the
availability of data from a non-perturbing instrument would help assess the
relative value of LDV and conventional pressure and temperature probe data
normally utilized in interrotor studies.

Optical Instrument

A two color, two component LDV system operating in a confocal backscatter
configuration has been developed at Pratt & Whitney, Figure 1. A Spectra
Physics Model 164 argon ion laser operating in "all lines mode" supplied
approximately 800 mi liwatts to the head. Divergence of the incident laser
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beam was reduced in the LDV by first passing the beam through a galilean
telescope type assembly to adjust the beam diameter to tailor its size to
the number of fringes and fringe spacing required by the flow to be studied
and to materially reduce the beam divergence from the laser to minimize the
generation of false turbulence signals (better then 952 divergence
reduction is normally achieved). This instrument incorporates path length
compensation to permit laser operation without an etalon, dichroic beam
splitters for color separation during beam splitting, and remotely
positionable sensitivity vector beam orientation (resolvable to *0.05
degrees). This assembly is coupled to a half wave plate which is
configured to rotate at one half of the beam splitters' rate to maintain
the proper light polarization for the beam stlitters' coatings. The beam
splitters in this assembly were placed at 56 included angle rather than
the 900 orientation frequently utilized. Although a 90 orientation could
have been employed, the narrower 560 included angle is generally employed
since it permits the two axes to nominally be within 28 of the anticipated
flow direction. This orientation substantially increases the effective
swept area of the probe volume while concurrently decreasing the effect of
angular fluctuations on angle bias generation. In this study although
substantial velocity fluctuations were anticipated, angular fluctuations
were expected to be smell enough that only one orientation of the
beamsplitters would be needed for all testing (this proved to be the case).

Backscattered light from the instrument's probe volume was collected by a 3.158 inch
diameter trepanned multiple element achromat which incorporated a large, 2.125 inch
diameter center stop for flare light control. The control stop served to limit the
probe volume length viewed by the collection lens. In addition this stop serves to
increase the signal to noise ratio by preventing scattered light from regions some-
what outside of the probe volume from entering the annular collection lens. The 7.48
inch focal length collection lens' effective focal length was F3.80. Light collected
from the probe volume was brought to focus on a field stop who's size determined the
field of view available to the photomultipliers (PMT). Separation of the
signals from the two fringe volumes was accomplished with color separating
beamsplitters in the PMT housing.

Test Vehicle & Modifications For LDV Testing

A full scale experimental multi-stage compressor comprising rotors 6 thru
15 developed for the NASA Energy Efficient Engine was powered by a 40,000
horsepower steam turbine for this study. To evaluate the potential
difficulties associated with making LDV interrotor velocity measurements,
three axial locations were selected for study.

The first window location, aft of the 6th stator and forward of the 7th rotor, was
chosen to serve as a benchmark since the seed would have passed thru only one
rotating stage and particle migration would not be severe enough to significantly
restrict measurements throughout the passage. Based on earlier transonic engine fan
tests, it was anticipated that data acquisition at this location could be routinely
accomplished. The window, 3k inches in the circumferential direction by 1 inch
axially permitted a radial traverse from hub to tip behind approximately 4 inch span
stators. In the circumferential direction the window permitted probing from midway
between the stators thru a stator wake to the corresponding location in the next
passage.

The second window was located in the 9th stator-10th rotor region and was also placed
to permit hub to tip and 50% stator gap to 150% stator gap traversing.
This location, following four rotor/stator stages, was expected to
delineate any problems with seeding loss to the airfoils and walls. In
addition the passage height had shrunk to 1.85 inches increasing the
likelihood that window and hub flare would make measurements near these
surfaces difficult.

The third window in the 13th stator/l4th rotor region was chosen to maximize the
difficulties faced by the LDV, passage height was reduced to 1.05 inches and the seed
would have to survive the passage thru 8 stages of compression and an air temperature
rise of several hundred degrees F which was anticipated to promote seed evaporation.
Whether the material as a liquid would survive depended som?.what on the increased
pressure, roughly eight times atmospheric which might somewhat compensate for the
600+*F rise in gas temperature.

The inner surface of the windows were ground to a cylindrical contour chosen to
closely approximate the curvature of the rig's outer flow path. In a window of this
type, traversing the LDV vertically (circumferentially) from the normal to the rig
axis results in the two incident laser beams for each LDV axis being refracted by
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differing amounts for all beam orientations except when the plane of the two incident
beams is parallel to the rig axis. This variability introduced into the calibration
constants of the 0.488 and 0.5145 micron sensitivity vectors can be somewhat con-

itrolled by proper choice of the window's outer surface contour. An analy-
sis was performed at Pratt to select outer contours in an effort to control
this effect . Although a complex figure for the window would have
permitted better control of the optical distortions, a cylindrical grind
was chosen to keep fabrications costs to a reasonable value. Following
polishing, the windows were anti-reflection coated on both surfaces.

The windows, formed of approximately 0.25 inch fused silica were fitted into metal
frames. The frames were fabricated with approximately 2 mil wide slots upstream of
the window's inner surface. These slots were used to conduct washing fluid via an
internal channel from either of the remotely located reservoirs. During testing when
data rates and (or) signal quality degraded (suggesting that the window had become
fouled), either or both of the supplies would be momentarily pressurized to introduce
acetone and(or) demineralized water into the airstream immediately upstream of the
window. Generally a 1 to 2 second wash (approximately 1 to 2 cubic centimeters) of
each fluid would restore the system's performance.

Di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DOP), atomized by four Laskin nozzles was introduced into
the ducting one hundred feet upstream of the test rig. A lower vapor pressure oil,
Dow Corning's DC704 diffusion pump fluid, was obtained as an alternate seed in the
event that evaporation of the DOP occurred. A second backup material,
nominal 1.0 micron diameter ziconium dioxide injected by a fluidized bed
seeder was also prepared in case the DOP and DC704 were both
unsatisfactory.

Test Program

Initial testing was performed in the 9th stator/lOth rotor region with the single
component LDV utilized previously in a number of transonic fan studies. These
efforts demonstrated the viability of getting good measurements at this location.
Using these data as a bench mark, the optical head was converted to the
recently completed two component mode in order to ascertain whether the
more efficient two component mode of operation could be effectively
utilized in this study . A series of repeat points were acquired that
demonstrated that the two component system's performance was comparable.
All remaining data were obtained with the two component optics.
Circumferential traverses were made at each of five spanwise locations, 20%
span intervals separated the traverses radially while circumferential spacing varied
with the finest spacing used to define the stator wake regions; generally ap-
proximately 10 circumferentially spaced locations were probed at each spanwise
location. The LDV head can be seen in Figure 2 operating at the 9th stator/lOth
rotor window locations, the 6th stator/7th rotor window is visible to the right. No
difficulty was experienced in obtaining data at all locations probed in this region
of the compressor. Seed migration effects were not found to be an obstacle to data
acquisition, data was obtained everywhere that the instrument probed, and measure-
ments were obtained as close as 0.06 inches from the rig's hub. Once the 5 radial by
10 circumferential point matrix has been completed, a similar set of traverses were
performed thru the upstream window. A similar matrix was then attempted at the 13th
stator/14th rotor window. At this location data rates dropped to unacceptably low
values due to seed loss thru evaporation and window contamination. A lower vapor
pressure oil, DC704 diffusion pump oil, was substituted for the DOP and testing
resumed. Although an increase in data rate was obtained, the increase was not
sufficient to permit a detailed mapping in this region. Despite this difficulty a
few representative data sets were obtained which showed the flow structure at this
location. Additional seeding experiments utilizing 1-nominal 1.0 micron zirconia
suspended in DOP and dispersed via the Laskin nozzle seeder and 2- dispersing dried
1.0 micron zirconia from a fluidized bed were attempted but also met with limited
success. In addition to not obtaining adequate seed at the 13th stator/14th rotor
location, a significant problem was encountered in keeping the window's inner surface
clear of contaminants. Fluids used to periodically wash the upstream windows during

1 An analysis of this aberration and window/lens designs to control the problem can
be found in International Symposium On Laser Anemometry, FED Vol. 33, Winter
Annual ASME Meeti:ig, Nov. 17-22, 1985, see pages 293 to 298, "LDV Measurements In
Pipe Flow Problems and Experiments", by H. Els & G. Rouve.

2 Optical performance of the new two component system was expected to be
comparable to the single component design but this had not been estab-
lished in an engine test environment. Consequently a demonstration of
the two component head's capabilities was needed before undertaking a
program of this scope.
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testing vaporized at this test location. The only way the windows could be cleaned
was to reduce the rig operating speed, wash the windows, reset the test condition,
and try to obtain a data point before window contamination again excessively degraded
the LDV signals. At this point the program goals to obtain data wherever possible
and to identify potential problems with LDV testing in multi-stage
compressors had been met and testing was terminated. One hundred and
thirty-six data points had been obtained with complete mappings at the 6th
stator/7th rotor and 9th stator/lOth rotor locations and 20% of the
matrix completed at the 13th stator/14th rotor locations.

Data Reduction

Each of the data points consisted of 2 velocity components with 100,000 to 300,000
measurements per velocity component. During the acquisition phase each velocity
measurement was assigned a rotor position value indicating which of approximately
1000 angular positions of the rotor that the measurement occurred in. Acquisition
times of 3 to 10 minutes per data point were typical. The data acquisition system
employed in this study is shown in Figure 3. The first step in data reduction was to
order the data by angular position (hereafter3referred to as click position), review
the resulting histograms for possible editing , and obtain the mean of each histo-
gram. Figures 4 & 5 shows typical low and high turbulence level histograms obtained.
Figure 6 displays the results of analyzing all 1000 positions and plotting in the
upper graph the number of velocity data per click, the middle graph displays the
histogram a turbulence intensity per click, and the lower graph the mean velocity per
click. These data were placed in a daha base accessible by the Compressor Aero-
dynamics Group for review and analysis . These data were then vectorially added to
the second velocity component data to produce the resultant velocity vector and air
angle data displayed in Figure 7.

Fourier Analysis

An unusual aspect of many of the data sets obtained is the beat like behavior found
in the component velocity and resultant velocity mappings. The strength of these
features was found to be a strong function of location within the passage with
periodic high frequency wave forms becoming strongest in the stator wake regions.

A 4 cycle per revolution beat frequency was observed in the 9th stator/lOth rotor
location for many of the data sets, see Figure 8. This suggested that the perio-
dicities observed were being caused by the 66 bladed rotor 9's blade wakes in-
teracting with the forward propagating back pressure field from rotor 10's 62 blades.
Bear in mind that what is being displayed is spatially separated velocity anomalies
not temporally distinct periodicities. For example Figure 5 shows a distinctly
bimodal distribution indicating that a periodic oscillation was probably occurring at
this click location yet the periodicity of the oscillation was not recorded in the
acquisicion process. In the following displays only the mean value of the dis-
tribution is used, i.e. all time information has been ignored.

To investigate this beat phenomenon further a Fourier transform (FT) routine was
developed to transform the wave form, either Figure 6's velocity component wave,
Figure 7 or 8's resultant velocity vector or air angle curve from the spatial into
the frequency domain. Figures 9 and 10 display the result of transforming
Figure 8's velocity and air angle curves with the spatially discrete
periodicities that contributed to the measured waveform clearly observable.
In analyzing these results it quickly became evident that many more rotors
than the immediate upstream and downstream rotors were contributing to the
velocity fluctuations observed. In fact in some data sets periodic
contributions from as far forward as rotor 6 were clearly discerned aft of
stator 9, Figure 10 displays such a data set with the fundamentals and
harmonics from the various rotors identified.

Wave Form Enhancement

With the contributing components' frequency and amplitude levels clearly
identified, the possibility of manipulating the data to enhance wave forms

3 No data editing was found to be necessary for the bulk of the data. At the 13th
stator/14th rotor location noise began to appear due to window contamination. All
data is presented with no editing.

4 Results of3the aerodynamic analysis will be released in the NASA Contract Final
Report, "E High Pressure Compressor, Rig 170749-03 LDV Data Assessment".



of specific interest suggested itself. One approach investigated involved
extracting Onl~y the wake wave form created by one rotor, ignoring all
interactions with other rotors. First so FT was performed on the velocity
or sir angle curve, then the real and imaginary components of the
fundament al and harmonics associated with the rotor of interest were
extrscted, and finally an inverse Fourier transform was performed on these data.
Figure 11 displays velocity and air angle data from a 9th atator/lOth rotor location
where the 9th rotor's 66 blades wakes were severely distorted by the presence of a
strong bow wave propagating forward from the 62 blades of rotor 10. The average
or mean rotor 9 blade wake shown in Figure 12 was extracted from Figure
11's velocity curve in the manner described above. In a multi-stage

employed to track the distortions introduced and decay produced by passage
of a specific rotor's wake thru successive stages.

A second method employed was to subtract out only the contribution of one rotor by
similarly performing the FT. identifying and removing the real and imaginary terms of
the wave form to be deleted, and performing an inverse Fourier
transformation (IFT) on the remaining data. In this fashion, a
particularly strong perturbation created by a nearby rotor can be removed
allowing weaker fluctuations to be more clearly observed. The upper graph
of Figure 13 shows a portion of an air angle wave form from the 50% gap/501
span location of the 6th rotor (26 blades)/lth rotor (50 blades) data set
in which the 50E (times engine order) signals from the downstream rotor
clearly dominates the data. The fundamental and 2nd thru 4th harmonics of
rotor 7 were deleted from the transform and the IFT performed, the lower
portion of the figure shows the resulting wave form with the 26E blade
wakes now clearly visible.

Conclusions

The initial thrust of the program, identify the viability of using an LDV to obtain
nonperturbing measurements of air velocity and angle in the stator/rotor
interaction region of a multi-stage compressor, was clearly demonstrated to
be practical.

o Initial concerns with the possibility of locally unseeded regions developing after
passage of the seeded flow thru several stages of a compressor was not
found to be a problem. No seed level degradation was observed after
four stages of compression. After eight stages, unrelated seeding
difficulties arose but no locally unseeded regions developed.

o The additional pressure crested in higher stages of compression is not sufficient
to offset the increasing volatility of DOP seed produced by the rising
temperature. Lower vapor pressure oils or solid particulates will be needed for
future testing in these regions.

o Either methods of cleaning windows during high temperature rig operation will have
to be developed which remain effective at the highest stages of compression or
possibly methods of supplying a continuous gas purge could be developed.

o Turbulence introduced by rotor wakes persist in terms of identifiable velocity
fluctuations for several stages before mixing reduces the rotor's contributions to
unidentifiable random fluctuations.

" Although the data was not recorded in a fashion that preserved the temporal
aspects of the measurement, Fourier transform techniques could be usefully
applied. The spatial wave forms obtained could also be manipulated with
FT techniques to extract additional information about hardware related
periodicities present in the flow.
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DISCUSSION

A.Straisar, US
You mentioned that your windows were not constant thickness in an attempt to correct for refraction effects. Was this
correction sufficient to bring all 4 beams of your 2-colours system to a common focal point?

AutWs Reply
Yes, at all window locations, both beam crossing (4 beams) and the coannular collection optics were brought to a
common enough focus so that data acquisition on both channels was not impaired.

R.Sehodl, GE
What is the size of the probe volume?

Author's Reply
We have about 30 fringes inside the probe volume; its diameter is 80 lin, and its length 350 An.

RIL.Elder, UK
In the afterburner tests you have discussed, what do you believe were the seeding particles?

Author's Reply
Our experience indicated that the non augmented flow produced considerably higher data rates than augmented. As the
various stages of augmentation were introduced, there was no significant change in turbulence levels, suggesting that
beam steering by hot gas cells was not significant. Consequently. I feel the reduction in data rates was due to a reduction
in the number of particles present. From this I concluded that the LDV was detecting carbon particles formed in the
engine combustor and that many of these particles were combusted in the augmentor during augmentation.

R.B.Priee, UK
(1) What is the minimum particle size that your system is able to d:teci'

(a) theoretical design value
(b) that you achieve practically in the multi-stage compressor tests.

(2) What is the size distribution of the seed particles in the multi-stage compressor experiments?

Author's Reply
(Ia) We have not performeu a theoretical calculation on the minimum particle size that the instrument would be

capable of sensing.
(Ib) In jet flows, with no intervening windows or far wall light scatterers that could degrade the signal to noise ratio.

experiments have suggested that the 183 mm focal length optical configuration (as used in this study) can detect
approximately 0.2 pm diameter particles. However in the normal gas turbine environment, where optimum signal
to noise ratios are not achieved, a minimum particle diameter detected of I im is more realistic. It is our intent to
perform an experiment in a three stage compressor shortly, which will provide a more exact answer to your
question.

(2) The size distribution of the seeded used to disperse the DOP seed used in this study was recently measured. I have
not had an opportunity to review these data as yet hut have been informed that "distribution peaks at 0.6 un with
very few particles larger than 1 pm". I am afraid that I cannot be more definitive.

B.Lakshminarsyana, US
Where did you inject the particles? Upstream of the blade or upstream of the stage? Did you have trouble getting
enough particles?

Author's Reply
We introduced the seed at the roof of the building. 30 m upstream of the probe volume locations; the particles had to
pass through two or three elbows and a plenum chamber.

At the last measurement location, we had difficulties getting the data. We used DOP: we were hoping that the increasing
pressure on the seed will compensate the temperature elevation, so that the particles may stay around; unfortunately
this seed evaporated. Then we went to Dow Coming 704. which is a vacuum pump oil, with a lower vapour pressure,
but not successfully. DOP and ZrO2 were mixed: this seed slightly improved the data rate; but the window was rapidly
getting dirty. Because of elevated temperature we could not wash the window (no success with alcohol, acetone, etc...).
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The L2F-velocimeter is a suitable device with wlich to perform experimental studies on instationary
effects in turozmchndes. This report describes the execution and the evaluation of L2F-reasureents
within and near the rotor blade channel of a single-stage, cold air test turbine.
The measurem-nts provide infonation on Instantaneous distribution of the 2-D flow vector as well as
the copnents of random fluctuating velocity. T1e turbine rotor flow is periodically unsteady, be-
cause of the upstream inlet guide vanes. In order to ensure the almost ocmplete reconstruction of
all possible rotor-to-stator orientations,the discrete measureents are evaluated by combining a local
and chronological interpolation procedure. A-discussion of experrTental uncertainths in this appli-
cation of the L2F-technique is included.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

B number of rotor blades

c flow velocity in the absolute frame

M number of measuring segments within one blade period

n rotational speed

PS pressure-side

s separation of beams

SS suction-side

t time

w flow velocity in the relative frame

x coordinate

y

a flow direction in the absolute frame

. 1 .... relative

circumferential angle

1 stator outlet

2 rotor outlet

fl flying particle

1 longitudinal

me measuring segment

rel relative

R rotor

tr transversal

SUPERSCRIPTS:

random fluctuation

mnemble averaged



In order to determine the overall performance of a turbomachine the flow is assumed to be stationary
and in most cases the subsequent detailed design of an engine is based upon stationary measursents.
In a real engine, hover, the flow is unsteady because of the interaction between blade rows; therefore
the reliable performance prediction and optimization of modern engines requires more and more the con-
sideration of unsteady effects, especially with respect to loss production, heat transfer, noise gene-
ration and the aerodynamic stability of compressors.

The interaction of adjacent blade rows causes periodically fluctuating flow conditions in the downrtream
as well as in the upstream direction. The potential flow effects act in both directions, whereas the
more powerful wake and secondary flow effects lead to inhotagenous distributions of flow parameters
downstream of the qenerating blade row.

Same investigations are known in which attempots to compute the unsteady inviscid flow-field by modelling
the wakes of an upstream blade row were made (61.In other investigations, measurement and/or calculation
of unsteady boundary layers was attempted [7]. But calculation without coprehensive test data for veri-
fication is only speculation. Further progress in this field requires detailed measuremrents of the un-
steady flow effects throaubout the flow field. Because of the lack of a suitable measuring technique for
the unsteady interaction, wall-pressure measurements and in some cases hot wire or hot film piches (even
rotating) have bean the only source of information until the development of the laser measu-erent tech-
nique.

During the last 10 years the Laser-2-Focus velocimeter has proved to be an extremly useful tool for in-
vestigating the unsteady flow in rotating turboachinery cmpeonents. The L2F velocirreter makes it
possible to collect such two-dimensional data as the velocity, the direction and the turbulence energy
even in the periodically unsteady flow field near and within rotating passages. By using small windows
and a special a-.'crse rx-hanism it is possible to examine most of the flow regions of interest, even
nle,3r the walls.

Distinctive advantages of the L2F method developed at DFVLR with special regard to turbomachinery appli-
cation are the high sensitivity, which enables in back scattering even the detection of about 0 1 rn
larticles, and the possibility to autrate the tine-consu ing measuring procedure.

his report contains the description of the unsteady flow phenomena occuring in a turbine, the reasure-
ment technique, and the evaluation of data from the unsteady rotor flow, including a discussion of
measurement uncertainties. In conclusion, the test apparatus and sate results from our turbine experi-
cents are depicted.

JNSTEADY FIOW EF-OTS IN A TURBINE DUE TO THE INTERACrICN OF ADJACEW BLADE ROWS

The reason for periodically unsteady flow effects in turbcnachines is the relative rotational velocity
of two adjacent blade rows. In the vicinity of each blade row there is an inhomogenous flow field which
is periodical in the pitchwise direction except for manufacturing inaccuracies. A blade passing any kind
of gradient in the flow field causes unsteadiness.

In principle, there are two different kinds of aerodynamic rotor-stator interaction, the first being po-
tential flow or inviscid effects and the second wake and secondary flow or viscous effects. The gradients
due to the potential flow are periodic pressure, velocity and direction distributions extending upstream
and downstream of an airfoil, the upstream potential effects being stronger because most profiles have
their largest loading in the leading edge region. These gradients decay exponentially with increasing
axal gap. The potential aerodynamic interaction is therefore irportant only when the axial gap is small.

The interaction caused by a wake is possible only downstream of the wake-generating blade row. The gra-
dients convected downstream are periodic distributions of aerodynamic losses and therefore of the velo-
city including radial oxmponents as well as a periodic distribution of turbulence intensity. The com-
plete mixing of a wake needs several chord lengths downstream, thus wake interaction cannot be avoided
even when the following blade row is distantly spaced. These interactions are of the most serious conc-
quence.

Similar to the wake interaction is the downstream interaction caused by secondary vortices. Secondary
vortices near the casing and the hub may cause local differences in the static pressure and in tle velo-
city vector. Moreover the vortex can accumulate flow material with high losses and turbulence energy
(10].7he mixing of the vortices usually takes place farther downstream than that of the wakes, thus this
kind of interaction may be present even with extremly large axial gaps.

Other possible kinds of interaction between blade rows with relative rotational velocity may be due to
shock propagation, tip clearance flow and coolant jets.

In principle, it does not matter which blade row rotates; consequently there is no fundamental differensce
between compressors and turbines. The real effects of both kinds of interactions, however, are different.
Loking at the rotor blade row of a single stage cxmpressor,the relative flow field of the rotor is al-
ost stationary because of the horxgenous inlet flow conditions and the weak upstream potential effects

of the stator blades whereas the stronger downstream effects of the rotor blades cause the fluctuating
flow field near and within the stationary blade row. Looking at a single stage turbine, the stator flow is al-
mst stationary except for weak upstream effects of the rotor, whereas the rotor blades chop the stationary
periodical stator wakes, causing the strng unsteady effects near and within the rotor blade passages.

In both cases, the entire internal flow field is more or less instationary and the instantaneous flow
pattern differs from passage to passage in the circunferential direction as a consequence of different
relative positions of the interacting blade rows. In multistage turbomachines, the situation is more
omlplicated because wakes and vortices persist for considerable distances downstream. If mare than two
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blade rows with different blade numbers are involved, the expe imental investigation of the superimposedL effects would be difficult.

All the above-mentioned interactions between adjacent blade rows are periodic with the frequency of the
passing blades or passages which generate the disturbance. In a detailed investigation of unsteady turbo-
machinery flow, these periodic fluctuating flow quantities must be recorded as a function of space and
time. In general the internal flow of a turbomachine is turbulent, and this superimposed random fluctu-
ation should be recorded as well. Oonsider, for instance, the phase locked flow field in a turbine rotor.
Each rotor fixed point will feel a velocity distributir- similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The velocity
history shown in the figure looks like the record of a hot wire anemometer rotating with the rotor. The
periodic deca, of the velocity corresponds to the wakes of the stator vanes and the disturbances with
higher frequencies are the turbulent random velocity fluctuations which are higher near the center of
the wakes. The periodically fluctuating velocity c(t)is the phase locked average of the real velocity
E (t; c' t) is the turbulent fluctuating comupnent. Using a hot wire anemometer it is coplicated to
separate the periodic and the random fluctuating ocuponent, but with an L2F device, the instantaneous
reasuring technique and the statistical evaluation of the data, discussed later, directly lead to the
rean velocity c t) and the standard devationV-f as well as to the fluctuating flow direction 3(t).

L2F MEASURE2r TEhNIQUE IN PERIODIC UNSTEADY FLOW

The laser-Two-Focus (L2F) velocimeter, which was used to carry out the flow velocity measurements in the
rotating blade channels of the turbine rotor, had the following characteristics:

laser power 500 MW
diameter of focused beams 10 la
separation of beams 350 pm
axial lenght of the probe volume 600 pm
f-number of the receiver optics 3.7
focal length of the receiver optics 350 m
signal processing timetopulse-height converter plus multichannel analyser

The L2F system was mounted on a x-y-oordinate table. The laser beams were transmitted through a casing
window to the probe volumse in the rotor flow channel and aligned so that the optical axis of the L2F
system intersected the turbine rotor axis at a right angle. By controlling the x-y-table, the prob
volu e could be positioned along the axial and radial ooordinate of the turbine. In order to define the
measuring point in the circumferential direction, electronics providing "Mati Window operation", i.e.
offering the possibility of measuring the velocity distribution at different locations between the blades
simultaneously, were used. The method of operation can be explained with the help of the timing diagram
in Fig. 2. A signal from the rotor (upper trace) is required. The periodically generated bipolar pulses
correspond to the blade frequency. A control signal is generated which reduces the laser power periodi-
cally for an adjustable time period T just at that moment when the blade passes the probe volure - see
P.M-signals. The delay time T, cruemLsates the pace difference between the rotor signal and the pass-
ing signals (P.M.-signal). T, is also adjustable.
(The strong reduction of the laser power during the blade passages is necessary in order to protect the
photcmultipliers from becoming saturated by the strong reflection from the blade. The saturation renders
measurement impossible for a certain tine, which often is not small compared to the blade period.)
Immediately after the blade passes, the laser is switched to full po.er again - control signal at high
level - and an internal timing/routing signal divides the blade period into 16 different circumferential
positions. Just at the moment when a stop signal appears - generated by a particle passing the stop beas
- the routing value (in this example 10) is stored. The measured time interval is then stored into that
part of a group of memories which corresponds to the indicated routine value.

The phase difference between the rotor signal zero crossing and the blade passages is determined by the
different circumferential positions of the rotor signal pick up and the L2F system (these were not
changed during measurement period) and by the axial changes in position of the probe volurre. At a fixed
radial position the known blade profile contour has a fixed phase relation to the rotor signal. This
relation must either be known or be determined by measurement. For this pulrpose the photcmaultiplier
blade surface signals can be used as shown in Fig.2. In order to get this blade signal , the laser was
not switched off oampletly during blade passages. Since the axial position of the probe volume is known,
the blade contour can be established relative to the measuring windows. The velocity mean values were
reduced from the tine-of-flight data of each memory group. They belong to the center position of each
window.

The L2F-velocimeter was operated in the simplified version, i.e. the two-dimensional frequency distri-
bution of the fluctuation velocity vector was not measured but rather the two one-dimensional marginal
distributions. By this method, which is described in ref. [], measuring time is saved. The data evalu-
ation procedure is explained in ref. [9). The results of the calculation are such velocity mean values
as magnitude and direction of the absolute mean flow vector cuponent in the circumferential plane and
the turbulence intensities of the absolute velocity in directions of, and perpendicular to, the measured
mean flow vector. The measurement accuracy of the L2F device was determined to be better than 1% for the
velocity components and better than 5% for the turbulence intensities, when the level of turbulence was
less than 20% (8]. In measuring turbine rotor flows, additional sources of uncertainty are possible.

As it was mentioned already, the L2F technique cannot determine the distribution of the unsteady flow
velocity from blade to blade as a continous trace, but rather, uses a finite number of storage segments.
Depending on the rotor position, each measurement event is collected in the corresponding segment. The
mean values of velocity, angle and turbulence intensities of each segment can be related to a certain
circumferential position within te rotor pitch, e.g. the middle of the measurement segment. To achieve
a good resolution of the flow field, it is desirable to have as large a number of segments as possible.
1bwever, if the nmber of segntnts is increased, the measuring time also increases, because it is neces-
sary to collect a sufficient number of data in each segment to allow a statistical evaluation. Also, if
the number of segments beomes too great, the time of flight of a particle between the two focal points
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approaches the order of magnitude of the traverse tine of the smsuremnt volume thro one segmnt.
In other words, the segments become narrower with increasing muer and eventually would be narrow
enoto to pass through the measurement volume before a particle could travel from focal point to focal
point. This would mean that the measured flight ties wa only an aerage oer the seet width and
thus no better accuracy could be obtained. 1nh ratio of the segert traverse tim to the particle flight
time is determined by

tms c
tfl n M B s

In the present application, the ratio t./tfl was greater than 5 at the worst (c = 100 m/.sec).

Another error due to the finite width of the measurement segments ocaurs when there is a gradient of the
flow velocity or angle. If it is assumed that the collected L2F events are uniformly distributed from
side to side, i.e. circumferentially within the segment, a linear gradient of the velocity does rot alter
the cpouted mean values, but it does lead to an apparent increase of the turbul intensities. An
assessment of the order of magnitude showed that in most cases the apparert turbulence level was in the
uncertainty region of the measured turbulence intensities. However, in flow regions with high periodic
fluctuations and low turbulence intensities, e.g. in front of the rotor blade leading edge, a correction
of the measured turbulence intensities seeim necessary.

In an axial turbine the largest velocity components can be expected in the axial and circumferential
direction, but actually also radial velocity components occur. These are caused by three-dimensional
flow effects, e.g. by secondary flows or tip clearance influence. Die to the lower velocity in L .7 sta-
tor vane wakes a radial movement towards the hub occurs as a consequence of the reduced radial pressure
gradient [1]. By means of five-hole probe measurements, the radial flow angles behind the stator of the
turbine stage were found to be less than ± 10*. However, if the velocity in the mean flow direction is
decelerated by an adverse pressure gradient, e.g. in the vicinity of the blades or by seaondary-flow-
induced separation, significantly greater radial flow angles can be e: pected. Additionally, in a turbu-
lent flow, radial velocity fluctuations occur. The axial length of the measurement volume, which was
roughly twice the distance between the masuring foci, assured that the present configuration of the
L2F velocimeter could be applied up to radial flow angles of - 30. This was sufficient for most
of the measuring locations investigated. In sane locations, howver, even with very long collecting
tines, no useful results could be obtained. This happened mainly very close to the side walls and in the
vicinity of the trailing edges, where boundary layer separations may have occured. One way to cuduct
measurments in locations with high radial ompents would be to reduce the distance between the local
points while keeping the axial measurmet volume length constant.

To improve the signal rate and thus to reduce measuring time, additional seeding was introduced into the
test air. The seeding particles were oil droplets (mean diameter about 0,07 urn, see [4, whic had an ex-
cellent flow-following behaviour. 1ey were injected into the flow through a seeding probe. The positio-
ning of the seeding probe was sometimes a difficult problem. As shown in Fig. 3 the position of the seed-
ing probe depends on the measuring location (e.g. A or B) according to the flow path in the absolute
frame. Problem occur due to the different stator positions established. The seeded flow path often in-
teracts with the stator blas and is thus destroyed. A two-axis positioning of the probe was required
in order to optimize the signal rate at each measuring location. Certainly, there was not the same im-
provanent of the signal rate at all measuring locations. Close to the walls and especially in separation
zones only a reduced seeding particle rate was obtained because of the lower mass entrainment frum the
main flow. In such flow regions the measuring time increased significantly.

DATA EVA TN IN LNSTEADY ROTM FU

The unsteady distribution of the flow quantities in or near a rotor blade channel is determined by the
circumferential position of the rotor wheal relative to the stator vares. Therefore, in a turbine rotor
with a number of blades which is not an integer multiple of the stator vane count, we have a different
flow in each rotor channel at each instant in time. An observer moving with the rotor whael would see
tlhis in any particular dannel as an unsteady flow which is periodic with stator vane frequency. Hover,
the L2F "tamy is an observer who is loking from the absolute (stator) reference system and a special
procsdure is necessary to transform the measured data into the ror referenc system.

In the case of rotor flow analysis, it is generally necessary to transform the measured flow quantities
from the absolute to the relative frame of reference. For mean velocity and flow angle this can be easily
done by use of velocity triangles with the assumption of constant rotor speed. he mean squares of ran-
dom velocity fluctuations, which are a measure of turbulence intensity, are determined parallel and per-
pendicular to the mean (absolute) flow direction. The derivation in the appendix show, h , that to
compute the mean squares of the randm velocity fluctuations in any o'her direction, e.g. in the relative
frame of reference, it is necessary to know the mean square of the mixed product of the velocity fluctu-
atiesc I ck , i.e. the shear caponent of the Pe~yold s stress tensor.

Gnerally it is possible to determine c I , ct by evaluation of the complete two-dimensional probabili-
ty density function of : and c in each measurefent segment, but actually this means an increase of the
masMring time by at leakt a facIOr of 10 [8]. A complete mpping of a turbine rotor would become an
expensive venture in this case. However, as it is shown in the appendix, the sum of the rean squares of
ramm fluctuating velocity, which is a meavare of total (D) turbulent kinetic energy, is invariant for
arbitrary rotations of the reference system:

W'12 . Wt 2= ci" + c '1tr 1 tr
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Sdxl showed in 18] that the mean square of the random velocity fluctuations parallel to the msean
(absolute) flow direction is determined with greater accuracy than the mean square of the perpendicular
fluctuation for high values of = lence Intensity. Fbr this reason it is often sufficient to assume
isotroic turbulence and to use cl" as a measure of it.

By circumferentially rotating the stator vane raw with respect to the laser measuring volume, the non-
uniform stator exit flow can be examinad (Fig. 4 left). Due to the fact that for ornstant stator position
sthe measured data for each of the 16 segments corresponds to another stator-rotor position T '5R -s

extensive interpolation is necessary to evaluate the complete momentary distribution of the flow quanti-
ties for an arbitrary stator-rotor position.

In Fig. 4 right the magnitude of the stator-rotor angle Cp is plotted as a function of stator circumferen-
tial position and measurement segent number (segment mniber 1 here corresponds to the pressure side of
the blade or the design rotor inlet or exit stagnation streamline, and the higher nmbers move to the
suction side). In this figure each segment was replaced by its central circumferential angle R (e.g.
stator position A %us highlighted.) Stator-rotor angles 4pof magnitude greater than the scntcr pitch can
be acuridered, from periodicty, as coming from the adjaont channel. By this arrangement all measurement
positions can be treated as belonging to a single stator channel and the individual stator positions
fall on lines with an angle of 450 upward and to the right, when the scales of gland& are choen equal.
Each measurement location corresponds to a group of measured or derived flow quantiIe, e.g. the magni-
tude of the relative velocity. Thus it is possible to define a two-dimensional discrete function for
each flow quantity. To obtain an image of a momentary flow situation it is necessary to extract the res-
pective values for constant stator-rotor angley. As can be seen in Fig. 4, right, a maximun of 4 mea-
suru ent locations would be available in this arrangement ( 6 stator positions) without further inter-
polation. Morover, only in awse discrete stator-rotor position would an evaluation be possible. However,
it is krwn that the flow development in each of the 16 segments proceeds periodically with the stator
pitch. Therefore, in each segment, the data from all stator positions can be used for an interpolation
algorithm with periodical end csnditions, which delivers an approximation of the desired flow quantity
for arbitrary stator-rotor angle So . Thus for all possible stator-rotor positions a fine grid of base
points for spatial interpolation -in the circumferential direction becomes available. If the laser measu-
rement volume was positioned within the rotor blade channel, the evaluation procedure is identical ex-
cept that the number of measurement segments is reduced by the blade thickness in the circumferential
direction (Fig. 2).

Fig. 5 shows the history of the relative velocity at a measurement point 25% of axial chord in front of
the rotor at midspan as a contour plot.-he diagram was developed from the arrangement of measuring points
in Fig. 4, right, by the described interpolation procedure. The velocity defect within the vane wake is
felt in only some of the stator positions and thus appears on a strip with 450 angle. [5]. The rotor po-
tential influence which in contrast to the vane wakes also acts upstream, is already weak at this axial
location. Only a slight broadening of the wake is noticable in the measurement segments which are influ-
enced by the rotor leading edge pressure field.

Many of the experimental techniques used up to now in tur)cmachinery are based on procedures with high
time constants, so the data mst be treated as mean values. This is especially true when measurments
are executed with such difficult experimental conditions as high rotor speed, high temperature etc.
Also most of the available methods for flow field computations produce steady state solutions. For com-
parison with such data, averaging of the L2F results can be performed in two different ways.

Low response data obtained in the absolute frame of reference neglect the unsteady influence of the ro-
tor. Carparable L2F data are computed by averaging over all measurement seg.ents for constant stator to
laser volume position s. (In the diagram Fig. 4, right, this means averaging along the 45°-lines).

Recently, more and more data have been published, which were obtained with rotor-fixed probes or are
cazputational results for a rotor flow field in steady state ondition. Here the unsteady effects of the
stator vane row (Wa or potential influence) has to be dropped. This can be achieved by averaging the
laser data in each individual segment for all stator circumferential positions (this means moving along
the horizontal lines, i.e. TR = conet., in the diagram Fig. 4, right ).

EXPER0MENAL APPARATr. AND PRESENTATION CF TYPICAL RESULTS

The description of the experimental apparatus and the presentation of results from a test turbine are
repeated in part from previous papers [2,3,5], but it is useful here to show same typical results of the
unsteady turbine flow (to illustrate the evaluation procedure just described).

The experiments which are part of the DFVLR turbine research work were caxried out with a single stage
oold air test turbine whose blading is a scaled version of a projected gasgenerator turbine from mu0-
MuniCh. The outer diameter is 0,45 m, the hub--p-iztio 0.756. The aspect ratio of the vane is
0.564, that of the rotor 0.811; the orrespxnding blae nuimbers are 20 and 31. The axial gap is 54 mm
atmidpen so that a a conseuee of the large gap uptream potential flow effects in the vane are
negligeble. The turbine was run at a speed of n = 7800 rpo, yielding high subsonic maximum flw velocity.
U2F maaur its ware udwtred near and within the rotor. The position of the UF velocinreter itself can

be adjusted in the radial and axial direction as previously described. In order to cover the section of
interest, Bven mall plane widows in the casing are staggered in the axial direction (Fig. 6). 'The
casing of the turbine is split in a plane between stator and rotor; both parts of the casing can rotate.
By rotating the part with the wizdm and displacing the L2P-el ir in the axal direction into the
plane of the respective window, each position of the rotor flow field can be readied - Et thoe which
are shadmd by the twisted and slightly leari rotor blad. Flor each fixed position of the optical axis
of the Wlocismtwr, each position in the absolute fram of reference can be readied by rotating the up-
stram part of the casing together with the stator vanes. For the mssurmmenta rrted here the stator
vane is divi into 6 elevewts (Fig. 7). In the axial direction 7 measuring planes were dchse, of which
tw are in front of the rotor blade. and au downstream. Thmre were 9 to 11 radial positions. Cooidering
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the 16 time-dependent storage segments along one rotor pitch, 6x7x1 0x16 = 6720 items of information on
a single flow property at a given operating point of the turbine are necessary to take an almost oom-
plate map of the rotor flow field, provided that the chosen spacing of the measurement locations is
sufficient for a reliable interpolation.

The laser beams and the electronics recording the signals as described above are controlled by 31 trigger
signals per revolution (corresponding to the rotor blades) from a disk moumted on the shaft.

Following are sae typical results of 12F-measurements from the above described test turbine. Fig. 8 de-
picts a typical instantaneous turbine situation between stator and rotor. In an axial position 6% axial
chord in front of the rotor blades at midspan both the downstream wake effects of the stator vanes and
the upstream potential flow effects of the rotor blades are visible. In the circumferential turbulence
distribution the fiequeryc of the stator vanes is predinant; the saximum values of the dotted line
characterize the stator vanes. The correspondling velocity distribution (solid line) shows that the
pressure field in this axial position is governed by the rotating blades. The inhomogeneity of the sta-
tor outlet flow only causes weak differences in the periodic velocity distribution near the rotor blades
but these differences significantly depend upon the instantaneous relative position of rotor to stator.

The fact that the circumferential distribution of turbulence near and v-ithin the rotor is mainly gover-
ned by the frequency of the stator vanes makes the measured turbulent kinetic energy a suitable parame-
ter with vhich to follow different flow material from specific locations in the stator passages. Fig. 9
demonstrates the issibility of following the stator wakes passing the rotor. The figure depicts the
midspan pattern f the compoent of turbulent kinetic energy T7 1Z in three neighbouring rotor blade passa-
ges for an arb -rary instant situation. The high energy values typify the wake material. The distribution
shows the chc ing of the wake by the rotor blades and the deformation and turning of the wake segments
passing through the rotor channels. Overlaid on this distribution are the fluid filaments which separate
the wake from the undisturbed flow (5]. The solid and dotted lines reconstruct the movement of the sta-
tor wake by determining the path of the individual fluid particles. The solid lines reoonstruct the rove-
ment of the undisturbed flow whereas the dotted lines reconstruct the wake. The motion of a fluid
particle which enters the measurement region is described by a step-by-step application of the correla-
ted data w(t) and 8(t). If on determines the angular position of the rotor at which the particles of
a certain filament from the absolute system first reach the neasuramt area, then the subsegment parti-
cles enter the first axial measuring plane later at other positions because of rotation and can be
followed from there along their paths. As seen by an observer in the relative system, the filament enters
the rotor region with the absolute inflow angle al and strikes first on the forward part of the blade
pressure side Where it is dicped off. Because it is in the stagnation region of the blade, the newly
created end of the filament moves more slowly than the following particles and thus the filament begins
to take on the fos of a bow. within the entrance part of the rotor the 2-dimensional convective deforna-
tion of the fluid filaments agrees amazingly well with the distribution of fluctuation energy; the in-
creasing divergence further downstream is due to 3-dimensional effects which cannot be detected by the
L2Fvelocimeter

Another impressive result gives the idea of the rotor secondary flow. Fig. 10 depicts the instantaneous
distribution of the absolute flow angle in a plane perpendicular to the axis downstream of the rotor.
The rotor blade trailing edges are extrapolated along the mean design direction to characterize three
adjacet rotor blade passages. The regions with the strongest deviation gradients typify secondary
vortices arising in the rotor blade passages.

part from these different instantaneous plots it may be useful to evaluate mean values. Fig. 11 e.g.
depicts cotours of time-integrated fluctuation energy 7 at midspan. The dotted lines characterize
the axial rotor section from leading to trailing edge. The identical contours of the averaged fluctua-
tion energy are repeated in the absolute frame in the circsderential direction in order to improve
the visual impression. Individual inbtantaneous effects of the rotor blades disappear. The outstanding
result shown in this graph is the strong turbulence increase in the entrance region of the rotor within
the stator wake material.

The possibility of time averaging in the relative frame of reference is deonstrated in Fig. 12. Here
the individual effects of the stator vanes disappear. The graph depicts contours of "relative" degree
of turbulence, that is, the results are calculated by referring the measured random fluctuation energy
to the locally measured relative flow velocity. The high turbulence at the pressure side near the lead-
ing edge may be of interest for quasi stationary treatment of the rotor blade boundary layer.

This report has described the execution and evaluation of Laser-TWo-Focus (L2F) measurements within and
near the rotor blade row of a single-stage, cold-air test turbine. By apnlication of the L2F "Multi-
window" procedure, each rotor blade pitch is circumferentially divided into 16 segments. In each segment
the enaemble averaged 2-D flow vector as well as the mean squares of the random velocity fluctuation
parallel and perpendicular to the mean flow direction can be determined by statistical evaluation.
(he arrangement used here can not measure the radial caUcmnents.)

The turbine rotor flow is periodically unsteady, even in the relative frame of reference, because of the
upstream inlet guide vanes. To record the unsteady rotor flow, the measuring procedure was repeated for
different circumferential positions of the laser measuring volume relative to the stator vane row. The
description of the unsteady flow field requires a sufficient local density of measuring points as well
as an adequate chronological resolution in order to ensure the accurate reastruction of all possible
rotor-to-stator orientations. The discrete measurements are evaluated by combining chronological and
spatial interpolation procedures.

Possible presentations of the results include instantaneous plots of the complete flow field in differ-
ent planes of the rotor bl chanel as well as local distributions of time-averaged results in the
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absolute and relative frame of reference. By integration of instaticnary pathlInes the con ective deform-
ation of fluid filaments from the stator vane exit flow within the rotor blade channel was evaluated and
compared with the instantaneous distribution of turbulence intensity.
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APPENDIX

The mean squares of the random velocity fluctuation parallel and perpenicuilar to the msan (relative)
velocity are defined as

W2 (wI - 1 )2 (A.1)

2 -~ 2
Wtr

2  
(w (tr -  w tr)2

From Fig. 13,

wI ' = c I' cos (9-a) - Ctr sin (T-a) (A.2)

wt; '1c' sin (B-0) + Ctrcos (8-a)

Then follows

Wl12 = c,12 cos
2 

19-a) - c I ' Ctr sin 12 (3-3)1 + ct2 sin
2 

(B-a) (A.3)

wt 
2 

= eln2s ( -) + C I ' Ctr sin (2 (-a)] + ct 2 cos2 (-)

and because , = constant (mean values)

Wl'2 = ci' 2 
cos 2 

(;a-) - c l ' ctr sin [2 ( -] + ctr
2  

sin
2 

( -) (A.4)

wt
2  

2 in -) + c
l ' 

ctr sin [2 (T-0)] + ct2 2 ( --

Eg. A. 4 shows that to derive the desired mean squares it is necessary to know the mean
square of the mixeO. product of cI ' and ct;, i.e. the tangential component of the Reynolds
stress tensor.

However, since
2 -. 2-- 2--2

W
1  

+ W~ t c I (sin (-a)+cs(-)

+ F1 7 ct (sin [2(-a) - sin 2(B-a)]

+ ct
2 

(sin
2  

+ cos
2

(A.5)

it follows that the sum of the mean squares of random velocity fluctuations parallel and
perpendicular to any arbitrary direction is invariant.
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DISCUSSION

M.LG.OhiUeKl, UK
The acceleration through the passage should change the relative magnitude of the streamwise and transverse
components of the turbulent energy. Did you see this in your results?

Author's Reply
Analysis and reduction of our test data is still under way and we have not yet addressed this aspect, although we
certainly intend to. One should remember also in regard to our measurements that the streamwise components are
determined with greater precision than the transverse ones, and that both components of fluctuating energy are
measured in the absolute frame. As explained in the paper, there is no way to transform them to the relative frame
knowing the shear components of the Reynolds stress tensor.

R.E.York, US
Do you monitor turbulent intensity or turbulent energy?

Author's Reply
The movie presents the two components of kinetic energy.
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COMBINED FRINGE AND FABRY-PEROT LASER ANEMOMETER FOR THREE COMPONENT VELOCITY
CMEASUREMENTS IN TURBINE STATOR CASCADE FACILITY

1n Richard G. Seasholtz and Louis J. Goldman

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

If Lewis Research Center0 Cleveland, Ohio 44135, U.S.A.0

0.. SUMMARY
A laser anemometer is described that was developed for use in a 508 mm diameter

annular turbine stator cascade facility. All three velocity components are measured
through a single restricted optical port, both within the stator vane row and downstream
of the vanes. The measurements are made throtigh a cylindrical window in the casing that
matches the tip radius of the cascade. The stator tested has a contoured hub endwall
that results in a large radial flow near the hub. The anemometer uses a standard fringe
configuration (LFA) with a fluorescent aerosol seed to measure the axial and circumfer-
ential velocity components. The radial component is measured with a confocal Fabry-
Perot interferometer. The two configurations are combined in a single optical system
and can operate simultaneously. Data are presented to illustrate the capabilities of
the system.

SYMBOLS

5x,Yz unit vectors in Cartesian coordinate system

CFPI confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer

do  diameter of probe volume between i/e
2 

intensity points

FWHM full-width half-maximum instrumental bandwidth of CFPI

focal length

fD Doppler shift frequency

fDI,2 Doppler shift frequencies of light scattered from beams 1 and 2

ki, 2  wave vectors of incident beams

ko  wave number (
2
1r/X)

wave vector of scattered light

LFA laser fringe anemometer (AKA dual-beam laser anemometer)

P0  inlet total pressure

Ph,M hub static pressure at station M

R1, 2  inner and outer radii of annular clear aperture

TO  maximum transmittance of CFPI

q velocity vector

Vcr critical velocity (fluid velocity at Mach 1)

Vo  velocity magnitude

Vr radial velocity component

V t measured transverse velocity magnitude

Vx  axial velocity component

Ve circumferential velocity component

aj angle between fringe normals and cascade axis (x axis)

B one-half beam crossing angle

AfB standard deviation of angular spectrum of incident beams (Eq. (15))

AfF  standard deviation of Pabry-Perot bandwidth

AfL standard deviation of laser frequency jitter

AfM standard deviation of Doppler shifted spectral peak
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AfR  standard deviation of receiver aperture broadening (Eq. (10))

Afs standard deviation of sum of broadening effects (Eq. (17))

AfT standard deviation of turbulence broadening (Eq. (16))

AVr standard deviation of fluctuations of radial velocity

E deviation of mean Doppler shift from true backscatter shift (Eq. (8))

8 angle between optical axis and flow velocity

es  angle between optical axis and scattered light vector

X laser wavelength

a one standard deviation

* angle between cascade axis (x axis) and transverse velocity vector

(0s angular coordinate of scattered light vector

angular width of clear aperture in mask used to reduce spectral broadening

Q solid angle of collected light

< > expected value operator

INTRODUCTION

Modern turbine engine designs incorporate geometries that generate highly three-
dimensional flow. The accurate measurement of all three velocity components in turbo-
machinery research facilities is required for validation of new three-dimensional
computer codes under development at the NASA Lewis Research Center and elsewhere for
modeling internal flow. The well-known advantages of laser anemometry often make it
the best method for obtaining these detailed measurements of internal flow fields.

The preferable approach to three-dimensional laser anemometry is to measure the
three orthogonal velocity components directly (Refs. I and 2). This generally requires
optical access from two orthogonal directions if a fringe (LFA) or two-spot anemometer
is employed. Turbomachinery research facilities rarely permit more than a single
(usually small) viewing port. With this typical restricted optical access, three-
dimensional measurements become much more difficult (see Ref. 3 for a discussion of the
problem).

The most common approach to three-dimensional measurements through a single port is
to measure nonorthogonal velocity components with an LFA (or a two-spot system) (Refs. 4
to 6). However, the error of the velocity component along the optical axis obtained
from this approach becomes large when the window size is small compared to the distance
from the window to the measurement region. In general, it is desirable to have an angle
between the axes of the LFA components of 30* or more (Ref. 7), although measurements
with angles as small as 17* have been reported (Ref. 8). Thus, in spite of the advan-
tages of the LFA technique, its limitation to the measurement of transverse components
has led to the investigation of other approaches for the measurement of the on-axis
component.

One approach to measuring the component along the optical axis is the reference-
beam heterodyne technique. Used in a backscatter configuration, a reference-beam system
directly measures the on-axis component. This method has been combined with an LFA
(Ref. 9) to obtain three-dimensional measurements in a low velocity jet. However, one
difficulty with using the reference-beam method in high speed flows is that the Doppler
shift is about 4 MHz/m/sec for visible laser light. This results in Doppler shift fre-
quencies that can easily exceed the frequency response of most common photomultiplier
tubes. Another fundamental limitation of the reference-beam technique is expressed by
the Antenna Theorem (Ref. 10), which states that the maximum effective aperture area is
limited to about X2/g where a is the solid angle subtended by the probe volume at
the receiver aperture.

Another approach for measurement of the on-axis component is the use of a high
resolution optical interferometer to directly measure the Doppler shift. One example is
the measurement of the optical-axis velocity component in rocket exhausts (Refs. 11 and
12). We have previously shown the feasibility of using a confocal Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer to measure the optical-axis (radial) component in a 508 mm diameter turbine
stator (Ref. 13). Also, we have described three-dimensional velocity measurements in a
free jet with the Fabry-Perot in a backscatter optical configuration (Ref. 14). Other
reported applications of laser anemometry with interferometers include wind tunnels
(Refs. 15 to 18), an MHD generator (Ref. 19), and a plasma torch (Ref. 20).

Interferometric measurement of the Doppler shift shares with the reference-beam
heterodyne technique the characteristic of providing a direct measurement of the on-axis
velocity component in a backscatter optical configuration. It offers the advantage of
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having essentially no upper frequency limit, which is important in high speed flows.
(Actually, the use of an interferometer for low speed flows is much more difficult than
for high speed flows because of the requirements of an interferometer with extremely
high resolution and a laser with very good frequency stability.) Another advantage of a
confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer is that the amount of usable scattered light is not
limited by the Antenna Theorem, but instead by its light-gathering power (etendue).
This advantage, however, tends to be offset by its relatively low transmission.

The subject of this paper is a new three-dimensional laser anemometer developed for
use in the Lewis 508 mm diameter annular turbine stator cascade facility. The require-
ments for the anemometer were to measure the three velocity components through a single
relatively small viewing port with accuracy of 1 percent of velocity magnitude and 1

° 
of

flow angles. The flow in the cascade is in the high subsonic regime with a significant
radial component produced by a contoured hub endwall. (Tip endwall contouring was not
used because of the difficulty of obtaining optical access for the laser system.
Furthermore, it is necessary to measure small radial velocity components in the presence
of large axial and circumferential components.

Conventional fringe-type optics using fluorescent seed were selected for measure-
ment of the transverse velocity components. This technique has previously been sed at
NASA Lewis for measurements in compressor rotor and turbine stator test facilities
(Refs. 21 and 22). After an evaluation of the various techniques discissed above for
measuring the third component (the component along the optical axis), a scanning con-
focal Fabry-Perot Interferometer (CF9I) was chosen.

In this paper, the Lewis turbine stator facility is briefly described. An anal,!sis
of scattering theory as it pertains to velocity measurements with an interferometer is
presented followed by a description of the optical configuration of the three-dimensional
anemometer. Data acquisition and processing are disccssed, and some results are pre-
sented to illustrate the capability of the anemometer in the cascade facility.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

Stator Cascade

The core turbine stator, full-annular cascade included an inlet section, a test
section, and an exit section. A photograph and a cross-sectional view of the facility
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In operation, atmospheric air was drawn through the inlet
section, the blading, and the exit section and then exhausted through the laboratory
altitude exhaust system. The cascade is described completely in Ref. 23 and briefly
below.

The inlet section, consisting of a bellmouth and a short straight section, was
designed to accelerate the flow to uniform axial-flow conditions at the vane inlet.

The test section, for this investigation, consisted of a sector of tour vanes that
were part of a full-annular ring of 36 vanes. The annular ring is shown in Fig. 3 and
a schematic cross-sectional view is shown in Fig. 4. The untwisted vanes, of constant
profile from hub to tip had a height of 47.625 mm at the leading edge and 38.10 mm at
the trailing edge. The vane axial chord was 38.23 mm and the vane stacking axis was
located at the center of the trailing-edge circle. The hub endwall contour was 's"
shaped and the coordinates are shown in Fig. 4. The tip endwall had a constant diameter
of 508 mm and was not contoured, as explained in the Introduction.

Cascade Flow Conditions

The test conditions in the cascade were set by controlling the pressure ratio
across the vane row with two throttle valves located in the exhaust system. A hub
static tap located downstream of the test section, where the flow was assumed to be
nearly circumferentially uniform (station M, Fig.2), was used to set this pressure
ratio. For this investigation the hub-static to inlet-total pressure ratio Ph M/PQ was
maintained at a value of 0.724. This prevented the flow from becoming superson{c within
the cascade. The design pressure ratio for the previously tested (Ref. 22) cylindrical
hub endwall configuration (no contour) was 0.65 and would have produced supersonic flow
within the vane passage had it been used.

windows

A cutout in the test-section outer vane ring (Fig. 3) provided optical access. A
second cutout was located downstream'of the vane row. The windows were made from 3.175mm thick window glass. They were formed into a cylindrical shape that matched the tip
radius by sagging them, in a vacuum furnace, onto a machined graphite form. The vanes
at the window were machined to the tip radius. A silicone rubber sealing material was
used to seal both windows to the cascade housing and to seal the vane tips to the win-
dow. At the vane row, the window covered about 39* in the circumferential direction
and was 4 cm high.
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ON-AXIS VELOCITY COMPONENT MEASUREMENT

Scattering Theory

This section presents the theory of using the two beams of a conventional fringe-
type anemometer with an interferometer to measure the on-axis velocity component.

Consider two beams with wave vectors and V2 incident on a particle moving
with velocity 7 as shown in Fig. 5. For simplicity, the beams are assumed to lie in
the x-z plane and have an included angle 2B. (The fringes formed by the beams thus have
normals in the x-direction as shown in Fig. 6.) The receiving optics aperture is
assumed to be an annulus centered on the bisector of the beams with outer radius R2
and inner radius R1  and is located a distance f (the lens focal length) from the
beam crossing position. The wave vector of the scattered light is ks . Thus, in
Cartesian coordinates with the optical axis along the z-direction

ki,2 = ko (+ sin S Ax 
+ 

cos B az) (i)

Vs = ko (sin Os cos os ax + sin 6s sin os ay + cos 8s sz
)  

(2)

V VO (sin 0 cos ax+ sin O sin o gy + cos 8 9z) (3)

where ;i denotes the unit vector in the i direction and the wave number k = 2r/X.
The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two incident beams, and the first subscript corre-

sponds to the upper sign.

The Doppler shifts of the light scattered in direction ks are

fD1 ,2 (es'os) 1 - (VV - l,2 V

k 1" [sin Os cos(os - 0) ; sin 8 cos 0J + Vr (cos es - cos f3) 4

where V t = VO sin a is the transverse velocity component and Vr = V O cos e is the
componert along the optical axis (the radial component in the cascade). Note that the
scattered light is spread over a range of frequencies because of the finite extent of
the light collecting aperture.

The mean values of the Doppler shift frequencies of the scattered light collected
over the full annulus are

(.,> 1 f0f~i f f~,(0 o) sin 6s dos des (5)

e2 o0 1,

where > > denotes the expected value, and

= fe 1 f
2 

T sin 0. ds d s  (6)

02 0

is the solid angle of collected light. The limits on the integration over es  are

given by

01, 2 = 1800 -tan-l(R, 2/f) (7)

Carrying out the integrations, Eq. (5) becomes

f - ± Vt sin 3 cos 0 + 2(l - E) Vr] (8)

where

L c2 .1-c2 1
C 1 sin 2 el sin 02S[2 s + 1 I

represents the deviation from pure backscatter and is generally I(< . If the scattered
light from the two beams is of equal intensity, then the mean value of the frequency of
the light scattered from both beams integrated over the annulus is

f - I (fDl> + (D2) - - X(1 - ' Vr (9)

Thus, the mean Doppler shift is proportional to the optical-axis velocity component.

The standard deviation of the Doppler shift frequency of the scattered light is,
in general, given by
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- <fD - (fD)2>1/2 (10)

If the light scattered from the two beams is D of equal intensity, the terms in
Eq. (8) proportional to Vt will not cancel, and <f> will not, in general, be pro-
portional to Vr. However, note that if the velocity is in the y-z plane (i.e., per-

pendicular to the fringe normals as shown in Fig. 6), 0 - 90
o 
and the Doppler shifts

of light scattered from the two beams are equal for any scattering direction.
Equation (8) in this case reduces to

<fDl>= <f2> X (1 E) V, = 90 (11

Example

For the annular aperture described in the Optical Layout section,

e1 = 176.30

82 - 174.70

3 = 1.134'

r = 0.00169

To estimate the spectrum of the scattered light, we can let es = 175.50 (since 8 only
varies over a small range) and assume that the velocity is in the y-z plane (t =
Then the Doppler shift frequency given by Eq. (4) becomes

f h~s
) 

= 1 0.0785 sin OsV t - 1.9967 Vr (12)

The mean value of the Doppler shift is (Eq. (11))

1.9967 Vr (13)

and the spectral width due to the receiving optics is (Eq. (10))

f - 0.085 <sin
2 

s/
2
vt (14)

For light collected over the full annular aperture, <sin2ts>/
2 

= i/Nf2. For example,
if V t = 250 m/sec and A = 514.5 nm, then AfR = 27 MHz.

Mask for Reduction of Spectral Width

A technique for reducing the spectral width caused by aperture broadening is to
introduce a mask having a clear aperture angular width 2* as shown in Fig. 6. The
mask must be oriented as shown to ensure that the mean radial velocity measurement is
unbiased. An example of the spectral broadening for a transverse velocity Vt - 250 m/sec
is shown in the following table for several masks.

, (sin
2

s>
1 / 2  

ifR,

deg MHz

30 0.294 ii

45 .426 16

60 .542 21

90 .707 27

If the flow angle t * 900, then the spectrum will be somewhat broader than these
values.

One word of caution should be mentioned: if an angular mask is used which is not
properly oriented, then the mean Doppler shift frequency will be biased. But, if no
angular mask is used, the mean Doppler shift wilt be correct, although the spectral
width will be greater.

Other Causes of Spectral Broadening

In addition to the spectral broadening discussed above caused by the spread in the
wave vector of the scattered light, four other factors cause broadening. One is the
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inherent instrumental broadening fp. For the purposes of this paper, Afr is approxi-
mated by one-half of the FWIM bandwidth. (The FIIUM bandwidth is given by the FSR
divided by the finesse, so AfF V 30 MHz).

Another factor is jitter in the laser frequency (AfL), which is typically about
10 MHz in a low-noise, low-vibration environment. In a noisy environment, such as a
test cell, the jitter will be greater. This jitter, of course, likewise affects the
unshifted peak and the Bragg peak. A third cause of broadening is the angular spectrum
of the incident beams, which is given by (Ref. 24)

AfB - Vt/(wdo) (15)

where Vt is the transverse velocity and d o  is the diameter of the probe volume.
For this application, AfB< MHz an therefore can be neglected.

Finally, fluctuations in the flow velocity (i.e., turbulence) cause broadening of
the measured spectrum. If turbulence broadening is greater than broadening from all
other effects, then the spectral width can be used as a measure of the intensity of the
radial turbulence. An estimate of the intensity of the turbulence fluctuations of the
on-axis velocity component is then given by

Af- (f2 _ f2 )1/2 (16)AfT 
6
~~M -

where AfM is the measured width (1o), and Afs is the sum of all other broadening
mechanisms except turbulence. The various broadening mechanisms are assumed to be
independent so Ais is given by the root-sum-square

Af (A2 2 1/2 (17)

S (AL + B ER + f1

If, for example, the turbulence is isotropic with 10 percent intensity, the mean
radial velocity is zero, and the transverse velocity is 250 m/sec, then the turbulence
fluctuations of the radial velocity AV - 25 m/sec and AfT - AVr/(A/2) . 100 MHz.
This is larger than the broadening usually observed due to other causesi and, for this
case, the measured width could be used as a measure of the turbulence intensity. In
practice, the broadening due to the laser jitter and the instrumental bandwidth can be
determined from the width of the spectral peak of the laser light scattered from the
walls.

LASER ANEMOMETER SYSTEM

Optical Layout

A photograph of the optical system and the layout are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
argon-ion laser was equipped with a temperature controlled etalon and had a maximum
output power of 0.8 W at a 514.5 nm wavelength with a vertically polarized TEMoo trans-
verse mode and single axial mode.

Lenses Ll and L2 (focal lengths 80 and 100 mm, respectively) function as mode-
matching lenses to position the beam waists at the focal plane of lens L3. The beam
divider (constructed from two appropriately coated 6.35 mm thick glass plates) split
the single beam into two equal intensity parallel beams (approximately 10 mm separ-
ation). The divider was mounted in a motor driven rotary mount, so the orientation of
the fringes could be set at any desired angle. A half-wave retardation plate (gear
driven by the mount at one-half the angle of rotation of the divider) was located at
the input of the beam divider to maintain the proper linear polarization at the input
of the beam divider.

The two parallel beams from the beam divider were turned by mirrors M3, M4, and
M5. Mirror M4 was elliptical with a minor axis of 15.2 mm and major axis of 21.6 mm.
The parallel beams were focused by lens L3 (250 mm focal length, 46 mm clear aperture)
to cross at the probe volume after being reflected by mirror M5. Mirror M5 was mounted
on a motor driven goniometer stage with axis perpendicular to the plane of the optical
table. This enabled the optical axis to be positioned along the radial direction in
the stator cascade.

The diameter (l/e
2 

intensity) of the probe volume was about 100 um and the fringe
spacing was 13 Um (about 8 fringes). Light scattered from particles passing through
the probe volume (after reflection by M5) was collimated by lens L3. An aperture mask
with a central circular stop (diameter 32 mm) was used to reduce the effective length
of the probe volume. This mask blocked 50 percent of the full clear aperture of the
collection lens L3, which means the receiving optics had an effective f-number for light
collection of f/6. The pair of lenses L4 and L5 (focal lengths 160 and 60 mm, respec-
tively) is used to reduce the diameter of the collimated scattered light beam to 17 mm.
The beam is then split with a dichroic beam splitter, which reflects 514.5 nm wave-
length light and passes the longer wavelength fluorescence orange light.

After passing through a long wavelength pass filter LWF (to remove any residual
514.5 nm light), the fluorescent beam is focused by lens L6 (100 mm focal length)
through a 100 Um diameter pinhole (PH) located in front of photomultiplier PMT1 (RCA
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4526). The signal from this PmT is processed by a counter-type processor to provide
velocity components transverse to the optical axis.

The light reflected by the dichroic beamsplitter is light elastically scattered by

seed particles (i.e., not fluorescence). This 514.5 nm wavelength light is focused by
lens L7 (100 mas focal length) through another 100 pm pinhole and a 16 mm focal length
lens (L8, a 1OX microscope objective). A narrow band laser line filter (LLF) removes
any residual fluorescence and background light before the light enters the confocal
Fabry-Perot interferometer (CFPI).

The CFPI has a free spectral range of 3 GHz and a maximum transmission of about
10 percent. The measured finesse (ratio of free spectral range to instrumental band-
width) was about 50. The light exiting the CFPI was detected by photomultiplier PMT2
(RCA 8850). Photon counting electronics provided a digital count rate corresponding to
the light intensity passed by the CFPI. (Additional factors to be considered in the use

of a CFPI for laser anemometry are discussed in Ref. 13.)

An acoustic-optic modulator (Bragg cell) was included to generate a reference
signal offset from the laser frequency by 400 M,3z. The 200 M1z Bragg cell frequency
was crystal controlled (the second order diffracted beam was used). This signal was
used to provide a calibration signal for each sweep of the interferometer. A lens (L)
was used to collimate the beam before the Bragg cell.

Acoustic shielding was necessary to reduce vibration of the laser, which would
cause a large jitter in the laser frequency. (The acoustic noise level near the cascade
was measured at 105 dB.) The optics and laser were mounted in a wood box covered with
a layer of an acoustical foam and lead composite. The weight of the lead shielding used
was about 10 kg/m

.

Positioning System

The laser and optics were mounted on a 610 mm by 1524 mm by 64 mm thick aluminum
optical breadboard, which was mounted on a 3 axis positioning system with a 12 Pm
positioning accuracy and 1 pm resolution. The positioning system controller was
locaated in the test cell near the cascade with an RS-232 serial communications link to
the minicomputer located in the control room. In addition to the three linear stages,
the beam divider and goniometer mounted mirror were also controlled with this system.
This provided a sufficient number of degrees of freedom to allow the optical axis to be
directed along a radial line throughout the test region.

Calibration Procedures

A critical requirement for obtaining laser anemometer data for computer code veri-
fication is the accurate determination of the probe volume location relative to the

experimental hardware. For the stator cascade described in this paper, location accu-
racies of +25 um are desired. A complicating factor in achieving this accuracy is
that the stator cascade hardware moves relative to the laser anemometer when going from
no-flow to flow conditions and when the ambient temperature changes. Because of these
reasons, position calibration must be done under test conditions. The needed parameters
are the coordinates of the cascade axis, the axial position of the leading edge of the
vane row, and the circumferential location of the suction and pressure surfaces of the
vanes at a given axial position.

These parameters are determined after the flow has been set to the test operation
condition and has stabilized. The location of a surface is determined by scanning the
probe volume through the surface and recording the intensity of the collected light.
The peak in the measured intensity corresponds to the center of the probe volume being
at the surface. An example of such a scan is shown in Fig. 9 for determination of the
hub location. The actual peak location is estimated using a least squares fit of the
data to a Gaussian as shown in the figure. By making several radial scans through the
hub at different circumferential positions, sufficient data is acquired to calculate

These procedures are automatically executed to minimize the loss of test time.

A scan through a normal surface, as shown in Fig. 9, also shows the length of the
probe volume. At the l/e' intensity points, the probe volume length is thus about
2.2 mm. Of course, the effective length of the measurement region can be less than this
due to the signal processor threshold and the size distribution of the seed particles.
In addition, the scattered light was simultaneously measured in both optical paths to
verify that the probe volumes defined by the fringe and the Fabry-Perot receiving optics
were located at the same position. The peak locations were within 0.25 mm.

The following procedure was used to calibrate the fringe orientation relative to
the vertical axis of the positioning system. A 50 us by 3 mm air slit was aligned
parallel to the positioning system vertical axis and located about 140 mm from the probe
volume. The positioning system was used to twice scan the beams horizontally across
the slit. The transmitted light was recorded for each beam, and the optical system was
moved vertically between the two scans so that the beams were at the same position on
the slit. When the maximum light transmitted by the slit for both scans occurred at the
same indicated horizontal position, the beams lay on a vertical line (fringe normals
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vertical). By rotating the beams 180*, the angular rotation could also be calibrated.
The goniometer stage was calibrated in a similar manner. The fringe spacing (13.0 Wm)
was determined from the beam crossing angle measured by scanning the two beams across
the air slit with the probe volume at several distances from the slit.

Seeding

A fluorescent dye aerosol was used as the seed material for these tests. This
material allowed measurements (using the technique described by Ref. 25) to be made by
the LFA part of the system close to the hub, the vanes, and the windows. A liquid dyesolution (0.02 molar solution of rhodamine 6G in a 50-50 mixture, by volume, of benzyl
alcohol and ethylene glycol) was atomized with a commercial aerosol generator. The
aerosol was injected through a 6 mm diameter tube into the flow at the entrance of the
bellmouth.

The fluorescence, because it is broadband, is only usable for the fringe measure-
ments and not for the Fabry-Perot measurements. As a consequence, transverse component
measurements could be made closer to surfaces than could radial component measurements.
The Fabry-Perot measurements could be made to within 3 mm of the hub. Previous work
(Ref. 23) in a turbine stator cascade with a similar optical system using fluorescence
allowed fringe measurements within 1 mm of the hub. Of course, it is also possible to
use elastically scattered light for both the LFA and Fabry-Perot measurements. One
would just substitute an ordinary beamsplitter for the dichroic beam splitter and use
nonfluorescent seed.

DATA ACQUISITION

A minicomputer was used for experiment control and data acquisition. It was also
used to generate on-line displays of the data so that the system could be monitored for
proper operation.

Fringe Signal

The fringe signal from PMTl was processed with a counter-type processor using four
cycles of the Doppler burst. The counter output data, consisting of Doppler frequency
and time-between-measurements, were transferred to the minicomputer via a DMA interface
having a maximum transfer rate of about 200 kHz. Data were taken at several fringe
orientations at each measurement position. For this experiment, the maximum number of
fringe orientations was limited to seven by the available minicomputer memory. The
fringe orientations were selected at 100 intervals and bracketed the predicted flow
angle. At each fringe orientation, 1000 data pairs were taken. The frequency data
(corresponding to velocity components) were stored in 256 bin histograms for later off-
line processing. Typical data rates ranged from 1 to 5 kHz.

Fabry-Perot

Data from the Fabry-Perot interferometer were obtained by scanning the passband
over a frequency range that included the laser frequency, the Doppler shifted frequency
of light scattered from seed particles, and the Bragg shifted reference frequency. A
linear ramp generator, which produced a sawtooth waveform with adjustable period, ampli-
tude, and DC offset, was used to scan the interferometer. The data from the photon
counting electronics were stored in 256 bin histograms; each bin contained the number of
counts in 1/256 of the sweep duration. An adjustable number of repetitive sweeps was
used to build a composite histogram. Typically, 20 sweeps of 1 sec duration were used.
Each sweep was examined by the computer to determine the bin number of the peak corre-
sponding to the Bragg reference peak. The data were then offset to place the Bragg
peak at a predetermined bin. This technique was used to eliminate the effect of drift
in the laser frequency for data taken over long time intervals. It was found to be
desirable to take data over several seconds to reduce biasing caused by short term
variations in the rate of seed particles passing through the probe volume. (The
observed variation in the data rate was believed to be c.,used by random cross-flow at
the entrance of the bellmouth where the seed was injected.)

If the radial velocity is near zero, the above technique is not applicable, but
the following previously reported (Ref. 14) technique can be used. In that situation,
the signal from the seed particles overlaps the zero-shift signal from the laser light
scattered from the cascade walls. To extract the desired signal, two histograms are
constructed: one with the seeding turned on and one with the seeding off. The histo-
grams are subtracted during the data processing to give a difference histogram that con-
tains only the desired signal. (Of course, the noise from the removed peaks remains.)
For the result presented in this paper, this technique was not used. It would be
necessary for surveys taken farther from the contoured hub.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fringe Data

The fringe data were stored in histogram form - one 256 bin histogram for each
fringe orientation at each probe volume position. A typical histogram is qhown in
Fig. 10. The mean velocity and flow angle of the projection of the velocity in the
axial-circumferential plane were obtained uring a two-step procedure. First, each of
the histograms was least-squares fit to a Gaussian function to get estimates of the mean
transverse velocity components Vtj as a function of the fringe orientation aj.

These Gaussian histogram fits also provided estimates of the standard deviations of the
flow fluctuations as a function of angle.

The second step was to determine the transverse velocity magnitude Vt and flow
angle *. These were found using the procedure described in Ref. 22, where V t and
* are found using a least squares fit to (Fig. 11).

Vt = V t cos(0 - aj) (18)

The axial and circumferential components are then given by

Vx = Vt cos , Ve = Vt sin * (19)

Deviation of the data from the cosine model function provides an indication of angle
biasing errors. Angle biasing is caused by a variation of data rate with flow angle,
which causes the components at large angles from the mean flow direction to be biased
high (Ref. 26).

In addition to the Gaussian fit, the velocity components and standard deviations
were directly calculated from the histograms. The direct calculation usually gave
velocity components very close (within 0.5 percent) to those obtained from the Gaussian
fit, but the standard deviations tended to be larger (typically 5 to 10 percent larger).
This was probably a result of stray data on the tails of the histograms. Hence, the
results obtained from the Gaussian fit were used.

Fabry-Perot Data

For simplicity, no angular mask was used in the Fabry-Perot receiving optics
(i.e., * - 900), so light was collected over the full annulus. The spectral broaden-
ing due the receiver aperture is thus given by Eq. 14. Data was taken at each of the
fringe orientations used for the fringe measurement; no appreciable differences was
noticed in the spectral widths.

The Fabry-Perot histograms consisted of three spectral peaks (Fig. 12). The right
peak is a result of unshifted laser light scattered from surfaces near the probe volume;
its amplitude is a function of position of the probe volume. The left peak is the
reference peak from the Bragg cell; it is shifted 400 MHz from the right peak and its
amplitude could be controlled by the drive voltage on the Bragg cell. The center peak
corresponds to the Doppler shifted light scattered from the seed particles. Estimates
of the frequencies of the three peaks were obtained by a least-squares fit of the data
to a three peak Gaussian function. The Doppler-shift frequency of the light scattered
from the seed particles is thus proportional to the separation between the center and
right peaks, and the mean radial velocity is then given by Eq. 9.

It is also possible to obtain an estimate of the intensity of the radial velocity
fluctuations as discussed in the section Other Causes of Spectral Broadening. For this
test, the width (lo) of the non-Doppler shifted peak was about 40 MHz, which included
broadening due to laser jitter and the instrumental bandwidth of the Fabry-Perot. The
receiving aperture broadening AfR, which depends on the transverse velocity, was less
than 30 MHz. Thus, the sum of all broadening effects except turbulence was less than
about 50 MHz. This is less than the observed width of the Doppler-shifted peak, so an
estimate of the radial component fluctuations can be calculated using Eq. 16. For the
histogram shown in Fig. 12, the rms radial velocity fluctuations were approximately
7 percent of the velocity magnitude.

Survey Data

An example of the measurement of the three velocity components is shown in Fig. 13.
These data show a circumferential scan between the suction and pressure surfaces of the
vanes at 80 percent axial chord and 10 percent spany this location is close to the
center of the contoured section of the hub where a relatively large radial velocity com-
ponent exists. The figure shows data taken on two dates as well as the results of a
three-dimensional inviscid computer code (Ref. 27). The DENTON computer program is a
time marching finite volume solution of the Euler equations. Shown are the axial com-
pnent Vx, the circumferential component V8 , and the radial component Vr. Also shown
ethe velocity magnitude Vo . These are normalized with respect to the critical

velocity Vcr to eliminate differences due to am' ient temperature changes between the
measurements performed on different days.
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The trends in the experimental measur-ments and the agreement with the theoretical
calculations are quite reasonable and encouraging. However, these preliminary results
are only intended to illustrate the capability of the anemometer and are not meant for
code verification purposes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The laser anemometer described in this paper is shown as a viable means of measur-
ing the three mean velocity components in an annular turbine stator facility. The addi-
tion of a confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer to a conventional fringe-type anemometer
allowed the measurement of the radial velocity component with a backscatter configura-
tion. The advantage of this technique compared with other methods of measuring the
radial component is that it does not require a large optical access port. An important
feature of the anemometer is its ability to measure a small radial velocity component
when the transverse component is much larger.

The scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer used in this work for measurement of the
radial (optical-axis) component does, however, have some limitations compared with
fringe and two-spot anemometers used for measurement of the transverse components.
These include an increased data acquisition time, an inability to measure time history
data, the need for an acoustic enclosure to protect the laser from the high acoustic
noise levels, and poorer performance near walls. Other applications having more
generous optical access may be better served by other techniques.
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DISCUSSION

R.Schodl, GE
(1) What is the velocity resolution in the low speed range of the Fabrv-P~rot system?

(2) What are the smallest particles which can be detected by this system?

Author's Reply
(1) The resolution of the radial velocity component measurement depends on several factors including the transverse

velocity (which broadens the spectrum), the turbulence intensity, and the amount of wall-scattered light that is
detected. For low turbulence, the resolution should be I or 2 m/s. Note that for small radial velocities (where the
spectral peak of the light scattered from the seed particles overlaps the spectral peak of the wall scatter) the seed
rate modulation techniques described in reference 13 must be used.

(2) Unlike the fringe and two-spot systems, the Fabry-Pdrot signal is due to all particles passing through the probe
volume. The effective size is thus given by the particle size distribution weighted by the scattering cross section.
The size can be very small for a large volume of small particles.

R.Elder, UK
What is the measurement volume size and can it be readily reduced'?

Author's Reply
The probe volume diameter is 100 jum and the length is 2.2 mm. The length is given by the distancc between the e-'
detected light power points as the probe volume is scanned through a surface normal to the optical axis (figure 9). The
probe volume size could be reduced by any of the following: either a smaller probe volume diameter (and
corresponding field stop), or a larger lens aperture (i.e. a faster lens), or a larger central aperture stop.
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SUMMARY

Velocity and temperature measurementsthave bd8ft obtained in a can-type combustor
operating at near atmospheric pressure. Velocity characteristics were determined with
a laser Doppler velocimeter and a digitally compensated fine bare-wire thermocouple
was used to measure the mean and rms values of temperature fluctuations. This paper
emphasises the experimental methods, identifies the main sources of imprecision,
evaluates the estimate of the related errors and presents sample results so as to dem-
onstrate the effect of air-fuel ratio on the velocity and temperature characteristics
of the combustor.

The Imprecision in veloci'y measurements was mainly associated with statistical
errors and velocity gradient broadening effects due to the finite size of the measure-
ment volume. The maximum statistical errors were of the order of 2 and 3% for the
mean and rms )alues and the broadening effects can lead to overestimation by up to 25% in
the rms values of the swirl velocity component near the swirl centre.

-The error in the mean temperature was mainly due to radiation losses which mono-
tonically increased with temperature aad were less than 8%. The catalytic effects
were small and limited to regions close to the fuel injector, causing a maximum increase
in the mean temperature by no more than 70 K. The uncertainties in the time constant
resulted in a maximum error in the rms values of the order of 7%.

The effect of APR on the velocity and temperature characteristics was relatively
weak in the primary zone of the combustor. The effect became progressivelymoare pronounced
at downstream locations with increased temperatures, thus reduced densities, associated
with lower air-fuel ratios resulting in higher mean and rms velocities.

1. INTRODUCTION

The experimental investigationsof references I to 4 focussed attention on flows in
idealised axisymmetric combustors and provided important information. Isolation of a
certain part of the combustor field does not, however, allow representation of the
links between the fuel, primary jet, dilution jet and exit flows of a real combustor
and there is growing evidence, for example reference 5, that slight changes in combustor
geometry can alter combustor performance. Although the calculation method of reference
6 provides the foundation for interpolating and extrapolating the experimentally
acquired information, they embody approximations which have to be tested against
measurements. References 7, 8 and 9 provided experimental information in a can-type
combustor configuration of immediate practical relevance and, by so doing, increased
understanding of the salient processes and at the same time assisted the development of
calculations methods for predicting the flow in complex combustor geometries.
Reference 7 reports on the temperature and composition measurements in the present can-
type combustor and references 8 and 9 provide more detailed information on the velocity,
temperature and species characteristics of the combustor for a w.de range of air-fuel
ratios with and without preheat. The water model of reference 10 allows detailed
information, through increased optical access, on the isothermal velocity field of the
present combustor.

The main purpose of this work is to describe in more detail the experimental
methods previously used to measure the velocity and temperature characteristics, to
identify the main sources of imprecision associated with the techniques, to evaluate
the estimates of the related errors and finally to present some sample results so as to
demonstrate the effect of air-fuel ratio on the velocity and temperature field of the
combustor.

The following section provides a brief description of the combustor geometry and
gives a detailed account on the experimental methods and their accuracy. The third
section presents and discusses the results and Section 4 summarises the main conclusions
of the work.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

2.1 Flow Configuration

The combustor used in the present study is shown in Figure 1 and is a model of the
low-emission can-type combustors described in reference 5. It is identical to that of
references 7, 8 and 9, is fabricated from a laminated porous sheet metal, known as
"Transply", and consists of a hemispherical head followed by a circular barrel of
74 mm diameter which contains the rows of 6 primary and 12 secondary dilution holes.
The barrel is terminated by a circular-to-rectangular nozzle as shown in Figure 1.
The combustor is housed in a plenum to provide as near as possible a uniform flow
through the dilution holes. The swirler, which is fitted to the head, comprises 18
curved vanes oriented at 45 degrees and the resulting swirl number, according to the
definition of reference ll, is 0.73. The fuelling device used for the injection of
gaseous propane is mounted in the hub of the swirler and contains ten 1.7 mm diameter
holes located in a 4.5 mm radius and with their axes at 45 degrees to the axis of the
combustor.

The combustor was operaited at near atmospheric pressure and with an inlet air
temperature of 312 K. The inlet air flow rate used was 0.085 kg/s which resulted in a
Reynolds number of around 8 iOW, based on the combustor diameter. Various air-fuel
ratios (AFR) were used, covering a range from 40 to 70 which, typically, encompasses
full-power to ground-idle conditions in real combustion chambers. The fuel used was
high grade gaseous propane.

2.2 Velocity Measurements

Velocity measurements were obtained by a dual-beam laser Doppler velocimeter
operated in forward-scatter mode as schematically shown in Figure 2. The transmitting
optics comprised an Argon-Ion laser operated at a wavelength of 514.5 nm and at a
power ranging from 50 mW to I W depending on flow conditions and location, a beam
splitter, a Bragg cell unit which provided an optical frequency shift of 40 MHz, a
beam displacer, a mirror and a focussing lens of 500 mm local length. The collecting
optics consisted of a lens which focussed the forward-scattered light on the pinhole
of a photomultiplier. The main optical characteristics of the laser Doppler veloci-
meter are summarised in Table 1.

Table I Main Optical Characteristics of Laser Doppler Velocimeter

Half angle of beam intersection 3.85 degrees

Fringe spacing 3.83 om

Length of measuring volume at i/e
2 

intensity 3.67 m

Diameter of measuring volume at i/e2 intensity 0.25 mm

Number of fringes in measuring volume at l/e
2 

intensity 65

Optical access was provided by quartz windows on each side of the plenum chamber
and through the primary and dilution holes as depicted in Figure 2. The comparatively
large dimensions of the measuring volume are a consequence of the need for a small
intersection angle to allow the beams to pass through the primary and dilution holes
of the combustor.

The flow was seeded with fine alumina particles with a nominal diameter less than
1.0 pm, dispersed in a purpose built spark discharge particle generator , reference
12. When the optical shift was employed, the Doppler signals from the photomultiplier
were downmixed with a signal from an electronic frequency shifter and resulted in an
effectively lower frequency shift, variable in the range from 1 to 9 MHz to resolve the
directional ambiguity of the velocity vector. The output from the frequency shifter
was band-pass filtered and amplified prior to its input to a frequency counter. At the
combustor exit Doppler frequenies encountered were sometimes higher than the maximum
cut-off frequency of the frequency shifter (about 30 MHz). When this has occurred,
both the Bragg cell and the shiftei were circumvented, and the output of the photo-
multiplier was directly input to the counter via the filter. The counter was inter-
faced with a microcomputer which performed the statistical calculations to plot
velocity pdf's and obtain mean and rms valaes of velocity samples of typically 3000.
The sampling rate was software controlled with a maximum value of around 20 KHz. For
the measurements presented here, however, a lower value of 0.1 KHz was used to mini-
mize the bias effects.

Errors incurred in the measurements of velocity arise mainly from two sources
associated with: 1) finite sample statistics and 2) velocity gradient broadening
effects due to the finite measuring volume size. The effect of the refractive index
gradients associated with combustion is negligible over the small diameter of the
present combustor (cf. reference 13) and seeding bias effects, reference 14, were
minimized by using similar seeding particle densities in the fuel and air lines as
suggested in reference 15. Velocity bias effects, see for example reference 16, were
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also minimized by employing the relatively slow sampling rate of 0.1 KHz (cf.
reference 17); in general, the turbulence intensities were lower than 15% in most
regions and the sampling interval was longer than both the expected turbulence time
scale and the particle arrival time.

The statistical error in the mean velocity value associated with a finite sample
size (N) is dependent on the local turbulence intensity and can be estimated, within a
certain confidence limit, according to reference 18, by:

(error)- = c U (1)

where Zc is equal to 2.0 for a 95% confidence limit.

For example, the minimum sample size of 2000 used during the measurements results
in a statistical error in the mean value of less than 2% in the regions where turbulence
intensity is 30%.

The corresponding error in the rms value is independent of the local turbulence
intensity and can be estimated from:

Z
(error),/V . - (2)

U /2N

which indicate3, with the 95% confidence limit, an error of about 3* for the minimum
sample size used in the measurements.

The error associated with velocity gradient broadening effects is of main concern
in the measurements of the rms value. The measured rms value contains contributions
from both the turbulence and the spatial variation of the mean velocity across the
finite length (L) of the measuring volume. The contribution associated with the mean
velocity gradient is given, from reference 13, by:

dUL d(
g d7 (3)

and the associated error can be deduced from:

(error)/-2 = (I + 9)
1
1
2 

- 1 (4)
u 2

According to equation 4, non-turbulent broadening effects can lead to over-
estimation by up to 25% in the rms values of the swirl velocity component in regions
close to the swirl centre. in most parts of the combustor, however, the maximumerror in
the rms value is less than 8%.

With the assumption of insignificant seeding and velocity bias effects, it is
expected, reference 14, that the measured velocity averages should be close to density
weighted averages. In reference 19, for example, the temperature measurements
obtained in a premixed flame and conditioned with velocity measured by a laser Doppler
velocimeter are closer to density weighted averages and thus suggest that velocity
averages should also be closer to density weighted.

2.3 Temperature Measurements

Temperature measurements were obtained with an uncoated thermocouple fabricated
from 40 Wm diameter platinum, 13% rhodium-platinum wire and digitally compensated.
The thermocouple wire was supported on 500 ;m diameter wires of the same material
cemented in alumina (2.5 mm O.D. tube) which in turn was placed in a stainless steel
tube of 4 mm O.D.. The output of the thermocouple was differentially amplified by a
low noise, low drift amplifier and digitised. The samples were stored in the memory
of a microprocessor at a rate varying between 5 and 13 KHz. The important features
of the electronic circuit are shown in Figure 3.

Details of the tompensation arrangement have been described in reference 19 for
premixed flames with the following differences. In this case with a non-premixed
type flame, the variation of the time constant (T) was considered to be dependent
only on the fluctuating temperature and the variations with velocity and mixture
fraction were not considered. A preliminary investigation in non-premixed propane
bunsen-flames indicated that the variation of the time constant with the mixture
fraction was unimportant and together with the relatively high velocities observed in
the regions downstream of the primary zone justified the above simplification in most
parts of the combustor. A linear variation of the time constant between 6 and 2 msec
was adequate for temperatures from 300 to 2000 K respectively.

The accuracy of the compensation procedure can be determined with reference to
Figure 4 which shows the frequency analysis of the thermocouple response. Figure 

4
(a)
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shows that frequencies up to 2 ((Hz in the measured signal are still distinguishable from
the noise level of the system and Figure 4(b) shows the compensated spectrum
associated with that of the measured signal of Figure 4(a). The shape of the cumulative
energy distribution for T = T(T), Figure 4(c), indicates that the frequency spectrum
up to about 1.8 ((Hz contains 95% of the total energy, which is within the frequency
response of the system. The uncertainty in the time constant reflects primarily in an
error in the rms of the temperature fluctuations and this can be estimated by calculat-
ing the consequences of a systematic error of 10% in the instantaneous value of the
time constant on the cumulative energy. in addition to the curve obtained with the
normal compensation procedure (that is T =T(T)), the cumulative energies associated
with a fixed mean time constant of 4 msec and for variations of ±10% of this value
(i.e. T = 3.6 and 4.4 msec( are also shown in Figure 4(c) and indicate a 15% variation
in total energy which corresponds to a maximum error of around 7% to be associated
with the rms of the temperature fluctuations. In commson with reference 2 any
tolerance in T was found to be unimportant as far as the mean temperature is concerned.
Preliminary measurements obtained with 15, 40 and 80 Wm wires indicated almost
identical mean temperature values therefore suggesting that the averages are unweighted
and support the analyses reported in references 20 and 21.

The results presented in the following section are not corrected for radiation
losses or catalytic activity on the thermocouple surface, but the effects on the mean
temperature were quantified. The magnitude of the heat losses from the thermocouple
wire by radiation was determined by vacuum calibration in a vacuum chamber of about
10 4 torr (see reference 22 for further details) . A ceramic coating was used to
evaluate the catalytic effects, and the absolute errors could be estimated by comparing
the radiation losses of uncoated and coated thermocouple wires.

Figure 5(a) shows the radiation losses associated with the coated and uncoated
40 pm wire and also includes those associated with a larger diameter wire of 80 wm for
comparison purposes. The fi.jure shows a monotonic increase of the losses with temper-
ature and that the values with the uncoated wires are P11 less than 8% for the measured
temperatures. Th.a radiation losses in Fiqure 5(a) are calculated on the assumptions
that the radiation heat transfer between the wire and the ases of the fjame is
negligible and that the average radiation temperature (T+t)l is equal to T'. The first
assumption is not likely to lead to significant errors in the present flame and the
effect of the second assumption depends on the magnitude of the temperature fluctua-
tions. The present results, however, indicate that the maximum intensity of temper-
ature fluctuations observed (around 13%) are likely to affect the radiation losses
indicated in Figure 5(a) by no more than 106.

Figure 5() shows the radial profiles of mean temperature obtained at two axial
locations within the combustor with coated and uncoated wires of 40 and 80 Lcm diameter.
In general, the discrepancies between measurements obtained with coated and uncoated
wires are accounted for by the differences in the radiative emissivites of the two
surfaces, except for z < 90 mm where catalytic effects may increase the seasured mean
temperature by up to 70 K(. This is due to the comparatively high concentrations of
unburned fuel that exist near the fuel injector, reference 8. The effects on the
rms of the temperature fluctuations are of secondary importance.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The axial and swirl components of velocity were measured with vi'rious AFRas from
40 to 70 and the corresponding mean and rms values (U, N1 and /u

2
, V,/2( are presented

in radial profile forms for an axial location inside the combustor, corresponding to
the plane of the primary holes. Similar profiles are also presented at the combustor
exit plane but here care must be taken in interpreting the results due to the change
from cylindrical polar velocity components inside the combustor to Cartesian components
at the exit plane. The contours of the -ma temperature (/t

2
) are plotted for the

same plane as intensity contours Wt'P/T, to allow an easier comparison between one
AFR case and another.

3.1 Velocity Characteristics

Figures 6 and 7 show the influence of AFR on the mean flow field prevailing in
the primary and exit zone of the combustor, respectively. Figure 8 shows the corres-
ponding effect on the turbulence field of the combustor. In these figures, profiles
associated with the isothermal flow are also included for comparison purposes and
since they represent the flow in one of the limiting cases.

The axial velocity profiles of Figure 6 indicate that the primary zone recirc-
ulation has increased in strength and decreased in width compared to that with iso-
thermal flow. The combustion also results in more uniform velocity profiles at the
exit, Figure 7. The axial velocity profiles with different AFR's and in the primary
zone, Figure 6(a), are of similar shape and the maximum positive velocity observed
close to the wall is essentially independent of APR. The velocities near the centre-
line, however, are influenced. F~r example, the centreline value increases as the
APR is Increased from a value of around -7 m/s at AFR of 40 to about +8 m/s at AFR
of 70. The trend here is practically identical to that observed with increasing fuel
injector flow in the isothermal case and reported in reference 9. The primary zone
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flow thus appears to be only weakly dependent on mixture strength. This feature is
also evident in the temperature measurements presented in the following subsection.
In contrast, the velocities at the exit plane, Figure 7, are stronqly affected by AFR.
The higher temperatures and thus lower densities associated with the lower value of
AFR result in higher velocities.

The profiles of turbulent kinetic energy (k) shown in Figure 8 ate calculated on
the basis of local isotropy (i.e. k = (3/4) CU

2 
+ ;2)) and the higher centreline peaks

observed particularly in the primary zone, Figure 8(a), suggest a possibility of
precession of the swirl core, so that they may not be representative of turbulence.
In parallel to the trends observed in the mean flow, the effect of AFR on turbulence
is relatively weak in the primary zone, but a decrease in AFR from 70 to 40 causes a
significant increase in turbulent kinetic energy (around 2.5 times) at the combustor
exit. Local turbulence intensity values at the exit, however, remain independent of
AFR with maximum values around 13%.

3.2 Temperature Characteristics

The effect of APR on the combustor mean temperature field is shown in Figure 9
corresponding to the mid-vertical plane of the combustor. Both AFR's (52 and 70)
result in temperatures in excess of 1900 K in the primary zone. Measurements could
not be obtained near the axis and upstream of the primary holes and this suggests
temperatures above 2050 K and close to the adiabatic values. An increase in AFR to
70, Figure 9(b), reduces, as expected, the temperature particularly in reqions down-
stream of the primary holes. The maximum exit value is less than 1300 K in contrast
to that of above 1600 K with AFR of 52. In the primary zone, however, the temperatures
are very similar for the two APR cases and confirm the observed trends in the primary
zone velocity field (see Figure 6); similar observations were also made for the
species concentrations of the primary zone, reference 8.

The corresponding contours of the intensity of temperature fluctuations are shown
in Figure 10. Although the rms values of temperature fluctuations are similar for the
two AFR's and are below 160 K, the lower mean temperatures associated with the higher
APR result in higher intensities inside the combustor. The intensities near the exit,
in common with the velocity fluctuations, range to around 13%, tend to decrease with
temperature and have maximum values in the regions of maximum mean temperature
gradient. With the increase in AFR the highest values remain at around 13%, but the
relatively stronger influence of the secondary dilution jets with AFR of 70 causes the
peak values to move towards the centre of the exit plane.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following are the main conclusions of this work:

1. The velocity characteristics of the combustor were determined with a laser
Doppler velocimeter. The errors incurred in the measurements were mainly due to
finite sample statistics and velocity gradient broadening effects, with overall
maximum uncertainties in the mean and rms values of around 2 and 10% respectively in
Post parts of the combustor.

2. The mean and res values of temperature fluctuations were measured by a
digitally compensated fine bare-wire thermocouple. The errors in the mean values were
mainly due to radiation losses which have monotonically increased with temperature and
were less than St. The catalytic effects were small and occurred in the primary zone,
increasing the mean temperature by up to 70 9. The maximum uncertainties in the rms,
values were of the order of 7% and were due to uncertainties in the time constant.

3. The effect of APR on velocity and temprature characteristics was relatively
weak in the primary zone of the combustor, but became progressively more pronounced at
downstream locations. Independent of AFR, the maximum intensities of velocity and
temperature fluctuations were around 13% at the combustor exit.
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DISCUSSION

A.Me~ilu, UK
In figure 9 showing the effect of air-fuel ratio on the mean temperature, an increase in AFR from 52 to 70 led to a
particularly marked temperature reduction in the secondary zone. Was the AFR increased by increasing the secondary
dilution air while keeping the primary air flow rate constant?

Author's Reply
No, the AFR was increased by decreasing the fuel flow rate while keeping the total air flow rate constant. The
temperature reduction in the secondary zone is thus associated with the local increases in AFR and stronger quenching
effects of the dilution jets, particularly on the CO to CO 2 reaction.

W.O'Brien, US
Please give more data on the method of production and introductiou of the alumina particle seed in the burner. Were
the particles sizes measured, and if so, how?

Author's Reply
We generated alumina particle from a spark generator; a monodisperse aerosol was obtained with reduced
agglomeration. The particles are introduced upstream of the combustor in both air and fuel streams. We thought it was
necessary to seed the fuel as well, particularly for the measurements in the primary zone, in order to reduce the particles
biasing effect.

We did not do any detailed analysis with regard to the size of the particles, but we have looked at some of the particles
on the microscope, and they are about I pin (± 10%).

W.A.Alwang, US
Did you measure the time scale or frequency content of the temperature or velocity fluctuations?

Author's Reply
The normal data acquisition rate was about 3 to 4 KHz; we deliberately lower the sampling rate down to 0.5 to 1 KHz,
in order to reduce the biasing effects.

We did not look at the time scales, both for velocity and temperature fluctuations.

We did some spectrum analysis of the temperature fluctuations, but not of the velocity ones.

J.A.Nabity, US
Could you describe briefly the method used to compensate the fine wire thermocouple?

What is the maximum frequency response of the thermocouple?

Author's Reply
Compensation was performed only on the basis of measured instantaneous temperature and the effects of mixture
fraction and velocity fluctuations were not considered. Preliminary measurements with non-premixed flames indicated
insignificant effects of mixture fraction on time constant and relatively high velocities, particularly at the secondary and
exit zones of the combustor, did not justify the consideration of velocity effects. The frequency response of the system
was around 2 KHz and frequencies up to 1.8 KHz represented 95% of the total energy.
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ABSTRACT

Laser-Doppler mea.......nts of the velocity distribution around and in the wake of a two-dimennional
squared obstacle for Re-14000 are reported. The results were measured with a counter interfved with a
sicroproceaaor. The counter was built based on a specific design to quantify and dlmiloish errors
resulting from bias sources. In addition the periodic character of the flow in the wake was charecterised
by measurements of turbulence spectra with FFT instrumentation. The values of the predominant frequencies
were correlated with the flow Reynolds number.

1. INTRODUCTION

Laser-Doppler velocimetry with its non-perturbing nature is very often the only instrumental method
available for research of the local velocity characteristics in flows with recirculating zones. Althought
it has been used for many years, questions still remain regarding the accuracy of LDV measurements. These
questions are mainly associated with the precision of the individual measurements and with the choice and
number of the population elements from which the statistical results are calculated. The non uniformity of
the density of particles in the flow, the presence of velocity gradients in the control volume or the
different sizes of particles are examples of bias sources. Several bias corrections have been proposed and
at the same time new instruments were designed (e.g. counters) to improve the accuracy of the
measurements, see e.g. Durso et al (1982), Durst et al (1984) and Heitor et al (1984).

In this paper measurements of velocity and power spectra are reported using two counters that were
built based on a specific design to avoid errors usually associated with counting systems.

The concentration of the naturally-occuring scattering centers in water, which give rise to Doppler
signals, ts such that the probability of finding more than one particle in the measuring volume of the
anemometer is negligiby small, hence the occurrence of Doppler signals is a discrete, rather than
continuous process. This fact limits the spectral analysis of the velocity characteristics, once fast
Fourier transform methods cannot be directly used. Several methods have been proposed for spectral
estimation of LDV information (see, for example, Srikantaiah and Coleman, 1985; Loding, 1985; Saxena 1985)
and the procedure adopted here has consisted in frequency analysing the analogue output of a purpose-built
counter described by Durso et al (1982) in which the LDV velocity signal at each Doppler burst is sampled
and held mtil another valid signal arrives.

The LDV equipment was used to study the flow around a squared obstacle. Flow around two-dimensional
bluff bodies, partitularlly circular cylinders and two-dimensional sharp-edged bodies, had received
particular interest for decades, as the article reviews of e.g. Hair (1971), Bearman and Graham (1980),
and Griffin (1985). The quasi-periodic nature of the fluctuations existing on the wake region, which occur
as the result of the alternate shedding of vortices from each side of the body, is a Reynolds number and
geometrical dependent phenomena. The flow conditions in which they occur are presented in many engineering
situations, for example bluff-body stabilized flames in high-velocity reactant streams, vehicle
aerodynamics, industrial pipe flows and wind effects on buildings. Their study is relevant for many design
purposes, since their understanding is still an open subject of research.

The purpose of the present study it is the use of LDV to obtain accurate measurements, In order to
bring new physical understanding of the flow.

Next section presents the flow configuration and the following section describes the measurement
technique including the characteristics of the counter used and the accuracy to be expected; section 4
discusses the experimental results and the paper ends with a summary of the conclusions.

2. FLOW CONFI RATION

The experiments were performed on an horizontal, 120x152 mm, water tunnel made of perspox with a
20x20 = or gx8 ma obstacle, H, set accrues the narrow dimension, W, and completely spanning the duct as
schematically shown in figure 1. The duct extended for 1.56 a upstream and for 0.44 a downstream of the
obstacle. The water flow was driven by the pressure difference between a constant head and a discharge
tomk and was passed through straightners upstream of the duct inlet.

Noet of the results were obtained with the obstacle centered between the top and the bottom of the
duct, for a reference velocity of VO-0.68 a/* and a froestrean turbulence intensity of 6%. However, the
effects of the proximity of the well and of the Reynolds number an the wake-flow are also presented.
eaue-remmts obtained in the tunnel without the obstacle have shown that the flow was symmetric and that
the wall bondary layer around the region where the obstacle was located, was 15 m thick.

The origin of the axial, X, and vertical, Y, coordinates in the Juct is taken at the centre of the
upstream face of the obstacle.
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Velocity was measured by a laser-Doppler velocimeter operated in the dual-beam, forward-scatter mode
with sensitivity to the flow direction provided by light-frequency shifting from acousto-optic modulation
(Bragg cells). The resulting frequency shift was normaly set at 700 Klz. The principal characteristics of
the laser-Doppler velocimeter, in particular those of the transmitting optics, are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LASER-DOPPLER VELOCINETER

- 15 mW (nominal) He -Ne laser; wavelength: 632.8 n

- focal length of focussing lens 300 mm

- beam diameter, at e
-2 

intensity, of laser 1.1 m

- measured half-angle of beam intersection (in air) 4.810

- calculated half-angle of beam intersection (in water) 3.61'

- fringe separation (line pair spacing) 3.77 um
-2

- calculated dimensions of measuring voiume, 
at e

intensity, (major and minor axis of ellipsoid in water) 3.489; 0.220 mm

- velocimeter transfer constant 0.2650 MHz/(ms-
I

1

The light scattered by naturally-occuring centres in the water was collected by a lens (focal length
of 200 om) and focussed onto the pinhole aperture (0,3 mm) of a photomultiplier (WEI, type LD-0-810) with
a magnification of 1.55. The output of the photomultiplier was band-pass filtered and the resulting signal
processed by a laboratory-built frequency counter, Two counters were used and one of them have the
necessary information for the use of FFT instrumentation to obtain the turbulence spectra and energy on
predominant frequencies.

3.1 Characterization of the Counters

The counters used allowed the knowledge and control of measuring parameters such as the actual and
the minimum possible time intervals between t'eo consecutive valid burst, which permit to satisfy the best
experimental conditions according to the analysis referred by Durno, Velho and Whitelaw (1984) and Durlo,
Laker and Velho (1985). The frequency of Doppler signals is evaluated by the counter through gating a 250
MHz clock (100 MHz clock for the second counter used with the FFT instrumentation) over a preset number of
8 or 16 Doppler cycles (only 16 for the second counter), with only one measurement being performed for
every Doppler "burst". Each measurement is subject to preset validations in the amplitude and time domains
and, if valid, is digitised as a floating point number and transferred to the microcomputer. The
amplitude-domain validation is based on two trigger levels and the counting circuity is activated only if
both of them have been crossed in the correct sequences the beginning of a Doppler burst is detected by
the first correctly sequenced crossing of the higher threshold; the end of a Doppler burst is deemed to
have occurred at the first absence of higher threshold crossing. The time-domain validation procedure
accepts or rejects the measurement depending on wether the difference between the frequencies of the first
5 and 8 (or 10 and 16) cycles of the burst is within a pre-selected tolerance, up to 0.19%. The sampling
frequency is limited to around 25 PJIn due to the time taken for data validation and data transfer, but
lower values were used to reduce velocity-bias effects on the data processing. Figure 2 shows the timing
sequencies of the counter and further information can be found in Heitor at al (1984).

3.2 Accuracy of the Measurements

Errors incurred In the measurement of velocity by displacement and distortion of the measuring volume
due to refraction on the duct walls and the change in refractive index were found to be negligibly sals
and within the accuracy of the measuring equipment. The tolerance on the output of the counter derives
from the error in the clock count and from the resolutiton of the floating point format of the data, the
maximum error is always less than 1%. Non-turbulent Doppler broadening errors due to gradienta of mean
velocity across the measuring volume (e.g., Durst et al, 1981), may affect essentially the variance of the
velocity fluctuations, but for the present experimental conditions are of the order of 3xlO

-3 
U1 and,

therefore, sufficiently small for their effect to be neglected. Other sources of errors, such as those due
to finite sample size and velocity bias effects are considered in the following paragraph. It ts noted
that the positioning of the measuring volume inside the duct was precise to within t0.5 me.

In the experiments the number of individual velocity values used to form the averages was always
above 7000 amd reached 60000 in the near-wake region, where the highest flow oscillations were found. As a
result the largest statistical (random) errors were of 0.5 and 3%, respectively for the mean and variance
values, according to the analysis referred by Yants and Smith (1978) for a 95% confidence interval. No
corrections were made for sampling bias, and the systematic errors that could have arised were mitimised
by using high seed rates in relation to the fundamental velocity fluctuation rate, as suggested for
example by Di otakia (1978), Irdmemm and Trope& (11l) and Irdmano et a1 (1994) for both random and
periodic flows. In addition, no correlations were found between Doppler frequencies and time interval
between consecutive bursts, suggesting that such bias effects are unimportant for the present 'low
conditions (see Durgo, Laker and VWlho, 1985). It is also noted that the zone of the flow characterized by
the highest amplitude of the flow oscillations (which are essentially non-turbulent and occur for the
vertical velocity comp onent, as discussed below) is also that where the mean velocity is close to zero and
the probability density distributions is near bimodal, such that the bias of the negative velocities
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offset that of the positive velocities, as shown by Erdmann et al (1984).

The counter used to measure power spectra with P71 instrumentation is described in detail by Durlo et
al (1982) and although with slightly lower accuracy of the absolute measurements (due to the use of a
slower clock of 100 M z and measuring only over 16 Doppler cycles), it allows to obtain the power spectrum
of the LDV velocity signal by sampling and holding the velocity at each new Doppler burst until another
valid signal arrives. The condition under which the output of the counter yields a satisfactory spectral
analysis has been discussed by, for example, Dimotakis (1978), Edwards and Jensen (1983) and Adrian and
Yao (1985) and was satisfied in the present experiments. A high mean sampling frequency up to 2 flz was
used, suggesting that structures of the order of 0.35 s and above can be resolved. This is about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest length scale in the duct, which implies that the energy
containing motions are resolved by the counter. In addition, the power spectral density can be
reconstructed up to about I lHz.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results presented in figures 4 to 9 were extracted from a detailed set of measurements to
characterize the flow around the two-dimensional obstacle described previously. The measurements include
mean and variance values of axial, U, and normal, V, components of velocity and spectral analysis of the
velocity fluctuations.

Prior to the detailed measurements, visualization of air bubbles, as shown in figure 3, was used to
guide the choice of measurement locations and to observe the mechanism of vortex shedding, which was
confirmed to exist by the subsequent spectral analysis presented in sub-section 4.2.

4.1 Flow Pattern

The distribution of the time-averaged axial velocity component, U (peralell to the channel walls),
along the centerline of the channel is shown in figure 4. The measured time-averaged length of the
recirculation region behind the obstacle and the maximum negative velocity were respectively 1.825 H and
20% of the reference velocity Uo=O.68 m/s. The figure also shows that at X/H-2 the mean flow was
basically undisturbed; on the contrary at X/H-5 the value of U/U0 was 0.75.

Figure 5 shows values of mean and variance of U and V obtained at X/H--l.0, 1.5 and 3.0 respectively
upstream the obstacle, in the recirculation zone and in the near-wake. Figure 5(a) presents the profiles
of the mean axial velocity which clearly show that the flow is symmetric. The profile at X/H--l.O
indicates a large influence of the obstacle having its maximum velocity away from the centreline; at
X/Hi.5 the maximum axial velocity is 1.465 U0 and occurs at Y/H ± 1.325; far downstream, at X/H-3, the
profile is characteristic of a developing wake region. The location of U-maximum is consistent with the
V-profiles shown in figure 5(b). It can be seen that in agreement with the flow visualization of figure 3,
upstream of the obstacle the flow moves away from the centreline while downstream, in the wake, the
opposed movement occurs.

The distribution of the variance of the axial velocity fluctuations upstream of the obstacle has a
minimum value on the centreline but the local turbulence intensities remains near constant and between 6.5
and 8.0%. Figure 5(d) shows the variances of the normal velocity fluctuations and indicates that upstream
of the obstacle the turbulent flow is near isotropic. At X/H-1.5 the "u2/U' profile shows two symmetric
peaks located around the separation streamline and the V2/U2 profile, shown in figure 5(d), presents a
peak on the centreltne, which could be respectively associated with the maximum gradients of the axial and
radial mean velocity. These profiles are qualitatively similar to those reported in non-periodic turbulent
wake flows, e.g., in the near-wake of the axisynetri -"luff bodies of Taylor and Whitelaw (1984), but the
magnitude of the peaks is comparatively higher (t/u-/U0 .654 at Y/- ± 0.55 and Vq!7/U2=0.647 at Y/H-O
compared with 0.35 and 0.42 respectively, for the 25% area blockage disc of Taylor and Whitelaw, 1984). On
the other hand, these maximum values and the high degree of turbulence anisotropy found in the near wake
are similar to those reported by Bradbury (1976) in the wake of a 10% area blockage flat plate and
explained as the result of vortex shedding. The present flow is also periodic, as further analysed in the
next sub-section, such that the values of figures 5(c) and (d) are result of the time averaging measuring
process in which the turbulent and the periodic, non-turb-jlent, contributions to the total variance are
not decomposed.

Downstream of the obstacle, at X/H-3.0, the u and they
-
7 profiles are qualitatively similar to

those at X/H1.5 but with comparatively lower values, suggesting the attenuation of the magnitude of the
local periodic oscillations with the development of the wake flow.

4.2 Spectrum of Velocity Fluctuations

Spectral analysis of Doppler signals was conducted to characterize the oscillating nature of the
present flow as a function of the Reynolds number, the dimension of the obstacle and of its distance to
the wall of the channel.

Figure 6 shows the characteristic digital and analogue time-resolved output of the two counters used
for the normal velocity fluctuations in the centreline of the wake of the squared obstacle, for Reel6000.
The signal follows a feirly sinusoidal wave with a correspondiog bimodal probability density function,
figure 6(c), and a single spectral peak at the predominant frequency of 4.7 Ne, as shown in figure 7(a).

The dependence of the power spectrum on the Reynolds number for values less than 14000 can be
identified in figures 7(a) to (f), which indicate a linear variation of the spectral peak with Re. These
results refer to the normal component of velocity but a similar behaviour was observed for the axial
velocity, although with lower intensity peaks in the power spectrum.
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Figure 8 summarizes the variation of the Strouhal number (S-f./U) with the Reynolds number obtained
in the water channel. The figure also shows a good agreement with measurements obtained by Okajima 1982)
for different squared obstacles using hot film or hot-wire anemometry. The Strouhal number is
approximately constant and close to 0.133 for all the heights (H) of the obstacles investigated in the
range 1O

3 
<Re <2xlO'.

Measurements of the vortex shedding frequencies obtained with the 20x20 t obstacle located at five
different distances from the wall are shown in figure 9 for 10' 4Re 41.7x0'. The predominant shedding
frequencies do not vary with the proximity of the wall up to Y/H-0.375, but have not been found for
smaller values of YaH. Experiments are being carried out to map in detail the time-averaged flow
properties of the near-wake region of the obstacle placed at Y/H-O.25 and 0.375 in order to explain the
absence of flow oecillations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

LDV measurements have provided information of the velocity characteristics of the flow a-rnd squared
obstacles in the range 103 <Re <1.7x0W. The following Is a summary of the more importn. .,dings and
conclusion of this work.

C The velocity information was quantified using two purpose built counters in which the Doppler signals
were subject to validation in the amplitude and time domains. Information of the time interval between
valid bursts has also been provided and hss allowed to conclude that errors in the velocity measurement
due to bias effects are significantly small for their effect to be neglected, because of the high seed
rates used. Spectral analysis has been sucessfutly conducted by sampling and holding the velocity
signal at each new Doppler burst until another valid signal arrives.

The measurements have shown that the flow field includes regions of near-uniform, recirculating and
accelerating velocity, which are qualitatively similar to those reported in non-periodic turbulent wake
flows. Nevertheless the shear layer surrounding the recirculation bubble, for Re=14000, is a region of
intense velocity fluctuations with unusually high values of the velocity variances, explained as the
result of vortex shedding.

0 The vortex shedding frequency vary linearly with the Reynolds number, with a value of 4.7 Hz at
ge-14000. These frequencies are independent of the vertical position of the obstacle in the water
channel u- to Y/H-O.375, but the oscillation are tottaly supressed for smaller values of Y/H. The
Strouhal number is approximately constant and equal to 0.133 for obstacle heights between 8 and 20 -
in the range 10%ge<2x10.
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.-ig. 2 - Timing diagram of the operation mode of the counter.

Fig. 3 -Flow vsualization of air bubbles

Reference velocity; U. -0.66 m/s; Re * 14000

Exposure time of the photo; 67 ms
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
SESSION II

M.Cadson Williams, US
A benchmark of instrument performance is being utilized at Pratt & Whitney for comparison of laser velocimetry
instruments before and after incorporating optical revisions as well as for comparisons of our LDV with commercially
available instruments. Perhaps others will find the method useful in establishing benchmarks in their laboratories. The
technique does not require concurrent testing of instruments and comparisons can be performed between instruments
operating at different test sites, if necessary.

In our tests, the technique utilized the ambient aerosol as seed in the flow discharging from a small electricity driven fan
and an aerosol analyzer capable of characterizing the ambient aerosol size distribution. The range covered by the
aerosol sizing instrument must span the range of particle sizes capable of being detected by the velocimeters. In our
studies, the TSI 3030 Electrical Aerosol Analyzer with a range of 0.003 to 1.0 microns was employed. Using this
method, a laser doppler velocimeter designed at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was compared with comercially available
Laser-Two-Focus and Laser Transit Anemometers.

The benchmark is obtained by measuring the velocity of the flow from a small fan or jet', noting the validated data rate,
and measuring the turbulence intensity level. The ambient aerosol size distribution should be continuously sampled
during testing.
(1) Using the particle sizing data, produce a log-log plot of cumulative number of particles/cm 3 ;a specified diameter

versus particle diameter. See Figure 1.
(2) Either calculate or experimentally determine the swept area of the probe volume thru which particles of sufficient

diameter could be expected to produce a valid signal. Typically I/e
2 

points are used to define probe volume
dimensions.

(3) Using the swept area and flow velocity, calculate the volume per unit time (cm'/sec) being sampled by the laser
velocimeter.

(4a) For fringe systems, calculate the number of particles/cm3 
being detected by dividing the measured data rate by the

volume swept per unit time. From the aerosol distribution curve generated during the test, read on the abscissa the
minimum particle diameter which corresponds to the detector particle concentration.

(4b) Two spot systems are handled similarly except that the probability of a two spot transit is inversely related to the
turbulence level. To obtain a realistic result, the data rate must be adjusted upward by a suitable factor to
compensate for this effect as the probability of two spot transits occurring is considerably less than unity in most
flows

2
.

Figure I includes calculations for two data points from an LDV/LTA comparison. Note the wide discrepancies in the
data rates that were observed during testing. Although the two spot system is sensitive to somewhat smaller particles,
the factor of 20 increase in data acquisition time eliminates any incentive to use the two spot system unless extreme flow
accelerations preclude the use of the somewhat larger particles which the LDV detects. A second factor which also
favors the use of LDV for our gas turbine studies is the ability to readily provide detailed mappings of the entire rotor
(typically data is stored as a function of approximately 1000 angular position of the rotor) thereby permitting detailed
examination of all blade gaps individually. Conversely two spot systems are generally limited to storing data at 16
angular positions which forces one to examine a composite of all blade gaps or to repeat the measurement for each gap
of interest if individual passages are being examined.

The benchmark technique previously described has been used to evaluate instrument performance characteristics for
several instruments in a variety of test configurations. Figure 2 is an example of one such test in which the minimum
particle size sensitivity of three instruments were determined as a function of laser power in the instruments' probe
volumes. It should be noted that the particle size distributions obtained by P & W's aerosol analyzer is based on
electrical mobility of the particles while the instruments under test are sensing the ability of the particles to backscatter
incident laser light. As the two characteristics may not be linearly related for all aerosols, some scatter and imprecision
in results may occur depending on the nature of the constituents of the ambient aerosol. The three curves of Figure 2
represent two different test sites, East Hartford, CT and West Palm Beach. FL, and three different test dates, yet the
results clearly delineate the trend in the data and the relative performance of the instruments.

I We often employ a converging nozzle supplied by two vacuum cleaner blowers connected in tandem. This arrangement provides
velocities up to 700 ft/sec at the nozzle discharge.

2 Figure 9 of Dr Schodl's paper Laser-Two-Focus Velocimetry (found elsewhere in this volume) displays the probability of a two spot
transit as a function of turbulence for several two spot instrument geometries.
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COMPARISON OF LASER DOPPLER
& TWO SPOT VELOCIMETER

PARTICLE SIZE SENSITIVITY vs LASER POWER

Microns

Milliwratt. In Probe Volume Figure 2

METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING SENSITIVITY
OF LASER DOPPLER and (or)

LASER TRANSIT VELOCIMETERS
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Wd~er, UK
What were thc different focal lengths and F O's for the various instruments compartud?

M.C.Wima, us
The LDV had the advantage here, using a 191 nun focal length, 80 mmn diameter lens. Accounting for internal
blockagea produces an effective F #of 3.8. The LTA system originaily employed in the comparative study contained a
400 mm focal length, 100 mm diameter lens. Our measurements indicated an effective F Oof 7.4 (this was the lowest F 0
lens available for the instrument at the time of the first test). This data is shown in Figure 1. The manufacturer has sincc
made somne internal changes which have improved the effective F 0. 1 am not aware of the current F . but the
performance of the upgraded system has been evaluated and is ahown in Figure 2. The L-2-F/LDV comparison study
was performed in conjunction with the instruament's manufacturer, so!I assume that the lowest F Clents normally utilized
was supplied. The lens has a 500 nmn focal length and a diameter of 104 mm. I do not know the effective F 0.

R.Mider, UK
Would you like to comment on how these differences might influence such a comparisonl?
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M.C.Wlsmss, US
Yes, our LDV is equipped with four interchangable 80 mm diameter collection lenses of 127, 191.318, and 345 mm
focal length. Consequently, the longer focal length lenses have higher F O 's and to maximize performance we select the
shortest focal length lens consistent with our needs. The LDV lens selected for the comparison was not the lowest F 0
lens available, but rather the lens most frequently used in our studies. I believe that there are areas other than F 0which
also contribute to a sensitive measuring system. For example, we introduce a fairly large central stop in our collection
lens which cuts collection efficiency nearly 50%. The positive benefits of doing this include restricting the effective
probe volume length and preventing much of the stray reflections from neighbouring surface- from impinging on the
photomultipliers. This design may, in part, explain why despite having a less sensitive collection system, the L-2-F laser
had to be turned off during the passage of blades in an intrablade turbocharger comparisop test to prevent momentarily
blinding the instrument's PM'rs. The LDV operating at the same introblade location required no gating.

W.G.Alwang. US
For those testing large scale turbomachinery, it seems necessary to have both L2F and laser Doppler (fringe) systems,
The fringe systems have much higher data rates and therefore test costs are greatly reduced, if they are used whenever
appropriate. Then you may also need a transit anemometer for working near walls or if very small (less than 0.5 lum)

particles sizes are needed.

M.LG.OklIeK UK
Short duration wind tunnels may run for only 0.3 seconds. How will it be possible it) obtain mean velocity, turbulence
level and turbulence spectrum to 50 KHz in less than I second at one position per run!

A.Boaer. FR
During such very short runs, it is very difficult to use classical fringe or 2 focus laser velocimeters. One way may consist
to use transient recorders to digitize all photomultipliers signals and process them quietly after the run. Another way is
to use the spectrometer laser velocimeter developed at ISL (St Louis. France) by Dr Smeets and using the same
principle as the Fabry-Perot LV of Dr Seasholtz (NASA Lewis): but in this spectrometer velocimeter the Doppler
shifted light is very quickly analyzed by a Michelson interferometer. This technique proved its feasibility to characterize
the rapid flow variations issuing from a shock tube. but with a high seeding of tobacco smoke. This apparatus would
provide mean velocity as well as velocity fluctuations.

The turbulence spectrum analysis of the velocity fluctuations is not widely spread in laser velocimetry, In fact, with
current data acquisition rate of 10 KHz. when applying the Shanon criterion one cannot expect higher frequencies than
5 iiliz. But a way to overcome this limitation is to calculate the autocorrelation function of the signal V(t) and then its
Fourier transform: nevertheless this procedure necessitates long time data recordings. Many papers begin to be
published on this subject, essentially at the ASME meeting held in Miami (1 7-22/ I ,S). Anyway. in the type of flow
you mentioned, to obtain the velocity fluctuations spectrum seems presently very difficult.

T.Wyebe, NE
As Dr Melling explained, solid particles are, at least, less sufficient for LDA measurements. However, solid particles are
naturally present in certain flows, such as sooting flames. Is it possible (avoiding seeding equipment) to use soot
particles for LDA measurements tn such flames, eventually by cancelling out the strong signals from big particles?

A.MelllNg. UK
To my knowledge, successful LDA measurements in flames have to date always required seeding scattering particles. I
see no reason why soot particles should not be used as scatterers, although the signal strength for a given particle size is
likely to be reduced relative to seeded refractory particles, because of the absorptivity of carbon. Whether the soot
particles would follow the gas flow is. of course, a matter which can be decided only with knowledge of the particle sie
distribution. Soot agglomerates are likely to have a higher drag coefficient and lower effective density than carbon
spheres, so particles of "equivalent- diameter exceeding the commonly quoted I pim guideline may be acceptable as
tracers at the prevailing conditions of gas density and viscosity.

Electronic amplitude discrimination is a feasible technique to suppress the signal from particles which are significantly
larger than the rest, by lowering the discrimination level until the measured velocity becomes independent of the
threshold. Its application to continuous size distributions is less satisfactory: the technique will not distinguish between
small particles crossing near the central high intensity region of the LDA measuring volume and large particles crossing
near the edge of the volume. The end result may be only a sharp reduction in the data rate.

A.SUaahr. US

Is it possible to construct a system which adapts from 2-spots to 2 dashes? What is optimum geometry of 2 dashes
Ib system?

h A.1utlia., FR
The two dashes LV we built at ONERA was in fact very flexible; when considering fig.I I of paper 9 (A.Boutier) when
the inclined plates are removed and the rectangular apertures in front of the photomultipliers replaced by circular
holes, the 2 dashes LV has become a 2-spots LV, with 2 spots of different colours. Therefore in commercial 2 spots LV,
there are two simple modifications to operate: to include inclined plates in the emitting part (in order to create
astigmatism on spots, the inclined plates rotation inducing dashes orientation) and to change circular holes in front of
detectors in order to install rotating rectangular aperture (matched to the dashes size image).

L
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The optimum geometry for a 2 dashes system has to be checked; in the ONERA system of fig.1 I, when varying the
thickness of inclined plates, the height of the dashes varies; when changing the angle between the two stuck prisms, the
ditance between the two dashes is adjustable; notice that rotation of the dispersing prism induces rotation of the line
joining the 2 dashes centre, which enables one to optimize the measurement probability beause this line may be this
way aligned along the main flow direction.

D.A.Grmehui, UK
Does the two bars system perform as well as the two spots system near walls? In particular, I would expect the two bars
system to have a lower beam divergence for one plane and this will reduce signal to flare ratios.

A.Boudtr, FR
As I showed in my paper no.9, and in more details in reference 6 of this paper, the two dashes LV is a compromise
between 2 spots and fringe LV; it is practically able to perform measurements up to 0.7 mm from a walL Certainly the
SNR is not as good on the wall with a 2 dashes LV as compared to a 2 spots LV; figure 12 of paper 5 shows the
phenomenon very well. But we can consider that it is still a good compromise and may have further developments, as it
is done at NASA Lewis by M.P.Wemet.

R-Sesaboltz, US
This is a comment on discussion of ability of elliptical spot anemometer to match circular spot anemometer in
measuring close to walls.

The ability of an elliptical spot time-of-flight anemometer to measure close to walls can approach that of a circular spot
system if the proper aperture stop is used. Roughly speaking, the aperture stop should be designed to block light along
the major axis of the elliptical spots and pass light along their minor axes.

P.amtte, FR
Can we expect limitations of laser velocimetry at very high temperatures, over 2000 K, due to the seeding in particular?
I am thinking about measurements inside or at the exhaust of rockets for example.

A.ioutler, FR
The limitation for using any laser velocimeter (working on light scattered by aerosols present in the flow) comes from
the fact that at temperatures higher than about 3000 K all refractory powders bum. The most refractory and fine
powder is ZrO2 which resists until 2700 K. Beyond this temperature other materials, which are heavy and with an
unknown size distribution may resist but without oxygen in the fluid flow (which must be either argon or nitrogen). We
looked at these problems for plasma jets investigation at 5000 K. but we did not succeed.

So the present limitation in temperature to use laser velocimetry is given by ZrO2 and is 2700 K.

In high temperatures flow, depending on the turbulence level and the flow thickness, the importance of wandering laser
beams due to variations of the refraction index must be studied.

PJ.11yamrn-Crasa, UK
Does anybody have knowledge of the use of laser diodes in laser velocimetry?

A.Dtalu, FR
J.Meyers at NASA Langley constructed a laser anemometer 6 or 7 years ago using a laser diode. The system was about
the size of a match box and was embedded inside a wind-tunnel model to study a shock-wave boundary layer
unteraction. However, we are not aware of any continuing effort in this area.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
SESSION III - PYROMETRY

by

J.Swithenbank
Department of Chemical Engineering

University of Sheffield
Sheffield, S I0 2TN, UK

Fibre optics have moved from the situation where they were a solution looking for a problem to being an important new
diagnostic technique for propulsion applications. The particular feature in common between the papers presented this
morning was the use of fibre optics.

The papers that we have just heard have analysed very thoroughly the state of the art presented by experts in the
technology, and the audience has contributed some very important points to the discussion. This really makes my task
particularly easy and there is little point in repeating what the authors have already said with more authority and skill that I
can put over. However, I think there are a few key points that have emerged quite clearly.

For example, if we consider the first paper by Dan Tichener which presented a novel and powerful diagnostic technique
for measuring temperature with very high accuracy and very high frequency response, I would like to remind you of some of
the potential of the applications. In particular, this technique when used to measure steady temperature could determine the
efficiency of combustion and could even be used to determine the efficiency of the compressor provided we can extend the
measurement temperature down low enough. Certainly the efficiency of the turbine system could be assessed and
conceivably it could be used for assessing the dissociation effects in combustors. Thus, in terms of steady state, I believe that
it has a very wide range of application.

If we now look at the high frequency capabilities of the system we realise that the fluctuating temperature emerging from
the combustor and the fluctuating temperature within the combustor are both very important parameters related to one of
the unresolved problems of the present time, that is the interaction between mixing and kinetics in combustion systems. The
modelling of such systems is not yet at a completcly satisfactory state ard we urgently need experimental data. I believe that
this instrument is one of the tools that we could use to address this problem.

Furthermore, we heard of the noscl application of the fibre optic device for studying transients within pyrotechnic
systems. This leads me to wonder a little about the spatial resolution, since composite pyroteclnic propellants are not
uniform materials. There are inhomogencities consisting, for example, of discrete aluminium and ammonium perchlorate
crystals and I suggest that we must look into the local structures within these systems in addition to the one-dimensional
movement of heat and flame fronts.

The problems which arise in many of these instruments arc due to the very rapid change in output with temperature:
caused by the T' relationship. This means that at 2t)tM degrees, we get approximately I per cent change in output per degree
centrifuged. Clearly this gives us the source of our high accuracy but also gives us the source of difficulty in that we need a
very wide dynamic range of the amplifiers. All the speakers have addressed this problem of the dynamic range of the sensing
systems.

Now we look at one or two detailed problems in fibre optic temperature measuring probes, in particular, the problem of
relating the true stagnation temperature of the gas to the output from the probe, This involves the radiation correction, and
clearly much more work is necessary in this area. Progress may be either by radiation shield development or some other
technique such as the use of variable size probes. In this latter technique, correction for the effects of radiation may be made
by using the signals from two different sizes of probes for itch the radiation correction i 'ould be different, and therefore
correctable.

A further factor which I believe should be addressed is the coating of the sapphire fibres. If dirt is accumulated on the
surface of the sapphire fibre, some signal can be lost, however, if the fibre of sapphire has a surface layer of lower refractive
index, then we can eliminate this particular loss. Clearly. development in this area is necessary if fibres are to be used in dirty
environments.

Another area needing attention is the stability of the material of the fibre tip coating. So far, experience indicates that
many of us have had problems in obtaining stability of the material of the tip coating and whilst it was indicated that solutions
are perhaps possible, we need them documenting and thoroughly testing, both in oxidising environments and in reducing
environments. For example, the standard Dills probe that any of us use already is recommended for use in inert atmosphere
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above about 150OOC. This is a severe restriction when we wish to use the probe for advanced gas turbines, where
temperatures are approaching stoichiometric flame temperatures.

We also need to address in more detail the problem of the cavity design. The cavity at the end of the fibre optic either
needs to be a black body (or a very close approximation) or to be sucin that we know exactly what its radiation characteristics
are. This leads us to the question of calibration. The discussion this morning emphasized the difficulty of calibration
especially at highs frequency.

Thus we see a number of interesting questions emerging from the particular ares of technology of the first paper.

Moving on to the other two papers; these are both concerned with the infra-red pyrometry of turbine blades. Clearly,
these two papers have a great deal in common but they also address two different areas to which I would like to draw your
attention. The paper by Dr Kirby discussed the problem of installing fibre optic diagnostics systems on production engines,
and to a lesser extent on research engines. The other paper, by Kosehel et al. was concerned very specifically with a water-
cooled probe-design. which would be unsuitable for flight but ideal for test facility installation.

Lens purge design was emphasized by Dr Kirby and I would like to return to this subject later.

The advantages and limitations of the two colour pyrometry were discussed; however when we actually try exploiting
this attractive technique we discover its limitations. These limitations emanate not only from the properties of the source;
that is the turbine blade with all the reflections of unwanted signals, but extend through the design of the sensor, the pre-
amplifiers and the signal processing systems.

It has been particularly interesting to consider the use of pyrometry for control purposes and we have had some useful
contributions here from the control engineers. Clearly this is a developing area of pyrometry since, if we can control the
engines directly from blade temperature, it will give us a sensitive and precise way of optimizing the control. As we increase
the gas temperatures and hence the role of blade cooling, so the blade temperature assa direct control signal becomes more
and more attractive. The problems arising from control are quite different from those arising from diagnostics on test rigs. In
the latter case, we require the temperature distribution over the blades and hence want a high frequency signal. On the other
hand, for control we have two aspects to consider. Firstly, the air/fuel ratio control, and here the important factor is the drift.
The long term drift is due to either the electronics or possibly the window fogging. Long term fogging of the window can be a
problem on flight engines, much more so than on rig engines. On a rig engine, the provision of lens purge is relatively easy
because we can take a clean purge gas supply. On a flight engine the purge gas has to be taken from the compressor delivery
alr and this inevitably contains a variety of contaminants. Oil is a common contaminant, and if guns are fired on military
aircraft, there is also the possibility of ingestion of material from the guns. So clearly we have to address the purge problem
quite differently in the case of flight engines. The other eontrol' information that is required is the identification of faulty
blades. We have seen how the diagnostic systems can very easily resolve individual blades that are overheating and one could
envisage a monitoring system whereby an engine is taken out of service in preventive maintenance when difficulties are first
detected, rather than depend on periodic static inspection and replacement.

The electronic analysis of results during flight to pick out peak blade temperatures and to pick out mean blade
temperatures, whilst eliminating the effects of carbon particles, is clearly important and feasible.

I now wish to refer briefly to the installation of fibre optic probes. The installation has led to a fair amount of discussion
and is clearly not an easy task. If optical pyrometers are to become an integral part of the engine system they must be
designed into the engine right from the beginning. It is not always easy to retrofit them if some provision was not made
originally.

There are a few areas that do give us cause for thought for the future:-

(a) Firstly, one would like to know temperatures at more than one line at one radius around the turbine and multi-
installations are therefore required. Should this be done by scanning a single pyrometer or should it be done by multiple
installations?

(h) How many units are needed for reliability, since if this device is a major element of the control loop then reliability is
very important.

(c) I would als like to mention other diagnostic procedures that osie can use once ste nsyrometer is installed. For example.
a pyrometer can be used not only for engine control but also for diagnostics of light-up behaviour and conceivably even
for surge control etc.I

Clearly we have many potential applications of optical pyrometer systems and there is considerable scope for further
research and development of these devices.

I will now discuss the problem of lents purge design by the computation of purge flow, based on our experience at
Sheffield University. Purge flow is particularly relevant to the flight engine rather than the ground based engine. The basis of
a Purgr System is essentially that one has to keep a clean flow over the surface of a lens. That is, one must try to avoid the
deposit of dirt whiecs can come from the engine, particularly during a shut down period. The feature of a purge systemn is that
you must notblow small jets at the lens. If yout do, they will entrain dirt which will be thsrown at the window and will stick
there and give trouble. The correct approach is much more akin to the combustor film cooling design problem where you try
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to put a film of clean gas over the surface. If we represent the purge flow situation (or the film cooling flow) in terms of the
length of the potential core of the film over the surface as a ratio to the height of the slot blowing the film over the surface,
and plot this ratio against the velocity ratio of the jet flow, (that is the ratio of the flow velocity through the slot to the external
flow velocity), then you find that at matching velocities there is a relatively long distance protected. At a high jet flow velocity
protection is achieved for a length corresponding to approximately 8 jet heights. At low purge flows, a length corresponding
to approximately 5 jet heights can be protected. This then is the crude basis of a purge flow design, but one has to analyse the
actual design in more detail. We have carried out some design computations using the FLUENT code. The first case consists
of a window located with a purge flow coming down a relatively large annular passage behind the lens, then accelerating the
flow through a narrow radial slot around the lens. The slot should protect to approximately 5 slot heights in other words the
slot height needs to be about a tenth of the diameter of the lens. The results of the computations show that the jet flows in
radially and protects the lens fairly well. However, there is a large recirculation region in the centre of the lens and an annular
recirculation zone downstream of the purge slot. The recirculation in the centre of the lens is of the order of one fifth of the
diameter, and there is the possibility that some material will be deposited in this region. If you have initially picked up fuel on
the lens surface then the jet coming across. (if its velocity is about 50 metres per second). will remove the particles from the
surface unless they are very tightly bonded or burnt on. This criterion corresponds to the saltation velocity, which varies
from about 20-50 metres a second. However you cannot easily remove the material from the centre of the lens. Using the
capability of particle tracking which is built into the FLUEN F code, particles may be introduced at different points to ensure
that they follow a path which leaves the lens fairly clear. Such particles may arise if there is oil contaminating the purge flow.
The capability of FLUENT to calculate the paths of the particles including the effects of turbulence on the particle trajectories
is also useful. For example 5 micron particles introduced as a group spread somewhat, but still keep away from the lens.
When we go down to one micron particles there is significant turbulent diffusion of the particles. Some of them are carried
back into the central recirculation eddy.

Clearly, if we have a very short duct between the lens and the turbine flow then it is possible to get external flow into the
central recirculation region. If there are particles present of certain critical sizes they can be deposited on the lens.

In an 'ixisymmetric design, the size of that recirculation eddy in the centre of the lens is due to the fact the flow is coming
radially inwards, hence a lot of flow is trying to get towards the centre of the lens esulting in a large separation effect. In our
next stu~y, we took a 2-dimensional purge flow rather than an annular situation, with purge gas velocity coming past the
surface of the lens of the same order as the turbine entry velo, ities. In this case there is an extremely small separation region
because of the 2-dimensionality of the flow, rather than the 3-dimensionality discussed above. Particle paths of one micron
introduced at different regions keep relatively clear of the lens. Ten micron particles do not follow the flow but hit the wall,
bounce off, and then are entrained into the purge flow. When we decreased the width of the slot we observed strong vortices
and higher velocity vectors which purged the lens rather better. However, one must not of course, reduce the slit too small
otherwise there will be entrainment of particles into the mixing layer which will actually get through to the surface of the lens.
Following particles of one micron through the narrow slit is interesting since their trajectories almost coalesce independent
of where the particles are introduced. Thus following the particle path throws quite a lot of light on what is happening in
these systems, especially if we include the effects of particle diffusion due to the turbulence in the gas.

These systematic studies illustrate the phenomena that are occurring in purge systems and clearly we need a great deal
more analysis before we can evolve a reliable design procedure for production type applications.

Finally, we conclude that we have a rapidly evolving area within the technology of the application of fibre optics to
pyrometry, which may be applied to propulsion systems.

The three papers presented in session Ill all used a fibre optic element in their construction together with a sensor and
electronic signal processing to translate the radiation measurement to temperature.

The first paper described a temperature probe which used a coating on the end of the probe or a surface adjacent to the
end of the sapphire probe as a grey/black body cavity. The other two papers both used a lens located beyond the end of the
fibre optic rod. focused on a remote point on the turbine blade, to indicate blade temperature. These two papers presented
pyrometer systems suitable for application to flight engines and research turbines, respectively.

In all cases the high frequency response and good potential accuracy 1i the devices were demonstrated. The value of the
pyrometers for diagnosing faulty blades was also notable.

During the presentation. and the discussion period, problems requiring further research and development were
identified due to:

(1 ) the lower temperature limit of the sytems

(2) the survival of the 'black body" film on the surface of the sapphire temperature probe

(3) the coating of the sapphire with low refractive index material to prevent the loss of radiation due to surface
contaminants

(4) the precise calibration of the temperature probe, particularl during rapid transients. Both the relationship between the
probe tip temperature and the required gas temperature must be clarified

(5) the increase in signal noise which occurs at low temperature and with low spot size when using the remote pyrometers

(6) the sensitivity of the pyrometers to scattered radiation and changes in surface emissivity was indicated
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(7) the importance of making provision for installation of the pyrometers at the initial engine design stage was emphasized

(8) the problems and advantages associated with two colour pyrometry were both highlighted

(9) the problems associated with window purging for flight applications require further study since the available purge flow
may contain oil and other contaminants

As a result of this session, priority items for further R & D work are:- (a) temperature probe tip designs to achieve good
life and accuracy, and (b) design of lens purge systems for flight installations of the turbine blade pyrometer.
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A sapphire fiberoptic temperature probe was developed to i-ease the handwidth. the -,nan jri ir
temperature and the lifetime in harsh environment, T he ke, element '- tis device ', A SIp treai-i!,
optical fiber made of sapphire (see Figure l
whicli remains transparent and non-emitting in
the optical and near Infrared at temperatures
up to its melting point. 2345 K. On one end 7 - LATINIJM
of the fiber a thin film of platinumn or other THIN FILM ~ -WATERi COOLED
high temperature alloy serves as a thermal J ACKET
radiator. The other end of the high tempera- 7- SAPPHIRiE PL.ASTIC CLAD
ture fiber is connected to a photodetector SIIA IE
through a conventional fused silica fiber., In /
operation, thermal radiation from the metalic
thin film is collected by the high-temperature
fiber and transmitted through the conventional
optical fiber to a detector assembly. The
radiation Is then transmitted through a band ME7 :
pass filter, and the intensity is measured A
using a photodetector. The System is
calibrated to account for the emissivity ofAMLFE
the thin-film tip, the responsivity of the/
detector and the gain of the amplifier. LPHOTO FILTER

PYROME TRY DIODE
The frequency of response of the fiberoptic SIGNAL
probe Is inherently superior to that of
fine-wire thermocouples because the output
of the fiberoptic device depends only on the Figure 1. High-Temperature Fiberoptic Thermometer
surface temperature of the probe. The output
of a thermocouple depends on the internal
temperature of the wire. As a result, the transfer function that relates gas temtperature to probe temperature
decreases at a rate of 3 dtb per octave at high frequency rather than the 6 db per octave characteristic of
thermocouples.

The high frequency performance of the fibaroptic optic probe was demonstrated using a laboratory conbustor
which creates a thermodynami' and aerodynamic environment similar to that produced by gas turbine main
burners. The fuel is injected through a pressure atomizing nozzle at the front of the combustor, which has
an exit nozzle 5 cm in diameter. Primary and secondary air is supplied independently to permit external
adjustr..ont of the air flow within the conbustor, By adjusting the flow of primary and secondary air it is
possible to vary the power spectral density function of gas temperature within the combustor exhaust from
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HIGH-SPEED TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN A CONFINED PYROTECHNIC

svpomi) fiberoptic temperature probe, significantly different from the device described above, has been
developed to measure the rapid temperature rise in a confined pyrotechnic prior to ignition. This data is
useful in developing a better understanding of the ignition process, which is known to depend on tempera-
Tare, heating rate and the degree of compaction.

5  
The details of this dependence are not well understood.

In this application the device must measure temperatures well below that of combustion processes with
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a ware careful calibration should reduce this
discrepancy. In any case, the melting of O00.
potassium perchlorate in this mixture cannot
be observed at low heating rates where the
pyrotechnic ignites below the melting point
of potassium perchlorate. In a subsequent goo.
experiment the endothermic process was U
observed at heating rates on the order of
100 Kelvins per microsecond. At higher
heating rates the endothermic reaction is W 600.
not as well delineated as in Figure 4,
perhaps due to a slight tilt of the
deflagratton wavefront relative to the <
plane containing the end of the fiber. (r 400.

W
A two-color version of the instrument is 0CL

X
being built so that accurate temperature W
measurements can be made without precise - 200.
knowledge of the emissivity.

0.L
0. 10 200. 300. 400.

Figure 4.

TIME NMICROSECONDS)

CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic temperature measurments in a laboratory combustor demonstrate the capability of measuring tempera-
ture fluctuations at frequencies up to 14 kHz using a sapphire fiber optic pyrometer. These measurements
extend the frequency range previously covered using fine-wire thermocouples by more than an order of
magnitude.

A sapphire fiber optic pyrometer operating in the mid-infrared can be used to measure the rapid heating

in a confined pyrotechnic. Heating rates as high as 100 K per microsecond can be observed with sufficient
response time to resolve endothermic reactions prior to ignition.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. High-Temperature fiberoptic pyrometer

Figure 2. Power spectral density function of exhaust gas temperature for case 4, figure 4 measured by
the fiberoptic probe to a frequency of 14 kHz.

Figure 3. Infrared fiberoptic pyrometer for measuring temperature of a confined pyrotechnic.

Figure 4. Temperature of pyrotechnic PA-29 during ignition as measured by a sapphire fiber optic
temperature probe.

*Work supported by the US. Department of Energy
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DISCUSSION

A._derhof, Switzerland
(1) What is the lowest temperature that can be detected with the high-temperature fibre optic thermometer and how

does it influence the maximum achievable frequency?

(2) What is the influence of contaminants such as soot on the behaviour (frequency response) of the high-temperature
thermometer?

Author's Reply
(1) The practical lower temperature for this device is 5500 degrees C. To operate at a given signal-to-noise ratio the

integration time must be increased as the temperature (and therefore the signal level) decreases. As a result the
maximum achievable frequency will decrease at lower temperatures.

(2) Contaminants deposited on the probe will have no effect on the frequency response as long as the thickness of the
deposited layer is thin compared to the thermal wavelength corresponding to the highest frequency of interest.

T.Wyehers, NE
You stated that the temperature measurement is not affected by radiation loss, due to the high gas velocities. Can you
give an estimated gas speed, where the drop of temperature measured (due to radiation loss) is 10 degrees? At low
speeds the drop can be several hundreds of K (as you and I measured).

Author's Reply
At low gas velocities the radiation correction for the fibre optic probe is similar to that for thermocouples. The
temperature correction, which may be several hundred Kelvin, depends on several parameters, including gas velocity,
probe diameter and emissivity. The error in the correction is typically dominated by uncertainty in the probe emissivity.

W.G.Alwang, US
(1) Have you attempted to confirm experimentally the transfer funiction derived theoretically? In particular, the point

where transition from 6dB per octave to 3dB per octave occurred? (In my opinion, experimental confirmation is
needed).

(2) Have you had any problems with survival of the film?

Author's Reply
(1) We have not attempted to verify the transfer function experimentally. I agree that experimental verification is

needed.

(2) We did have some problem with adhesion of the platinum film to the sapphire. The platinum appeared to adhere
better to the end of the fibre, which had been polished with an abrasive, than to the side, which was formed in the
edge-defined-growth process.

M.L.G.Oldfleld, UK
(1) Would it be possible to use the step rise in temperature from a shock tube to calibrate the probe?

(2) Is not the main problem of high frequency calibration that of knowing the heat transfer coefficient between the
flow and the probe tip, as, at high frequencies, the probe effectively measures heat transfer rates?

(3) Would a coating with zero emissivity on the outside and an emissivity of one on the film-sapphire interface
remove the necessity of radiation correction?

Author's Reply
(1) The impulse response of the probe could be measured using a shock tube if the gas velocity and gas temperature

are accurately known.

(2) 1 agree that the gas temperature measurements are limited mainly by the uncertainty in the heat transfer
coefficient.

(3) A low emissivity (high reflectivity) coating would reduce the radiation correction for both the fibre optic probe
and thermocouples. However, it is difficult to maintain such a surface in a high temperature environment. In any
case some thermal radiation must be emitted to provide the pyrometry signal.

M.MherahiI, FR
In order to know the heat transfer to the back of our rockets, we do tests at a reduced scale. During these tests we
measure the convective flux and also the temperature of gas at the back. Presently, the measurement of temperature has
been done by thermocouple but we do not get a good measurement because during the short time of the propulsion
(<0.5s) the response of the thermocouple is not very quick. With a range of temperature of gas of 1000 K to 2000 K
and this short time of the test, do you think your thermometer is suitable?
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Authas Repl
The task of measuring gas temperature in a transient event with the fibre optic probe is more difficult than that of
measuring the power spectral density of a random process as demonstrated in this paper. In a transient even we must
know the correction for both the amplitude and phase of the transfer function, while the power spectra density function
depends only on the squared modulus of the transfer function.

I understand that Accufiber Company, Vancouver, Washington is in the process of applying a fibre optic probe to the
measurement of gas temperature insa reciprocating engine. Your requirements (0.5 s) would be less dcrnanding in terms
of frequency correction than in the engine application.

D.AGreeolualgh, UK
Would it be possible to check your high frequency response experimentally in a clean tailored, turbulent flame by
comparison with Rayleigh scattering?

Autors Reply
Yes, it should be possible to measure the transfer function of the fibre optic probe by simultaneously measuring the
temperature in a turbulent flow using Rayleighs scattering and comparing it to the probe response. If the measurement
volume for the Rayleigh system is located a small, known distance upstream of the probe tip, both the amplitude and
phase of the transfer function can be measured.
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO AERO ENGINE PYROMETRY

nP. J. Kirby

0 Vice President
4Land Turbine Sensors Inc.

P.O. Box 1623
0Fox DrIve/Main Street

. Tullytown, PA 19007, USA

SUMMARY

With turbine blade optical pyrometry rapidly becoming accepted by the aerospace community as a viable flight
control technique, some of the traditional and emerging demands are described, with examples of how they are
being addressed.

Many of these demands are now being met by skilful application of materials technology, electronic
engineering, signal processing and fluid flow techniques, but it is probable that flight conditions will
impose a more pragmatic appr.,ach than customarily adopted towards test bed installations.

NOMENCLATURE

wavelength
A. B. C constants
Cd detector shunt capacitance
C2  second radiation constant
D lens stop diameter
d target spot diameter
c emissivity
f frequency
F(XT.Ta) pyrometer signal, blackbody source
C amplifier gain-bandwidth product
I photocurrent
J(0,T) spectral intensity of emitted radiation, Wien approximation
k calibration scaling constant
L pyrometer focus distance
N noise equivalent temperature (Kelvin)
R feedback resistance
a velocity of target spot on rotor
S(X) detector spectral response
I temperature (Kelvin)
U view factor
Vn noise voltage
V(T) pyrometer output radiance voltage
w viewable blade width
subscript a ambient

b blade
m maximum photocurrent response
r ratio
a system
t target

I short waveband channel
2 long waveband channel

INTRODUCTION

Sine'e its introduction in the mid-1960's. optical pyrometry has gained widespread acceptance as an invaluable
technique for turbine blade temperature measurement in engine research and development programs. However,

since the Turbo-Union RB199 turbofan was first instrumented with flight pyrometers in the early 1970's,
acceptance of the technique in flight has been slow, the only other known example being the General Electric
P11O turbofan.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the more important aspects of turbine pyrometry in relation
to its acceptability for flight usage. Difficulties still remain, however there are clear signs ft -nly-
that flight pyrometry will very probably be employed in the next generation of high performance combat air-
_raft engines, but also that successful deployment of the technique may well be a prerequisite to effective
management ofthe high operating temperatures planned for such engines.

INTERCHN1GEABILITY- 0 4~ If a + ' 2 'I , i f "C51 Js It 101/0 io
1

Le 9Ar-ei-i?

There are obvious -ogistical needs for pyrometers to be interchartgeable, particularly in military applications.
Optical and mechanical features present no severe problems in this regard, but pyrometer output signal
characteristics can vary markedly from one instrument to another.

The silicon photodiode is widely accepted as the optimum detector for turbine blade pyrometry, and produces
a photocurrent which Is a function of both target temperature and ambient temperature. The ranges pertinent
to earn applications are approximately 870-1450 K and 220-400 K.
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The characteristic I F(TTa), from which temperature is inferred, is extremely stable and reproducible for
a single detector, but differs between detectors. One standardization approach is to adopt an average
characteristic, based upon a large sample, and control detector reproducibility. This requires rigid speci-
fication of the starting silicon crystal and its subsequent processing. The approach is limited in
effectiveness by the need for reasonable device yield, with a realistic reproducibility corresponding to
measurement error of 5-10 K of target temperature. The attendant problems of device supply reliability and
cost are severe.

An alternative approach obviating the need for detector reproducibility may be formulated as follows.
Spectral sensitivity typical of a silicon detector at room temperature is shown in Fig.l. Blackbody radi-
ation illumination produces a photocurrent according to the product S(X)J(XT), that is

dl - S(A)X-'exp(-C2/XT)dA (1)

The result is a spectrally sharp spike, with peak photocurrent occurring at approximately I em for the
entire target temperature range of interest. This suggests approximating to monochromatic response at
approximately I pm, thus

I - A.-'exp(-C 2 / mT) (2)

Fig.2 shows typical deviation between the approximation and numerical integration of the product S(X)J(O.T).
Over the range 870-1450 K, the maximm error is lees than 3 K.

The ambient temperature dependence may be incorporated as follows. The intrinsic energy gap for silicon can
be approximated with very little error by a linear dependence (Ref.i), therefore I/Xm would be expected to
show a similar dependence. In addition, the variation of I with ambient temperature is invested pre-
dominantly in the exponential term of Eq.(2), suggesting a further approximation

I - exp-[(A+BTa)/T] (3)

or T - (A+BTa)/(C-inI) (4)

The set of values A, B, C is determined empirically and is unique to a particular detector. By providing
read-out of A, B, C and Ta from each pyrometer, T can be determined from Eq.(4) using a standard software
routine in the engine control computer, and complete interchangeability of pyrometers is achieved. Typical
accuracy for the technique is ±5 K for all ambient and target temperature combinations.

PEAK BLADE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

While average rotor temperature can be obtained comparatively easily, peak (hottest blade) temperature
measurement is more difficult. The latter is nevertheless a natural refinement of turbine pyrometry and
would enable further gains in engine performance as well as providing valuable diagnostic information.

This has resulted in requests for smaller target spot sizes and increased system bandwidth. Fig.3 is an
example of the fidelity that can be achieved with a correctly specified pyrometer system. Alumina-coated
blades, and a single overheated blade, are clearly distinguishable. The following comments are intended to
highlight the more important effects that must be considered when individual blade resolution is important.

Direct measurement of true peak temperature is prevented by finite electronic bandwidth and finite viewed
area on the blade. However. peak reading error can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters

f./fb and w/d (Ref.2) and appropriate corrections applied to indicated values. For high resolution pyro-
metry, matching of spatial resolution and electronic bandwidth may be expressed as (ibid)

fs/fb - w/d (5)

or d - s/fs  (6)

It may be shown that, for a photodiode/transimpedance amplifier combination

f - (G/21CdR)h (7)

Thus d - s(2wCd /G) (8)

The photocurrent produced by the detector can be approximated to

I - k(dD/L)
2
exp(-B/T) (9)

and it follows that

V(T) - 2'!§ (10)
D)T)

Eliminating R between Eq.(8) and Eq.(l0) gives

d - [.L] I [2sCV(T~exp(B/T)] (11)

System noise may be defined

N - V/(dV/dT) (12)
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which, from 9q.(lO) may be written

N - VT
2
/BV(T) (13)

Comparison with Eq.(ll) reveals that

N - I/d' (14)

Thus, for matched conditions, halving the spot size increases noise by a factor 16.

Eq.(I0) in Eq.(13) gives

N . - ] T2esp(B/T) (15)

Therefore, for a given application,

N T
2
exp(B/T) (16)

Fig.4 illustrates the rapid increase in noise with decreasing target temperature for a typical pyrometer.
It is evident from the foregoing that choice of target spot size and minimum measuring temperature is of
great importance. Overspecification of either parameter will severely compromise system performance.

The effects of defocus upon spatial fidelity are small and can usually be ignored. For moderate departures
from focus, spatial sensitivity becomes weighted towards the view axis, which tends to offset loss of
fidelity associated with larger viewed area on the target surface. See Fig.5 for a typical example, and the
Appendix for a simplified treatment of defocus.

Peak temperature measurement is highly susceptible to errors due to hot particle interference, necessitating

the application of statistical sampling (Ref.3) or dual spectral (Ref.4) techniques. The advent of digital
engine control units can be expected to make practical the use of such techniques in flight.

In applications where the pyrometer scan is from the leading edge towards the trailing edge, peak temperature
usually occurs at the leading edge. For average rotor temperature measurement, an effective emissivity of
unity can be assumed with an error unlikely to exceed 5%. However, the emissivity at the leading edge will.

in general, not be unity and its value must be know if true peak temperature is required. For engine
development this is of great importance, but for flight control an observed temperature difference.
peak-average, is usually accepted as adequate. While the difference will not be correct in an absolute
sense, an increase from normal values is a clear indication of blade overheating and once it has exceeded
acceptable levels an appropriate allowance can be made in the control signal, or control can be switched

from average reading to peak reading.

RADIATION INTERFERENCE

A single waveband pyrometer measures the spectrally-integrated radiation field at its collection lens. In
the absence of polarization effects, the instrument cannot distinguish between emitted and reflected radi-
ation. Consequently, the intense radiation associated with hydrocarbon combustion can cause serious positive
errors in indicated blade temperature, especially when straight-through burner geometry is employed.

Accurate calculation of the errors is made difficult by the complex internal geometry of a turbine engine
and by flustuations in flame size, position, temperature and emissivity. Measurements based upon dual

spectral pyrometry reported by Atkinson and Guenard (Ref.4) indicated maximum errors of 50-100 K with first
stage blade pressure surface viewing. Other view positions were not reported. Their results agree with
those reported by Douglas (Ref.3), who compared single waveband measurements with a discrete burner switched
on and off, again viewing first stage pressure surface.

Flame radiation reflected from first stage suction surface will be diluted in intensity by the view factor

between this surface and the adjacent pressure surface of the neighboring blade, and by the reflectivity ot
the suction surface. A simple model in which the blades are represented by parallel plane surfaces yields
view factors typically in the range 0.21 to 0.07 corresponding to a midspan view position, and trailing edge
view position (the latter is an over-estimate due to blade curvature). If blade reflectivity is assumed to
be perfectly diffuse, with typical value 0.15, the product of view factor and reflectivity becomes
3.2x10-2'-.IxIO

-
'. that is, a worst case result for suction surface viewing of about 3% of the effect at the

pressure surface. Measurements (Fig.6) carried out on used blades and vanes from a high performance fighter
engine indicate that worst case radiation interference at first stage suction surface is approximately 1/30

that at first stage pressure surface, which compares well with the calculated estimate.

While these results should be regarded as only approximate, and are dependent upon specific turbine geometry,
it appears reasonable to conclude that even under steady engine conditions first stage pressure surface pyro-
metry is not a practical proposition unless flame radiation correction methods can be employed. Conversely,
first stage suction surface viewing may be considered free of serious errors under steady engine running and
it follows that second stage viewing will similarly not be subject to significant errors.

Concern about aftward movement of the flame front during rapid throttle maneuvers has spurred development of
dual spectral techniques for flame correction. Such difficulties with second stage viewing have not been
reported, and the need for corrections will probably be restricted to first stage pyrometry. The principle
of the dual spectral correction method is as follows.

A pyrometer operating at wavelength A produces a signal

V - rP(AT) (17)
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Radiation leaving the surface of a turbine blade comprises emitted radiation due to the blade surface
temprature plus radiation originating from other hot components and reflecting off the blade. Reflectivity
is the complement of emissivity and the observed signal is

V - CbF(A'Tb)+(l-tb) I U iiF(A.T ) (18)

Thus large reflected contributions give large positive errors in indicated temperature.

In a gas turbine there are five major sources of radiation:-

(i) the target blade
(ii) the neighboring blade
(III) static vanes
(iv) combustor wall
(v) flame

Sources (ii)-(iv) involve temperatures similar to the target blade, giving only moderate reproducible positiv.
errors that can be evaluated and allowances made. The flame, being considerably hotter than the blade, is a
source of intense radiation, and fluctuates in position, shape, size and temperature. By employing two
thermometer channels operating at different wavelengths the following relations are obtained

V1 " tbFl(Tb)+(l-tb)EfUF1(Tf) (19)

V2 - cbF2(Tb)+(l-b)tfUF2(Tf) (20)

The view factor U between flame and blade is not predictable due to flame fluctuations. Eliminating U and
rearranging gives

V1 -QVz - b[FI(Tb)-QF2(Tb)] (21)

where Q - F2(Tf)/Fz(Tf) (22)

By assuming values for Eb and Q (i.e. flame temperature) this relation can be solved for Tb by generating
the calibration

F(Tb) - tb(FI(Tb)-QFz(Tb)] (23)

and using V:-QV2 as the signal.

Alternatively, the relation may be rearranged as

VI-QV2-b[F1(Tb)-QF(Tb)] = 0 (24)

and solved by iteration.

A third method is to use look-up tables stored in the engine control computer, relating the difference
between indicated temperatures T, and T2 to the appropriate correction.

All these methods rely upon the flame creating different errors in the two channels. It is important to note
that if the flame contribution becomes a large fraction of the total signal, the method becomes less
effective. For example, if in Eq.(19) and Eq.(20) the contributions are

Vi - I (blade) + I (flame)

V2 - 1 (blade) + 1.3 (flame)

and if

Q - 0.75 (a typical value)

then Vi-QV2 - 0.275, and the method becomes one of small differences between large signals.

The choice of viewing position is critical. Serious loss in correction accuracy occurs when the reflected
energy repults in more than about a 50 K error, which may restrict first stage flight pyrometry to blade
suction surface. The need for correction techniques will depend upon flame movement during flight maneuvers
and this Is yet to be determined. Finally, it is to be noted that flame radiation effects are far more
severe for ratio thermometry (typically six times worse) than for single waveband thermometry. The ratio
technique is therefore restricted to second or lower stage viewing.

OPTICS CONTANINATION

A turbine pyrometer is designed such that only one optical surface, the outer surface of the collection lens,
i exposed to the turbine environment. This surface most be maintained deposit-free, or correction methods
employed, if accurate temperature readings are to be maintained. Typical requirements for time between
overhaul are several hundred hours (military applications) and several thousand hours (civil). Lens contami-
nation is of crucial importance since it constitutes a fail-dangerous (low reading) error mode. Three
candidate approaches are bsing evaluated; air purging, ratio correction and hot lens.
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The air purge approach utilizes the Coanda layer attachment effect whereby compressor air is directed over
the lena surface to prevent particulate matter in the turbine main flow from coming into contact with the
lens. An important feature of the purge is its scrubbing action for removal of ignition phase deposits
which my form during engine start-up. The purge flow is directed via a sight tube through a continuous
annular slit coincident with the edge of the lens surface as shown in Pig.?. Consequently a layer of high
velocity gas is formed across the lens domed surface, separating near the center of the lens. This geometry
may be considered as constituting a 3-dimensional curved wall jet. Provided the potential core extends to
the center of the lens, surrounding gases in the sight tube cannot make contact with the lens. Further, in
the potential core, the finite entrainment capacity of the jet does not result in mixing with the ambient
gas.

Results to date have been very encouraging on engine test beds but no more than adequate on flight appli-
cations. A purge improvement program utilizing computer modelling of particle trajectories is planned and
includes a study of the effects of contaminants in the purge flow itself.

The ratio correction method (Ref.5) utilizes two different wavebands and relies upon lens contamination
being spectrally gray and therefore attenuating both spectral signals equally. A ratio of the signals is
then unaffected by contamination, and may be used as a reference against which the individual spectral
signals can be compared. If blade temperature measurement is carried out by one of the spectral channels,
with a correction applied according to the result of the reference comparison, the high speed and sensitivity
of single waveband temperature measurement can be exploited. The reference comparison may be carried out at
a fixed indicated ratio temperature, preferably high in the measuring range where signal strengths permit
better accuracy in the ratio signal. Fig.8 illustrates the technique.

Peak to peak modulation is relatively unaffected except under very extreme lens contamination, thus the
method preserves individual blade information. It should be noted that the ratio reference method is not
suitable when flame radiation is present in the pyrometer signal, consequently it is likely to be restricted
to second stage measurements. Ratio pyrometry has been successfully demonstrated on industrial power
generation turbines (Ref.6).

By operating the pyrometer lens at a sufficiently high temperature it is possible to burn off carbonaceous
deposits. This self-cleaning action is an attractive proposition but places severe thermal demands upon
pyrometer design. Carbon oxidation rate is insufficient at 750 K (that is, the arrival rate exceeds the
oxidation rate), but laboratory tests at 1000 K have shown rapid and complete cleaning of engine-contaminated
lenses. An existing study program is expected to result in a successful design but this is yet to be proved.
In addition, long term build up of contaminants not removed b) oxidation will need to be assessed.

MEASURING RANGE

If it were possible to extend reliable temperature measurement down to perhaps 400 K, important gains such
as hot start detection and removal of thermocouple sensors could be realized. However, silicon photodiodes
have spectral response (,I pm) far removed from the radiation emission peak for such low target temperatures
(s8 om) and give insufficient signal below about 900 K.

A complete review of alternative detectors is beyond the scope of this paper, but mention of several
important limitations will be made.

The military electronics component operating range of 218 to 398 K restricts the choice of detector, and is
a major factor in the selection of the silicon photodiode. Vibration levels (typically DC-20 kHz, 20 g)
demand rugged detector construction. Conventional glass fiber optics with good transmission up to 1.2 wm
have proved to be extremely reliable under the vibration levels and 580 K operating temperature typically
encountered in flight. There are reasonable prospects for suitable silica fiber light guides, extending
transmission to 2 om, and with about twice the transmissivity of glass at I pm. However, beyond 2 wm, it
appears unlikely that in the near future suitable light guides will become available. Above I om, H20, CO
and C02 absorption bands must be taken into account. By way of example, Fig.9 shows H20 absorption for the
second stage power turbine of an advanced technology fighter engine, calculated from the data of Ref.?.

In summary, it appears that the silicon photodiode will remain the optimum choice for the foreseeable
future, but possibly with silica displacing glass as a light guide material. Using the best available
silicon photodiodes (0.6 amps/watt response at 0.95 pm) a reasonable expectation would be an extension of
measurement down to about 800 K, at least for rate of temperature change measurement.

CONCLUSION

Pyrometer interchangeability requirements can be met by reference to the fundamental properties of silicon
photodetectors, and the use of algorithms. This approach is applicable to filtered or unfiltered detectors.
The need to match spatial and electronic resolution should be recognized. Selection of target spot size is
extremely important in relation to signal noise. If peak blade temperature is required only in the higher
portion of the measuring range, signal fidelity will be limited by achievable amplification bandwidth.

Dual spectral pyrometry is effective for removal of flame radiation effects at first stage blade pressure
surfaces on engine development test beds, provided corrections do not exceed about 50 K. If the technique
cannot be successfully deployed in flight on the next generation of fighter engines, pyrometry will very
probably be restricted to first stage suction surface or secon6 stage viewing.

Ratio pyrometry is restricted to second stage viewing but offers the prospect of lens contamination tolerant
operation, and may gain favor for this reason.

The silicon photodiode is unlikely to be displaced as the optimum detector in the near future. Continuing
improvements in radiation energy collection efficiency and photosignal amplification offer prospects of a
moderate extension of the lower temperature measuring limit down to about 800 K.
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APPENDIX

THE EFFECT OF DEFOCUS ON PYROMETER SPATIAL SENSITIVITY

Nomenclature

Al lens stop area
A2  focused target spot area
i radiative flux
rl lena stop radius
r2 focused target spot radius
S(r) spatial sensitivity

The following analytical model enables changes in spatial sensitivity to be determined for view distances
less than the focus distance. The target surface is assumed to be a uniformly bright Lambertian radiator.
Cosine effects, lens aberrations and wide angle response are ignored.

Target at Focus Distance

The flux collected by any elemental area of the lens from any elemental area of the target is JdAdA2/L
2
.

The total flux collected from any dA2 is therefore JdA2AI/L
2
, giving a top-hat spatial sensitivity profile.

See Fig.AI and A2.

Target at Less Than Focus Distance

The limits over which the lens collects flux from any point can be visualized by noting that only rays
passing through the point, the lens stop and the focused target area will be collected. Refer to Fig.A3.

From postion P, flux is collected over the entire lens. From P9 no flux is collected. At P2 the portion of
the lens stop collecting flux is defined by the area of intersection of two circles; the lens stop. and a
circle (radius r) formed by the locus in the lens stop plane of a line pivoted at P2 and moved around the
circumference of the focused target spot. See Fig.A4.

Spatial sensitivity is proportional to A/f
2
, thus A requires defining as a function of k and z, (Fig.AS).

From Fig. A5 it can be seen that

r = r2/(L-)

and from Fig.A3 A - ri-z+i(rz-z)/(L-f)

Note that zm x occurs when A - 0,

that is, za x = [ir2+r1 (L-f)]/L

Case I, r a r,

If the intersecting circles are represented as in Fig.A6, then intersection occurs when x=-i, that is when

(Lr112j~) -(Ir12+B2j)'1 _ 0

where a - r-A+rv-x i

which is solved by iteration.

The area of intersection is then given byA (r2x2)dx+f rl2-x2dx

xi

Note that when A ; 2r1 the complete lens stop is illuminated. Note also that the above expression is valid
only when A does not include more than half the lens stop area, i.e. the limiting condition is given by
Fig.A7, and by

r+r-A a (r
2
-r1 )

.

When r+ri-A < (r2-r12)

we have the condition shown in Fig.A8 and the area of intersection is given by

A -f (r 2-x2) dx+ 1r 2+f (rIz2-x2) dx

A 0

i
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Performing the integrations gives.

, I(r
2
+rj

2
)arcsin 11-A. r-A-+rj a (r-rr)

- jl r-rarcsin l]-,, r-A.+ri <r-r)

where

a - r arcsin(x 1/r)+x r(l-x i
2
/r ) ±

+ r
i arcsln(f/r )+r,6(l- /r, 1:

Case I1, r < r,

This condition is dealt with by interchanging r and ri in the above expressions, noting that when . 2r.
the lens area illuminated is nr

2
.

Lens Stop Target Spot
Area A, Rad r-

.... Axis

Fig.A2

in-focus
Spatial Sonsitivity

A S A,/L'

P1  P,

I Radial Vistance
0 fro. Vicw Avi.

Fig .A3
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DISCUSSION

E.A.Plnsley, US
Have you observed variations in temperature readings over long periods of time due to accumulation of deposits
causing emissivity variations?

Author's Reply
During engine bum-in, an oxide layer forms on the turbine blades, increasing in thickness with time. This increases the
blade emissivity to an asymptotic value, for which the oxide layer is sufficiently thick to be opaque to the pyrometer.
Since the pyrometer operates at 1 tun, a very thin oxide layer is sufficient to be opaque, and forms very quickly at the
turbine operating temperature. Deposits from external sources (sodium for example) have been reported, but this type
of problem with regard to pyrometry appears to be restricted to marine and industrial applications. No difficulties with
aero engines have been reported so far, but recognition of possible difficulties is important. Work on industrial turbines
suggests that there are good and bad blade viewing positions with regard to deposits - this iis mentioned in ref. 6.

J.Chivers, UK
With the increase in popularity of the use of thermal barrier coating on the surfaces of first stage turbine blades, what
effect is this likely to have on future applications?

Author's Reply
Conventional thermal barrier coatings are polycrystalline and are dielectrics and therefore exhibit emissivity as a
volumetric effect, as opposed to metals for which it is a surface effect. Coating emissivity therefore depends not upon
surface finish, but upon grain boundary, impurity and bulk absorption effects. There are three cases:-

(a) Coating completely transparent at I pun wavelength - this has no effect upon pyrometer readings.

(b) Coating sufficiently thick to be considered opaque - the pyrometer will collect radiation from within a volume of
the coating and transpose this into a bulk averaged temperature.

(c) Coating partially transparent - the pyrometer temperature reading will be intermediate between the coating
surface temperature and the temperature of the coating/blade interface.

In terms of reproductibility, pyrometry is not likely to be degraded in quality as a control technique by the application
of thermal barrier coatings.

D.Davidson, UK
Do you have any evidence from engine companies that they are using the 'hot blade' detection capability of pyrometers
to remove substandard blades from the engine on production pass-off?

Author's Reply
Only for industrial gas turbine production. I believe that Ruston Gas Turbines, UK, are using pyrometry for this
purpose. Reference to validation of pyrometry for dctecting partially blocked or undersize cooling channels can be
found in: 'Radiation Thermometry Applied to the Development and Control of Gas Turbine Engines: T.G.R.Beynon,
in Temperature, Its Measurement and Control in Science and Industry, 5, Part I, pp 471-477, Amer. Inst. Physics,
1982.

D.Davldson, UK
What measures do you take to minimise the effects of hot particle radiation from the signals?

Author's Reply
I know of two techniques:-

(a) Application of slew rate limiting (SRL) to the pyrometer output signal. This is effective for average rotor output
signal. This is effective for average rotor blade temperature, but individual blade information is lost. We have
provided systems to several aero engine manufacturers with SRL incorporated into the pyrometer detector/
amplifier module.

(b) Multiple sampling followed by statistical processing. This more sophisticated method, enables blade profiles to be
recovered in the presence of hot carbon particle interference, but requires accurate (I) timing of the sampling
relative to the rotational speed of the rotor. An example of this approach is given in ref.3. The sampling and
processing can be readily carried out by digital engine control units - there appears to be no advantage in
incorporating it into a pyrometer.

H.May. GE
In what range lie the values of the average emissivity of the blade?

Author's Reply
New unused blades of high nickel alloy have emissivity at I tsrn wavelength of typically 0.7. During initial engine
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running, an oxide layer forms on die blades, rapidly reaching sufficient thickness to be opaque at I in wavelength. The
einissivity is then approximately 0.85
Thermal radiation collected by a pyrometer consists of two components-

(a) Radiation emitted by the target blade plus radiation originating from other sources and reflecting off the target
blad.

(b) The neighbouring blade is a significant source of reflected radiation, and results in an effctive emussivity for the
target blade of about 0.85 at the leading edge, increasing to about 1.15 as the pyrometer scans towards the trailing
edge. For average rotor temperature, a value of unity can be assumed, with an error unlikely to exceed 5%.
However, for thermal mapping, allowance must be made for the variation of effective emissivity along the
pyrometer scan. For a detailed discussion of this, see ref.3.
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1. TURBINE ROTOR BLADE MEASUREMENTS USING INFRARED PYROMETRY

BY

Ln W. Koschel, D. Salden and T. Hoch
Institute for Jet Propulsusion and Turbomachinery

Technical University of Aachen

L /Templergraben 55, D-5100 Aachen

SUMMARY

An infrared pyrometer system has been developed for the
noncontacting measurement of metal temperatures on turbine
rotor blades. The system with a high bandwidth ratio, a
small target size and a high signal-to-noise ratio meets
the requirements for the accuracy of temperature measure-
ments to be performed on small gas turbines running at high
speeds. The system set-up is described and special features
of the probe head design, the lay-out of the detector/
amplifier unit and the signal processing are discussed In
detail. Results of the automated calibration of an infra-
red pyrometer system concerning the influence of variations
in the target-to-lens distance, in the lens stop diameter
and in the observation angle on the detector signal output .
will be reported herein. Finally some results of temperature
measurements obtained for the cooled rotor blades of a small
research turbine are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

a sighting distance x target diameter

nominal target-to-lens distance a observation angle
f focal distance A wave length

K Kelvin € focussing lens diameter
LE leading edge
R resistance Subscripts
t time K calibration
TE trailing edge Lo lens aperture
T detctrl edge l 0 o at zero observation angle
U detector output voltage i,J,k numbering of variables

i. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the thermal loading of gas turbine blades implies the accurate know-
ledge of the actual temperatures in the vane and blade material. During research and de-
velopment work thermocouples are often used on turbine or engine test rigs to get the
necessary information. But there are some shortcomings, If thermocouples are applied
especially to rotor blades:

- limited number of measuring positions within the blade,
- reduced mechanical strength of the blades due to the inserted thermocouples wires,
- inaccessibility of the critical locationr like the trailing edge region,
- insufficient time response and
- difficulties concerning the signal transmission from the rotating system.

The concept of the noncontacting opto-electronical temperature measuring system based on
the infrared pyrometry avoids a lot of these disadvantages.

A strong effort has been made in the development of infrared pyrometers for jet engine
applications starting in the late sixties ri], (2], [3]. Since then they have become a
reliable tool for the inflight blade temperature monitoring [(] and even fo5 diagnostic
purposes during the experimental evaluation of blade cooling designs [5],6. Though
the principle of measuring the emitted radiation of a hot spot by means of a photovoltaic
detector seams to be rather simple, there are many problem areas associated with the
application of an infrared pyrometer system to the temperature measurements of rotating
turbine blades. The system design must satisfy the needs for a fast time response at high
blade passing frequencies and sufficient spatial resolution of the observed target spot
in relationship to the viewed blade width in order to make it to an accurate instrument
in the turbine research. A high bandwidth ratio which is defined as the ratio of the
amplifier bandwidth to the blade passing frequency must be accomplished to record the
actual signal rise [7). Due to the physical limitations of silicon type detectors which
are commonly used for turbine blade pyrometer systems there are some difficulties to
fulfil these requirements especially in the case where rotor blade temperatures have to
be measured In small turbines at a low temperature range.

The present paper reports on an infrared pyrometer system which has been developed for
the purpose of scanning rotor blade temperatures in small research turbine stages
running at high speeds. Special emphasis has been laid upon the following aspects

- miniaturisation of the probe head,
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- high bandwidth ratio 0
- good signal-to-noise performance at target temperatures below 600 C for a silicon

type detector/amplifier unit and
- automated calibration of the lense/detector system.

Some details of the work carried out to fulfil these requirements are presented and
discussed. A lot of experience has been gained with this infrared system during the last
years applying it to temperature measurements on a cooled rotor blade of a model turbine.
Some of these results are reported herein.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

2.1 SYSTEM

The infrared pyrometer system consists of
- the optical probe head,
- the detector/amplifier unit and
- the signal processor.

Pig. I shows the block diagram of the system set-up. The thermal radiance of the target
spot, which has typical diameters ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 mm, Is received by a focussing
lens in the probe head. In most of the applications the housing with the detector/ampli-
fier unit is placed far from the test engine environment. The signal between the probe
and the detector Is then transmitted by a fibre optic light guide. A correction ampli-
fier and a magnetic shutter controlled diaphragm are used for the zero adjustment of the
signal. Further system components are the target positioner with a light source, the tem-
perature control unit for the detector cooling and the blade selector unit, which allows
the scanning of the individual rotor blades of the test turbine. The signal processing
is performed by means of a transients recorder linked to a computer.

2.2 PROBE DESIGN

The design of an infrared pyrometer probe for gas turbine applications includes the
following items:

- design of the optical lens system and the deviation mirror if needed,
- cooling of the probe and its support and
- air purging to avoid fouling of the observation window.

These problems must be solved individually for each test case accounting for the possi-
bilities of accessibility in the turbine stage. In Fig. 2 two different designs of probe
heads are shown. The first type, which has been used in engine tests, has a water-cooled
probe shaft with an outer diameter of 9 mm. The second probe with a head diameter of
7 mm has been designed for small turbine applications. This probe is additionally
equipped with an air purge for the observation window. These probes can be positioned
by means of steppermotor controlled supports.

2.3 DETECTOR/AMPLIFIER UNIT

If it is supposed that the analog to digital signal conversion does not account for in-
validations, the system accuracy is determined by the performance of the analog component
i.e. the detector/amplifier unit. A maximum signal-to-noise ratio at the photo current
conversion, a fast time response, small linear and nonlinear distortions and a sufficient
slew rate reserve in order to exclude transient intermodulations at high signal dynamics
are the objectives of the detector system design.

The temperature resolution, the measuring accuracy and the lower limit of measurable tem-
peratures depend on the maximum attainable signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore a lot of
effort has been made to optimize the detector system.

Silicon type photodiodes are usually applied in turbine infrared pyrometer systems.
Fig. 4 shows black body radiant emittance at different temperatures and the spectral sen-
sivity range of silicon diodes. The silicon-PIN-photodiode, which Is used in the presen-
ted system, has the following advantages over the PN-type diodes:
- faster time response
- higher quantum efficiency,
- smaller junction capacitance,
- smaller back conductance and
- a higher possible reverse voltage resulting in a lower capacitance modulation.

Typical properties of a silicon PIN-photodiode with an integrated infrared filter can be
drawn from table I.

The quality of the signal-to-noise ratio and the dynamic sensor performance depend
strongly on the detector operating mode and the detector circuit. Comparison has been
made between conventional photoamplifier circuits and the transimpedance amplification
(see Fig. 5). It can be stated that the best results concerning the noise and distortion
reduction have been obtained by the choice of a transimpedance photoamplifier. Using
this PIN-type diode the dominant noise is produced by the amplifier elements, whereas
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Table I

Properties of the used silicon-PIN-photodiode
BP 104, Siemens, with built-in IR-filter

Semiconductor : silicon
Type : PIN-photodiode
Quantum efficiency 92 %
Responsivity : 0.71 A/W
Peak-wavelength 950 nm
Cut-off-wavelength 830 nm, 1080 nm
Dark current : 2 nA (10 V, 25 C)
Rise time : 10 ns (10 V)
Detector capacitance: 10.8 pF (10 V)
Detectivity 5.4 x 10 cm fHz /W

the dark current noise is of a minor importance. By a proper selection of low noise ampli-
fiers a high signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. Fig. 6 shows the detector/amplifier
circuit used in the actual pyrometer system design. A dark current compensation has been
added in order to allow the operation of diodes with a higher dark current in the system
or without cooling. The compensation does not affect the signal-to-noise ratio. This was
achieved by using an extreme high impedance input stage with an effective bandwidth re-
duction and by applying a low noise PET current source. Then the signal is fed to a line
driver buffer amplifier for preserving the dynamic accuracy and the signal-to-noise ratio
at transmission.

The overall system performance can be specified by the following lata based on a target
diameter of 1.5 mm:

- noise equivalent temperature: 525 C
- 3 dB bandwidth : 300 kHz
- rise time : 1.15 uso
- system detectivity 4.7 10 cm (H./W

2.4 SIGNAL PROCESSOR AND READOUT UNIT

The subsequent signal evaluation is performed on-line by means of a data processor. The
schematic set-up of the signal processor is shown in Fig. 6. In the first step the analog
detector signal is converted into 512 digital points/curve by a Nicolet transients recorder.

The time window, which is derived from the turbine rotor trigger, can be preselected by
a link between the transients recorder and the data proeessor. Linearisation and the con-
version of the detector signal output voltages into temperatures based on the calibration
data are performed by the computer. A smoothening of the raw detector signals can be
achieved by applying a sampling method and by using low pass filtering. High sample rates
and a sufficient quantization are needed for minimizing aliasing errors and quantization
noise. The evaluated temperature data can be displayed on a terminal screen or edited by
a printer or a plotter.

3. PYROMETER CALIBRATION

3.1 CALIBRATION PARAMETERS
One of the major problems in the design of the optical system of infrared pyrometers for
turbine blade applications is due to the fact that the sighting distance i.e. the target-
to-lens distance varies while the blade passes in front of the probe head. Variations in
the sightlng distance result in changes of the target spot diameter and geometry correspon-
ding to the blade profile shape and in changes of the observation angle. Since these geo-
metrical parameters influence the received radiant energy at a given temperature level
and in consequence the detector output voltage, it is necessary to carry out a calibration
of the infrared pyrometer system.

Fig. 7 shows schematically the interdependencies between the detector output voltage U

and the calibration parameters:

- calibration temperature level T
- measuring distance a and
- observation angle a.

3.2 CALIBRATION SYSTEM

An automated calibration procedure was developed to determine the relationship between
the detector output and the geometrical parameters like the target-to-lens distance, the
observation angle and the target spot diameter at varying temperatures for a given probe
construction. The calibration method is based on a comparative temperature measurement
of an electrically heated strip target equipped with 2 tbermocouples. Since the strip
target is made of thp same material as the turbine blade the influence of the temperature-
dependent emissivity changes can be eliminated.

Pig. 8 shows the block diagram of the automated calibration system with its main functions.
The probe with the optical system, which has to be calibrated, is mounted on an optical
support which allows a stepper-motor-controlled shifting of the target-to-lens distance
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as well as turning the target. The minimum step width Is 0.005 mm in the distance varia-
tion and 0.02 degrees in the observation angle variation. A microprocessor controls the
whole calibration procedure and the acquisition of the geometrical data, of the detector
output and of the thermocouple readings. The multiparameter approsimation of the measured
calibration data is carried out on a central computer. A set of polynominal coefficients
is obtained as a result of the calibration, which allows the calculaticn of temperatures
as a function of the measured detector output voltages and of a known target geometry.
This approximation method was adopted from the calibration of multi-hole-pressure
probes [8].

A view of the calibration place consisting of the measurement console and the stepper
motor controlled optical support unit in front of it is shown In Fig. 9.

3.3 PROBE CALIBRATION RESULTS

In Fig. i0 the deviation of the measured temperature indication is plotted as a function
of the sighting distance related to the nominal target-to-lens distance at the calibra-
tion temperature of 1210 K. The focussing length of the lens amounts to 30 mm and the
inlet slot diaphragm has a width of I mm, This result indicates that an optical probe de-
sign which is relatively insensitive to target-to-lens distance variations can be realized.

The influence of the sighting distance on the geometry change of the viewed target spot is
shown in Fig. ii. Though the target diameter increases with the greater sighting distance
the sensed radiant intensity remains nearly constant due to the compensating effect of
the increasing solid angle.

The cilibration system turned out to be a very useful tool in the design process of the
pyrometer lens system especially with regard to the selection of the optimum lens aper-
ture. Fig. 12 shows an example of the influence of the lens aperture diameter on the de-
tector output signal. The lens diameter was in that case 0 - 17 mm. The best signal shape
has been obtained by the choice of an aperture diameter of 

0
L - 5 mm.

A typical result of the observation angle calibration is shown in Fig. 13.

In Pig. 14 the detector output signal is plotted versus the calibration temperature at
3 different amplification ratios for an infrared pyrometer system. The amplification
ratio is chosen according to the blade temperature range to be measured.

4. TURBINE BLADE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

A lot of experience with the infrared pyrometer system has been gained by applying it to
a research turbine. The rotor blades of the one-stage axial turbine were equipped with
80 imbedded thermocouples. Thus an excellent comparison could be made between the thermo-
couple readings and the infrared pyrometer measurements on the blade surface. Fig. 15
shows a view of the turbine rotor from the rear side. Two different types of probes were
used in order to measure blade surface temperatures viewing from the front side and the
rear side of the rotor.

A typical plot of the blade surface temperature distribution over two blade spacings taken
by the rear pyrometer probe is shown in Fig. 16. A sawtooth shape is obtained, which is
typical for cooled turbine blades, when looking from the rear onto the profile suction
sides. The peak values belong to the trailing edges of two neighbouring blades. By
applying the above mentioned smoothening techniques the signal quality can be improved
as can be seen from the plotted temperature distribution in Fig. 17.

Finally, a comparison of the blade temperature distributions obtained by the thermocouple
measurements and by the infrared pyrometer readings has been made (9]. The temperatures
from the infrared pyrometer measurements are slightly higher, which may be explained by
the fact that the thermocouples are imbedded below the blade surface. Therefore they must
indicate lower temperatures, if the temperature gradient in the material of the cooled
blade is taken into account. Hence the agreement between the results of the two different
measurement methods can be regarded as excellent.

5. CONCLUSION
Infrared pyrometry has proven its ability to measure blade temperatures on high speed
turbines with a high degree of accuracy. During the development work carried out in the
last years good progress has been attained concerning the dynpmic performance of the
detector/amplifier system characterised by high bandwidth ratios and high signal-to-noise
ratios in the low temperature range. Improvements have been also achieved in the lens
design, In automated calibration methods and last but not least in the signal processing.
There are still problems left associated with radiation from combustor liners or from
gloving particles In the gas path. In some cases these effects may contribute to conside-
rable errors in the infrared pyrometer readings. Further research work is therefore de-
dicated to these problem areas in order to establish suitable methods allowing for
corrections of these influences.
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Fig. 9: View of the calibration system
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Fig. 15: View of the turbine rotor from the rear side
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Fig. 16: Raw temperature signals from a cooled turbine blade
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Fig. 17: Smoothened blade temperature signal
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DISCUSSION

PJlrby, UK
Did you measure effective emissivity which arises from the influence of adjacent blades?

Auth r's Reply
I try to evaluate it by my numerical methods not by experimental methods.

P.Kirby, UK
How isothermal was the test strip used to check the sensitivity of the pyrometer to the focusing?

Authors Reply
Uniformity of temperature - it has a special shape first. We put on it several thermocouples, then looked at the
uniformity of the temperature distribution.

G.Alwsag, US
You made corrections for temperature on neighbouring blades by modifying the emissivity on these surfaces, (re:
question (1) by P.Kirby), is that correct?

Author's Reply
That case is a residue which has been gained three years ago. At that time we did no corrections but now we have a 2-
dimensional model in order to correct for the reflection of the neighbouring blades for a given geometry.

P.Kirby, UK
Did you account for possible effects of surface finish upon the value of emissivity?

Author's Reply
This is a test turbine which has a good surface quality, the same as the heated strip. Later on, we did some
measurements using, for example, two colour pyrometry, and so on.

D.Davidson, UK
How much air cooling was applied to your test turbine?

Author's Reply
I must point out that this turbine was only used for basic research. It was not used to develop a higher degree of cooling
effectiveness. We looked at the influence of external heat transfer on the rotor blades. Therefore you must consider the
cool blade only has a heat 'string'.

E.Plnsley, US
What was the upstream temperature of gas, i.e. was it near the combustor?

Author's Reply
There is a combustor supplied with natural gas upstream, but it is far from the turbine, thus they are separated. There is
a chamber between the turbine and the combustion chamber. Therefore the turbine is shielded from radiation coming
from the combustion.

J.Aila, US
Was probe looking upstream or downstream?

Author's Reply
The first one looked downstream. For upstream looking probes we use air purging.

J.Allm, US
Did you have trouble with purge?

Aut Reply
No, not at all.

R.E ¥oer, US
The following comments are offered as an aid to the chairman in forming his own summary and I will not feel slighted if



you choose not to include these remarks directly. They are based on my dual experience as a heat transfer research
engineer and as head of a controls R & D department. They represent an interesting contrast in how'temperature.'is
viewed.

We must be careful to distinguish between the requirements of temperature measuring systems for research and engine
development with those for engine control systems. Both the thermal sciences research scientist and the engine
development engineers place a high value on temperature accuracy. Accuracy in this context means both absolute levels
in mean values of either the gas or blade surfaces, and sufficiently high response to capture temperature variations.
However, the controls system engineer does not usually share this concern for either ultimate accuracy or very high
response. He needs only a signal related to temperature that has a response rate comparable to engine~ transients. He is
totally comfortable with applying empirical correction factors and lead/lag constants determined during iterative engine
development testing. The controls engineer places a higher value on durability, stability over long operating times,
reliabilit ,. and coss of the temperature measurement' system.

These two different requirements should therefore result in quite different system designs. For example, a cryogenically
-cooled detector, needed to meet the high sensitivity requirements for R & D, would be ill-suited to the high-
temperature environment of a high flight Mach number advanced fighter.

Hopefully, the further development of advanced temperature measurement technology, of either the fibre optic sensor
or pyrometry-type, or yet another principle, will allow us to design affordable systems optimized to each application.
Such advances are a critical technology need for the high temperature engine cycles of the ness-generation of gas
turbines.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
SESSION IV - HIGH SPEED DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

by

FAuzolle
SNECMA

Centre de Vilisroche
775500 Moissy Cramayel

France

I. SONIMAIRE

Les presentations qui ant fait I'objet de Ia 4Qme Session do 67eme Symposium ant permia d'illustier de nombreux
aspeets des techniques d'acquiasion et de traitement des donees b haute vitesse. Elles ant en particulier mis en evidence
I'importance du traitement num~rique de r'information et en consequence a dependence des progres faits darn le domaine
informatique.

Des progres conaiderables sant encore envisageables et cancemneront surtout les vitesses de transfert d'issformnation. les
capacites de stackage, les possibilitis de calcul temps reel, Ia souplesse d'utilisation et d'une fagon generale. one meifleure
ergonomie des moyens. Toute cette 6volution devra sa faire de telle sante que [a misc en oeuvre de ces techniques se fasse
sans necessiter de formation trap sp~cifique du physicien A celles-ci.

2. INTRODUCTION

L'acquisition et le traitement des donnees i haute vitesse soot devenues deux clefs essentiefles do developpement des
meiodes de mesures les plus evoluecs. Uls ne constituent pas one fin en soi pour le physicien mais des mayens
indispensables qui, conune le montrent nombre d'exposes, peuvent cantribuer a freiner l'efficacite des experimentations si uls
soot insuffisamment pris en compte. Lea pnfsentations faites au cours de cette session ant cherche a en montrer de nombreux
aspeene quelles fonetions recouvrent ces techniques, quelles en sont lea particularitis et les limitations, quel gain
operationnel on doit en attendre? Nous somnmes en effet dana un contexte oii le facteur temps a one tr~s grande valeur: tout
progres fail dana Ic cycle de traitement des informations sera un stout essentiel pour cclui qui aura so l'obtenir.

3. EVALUATION

Sous l'appellation "acquisition et traitemnent des donnees a haute vitease", de nombreusca fonctions santai considerer.
Elles toucheist aussi bien au pur traitement des donnees quoen l'automatisatian des experimentations tiches qui contribuent
tautes deux h smeliorer lea qualit~s ap~rationnelles des essais de recherche et developpement.

3.1 Ac*Aualatls/Tralteneat des dondes

Pour ce qui concerne cette predire tiche, on peut distinguer lea fonctions suivantes:

- acqusistion deg sigissux (qut reste encore analogique dana Is majonte des cas),

- fifteq puss numersatton,

- stoekage-memoriation,

- traitemast avec possibilii de dialogue avec 1'expirimentateur. Cette phase peut elle-mime etre divia&e en 2 classes:
lea triftancats qui soot faits alors que l'experience se poursuit, generallement appelis -temps reel" ou "temps quasi

b nelr et caux effectuds en tens differi, hors essais,
h- prdsnttaton des rdatw (en reeherclsant ]a fome Ia plus explicite possible dillustration de phenosudnes

cornplexes).

Aucune des fInactios exposees ci-dessus neat en fail indipendante des sutres et Is totaliti du procesaus doit itre
pesae globsalewssni pour aniver h un rdaultat perfommant. B faut souligner que lea; moyens anslogiques ant pratiquement
diaports pour Iaisaer In plac aux numerques avee Is mise en oeuvrc, so caeur des systimes de mesure. de mayens
infoensatiques de puisance crossausle; mesure - acquisition - numandrias - traitement suir ordinateurs sont devenus
indissociWAbes. Grice & oette ddmarche. lea metisades divelopp~es peuvent plus facilement passer do stade laboratoire A celui
de la Recherche/D~veloppensent et enlist A celui de Is maisc en oeuvre courante, ce qus doit itre notre sosi permanent.
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Plusicurs techniques de mesure peuvent conduire i des situations oiO lacquisition et It traitement doivent itre effectues
i haute vitesse et ccci pour deux raisons principales qui agissent darn le mime sens:

- le nombre de capteurs niecssires it une mime experience vs en croissant,

- I'approche "dynamique" des ph~nomines physiques est devenue essentielle.

En pratique. Ia multiplication du nombre de capteurs par Is frequence d'ichantillonnage (fonction de Ia bande passante
utile) conduit A des situations difficiles. Lea exemples presentes ifustrent bien les ordres de grandeur des besoins: 50 000
eichantilons par seconde pour le suivi du fonctionnensent transitoire d'une turbotnacltine I million d'echantillons par
seconde en aerodynamnique non stationnaire des entries d'air, 300 000 i 2 millions d'&hantillons par seconde pour le suivi
vibratoire complet d'une machine.

11 taut remarquer egalement qu-il est de plus en plus rare que lea valeurs mesurees sojent utilisabics telles quelles. Soit
clles ne sont qu'une image tris indirecte du phenomene physique, soit elles necessitent pour le momns des corrections ct us
traitement, souvent statistique, pour etre rendues exploitables. L'experimentateur doit donc poss~der use puissance de
calcul dispomble qui lui permettra non seulement de ne pas travailler en aveugle mais de pouvoir piloter son essai, orienter Ic
programme. Ceci eat indispensable vu le cofit d'exploitation des lourdes installations d'essais darn lequelles Irs experiences
sont conduites et explique done l'importance qu'il taut accorder aux possibilitzs de calcul "temps reel ou quasi reel".

Dana de nombreux cas, un archivage des informations brutes eat malgre tout n~cessaire ct doit itre fait sans dagradation
ni en amplitude, ni en phase relative. Lea raisons principales peuvent itre tria diverses:

-secunite (possibilii de rejouer us esssi qwi ne peut itre recommence),

-impossibilit6 de transmettre lea informations en cours d'essai,

-besoin de faire des traitements parame~triqura avec des riglages diff~rents,

-necessite de pouvoir reprendre un esai bien plus tard A des fins de comparaisons ou avec us nouveau modie
d'exploitation.

Pendant longtemps, pour Ira types d'acquisition qui nous pr6occupent, l'enregistrement maguistique FM a iti g~ndrslise
(woit IRIGi large bande Groupe 1 puis 2. soil FM multiplex). Mais cette m~thode limite Ia pr~cision au micux A I% et peul
induire des dephasages entre signaux. Aujourd'hui, suivant Ira cas d'application, des evolutions sont previsibles, woit vets des
solutions purement informatiques avec lea progr -s faits en mafi~re de osemoires de masse, soit vera le principe de
r'enregistrement numirique haute densii. Cette derniire technique m~rite use fiabilite de l'enregistrement magnetique
classique avec de nombreux avantages lis au num~rique dont en particulier Ia pr~cision, Ie bon rapport signal/bruit.
l'absence de daphasage. B existe us besoin pour des machines ayant use capacit6 de plusicurs Mmots/seconde avec des
autonomies de l'ordre de 30 min h I ht. Par contre, une difficuli de taille subsiste et devrait etre traitze en priorii: il s'agit de
['absence de standard universellement adopi en Ia matire. Si en enregistrement magnitique classiquc, le standard HUIG est
remarquablement bien applique, en numirique haute densii, Ira technologies des constructeurs sont differentes, ce qui rend
lea 6changes entre organismes quasiment inspossibles i moins de choisir rigoureusement les mimes matariels. On paul
egalement oter que celte technique prisente lint~r~t de pouvoir exister en technologic embarquable, cc qui 6tend son
champ d'application a Ia totalit6 des conditions expdrimentales.

Une autre voic rat celle des enregistreurs de transitoirra. Tres int~ressants car ils combinent en un seul apparril facile
d'emploi toutes Ira fonctions; ds sont cependant souvent limites par Ie volume total d'information quils peuvent stocker sur
chaque voic die mesure. lx sont trex performants sur le plan de Ia vitrase die transfert et de m~morisation et sous ccl aspect
depassent cc qu'on peut attendre du couplage classique d'un ordinateur associ6 i us disque dur (dana use gamme de prixt
raisonnable).

Certaines applications du traitement du signal ct en particulier Ie traitement d'images devraicnt pouvour trouver des
poxsibilitds d'extension avec Ie daveloppement des disqura optiques qui pourront se substituer aux m~moires tampons.
Ilormis leur ?.vantage sur le plan de Ia capacit6, il faudra ici asxi que des progres sojent r~alisea en cc qwi concemne Is vitrase
d'accis.

Lea installations die mesure speciales A hautra performances resteront vraisemblablcment en nombre limit darn chaquc
organisme slors que lea sites d'essais sur lesquelles clles doivent itre mixes en oeuvre sont beaucoup plus nombreux. En
consequence, Ia puissance d'acquisition et die traitement doit 6tre mobile, disponible et doit suIvre les e6quipementa de
meitre. Cela sipfnife qu'il ne taut souvent pas compter sur Is puissance d'un gros calculateur central comme il en existe darn
tows lea Centres d'Etudes. Cest A ce niveau que Ira progres faits en matiire d'ordinateur et tout particulirement die
processeura vectoriels devraient ouvrir des horizons nouveaux. Quelques applications sont desormais opirationnelles y
compris en utiian lea machines sans faire appel A Ia biblioth~que standard die traitemcnt du signal. Mass de telles
applications sont encore lourdes A tivelopper et des progres sont indepensables dana la programmation dtelsd systemes
pour en firer le tucileur parti sans avoir A utiliser des methoties de programmation specifiqura et tris delicates.

3.2 AufteadIe ds ezpbriautdow

Dana le cadre decette deuxi~me t~che, on paul distinguer lea fonetions suivantes:

-piLoAge de Is machine en exam,
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- ajussemnert des conditions de toncisnnement du banc dessai et des servitudes.

- tilecommande des divers dispositifs de mesure,

- surveillance/alarme et autoaasation des procedures,

- et bien entendu, tout coci itroitement combini avec l'acquisition de tautes les mesures; assactees et leur traitement

Sur les Inayens complexes, tautes ces fonctions autrefois ddvolues -*des instruments analogiques et i des techniciens
sont disornsais gerees par un ou plusieurs ardinateurs. Une des cons~quences essentielles est le besoin croissant de
traitement temps reel de toutes ces informations. Ceci ne peut 6tre accompli que sitles sytimes informnatiques ant [a capaciti
de trailer des acquisitions osi rafales d'acquisition prioritaires tout en pous'ant imbriquer les autret tonctions de calcst et en
particulier celles qwi rel~vent du temnps partagi. 1t taut aussi trsiter avec, un Samn particulier la qualite et J'efficacit6 de la sortie
des resultats:

- au niveau des moyens d'essai. Le pilate ct l'experimentateur doivent pouvoir disposer tres rapidement (parfais quasi-
instantanement) det1iments clairs et synthitiques permestant de travailler efficacensent en saute seesirite.

En plus des moyens alphanum~riques, les systemes graphiques peuvent apparter une aide considerable: pour aider a
Is conduite du banc en pr~sentant des synoptiques cantimuellement ntis A jour en fanction des conditions d'essais mais aussi
en affichant une representation sauvens cn couleur des phenomnstes physiques 6tudies (6coulemnents, cartes, traitement
d'images).

- aui nivesu de la consnexion avec des moyens ext~rieurs. 11 est rare en effet qu'une installation d'essais suit isalee et it
taut pouvair transferer facilement let r~sultats experimnensaux pour pouvair let canfronter ou Ie utiliser dans de gras
mod~es de calcul qui ne peuvent op~rer que tur det calculateurs tris puissants. Si la bande magnetique numenique
ess es ressera un mayen triS utiliSe, it y aura de plus en plus de besains de mise en place de tignes specialisees a
plusiesirs Mbitt/seconde donc a des cadences du m~me ordre que celles qui existent en acquisition pure.

4. CONCLUSIONS

La mite au point des turbomachines implique le ddvelappement de m~thodes de mesures tres tophistiquces.
Atsjostrd'hui, pratiquement askcwse sc pt it le cassgue sans pTessdse en campie &'s le debut de la conception let possibilites
d'acquisitian et de traitement des donn~es i haute vitesse. On peus mime penser que let progres en matiere de mesure
passent dans de nombreux cas par ceux faits en mati~re en traitement des dannees. Si let methodes analogiques ant e
largement employ~es par le pass6, clles tetsdent astjaurd'hui a ci.der le pat aux mayens; num~riqucs.

Ces derniers apportent de grands avantages en rnatiire de coait, de souplesse, de qualite des informations, its potent
cependant cersains prablemes dant ceux correspondast i Ia vitesso de calcul eta tout ce qui touche a ce que Von appelle
cauramnient le tempt reel ne tans pas des moindres. Ces techniques 6tant relativement recentes et fortement d~pendantes
des progres faits en informatiquc, il faudra prendre sain A rechercher des solutions qui pennettent une bonne compasibilit,
que ce soil au scmn d'un arganisme ou entre tes labaratoires qui sont amenit k travailler ensemble.

It taut enfin souligner que le d~veloppement d'une nouvelle methade de mesure complexe ne peut itre fait qu'au tein
d'une equipe pluridisciplinaire qui dais inclure pour Ie mains avec le physicien, le spicialiste de nsesume et l'informaticien qui
devrant coordonner leurs efforts pour utiliser au miewt les progris techniques.

5. ItECOMMANDATIONS

L'acquisition et le traitement des dann~es 6 haute vitesse sans des outils essentiels qui peuvess contribuer a r&3uire Ia
dur~e des cycles de ddveloppemens des turbamachines. Am de let rendre plus perfarmants et dWen etendre le champ
d'application, let recommandatians ci-dessous peuvent Etre formul~es:

5,1 La nunsirisation de, I'itsormation doit itre pratiquie aussit6t que possible. Les capteurs A sortie nunifiquc seront
done tris intiressans dana cc but.

5.2 11 eat neceasaire de disposer de mayena de stockage puissants, conservast Ia pri 'ision et de vitesse dacc~s tre-s
elevie. Trais vaies doivent 6tre divelopp~es:
- l'enregistrcment numerique haute densit6.
- lea enregistrears de transitoires,
- les disques optiques.

5.3 Dana le dontaine de I'enregistrement numdrique haute-densiti, ai est necessaire qu'un standard soil fix6 afin
d'assurer une compatibilite entre lea divers equipements.

5.4 11 taut pouvoir disposer de mayens de calculs puissants, y compris sur des installations mobiles de taille modeste.
Le praceaseur vectoriel asscie h un miniordinateur hote petit constiwer une excellente solution. Des progrik
restent cependent h faire en matiire de facilit de programnmation de sets outils.

5.5 Dana de nombreux cas, des calcists relativement complexses sont souhtaitables sur Ic systeme informatique d~dii it
l'application expirnmentale. It faut slots que les ordinateurs utilisis permettent I'acquisition et le calcul temps
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reel associe de Iagon prionitaire mais aussi puissent servir simulanement divers autres utilisateurs en temps
partagd.

5.6 11 faut divelopper toutes lea mithodes graphiques et d'imagerie qui peuvent permettre dilustrer et ieux faire
comprendre lea plisnotnimes physiques mis en jeti.

5.7 11 taut ddvelopper lea lhisona numiriques A tr~s haut d6bit, soit pour connecter entre eux les 6quipements d'une
mimne mastalation, suit pour pouvoir lea relier de faqon performante h tin systeme informatique centralise puissant
stir lequel peuvent 6tre implant~es des bases de donzises.
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If) HIGH RESPONSE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Mar-k K. Fall,' Senior Project Engineer
If) Henry P . Dress, Senior mathematician

Naval Air Propulsion Center
P.O. Box 7176

0 renton, New Jersey 08628-0176

OSUMMARY
High response instrumentation is used frequently in gas turbine engine testing to<deter-mine the transient and dynamic behavior of various enqine and component parameters.

The Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPC) enhanced its data acquisition and analysis
capability in Apr-il 1983 with a new digital high response data acquisition system which
eliminated many of the problems inherent with older analog data acquisition and
analytical methods. This system has the capability of acquiring multiple parameters
simultaneously at an aggregate sampling rate of up to 48,000 samples per second with
on-line digitization and real time recording on a private data disk. The NAPC offline
data analysis system provides same-day access to the data with the capability to display
the data in various tabular and graphical for-mats. Analytical techniques available
include time zero analysis, high pass, low pass, and band pass digital filtering, and
power spectral density analysis using fast fourier transformations.

INTRODUCTION

The testing of gas turbine engines often requires determination of the transient and
dynamic behavior of various engine component parameters using high response instru-
mentation. Earlier methods of displaying and analyzing high response data at NAPC were
complicated by throughput and accuracy problems. The only available techniques to
obtain data were to display analog signals on paper traces in the test cell control room
and/or to record the data in analog format on magnetic tape for post-test analysis. The
paper traces provided only limited data and analysis entailed the time-consuming study
of hundreds of feet of traces. While the analog magnetic tape provided more data
channels, the digitization of the analog recording was also a tedious and time-consuming
process. Both methods were also beset with many inherent sources of inaccuracy which
significantly detracted from the quality of the results obtained.

In order to overcome the deficiencies of these early high response data systems,
NAPC developed in April of 1983 a fully digital high response data acquisition and
processing system for the engine test cell environment. This state-of-the-art system
gives NAPC an accurate and efficient method of acquisition and analysis of high response
engine test data. This paper presents information on the background that led to the
development of the present system, the capabilities of the system including examples of
an actual application, and future directions of high response data acquisition at NAPC.

PREVIOUS HIGH RESPONSE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

During the investigation of engine stall characteristics or operation with distorted
inlet conditions, a limited number of parameters were displayed on paper traces in the
control room for immediate cursory analysis, and the primary medium for recording high
response data was on an analog FM tape data system. This type of system had been
utilized at NAPC, at the Arnold Engineering Development Center in Tullahoma, TN, and at
other test centers throughout the aerospace industry.

The procedure to acquire and process data was very complex and had many limitations.
As shown in Figure 1, data was recorded on analog tape at the test site for up to 144
data channels, with six to eight hours of data on a tape. The procedure for setting up
and calibrating the equipment required one full day of preparation time by skilled
operators and project engineers before data acquisition could begin. The data acquired
was a merge of high frequency, high response (AC) information from Kulite semiconductor
transducers and low response (DC to 0.25 Hz) data from strain gage transducers, combined
together to provide the value for each parameter.

After the data was recorded, the tape was carried to the playb~,ck device attached to
the DEC PDP-11/70 central computer where the data would be digitized. Six channels at a
time for a total of 60 channels were read from the analog tape, digitized, and converted
to engineering units and stored at 2,500 samples per second on a digital tape for a one
second time frame. The data was then read from the digital tape, one frame at a time,
end put on a computer disk for analysis. A massive fixed calculation package was used
for data interrogation, editing and analysis. Data was adjusted to reference using
manually input values. Results available to the project engineer were in the form of
graphs, contour plots, and detailed and summary printouts.

The data quality was questionable (about 5 percent full scale) because of the analog
taping methods. Most of the final processing and analysis occurred three to six months
after the completion of the test, eliminating the capability to reacquire lost or
erroneous data. Data on the analog tape contained tape noise, which could not be
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effectively eliminated. Data analysis for each frame was limited to a one second time

period with no optional calculations and no frame-to-frame comparison.

EVOLUTION OF-THE CURREN1T DIGITAL HIGH RESPONSE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

A high response data system was required for the Pratt and Whitney (P&W) TF30 Engine
Stall Recovery Test that was conducted from May through September of 1983. The TF30
engine was equipped with twelve (12) Kulite transducers to detect instantaneous airflow
reversals during an enqine stall. Requirements for this test were to acquire data for
up to 48 channels at 1,000 samples per second, process data for five to ten second time
windows, analyze data with a set of P&W-provided calculations and digital signal
analysis software, plot data on an individual and multiple run basis, and accomplish all
processing between weekly scheduled test periods. Because of the limitations of the
existing analog system, a new system was necessary to meet these specific requirements.

Because of a short lead time, NAPC made use of existing or similar hardware and
software whenever possible to eliminate long purchase and development lead times. It
was also necessary to utilize key personnel who were most familiar with the standard
hardware and software to facilitate the transition to the new equipment and to incor-
porate required software enhancements.

HIGH RESPONSE DATA NCOUISITION COMPUTER SYSTEM

As shown in Figure 2, the TF30 test program would be able to use the standard NAPC
test cell data system to monitor and record most of the engine parameters required for
controlling the test conditions. However, the standard system could not take the
additional job of acquirinq high response data. Therefore, a second data system was
developed to run in parallel with the standard system to provide high response capa-
bilities. At first, the data system utilized the computer (DEC POP-ll/55) of the
adjacent test cell, but later used its own dedicated computer (DEC PDP-ll/70). Three
significant modifications were made to accommodate the special high response
requirements. First, data was acquired using a newly-purchased NEFF 100 analog to
digital converter capable of acquiring up to 50,000 samples per second (five times the
rate of the standard NEFF 400), meeting the TF30 requirement 48 data channels each at
1,000 samples per second. Second, this data was digitally written to a dedicated RK07
disk drive instead of the existing magnetic tape drive to meet the required data
transfer rates. Each removable RK07 disk pack could hold more than four minutes of data
at the required acquisition rate. Third, a specially-modified subset of the standard
test cell software was installed on the second computer system utilizinq the NEFF 100
and RK07 data disk but retaining as many standard features as possible. Several
standard test cell functions were therefore available on the high response data system.
Automatic calibration of all high response data channels was completed at the beginning
of each test period and periodically during the day as necessary. A real time monitor
was available for displaying up to 60 high response converted parameters including
calculations. High response steady-state data was acquired using the same parameters
acquired on the transient system. averaging 2.4 seconds of converted data and stored on
a magnetic tape.

HIGH RESPONSE DATA REPROCESSING COMPUTER SYSTEM

Up to 1983. the central computer system for NAPC was a DEC PDP-ll/70. Because of
the TF30 reprocessing requirements for special software and multiple run comparison
capability, the standard reprocessing programs on the central computer were unable to
handle all of the needs of IIAPC and P&W project engineers. The hardware and disk space
were inadequate for the amount of data required. The program size limitations would
have caused the time for processing transient data to increase dramatically.
Additionally, the standard software did not support multiple run capability or any of
the special P&W required software. Since NAPC had already recognized the deficiencies
of the PDP-11/70 as a central computer, a VAX-11/780 central computer was already in
place to replace the PDP-ll/70. The TF30 project was the first application to be
installed on the new central computer. As shown tn Figure 3, the only additional
requirement was to add an RK07 disk drive on the VAX for high response transient data
processing.

Standard steady-state and transient processing programs were first converted to the
VAX-11/780 computer. High response processing was developed using the standard system
as a guideline, addit q improvements and other required capabilities. Steady-state data
was read from tape a-1. reprocessed as necessary. Data outputs were printouts, plots.
and customer tape copies. Transient data was read from the storage media (magnetic tape
for standard transient, and RK07 disk for high response), converted to engineering
units, and stored on the system, Up to 20 regular transient and 10 high response
transient runs could be saved on the system at the same time, although this could be
expanded or decreased if necessary for specific test requirements (the TF30 test
required 50 regular runs and 20 high response runs). This data was immediately
available to the project engineer and could be printed, plotted (single and multiple
runs), filtered, analyzed, and copied to another magnetic tape for the engine
manufacturer. Interactive, multiple-user capability was also added to improve engineer
and operator efficiency (normally, five terminals can be processing data at the same
time).
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ADDITIONAL CURRENT HARDWARE FEATURES

Digital high response data acquisition requires high response pressure transducers,
siqnal conditioning, filtering, very fast analog-to-digital conversion and multiplexing,
and a digital computer to record all of the data.

Most typically, subminiature Kulite pressure transducers are used as high response
total pressure probes. Each Kulite is paired with an accurate pressure transducer such
as a Statham or scanivalve channel to measure the absolute pressure at the same station.
Signal conditioning for the Kulite transducers is accomplished with Vishay System 2300
signal conditioner and amplifier modules. Additional instrumentation such as speeds,
positions or flows are recorded with the high response data system to provide
independent analysis capability without reference to the standard data system, as well
as providing a synchronization capability with the standard data system if needed.

The effective maximum aggregate sampling rate of the NEFF 100 as controlled by the
NEFF 500 microprocessor is approximately 48,000 samples per second after systematic
overheads are taken into consideration. For the TF30, the system was configured for 48
data channels at 1,000 samples per second per channel. At this sampling rate, the
maximum frequency which can be recorded without aliased signals is just below 50C Hz.
To obtain alias-free signals from the Kulite transducers, but still maintain the highest
possible frequency response, a 64 channel Precision Filters programmable low pass filter
is used. The anti-aliasing filters were set at 300 Hz for the TF30. Other tests have
acquired 16 data channels at 2,500 samples per second with the anti-aliasing filters set
to 1,000 Hz. The low pass filtered Kulite signals are then input to the NEFF 100
analog-to-digital converter and multiplexer. The digitized signals are transferred
directly to the memory of the on-line PDP-ll/70 computer by the NEFF 500.

ADDITIONAL CURRENT SOFTWARE FEATURES

Data acquisition capabilities can vary with the requirements for each engine test.
High response transient data has been acquired at varying rates - the two presently in
use being 1,000 time slices per second for 48 channels, and 2,500 time slices per second
for 16 channels. The transient rate can vary from engine test to engine test, but not
from day-to-day within an engine test.

Another system capability is a choice of continuously running or circular buffer
data storage. This capability allows data to be either continuously acquired until the
data run is terminated (capturing all data from the start of the run), or saved only for
a fixed period (e.g., the last 10 seconds) of data for every run, no matter how long the
run (done with a circular buffer). At the beginning of an engine test, the project
engineer can choose which acquisition style and rate is needed to acquire the high
response transient data, and these capabilities will be incorporated throughout the
entire test.

The high response steady-state data is processed on the VAX-11/780 with all standard
reprocessing capabilities. The data is read from the magnetic tape, processed, and
recalculated as necessary. The data is then printed in a predesigned format, stored on
disk for plotting, screen design analysis, or production of customer tape copies. The
data stored in the plotting files is curve fit, and is used for data comparison against
new data.

All high response transient data is processed on the VAX-1l/780, using the RK07 disk
drive for data retrieval. A subset of the raw data is read from the RK07, converted to
engineering units, and stored on larger project disks. At this time, data modifications
are included in the data stored on disk. More than one run is stored on the disk at the
same time, providing a base of transient runs for analysis. Most tests have 10 high
response runs of five-to-ten seconds' duration available at any time.

The plotting program for the hiqh response system includes all standard graphics
capabilities. Up to six "Y" parameters are plotted against one or two "X" parameters.
Predefined page designs, sets, and titles are set up for batch plots for single or
multiple runs. Up to five runs can be overlayed on the same graph at the same time, as
shown in Figure 4. A time zero offset can be input to the program for each run to allow
direct run-to-run comparisons. Scale modification for plot sets is available for easier
plot set design.

For data analysis purposes, two software packages have been incorporated into the
standard transient plotting programs on the VAX 11/780. The first is a filtering
program using a digital approximation of a Butterworth filter. The filtering package
produced low-pass and high-pass data using selectable pole and cutoff frequency values
for a time range (up to five seconds for high response transient data). This package
separated high frequency (high-pass) information from the low frequency (low-pass) data.
Both the high-pass and low-pass information are available for analysis. Multiple pass
capability through the filtering program is implemented to allow for low-pass filtering
at various cutoff frequencies at different time intervals, or band-pass filtering.
Band-pass filtering is first filtering with a low-pass filter and then with a high-pass
filter at a different cutoff frequency, allowing a limited frequency range to affect the
data. In addition, a recalculation option is available to recalculate any parameter
which is a function of any filtered parameter.
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The other software package is a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). used to determine
spectral characteristics of the data. Data for two parameters for a selected time range
(two seconds for high response transient data) are processed and plotted. Calculations
available for plotting are power spectral magnitude, cross spectral density, cross
spectral phase, and coherence, all aL a function of frequency. The frequency range is
from zero to half of the data acquisition rate. The density of the resulting plotting
points and the magnitude of the spectral densities are dependent on the variables used
to run the fast fourier transform software, the number of segments and number of points
per segment. This software is used not only to identify the dominant frequency but also
to compare two pressure spectral densities.

SOFTWARE DATA CORRECTION METHODS

Various data correction methods for the high response Kulite transducers are
incorporated for different engine tests. The TF30 engine test used a combination of
Kulite, Statham, and scanivalve pressures. Though the Kulite pressures are very
accurate at recognizing high response pressure changes, they drift over time and
temperature. To guarantee the most accurate pressure for high response data,
corrections for the Kulites are calculated from both the scanivalve pressures and the
Statham pressures acquired at the same location in the engine. Curve fits are generated
from the steady-state scanivalve data and Kulite pressures. Results of these curve fits
are compared to the curves generated from Statham pressures versus Kulite pressures
(both acquired on the high response system). There was a negligible difference between
the two curves. These curve fits are updated every test period to correct the Kulites
to the more accurate scanivalve pressures. These curves stabilize after a few test
periods and updates are no longer necessary. When the high response data is processed
for the on-line high response real time monitor and for plotting on the central
computer, the Kulites are adjusted by these curve fits to correct the absolute pressure
characteristics. Also, another correction is calculated to adjust for temperature
shifts at the time the data is acquired. During reprocessing on the VAX-ll/780, for
each Kulite/Statham pressure pair acquired on the high response system, a one-half
second average of static data prior to the start of the dynamic condition is calculated.
The averages of the Kulites and Stathams are compared and the delta is added to all
Kulite samples for that run. This corrects the Kulite for temperature shifts that may
have occurred since the last calibration.

TF30 ENGINE STALL RECOVERY TEST

The first use of the new high response system was for the TF30 engine stall recovery
test program, conducted at NAPC from May through September of 1983. The purpose of this
test was to develop a method for the TF30 engine to self-recovery from what would be
otherwise non-recoverable stalls. The goals of this test program were to first
determine the pre- and post-stall characteristics of the TF30 engine, and then using
this knowledge to develop stall recovery techniques.

The engine used for this test was a P&W TF30-P-414 engine. The TF30-P-414 engine is
an afterburning turbofan used in the F-14A aircraft. The compression system consists of
a combination three-stage fan and a six-stage low-pressure compressor (LPC) on the
low-speed rotor and a seven-stage high-pressure compressor (HPC) on the high-speed
rotor. The engine was specially instrumented with six high-response rakes with two
rakes each installed at the fan discharge/LPC entry (station 2.4), at the LPC
discharge/HPC entry (station 3.0), and at the HPC discharge (station 4.0) as shown in
Figure 5.

The high response rakes used for this test were each instrumented with two high
response absolute pressure transducers, two low response absolute pressure transducers,
and one fast response thermocouple. A sketch of a typical high response rake is shown
in Figure 6. The forward and aft facing probes on each high response rake are used for
dynamic mass flow measurement. The dynamic mass flow is calculated based on the
relationship between the forward pressure (Pf), and the aft pressure (Pa). An example
of this relationship, which was formed from steady-state data, is shown in Figure 7.

Using the high response rakes, it was now possible to determine in which component
of the engine comoression system the stall originates. An example of engine stall where
the HPC surges first is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen in the figure, there is an
abrupt decrease in pressure at the HPC discharge followed three maec later by an
increase in the pressure at the HPC entry. The decrease in HP: discharge pressure and
corresponding rise in HPC entry pressure shows that the HPC has surged and stopped
pumping. The LPC surge is indicated by a pressure rise at the LPC entry approximately
six msec after the HPC surged.

The next part of the analysis is concerned with when and where the rotating stall
cell originates. A compressor stall typically starts with a planar axial pressure
oscillation of low frequency (2-20 Hz). The compressor therefore experiences a series
of rapid flow reversals and recoveries. As the stall continues, a rotating stall cell
will form and the planar oscillation will damp out leaving only the rotating stall cell
present and the compressor will then be operating at a stall operating point, at which
time the compressor is in what is usually termed a non-recoverable stall condition.

Figure 9 is a plot of the two forward facing high response pressures at the
discharge of the HPC for the first 0.50 second after the stall has occurred. The traces
show that the pressure oscillations for both the pressures are in phase for
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approximately the first 0.10 second, therefore indicating that the pressure
oscillations were planar. After the initial 0.10 second, the pressure oscillations then
are out of phase indicating that a rotating stall cell has developed. The development
of the rotating stall cell can be further confirmed by using the fast fourier transform
(FF1') routine. The FFT routine is used to determine the phaee shift of the pressurc
oscillations seen by the two pressure rakes. Figure 10 is a plot of the phase shift and
power spectral density versus frequency for the portion of the stall in which a rotating
stall cell is believed to be present. The phase shift at the 40 Hz frequency is
approximately equal to the angular displacement between the two station 3.0 pressure
rakes, therefore confirming that a rotating stall cell is present.

It is also possible to determine when the planar pressure oscillations are damped
out, leaving only the rotating stall cell. This is done by use of the filtering
function. Figure 11 is a HPC'entry forward facing pressure comparison of unfiltered,
20 Hz low-pass filtered and 20 Hz high-pass filtered data. The low-pass filtered data
shows the low-frequency planar pressure oscillations and the 20 Hz high-pass filtered
data shows the higher frequency planar oscillations and the rotating stall. The
low-pass filtered data shows that the planar oscillations have damped out completely by
1.3 seconds after the surge occurred.

By using the FF7 routine for different time intervals of the stall, it is possible
to determine the rotational speed of the rotational stall call and by comparing this
speed to the LPC rotor and HPC rotor speeds, it is possible to determine in which
component of the compression system that the stall is generated by. The results of this
are plotted in Figure 12, which shows that the rotating stall cell speed is consistently
47 percent of the LPC rotor speed. Therefore, the rotating stall cell is generated by

the LPC.

The final part of the analysis of the characteristics of the compression system is
the determination of the post-stall operating lines of the LPC and HPC. Figure 13 is a
plot of the LPC pressure ratio versus corrected LPC entry mass flow during a stall with
no filtering. By using the digital filtering routine to remove the rotating stall cell
frequencies, it is possible to then determine the average compressor operating line as
is shown in Figure 14. Using the same procedure for the HPC, the results are shown in
Figures 15 and 16.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

The future enhancements to the high response data system -consist of completing the
conversion of the remaining features of the standard test cell data system to the high
response system. This would add a fa~ilure monitor feature, a real time diagnostic
capability and several on-line processing options that would provide more immediate
analysis results while still in the test cell. Also, as NAPC remote computers are in a
network with our central VAX-ll/7a0 computer system, methods are being investigated to
transfer the test cell data to the central computer immediately after each run to
perform more complex analysis and send the results back to the test cell.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the high response data acquisition system has proven to be highly
reliable and has provided quality data for analysis for all engines tested. With the
computing power of the VAX-11/780 available for post-processing data analysis, the
enhanced analysis capabilities and availability of information for the project engineer
after a test period has been significantly improved. The quicker turn around of the
data allows timely data analysis of the test results enabling the test program' o be
conducted in a more efficient manner.
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FIGURE 5: TF30 Compression System High Response
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FIGURE 11: Comparison of Unfiltered. Low-Pass Filtered
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FIGURE 13: Low Pressure Compressor Operation During Surge,

Unfiltered Data
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FIGURE J5: High Press- Compressor Operation DOrong Surge,
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DISCUSSION

D.Darsndson, UK
What was the frequency response of the stall probe that you used and how did this compare with the engine stall
frequencies?

Authoe's Reply
The high response probes had frequency response greater than 500 Hz and the engine stall frequencies were less than
300 Hz.

R.Demers, US
What did you do to take into consideration the time skew of your data?

Author's Reply
The analog to digital processing utilised a parallel sample and hold technique to eliminate time skewing concerns.

R.Wallace, UK
How do you transfer data from the PDP to the VAX system?

Author's Reply
The disk RKO2 on the PDP- I I is used to store the primary data. After the test, the data is transfered on a magnetic tape
over the VAX system.
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0 ACQUISITIONJ AND ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC ROTATING MACHNWRY DA

by

R. Wallace

Cranf'ield, Bedford E43 OAW, England.

.--~uigthe development and design of new engines, vast quantities of vibration data are acquired. An
efficient analysis system designed to analyse dynamic rotating machinery data (accels, deceds, etc.) is
described. The system is built round a general purpose multi-tasking computer which not only analyses the
data directly from pre-recorded tapes or rigs but allows engineers to post-analyse data at the same time.
txamples of different types of presentation are given which enable easy interpretation of measured data.
Commsents of general acquisition rates and methods are also given.-

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Data which is to be acquired from rotating machinery esperiments can be characterised into threc types:

(a) static or stow moving data where the requirement is to monitor lots of parameters at sampling
rates of up to 10 or 201 samples per second.

(b) transient or surge type data where relatively quick changes in a selection of parameters have
to be monitored at sampling rates of up to 500 or 1000 samples per second.

(c) dynamic data ahere a few parameters have to be sampled at rates of up to 500030 or 100000O Sam-
ples per second.

This paper deals with the latter case - the acquisition and analysis of dynamic data. Using this dynamic
data the engineer will investigate in detail frequency and time domain functions. A typical requirement
is to measure 50 or 100 channels at a frequency bandwidth of 20KHz giving a sampling rate of 50000 samples
per second per channel, the needs of a computer based system to handle this work is discussed. A working
system for off-line analysis is given with details of the configuration and the procedures used. There
are many advantages of having a true on-line system to investigate the dynamical behaviour of experiments.
An esample is given, from a related field, of how on-line acquisition and analysis of dynamic data gave
significant cost and technical advantages, The paper concludes with current progress towards a powerful
on-line system to handle dynamic data from rotating machinery where artificial intelligence techniques can <
be used to assist the engineer in the understanding of these complex problems.

2.0 COMPUJTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The basic requirement is that of all high speed Signal Processing systems - the ability to handle large
volumes of data at high data rates and the ability to organise comprehensive, yet efficient, analysis
easily. What is meant by Signal Processing? - Wihat tasks have to be done

5

Signal Processing can be divided into four stages - acquisition, analysis, output and application.
Acquisition involves the measurement of a phenomena and the process of being able to describe this in a
numerical form in a digital computer. Analysis is the operations on the data to produce meaningful quan-
tities for the engineer. Output is the media from which the engineer can easily understand the information.
It is from these three stages that the engineer can understand what is happening on the application and
therefore make decisions.

2.1 Acquisition

The engineer wants to gain knowledge of motion (or some other parameter) of the machinery so a transducer
is placed on the machinery to measure that motion. This transducer provides an electrical signal - a
voltage - which is proportional to the movement. This signal is then converted into digital data using an
analogue to digital convertor (ADC) and transmitted to the computer for analysis. In some instances this

A
rotating transducer Cmue

mahievoltage
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conversion is done within the transducer and related signal conditioning itself and digital data is trans-
mitted directly from the transducer to the computer. In other cases the analogue signals are first record-
ed on an analogue tape recorder, then off-line analysis is done using a similar ADC and computer arrange-
ment. The techniques described in this paper are the same for all methods of measurement.

2.2 Analysis System

The basic components reguired for a Signal Processing System to aguire and analyse data are:

(a) computer processor to run the software which analyses the data and controls the
peripherals.

(b) an analogue input system to acquire the data.
(c) graphics display units to output the analysed data.
(d) disc backing store to store programs and analysed data.
(e) printer or plotter to get a permanent cop> of results.

Processor

The trend in computinq over the last fea years has heen to 12-bit multi-tasking mini computers because f
their cost effectiveness, ease of use and power. Are these mini computers suitable for handling the 'real
time task' of acquiring and analysing 'dynamic data"' First of all 'What is meant by real time''

'Real time' are words just like 'data processing' - they have lost their meaning. Depending on context it
means either 'time sharing' or 'true real time'. How can the difference be defined and is it indeed a
true difference'

'time sharing systems' are normally associated with commercial type systems e.g. transaction processing,
banking with many terminals connected to a computer. They are also present in engineering/scientific multi-
user, multi-terminal large number crunching systems. Response must be quick - the quicker the better.
However, the over-riding feature of time sharing is that time does not actually effect the process. If toe
interrupt does take a long time occasionally, it does not matter since the next Interrupt will not occur
until the first one is serviced.

'True real time' systems are those which give response to happenings extremely quickly. for on-line
processing the response must be quicker than the time interval between data samples. If the interrupt is
not serviced quickly enough by the computer, data or other important information is lost and can never he
recovered, therefore, with the information lost, the whole process fails.

Thus, in a multi-user system used for real time work the system must appear, whenever necessory, to hae
the ability to handle the real time response very quickly and the other tasks running :n the system must
not interfere with this process; in this manner no experimental data will get lost.

To take an example, Cranfield use the Perkin-Elmer 1200 series computers for this type of work. On these
computers the operating system 0S32 is the true real time operating system and the time sharing require-
ments are handled by a monitor program called HM. As with most similar systems the priority system used
within the multi-tasking system ensures fair use of resources by otl users. Hence, to ensure the highest
priority for real time work, the real time task can be run on a special terminal outside the time sharing
system at a priority greater than any of other tasks.

This has two distinct disadvantages:

(a) it is inconvenient to run from a special terminal and some features of the time sharing
system are not available.

(b) in general, the real time task will consist of pre-processing of data, real time work
(when high priority is really necessary) and then post-processing. In an ideal situation
(fair to all users) the pre- and post-processing stages should time share with all other
tasks. If the task has high priority all of the time while it is being run, the pre- and
post-processing stages may result in poor response to other users.



To solve this problem a small resident 'Assist task' has been developed which i, kept in memory to coril r1

priority levels when, and only when, real time work is taking place. for examIplr , when a user who is rat-

ning at an Mii terminal wishes to do a multiple buffer (continuous) data acquisition, the priority of his
task is automatically changed. The subroutine, when called, communicates with its 'Assist lavk' so fhen
real time work is taking place the task remains al the highest priority and reverts back to its oririnal

priority after the data transfer has finished.

It has been found that there is a distinct advantage of using these type of systems fric handirg real trime
applications because other tasks and users not only can coexist with data acquisition but car work rela-
tively unaffected and efficiently. As is shown later, current acquired data can be processed and pie. uoslv
acquired data can be post-processed while acquisition is taking place.

A lot of the analysis process can involve the calculation of Fast Fourier Transforms and ,elated block
arithmetic. Typically, a 2048 real point FF1 may take 300 milliseconds to calculate o) . nrrdium si/ed mini
computer. To speed this up an array processor can be used which not only calculates the Ii T but cran
speedily de-multiplex the data and do other necessary block type calculat ions such as r'alirrat rJ, sr-alir

1

for plotting, square rooting, etc. As an e ample, Cranfield use a asscomp system with an array processor
for general signal processing work. With this system two channels of data can be cot iiously aCQuted at

211110 samples per second per channel i.e. no data missed), all power and cross spectra are .alr'lated, aril

the current spectral values of a selected channel are drawn ron a screen. Without the arrav procsor tie
coot inuous acquisit on speed would drop by a factor of 10.

for off-line work, as is shown in a case history later, arr array processor is nt essrrtial but in ar, on-
line gituation it is highty recormmended.

Ainaloque Input System

Analogue Signals I

', , , i

Ari~~i ---rry----- -ir sfo h srrmrto y ioie cr e tcon o -r uigi esir. i

2lA, I tqte Gt'roa[ I frorm thie expter men~t or t ape recorder are+ fe.d t['tough ;int i-l -; i~llt; flI It ers in+t~t he

Ari;j jije to Diqital orI ver t(-. The ADC" is rontrol led lb1  and feeds data throti 1t ;if it enf; e odirle I-is l

-;oftuure drivers and sutiroolt ries so trat digital inIftormat Io , I a rer cpl ,- Ir Jnl I f ce
r
at III.

veasri-i r rirss cur, be 'tored in Thecput r.

When tonrgals coni from a tape recorder, aJtormati c onlrol of the e'corrler trom the computer can be benefi-
cral. the exarpl' give later strows how automatic cunning (f a system overnrioht ran cedo' the mar, [nrwer

effort rerui red to run the system - this could not lie done without :omputir crntol of the taye reinorder.
Anti-alasing filters are almost es ;ot jal wher, acquiring rIata. rranfield veniallv iure ,lrdl dirtter'wlrth

filters or 1515dB Fatier "elliptic- filters trm Kemo or Precisirn i ltren. 'vrmallv tire olr cre ,od-

computer control.

Crantield use a range of analogue input equipment from 'tcr Consultarits, Prestnr, 'lentitfic, Phoerrl Data
and tIM In. Standard systems avai Table can acrqlire data at I'rS-bit rri ut tort at trtat I iltitiohput rat es ot
up to one mllIon samples per second.

Peripherals

A disc driver is a fundamental part of the system. Apart from storing proqrams, the disc iv used to save
a replica of the analogue data in digital format and to save analysed data. Continous throuqhput rates of

rip to 350K samples per second from the ADt to the disc are currently achieved - the limitin iactor is the
disc. With modern discs this rate can now reach nearly 5OK samples per second. Using two discs it is
therefore now possible to acquire on-line continuously a manoeuvre of 16 chanrels with a frequenTV rand-
width of 20KHz.

Graphics is a very important part of all Signal Processing. for most work, standard graphics terminals
such as tektronix )or compatible) units are ideal. However, for on-line display of data from experiment,.

special high speed display units are used; referring to the Masscomp esample given above, a ,12 line
spectra can be updated on a screen at least 5 times per second in on-line work. A system always has to
have the means of getting the hard copies of the graphs shown on the terminals - usually on a pen plotter
or printer/plotter.
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3.0 ANALYSIS AN OJTPJT

Cranfield have worked with several engine manufacturers and related organisations in the handling of dynamic
rotating machinery data. A typical test which has to be analysed is an 'accel' or 'decel' where the engine
is run from one speed to another over a period of time which can vary from 30 seconds to 4 minutes or more.
The engineer wants to examine, often in detail, the vibration or dynamic behaviour of components during the
manoeuvre.

The basic analysis strategy in a series of programs called ROMAS - Rotating Machinery Analysis System. The
aim is a complete system to acquire, analyse and then output results in a readily understandable form for
the engineer. The principle components are:

(a) the input and set up o' data files using parameters logged on the engine test bed.
(b) acquiring and interpreting calibration signals.
(c) acquiring and analysing data whether it comes for accels, decels or steady state

running.
(d) plotting graphs and displaying summary tables.

Input ofD Ota

Data which is normally put down on the log sheets of the test is requested by the system. This includes:

(iT details about the group of tests being conducted such as engine type, build,
test location, test title and engine shaft speeds (tachos).

(ii) details about the parameters of the transducers such as name, calibration,
gain etc.

(iii) details of the calibration test runs.
(iv) details of individual test runs such as configuration, manoeuvre and which

transducers are being used.

There are two important reasons for inputting this data - to have a permanent record of the test (as on a
log sheet) and to ensure that all graphs presented have the correct labelling. Once data has been entered
automatic labelling of all outputs is ensured.

Calibration

Two types of calibration procedures are used:

(a) a series of dc levels representing known calibration points - these are acquired and a
least squares fit method calculates the calibration factors.

(b) a series of sine waves over the frequency range of interest where the rms of the sine
wave represents known calibration levels. It has been found useful to have calibration
points over the whole frequency range because the system can then compensate for signal
conditioninq characteristics - particularly at higher frequencies.

Acquisition ard Analysis

The basic parameters required to acquire and analyse the data, apart from the transducer channels themselves,
are:

(a) frequency - the range to be investigated (which determines the sampling rate), the filter
settings and if zoom analysis is required.

(b) reference signal - which tacho and the speed range required; a speed (tacho) signal or
time can be used as the reference base.

The normal procedure when off-line analysis is being done is to position the recorded tape to the correct
position, either manually or under program control, and continuously acquire and store on disc the required
channels of data and tacho signals. If the required throughput rate of acquisition is greater than the
overall system capability then the replay tape recorder can be slowed down. While acquisition is taking
place a trace of the tacho speed is shown on the screen.

The tacho signal is often recorded as a sine wave whose frequency is proportional to the shaft speed. There
are three choices of how to decode this - to use an ac to dc converter and digitise this converted signal,
to use an external counter and read in the output, or, to accept the sine wave type signal into the system
and let the computer do the counting. This latter method has been found to be the most accurate. At high
speeds there is little difference in the methods but at low speeds tie ability of the computer system count
method allows interpolation between crossing points giving greater accuracy.

At the end of the acquisition stage continuous blocks of digital data are held on disc backing store and the
speed associated with each block is known. This data has then to be analysed and displayed. The density
graphical form of the Cambell diagram provides, perhaps, the most effective summery presentation for this
type of data. For the convenience of output devices used the presentation allows 360 spectra taken at
different speeds during the acel to be displayed with 320 frequency points in each spectrum. The tacho
speeds calculated during acquisition are inspected, the requested range is split into 360 and using a block
of data associated with each required speed the spectra are calculated. This has the advantage over the
ronventional method in selecting blocks at equal time intervals because engine order lines shown are now



straight, aiding interpretation of the data. During an acel a request to the driver ia made to make a
ateady speed increase - however, in practice thia ia not often poasible to do; the method deacribed
counteracts thia problee.

In diaplaying this type of data there are three variables; variation in speed (x axs), variation in
frequency (y axs) and variation in intenaity of vibration. The diaplay shown (Figure 1) uaea intensity
aa this third variable. In the example given an 8 level grey scale of intensity is used - the amplitude
being shown as a logarithmic scale. Colours replace greynesa when displayed on an on-line terminal.

The density plot gives a qualitative initial description of the overall vibration content. To give wire
detail an initial supplementary plot is produced of 'peak hold', the highest aeiplitude in the frequency
bandwidth, 'rm', giving c 'tall vibration content at a given speed and 'density magnitude'; in this
latter plot the greyness indicates frequency range. Hence, f roe comiparing the two graphs the engineer
gets an immsediate approximate appreciation of the distribution of areas of major vibration levels.
Figures 2 and 3 show a pair of typical outputs.

Once the spectra have been calculated they are stored on the disc backing store and these outputs can be
re-displayed in different ways using other tachos (in a mailti-tacho system) as reference, if needed,
without having to re-acquire the data. To investigate different frequency ranges more accurately, the
ayes can be expanded. The resolution in Figure 4 is poor so if more detail is required the analysis has
to be repeated using zoom techniques where, in Figure 5, all the frequency points are packed into the
range 12K to 15KHz. The zoom method preferred is to use a large point FF1 transform (up to 52K spectral
lines). Technically this gives better spectral estimates than the usual signal processing zooms techniques
of frequency translation or bsndpsss filtering because the results are not contaminated by any pre-
processing calculations.

The plots described are used to give an overall summlary of the manoeuvre. Once the data has been acquired,
analysed and stored on disc the data is available to be processed in detail in many ways so that 'a complete
picture' can be built up by the engineer. Typical analyses include:

(a) amplitude along engine order lines, or modes (Figure 6); in general a track across a com-
bination of multiple shafts and frequency, such as, aNT - bN2 + eN3 + d. is done where Ni,
N2, N3 represent the engine shaft speeds and a, b, c, d are selectable variables.

(b) average amplitude against frequency or engine order (Figure 7).

(c) phase difference and cross amplitude levels between pairs of channels (Figure 8). Since
the acquisition method is molti-channel it is no more difficult to calculate cross spectral
ters as auto spectral terms - hence phase relationships between channels are available.
One point to note is that the coherence function is also given. The coherence function
measures the linear dependence or correlation between the two parameter channels in the
frequency domain. If the coherence value is not close to unity then the two parameters
could be not motually dependent, the system relating the two could be non-linear or the two
signals could be contaminated by a lot of measurement noise; hence the value of modulus
and phase angle should be qualified if the coherence value is low.

(d) waterfall diagram (Figure 9); there is a limit in the number of spectral lines that can be
displayed on one plot so the density plot is usually preferred.

(e) engine speeds against time plot (Figure TO).

In addition, time amplitude statistics such as time history display (figure 11), probability values, rain-
flow counts etc., can be calculated. One interesting technique used when investigating time history data
is how to overcome the problem of display of large amounts of data. On a screen it is usually only realis-
tically possible to show about 2000 points in one line. With, say, tens of thousands of points to display
the technique of 'block presentation' is used. The total numbier of points to be displayed is broken down
into about 2000 blocks. For each block either a single point, an averaged value or more generally the
maximsm and sinimum point is displayed. The engineer can thus see where the activity he is interested
occurs and interactively expand the timeacale of that portion of the data record by re-displaying over the
true period of interest.

4.0 CASE HISTORY

Figure A shows an actual configuration of a system which acquires and analyses dynamic rotating machinery
data. The ROHAS system described is used.

An automatic tape control system was designed utilising one track of the tape recorder. A request to
analyse a particular teat is fed into the computer with the time of the test and under computer control
the teat item is found, acquired and analysed. This system, and the architecture of the program suite,
allows automatic running overnight thereby ensuring quick turn round of the analysis and also reducing
the man power required to run the system. The system can display the 'density type' graphs either on the
Vermatec V813 plotter or the colour Rastek display units. The actual real time continuous throughput rate
of acquisition normally required ranges from 500 to 800000 samples per second. The tape control system
automatically selects the optimim tape replay speed for the analysis system - umually between 150000 and
300000 samples per second; speeding up of the tape results in quicker analysis and slowing down achieves
very high real time acquisition rates. At the same time as the main stream acquisition and analysis is
being performed engineers can carry out exhaustive post analysis work on data already analysed. This
facility demsonstrates the ability of these systems to mix high speed data acquisition with post analysis
work.
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5.0 ON-LINE DYNAMIC DATA COLLECTION

The advantages of extending this off-line system work to on-line analysis are illustrated in the case history
of acquisition and analysis of dynamic aerodynamic data from models mounted in a high speed wind tunnel at
the Royal Aircraft Establishment in Bedford, England.

Modern experimental techniques for the testing of all prototype structures require that an ever increasing
rileber of data channels be measured. Although sample rates of only 5000 per second are required, 64 channels
of data have to be monitored and analysed for continuous periods of up to 2 minutes; this gives a total
throughput rate of 320000 samples per second. Much less than some rotating machinery requirements but still
high.

A system called PRESTO was installed to do this work. Before the PRESTO system was installed tests were
performed by pre-defining conditions, running the tests and recording the data on analogue tape. Minimal
on-line single channel analysis was carried out using an ff1 analyser. After completion of the tests the
data was comprehensively analysed over the following few weeks.

With the multi-tasking system these tasks are now performed simultaneously:

(a) high speed data acquisition and test data storage.
(b) analysis of data using parallel processing techniques.
(c) post-processing of data (e.g. aerodynamic analysis).

The processes are completely independent providing the following advantages:

acquisition

After data acquisition corresponding to one text condition, data may be acquired for subsequent tests
as soon as the tunnel conditions are ready. This process may be carried out even if the previous data
run has not been completely analysed. This 'independent' acquisition approach means that less elec-
trical power is used since the tunnel is operated for the shortest possible time. Also, the life of
the model within the tunnel is extended because of reduced fatigue damage.

alymia

the analysis required is divided into several segments based on the SPAC programs which can run in
parallel. Although PRESTO starts as a single-tasking job run from a time sharing terminal it invokes
multi-tasking by creating parallel processing tasks.

post-procesminq

aerodynamic results can be displayed on-line enabling the test engineer to re-design the teat schedule
as he progresses. Thus, irrelevant tests can be eliminated and unexpected results may be immediately
investigated in greater depth. This process allows a more efficient use of the test schedule.

The above advantages have led to the hardware cost of PRESTO being recovered on each tunnel entry by the
savings in electricity alone, hence showing the power of an on-line multi-tasking system.

6.0 ON-LINE DYNAMIC ACQUISITION OF ROTATING MACINERY DATA

A typical current requirement is to acquire 200 channels of dynamic data at 2OK~z bandwidth giving a total
throughput of 10 million aamples per second. Realistically, there is no way that a system can acquire and
usefully deal with that amount of data truly on-line. What can be done is to take 16 of those channels
(about one million samples per second acquisition rate) into the system recording all channels onto tape
recorders at the same time. With an array processor based system some of the data can be analysed truly
on-line with the rest of the analysis being done just after the manoeuvre has finished. With a high speed
output display 'density or campbell type' data may be displayed on-line. Because of the ability of the
coexistence of other software tasks, apecialised programs may be run to detect known occurrences such as
engine order peaks, flutter mode maxims etc. Indeed, special artificial intelligence type programs may be
run to deduce trends and unexpected happenings during manoeuvres. Using this approach only a few channels
are analysed truly on-line or nearly on-line - the rest of the channels may be analysed memediateiy after
completion of the manoeuvre by replaying, under computer control, the other data channels recorded during
the test in an off-line manner as described earlier.

7. 0 COCLIONt

This paper has attempted to show how dynamic data from rotating machinery can be acquired and analysed in
an efficient manner. The extension of the system described to on-line work has extreme technological
advantages mince this will speed up development time and hence save substantial amounts of money. The
major current problem is the interpretation of the data and the development of the algorithms to filter the
analysed data so that quicker development decisions may be taken. The ability of acquisition and analysis
techniqus to produce the data is now available.
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DISCUSSION

D.Dsn'Iiom4 UK
I am concerned that with such powerful spectral analysis techniques that the dangers are increasing of parasitic inputs
being interpreted as real data.

While the types of analysis and display that you have shown can be a great help to the engineer. I feel that even greater
care must be exercised in designing the experiment so that these parasitic effects can be evaluated.

Author's Reply
It is very important for the engineer to quantify any features he sees from his results, thereby identifying such parasitic
items. In general, we calibrate our systems to check that the acquisition and analysis process does not introduce such
parasitic effects.

After this stage, the engineer must inspect his results and determine what is real and what has been introduced by his
measurement process.

NI.LG.Old~eld, UK
As microprocessors and memory are now very inexpensive, surely the best system is to separate the A/D conversion
and real-time storage functions from the time-sharing or multi-tasking computer used for processing and display. An
example of this would be the use of intelligent transient recorder types of system which communicate to the computer
through a high speed parallel bus. Such )y stems solve the problems of high data rates into the computer by allowing
asynchronous transfer of the data, while still providing reasonably prompt response to the user at a terminal.

Do you agree?

Author's Reply
Individual systems have individual requirements. The sheer bulk of data which we usually deal with makes your
approach often ineffective.

However, in some cases, particularly at throughput rates of over one million per second and shortish periods of time,
your approach is probably the only feasible wsy.

J.Chivers, UTK
We recently had a problem to collect data from 10 channels at a 10 MHz/channel sampling rate. We adopted a very
similar approach with individual ADC and Buffers before sending the data to a minicomputer. We found it was a very
effective approach.
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ACQUISITION IT TRAITEMEU DES RIESURES

DE PRISSIOUS NOR STATIOUNAII DAMS LE CADIE

DES ETUDES DE DISTORSIOM DIMTREES D' AIR

par

JL. EYRAUD et F. AUZOLLE - SNECMA
Centre de Villarocho - 77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL FRANCE -

et M. WAGNER - ONERA
Centre de Modane Avrieux - 73500 MODANE FRANCE -

SOMUAIHZ

ea 6tudes de compatibilit6 entre lentrde d'air dun avion at le moteur constituent une 6tape e3..ntielle
de ia mime au point dun nouveau mat6riel.
Cas travaux alappuient entre autres Sur tine activit4 exp6rimentale qui, pour 4tre exploit~e dans lea mail-
leures conditions, impose la mise en oeuvre de moyens tr~s complets d'acquisition et aurtout de traitement
des meaures. L'ensemble des moyena d~crits lei illustre la panoplie des syst~mas analogiques et numiriques-
qui sont ddsormais op6rationnela. L'accent eat mis en particulier stur Ilimportance du auivi teaps r6el de -

llessai quA conditionne dana une large part l'architacture des moyens originaux qui ont dO itre d~velop-
p63.

1- ITRODUCTION

Lea constructeurs d'avion et la motoristes quA cherchent A 6tablir le bilan propulsif at la meilleure
int6gration de lensamble prime d'air-muteur dana toutes lea conditions de vol sent d~sormais conduits n6-
cemmairemant A sint~resser aux caract~riatiques non stationnaires de l'&coulemant A l'entrda du compres-
seur. Lea 6tude3 corrempondantas m'appuient stir tine recherche exp~rimentale tr~m importante qui couvre
toum lea domaines aileant de V'essai stir maquette en soufflerie i V'essal final Sur avion en vol. Dens tous
lea cam lea exp~rimentateurs ont dO faire 6voluer laura moyons d'easaisaen adaptant lea outila de mesure,
d'acquimition et de traitement ati nouveau probl~ma pos6 calui de l'analyse des ph~nom~nes non station-
naires. Cat article pr6mante donc lea mnoe itudi~s at r~aliS

4
a Par ILONERA (essats soufflerie) at La

SNECMA (esas aur machines A 106chelle 1) pour couvrir totalemant Ie champ de cam httdam expgrimantales.
Cam d~veloppemanta effectu~saen liaison tr~m 6troita garantissent tine compatibilitg et tine compl~mntari-
t6 excellante des 6quipementa. Typiquesent la probl~me pos4 consiste A traitar A tine frdqtience de l1ordre
de 4 A 8 K~z 40 aignaux algatoires de fagon A en extraire tin certain nombre de param~tres (indices de dim-
torsion) qui pauvent ensuite itre corril~s avec le comportemant de La machine, c'aat i dire avec ma ripon-
me A tine alimentation en air h~t~rog~ne maim connue.

2 - OBJICTIFS GEIRAUX D'UM SISTINE DE HISURE IT DE TRAITEMIRT

One des principalem difficultis rencontr~es bora dam essai3 rdaide dana la caract~re al6atoire des ph~no-
m~nes observds at en cons~quence dana la ratio tr~s faible entre la durde des ph6nom~nes utiles stir la
plan -a~rodynamique- at la durda totale de Ilessai. IL eat hgalement connu qua daneas type Veelas la
volume global d'informations eat tel qulil rend llaxploitation extr~ement lourde at longue par lea moyana
traditionnela. L'objectif final recharch6 a donc At de localiser at d'analyser en d4tails lea seules
tranches do tamps auscePtibles de pr~senter tin intgr~t stir la plan a~rodynamiqtia. En plum de cat objectif
g~n~ral nous ous 3oaMS impos~A dam sp~cifications compl~Amntairea contribuant A garantir tine granda 3oti-
please exp~rimentale:

a) potivoir effectuer la 36lection des informations stir La base de crit~res 6volttifs.

Par example:

- utiliser divers indices de distorsion,
- choisir diff~rentes bandes passantem utiles,
- utiliser cortains "Sv~nosantm" stir des grandeura mestirdes avec d'una fagon g~n~rale Ia P0331bilit6 de

changer individuellement tous ces param~tres dana la but davoir l'4tide Ia plum compl~te possible
stir La base d'un mime aai. Il eat clair par example 4uo lea trenches de tamps s~lectionn~es ne me-
ront pams mime sO0 uivant Ia formulation do l'indico de diatorsion choisi'

b) pouvoir rejotior la totalith de V'essai afin de mettra A profit lea facilit63 offertes par lea P033ibi-
litm expos6os ci-dests at donc disposer dtin support fiable couvrant largement Ia gamma de friquonce
choisie avon tin volume do stocage muffisant (autonomie) at tine pr~cisior correcto.

c) donner At llnginieur desaei dam moyans performanta do conduite do V'essel permettant dune part d'~co-
nomiser lea duties desail an no tostant en ditails quo lea configurationa int~ressantea stir le plan
adrodynaniqve at d'autre pert en 6vitant do mintenir longtempa la machine dona des conditions expiri-
montales gdniralemant difficiles stir La plan do ma tenue micanique. Cooi nous a amen6 A mettra tin ac-
cent trhm particulior ur lea moyans do traitement an tampa riel en recherchant do plus pour ceux-ci
tine qualit6 identique & cello des dhpouillements complete qui peuvent itro faits en temps diffkri One
retoebde Amportante do cee choix so ratrouva dans l'afficacit6 accrue qtiilm antrafnant lors do la pha-

me dpouillement couplet.

d) itt. capable d'assurer tous los types d'essais quA peuvent 4tre rencontris dana La mime aui point dun
mtil
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- essai3 d'entrdc d'air en souttlerie (essais maquettes)
- asseis compresseurs pui$ moteur3 couplets (en conditions sol ou altitude)
- assais sur avions en vol

Dana ac cadre, sous 1'dgide du STPA et en liaison dtroite avec la Sociit6 AMD-SA, la SNECMA at 1'ONERA ant
d6veloppi des syct~mes compatibles at compldmentaires. Il s'cgit d'une part d'un SYst~lme mobile capable de
couvrir l'dventail des besoins et conqu unIquement pour cette application at d'autre part de systdecs di-
di63 aux soutflories. Ceux-ci viennent compldter les choines d'acquisition traditionnelles et permettent
d'asaurer un service etticace loraque le syst~me mobile eat Utilisd par silleurs (Of tig.1).
Ii taut d43 i prdsent insister sur Ie fait que tous Ces dispositits font largement appel ax techniques
nuadriques.

3 - ________

3.1 Param~tres i masurer

11 s'agit de caractdriser Il'voljition temporelle et spatiale du champ de pre33ion totale dons le plan
fronti~ra gui sdpare Ia innche d'entrde d'air du compreaseur. La durde de vie des phdeom~nes adrodynami-
gaas A itudier, c'est-i-dire ceux gui sent susceptibles dlentralner des variations de la stabiliti de
tonctionnemant de la =uChine eat de l'ordre d'une traction de rdvolution du compresseur. Pratiquement le
diagnostic eat fait A partir de ld6tude de Is variation temparelle de coefticients dits "Coefficients de
distorsion" qui ment calcul6s 1 partir de l'enaemble des mesures idmentaires de pression totale. Certains
coefficients inidressent des fractions de tour (par ex DC6O, KOe) aussi avons nous cboisi de taire des ac-
quisitions jusgu'A une trdgaence utile correspondant A 4toic ia vitesse de rotation du motear.
Atmn de mieux comprendre is rdponse de ls machine sum tluctuations ddcoulement i1 taut 6galement acqudrir
lea 31gnaux provenant d'an certain nombre de capteurs dynamigues disposds jadicieusement A certains empla-
cements dane Ie motear.

3.2 Peignes de =asure

Les signaux i traiter sent issue de capteurs de pression miniatures montds sur des peignes radiaux compor-
tant chacan plusieurs capteurs ainsi que les 6quipemenis annexes (ciblages, tubes amortisseurs ... ). Los
aesurca ont did standardlades A 8 peignes de 5 capteur3 donc 40 signaux 6idmentaires distincta.
Ce montage garantit, i l1heurc actuelle, an bon compromis entre la ftacilitd de msure, une obstruction it-
mitde de 1Pdcoulement et ace description correcte dec distorsions de pression totale radiates at circontd-
rentiolles.
Suivant lea applications lea captaurs sent mont6S soit directement "en pitots" soit intdgrds i Ilintdrieur
du peigne en montage A membrane atfleurante avec dispositif antir43onnant.

3.3 Capteurs

Taus lea calcuI3 A effectuer portent sar lea velours globales de pression: valeur moyenne at valear flac-
tuantes indluces. Les conditions d'environnement (temoDratare) pouvant itre tr~s variables selon lea types
d'esssi trois syst~ses de captears sont utiliads pour acqudrir en partioulier Ia composante continue. Ccci
conduit done A des principes d'acquisiiion idg~resent diffrents saivant lea cas d'escais.

3.3.1 Escaim en soatflerie (6chelle maquette)

LIONERA etfectue des secures de pressions inctationnaires A l'side de peignes dgaipds de captears dif-
rentiels KULITE XQL093-5 de diamitre 2 m mont43 en pitot. Cec captears initialement dectinds i des mesa-
rca de frdguences et d'amplitude crite-crite prdsentaient des ddrives de zdro et de sensibilit6 gui interdi-
aient de faire des sesuree absaluec. Une amdlioration des caracidristiques mdoanigues dec captears par la
Sooidtd KULIrE ainsi qac le ddveloppesent par L'ONERA de mdthodes de compensation des effets de ddrive
theraique nt permis de order une gdndration de captears porseitant de msurer la valour absolue de Ia
pression avec une bonde peasants de 10 KHz.

3.3.2 asiaucloencniindtide(ooesrau matear - dohelle 1)

Les composantes moyennem at fluctuantee de Ca pression cant sesurdos par des capteurs distincte compte-
tana dc la tr&5 grand. dynamigue gui poat itre renconirde cur le plan thermique. Lea capteurs non station-
nairee de type EI4DEVCO 8507-B oa 8537-20 (0 membrane 2 ma) cant montA en aembrane affleurante avec an
sysitmea ntirdsonnani. Rappalons qac dana toum lee cas lea capteurm sont du type A membrane silicim &
jauges diffiasdes. Pour cc gui concerne Ia conmpomante continue at vu qua lea assais cant toujoure pratigads
an conditiona do fonctionnement stabiliedes (point de fonctionnement et configuration) lea valeurs moyen-
nee do premmion cant acquies par an capteur unique commuid pneumatigaement (SCAHIVALVE).

3.3.3 Laas en vol

Bien qua lea peignee eoient identiguec A ceus du as prdcddent Ca msure de la pression mayenne est finite
ici par an ensemble do 410 captaura apdcifiqaee montda A Ilextrdmiid d'un tube d'saorient de telle ta-
gan qua Ia bande passante soit limitia A 10 Hz pour cette macare. Lee capteure de pre33ion non stationnai-
re ment lea mimes qua dona e icam prdoddent.
En conadguance pour tou, lee asse A l'chelle 1 11 taut, au niveca cabaul, procddr pour chague captear
at A Cs rrdaance d'aoguiaition k I& composition dea deux valeurs mayenne at rluctuanta.
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14 - Mn~u sPECIIQUE POUR ESSAI EN SOUFFLERIE

4.1 Acquisition et enregistresent PCM (Pulsed Coded Modulation) (ot fig.2)

Compte tenu de l'60helle des saquettes d'entr~e d'air (de l'ordre du 1/14) at de Is durlie des phinom~nes
utiles qui comm fous Ilavons vu est une traction de r~volution du compresseur, Is friquence saximale
dlintirgt pour ce type d'essai est de l'ordre de 2 ICHz. Ceci conduit, vu Is dynamique recherchlie et la

pente des iltres utilias5 A une fr~qaence ddchantillonnsge de 8 KHz. Dana oem conditions, les 614 mesu-
rem acquime3 en synchronism repr~sentent un flux d'intormation de 512 000 mets par seconde avec des
points d'cssai dont Ia duV6e est sup6rieure 1 30 seCondes. Cattle dur~e eat Justifilie par Is necessitli de
bien acqudrir des distorsions aldatoirem dlamplitude maximale.
Dans oes conditions Saul Ilenregistrement numdrique haute densit6 (PCM) autorise tout A la fois Is pr6-
cision recherchde et la capacitli de stocicage. Teiles quelles lea informationis stockdcs mur Is bande PCM cc
mont pam exploitabies instantanliment par l'expdrimntateur par contre Ie suivi de certains param~tres cal-
culds i partir de Is totalitd des velours acquises pout permettre une conduite efficace de llessai.
L'ONERA a dune dliveloppii des syst~ms originaux de traitement en temps quasi-rdel qul oct compldt6 lea
chatnes dlacquimition des 3oufrleries pour optimiser Ie ddroulement de ac type d'essaiS. Comme paralile-
sent 18 totalit6 de l'intormtion eat enregistrdc sur PCK Ise ddpoutllemeni complet et plus d~taillfi peut-
Stre rdalisii en diffdr6 Sur is chatne ddcrite au paragraphs muivant.

4.2 Suivi en temps rdel des distorsions non stationnaires (cf fig.3)

Les essais en soufflerie sont des essais importants, longs et coateux at lea combinatsons possibles de
configurations A essayer peuvent itre innombrabies. 11 est done tout A fait impensable de conduire un tel
essi sans disposer de r63ultats en temps rdel pour valider lea mesures (sites et orienter la suite du
programme . LIONERA a done ddveloppli trois outils qui, bien que tournissant des intormations partielles
mils travaillant en temps quasi r~el sont essenticlies pour la conduite des essais.

4.2.1 -Syst~we dlacquisition rapids" (SAN) (ot fig. 4)

ODlveloppli en premier le SAN perset dlacqudrir 614 voles acalogiques inddpendantes en synchronisms i une
fr~quence d'dchantillonnage de 20 KHz par vcie mis pendant un tems relativement court. Pratiquement,
chaque vole dispose d'un convertiaseur analogique numdrique 12 bits et d'une mdnoire tamfpon pouvani con-
tenir un maximum de 256 valeurs par vole. Lorsque is mdmoire tampon eat pleine, l'acquisition slarrdte et
Is micmoire eat transferdc verm l'ordinateur principal de is soufflerie (VAX 782).
Chaque acquisition simuitainle des 40 pressions issues du peigne constituc une "carte" iristantan~e. Llordi-
nateur VAX 782 calcule en~uite la valeur maximale de chaoun des coefficients de distorsion intdressant le
motoriste mur Lem 256 cartes acquises. La cadence d'acquisltion cboisie dana de nombreux Cas eat de 14 KHz,
lem mdmoires tampons sont done remplies au bout de 614 mm et 11 taut 1 seconde pour etteotuer le transfert
vers le VAX 782 et autoriser de nouveau ie SAN A faire des acquisitions. Il en rdsulte que Ie temps d'ob-

mervst ton du signtalcest foeible par rapport au temps total or des analyses statistiques oct montr6 que plu-
sle US milliers de caries seraient cdcessaires pour ddcrire le phicom~ne de distorsion instationnaire (fi-
gures 5 et 6).Il est donc envisageable dlopdrer ainsi uniquemect lore dlesmais de recherche limitds en du-

r~e mais cleat tout i tait exclu pour explorer tout le domaine de vol dlun avion. Le SAO permet en fsit
d'obtenir en temps r~el uce information condenade aur les phdnom~nes non stationnaires mais le caract~re
aidatoire des pril~vements falt que cetie information emt insuttisante pour opdrer un ti rapide parmi des
configurations dittdrentes prdsentant des caractdristiquea assez proohem. Cleat pourquoi 1O0NERA a dive-
lopp6 un nouveau systmw qul ammocili au SAN rdpond au probl~me posA de fsgon plus compi~te.

4.2.2 Le caiculateur analogigue ice (cf fig.7)

Le probi~wm A rdsoudre 6tait de trouver un syst~m de ti sdlectionnant lea signaux AL des triquences tr6m
Alevdcs. Comm k cette 6poque Saul le coefficient de disiormion ice 6tih d'un intgrit majeur, la solution
snalogique emt apparue I& micux adapide. Le calculateur litudiid comprend deux partiem

- un chfissis conditionneur qui convertit lea signaux issus des capteurm en tensions directemeni reprdsen-
tatives des pre33ionS aesurlees. Le rdglage de cc chfissis et lea virification3semnt automatiques et ment
g~rde par une logique A microprocessours.

- un chissis de osicul qui admit A son entrdc 40 aignaux calibrois ei ddiivre en sortie une tension proper-
tionnelle au coetficient ice. Ls bands pamante du cslculateur eat do 10 KAz avec une prdcision milleure
que 1 %. Ccii. sortie est g~nralemnt connectdc A une enirde du SAN.

Deux dispositift annexem oct 6t6 a33oci63 au caicuisteur KO e

- un coaparateur i scull qul gdnbre un topage, lorsque la tension de sortie du calculateur devicci sup6-
ricure A an. tension prdddterminde. La tension de scull pout-Sire r~gl~e de diverses fagocm ;moit tixdc
molt 6Aborde par un ordinateur, molt inorduimea automaiiquamnt en tonction de Ia valour du i8 scabo-
gique.

- un chissis de ddtermination du KSe mximum. Ce dispoitlf conserve en mdscire Is valeur maximle du ice
.jusqu'A cc qulun ordre de rems A zhro provienne de Ilordlnateur do Is moufflerie.

Cot ensemble a donnA tout. satisfaction mis A la suite du ddveloppesent du csiculateur KOe de nouveaux be-
momsa sont apparus e n particuller is ndcessitd de caicuier d'outres coefficients do dimiorsion (IDC,
IDN, ftP/P ... ) Cleat pourquoi L'ONER& a ddveloppli un calculateur de distorsions appelfi "caloulateur CTN".
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4.2.3 La calculateur "CTR" (of fig.8)

Contrairement au calculateur pr~c6dent at afin de poas6der lane grande souplesse de programmation une 3olu-
tion A base de microprocesseurs a litl ratanue. La calculateur "CTR- travaille A partir des tensions norma-
lis6ss issues du oh&9sis conditionneur d6crit au paragraphe pr~c6dent at est composli

- d'un chissis do filtrage numArique par moyenne glissante.
- d'un ch~ssis d'aoquisition oompos6 de plusieur3 aicroprocesseurs travaillant en parall~le. Lea calculs
do diff~ronts coefficients y sont r~alislis (IDC, IDn ... ), le d6bit doe is manoho est ligalement calcu-
16. Ce Chfi31 poss~de une m~moire circulante at sur un top de d~clenchemant 11 est possible de conser-
ver doe cette mdmoire la artes entourant llinstent ohoisi. Deux m~moires travaillant alternativasant
pormttent do prandre en oompta plusieurs tops suoce33if3.

- dlun ch&ssis de oontr~le qui assure lea fonctions suivantesl pris en compte des coefficients issus du
ch&ssis d'acquisition ;una visualisetion sur 6oran graphique de coefficients ;gestion du blocage de Ia
m~moire circulante d~tection 8e maximum do certains coefficients avac g

6
n6ration de tops ;pilotage du

chAssis de filtrage liaison avec llordinateur VAX 782. De plus cc ch&s3is pout (4tre connect6 avac
lsenregistrour PCM en mode relecture.

La band. peasants d. ce calculateur eat de 4 icHz avec so pr~cision de + 1 %

4.3 Proclidure d'essai

Afin d'utiliser au sleux le tamps de fonctionnement de la soUfflerie deux proodidures soni utilia~es

41.3.1 Balayage d'un paraniltre

Lors de la variation continue dlun paramitre (incidence de 1a maquette, d6rapage, ddbit etc ... ), leaso-
quisitions sont faites suivant deux mdthodes :I

- dkclenchemant en parallile du SAO at du calculateur KO8 par une horloge.
- d~clenchement du SAO par Is signal ddpassement de seuil du caiculateur KOe.
Ces balaYeges peruettont dlexplorer rapidesent una configuration.

41.3.2 Points stabiis6s

Tou3 les paras~tres dlessaia 6tant Mie, des enragistroment3 PCM de 30 a environ sont effectu453. En pa-
ralliple Is SAR at ia celculateur Kc8 soot utilias pour obtentr en temps quasi r&et lea maxima de distor-
sion rencontr63.
Da plus pour acc~ldrer encore lea proclidures d'essai Is SHECHA pout venir connecter le systilme CATI qui
sora priisontli au chapitre 5 sur lea ohatnes dlacquisition 3oUrrlerie. Cette proc6dure perset alors l'ana-
lyse rapid. Is pius ditaill~e des rdsultats concernant cheque configuration test~e.

41.4 Prdseniation de quelques r6aultats

4.4.1 O~clenchesent du SAO aur d~passasent du scul4

La figure 9 pr~sonte la r6sultes d'une succession de ddcienchementa SAN lora dlun point stabilis6. Las
d6clenchements soot obtenus par d~pa33ement d'un seuil 8ssevvi AI&i valeur issue du calculateur K9e analo-
gique. On constte le bon accord entre lea valeurs de ilindice K8e calcull6 i partir des acquisitions SAR at
cellos fournies par le calculateur analogique.

4.41.2 Comparaison des valeurs de coefficients do distorsions obtenues par diff~ranta procidlis

Sur la figure 9 sont reprisentlies lea velours Kc8 en fonction de l'incidance a~rodynamique de Is maquette

- la valour sittonnaira de KO8 acquise par is chains standard do Ia soufflerie (fr~quence de coupure 1
Hz).

- la valour maximala, do chaque paquat 256 Caries SAR, colui-ci 6tant d6clench6 par une horloge cheque as-
conds.

- is valour maximle onregistr~e par le chssis "ice maximum" pendant un temps dlune seconds.
- pour uno incidence la velour maximal., enregiatr6e par le Chissis "ice maximum- au cours dlun point stabi-
lisli de 30 a.

- pour cattle e~se Incidence is velour maximalo enregistr6e lore do 20 diclonchements SAR do 40 caries, la
d~clencheots 6tant anuals cleoat A dire allfstoires.

On constato qua 1s SAO utilisli soul au cours d'une poisiro donna un r~suliat assez liloignii de co que donna
1. calculatour K9O analogique. Par contra l'observation pendant 30 a avac des conditions stables at ici
tout & fait justifi~s ot no fournit pas des valours trop iloign~es do Ia valour ice analogiqus obienus en
polairo (or fig. 10). On aontre ligalement ici quo des d~obsnohemnts aldatoiras du SAO sur 800 caries don-
nont un nivoau do distorsion asses 6loignAi de la valour obienue sur 30 s par 1s calculatour anslogique.
Cat ensemble d'obsarvations confirms bion qulil taut procdr IL un examen complsi des signaux at quo 1e
traitomeni no doit n~gliger aucun liohantillon si llon na vaut pas courir I. risque do no pas d~tecter los
disiorsions eXtrimas qui sont finalement los soulos adrodynamiquomsni utilos.



5 - MOEN DO TRAITSMENT GENERAL

Ce systime appele CATI pour Chafse, d'Analyse et de Traitement de Illnstationnaire, couvre la totaflic du
domains exp~rimental citi ci-dessus. Cette chatne d~veiopp,&e par Ia SNECMA depuis 1979 est pleinement
op~rationnelle depuis 1982.

5.1 Architecture et possibiliti (et fig.
1 1
)

La chatne s'articule autour de deux grand$ ensembles

- us syst~me dlacquisition-num~risation et stockage des donnies utilisant Is technique delregistrement
PCM.

- une unit6 de calcul et de visualisation des r~sultats dent le oeur eat un calculateur vectorlel.

L'ensemble est instaII6 dans une remorque routi~re climatis~e qul assure toutes ins servitudes ndcessai-
res et permet le raccordement sur tout site d'essai. De plus Ia partie acquisition et steckage, realise
en version embarquable, peut 6tre dissoci~e et embarqu~e sur us scion d'armes.

5.1.1 Acquisition et sotckage (of fig.12)

Cet ensemble Comprend:

a) Un petit calculateur d'acquisition qui perset lientrie des dosne generales de 1'essai et Ilescrble
du param~trage. Ce calculateur g~re aussi l'acquisition des donnes dites ientes :coslpesantes moycoses
des pressions relev~es sur Scanivaive en particuter ainsi que les liaisons avec des syst~mes ext6-
rievrs de r-levi des paramitres a~rothermodynamiques de fonctionnement de Is machine. Pinalement cC
calcuisteur issure Is transmission de teutes ces donn~es Ak Is cadence nicessitdc pa,, le dispositit
d'enregistrement PCM.

b) Us g~nirateur de temps IRIG synchrosisable sur un signal ext~rieur qui permettra
- de m4langer *leS informations de temps (scum forme num~rique) avec des valeurs mesur~es.
- d'enregistrer le temps sous forse analogique pour rechercher par la suite autosattque.Cnt len points
a analyser.

c) Un groupe de 614 conditionneurs embarquables persettant d'alimenter len capteurs et d'ampitier les si-
gnsux issus des capteurs dynamiques.

Ces conditionneurs comportent 4galement
*des tiltres antirepliements pilot~s
*des 6chantilionineurs-bloqueurs aur chaque vole.

d) In ensemble KAYSER de num~risation et de misc en torse PCM.
Ce systime assure is num~risation sur 10 bits de 614 canaux, en tooction dune horloge ext~rieure d~ri-
ve de la vitesse de rotation de Is machine. 11 assure le pilotage correct den filtres antirepliements,
le m~lange des informations de temps et des mesures statiosnaires.

e) Un enregistreur embarquable 14 pistes utilis6 en node direct A use vitesse comprise entre 30 et 120 ips
suivant Is bande passante souhsitge.

f) Us syst~me de surveillance peuvant se connecter avsnt ou apr~s l'enregistrement atmn de visualiser ra-
pidement le comportement des signaux de tous les capteurs et de valider giobalement 1cm signaux menu-
rem.

5.1.2 Calcul et visuslisation

Cette partie me compose principalement d'un calculateur vectorici (AP12OB de Is Soci~ti FP'S - puissance
12 Mflops 6quip6 de 32 X mimoire) dont Ie r6ie en temps reel eat

- de transformer lcm esleurm mesurge3 en unkit~s physiques,
- de remplacer lem valeurs d~livrees par des capteurm identiti~s comme d~tectucux pot des mesures estrapo-
16es de cellem fourniem par los capteurs adjacents,

- d'efectuer us tiltrage num6rique A is triquence d~sir~e sur toum les capteurs.
- de taire team 1cm Calculs d'indicem de distorsion,
- de relever 1cm maxim dindices ddpassnt us seuil tix6 et lear instant d'occurrencc.

Ce caiculateur vectoriel eat gdre par us calcuisteur dusage gdndrsl (HP-16 bits) doid dun syst~me d'ex-
ploitation temps rdel, Ce dernier permet d'asmurer le dialogue avec Ilopdrateur at 1cm sorties de rdsul-
tints surt

- ecran A baisyage cavalier ou vid~o ceuleur
- trac4 sur poplar par traceur 6lectrostatique
- drealeur de bande sumArique pour envoi des roiaultats A us grom centre de calculs (constitution d'une

base do donnges)
Ceci peruct an partisulier desntrer des donndcs exp~rimentalcs dans des mod~ics de calcu13 thdoriques
ddveloppdm par aillearm A Is SNECMA.

11 g~re 6galement use unit6 de recherche autoatique de temps au standard IRIG A ouB qui permet de retreu-
ver coe.odduent, en temps dlffir4, lea instants intdressants reievis en temps rdel.



5.2 Performances et r63ultat-s

5.2.1 Le 3ystime d'enregistrement PCM haute densiti est capable de traiter 64 voles dynamiques (il peut
itre itendu JUsqu'A 128).
L~a num~riation me fait Sur 10 bits avec une extension possible A 1* bits. La cadence d'enregistrement ma-
ximale est de 10 Mbits/s ou 1 M sOtS/3ec, avec une autonomie de 20 minutes. Ceci repr~sente Une capacity
d'envtron 1,2 G mots ox 2,4 G octets.
Les cadences de numirisation par vole g~n~ralement utiiis~es par la SNECMA sont

- pour len essais en souffierie (maquette) de 8 A 16 KHz par vote (' 0 voles)
- pour lea essais au Sol (6ohelle 1) de 2 A '4 Khz par vole (64 voles)

Cette valcur correspond A 16 fois Is vitense de rotation de ia machine en essai main ii ne faut pas ou-
bier que lea banden pasmantes mesurles soot 4 foi3 plus faiblen.

5.2.2 La syst~me de calcul et de visualisation noun permet de plus & la SNECMA

a) le filtrage et la r66valuation des capteurs d~fectueux,
b) le calcul simultan6 de 6 indices de distorsion en temps r~el pour lea essais au Sol (h 4 11Hz par vole,

IDC - I08 - KO ... (of par ex ftg.13 le calcul dv i'indice KO),
c) le calcul en temps rhels en soufflerie (8 11Hz) de deux indices avec pr~sentation ismkiate den r~sul-

lain sous forme de nuages dans un diagramme caraci~risllque (of fig. 14),
d)l a posibilli de changer plunleurs fois par jour le jeu d'indicen caiculis sans nkcessiter de nouvel

Investissemeni.

Ces performances oct 6t6 atteintes car le logiciel lemps reel ainsi qu'une grande pantic du logictel temps
diff~r6 ont 6t6 6enins en langages machine ci ont permis de profiler de la pline puissance du processeur
vectoriel (12 Mflops). 11 faut soulignen que cv logiciel d~velopp6 par LEUVEN MEASUREMENT SYSTEM repr~sen-
te envirun 4 000 lilgen de langage aSnembleun.
11 est ainsi possible de presenter lea nenultats noun des formes exir~menent divensen et ceci A volont6
uniquesent dans ten p~riodes a~rodynamlquement int~ressanlen (of fig.15 A 18)

- caries lemporellen dtindices ou de presnions individueltes,
- cartes isopressions moyennes ou non stationnaires,
- caries d'inoturbulence,
- analyses specirales,
- statistiques d'exiremus...

En pratique ls varti6 des r~sultats n'vnt plus timit~e par- le logiciet d~velopp6 en langage dv taut ni-
veau. Cleat ausni i. que le choix par la SNECMA, d'un pror,sueur vecioriet s'avire judicteux tonsque
i'on saitlIa performance de ce type de calculateur pour tot;t -r quI ,ouche au traitement du signal.

6 - CONcLUSION

Cetle pr~seniation avait pour but de montrer tlimportancv et ia vantik6 den moyens qut dolvent Lire mts en
oeuvre pour trailer len iudes exp~rimentales en matiire d'agrodynamlque non-stationnaire. Elle a permis
de voir comment len techniques len plun 6voluies de codage-ennegisiremeni (num~rique haute densit6) et dv
inaitemeni (calcuis numdrlques - procenseuns vectoriels) pouvafent Ltre asmocies pour arriver A l'objec-
tif faire ei explotter des campagnes d'essais complexes dans den ditats Irin courts. It ressont 6gale-
sent que ('adapiabilliL des moyens dolt Cire une pr~ocupation essenttelte :ii faut que l'activilL expe-
rimeniale putsse sutve en permanence 1'6volution dv ta formulation tthortque den pihnom~nes. Dans cv but
l'expirimentateur utilimant des technologies numiriques aura la ponsibilit dv pouvoir faire ivotuer sen
moyens mu moindre codt. Sur un plan ptus generai, nous pensons aussi que l'architeciune choisie priflgure
celle des syst~mes d'acqutsiiion ei tnaitvmni qut seroni courammeni n~cessairvn A lavenir pour la ges-
tion des informations dynasiques de toutes natures.
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DISCUSSION

G.C.Oates, US
(1) On the case of the coefficient KO, data processing is aided greatly when the rakes arc distributed equall%;. D~oes the

use of equally spaced rakes in flight hardware lead to compromizes regarding upst ream wakes.

(2) In the same way, when a probe is damaged. is its "effective" signal reconstructed from the readings of adjacent
probes?

Author's Reply
(I) Our software is designed toi handle the case of equally spaced rakes by reconstrueting signals at the positions the

rakes should be. This achieved by the same re-evaluation method used to replace false sensor during normal test.

Our experience is that we never had problems with equally spaced probes in fligt conditioin,

(2) T he re-evaluatioin of false transducers is effectively done by interpolation from values givent at the same ittsant hN
adjacent sensors.

D.Davidson, UK
We,-, the plots of fig. 1 5 & 16 obtained on line or off-line please?

Riponse d'Auteur
Ces trace~s soni effectu~s en temps dliff&ri ear Ils sont rclati' ement longs. En temps reel, on cherehe %urtitut. par Ic ealcul
des coefficients, it trouver les instants oii les cartes tracc,% seront les plus interessantes sur Ic plait acrods nanuique.

D.Davidson, UK
Could you please elaborate oin the slide that yoiu showed of the sensor array. What is its size and physical arrangemctt

Author's Reply
The diameter of the sensor array is tinder 10) em. It is loeated on the seale model of the aircraft at the cuid oif air inlet, at
the place the engine should be.

J.Fabri. FR
Vous avee montr6 Ie potint de sue de 'exsp~rimenteur qui met en evidence l'existenee de pointes de distorsion de tres
ecourt dur~e. Est-ce que de idlles pointes tint un effet sue Ie fonctionnenient du compresseur?

Ri-ponse d'Auteur
De telles poinies petivent avitir un effet sur Ie compresseur ceur dur~e 6tatit en relatioun aver une fraction de routatioun de
eelui-ci.

Lur% des etudes sur maquettes, les dures significatives soint egalemens a '&cile de Ia maquette.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING USING ANLi, ADVANCED COMBUSTION RESEARCH FACILITY

/" by
0 J. B. Bullard, F. S. E. Whitcher and R. V. SteedenoRoyal Aircraft Establishment, Pyestock, Farnborough, Hants GUt4 OLS UK

am
SUMMARY,,'

A new combustion rig is described which is designed to acquire rapid and detailed
information on the combustion processes occurring within a sector of large annular gas
turbine combustors operating over a range of inlet pressures and temperatures representa-
tive of engine conditions. Gas samples are extracted using a probe positioned within the
volume under examination and transferred to a system designed to perform analyses with a
point-to-point cycle time of less than 30 seconds. A computer is used to control and
synchronise the probe positioning and gas analysis function and to present cc-ordinated
results to rig controllers. The system is capable of automatic traversing within a pre-
scribed volume or of control by a dummy traverse gear which permits tracing cf air and
fuel flows.

The Paper outlines the main features of the rig, together with the types ,f Instru-
mentation, the methods and range of operation used and anticipated. Some of the more
unusual items are highlighted.

I INTRODUCTION

The military and commercial operational pressures to advance jas tLrblne techn,1-,Jv
continue unabated. The demand for increased thrust output while striving for economies
in fuel consumption is steadily pushing up engine cycle pressures and temperatires. The
resulting conflict with the need to achieve improved reliability and longer life is
obvious. Careful design and persistent development are therefore necessary to evolve
engine components that together attempt to satify these requirements.

The need to advance combustion technology is no exception. A combustion chamber
must control the passage of high pressure air from the compressor to the turbine with
minimum pressure loss, inject, vaporise and mix varying quantities of fuel with part of
the air and then burn the resulting fuel/air mixture efficiently and cleanly over a wvii
range of pressure and temperatures, presenting to the turbine hot gas having an acceptable
temperature distribution. Such air that is not used in the combdstion process is criclal
for maintaining the metal walls at acceptable temperatures to achieve adequate life and
mechanical integrity.

Current designs of combustion chambers for gas turbine engines are based mainly -n
a combination of experiment and experience using well established empirical -orrelatlons
and design rules. A new design is constructed and tested, but invariably shortfalls in
performance or other problems are encountered and a period of dedicated devel ,pmet is
necessary. Development generally proceeds on a test/observatlon/modificati,,n basis,
often referred to as 'cut and try'. fe the combustion chamber shape is altered r the dir
entry holes are moved or varied in size, and then the chamber is retested. In this ycl.-
observations of combustion chamber characteristics and performance are usiall, based .)n
turbine entry plane measurements. The exception is, of courRe, the thermal inte-3rity ,f
the chamber itself which is assessed using thermaliy sensitive paints t, iientif, h'-t

spots.

A major shortcoming of this approach is that diagnosis of aerodynamic and combust .en
problems occurring within the primary zone of the combustor Is dependent ipon analysis ano
interpretation of data measured some 30 to 40 cm downstream _" the event. Not surn-ris-
ingly, the process of development using these techniques is slow and expensive and a better
method of diagnosing the cause of performance shortfalls and problems is required.

In recent years research programes at Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Pyestock
have developed and refined techniques for exploring in detail te internal characteristics
of combustion chambers. So far the work has concentrated on model chambers' but the prin-
ciples are applicable to full-scale research and development combustors. The time is
right fur this to be put into practice and this Paper describes a rig (known as the Sector
Combustion Rig (SCR}), which Is to play a vital role in the contribution being made by the
RAE to the advancement of aero engine combustion technology.

2 THE RAE SECTOR COMBUSTION RIG

The main feature of the rig Is Its versatile, internal traversing probe. This
enables detailed measurements of the composition of the reacting gases to be made throYugh-
out the volume defined by a sector of a fully annular combustion chamber from the primary
zone to its exit plane. A comprehensive, computer-controlled gas analysis system permits
measurement of local fuel/air ratio, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxides ,f nitrogen,
total hydrocarbon, oxgen, hydrogen and smoke. It also has the facility for monitorinu
tracer gases such as helium.



The rig has been installed and is currently being commissioned. Assembly of the
computer-controlled data acquisition and analysis system is complete and commissioning
is proceeding on a phased basis.

2.1 Range of operation

The first build of the SCR is capable of operating with air inlet temperatures up
to 920 K and at pressures up to 10 atm. Experience has shown that full pressure engine
conditions can be sensibly and economically simulated by testing at the true air tempera-
ture but at a lower rig pressure providing the mass flow is adjusted accordingly to main-
tain the correct inlet Mach number and providing the pressure level is high enough to
ensure a fully developed spray pattern and representative combustion chemistry. Pressures
of at least 10 atm have been shown to be adequate for most research and development
purposes.

The maximum air mass flow (AMF) was determined from considerations of entry Mach
number and the largest size of combustion chamber to be tested in the rig; the value is
11.4 kg/s (25 Ib/s). This value approximates to that required by an 80* sector of a
modern large civil turbofan engine and typically allows four complete burner sectors to be
tested.

SBle-. flows to simulate turbine cooling flows, etc may also be necessary if airflow
distribution around the combustor flame tube is to correctly simulate an engine installation
and allow examination of their influence on combustor exit conditions. Four separate
bleed lines (inner and outer diameter at entry and exit) have been installed, each capable
of taking a flow of up to 10% of the main stream AMF.

The exhaust system is designed to withstand gas temperatures up to 1750 K at the

maximum operating condition without using water injection sprays.

2.2 Mechanical arrangement

The main features of the SCR are shown in Figs 1 and 2. Air is supplied from a plant
compressor via a non-vitiating heater to the SCR. The hot pressurised air enters from the
plant pipework through a circular inlet section which contains a honeycomb flow straigh-
tener and a water-cooled bursting disc; this protects the rig against accidental over-
pressurisation as the plant air supply is capable of 16 atm compared with the present
10 atm capability of the rig. An entry section converts the flow from circular to a sector
cross-section to suit the combustion chamber sector on test. The pressure profiles
expected at compressor exit can be simulated by means of profile generators thus ensuring
that diffuser operation, bleed flows and wall cooling are correctly simulated.

The combustor sector on test is contained within a pressure casing and the four
bleed flows are removed through this casing. An adaptor plate with a sector-shaped exit
is used to direct the hot exhaust gases through a dummy nozzle into the exhaust dium
(Fig 3). The exhaust drum carries a mounting plate which in turn carries the trL rse
gear, used to position the sampling probe within the combustor sector. The main exhaust
(Fig 1) then passes from the bottom of the exhaust drum via ducting containing averaging
sampling rakes to the back pressurising exhaust valve. A water spray ring and thrust dif-
fuser cone lead to the main exhaust system and extraction fan. Flows through the four
bleed lines pass through separate control valves before being manifolded and dumped into
the main exhaust system.

Provision has been made to remove a section of horizontal main exhaust duct to per-
mit the exhaust drum to be moved rearwards. This will allow the insertion of a flange
carrying special instrumentation immediately downstream of the adaptor plate.

Detailed mechanical design and manufacture followed by proof build and test of the
rig was undertaken by Lucas Aerospace Ltd, Fabrications Division to RAE specifications.
Gas analysis Instrumentation was designed in-house or modified from commercial apparatus
to handle samples ranging from '1001' air to '100%' fuel.

2.3 Pig memurements

The main air supply to the rig is measured after compression, but before heating,
by a vortex-shedding meter. This type of meter is able to measure a much wider range of
flows than an orifice plate, but this device cannot withstand the high air temperatures
Jownstream of the heater. The bleed lines, however, use orifice plates for AMF measure-

Two small (less than 0.51 of the main strea;. flow) air supplies aLt r sed for coolinq
s,.iA inq of the traverse gear ball pivot (section 3.2) . These suppliics are taken from

Q.r main air sapplv before the metering section, controlled, measured and then fed t,) the
ri ,e: se gear.

VFOl is cn clt ps r h~~ w '~ o and main.
Th two systems can be used separately or in parallel, thus coy ng a wide range of fuel
flows from 0.0005 to 0.27 I/s (0.36 to 210 gal/h). Fuel flows ,re measured using Pelton
wheel type meters. A range of fuel types can be supplied by the plant system, enabling
combustion of alternative fuels to be evaluated.

The air and fuel pressures and temperatures are measured by transducers and thermo-
couples positioned at appropriate points in the pipework.
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3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 General description

A key feature of the SCR is the use of wide ranging gas analysis equipment to study
the mixing and combustion of fuel and air within the combustion chamber. A continuous
flow of sample can be extracted from any part of the combustor volume through a single
point probe and transferred through stainless steel tubing to the remote gas analysis
system.

The probe is positioned by the traverse gear (Fig 3) and its temperature controlled
by the use of a high pressure hot water system capable of operating up to 463 K (190*C).

The traverse gear is part of an integrated probe positioning and gas analysis system
designed to minimise the time spent obtaining and analysing the necessary information.

An Intercole Compulog 3 computer system monitors rig parameters, drives the gas
sampling probe and sample acquisition system, and outputs results from the gas analysis
instrumentation in both tabular and graphical form. Initially the computer system will
be used to present results and provide the operators with rig status information.
Ultimately it is intended that the installation will be able to perform limited control
functions such as maintaining the SCR on condition thus relieving the rig controller of
the more tedious parts of the test runs.

Experience on model combustor rigs has shown that detailed traversing of a volume
requires gas samples from discrete points spaced no more than 10 mm apart. Applying this
requirement to the full-scale combustors to be examined on the SCR means that up to 1000
points may need to be sampled at a test condition. In order to minimise acquisition time,
a target gas analysis cycle time of 30 s has been set. The gas analysis cycle includes
automatic purging of the sample line, acquisition of the sample, gas analysis and movement
of the probe to its next position.

3.2 Traverse gear

Probe access to the chamber is from the downstream combustor exit plane (Figs 3 and
4). Thus in order to extract samples throughout the volume of interest a cranked probe
capable of movement in four dimensions is required (Fig 4). As the traverse gear must be
able to investigate different sizes of combustion chamber with various internal features,
limit switches cannot easily be used to protect components. Instead a system using com-
puter control (for speed, accuracy and the avoidance of protrusionsl together with slip-
ping clutches (to prevent damage should the probe contact any surface) was chosen.

The traverse ball pivot acts as the fulcrum for all the movements and also provides
the simple seal between the hot internal pressurised gas and atmosphere. A supply of seal-
ing air is used to balance the internal pressure but another supply is required to ensure
integrity of the ball pivot system. This second air supply is routed to the front of the
ball pivot to provide a protective film; this small quantity of air must therefore be taken
into account when using the averaging outlet rakes.

The probe which acquires the gas samples is mounted in the traverse gear but must be
easy to remove since it is very vulnerable to damage by overheating and may need to be
changed. Also different shapes and types of probe may be required for different purposes.
A setting gauge can be mounted on the front of the traverse gear to locate the probe and
entablish a datum set of co-ordinates which can be held in the computer. High pressure hot
water and gas sample transfer connections are attached at the rear (cold) end of the probe
a fter the complete traverse system has been fitted into the rig. The flexible sample
transfer and water lines are carried on a support arm which moves in the horizontal plane
to minimise side loads on the traverse gear (Fig 1).

In addition to forming part of the integrated probe positioning and analysis system,
the traverse gear can also be driven manually using its control box or by means of a dummy
traverse gear. The control box provides a separate control for each of the four movements.
The dummy traverse gear is a replica of the actual traverse gear. A dusmmy probe can be
manipulated within a model of the actual combustor on test - the movements of this probe
are translated into electrical signals by the dummy traverse gear thus providing command
signals to the real traverse gear fitted on the SCR. The synchronised position of both
probes is also relayed to the computer and can be displayed or printed along with the
appropriate gas analysis results.

3.3 Gas sampling probes

It is essential that the composition of the gas sample should not alter during its
transfer from the sam~pling point to the gas analysis instruments. This requires that the
composition should bd 'fitozen' by rapid cooling within the probe. The sample should sub-
sequently be maintaihed at a temperature low enough to inhibit further reaction and high

enough to prevent deposition of condensable constituents. This temperature has been set
at 453 X (180*) to cover all the types of fuel anticipated.

In eddition to the above conditioning duties the pressurised hot water system is
also used for probe cooling.
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The design of the traversing probes is such that the hot water passing up the inner
annulus (Fig 5) conditions the gas temperature to that of the water before the sample
reaches the probe outlet. The return flow through the outer annulus provides cooling, and
hence protection, for the probe against the very hostile flame environment of the combustor
primary zone (T >2000 K).

The gas analysis equipment requires approximately 20 litres of gas sample per minute
if it is to perform the analysis cycle at the required 30 second intervals. The bore of
the probe must be large enough to permit this flow at all operating conditions but the
outside diameter must be as small as possible (10 mm) to minimise any Interference with the
flow patterns being sampled. At high rig pressures a blow-off system is used to remove
excess sample flow.

All the above remarks refer to the small 'minimum disturbance' probes designed for
use in the primary zones of combustion chambers. The outlet rakes contain a number of
sampling holes spaced on an area weighted basis to measure an average gas sample leaving
the combustion chamber. They are sited downstream of the chamber exit (Fig 1) where the
environment is less hostile.

A third probe of simple uncooled design and situated upstream of the rig is used to
obtain a sample of the air supplied to the combustor.

3.4 Gas sample transfer system

Each of the three systems (Fig 6), for intra combustor, combustor outlet and air
sample transfer, consists of a short section of high pressure hot water conditioning line
followed by approximately 20 metres of 8 mm bore stainless steel tubing heated by elec-
trical heating tape.

A separate line is used to transfer smoke samples directly to a smoke meter
(section 3.5.2(i)); this line is configured to minimise any degradation of the sample.

Pressure in the sample line is controlled by remotely operated relief valves in
bleed lines connected close to the probe outlets. Reduction of pressure lowers both
sample residence time (for a given atmospheric pressure flow rate) and dewpoint. Thus
the operating level is set only to that necessary to produce the required flow rate in the
instruments.

An upper temperature limit (453 K) is imposed by those instruments which operate on
the raw sample, is as captured by the sampling probe. Continuing reactions are not likely
to be serious during the short residence time (<2 seconds) at this temperature chosen for
the transfer system but deposition from the complex primary zone products is difficult to
predict; any potential contamination of subsequent samples must be detected and remedied.
This is done by using the level of the computer monitored signal from one of the flame
ionisation detectors (FID) as a measure of the acceptability of the sample. If a thres-
hold value of hydrocarbon is exceeded the computer will operate zero gas selectors in the
filter oven (Fig 6) and will then inhibit further analysis until an acceptable level is
attained.

3.5 Gas analysis instrumentation

3.5.1 Design considerations

In aero engine emissions measurement, a comprehensive description of hydro-carbon/air
combustion product composition can be achieved by the measurement of only a small number of
key chemical species provided a number of assumptions are made. The calculations require

a knowledge of the chemical composition of the fuel and air and the application of con-'I ditional equations involving reactant and product atomic balances.
The measuring systems used for the SCR system are based on relatively fast commercial

on-line analysers. It was decided that such instruments afforded the best means of achiev-
ing the target analysis time of 30 seconds per point albeit with an increase in the number
of instruments used to meet the wider range of constituent measurement required.

None of these instruments respond only to their designated constituent; corrections
for interference effects are therefore necessary. The procedures used, familiar in emis-
sions measurement, become more significant in the presence of potentially greater
contaminant' concentrations in the SCR. The interferences are of two types (a) those

where the instrument responds directly to the 'contaminant' and (b) those where the
'conta minant' modifies the response to the measured constituent. Direct measurement of

kk additional species simplifies the computer calculated correction procedure and also
eliminates some of the assumptions made in the calculation of composition. A list of
instruments used is given in Table 1.

In section 3.4 reference was made to Instruments which operate on the raw sample.
Others, whose operating temperature would result in deposition of condensable constituents,
must be protected by a combination of coolers and driers. There is thus a need to relate
measurements made on raw and processed samples. The correlations are made by the assump-
tions of (a) removal or non-removal of organic matter in the drying process and (b) the
molecular state of the organic matter. In the system described here use is made of a
recently developed commercial non-dispersive infra-red instrument capable of operation at
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453 K. Carbon dioxide is measured on both raw and processed samples thus providing a
factor for the conversion of all constituent concentration between these two samples.

In the following section (3.5.2) a knowledge of current gas analysis instrument
fundamentals

2 ,3 
is assumed and only special features are detailed.

3.5.2 Instrument description

(a) Gas analysis console

The analysers are housed in a console (Fig 7) together with ancillary apparatus
including pen recorders, temperature and flow control systems and span and zero solenoid
valves. Local manual control of all instrument operating functions is available at the
console and an interface provides access for computer control and data gathering.

(b) Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide

Both of these constituents are measured in the processed sample using non dispersive
infra-red (NDIR) analysers, although additional measurements of carbon dioxide are made of
the raw sample (section 3.5.1). To obviate delays arising from range changing within
instruments, the SCR system uses five separate single range instruments operating in paral-
lel, all outputs are logged and the most appropriately ranged instrument result is selected
by the computer.

(c) Oxygen

The instrument used for the measurement of oxygen is of the paramagnetic type. This
depends for its response on the large difference in magnetic susceptibility between oxgyen
and other gases. Most combustion product gases other than nitrogen have small direct
interference effects which become more significant in low oxygen concentration samples from
the primary zone.

(d) Hydrogen

In the absence of any known suitable on line method of hydrogen measurement, a gas
chromatographic method is used.

To provide the required dynamic range with good resolution at low concentration a
dual analysis system is operated using one katharometer detector (Fig 8). Sample flow is
alternated between the two loops and swept through the appropriate column system by a
carrier gas. Unwanted components are removed by the backflush gas.

If tracing of air flows is required, this system can be used for the detection of
tracer gases such as helium.

(e) Total hydrocarbon (THC)

In the method used here a sample valve isolates a discrete small volume sample.
This 'slug' is introduced into a carrier stream and is carried to the flame ionisation
detector (FID). The detector output is integrated with respect to time and the peak area
obtained is related to the hydrocarbon concentration. An additional, very basic FID system
was designed and used in the continuous sample mode to monitor the primary THC analyser
sampling inlet. The magnitude of this response during purging is used by the computer to
decide and preset the optimum gain setting of the primary unit. The basic FID also pro-
vides the sample monitoring facility (section 3.4).

Mf) Water vapour

A high temperature NDIR analyser is used to measure the water vapour concentration
in the raw sample. A conventional (ie low temperature) NDIR analyser is also used in the
system to measure the water vapour in the processed sample, primarily to monitor the per-
formance of the drying system.

(g) oxides of nitrogen

In comnon with current practice the measurement of oxides of nitrogen is based on
the principle of chemiluminescence. The instrument is twin channelled, one channel con-
taining a thermal converter for the conversion of nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide, and
each channel contains a reactor cell monitored by a photomultiplier. Thus nitric oxide
and nitric oxide plus nitrogen dioxide are measured concurrently. There is limited
cross-sensitivity to other combustion products.

(h) Fuel/air ratio (FAR) tracer measurement

A mass spectrometer is used for the rapid measurement of all species required to
determine the carbon dioxide/nitrogen ratio (a simple function of FAR) in a completely
burnt sample. This instrument also permits simultaneous tracing of component airflows
by monitoring through the chamber changes in concentration of inert gases injected into
the component (g from a selected combustor air dilution hole). The usual tracer gas is
helium but argon may be used (instead or as a second tracer) with lower accuracy and
sensitivity since nearly 12 is already present in the air.
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(i) Smoke

Initially, measurements are to be made on the sample from the exhaust averaging
rakes. The SAE technique is used whereby a predefined volume of sample is filtered and
the optical attenuation of the filter medium is calculated.

3.5.3 Calibration

Since all the analysers used are essentially comparators, the accuracy of any
measurement depends on the calibration procedure. Basic calibration of each instrument
depends on the preparation of a suitable number of mixtures of the constituent to be
measured, to cover each range. These mixtures are generated in a suitable mixing device,
usually a precision gas mixing pump fed with a primary mixture equivalent to about 90% of
range, and the diluent gas, usually nitrogen. A careful audit of all primary field
mixtures is carried out periodically to compare them with the high quality National Bureau
of Standards related reference mixtures in the RAE gas standards laboratory

4
.

The undiluted field mixtures are used routinely to 'span' each instrument during use.
Computer control of solenoid selector valves provides frequent interleaving of zero and
span readings with sample readings during a combustion run.

One calibration procedure which falls outside normal practice is that for water
vapour. Since storage of vapour mixtures up to 15% by volume is impractical, their on-
line generation is necessary. The water concentration of the mix produced by a vapour gen-
erator is measured by a cooled mirror dewpoint meter.

4 COMPUTER ANDO PERIPHERALS

The computer and its peripherals have functions which fall into two main categories -
(a) monitoring and control and (b) data logging. The monitoring and control function
includes provision for rig driving aids in the control room, raising alarms to warn of rig
malfunctions and, in due course, will permit certain rig control operations to be under-
taken. The data logging function includes driving the traversing probe and all Instrumen-
tation and recording all readings either periodically or on demand (Fig 9).

4.1 Computer system

A programmable logic controller (PLC) was chosen to provide routine safety monitoring
and display, to inhibit rig start-up unless performed in a safe sequence and to provide
automatic shut-down in the event of an emergency.

Control of the mass spectrometer requires detailed interfacing to its control elec-
tronics so a dedicated microcomputer is used. Both the microcomputer and the PLC are
linked to the main computer.

4.1.1 Hardware

Fig 10 outlines the main features of the computer system. An Intercole Systems Ltd
Compulog 3 data logger was used as the basis of the system. An extra 196 kbytes of memory,

a programmable clock and a high speed direct memory access serial line interface have been
incorporated. High speed disc storage media Is by way of a removable disc cartridge with
a fixed lower platter - the drive emulates four standard 10 M4byte discs. A further
2 x 5 Mbyte capacity disc drive is used for transferring updates to system software. A
small, 0.6 M4byte capacity disc drive is used for archiving test results - results from one
full day of running can be stored on a single 31 inch flexible disc.

Three 16 bit ADCs are used for analogue voltage sampling and multiplexers allow up
to 300 readings/second to be taken. Status channels are used to provide switching, either
at TTL logic levels or of other voltages via internal relays. Paper tape is used for per-
manent archiving of programs and a line printer and printing terminal are used for
obtaining hard copy.

4.1.2 Software

The RSX11-M operating system, a multi-user, multi-tasking facility allows each com-
puter function to be implemented by a discrete program unit. Each program unit is ascribed
a frequency of operation and a priority level. A high priority teak, eg traverse control,
can therefore gain maximum use of system resources if it requires them. A scheduler has
been incorporated to ensure that even the lowest priority tasks are not locked out
indefinitely.

The main memory includes a common block which contains all lookup tables tog ampli-
fier gain settings to voltage conversions), calibration coefficients and updated results.
The rest of main memory is used by the operating system Executive and allocated to tasks

as demand dicte. A commercial plotting package (Simpleplot) is used for on-line
gaicpeeta!tionsa. Languages used are Fortran IV and the machine's assembler language.

Macro-i I.

4.2 Rig control, monitoring and displays

The computer is equipped with interface equipment for performing rig control func-
tions. Currently, the rig is driven in a semi-imanual fashion but computer control will be
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gradually introduced as experience is gained. However, rig monitoring by the computer has
been required from the outset. Two banks of 16 digital displays and seven analogue dis-
plays are used to provide monitoring information in engineering units. Thumbwheel switches
are used to display the result of particular calculations. An alarm buzzer and warning
lights draw attention to readings that transgress pre-defined limits and a 'ioU screen gives
detailed information on the offending item. The computer also drives panel illumination to
indicate when the combustor is alight and when flameout has occurred by a simple comparison
between combustor inlet and outlet temperatures. The rig monitoring program runs on a
cyclic basis, updating each display once every 3 seconds.

4.3 Probe control

Fig 11 shows the main components of one axis of the traversing probe control system.
The control system is a hybrid computer/servo amplifier system with DC servo motors. The
computer outputs a desired positional value for a specified axis down a serial line to a
0 to A converter. The analogue output from this converter feeds into a DC servo amplifier.
The servo amplifier contains the necessary proportional, integral and derivative elements
to drive the servo motor so that the desired position is reached and stabilised in the
minimum timescale.

Independent feedback of probe position is supplied to the computer so that checks
can be made on desired and achieved positions. This feature is used to avoid striking the
chamber wall with the probo, an event wMh-h is more likely to happen whilst entering or
withdrawing from the combustor.

The dummy traverse gear is similar to the rig traverser, but contains only positional
feedback potentiometers with no drive motors. The dummy traverser can be moved manually
whilst the potentiometers are being read by the computer. A control button is pressed to
signal the computer at positions where a gas analysis sample is required.

In order to collect samples from discrete positions within the combustor, an alter-
nate sequence of positioning the probe and collecting and analysing the sa.nple is followed.
At each position, time is allowed for the sampled gas to reach the analysers and for the
analyser~i to stabilise. The entire system is designed to run automatically at a rate of
120 probe positions per hour with a positional resolution better than 1 mm. Sample line
pressures and temperatures are continuously monitored and warnings are raised if a mal-
function occurs.

4.4 Sample analysis

When the probe is at a sampling position and sample is reaching the instruments, the
computer initiates an analysis cycle. The continuous readout instruments are sampled 10
times per position and the readings are averaged by the program. 'Slug' analysis instru-
ments and the mass spectrometer are cycled by the program and the readings, taken period-
ically during 'slug' transfer, are integrated through the cycle.

4.4.1 Chromatographic instruments

The program firstly reads THC with the wide band, low accuracy FID instrument. This
reading enables the program to calculate and set the gain range for the narrow band high
accuracy FID, and to initiate 'slug' transfer. The hydrogen gas chromatograph is also
started at this stage. Finally the mass spectrometer analysis cycle is inititated. The
probe is moved to the next sampling position before all analysis cycles are complete to
take advantage of the delay during chromatograph analysis tines.

The instruments use a 10 volt full scale analogue output signal which is read byj the
computer using common mode rejection techniques to minimise noise.

4.4.2 Mass spectrometer

The mass numbers of the gas constituents to be measured by the mass spectrometer are
held in a lookup table in the microcomputer. This lookup table and the program software
are loaded from the Main computer at the start of a run. On initiation of an analysis
cycle by the main computer, the microcomputer drives the mass spectrometer to the first
mass number in the table. It then scans the peak, averaging many readings to produce an
accurate result, and passes the averaged result to the main computer. The process is
repeated for all masses in the table. The mass spectrometer has the slowest sample trans-
fer time of all the instruments and so, in real time, readings are being taken after the
discrete instruments.

4.5 Processing and presentation of results

During a run, results can be plotted on a graphic display terminal and hard copy may
h be taken as required, as well as being stored in a file on a 3J inch flexible disc. This

disc can be replayed into an off-line computer system where data from selected runs can be
analysed.

A remote workstation is used to process the data and present results. This work-
station contains 3/4 Mbyte desk top computer, two printers and a colour graphics display
terminal with colour hardcopy unit. A commnercial database system is used to collate the
data items of interest and produce a file for further processing. This file is read by
programs which calculate derived results and present them either printed out as tables or
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plotted in colour as two- or three-dimensional contours using the commercial Simpleplot
plotting package. A complete picture can be formed from the data points, thus illustrat-
ing the combustion process within the test chamber.

5 DISCUSSION

As pressures and temperatures of advanced aero gas turbine engines rise to meet the
demands of the military and civil operators the problems of ensuring that the combustion
chamber can satisfy the new performance requirements without compromising durability become
increasingly severe. New combustors face diminishing design margins and the combustion
engineer now requires much greater information about the processes which influence wall
temperatures and outlet temperature distributions. Mathematical modelling of the relevant
processes is advancing but is not yet able to provide all the assurances required at the
research or development stages. Invariably these methods require som' input from exper-
imentation and high quality data concerning the internal flow structure or fuel/air dis-
tribution, for example,are often lacking.

New instrumentation methods are being actively sought and developed. Many of these
rely on non-intrusive techniques which require optical access to the flow within the
chamber. Whilst these have many advantages they are not yet widely available and suffer
many disadvantages in their application to full scale practical combustors. The Pyestock
system offers a practical method of meeting the demands for more information about the
internal processes both quickly and cheaply. Whilst intrusive probe techniques invariably
cause some distortion of the absolute values of the information sought, experience has
shown that the single point probe is an effective compromise and can satisfy many of the
needs outlined above.

The Pyestock rig is seen to have very good prospects of answering many of the ques-
tions facing combustion researchers both quickly and economically. Having been fully
tested in the burning mode before delivery the mechanical parts of the rig are in final
staqes of installation and commissioning is well advanced with the expectation of full
operational status by mid 1986.
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Table 1

Measured Instrument Sample
constituent type Range type

Carbon dioxide NDIR 0-15% Processed
Carbon dioxide NDIR 0-2% Processed
Carbon monoxide NDIR 0-15% Processed
Carbon monoxide NDIR 0-1% Processed
Carbon monoxide NDIR 0-0.05% Processed
Oxygen Paramagnetic 0-25% Processed
Hydrogen Chromatograph P

0-0
r

1%
10-1;% Processed

Water vapour NDIR 0-15Z Raw
Water vapour NDIR 0-5% Raw
Carbon dioxide NDIR 0-15% Raw
Carbon dioxide NDIR 0-2% Raw
THC Flame ionisation 0-10% Raw
NOx Chemiluminescence 0-0.1% Raw
NO Chemiluminescence 0-0.1% Raw
FAR Mass spectrometer Burnt
Tracer Mass spectrometer Burnt
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Fig 5 Sampling probe
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In
0 SUMMARY -

L The present~paper deals with applications of visualization techniques associated with Digital image
Processing in fluid dynamics. Two typical fluid flow problems of interest for rropulsion are selected to
--1lustrate tepurpose. the.

The mixing properties of the jet. Laser tomography and light scattering from micro-droplets of oil lead
to the quantification of the three dimensional concentration field. )< The local heat transfer distribution on a heated surface from oblique and co-linear impinging jets.
Thermographic imaging system is used. Digitized infrared pictures are processed to provide local and
average values of the heat transfer coefficients.

INTRODUCTION

Digital Image Processing (DIP) is a new branch of signal processing which becomes increasingly important
with the improvement of digital computer capabilities. Digital image processing has already many applications
in industry, biomedicine and space exploration. One recent application of DIP which is developing rapidly
is in the field of fluid mechanics where flow visualization plays a predominant role. When integrated to-
gether computer image analysis and flow visualization techniques become powerful tools available to scientists
for the extraction of quantitative information from pictures. In addition such an approach has the advan-
tage comon to purely optical probes of causing minimal disturbance in the flow.

Tne present paper deals with applications of DIP to fluid dynamic problems. Two typical fluid flow
problems of interest for propulsion are selected to illustrate the purpose. The first example concerns the
mixing process of a gas jet in a coflowing air stream. The second example considers tne determination of
the local heat transfer coefficient at the impaction of gas jets onto heated flat plate. For both the pur-
poses selected the potential and the actual limitations of the DIP technique are emphasized.

. MIXING FOPERTIES IN A JET

.1 Introduction

The development of techniques for the measurement of concentration of a tracer or gas species in a
flow field is of particular interest for improving the knowledge of mechanisms of mixing processes.
Average concentration measurement can be performed by isokinttic sampling technique (Ref. I). A more in-
volved tech ique to determine the concentration has been developed at VKI in using wire principles to
measure the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture (Ref. 2). At the same ti, non-intrusive techniques
have been proposed (Refs. 3, 4). They are mainly based on the light scattering phenomena. The concentration
is inferred from the intensity of the Lorentz-Mie scattered radiation from the flow which is seeded by small
particles. In the first technique the measuring volume is formed by the intersection of two laser beams.
A proper optical system collects and focusses the light scattered onto a multiplier tube. The second non-
intrusive technique allows the spatial determination of the concentration in two Jimensions using the digital
image of the flow when illuminated by laser sheet. Its development at VKI has been initiated by Lourento
(Ref. 5) and continued by Borleteau & Buchlin (Ref. 6). A similar experimental procedure is also followed
by Schon (Ref. 7). The main features of this technique are presented on the basis of the study carried out
at VKI and dealing with the mixing properties of a gas jet coflowing within an air stream which is also
regarded as an interesting test exercise by other researchers (Refs. 7, 8).

1.2 Measurement technique

The measurement technique lies on optical detection of the light scattered by particles in suspension
in a fluid. It is shown by Becker et al. (Ref. 9) that light scattered is a linear measure of marker concen-
tration when the concentration profile does not exhibit important curvature within the control volume. In
the study of the mixing of the two gases, one of the species Is seeded with particles which are used as mark-
ers. In the present technique the seeding selected Is formed by small oil droplets of about 1.5 micrometers
of diameter (Ref. 10). They have small inertia; their velocity response is better than 90% up to frequency
of 10 kHz (Ref. 9). In addition because they have small residence time, the effects of evaporation and
coagulation due to collision and diffusion by Brownian are negligible. The density of these tracers in the
measuring volume has to be sufficiently low to ensure independent scattering. After Van der Hulst (Ref. 11),
oil droplets of 1.5 micrometer have not to exceed 3% in volume fraction which corresponds to a tracer con-
centration of 2.1O'

5
per m. A more restrictive condition on the sol particles concentration is necessary

to minimize the attenuation of the light scattered from the measuring volume and traversing the mixing field.
It turns out that an upper limit of 1012 particles per m

3 
must be ascertained. In addition, accordino to

Rosenweig (Ref. 12) the marker shot noise is negligible if the number of tracers in the measuring volOme is
larger than 1000.

The incident light is formed by a laser plane projected in the flow field. The optical signal produced
by the light scattered from the markers is detected by video camera. The video signal is sampled to obtain
a digital image which is a bounded two dimensional space discrete distribution of light intensity. The
actual scattered light in the laser sheet is reconstructed from the digital image of the detected light by
using DIP techniques, including noise spikes removal, low pass filtering, and correction for the non-uniform
distribution of the incident light in the laser sheet and for optical defects. The points of measurements
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are the resolvable points of reconstructed digital image which involves reasonably small volume of gas
satisfying all requirements. The value of the scattered light intensity at a point of measurement is dis-
played on the image as one of the possible intensity levels. Calibration of data in the digital image is
done by measuring the concentration of the seeded species with a single point measurement technique at a
few points in the flow. Another possibility is to take advantage of a priori knowledge of data displayed
on the digital image. For example, in the study of the mixing process of jet, the concentration level is
100% just at the exhaust of the nozzle and 0% at the outside of the jet. Then, provided the linearity of
the measurement technique could be checked, no calibration would be required to determine the concentration
level from the reconstructed digital image. It is now worth quoting that this technique differs slightly
from that used by Schon which involves the counting of the tracing particles (Ref. 7).

1.3 Application to the mixing properties of gas jets

1.3.1 Test facility and instrumentatinn

The application of the aforepresented non-intrusive technique is illustrated by the measurement of
concentration field of a freon 12 jet discharging at 1.65 m/s into a co-flowing air stream at 0.6 m/s. The
experimental setup is sketched in figure 1. The jet nozzle of 4.25 mm in diameter is located on the axis

Z-

x- y

Y1

ASER a

FIG. 1- SKETCH OF THE TEST SETUP FOR JET MIXING FIG. 2- VKI DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM

of symmetry of the test section of a wind tunnel with a transparent square cross section of 0.2040.20 e

and 2 m long. The freon jet is seeded with oil smoke.

The incident light plane is produced by passing an argon laser beam (- 5145 A) of 2 W continuous power

through a cylindrical lens. The light scattered from the laser sheet is detected by a video camera and
recorded by video tape of U-matic format which is later analyzed frame by frame by means of the VKI DIP
system the general structure of which is shown in figure 2. A frame grabber with a resolution of 8 bits/
pixel converts each frame in digital form updating continuously two memory boards with a spatial resolution
of 256x256 pixels. The combination of these two boards provides a quantization level of 8 bits/pixel
allowing up to 256 gray level scales or false colour variations. For gray level to colour conversion and
monitoring purposes a high speed 8-bit D/A converter and a two 8-bit gray scale/colour encoders are also
built in the system. The false colour output is displayed on a Barco monitor. The assembly is mounted on
the unibus of a POP 11/34 which is the host computer controlling the DIP system. In addition the POP 11/34
is linked to a VAX 11/780 to handle heavy processing of large matrices involed by image analysis. A soft-
ware package specially developed in Marco 1I assembly language permits the access of the DIP system by
Fortran programs.

1.3.2 Typical results

The optical response of the whole imaging system is accounted for by recording before each test a
suitable illumination reference obtained by flooding the test section with oil smoke such that the marker
density is uniformly distributed. Figure 3 shows a typical digitized reference image displayed with 16
pseudo-colours with increasing gray levels from left to right. Such final reference image has been obtained
after using a one dimensional FIR low pass filter based on 51 points with a Hamming window function. This
image reflects firstly the effect of the Gaussian distribution of the incident light (horizontal variations)
and secondly the focussing effect of the spherical lens used in the optical setup (vertical profile). It is
worth noting that all the useful numerical pictures are processed with the same digital filter, the modular
transfer and the impulse response functiond of whichare plotted in figure 4 and corrected by the correspond-
ing reference image.
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FIG. 3 RESPONSE OF IAING SYSTEM

The laser ,heet is moved transversely along the y-direCtion to scan the jet according to nine different
vertical longitudinal cuts. The nine resulting digitized images showJn in figure 5 portray the spreading of

the miiing field each Loour is assigned to an ioconcentration contour. A first feature of interest is

the concentration in the plane of symmetry (v-O). The centerliln concentration profile in this plane is

plotted in norilized form in figure 6. The measurements from the optical technique are compared to the
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FIG. 4 - ONE DIMENSIONAL FIR FILTER (51 POINTS) FIG. 5- DIGITAL IMAGES OF THE FREON JET (256 GREY LEVELS)

measurements performed with a single point hot wire sensor (Ref. 2) in the range of distance 20-35 nozzle

diameters. Good agreement is observed. However, poor repeatability is found in the initial region of the
jet. The reason invoked emphasizes the eventual too high tracer density which leads to partial extinguishment
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Loiicontrat:on at the edges of the jet with the hot "
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1 4 ConclI us ions \ .

An optical technique to measure the two dimen-
sional concentration field Is presented. The prin-

piples of the technique rely on the measurement of
the light scattered by marker s eding the flow
field The illuminatinag plane is produced by laser
tomography. The optical two dimensional sIgl I is I IC - COWARIS.ON Of 15O(OIINTRATION l1Nui A'

temled to reconstruct digitized pictures of the .0 • 32 " i AFTER OPTICAL TICuhIOji i
flow field which art analyzed by using DIP. This - AFTER ClNG.i PINT PRASLR[M[NTS)
non-intrusive technique is compared to a single
point measurement technique based on the hot wire principle in the case of mixing properties of a freon jet
In a co-flowing air stremN. Good egrement It observed between the two typts of measurements in the :enter Of

the Jet. However, the results describing the initial region of the jet show that the optical method I%
sensitive to density of the tracers at the source, that Is. to independent scattering unditiunos and partial
extinguisiment of the incident light.

2. HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPINGING JETS

2.1 Introduction

Impinging Jets are often encountered in processes where heat and/or mass transfer prevail beLuse of
their ability to produce high local transport coefficients.

Som of their more important applications are the annealing of metals, the tempering of glass sheets.
the drying of paper and textiles and the cooling of turbine blades. A problem of interest is also the
direct interaction of the propulsion jet with the flaps in the case of STOL aircraft.

The basic configuration generally Investigated is the single jet impacting normally on a flat plate
(Rafs. 13-23). In som applications the jet may be oblique either because of constraint on the nozzle
position or deflection by cross flow before the impingement (Refs. 31. 49). However, practical considera-
tions lead to study array of jets emphasizing the effect of the mutual interference of the nearby jets
(Refs. 32-38. 50).

Different exprimntal techniques have been processed to determine the local and the average heat trans-
fer coefficients on the target surface. Most of the experimental procedures are based on the use of heated
or cooled flat plate instrumented with temperature sensors and/or calorimeters (Refs. 13, 14. 20, 21, 24
32. 34. 37, 49, 50). Mass transfer analogy involving water evaporation (as Schlunder & Krotzschref reported
in Ref. 36) or naphtalene sublimation (Refs. 31, 35) or diffusion controlled electrolysis (Ref. 19) is also
adopted. The technique which is presented in this paper belongs to the visualization class as that developed
by Goldstein & Timmers who utilized heated plate covered by liquid crystals substance (Ref. 38). It mainly
relies on the utilization of constant emissivity heat flat foil the temperature of which is measured



with a thermographic system. The recent progress made in infrared imaging systems commercially available
(Refs. 39-44) has significantly initiated the development of thermographic techniques for dealing with fluid
flow problems (see for Instance 44-47). One of its advantages apart from the non-intrusive character that
it omns, is that the resulting thermorams can be fruitfully analyzed by means of dloital image processing.
7ho method is exemplified through revised experimental result, of investigations of single oblique jet
Ref 49) and array of coliwear Jelts (Ref. 50) carried out at VKI.

lest apparatus and experimental procedure

A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in figure 8. Compressed air is supplied from a regulated
I bar ine The air flow rate is measured by means of a rotameter before it enters in a plenum chamber

{ - )TCH .9F THI I XPI RI NTVAL SETUP FOR IMINGING TESTS

wh~re fluidt temlperature is. maure

The ao jet% are iss,ed from Lonfver- 1 12 - T ------- r1 T
gent type brass nozzleS with 0.01 m viVlmi  J(single let tests) or 0.006 m1 (Ce-
linear jet tests) exit diamter. 09 'A
The quality of the velocity profile
produced by the nozzles an be
appreciAted n figure 9. 090

A hr stlin t eeat flux flat plate
of 0.56.0.51 is constructed f i a
circuit board -[G5 102 type Gba - 0,wit Rod- m 00
Ia l of 35 mocroteters copper foil N E
poted by an epoxy FR-4 she of
a e0015 a thic. Thiue .048 NOZZLE P 1
of the plate is painted black unl-
forly and exposed to the impan?ing
flow. The copper face of the polt 0.32L
is achtned to cut lengthwise of6 12 O11 0.4 0 0.4 0.1 1.2 16
grooves of 0.003 m foring a rectang- X R

ular wavy continuous strip which is
connected to an AC power source con- FIG. 9 - VELOCITY PROFILE IN AIR JETS
trol led by varlac and measured by
ammter and voltmeter. Back and
edge conduction 1osse,, are minimized by embedding the heating surface in a styrofoam packed pine wood
allowing for lateral thermal expansion.

The black heated plate Is sampled by a video infrared camera of Intrametrics 525 type which allows only
relative temperature measurement (the minimum detectable temperature difference provided by this imaging
radiometer system is 0.3C). Thus, some copper-constantan junctions are mounted flush and uniformly
distributed in the epoxy jet facing layer to provide information for the determination of the absolute
temperature-intensity calibration curve of the thermograms. The infrared pictures are recorded on video
tape replayed frame by frame for analysis by the aforepresented DIP system (cfr. § 1.3.1).

The principle of the technique demands to adjust a constant energy dissipation per unit area, qw, from
Joule heating and to measure the local distribution of the surface te rature iimpacted by the air jets.
The local heat transfer coefficient, h,. is calculated from the conventional relationship

hw(x) - itq__()
Tw(x)-Tjr
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where q1 oss represents the heat loss including conduction and radiation effects. It turns out that qMo
generally ess than 3% of the total heat flux. Tjr is the air recovery temperature which, for most of the
present experimental tests, does not differ significantly from the temperature measured in the plenum
temerature.

2.3 Typical results

For each test, a time of about lOnlin is allocated
to ensure the steady state conditions be reached before
recording the infrared image and the camera is tilted
(see Fig. 8) in order to visualize all the target with-
out being masked by the jet nozzle system.

Figure 10 shows a typical unprocessed digitized
infrared picture (displayed in pseudo colours) of the
i action area of a normal single jet onto the heated
flat plate. The analog signal is digitized in 64
discrete intensity levels since the IR camera output
is presently a 6-bit signal. In a first step a
spatial warping technique for image restoration is
applied to correct the distortion effect due to
camera tilting angle (Ref. 51). In a second step the
redressed image is enhanced; a digital noise cleaning
algoitho based on a low pass convolution masked is
adopted (Ref. 52).

The convolution 3 by 3 array H of low-pass
form utilized is

FIG. 10 - DIGIIIZED NO-RESTORED THERMOGRAM
FOR NORMAL IMPINGING JET

10 !1 1 1

OUT(ml~m2) - 1 .1 INP(nl,n2)H(ml-nI*I,m2-n2+l) (3)

nI, ne

In a third step the grey intensity distribution of the
noise smoothed images are calibrated. The average in-
tensity of a small 4 by 4 pixel area centered on the

FIG. lia position of selected thermocouples is calculated by the
DIP system and related to the corresponding temperature
through a polynomial curve fitting procedure.

Typical restored and calibrated digital images are

shown in fibure 11. They afford quantitative visualiza-
tion of the thermal field of the heated flat plate for
the single normal jet (Fig. lIla), a 30 degree inclined
jet (Fig. lib), and three co-linear jets (Fig. lc).
Note in figure lIc only a view of the center and outer
jet is presented.

The wall temperature contours so determined from
infrared pictures are reduced in terms of the local
Nusselt number distributions. A typical spanwise Nu-
profile for normal round jet is plotted in figure 12;
the nozzle-plate spacing is two orifice diameters
(z/d - 2) and the Reynolds number Red is 40000.

FIG. lib Figure 12 compares the present measurements to the data

obtained by means of the liquid crystal technique (Ref.
38) which appear to be 30% lower. In spite of this
ascertainment it can be concluded that similar trends
are observed. In particular the minimum local heat
transfer coefficient ocrurring at the stagnation point
is a characteristic of this flow configuration (z/d - 2).

It indicates that the mixing-induced turbulence
has not penetrated to the center of the jet. Only the
potential core of the jet impacts onto the stagnation
region because of the small nozzle-to-target spacing.
However, it is remarked that more informations are
available on the thermographic Nu-profile. The set of
distinct humps symmetrically shared on the profiles are
noteworthy and in full agreement with the mass transfer
data produced by Koopman & Sparrow (Ref. 35) and the
results obtained by Gordon & Akfirat with a two

FIG. lic dimensional air jet (Ref. 33). On the other hand they
corroborate the shear stress measurements performed by

FIG, 1I - TYPICAL RESTORED & FILTERED THERMOGRAMS Kamoi & Tanaka (Ref. 27) and support the numerical
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simulations achieved by Amano (Ref. 22).
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FIG. 12 - SPANWISE Nu-PROFILE FOR NORMAL ROUND JET FIG. 13 - EFFECT OF THE INCLINATION ANGLE z, ON
THE MAXIMUM NUSSELT NUMBER

Figure 13 deals with the effect of the jet inclination on the maximum value of the heat transfer
coefficient. The ratio Nu- of the Nusselt number of oblique jet, Nu(.,Red), to the Nusselt number of a
normal jet, Nu(90, Red), determined for the same flow conditions, is plotted versus the tilt angle of the
nozzle, a, counted with respect to the plate. The modest data scatter observed in figure 13 enables to
presume that Nue does not depend on the Reynolds number in the range investigated (IO000.Red.65000). The
,Nu-> values calculated on averaging areas are compared well to the Sparrow & Lovell mass transfer data
(Ref. 31) as shown in figure 14 which in addition emphasizes the net effect of the z/d parameter on the
heat transfer coefficient.

1.2 1 1 1

(Nu*)
1.0

r- 7Nu
X No OUTER JET CENTER AT

01.00

0.6

0.4 , /d Red 10 07"
+n? /

0.2 - X Z/d, 2
S= 10 lRel 311 Red  22000

a 0.50,I I I I I II I I

90 15 60 45 30 1s 1-1 .6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0 2.0 4.0 ,/d 6.0

FIG. 14 - EFFECT OF THE INCLINATION ANGLE v ON FIG. 15 - LOCAL Nu DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE CENTER-
THE AREA AVERAGED NUSSELT NUMBER LINE OF CO-LINEA, 'LTS

Figure 15 gives a typical Nu number distribution in the case of three co-linear jets produced by
nozzles distant by four orifice diameters and located at two diameters from the plate. The flow conditions
are characterized by a Reynolds number oi each jet equal to 22000. The Nu-profile plotted along the central
impingement line is limited to the region including the inner and one of the outer jets (as seen in Fig. lc).
Again in full agreement with published data (Refs. 33, 35, 38), a secondiry maximum of Nu number occurs midway
between the two adjacent vertical jets due to the collision of the two wall spreading flows. This thermal
behaviour is corroborated by static pressure measurements (Ref. 50) suggesting that even in this type of
complicated flow interaction a possible analogy between momentum and heat transfer could hold. It is also
worth noting that local minimum of the heat transfer persists anew at the stagnation point with more predo-
minance for the center jet as observed by Sparrow & Timmers (Ref. 38). However, when the nozzle-to-plate
distance Is increased the secondary Nu maxima and minima vanish and each jet tends to form rather a bell
shaped Nu-distribution as depicted in figure 16.
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2.4 Conclusions
1.25 I Ir

A thermographic technique to determine the 12 NumNu
local heat transfer coefficient from impinging jets - OUTER £1 CENTER AT
on to a flat plate is presented and illustrated by 1 I

typical results of single round oblique jets and 9 9
array of three co-linear jets. 1.00

The experimental procedure relies on the 21d 7 i/a
digital processing of the infrared pictures of the Ptd=22 O\
uniformly heated target. This non-intrusive vis- 0.75
ualization technique allows to reproduce and quan- ,
tify all the effects of the flow parameters on theheat transfer coefficient./', /

Associated with information recording and pro- 0.50 \ /
cessing systems the infrared imaning system appears \. /
to be a powerful tool for research in fluid dynamic I
problems. -5.0 -15S -2.50 .1 25 0 125 2 50 3.7S SO

5/D

3. GENLRAL CONCLUSIONS FIG. 16 - LOCAL Nu DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE CENTERLINE
OF CO-LINEAR JETS

The present paper emphasizes the potential of flow visualization techniques when associated with
digital image processing. The non-intrusive nature and the possibility of two dimensional instantaneous
measurements offered by such an experimental approach are illustrated by applications to the study of the
mixing properties of a gas jet and the heat transfer characteristics of impinging jets.

In both of these examples, the DIP data compare well with results obtained by means of conventional
measurement methods. The limits of the "imaging" techniques are generally fixed by the quality of the flow
picture. A promising future of this measurement jchnique in the field of fluid dynamics is foreseen.
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e...,, .. the rvati of the correlation between velocity and4 .. e't tit inals and :ine wire thermocouple as that of flow

*. ingta I'equitre a special technique for the correlation, in

-1,41 1t 4I As. aalop MoptnsaRed in frequency and the effect of the value of time
S a. .... •"..-.. e.ta!or was studled

*al e'p 're'., A'i

"oa.-'.meyt .fitth properties of reacting flows, in simple geometries as well as in gas turbines

.- 'e 'er perfrme~d by secerai authors using different techniques, the common goal beeing the
' -I a tle ti f hthe turbulent transport mechanisms.

"e -eqenjr gram of wrk includes the study of turbulent reacting internal flows, directly
eo, t

,
r,

|
Ioe coml-htors, the work reppoted here concentraten on a simpler flow, a hot air jet,

' t.hat the tehnique under study be first tested without the interference of errors and problems
'ar ate assoctited wth a reacting flow measurement, namely those originated by the presence of

,adi or and -talvrit effects, probe life and minimum wire diameter, deposition of seeding particles on
t'e t bermscoyxple.

'here are a number of questions to be clarified with the help of experiments in a hot air jet that
wit: set the bAsic for the work on the second phase involving combustion.

The tmo different fluids, hot air and cold air, identified by their temperature signature in

a lociation with conditional sampling can be studied.

The time constant of the thermocouple is a function of pretsure, local temperature and velocity and
to a lesser extent. composition.

The testing of the technique of cor-relation of & continuous and a discontinuous signal, the efle,-
of esrtIon of tbe two measuring volumes, LIDA and thermocouple, on the values of correlation war
studied.

FXPERITNTA. SET Up

The velocity meavurements were made utth a laser doppier velocimeter and the temperaire
evaluated vith fire wire thermocouplee. The arrangement of the experimental apparatus t sho- it rie

The LIlA system used was of the forward catter light type, comprising a 2 watt 'nerrra 'I iI 'go-
L.ser, an 0E! optical unit with two Bragg cells to frequency shl~t the beams and a ifli focal tern'

lens.

The photomltiplier signal was band pass filtered and subsequentin analysed it re,,, *
interfaced to an Apple 11 microcomputer. The counter allowed freqiency ,omVarlsoht betwee s , -

within each burst and the frequency comparator circuit was ised wiith the -Ir' IP slidat ,.
guaranteeing the absence of significant errors in the mesre.,e.t of freyt-nc he,
outputat a digital and an analogue one.

The digital output was in fluctuating point form of two eitth hi' o Ards -P
microcomputer when a new valid velocltv measurement has her d, ma iss
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memory and the micro waits for a new measurement. This output was used to built the velocity histogram
that was the base to evaluate the mean, the r.m.s. and the p.d.f. (no time information was obtained).

The voltage from the analog output was proportional to the frequency of the doppler signal . This
voltage value was kept constant until a new valid measurement has been made. This output was onalised by
the microcomputer throught an analog/digital converter and used to evaluate the velocity power spectra
and sutocorrelation. Pig. 2 shows two curves of velocity versus time obtained from the analog output in
two different situations, curve (a) with a high number of valid signals and curve (W) when a few seeding
particles are present in the flow.

The temperature measurements were obtained with a 5 jim diameter thermocouple Platinum versus
Platinum + 13 Rhodium. The output voltage was amplified 100 times, analogue compensated and digitalised
by an analogue/digital converter interfaced with the microcomputer.

The A/D converter allows a maximm sampling rate of 12 kHz. The input signal is transformed into a
12 bit word.

As the voltage-temperature relation of the thermocouple was non linear some care was needed in
building the temperature histogram. A table of voltages corresponding to equal temperature intervals was
built and used to make the temperature histogram.

To store the data two 140Kb diskettes were available as well as Racal 7700 magnetic tape unit, which
allowed the storage of significative amounts of data also used to interface with other computers in other
to get shorter processing times of the recorded data.

M ASUREMNTS

When measuring the velocity with an LDA system the sampling Tate will depend usualy on the number of
valid doppler signals detected by frequency counter as was shown in Fig. 2 .

When the time interval between the arrival of two consecutive particles to the IDA control volume
was small compared with the velocity fluctuations caracteristic time, the analog output from the counter
allows the evaluation of velocity power spectra and autocorrelations. Fig. 3 shows the evaluation of the
velocity power spectra measured in the center line of a hot air jet where velocity oscilations at
frequencies greater than 100 Hz are present.

When the arrival time between particles is greater than 0.8 me this frequencies are not detected in
the velocity spectra.

The number of valid velocity signals is also important when measuring the velocity temperature
correlations. Two different conditions can happen in this caset

If the number of velocity signals is high then the usual method to evalute the correlation
coefficient can be used.

RU 5A)-u'(rrt).T'(rei. t* At)(I4RuT (6.60t) -, -rt)T (rIt)

/.I-(r,t). T'
2

(r+ 6,t)

< At <e'

in this case a record of simultaneous temperature and velocity measurements is necessary. This is
obtained using two sample and hold modules, one to the temperature and another to the velocity. Fig. 4
shows measurements made in a hot air jet, 470 C outlet temperature and 14m/s outlet velocity. The
velocity is measured at the centre line, one diameter from the outlet and the temperature is measured at
the same axial distance but at r/D - 0.5.

This record allows also the evaluation of the temperature and velocity spectra that are shown in
Pig. 5 . This curves are the mean of 10 sets of 1024 values each measured with a 5kH sampling rate.

Pigure 6 shows the Rut coefficient. The commom frequency to both signals is 240H& as it has been
previously detected in the U and T spectra, with a fae difference of almost 90 degrees.

These records allow also the evaluation of the velocity temperature joint probability distribution.
This curve is shown in Pig. 7.

The same results., measured at /D-2. are shown in Pig. g, 9, 10. The results art equally good, i.e..
the time description of the velocity signal is also good.

When the velocity is measured in a region where the number of particles is not enough to describe
the flow oscilations, another method must be used to evaluated the Rut coefficient. This method will be
described now.

Whes a valid velocity measurement is detected by the microcomputer, i.e.. the flag is turned on,
then the smpling of temperature values begins and is stored in the Apple mem ry. Wbo the buffer is full
the velocity and temperature values are recorded in the Racal magnetic tape and a new cicle begins. This
procedure is repeated $00 times.

The correlation coefficient is evaluated according to expression 2
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RuT(,At). u' r Q .T' (r 6, t+At).. . = - - (2)

/ II(r, t) . T'2 (r + 6, t)

At >'0
To compare these two methods of evaluating the velocity temperature cross correlation coeficient,

the Rut value was measured at the same conditions of Fig. 6. 10, based on this new method. Fig. 11,12
shows the new curves. As the temperatures are measured after the measurement of a velocity value, only
for positive time delays is possible to calculate the curve. They agree quite well with the previous ones
evaluated according to expression 1.

As the number of particles in the outer region of the jet is smail, the usual method used to
evaluate the Rut coefficient will not be recomended. The method based on expression 2 will be better and
with this method a radial displacement of the velocity control volume is possible. Fig. 13 shows the
variation of Rut when the velocity control volume is displaced along the jet radius (X/D-l).

Due to the physical limitation of having a solid probe (the thermocouple) that would interfier with
the laser beams, it is impossible to measure the velocity and temperature at the same spacial position
and then evaluate the cross correlation coeficient at this conditions. The minimum distance between
control volumes is about I mm.

To make the correct positionement of both control volumes, the laser beams are focused on the
thermocouple Junction. This corresponds to a high temperature reading that confirms the coincidence of
both control volumes. Then the laser is displaced to the measuring position.

THERMOCOUPLE TIME CONSTANT

The temperature was measured with a 151m thermocouple. This thermocouple diameter is adequate to
measure in the air jet temperatures because it has a long life time and has also the advantage of having
a small time constant, i.e., the thermocouple time lag is quite small, around 5ma which allows the
detection of temperature fluctuations up to I kHz.

The thermocouple time constant was evaluated with a heating step method described in Nina and Pita
(1985). As it has been then noted the analogue compensation will impose a mean time constant to be used
with the consequences that have been also pointed out there.

The influence of the thermocouple time constant on the Ru,t coefficient curve is shown in ?ig. 14
Measurements are made at X/-l1, radial velocity at R5mm and temperature at R15sm. The measured time
constant using the D.C. hesting technique vas 5.3ms.

The Rut values obtained without compensation of the thermocouple output signal are small, less than
0.2 and are always positive, Also the measured fae difference between the velocity and temperature
oscilations is larger then that measured with the compensated signals. In this case the different time
constants used do not alter the measured fase difference between the two signals. The Rut values suffer
significative changes only when the value of varies between 2.3 and 7.3ms. For greater values of the
main differences in Rut curves appears only for time delays greater than 3me.

CONCLUSIONS

For low seeding rate situations, a method was devised to correlate the discontinuous signal from LDA
and the continuous thermocouple output.

The results of correlation of velocity and temperature by this method were found to be in good
agreement with those obtained by current methods when applied in highly seeded flow regions.

The fluctuating flow temperature was evaluated by analogue compensated thermocouples and the effect of
the magnitude of this compensation was observed both on phase and amplitude of R
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DISCUSSION

A.MelU. UK
Considering that the velocity and temperature are not measured at the position, what is the significance of your
velocity-temperature correlations Rur?

Authors Reply

The significance and interest of a velocity-temperature correlation depend on the type and region of flow under study.
In our case we were looking at temperature fluctuations due to jet entrainment and velocity fluctuations in the jet
potential core. Comparison between R, obtained at different locations in the flow gave information about phase
differences and correlations intensities.

Comment
We have used here a rather abnormal jet. The jet has, as we have seen, a frequency of around 250 Hz and if we use two
thermocouples, the inner thermocouple would not tell anything because the temperature incoming from the jet potential
core is uniform. So, what we are looking at is some structures, located outside of the jet and in fact who are making the
turbulence or the fluctuating temperature driving because it was the mixing structures between the inner jet and the
outside atmosphere.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
SESSION V - VIBRATION, THIN LAVER AND TIP CLEARANCE MEASUREMENTS

by

D.P.Davidson
Rotadata Ltd

Liversage Street
Derby DF I 2LD, UK

I would like to thank Mr Stewart for inviting me to sum up this very interesting session on tip clearance measurement.

This forum of AGARD has seen and indeed stimulated the development of a number of new measurement techniques.
The examples of optical thermoi ietry and optical velocimetry come particularly to mind. There is now an extensive corpus
of information which allows us to judge the capabilities, limitations and applicability of these techniques. The techniques
have given rise to a complete new philosophy of measurement which is being well researched and documented.

The presentations we have heard today form a welcome addition to the record of development of methods for
measuring the physical behaviour of the mechanical elements that form the turbomachine.

The excellent paper from Dr Knoell has shown the systematic approach that must be takcn in applying such techniques
and in their calibration. His charge coupled system has been shown v) give excellent results for temperature ranges in the
compressor region of the machine.

Dr Demers. by contrast has chosen a frequency modulation phase detection system that has the potential to operhie in
more severe environments with inherent noise rejection advantages. Variants of this system have been adopted by several
companies, including Rolls Royce, and we look forward to hearing of his experiences.

Tip clearance measurement has now grown through the four phases of application maturity: research, design. diagnosis
and is moving towards constrol.

At the research level we are investigating the causes and effects of varying acrofoil to end-wall clearances (both static
and rotating). We are evolving new design codes to minimise and accommodate tip clearance effects leading to such
innovations as non-circular casings. Tools for diagnosis are becoming more and more complex as we start to understand
some of the dynamic influences at play. We are also moving towards active control with clearance measurement transducers
in closed loop systems.

Much attention must also be paid to the ways in which information is analysed and displayed in much the same way as
we heard yesterday in the data acquisition papers. I hope that we are not seeing a division between the transducer engine and
the data acquisition engineer. I for one would welcome an authoritative view of the techniques currently in use for examining
the steady state and transient output from such systems.

In designing our measurement system, we have seen that we must be prepared to make compromises according to the
system priorities. We cannot necessarily have low complexity (and hence high reliability) at the same time as high accuracy
and high bandwidth. Mr Stewart's own fascinating presentation has shown us that the achievement of results as remarkable
as his may require capital facilities that would fall off the end of a performance/cost graph. even on a logarithmic scale.

In particular, it is our duty, as measurement engineers, to concentrate on justifying the confidence or "plausibility" levels
of our measurements. We must develop a rigorous methodology and start to consider the ,eed for agreed practices that are
exemplified by the measurement panel activities that have been taking place behind the scenes here this week.

I would like to encourage bodies like AGARD to stimulate more activity in the areas of evaluation, calibration and
assurance, Whst, for example, are we to take assa standard reference for our clearance measurements? How are we to
provide the absolute traceability of measurement that marks a mature measurement system.

I look forward to future AGARD meetings when we can hear more about the actual results obtained by these
interesting techniques and perhaps eventually even a report on active closed-loop-in-flight clearance systems.
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UTILISATION DES CAPTIURS PILLICULAIRES

POUR LA MBSURR SUR TURBOXACHI MIS

par

A. Bru~re. M. Portat. J. C. Godefroy at F. IHelias

office Ndational 1' Etudes at de Rtcherches Afirospatiales,

SP 72. 92322 ChAtillon Cedes, FRANCE.

INUTRODUCTI ON

Dane Ie but d'aceroltre Ie rendement et do reduire lea nuisances acouatiques des

turbomachines. ii eat necesaaire. parmi d autres posaibilites. d'acceder A la connala-

sance des phenomines physiques qui s developpent A& 1 interface des aubea fixes ou

tournantes, evec 10 milieu g&eeux. Cette connaiaaance a'apPuie Sur dea meaurs Giver-

sea :preasion, tompirature, flux thermique. turbulence, contrainte. etc.

Les laboratoires at lea constructours ont montr6 Ia niceasit6 Ge mesurer lea gran-

deurs physiques directement Sur lea profle, par int~gration de capteurs A leur surface.

Lea capteura traditionnela. mgme miniatures, necesaitent un usinege des parole du

proril pour permettre leur integration. Cet usinaqe savere toujoura Gelicat. voire im-

poaaible. 11 modifis lea caractiriatiques du prefiX du Point Ge vue mecanique, thermique

et queiquefols du Point do vue aerodynamiaue. ce qui entrains d importantea perturba-

tions dona Lea meaurea Ci).
Pour toutas ces raisona. 1'ONER& aoutenu par Ia BRET (Direction des Recherchee,

Etudea et Techniques), a 41tudji une nouvelle famille de captoura. appetis

-polliculairea'.

1. GENERALIT8S

guatre types d:,capteurs ap6sliculairs ntvAte diveloppee

- lea cePtus pre eco P Gi0 tection caaItive,

- lea thermomitree A tempirature de surface at,

- lea fluxmitfee thermiquea de convection, utilisant leffet thermeoilectrique qui prend

naiseence A Ia jonction do Gaux Mitamx ou alliages Gipoaia en couches minces.

- lea capteura G'analyse do Xe couche limits G'un 6coulement airodynamique, utilisant la

variation do Ie robsiativit. G' un mital en fonction de Xe temperature.

Loa propriitia communes & taus ces capteurs sont lea suivantes

- 4paisseur maximal@ hors tout 80 i .m,

- intigretion Sur lea paroisa'A instrumenter par collage, sans nicessiter d'usi nege,

- poasibiliti Ge rialistion do plusieura carteurs 3Lr un m~ce aubatrat. 6vitent sinai,

lore G esecis sirodynemfiques, la perturbations Ge 1 icouuiement provoquies per des

sur-4pataeeura locales, Iies A 1 implantation de pluaieurs capteurs distinct. I. long

Gu profiX,

- Gim alons. g,:IomItrie de ilmoteCnsibles et ripartition Ge cous-ci sur Ie sub-

strat. &dpi au baonsmtroogiqua.

La possibilitb Go rialicar cas Giffironts types Ga capteurs pelliculsires rieulte

- 1 existence do didlectrique en feuLile souple Go KaPton iDupont Ge Macours), choisi

pours& disponibilit6 an raible 6paieseur (6 A 100"I~) at pour s& banns tenue en temp6-

rature I 300*C),

- Ie miss an oeuvre des techniques Gi*vaporstion sous vide, ou de pulvirisation cetho-

Gique. pour rnelsor en couches minces iApeisseur 0.2 "), lea parties sitalliquos Gas

Al6ments sensible* at lea conducteuresechempinent Xe signal,

- Xe possibilit6 d'obtenir Ges films do colls do trio feible 6petseur (2 it 4 "a) pour

assembler plusiours fouillos do Kapton.
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2. CAPTSURS PILLICULAIRES DB PRZSSION

Deux types do captour pelliculaire do prossion, qui utilisent uno variation de

capacit6, ont 6t4 diveloppis.

Le premier typo utilise, comma e16ment sensible, une feuille do diiloctrique en

Kapton. Ce matiriau permet do tonctionner sous tr~s fortes prossions statiques.

Le second typo utilise, comma 61oasont sensible, Ilair emprisonne dane des

,oxcro-cavit6s ce tranaducteur procure une Plus grands sonsibilite quo Is pr~c~dent

2. 1 Principe

Ce capteur set un d6tecteur do type capacitit, dont 1 element sensible oat cons-

titu6 d'une feuille do dijioctrique souple. ieetallis6e our ses deux tacos, tormant ainsi

un condensateur do cspscit4 C ( fig. 1). Sous l action d'une variation do pression ap,

1'6paisseur a do cette teuille diioinue d' une valour Ie. 11 en rdaulte une variation re-

lative do Is capacite C proportionnelle A 1& variation do proasion [2].

c e

K 6tant 10 module de compression unissial.

La capacit6 est polarisee par une source de tension continue V. a travere une tres

haute imp~dance. et sous 1 action d'une variation de pression une ditterence do poten-

tiel WV apparait entre leaeoxtr6sit~s do cette impedance.

i _C_. 6P2)

En pratique. des circuits do garde sont dispos6s de chaque c~t4 do Is connexion

point chaud" qui relic l'616mont sensible A lentree d'un circuit do meoure conatitud

par un adaptateur d'ixepdance. Ce dornier Polarise egalement lee Circuits de garde.

2. 2 Description dos ceptouro

2.2. 1. Captour d diictrique soeid.

La structure do ce type de capteur correspond A Ia representation do 1a figure 2.

La valour do Ia sonoibiliti A 1 Acrasement Peut Otre explicitee sous Ia torme

C. . 1. . (1 I + ) ( 20) (3)
6P K VKI or)

avec

E module 6lastique du matiriau.

a coetficient do Poisson du mat6risu.

En text en milieu gazeux. en rigime adiabatique, A Is reponso A l'4kcraseosont due

cue tluctuations do prossion a'souts, does domain* bases r6quence, una r~ponse eux

tluctuations do temp6rature du gas induitos par Ia pressoon. Cat ettet secondsiro rend

ditticiloment exploitable le phase du signal d~livr* par Is capteur. Do ce text co type

do captour eat principaloment utilis* Dour connaltre Ia r~partition spectrale des raise

do tluctuation do Ia presoxon.

2.2.2. Captour d didf.ctriquo gazeux

Co copteur oat torm4 par dos elv~oles multiplex d6coupies doe une teuxile do

Kapton (tig. 3 et 4). Cos sivioles, romplixs d'air, sont torm'es per deus autres teti-

lea do lapton portent loa 6lectrodos qux constituent exnst l'616ment sensible capacitit.

La touille sup~rioureseot utilishe commoe membrane d6formsble.

Pour chaque alvkole, Ia sonsibilit6A inL pression a pour expression

_2,-) .4

tp 16 R~

a rayon do 1' .iv~olo,

h 6paissour do Ia membrane

t hauteur do 1 eiv6olo.

c *capacitAi d'une alv~ol*.
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Pour 6valuor Ia sonsibilit6 global. do 1'6liment sensible, il faut tonir compte de

Is capaciti C. due A Ia presence do murs on Kapton autour do n alveoles.

I (i _2 
4  

n 5

ap 16 eihe C.. nC

La sensibilitA du captour pout Atre adaptee au bosoin en choisissant l'epaisseur de

I& feuille do Iapton constituent Is membrane deformable.

Co type do capteur permet la meaure de l'amptitude et de Is phase de I& fluctuation

do pression.

2. 3 Caractiristiquos des coptours do pressi.,n

Ces capteura no devionnent fonctionnels qu'apres implantation Sur 1t profil A,

instrumenter. Leurs #talonnagos doivent done dtre effectuos apres intigration a l'aide.

par oemple. d'une petite cavite. equipee d'un capteur do refirence, do forms adaptec au

pr~ifil at alisientie pneuisatiqueaient do fagon convenable.

Caractlrinfitues Capteurs 6 Captours a di6lectrique gazeux

di~lecrique solide Membrane Miembrane
__________________Epaisseur 12M;m Epaissotir 25 pm

Sensibilit6 en A.S/ Variable de 2. 10' 6 2. 10' 3.10 4.10"

Bondsepassante lHz) 16A 101 16b 10, 16& 101

D6tectivir66 A1 kHz lipa. Hzii 2 10.1 6.10'

tpoiaris6 sous 100 V) (palarisi sous 10 V)

Epaissour dlu capseur (mam) 50 80 92

Tempilrature d'utilisation (OC) 0660 06A60 0660

2 4 Examples d'utilisation

Los capteurs petliculairee do presamon 6 dielectnique solids ont d6jA ate utilises

dana phuseura experiences de type industriel.

Li6quipoment d'une grill d'aubes fise supersonique avec ces capteura a permms do

mettre en evidence lea instabilitis de li6coulement en fonction do 1& valour de Ia con-

tre-proasion on aval des canaus inter-aubes [3].

L'intigration do capteurs pelliculoiros sur des aubes mobiles d'un coipresseur

SI4ECNA (fig. 5 at 6) a perms d'en caracteriser les sources do bruit [4)1. Pans cetto ex-

penionco Los aignauc dilivris par lea capteurs elaient amplifies dana des chalnes do

ocouro a grand gain. loges dane Ia partie tournante dui compreaseur, avant d' tre trens-

mis par un collecteur tournant vera les Sys~tems$ dacquisition. Alas vitosso maaaimale do

rotation, lea accileralations centrifuges aubioo par lea chaines do inture emabarquees et

par les captours 4taient respectiveement do 20 000 q et 48 000 q. La figure 7 sontre 1e

spectra des fluctuations do Pression calculi 6 partir du signal dhlivri par un Capteur

situ4 our looxtrados du profil, am voiStnage du bond dattaque

Us autre profil do grille d'aubes a 6te egmip4 do captours polhicu1lires s dielec-

triqmo ga~oux (fig. 8). 11 a smbi des easais en soufflorie tranasonique. an mouvement do

tangago sinusoldal las 6tant applique Pendant li6coaloment. Les meauros renmeillios dans

Coo conditions doivont permottro de calculer Ia valour du moment de tangage instat, on-

flair, do c. Profil.

3. CAPTEUR3 09 TiNPRiTURi. Ui rLUX TMIRNIQUE iT 0' ANALTSE DI LA COUCHREjLNIT8

Tous Cos captours sont des ditoctours do phinomines thormiques. 11s utillsent dems
prisci pam dirffir~nt.
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3.1I Principos

3. 1.1. rawtpdrafura at flux

Los captours do tompirature ot do flux thermigue (fig, g9aet 9b) utilisont tous

doux loeffot thermodloctrique osistant a Ia jonction do dous mdtaux ou alliagos A at B

L5J months on circuit fetms. La force 6lectromotrico E. apparaissant dons Is circuit ost

liho sum temperatures do La souduro chaudo Tc at do La soudure froido Tf par Ia relation

Polynomialo suivante:

C.=a(Tc - Tf) b - T 2) + (6)

En ce qul concorns Ie flux thermique statique ID, ceiut-ci s dhduit do Is mosuro do

la difference des temperatures T. et Ti presentes do part ot d autro d'un ilhment

calorimhtriquc constitu6 par uno fouillo do Kapton d'6paissour acat do cunductibilit6

thormique A

X=-(t5 - Ti)7

o. t T. soot mesurios A 1 aide do deus thermocouples, dent la difference des forces

6loctromotricos ext aC.

Avoc les couples Cuivro-Nickcl La sonsibiliti obtenue pour los thormo.itres at de

18.10 6V. K' A temperaturo ambianto ot do 2,7. 10-6 Y kw
1 
.m

2 
pour los flusmhtros do 25 p m

d ipaissour. La gamme do temperature s'itend do 0 A 200*C.

3. 1. 2 Anatl/sc da ea coiic/i timits

Los captours analysant La coucho limite d'un 4couloeoent ahrodynamilquo soot

constituhs d'un film mhtalliquc rhoistant. dkpos4 sur uno fouille on diilectriquo Kaptoc

dont la resistance R varie avec La temphrature T A laquollo il est soumis (fig. 9c)-

R = 4Q aLT) iS

a tant Is coefficient do temperature do Ia resistance du film.

Lo film est chauffe par effet Joule ot stabilisi A une temperature choisie T

En presence d' Acoulomont. cc film so refroioit Par convection et 1 Achasge

convoctif diminuc lorsquo 1'4paissour e do La coucho limits augmento, La valour do Ia

puissance PC. gui doit Lstre appliquhOe mu fits pour Is maintonir A Ia tomphraturo

constanto T. ronseigno donc nut 1 A6paissour do la coucho limits au-dossus du film

PC= f( E) = P P. 9)

avec P, puissance appliques aui film or, presence d'ecoulenont.

et P. puissance appliques au film sans Acouloment.

Dautro Part, Ie rapport do La puissance officaco do fluctuation P. appliques au

film, nut is puissance moycone PV. pormet d Avaluer Io taus do turbulence T do La coucbr

li ci to.

Pour analyser La coucho limits prhsonto autour d'un profil un ensemble

multicaptours. constitu6 do films chauds. thelis6 nut us support unique, eat intigr4 La

long do La Cordo do co profil.

La valour do Ia sonsibilith thormigue a des films do Nickol realises est do

2,9.101 osxprich on 6R. .x-.

3 2. Examples d' utilisation

(in des premieres applications des captours thormiquos a consists A 6guipor un

profilI symetrique N.'CA 65-012 do 28 flusmetros pelliculairos cuivro-nickol (fig. 10)

pour connaltre 1'Avolution. le long do La corde. du coefficient d hohange gas-profil Ai

ou du nombra do Stanton qui y eat liA (fig. 11l. La me ivaluation & 4te effectuh nut

un autre profi I, laquel etait soumis At un rafroidissement par film gazous ( fig, 12).

Pour mioux connaltre los caracthriatiquos do La coucho limits La long d'un profil

do grille d'aubos. un ensemble do 20 captaurs film chaud, dhposhs sur uno m~ma fauille

do Kapton et repartis La long do La cord*, a eta colli our un profil [1 (fig. 13) La

figure 14 presents 1'6volution, La long do Ia cords, do La puissance convactie at du

taus do turbulence



4. CONCLUSION
Lea 6tudos monies & l'ONERA ant pormis I. divoloppoment do capteurs polliculaires

do presajon. do tampiraturo, do flux thormique at d'analyso do Ia couche lim-,te. Cox

captours. dont la tochnologie est acquiso, pormettont do ripondro aUx besoins

motrologiquos dans diffironta domamnos.

Les captours polliculairos do proasion ant 6t6 divoloppis A IlONERA pour ripondr*

aux bosoins en aerodynamique. mais 6galomont pour pormettre d'amilioror le0

connaissancos our lea sources do bruit gui pronnent naissance dens lax turbomachines.

tine nouvelle version do coo capteurs eat octuollemont disponiblo. Eli. est

Particulierement bion adapte aux applications on hydrodynasique.

Los capteurs- doa tompersturo otmdo lu thermique sont parfoitomont adaptis aux

studoas au r turbomach.inos, pour :as msuro idos toImpiratures A 10 surface do Profils ot

pour 1' evaluation des coefficients d*Achango gaz-profil.

.Des 6tudes sont actuelloment on cours dons 10 but do developpor des captours

thermiquos haute temperature (1400 K) - on couChe mince. La miss en oeuvre do tels

capteurs est primordiale pour caracteriser los conditions thermiqueS do fonctionnoment

des stages de turbines et 4valuer en perticulier lea conditions do refroidissement des

aubes.
Lea capteurs d'anal'se do Ia couche limits rapondent aux bosomns spicifiqlues du

domaine a~rodynamique

- caractdrisation do 10 nature do 15 couche limite et plus particuliiement determina-

tion de Is zone do transition 10 long du profil.

- etude des interactions onde de cnoc-coucho limite presentes en regime supersonique

dana lea empilages do profils grille doaubes, zone do compressour,...
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Fig. 12 - Mesum du coefficient d'khnw~ tlwmkp.'c
su' un aube MINOS.
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Fig 14 - Ev'olu don de Is puIsance conwc tie PC * r du caue do turbu lene I.t long dv prof/i.
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DISCUSSION

R.FJder, UK
Would the author please commet on the thermal sensitivity of the pressure transducers?

Idpowe d'Astur
Fn milieu gazeux, en regime adiabatique, i tine fluctuation de pression eat associee une fluctuation tempe6rature. Pour
lea capteurs massifs, la fluctuation de pression entraine une variation de capaciti par modification de l'ipaisseur du
dielectrique, alors que [a fluctuation de temperature induite dans le dielectrique modifie la capacit6 par variation de a
permittivit6. Cet effet associe explique [a plus grazsde sensibiti de ce type de capteur au dessous de 2000 Hz.

L'ajout d'une protection thermique de 50 microns d'~paisseur rdduit le domaine de fr~quence de cette influence 10
Hz environ.

Les capteurs hdielectrique gazeux presentant tine 6volution de sensibifii'S' de 1. 1 10-1 AS/S.K' entre 0 et 40C.

J.Cblvers, UK

Please could you tell me whether or not you have experience of operating your thin film transducers above 40(YC and if
not do you intend to explore temperatures above 400*C?

Please could you tell me what insulator you have used for sensors to be used at 400*C if not Kapton?

ltkponse d'Auteur
La tempe6rature niaximale d'utilization des captears pelliculaires de tempdrature et de flux eat de 200T. La tenue de
mitallisations et des colles employ~es ne permet pas d'aller au-deli.

Pour lea tempdratures supdrieures lea isolants utilis~s sont l'alumine et le zircone-yttrium, d~posds directement stir lea
profls.

A.Buele, US
Please comment on the effect of strain on the pressure transducer causing drift due to leakage of the cavity pressure,
temperature changes due to dynamic working, when this system is used as a dynamic pressure measurement system.

(1) 1 did not see any evidence of a strain isolation system on this transducer;

(2) Was a simple deflection test performed on the pressure transducer on a flat plate or aerofoil static deflection
and dynamic reflection over a range of 15 Hz to 2000 Hz?

(3) 1 worry about you measuring strain (dynamic) and not pressure with this pressure transducer system as presently
mounted on the airfoil;

(4) If strain (dynamic) cancellation system was used did it automatically compensate for the temperature and pressure
drift and how was this achieved?

Rkponse d'Auteur
La reponse extensomitrique exprimde sous forme de signal de pression equivalent s'etablit ir.

-50 mb/lO A Lit pour leacapteurs de pr , )nidielecsrique solide.

- 30 pib/ 101 L/L pour lea capteurs de preasion j dielectrique gazeux.

GSento, US
Would you like to comment on the effects of length of connecting wires between pressure transducer and signal
conditioning?

Ripeem d'Auteu
line microcleetronique d'adaptation d'imp~dance de gain unii, permet de:

- foumnir tine signal de nseme amplitude et phase que celui issu du capteur dana Ie but de porter aui mime potentiel lea
connexios de garde du capteur.

- delivra un signal utile sous basse impedance (impedance de charge ;02 KO)

Decec fait I'infomation desponuible en sortie de l'adaptateur d'impddance eat pratiquement independante de Ia
longucur des connexions.
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SUMMARY

-'The strains and displacements in engine components, and in particular in inter-
locking joints, have been measured by means of two interferometric methods:-

1

1)-' high sensitivity Moire interferometry, using gratings with 1200 lines/mm, x,
2) a coarser grating of 40 lines/mm. - -, 1

The two methods are described in this paper and the resultseepar4-e&to the
predictions of a finite element program for a typical dovetail joint. -4h& application
of the technique to the assessment of fretting damage and to the lifing of 7ovetail
joints is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The application of Moire techniques to the determination of the state of strain
over a whole field is particularly attractive when compared to point-by-point measurements
such as resistance strain gauges. In essence, the Moire pattern is a contour map of the
displacement field, from which it is possible to obtain extensional and shear strains.
How the pattern is formed in the case of coarse gratings is illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
where dark bands are formed whenever a bar in grating I ocludes a slit in grating 2. If
the pitch of grating 1 is p and that of grating 2 is p', the distance between the centre
lines of any two adjoining bands or fringes is

I = n p = (n-1) pl (I)

where n is the number of lines in the grating. If the difference in pitch results from
a uniform extensional strain, where AB stretches to AS', the displacement of point B, B'

E

is one pitch,

u 
= 
p' = p (2)

and the strain is

- 2 (3)
tf 5

Fringes are also formed when one grating rotates with respect to another grating of
equal pitch, Fig. 1(b). The displacements of points such as B on the first order fringe
with respect to points A on the reference is also one pitch, the angle of rotation of the
grating is,

S= (4)

and, as before, fringes may be interpreted as loci of equal displacement points.

The grating frequency, F, is normally limited to 40 lines/mm (1000 lines/inch)
Fcorresponding to p = 25 4m (I thou) thus limiting the sensitivity of the method which is

applicable to the measurement of relatively large displacements (1). It is only as a
result of recent developments that it has been possible to increase the sensitivity of
Moire measurement by more than an order of magnitude. In the high sensitivity Moite
interferometry a grating of, typically, 1200 lines/mm is transferred to the surface of the
object under study following a simple process described elsewhere (3) although other
methods have been used (4). When illuminated by a ray of monochromatic light, a diffracted
ray of order m emerges with an orientation Om in accordance with the law,

sin em - mAF + sin # (5)

See Fig. 2(a) Taking # = sin- (± A F), gives a t 1 order diffracted ray normal to the
plane of the grating. Thus, when the grating is illuminated by two rays, at anales
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± sin- IOF) , two first order diffracted rays emerge along the normal to the grating. If
the frequency changes to F' WF F), Fig. 2(b), the two diffracted rays diverge from the
normal .. 'their wave fronts produce dark fringes as a result of destructive interference.
It follows from equation 5 and the normality condition that

and = I i 1  F X
- 1- (6)

1 -0 1 (-F')

Since ~ 2F F-,=_ nd the fringes may be interpreted as loci if equal displacement

N/2F where N is the fringe order. The grating, of frequency F or F' , illuminated by the
two symmetrical rays therefore acts as a pair of gratings of pitch p = 1/2F or p'. The
similarity can be extended to in-plane rotation, Fig. 2(c). In that case, a rotation by
a of the grating of frequency F causes the diffracted first order rays to diverge from
the normal by angles @+1 e_-1 on the vertical plane. Interference fringes then appear

every I= 1/2Fa.

When using 1200 lines/mm, the fringes are contours of equal displacement at 0.4 am
(0.013 thou) steps. Rotations of the object about the y and z axis (Fig. 2(c)) are not
detected. The gratings have bars along the x and y directions: illumination on the xz
plane yields displacements u in the x direction, illumination on the yz plane yields
displacements v in the y direction.

APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF A DOVETAIL JOINT

a - Low-frequency gratings

Gratings with a frequency of 40 lines/mm on photographic stripping film (5) were
ransferred onto the dovetail joint shown in Fig.3. For a nominal strain of 10', the

relative displacement between two points 25 mm apart - the maximum distance in 'blade'
or 'sheet' - is only one pitch and therefore only one fringe would appear under load.
A number of methods have been proposed to increase the sensitivity of the Moire, one
of the simplest consistirg In introducing an initial pattern by viewing the grating on
the specimen through a reference grating with a slight rotational mismatch (5) . Referring
to Fig. 1(b), it is easy to see (Fig. 4) that a change of pitch of the deformed grating
causes a rotation of the fringes, such that

tan y = BD-ABp- Csa ;P
pT sin a p a p7a

for small angles. It is therefore possible to obtain the strain by measuring the angle
of rotation of the fringes, although the presence of shear strains makes the interpretation
of the fringe pattern rather difficult. Fig. 5 shows the fringe patterns obtained when
the model grating is viewed through a reference grating in the unloaded model and in the
loaded model, and the calculated strains along the centre line of the blade, the free face
of the sheet and at the most highly strained point. The results are compared with the
theoretical prediction of a computer program (6).

An alternative method of transferring the grating has been found preferable in that
it avoids the glare produced by unwanted light reflections on the model and reference
gratings, facilitates photography and permits measurement at elevated temperatures. In
this method, developed by Burch and Forno (7) , a matrix of dots is painted by spraying
with an air brush a fine suspension of titanium dioxide through a stencil held in contact
with the surface of the model. In Forno's method the grating is photographed using a
specially modified 35 on camera with the appropriate demagnification to give a frequency
of about 300 lines/mm in the negative, which is then analysed to provide contour maps )f
displacement in the x and y directions. With a small field thuis is not necessary. The
model grating is viewed through a lens with a 1 to 1 magnification in the arrangement of
Fig. 6. Interference fringes are produced on the image plane where a linear grating is
placed on a rotatable frame. The fringes are photographed with a conventional 35 mm
camera. The sensitivity depends solely on the pitch of the model grating, any mismatch
method may be used and, since this is a non-contacting method and the titanium pigment
remains white at very high temperatures, it may be used in agresive environments.

b - Diffraction gratings

The use of 1200 lines/mm diffraction gratings for the study of do~etail joints has
been described in detail elsewhere (8). The model tested is the same as in Fig. 3, and
the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 7. The process of replication of the grating
onto the model consists of the following steps:-

i - a mold is prepared by exposing a photographic plate to two beams of laser light
at an angle such as to produce interference fringes at the required frequency.
A square grating of hollows and ridges is formed by taking two exposures at
right angles.



ii - the mold is aluminised
iii - a pool of epoxy cement is deposited on the model and the aluminised face of

the mold is pressed against it until the cement sets.
iv - the backing glass is lifted off taking with it the photographic emulsion and

leaving, as an imprint, the aluminized square grating.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 8, which illustrates contour lines of u and v
displacement fields with a 0.417 am step. It will be observed that two. 'bridges' have
been established between the blade and the sheet. These bridges are made of a low
modulus plastic and have no effect on the stiffness of the model. Their purpose is t,,
provide continuity between the two elements so as to define an absolute fringe order in
both. This facilitates the determination of the relative displacement .t the interface
which is simply equal to the difference between the fringe orders on the blade-side and
on the sheet-side times 0.417 aim. For example, the gap opening at the bottom of the Joint
is 34 Am for the load corresponding to Fig. 8, 4.5 kN. (Nominal stress in the blade
250 MPa).

APPLICATION TO BIAXIAL TESTS OF DOVETAIL JOINTS

The high sensitivity Moire technique, as described, is limited to static testing.
due to the long exposure times required when a conventional laser is uscd. A pulsed
laser, capable of giving a short, higher energy pulse - typically 300 mJ in 10 or 20 ns
- makes it possible to apply the same technique to the study of moving parts, objects
under cyclic loading, etc. A long term investigation into the behaviour of dovetail
joints between blades and disks has offered an opportunity to test the technique. The
joints are modelled by a sheet with three pairs of blades, loaded under biaxial tension
in a special fatigue testing machine with acapacity of 250 kN in both axes (9,10,11).
It has been shown that the state of stress is the same as the one in a rotating disk
with blades, that the test reproduces the significant features of the more expensive
spinning disk test and that the fatigue and fretting depend of the peak stress, the shear
stress at the interface and the relative displacement between blade and disk.

While the correct alignment of the experimental set-up of Fig. 7 does not present
any serious difficulties when using, for example, a He-Ne laser, the same is not the
case if a pulsed ruby laser is used due to the short duration of the pulse. Referring
to equation 5, the angles of incidence for the He-Ne light (X1 633 nm) and ruby
(A =694 nm) are 49.* and 56.40 respectively. It is therefore not possible to adjust
the relative positions of all the optical components with a continuous He-Ne laser
since the alignment would be quite wrong when the pulsed ruby laser is used during the
actual test. To overcome this difficulty a 'white light' interferometer has been
designed. The principle of this instrument is illustrated in Fig. 9. Light from a laser
illuminates the transmission diffraction grating of frequency F, producing the two first
order rays OA, OS that, after reflection on the two mirrors illuminate the model grating
with the correct incidence to be diffracted along the normal to the grating, regardless
of the wavelength. The only condition is that the model and window gratings should be of
the same frequency and parallel and that the two mirrors should be normal to both gratings.
A misalignment due to a rotation about the 2 axis has the effect already described. An
error in the alignment of mirrors must also be considered. Assume that the angles of
incidence are (4 - A~ and -(o + A2) (Fig. 10). Then the first order diffracted rays

have the direction,

sin 8+ 1 SF + sin (- A A2) A 2 Cos where 4=sin- (AF)

sin 8-1 = iF -sin + & i)= a, Coin

fringes, parallel to the lines of the grating, appear every

I 6 . A ) o1 A 2 Co *

giving a pattern equivalent to the one corresponding to an initial strain

(a1  a A2) Cos *

IlFIor example, with At = 2 10 radian., X 694 ne and F 1200 lines/mm, to is 0.62 mm

and to, = 0.660 x 10 2,approximately. Adding a rotation a =104 radians about the z axis
-3

and an extensional strain of 10 would tilt the fringe and reduce their distance, as
shown in Fig. 10 (b), where,



= 1 -(8)
x 21 tF 21 tF
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21 F
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Similarly, when the grating is along the y axis,

E = 1 - 1 (10)
y 21 F 2t F

yy oy

21 1F

The shear stress strain is a * a', the difference a -a' being the rigid body rotation.

The presence of a zero-load frinqe pattern is not necessarily undesirable. Indeed,
it becomes a necessity when using low-frequency gratings.

To apply this technique to the study of the dovetail joint under cyclic loading, the
interferometer described schematically in Fig. 11 was designed and built around the
biaxial fatigue testing machine. Light from either the He-Ne alignment laser or the
pulsed ruby lever is expanded , collimated and directed to illuminate the two window
qratinqs, to provide contour maps of both u and v displacements simultaneously. The
rays diffracted from the model gratinq produce fringe patterns that are clearly visible
on the screens of the two camera backs. The whole instrument is first adjusted, usina
the He-Ne illumination, until only a few fringes are observed under zero load. This
operation is fairly tedious due to the number of inter-related adjustments needed and to
the fact that the slightest vibration or movement of the model or testing machine shakes
and blurs the fringe pattern. When the adjustment is completed, the He-Ne laser is
switched off, the model is loaded and the pulsed laser is triggered to provide a flash
at the required level in the load cycle . Fig. 12 shows typical photographs
obtained with the instrument. For the interpretation of the patterns in terms of strains,
equations 8 to 11 are applied, measuring Xxx, 

t
yy, etc, from the enlarged photographs

with an X-Y coordinate measuring machine. The values obtained along the interface are
compared to those predicted by numerical analysis in Fig. 13. It must be noted that the
numerical analysis depends on the knowledge of the friction coefficient between the
surfaces in contact. Since this depends on the surface roughness, which varies through-
out the tes t due to the damage caused by fretting, its exact value is not known a priori
and has to be deduced by reference to the experiment. The procedure consists in repeat
the analysis for various values of the friction coefficient, comparing the results to
those of the experiment. This comparison is facilitated by choosing, as a characteristic
parameter, the gap opening.

DISCUSSION

As new materials are developed and the severity of the demands placed on aero-engines
increases, it becomes apparent that a sinqle figure of merit such as the peak elastic
stress is inadequate to characterise the strength of a component. Fretting damage between
contacting parts has been recognised as a possible cause of premature fatigue failure that
is clearly dependant on the energy dissipated as the two parts rub together rather than
on the peak principal stress. To characterise fretting damage a parameter, defined as
the product of the shear stress - or the normal stress times the friction coefficient -
times the relative displacement has been defined and shown to be in good agreement with
experimental data. When this parameter is itself multiplied by the maximum principal
stress, required to open up the small surface cracks resulting from fretting, it yields
a combined fretting fatigue damage parameter that can be used ir. design to complement the
traditional peak elastic stress (10,11). Numerical analysis by finite elements permits
the calculation of these parameters once the contact conditions are clearly
To do so it is necessary to recur to an experiment. It is possible to verify the
numerical analysis indirectly, by reference to the back gap opening, that can be measured
with an extensometer or a coarse Moire grating. TIhe coarse Moire orating
stencilled on the model with titanium dioxide pigment has the advantage over the exten-
someter of providing a general qualitative impression of the whole displacement/strain
field, revealing regions of strain concentration, plastic deformation and creep. The
diffraction grating, so far limited to room temperature testing, gives a whole field
picture of the same field with sensitivity similar to that of conventional resistance
strain gauges but iwth a gauge length that may be taken to be infinitely short. Like
all other methods, Moire is limited to surface measurements.
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The transferred grating provides a permanent record. In this investigation, it
was interrogated after 5000 cycles, thus providing an indication of early fretting damage
as evidenced by an increase in the friction coefficient.

CONCLUSIONS

The value of Moire interferometry in combination with numerical stress analysis has
been proved (8-11). The two techniques described here may be regarded as complementary.
Although further developments of the high sensitivity Moire interferometry using
diffraction gratings may extend its application to high temperature measurements, at
present these are only possible using coarse gratings. The white light interferometer
has made it possible to measure displacements of the order of one-tenth of a Pm on
moving objects, taking the technique out of the specialised optical metrology laboratory
and into the testing laboratory or even into the workshop.
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Fig. I (a) Formation of fringes by superposition of two coarse gratings with a

slightly different pitch. (b) Formation of fringes by the rotations of one
grating with respect to another of equal pitch.
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Fig. 2- (a) A diffraction grating illuminated by a monochromatic ray (b) Interference
between two diffracted rays nearly normal to the grating. (c) Effect of In-

plane rotation.
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Experimental set-up for the study of a dovetail joint by hiqh-sensitivity Moire
interferometry (8).
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A mirror 1
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B

Fig. 9 Principle of the white light interferometer.
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Fig. 10 Effect of an error in the alignment of the interferometer mirrors, (a) initial
fringes, (b) additional rotation about the 2 axis and extensional strain ex.
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Sc r e ens

Fig. 11 White light interferometer instrument adapted to a blaxial fatigue testinq
machine: general arrangement.

ab

Fig. 12 - Typical photographs obtained with the white light interferometer, (a) zero load,
u displacement, (b) zero load, v displacement, (c) 10 kN, u displacement,
(d) 10 kN, v displacement.
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Fig. 13 Comparison between predicted and experimental values of strain along dovetail
Interface for a load of 10 kN.
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DISCUSSION

P.Stewart, UK
Do you see any future possibility of carrying out measurements on dynamically rotating specimens?

Author's Reply
Well, I think that there are a number of problems with this technique. The first one is that you have to operate on flat
surfaces and this means that it cannot be applied directly to a rotating machine. One would first have to produce a flat
surface there to apply to the grating. With this proviso I see no reason why one shouldn't be able to use it on rotating
specimens because after all, provided you can synchronise the laser to trigger at the time when you are looking at the
actual grating, you can do it. The laser would give you a picture over a period of say 20-40 nanoseconds which is more
than sufficient for very high velocity applications.
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VIBRATION ANALYSIS BY SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

Hartwig Knoell
NTU MOTOREN- UND TURINEN-UNION MUNCHEN GMBH

Dachauer Str. 665, 8000 Munich 50
Federal Republic of Germany

Ln ABSTRACT

ID The vibrational modes of complex systems can be visualized with high sensitivity
by laser light speckle interferometry. Electronic speckle pattern interferometry
(ESPI), in contrast to holography, does not use photo-chemical storage media but0 shows a live image of the vibrational modes created by the time-average method
directly on a monitor screen. The particular advantage of this very useful and now

0. almost conventional procedure of vibration analysis is demonstrated by two appli-
cations to aero-engine parts: an, blade and an impeller of a small centrifugal

i- 1. INTRODUCTION or

The life of highly-stressed engine components such as blades and discs is
governed primarily by static, dynamic and thermal loading. The object of modern
engine development is the further improvement of efficiency with a higher power-
to-weight ratio. With the decreasing amOunt of material used, the mechanical stress
on the components is increased. Similarly, the tendency to vibrate is increased by
the decreasing wall thicknesses and more intricate profiles, in blades for example.
This can shorten the life of the part considerably. If critical component resonances
are excited to high amplitudes of vibration within the operating speed range of the
machine, material fatigue can arise prematurely.

Estimation of the stress distribution and thus the assessment of the material
loading is made easier if the vibrational behaviour at the various resonance points
is known. Finite element methods are now capable of calculating the resonance fre-
quency and vibrational mode, even of complex structures. However, with thin, curved
and twisted blades especially, deviations, which can be considerable in the elevated
frequency range ( l~kzJ, occur between the arithmetical prognosis and reality.
Experimental vibration analysis on the actual object, therefore, still gives the most
reliable information about its vibrational behaviour.

The positive experiences made by t4TU with optical vibration analysis and the
trouble-free handling of the equipment, even under industrial routine operating
conditions, will be demonstrated using two practical examples following a brief
commentary on the technique and a description of the equipment.

- ------ - - - - ------------- Optical Elements

6mW He-NeLaser-- Mir
I VA: Variable attenuator

M 4 L Lens

L2 PH: Pinhol

M3 V M2 / VO: Variable objective
I \ P Prism

L1 l SM: Stripemirror

TV-CU TV-Camera
L ~P vo - _ °

Fig. I Optical arrangement of the NTU electronic speckle pattern interferometer
(ESPI)
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Fig. 2 ESPI vibration analysis set-up (without the TV monitor).
Assembly located on a heavy granite table with shock dampers.

2. SOME BASIC COMMENTS ON THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

using former mechanical tracing inspection techniques, the acoustic figures of
delicate blades could not be analysed without the resonance of the object under
inspection being dc-tuned by the extra mass of the probe. Only with the advent of
modern optical methods of holography and its related techniques was it possible to
visualize vibrational modes even with very small amplitudes, without affecting the
object under inspection in any way. However, holography could not be applied in
industry for routine inspection until an electronic storage medium was found to
replace the complicated and time-consuming photographic storage of interference
patterns and reconstruction of the holograms. The speckle effect was first used about
15 years ago by Leendertz /l/ to measure surface movement. Speckles /2/ are visible
as a granular, statistical dot pattern when an optically rough surface illuminated
with laser light is imaged through a lens or even simply observed with the naked eye.
The size of the speckles depends on the aperture of the viewing lens. Each individual
speckle is already a separate interferogram whose phase and amplitude define the
position in space of the scattering surface. The speckle effect can be exploited to
determine the position, or relative displacement, of the surface if the phase and
arplitude information contained in the speckles can be successfully extracted.

The phase information can be extracted by superimposing a coherent reference
beam. If the object surface is moved, and thus the speckle phase position is varied
in relation to that of the reference beam, this becomes apparent in the interference
pattern with the reference beam as a variation of the speckle brightness. The vari-
ation in brightness of the speckle interference pattern, which is coarsely rastered
in comparison to the light wavelength, can be registered electronically with a TV
camera, i.e. converted into an equivalent electrical signal. As with the classical

PA time-average method of holography, this so-called electronic speckle pattern inter-
ferometry (ESPI) can be used to produce an interference fringe pattern which rep-
resents the acoustic figure of a resonating object, With ESPI, this fringe pattern is
visualized on the monitor in real time, without any intermediate stages.

As early as 1975, MTU took a commercial ESPI system, made by the no longer
existent Austrian company EUMIG, into service for routine inspection of blades and
discs. The system is only suitable for vibrational analysis of a stationary, re-
strained object at room temperature. This so-called stationary vibration measurement
(SVN) gives a realistic image of vibration behaviour in the range up to 80kHz. The
sum of the opposing effects of centrifugal force and temperature on the vibrational
behaviour of rotating components in the engine is small and can be corrected arith-
metically with sufficient accuracy using the results of the SVM.
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Fig. 3 Detail view of the ESPI optical components (dust cover removed).
Piezo exciter with white painted compressor blade is shown on the right.

3 DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIMPMENT

The ESPI system HT 10 HOLOTEST) was developed at the beginning of the seventies
by EUMIG, Austria, and was originally intended for inspection of car tyres. The
system used by MTU today is now more than 10 years old. However, its optical and
electronic set-up differs only insignificantly from modern systems. P1I shows the
major components of the MTU unit, of which the layout and function wil Be described
briefly. Speckle interferometry is dealt with thoroughly by R. Jones and C. Wykes
with a detailed description of the technical possibilites and equipment designs /3/.
The work done at Loughborough University of Technology in Great Britain, which forms
the basis of the book, has also brought about the development of a modern, commercial
ESPI unit which is marketed by EALING under the designation VIDISPEC.

With the MTU unit (Fig. 1), the beam of a 6mW He-Ne laser is divided at the beam
splitter (BS) into the approximately 90% intensity object illumination beam and the
approximately 10% intensity reference beam. After 900 deflection at miiror Mi, the
object beam is expanded by lens L2 and then focused through microscope objective L4
onto a narrow stripe mirror (SM) which is suspended on a thin holding strap in the
observation cone of variable objective VO, and which deflects the object beam through
900 onto the object in a conical shape. The laser light which is scattered at the
rough object surface is captured by objective VO and imaged as the characteristic
speckle pattern on the target of the TV camera via prism P. The object image must be
greatly reduced because of the smallness of the camera's target.

In crder to maintain its coherence, the reference beam is directed via mirrors
M2, M3 and M4 in the unit along a compensatiot, path whose length can be adjusted to
that of the object beam path by displacement of mirror M3. After alight expanding by
lens LI, the reference beam is focused through microscope objective L3 in a space
filter arrangement onto aperture PH. The homogenized reference beam is superimposed
onto the object beam via prism P to create interference with the speckle pattern in
the target plane of the TV camera tube. With a suitable speckle size, which is
governed by the aperture of the viewing lens, the geometric resolution of the camera
is sufficient to generate an exact image of the interference intensity profile, i.e.
convert it into an equivalent electrical signal, in spite of the reduction. With
ESPI, the desired information is contained solely in the statistical part of the
speckle pattern, and therefore in the alternating component of the electrical video
signal. The homogeneous intrinsic intensities contain no useful information. There-
fore, in the signal conditioning unit (TV-CU, Fig. 1), the alternating component is
separated from the direct component by a high-pass filter and directed to the monitor
after suitable amplification and rectification.

With the system operating in tilme-average mode, the natural modes of the re-
sonated object can be observed directly, in real time on the monitor. The vibrational
nodes in the figure show up as bold bright lines along the object surface. Inter-
ference fringes of decreasing brightness indicate the amplitudes of the individual
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oscillating areas by the density of the fringes. The phase relationship of the oscil-
lation in these areas is not given by ESPI. Other techniques known from holography
can also be realized with an ESPI system using the appropriate accessories. The MTU
system is used exclusively in the time-average mode for vibration analysis.

The quality of the speckle interferograms on the monitor can be improved de-
cisively by giving the object a thin coating of a paint which increases its reflec-
tiveness. White paints containing minute glass beads are particularly suitable.
Beside the marked improvement in fringe pattern contrast, these paints have the
additional advantage that objects up to a diameter of 0.8 m are sufficiently illumi-
nated by the low-powered 6 mW laser.

A good base for the ESPI system and the objects has proved to be a 1 x 2 m2,
1.3t granite table which is mounted on dampers, since uncontrolled mechanical vi-
bration and airborne sound can greatly impair the quality of the interferograms.

e shows the inspection set-up with a compressor blade restrained at the root
t bject. The blade is excited using the piezoelectric exciter recognizable in

Figure 3.

Fig. 4 The item analysed:
An IP-compressor blade with 38mm maximum airfoil height (suction side).

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The capabilities of the ESPI system are demonstrated on two representative
examples.

The first example, shown in Figure 4, is an intermediate-pressure compressor
rotor blade with a maximum airfoil heig t of 38mm. The natural frequencies and vibra-
tory modes of this blade were determined with the ESPI unit /4/. Because of the high
operating speed of the intermediate-pressure compressor and the large number of
stator vanes in the upstream and downstream cascades, excitation frequencies of over
40 klz can be expected within the operating speed range of the engine. An appro-
priately high frequency range was selected for the vibration test. Fi ores 5 and 6
show a few of the characteristic bending, torsion and plate-type vibrational m es of
this small blade. The natural frequency found, i.e. the excitation frequency during
the take, and, as far as possible, the interpretation of the vibration mode are
indicated for each picture. All interferograms are taken from the suction side. The
classic acoustic figures of the cantilevered airfoil in fundamental and harmonic
vibration are distinct in the lower frequency range and Pre reproducible at a defined
frequency. In the excitation frequency region above 24 kiz, the thin-walled blade
profile tested shows plate-type vibrations whose lack of symmetry indicates that the
oscillating object does not have a geometrically simple profile. This means that the
arithmetical prognosis is also indefinite.

Selected results of stationary vibration measurement (SVM) of a centrifugal
compressor impeller are shown in Figures 7 and 8. All interferograms were taken from
the plane rear side of the impelle disc whi1chi shown from the front, bladed side
in !ji 9. The impeller is 240 mm in diameter. It can be clamped without difficulty
at the Ishft stub end and excited with the piezoelectric exciter. The photographs
taken from the screen clearly show that the vibrational behaviour of the rotor is
determined mainly by the geometry of the disc. As shown in Fig. 10, a detail taken
from the front of the impeller, the vibrational behaviour o the ndividual blades is
distinctly present and can be observed well with the ESPI unit. It has, however, no
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recognizable effect on the Fibrational mode of the centrally restrained disc, in the
lower frequency range ( 12kHz) at least. It is notable that the natural frequencies
of completely different types of vibration modes vary only slightly (Fig. 7): the
two-nodal-diameter mode at 5507 Hz is only 10 Hz below the distinct umbrella mode at
5517 Hz. Furthermore, identical vibrational modes, such as the two-nodal-diameter
mode mentioned, occur with different phase at clearly different excitation fre-
quencies: at 5507 Hz and also at 5557 Hz.

..

IB 1304Hz 1T 3956Hz 28 5114Hz 2T 9474Hz

711~
3B 11678H2 38 13118Hz 3T 1571Hz 16742 Hz

Fig. 5 Photographs of selected IPC blade vibration modes as taken from the
screen: B = bending mode, T = torsion mode. The natural frequency of each
mode is given on the lower right-hand side.

~:A

'4r

1L 17921Hz IL 18772Hz 4T 21440Hz 4B 22302Hz

iP 24217Hz 2P 30718Hz 3P 40353Hz 45342Hz

Fig. 6 Selected high-frequency vibration modes of the blade shown in fig. 5:
L = lyra mode, T = torsion mode, B = bending mode, P = plate mode.
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5345 1 Node 0 55(7 2 Node 0 5517 Umbrella-type vibration

5557 2Node 0 6M5 3Node0 6977 1Nodecircle

Fig. 7 Selected vibration modes of an impeller. The natural frequency and an
interpretation of the type of vibration is given at the bottom of each
photograph. All pictures show the plane rear of the rotor disc.

7213 4N( 7440 5NC 7611 6NC

P--

8781 1 N-Crcle + 2 N 0 1144 1

Fig. 8 Selected high-order vibration modes of the impeller disc.

5 CONCLUSION

Operation and handling of the ESPI system at MTU present no difficulties. The
extremely low power of the laser beam, which only leaves the housing in an expanded
state, greatly reduces the number of requirements on safety. During the ten years of
operation with an average utilization of 601, four laser tubes were consumed, and the
TV system was renewed about a year ago.

The results of stationary vibration measurement (SVM) with ESPI are significant
for the early evaluation of engine components as regards shape and stress. Vibration
analysis with the ESPI system performs five tasks with very little experimental
effort:
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Fig. 9 Bladed side of the impeller tested. Outer diameter is 240 m.

.. 1 .

8809HZ 10822 Hz

Fig. 10 Typical natural vibration modes of the differently shaped impeller
blades as observed on the front of the rotor. Vibration of the longer
blades is shown on the left, that of the shorter, and therefore stiffer,
blades on the right ESPI photograph.

a) The calculated natural frequencies and vibrational modes are checked on the
actual object. In the frequency range above 10 kHz, reliabl. information about vibra-
tional behaviour can only be obtained by SVM.

b) The effects of restraint on vibrational behaviour can be considerable, es-
pecially in the case of blades. The various restaaining methods can be simulated with
SVH and the changes in vibration behaviour analysed. In this way, ESPI analysis
provides, simultaneously, exact marginal conditions for the finite element cal-
culation.

c) Critical components are monitored with strain gauges during the first test runs
of a module or engine. In Figure 11, the signals from a strain gauge sensor mounted
on a compressor vane with a supercritical profile are plotted versus frequency and
engine speed. By comparison of the resonant trequencies measured during the test run
with those of the SVM, the resonances observed in operation can be allocated to de-
finite vibrational modes, since the vibrational mode for each natural frequency is
known from the ESPI analysis
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d) If, on a component such as a particular blade type, critical resonances repre-
senting a hazard for the component, or drastically reducing its life, are excited
within the operating range, an attempt can be made at remedial action by specific
form changes. By trimming the trailing edge of the blade, the natural frequency can
be offset, ideally right out of the excitation range of the machine. The success of a
particular form change can be demonstrated directly on the object by SVM.

e) The sensitive dependence of the natural frequencies of complex components on the
accurate reproduction of shape makes it possible to monitor, for example, the casting
quality of blades using ESPI.

ESPI analysis is, therefore, a versatile and important tool for engine develop-
ment, whose operation requires very little specialist knowledge of optics beyond the
necessary care.

I 2345 6 7 9 705 19n20n 28n n 40n0

5 n

40~ -4

2000

0 ' 000 15'00 -0'00 25'00 3000 3500 40'00 4500 5000
t 0 117 L:11 Frequency

Fig. 11 Strain gauge measurement of a 2nd stage guide vane with supercritical
profile. The observed natural frequencies are sequentially numbered (IS to
10S) together with harmonic multiples of the rotational speed, e.g. 38n.
Obviously, there is an excitation due to the aerodynamic coupling between
the stator and the upstream and the downstream rotor.
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DISCUSSION

C.Reames, US
What is the sensitivity of the ESPI instrument - can the sensitivity be varied by varying the optical geometry of the
instrument and if so through what range?

Author's Reply
The sensitivity is within the wavelength of the laser system used and in our case its about 0.5 micron or so.

With regard to the second part of the question - the sensitivity, which means the means to measure amplitudes, is given
by this fringe density but we use it to see where are the nodal lines - not the amplitude. In an), case, one is interested to
see whether the amplitude is higher in this edge rather than in this edge; this is important but not quantitatively.

C.Reames, US
The reason for my question was that with holography being a very sensitive instrument you often cannot vibrate thing at
an amplitude corresponding to what happens in an engine and I was wondering if the speckle technique perhaps could
be made less sensitive so that it would more nearly approach an engine environment.

Author's Reply
That's not possible.

R.B.Price, UK
I would like to comment on the sensitivity of the ESPI system. Inherently of lower signal to noise ratio than holographic
fringes would be, unless you are able to do some signal processing on the fringes technique it isn't going to be possible to
get the detailed amplitude information out of these types of fringes.

Author's Reply
That is completely right, Dr Price. our main goal is to use this system in an industrial environment. It's a tool for routine
application and not for the sophisticated analysis of details.

All we do is put a blade in - put a disk in - switch it on and it works. That is the main goal of such a system. It's rathermore sensitive to use normal holography; that's right.

R.B.Priee, UK
Might I go on to ask ,ou "are you intending to capture the ESPI fringe pattern and do signal processing on it'?"

Author's Reply
No, we won't do that.

RB.Price, UK
Just one last comment - I wasn't too sure what you meant by your earlier comment that holography can not be a
routine industrial tool. I think this is not the case - I can assure you that it is so used at Rolls Royce.
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'THE APPLICATION OF RADIATION PHYSICS AND PHOTOGRAMMETRIC

TECHNIQUES FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND SOLUTION OF MEC HANICAL

L ENGINEURING PROBLEMS AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE

DEVELOPMENT OF AERO GAS TURBINE ENGINES AT ROLLS ROYCE"

LD
Q P A E STEWART

Chief - Advanced Projects Department
Corporate Engineering, Rolls Royce Limited, Bristol

SUMMARY

"Research into the applications of penetrating radiations or particles for the
non-invasive imaging and measurement of events within aero gas turbines on dynamic
test at Rolls Royce are discussed.

8tigh Energy (8 MeV) X-rays are used to determine metal component movements for engine
performance improvements and integrity confirmation, using film. Real time video is
used for transient events. Low energy x-rays with high speed cine fluoroscopy have
been used to analyse molten metal flows in the turbine blade casting process.

'Cold' neutrons and low energy x-rays have been used to analyse two phase flows and
oil distribution in the 'Gem' engine oil scavenge system.

Positron emitting isotope techniques are being developed to determine fuel and
lubrication system dynamics.

The images captured by these systems are then processed by digital techniques and
pattern recognition and crosscorrelation is carried out. Measurements are made from
the film and video images using two and three dimensional photogrammetric methods".

INTRODUCTION

In the development of an aero gas turbine engine, a mechanical engineer requires
answers to questions in two major areas:

What is the behaviour of the metal components?
What is the behaviour of the engine fuel and lubrication systems?

In considering metal component movements, the engineer needs to know:

Which components move?
When do they move?
How do they move? In what direction do they move and by how much?

In considering engine lubrication systems behaviour, he needs to know:

How the lubrication system primes itself on engine start?
Pow long it takes for critical parts to be lubricated?

With the engine running, he needs to know:

The efficiency of oil management in the lubrication system - the supply and
removal of oil from key areas.
The general distribution of the lubricating fluid throughout the system - oil
hiding problems - and how this distribution varies with engine power level
settings.
The fluid flow rates at critical points in the system for cooling and
lubrication.
If two phase flow is present, the liquid and gas fractions and the pressure drop
in the section under examination.
The behaviour and distribution of the lubricating fluid in engine gearboxes both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
The efficiency of lubrication of gears and gear teeth and the distribution and
retention of lubricating fluid on the faces of gear teeth in operation.

To provide answers to these questions, three separate imaging techniques using
penetrating radiations, each with specific characteristics and application areas, have
been identified and developed at the Advanced Projects Department of Rolls Royce,
Corporate Engineering at Bristol.

These systems are non-invasive and require little or no modification to the engine
under examination. They may be used to visualise directly, in real time, areas of the
engine and to determine inter-related component or fluid movements. Measurements may
be made using two or three dimensional photogrammetric methods.
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Through the use of these techniques, solutions may be provided to the questions
discussed in the introduction. The three techniques are:-

- High Energy X-ray Imaging (8 MeV) to visualise and measure metal component
movements.

- "Cold" Neutron Imaging (0.004 ev) to visualise and quantify lubricating fluidmovements and distribution, particularly during engine priming.
- Positron Emission Tomography for the location of fluid masses within engines and

characterisation of the behaviour of jets, fluid annuli etc. General imaging of
fluid movements.

1.0 High Energy X-ray Imaging of Metal Component Movements

High Energy X-rays were chosen in 1970 for their ability to penetrate the chordal
thicknesses of steel (up to 10") found in large gas turbine engines. Fig I shows
the cutve for steel penetration versus x-ray energy and it can be seen that
penetration increases sharply up to 8 MeV but flattens Out thereafter. Above a
threshold of about 12-14 MeV, activation of materials within engines occurs with
neutron production and subsequent handling problems. The useful energy range for
an x or gamma ray source would appear to be in the 4 to 10 MeV range depending on
engine size. Such energies may be provided by a radiographic electron linear
accelerator or "linac". - To optimise the application some linacs have switchable
energy ranges (fig 2).

In order to image the transient movements of engine components such as high
pressure turbine blades, in 'accel' or 'decel' conditions a high x-ray dose is
required in a brief time - say a few seconds, or parts of a second, depending on
whether it is a 'slow' or 'fast' transient. This requires a high dose rate from
the linac which may be, if necessary, accommodated in the "burst mode".

The original RDL 'quper X' linear accelerator was delivered in 1971 and had an
output of 1500 rads/min measured at 1 metre from the source, at a fixed x-ray
energy level of 8 MeV. Because of the heavy x-ray programme a second RDL 'Super
A' 3000 linac is to be delivered in early 1986 and will have a capability of
3-4000 RMM with switchable energies of 6 to 10 MeV. This will provide a
capability for the recording of transients on high resolution film, for normal
and high speed x-ray video and for high speed cine fluorography. These two
linacs arc mounted to traverse along the length of the engine, they may be raised
and lowered and angled to suit the application. They have adjustable x-ray beam
collimators to reduce the scatter and improve the images. Radiographic film
images are captured by film change systems developed by Rolls Royce and CGR.
Real time surveillance of the engine during a test is provided by a range of high
energy x-ray video systems designed by RR APD for which world patents are held -
The Queens Award for Technological Achievement was given for this development in
1978 (fig 3). They are now commercially available from Rolls Royce.

It is desirable to be able to arrest the motion of a single blade and to index
individual blades on a turbine to check variations, blade to blade, whilst the
engine is running. Similarly it is useful to image within an engine, the centre
shaft, and to search for suspected shaft "whirling", a source of shaft vibration,
and to look at spacer bounce in compressor or turbine packs. A linac such as the
'Super X' may be remotely pulsed from an engine mounted inductive pick-off at
harmonics of the engine turbine rotational frequencies to act as a high energy
x-ray stroboscope in conjunction with the video system. The 'Super X' pulse
repetition frequency is 500 to 750 pulses per second.

In certain types of test such as engine surge margin determination, vibration
surveys, foreign object ingestion or "blade off" and engine destruction tests, a
high speed imaging capability is required. This may be provided by the linac
running at its maximum pulse repetition frequency, or in the "burst mode" for a
short period. The images are captured by an x-ray intensifier with 'fast decay'
phosphors, lens coupled, to a high speed cine camera such as the LOCAM, or to a
high speed video system such as the SPIN PHYSICS SP2000.

Using the high speed x-ray cine fluoroscopy expertise developed with the linac,
an application was made to improve foundry work. The flow pattern or
distribution of molten metal into a turbine blade multi-casting mould was uneven,
leading to a cooling of the surface of the metal in one pdrtially filled blade
and producing a 'cold shut' in the cast blade. The Thomson-CSF X-ray Intensifier
and LOCAM cine camera were used at 300 frames/second with a 300 KVCP X-ray
source. The cine film clearly showed the metal distribution, and highlighted the
problem. A solution was obtained by changing the design of the mould.

The Linear Accelerator is transported by ard operated from a Linac Control and
Transit Vehicle or LCTV, fig 4, which has been designed by, and custom built for,
Rolls Royce. The High Energy X-ray video and Image Processing System is
transported in a separate vehicle and comprises Thomson CSF High Energy X-ray
Intensifiers and special video cameras, configured to Rolls Royce design,
incorporating low light level SIT Tubes with specialised phosphors, Digital
image processing of the x-ray video and radiographic images is carried out.
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Cross-correlation techniques are used including template matching and pattern
recognition and the standard 'enhancement', integration, noise reduction and
other processing routines. The image processors used range from Quantel
Intellect 1 and 100 through to the VICOM 1850. Image recording is currently
analogue, using Grundig 10 MHZ reel to reel recorders.

X-ray images of high spatial resolution are provided by radiographs. These are
analysed on Packman X-Y coordinate tables by skilled photogrametrists (fig 5).
Average accuracies are around 0.006" but on good edges 0.004" can be achieved.
These are based on a 95t confidence of repeatability. Ellipsing of the disk
images limits measurement in the axial direction. Radial measurement can be made
over a broader field. Semi-automated measurement systems are being developed.
Examples of applications are as follows:-

Performance improvements by profiling of tip seals for turbines to reduce
energy losses over the range of engine operating conditions leading to
improvements in SFC.
Understanding of thermal growths in casings and differential expansions
between blades, disks and casings for instance, on 'scramble' situations on
the one hand or descent from cruise altitude on the other. The RB199
compensating casing was designed using x-ray data.
Engine air system optimisation from a knowledge of the behaviour of internal
labyrinth seals and compressor and turbine root seals. An understanding of
the performance of all seals is necessary to maintain air pressure balances
throughout the engine.
Engine integrity investigations ranging from static assembly checks before
test - seal incorrectly fitted-to "in service" problems such as spacer bounce
on TF41 and VIPER in flight.

The HEDR system has 3 prepared sites at RR Bristol, I at Dowty at Cheltenham, I
at RR Ansty and I at RR Hucknall. The 'Super-X' linac is also now routinely used
at the Cell 3 High Altitude Facility at RAE Pyestock. The years programe may
cover activity at most of these sites and the linac system moves to provide
service. To date 40,000 radiographs have been taken and analysed on a total of
130 engines of 23 different engine types.

50 High Energy X-ray video tests have been carried out and Rolls Royce have
invested 03/4 million in new equipment in 1985/6 for the project.

For this work, Rolls Royce APD were given the MacRobert Award of the Fellowship
of Engineering, November 1985. This is the premier UK engineering award.
References (1) to (18) describe the work in more detail as do Patents I and 2.

2.0 'Cold' Neutron imaging of lubricating fluid movements

Following the success of the High Energy X-ray programme in defining the metal
component movements within running engines, in 1975 an initiative was developed
to similarly visualise and measure lubricating fluid movements.

In any "penetrating radiation" imaging system, the image quality parameters of
importance are the Modulation Transfer Function, Contrast Transfer Function and
signal to noise ratio.

The MTF is a measure of the fidelity by which the image represents the original -
frequency for frequency. In any image it is also important that the Contrast
between objects in the image which it is required to differentiate, are at a
maximum. Thus one of the objectives in specifying this system was to
differentiate images of the oil from images of the steel components. In other
words to see the lubricating oil behaviour through the steel walls of the engine
casings. To render the steel casings transparent.

Now if one examines the combined scattering and absorption cross-sections of
steel and hydrogen, one may plot these on a graph as a function of neutron energy
(fig 6). Lubricating fluid is of course largely hydrogenous. It will be seen
that with decreasing neutron energy (temperature) the absorption and scattering
cross section of hydrogen increases virtually exponentially, whilst, the cross
section of steel increases slowly and then drops dramatically at the 'Bragg'
cut-off. Thus a neutron energy level of 4 milli-electron volts (0.004 ev) at the
Bragg cut-off in the sub-thermal or 'cold' neutron range was chosen for the work.

The 'Herald' Research reactor (fig 7) at AWRE Aldermaston with an energy level of
5 Megawatts had a 'cold holl' and was chosen fr prejiminary work. It had a cold
neutron beam flux of 2 x 10 cold neutrons cm sec- . In the initial
experiments (1975), quantitative tests showed that it was possible to visualise
small oil galleries through 3' of steel. A 'Viper' gas turbine was also mounted
alongside the reactor and used as a static test object. Oil was pumped into the
centre of the engine from an auxiliary rig and was imaged in real time video.
The flow of oil into the centre bearings could be clearly seen and from thence
down into the gearbox. This showed that oil could be imaged and seen at the
centre of a static aero gas turbine engine. World Patents were taken out on the
technique (Patent 3).
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Lter" in 1976, a problem arose concerning oil leakage on the 'Gom' engine in the
'Lynx' helicopter (fig 8). This problem provided a unique opportunity to apply
the technique to a real problem within a running engine.

It was not possible to run an engine in the 'Herald' reactor hall and therefore
9- the work was carried out at the more powerful 'DIDO' reactor at Harwell. This

reactor has an output of 25 Megawatts and an external cold neutron beam tube. A
suitable experimental station existed at 25m on the beam tube where the 'Gem'

esine could be instaqled Ifig 9). At DIDO the flux at the 25m station was 5 x
10 cold neutrons cm sec . Thus an improved imaging system performance was
required. Due to the lower flux the signal to noise ratio was worse and quantum
mottle was evident on the images.

The 'Gem' engine (fig 10) was installed and run at various engine operating
conditions for neutron radioqraphy and for neutron video using a specially
modified Oude Delft 'Delcalix' image intensifier with Gadolinium Oxyaulphide
phosphor screen. The location and distribution of the oil with the engine static
was clearly visible (fig 11) and when the engine ran up to 'ground idle' the
priming sequence was also clearly seen (fig 12).

The engine was then run up to 'F'light Idle' conditions and a number of features
of engineering interest were visible:

The time to prime and fill the Centre shaft from engine start and the time for
the gear lubricating jet to commence operation could be recorded.
The quantity of oil in the scavenge sump could be measured precisely for each
engine operating condition.
The efficiency of lubrication of the gear wheels could be observed. The air
currents created by the rotating gears could be seen to create a depression on
the surface of the scavenge pool. The lubricating jet was deflected by the
air currents with the result that the gear teeth were not lubricated by the
jet.
Due to the lack of an air deflector in the scavenge system, as it entered the
rear bearing housing, the air passed down the rear scavenge return pipe
preferentially to the oil. A constriction occurred in the return pipe at a
union joint and it appeared that little oil was passing the union and
returning to the oil tank. As a result the bearing housing overfilled and
leakage occurred.

Thus, in the first experimental work, using Neutron Radiography, significant
information was obtained on the behaviour of lubrication systems. Indeed the
sensitivity of the real time imaging system was such that oil mist droplets
estimated at 20 microns diameter could be seen in the Centre of a running aero
gas turbine.

In other parts of the engine, problems were encountered due to films of oil
trapped within external heat shields which obscured the internal images.
Similarly, when oil was thrown onto the walls of the bearing housing by the
rotating gear wheels, then all internal imagery was lost and the casings became
opaque. Thus the technique has great value in priming sequences. Image blur was
encountered due to small angle scattering in the JETHETE material.

In 1977 a specialised Thomson-CSF Neutron Intensifier was obtained and used to
examine oil and fuel pumps.

A useful technique used in the cold neutron imaging project was to image an
engine "dry" with no fuel and to store this image digitally in a frame store.
The engine was then filled with oil, the engine started, and the priming and
running sequences were imaged. The original engine image was continually
subtracted in live time from the incoming running engine image leaving on the
monitor screen only the lubricating oil image. This could be clearly seen and
its distribution determined. By this means cold engines and cold fuel at various
temperatures could be tested to determine the way in which temperature/viscosity
relationships affect the lubrication distribution patterns.

The main problem besetting Neutron Radiography as a technique at present is the
fixed nature of the neutron source. This requires that all engine or rig testing
should be carried out at Harwell. As pumping rigs are not always transportable,
this limits the test programme. The size of the exper~mental station in the 20
metre blockhouse limits engine installations and engine noise was a problem. The
limitationsoncthe thickness of steel which may be penetrated, to 3*, also reduced
the application.

It would now appear that a portable, superconducting magnet, cyclotron, neutron
source may become available from Oxford Instruments within the next 5 years.
This would remove some of the basic problems which have limited Neutron
radiography and permit its use in gas turbine engine test beds in the same manner

as the 'Super X' linac in applied.

The athor was awarded the Stuart-Ackroyd Propulsion prize of the Royal
Aeronautical Society 1903 for this work.
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References (19) to (22) describe the work in more detail as does Patent 3.

3. Positron Emission Tomography imaging of lubricating fluid behaviour

This describes a collaborative programme between Rolls Royce, Castrol, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory and Birmingham University (ref the NIM paper). Following the
co ld neutron radiography work which commenced in 1975-6 and covered aero gas
turbines, Ramjet fuel metering systems, Fuel Vapour Core pumping systems and
Automotive engines, it was realised that neutron techniques were good for certain
subjects but niot for others. A portable technique was required which could be
taken to engine test beds. Then, as now, no such portable neutron source exists
and so other alternative Imaging possibilities were explored.

In 1980, following a year of cooperative investigation into a range of techniques
including gamma cameras, it was concluded that the medical technique of Positron
Emission Tomography had application to mechanical engineering problems. In
particular that it may be possible to image and locate in 3 dimensions the
lubricating oil within the engine and to identify oil management problems. it
was also realised that engineering has an advantage over medicine. The internal
distribution of mechanical components in the engine lubrication system is well
known and relatively static and of course they can withstand higher radiation
doses.

The heart of the industrial PET system is the tw-i multi-wire proportional
counters which were developed for medical appli ations by the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory of the SERC. For the Industrial Po~itron Emission Tomography (Patent
4) project new larger format IWPC's were devel ped by R.A.L. with 200mm x 400mm
effective active area and delivered to Birmin nam University in May 1984.

An MWPC is placed on either side of the test object and a positron emitting
isotope is injected into the lubricating oil or fluid flow within the test
object.

A positron is an anti-matter particle - a positive electron. When emitted from
an isotope it travels a short distance and encounters an electron, in this
encounter, annihilation occurs. Two gamma rays at a precise energy level of 511
KeV are generated at the annihilation site and are virtually co-linear travelling
in opposite directions.

Due to the construction of the multi-wire counter - it has a number of wire
matrices assembled together in a block - it can detect the X-Y co-ordinate
locations of the incident gamma rays. A coincidence counter ensures that each
gamma pair incident in the two detectors is identified as originating from the
same annihilation site. This information is stored in computer memory. Thus a
three dimensional image is maintained defining the distribution of radio-labelled
lubricating oil in the system.

Similarly, a three dimensional volume graphical image may be constructed within
the computer simulating the engine or test object. The axes of the graphical and
isotope images are then superimposed and an engineer may sit at a terminal and
call up any of 16 or 32 vertical planes or tomes distributed across the test
object. He may view a desired graphical section through the test object and the
location of the oil may be superimposed. In order to obtain information
contained within a number of planes, oblique or other inclined sections may be
accessed. A three dimensional graphical image may be constructed of the engine
lubrication system.

With known volumes of oil and the system geometry - quantitative data on fluid
volumes may be derived. Thus the distribution of the lubricating fluid
throughout the system may be defined and the way in which this varies with engine
power level setting.

Work has been carried out using the PET system on a bearing rig which was
designed to incorporate the three major methods of lubrication, fig 13, these
being: a flood feed and two types of jet pressure feed. The liquid was Turbine
Engine Lubricating Fluid doped with the positron emitting isotope - Gallium 68.
The bearing was driven at 1500 rpm and the efficiency of the feed methods were
examined in turn.

Flood feed 'A' demonstrated the simplest form of lubrication, Oil is supplied to
one side of the bearing and the sealing system is so arranged that the only exit

h iso aross the bearing into a drain on the opposite side. A more refined system
is jet feed 'B' in whiich oil is directed at the gap between the cage and the
races - scavenge ports are provided on both sides of the bearing. Jet feed 'C'
represented an under race oil feed.

Sixteen tomogram planes were taken across the bearing rig with Sass separation.
The images were provided in five colours to show the intensity variation within a
particular image to aid interpretation.
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(Fig 14) Flood feed 'A' could be seen to provide saturation lubrication, with
large quantities of oil moving around the bearing race during operation. Jet
feed 'S' (fig 15) was shown to provide adequate lubrication of the bearing with
most of the oil being forced into and across it. Jet*Feed 'C' (fig 16) was
examined and the results were totally unexpected. Close inspection of the

isotope imagery revealed an oil injection vector opposite to that intended. it
a concluded that the rig was mis-assembled. On strip it was found that the

feed pipe had rotated approximately 1350 from design position. Thus the
capability of the technique in imaging oil jets and flow behaviour was clearly
proven and its value in fault diagnosis was unintentionally shown in the first
experiment.

The next step in )e programme was to apply the PET system to a real engine
situation. The 'Gem' engine was selected due to its small size and because it
exhibits an interesting oil system behaviour. A module was made available (fig
17) and doped oil was fed and imaged within the module to calibrate the system
and determine appropriate activity levels, absorptions and scattering. A full
engine was then supplied and placed between the MWPC's in the laboratory (fig 18)
and point and line sources were placed in selected fluid annuli with good
results.

It is intended to carry out a full test in late 1986 with a running engine and a
programme is currently proceeding to prepare for this test. The MWPC's have been
checked for integrity and performance in the noise field of a simulated running
engine and the on-site isotope production and handling facilities are currently
being prepared.

In the future the collaboration expects to extend the work to characterise the
behaviour and distribution of lubricating fluid in engine gearboxes at varying
power level settings.

Reference (23) (24) and Patent 4 describes the work in more detail.

4. Conclusions

It can be seen that non-invasive techniques using penetrating radiations for the
visualisation and measurement of events in gas turbine engines representa a new
generation of diagnostic methods.

Conventional instrumentation, often requires extensive modification to the engine
to sample and lead out the data. Radiation techniques need little if any
modification and can examine any enginie exhibiting a problem as supplied without
expensive and time consuming strip and rebuild.

Radiation imaging methods can provide area scans across an engine - this is not
usually possible with point instrumentation. Local relationships between for
instance, adjacent seals can be easily seen with x-rays.

Summing up, metal component behaviour can be seen with high energy x-rays.
Lubricating fluid and fuel behaviour can be seen with 'Cold' Neutron imaging and
Positron Emission tomography. At the present time, it has not been possible to
characterise the behaviour nf air and combustion gas flows using radiation based
non-invasive techniques but this remains a distinct possibility for the future.
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Fiq 5 - Rolls Royce X-ray Photoqrmmety system
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Fig 6 - Differential absorption and scattering neutron cross-sections for hydrogen
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Fig 7 - Installation of RR 'Viper' engine and 'Delcalix' real-time neutron imaging
system on Cl residual cold beam -'HERALD' reactor AWRE Aldermaston

I~ jo

Fig 8 - Cutaway view of Rolls Royce 'Gem' helicopter engine
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Fig 9 -Installation of RR 'Gem' engine on 6H cold beam, 3014 station, 'DIOO1 reactor
AERE -Harwel
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Fig 10 -General arrangement of RR 'Gem' engine oil pressure -scavenge system
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Fig 11 -RR 'Gem' engine oil pressure scavenge system. Neutron radiograph of engine-
static (Harwell -NDT Centre)



Fig 12 -RR 'Gem' engine oil pressure -scavenge system. Neutron radiograph of engine
- ground idle (Harwell NDT Centre)
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Fig 13 - Sectional view through bearing rig

Fig 14 - Radioisotope and computer model overlay images - Flood feed 'A'
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Fig 15 - Radioisotope and computer model overlay images Jet Feed 'C'
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Fig 17 - Positron emitting line source inserted in centre shaft of 'Gem' engine with
multiwire proportional counters at Birmingham University.

Fig 18 - Radioisotope and computer model overlay images of 8, 9 & 10 bearings and
centre shaft of RR Gem engine at Birmingham University (COI photo)
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DISCUSSION

G.Ahmn, US
Do you hold any hope that Neutron radiography of that type could be done with sources other than reactor neutrons?

Author's Reply
Yes. At the present moment we are working on exactly such a source; there are some new advances. The NMR scanner
utilises superconducting magnets; we are working with Oxford Instruments in the UK who produce most of the
superconducting magnets. We are looking at a superconducting cyclotron; I have to do some studies when I get back but
"c are hoping that it might be available within then next 5 years and that does three things. It has an output of 10"4 cold

neutrons/sec and it will do neutron radiography both Epithermal, thermal and Cold. We think that probably the flux
will be about 101 cold neutrons per cm2 per second. It is also a source of position emitting isotopes of high energy and
short duration, rather than the gallium 68 techniques we have been using, and finally with storage rings it should be
suitable for non-invasive remote temperature measurement to an accuracy of about 5"C in I 000"C of metal temperature
non-invasively.

G.Alwang, US
In the X-ray example that you used you say the trailer was up to 200 ft away from the source of x-rays. Do you have to
eliminate people from an area of 200 ft to protect them from radiation?

Author's Reply
We tend to operate in the same way that you do at Pratts with test sites which are enclosed in test beds, but the one I was
showing was an open air site at Rolls Royce at Hucknall and we define a zone which is unsafe and then beyond that it is
safe. 200 ft just happens to be a distance.

W.Stange, US
Have you given any thought to or looked into using neutron diffraction for measuring strains in an operating engine?

Author's Reply
Neutron diffraction has in fact been studied quite extensively at Harwell and we are hoping to go onto a very intense
beam at the ISIS accelerator at the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratories in the UK. I think that trying to measure strain by
neutron diffraction is possible but in an operating engine it would be very difficult because of the vibration. However,
using a pulsed neutron source, this may be possible. One could use it for looking into turbine disks deeper than one
could with x-rays.
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AABSTRACT_

With regard to maximum efficiency of gas turbine compressors, small blade tip
clearances during all engine operating conditions should be achieved. In order to
determine the tip clearance during compressor tests, a reliable measuring technique
has been developed at MTU. Using this temperature-insensitive capacitive probe system
(Coulomb system), tip clearance can be monitored even during fast transient con-0 ditions. The sensors of the multichannel equipment can operate up to high tempera-

S tures without cooling. Application to compressor testing is described in two
examples; a high-speed centrifugal compressor rig and the intermediate-pressure

j compressor of a jet engine. -

i. INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of a compressor depends not only on the aerodynamic configuration
of the rotor and stator blades, but also on the clearance between the rotor blade
tips and the casing, which varies for each operating point. Different effects cause
the clearance to change depending on the operating condition of the machine. During
speed increase extension of the rotor as a result of increasing centrifugal force
reduces the clearance. In contrast, heating of the casing by the compressed, and
thereby warmed-up, working medium (air) increases the clearance. These two phenomena
act on the clearance with different time constants, meaning that a statement con-
cerning the actual clearance during transient conditions can be made only if the
clearance is measured continously by a reliable means.

To be suitable the measuring procedure must satisfy a number of requirements; namely,
it must be capable of measuring the clearance and registering rapid changes up to
high rotor speeds, i.e. at high blade cycle frequency (max. 50 kHz), with sufficient
accuracy (error less than 0.01 mm). The measurement result must not be influenced by
the temperature at the probe and along the connecting lead or by the way it changes.
Furthermore, the probes must be capable of operating without cooling throughout the
working temperature range of the compressor, because any form of probe cooling
disturbs the thermal profile of the test item locally, consequently changing the
geometry at the measuring point, i.e. causes distortion of the clearance measurement.

A suitable commercial measuring system that met all these requirements did not exist,
so one has been developed at MTU Minchen over the last 10 years. The operating prin-
ciple of the so-called Coulomb system /I/ and of the equipment, which has now been
developed into a mulitchannel test set, is explained briefly below. Then the effi-
ciency of the system is demonstrated by two examples of application taken from prac-
tice.

PDP 11 -23
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Fig. 1 Coulomb system tip clearance measurement set-up
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2. MEASURING TECHNIQUE

The measuring probe of the Coulomb system is a capacitive sensing element of
triaxial construction, firmly installed in the test item casing (Fig. 1). The met-
allic sensing surface of the probe, which is surrounded by two mutually insulated
concentric screens, in conjunction with the blade surface forms a plate capacitor.
The capacitance of the latter depends on the spacing between the plates, i.e. on the
gap between the probe and blade tip. The capacitance increases when the gap de-
creases.

Contrary to usual capacitance measuring devices, the MTU Coulomb system does not
measure the overall capacitance including that of the probe itself and of the wiring,
but only that of the clearance capacitor between the blade tip and probe. This is
achieved by measuring the electrical load required for charging and discharging the
clearance capacitor when a blade moves past the probe. With constant initial voltage
between the blade and probe, each blade charges the probe again individually, since
the capacitor is totally free of charge within the spaces between the blades. The
amount of the charge varies according to the individual blade to probe distance.

A charge converter with bias connected to the probe transforms the charge pulses
to voltage pulses. Each of these pulses represents the charge of the clearance
capacitor with one blade. The pulse height is approximately inversely proportional to
the tip clearance. Therefore the output signal of the charge converter is fed to a
peak reader to measure and digitise the height of each pulse. A minicomputer cal-
culates the tip clearance on the basis of calibration data.

In calibration, the influence of the active area of the probe and blade is
determined directly at the point of measurement, and the nonlinear relationship
between the clearance and measurement voltage, which deviates slightly from the
physical law of a plate capacitor, is also determined. This relationship, which is
different for each measuring position, then forms the basis for converting the
measured peak voltages into clearance values with the minicomputer.

For system calibration the rotor is fixed with a blade tip opposite to the
centre of the probe. During calibration the distance of the probe to the fixed blade
is varied. Using an AC voltage instead of a DC bias at the probe, a clearance-
dependent charge is induced, which is precisely as great as that with a blade passing
at the same distance with DC bias. This has the decisive advantage that calibration
with the machine at standstill directly provides the parameters for measurement on
the machine in operation.

Charge Peak reader & Termnalconverer digitizing unit

Pr'ow Charge Peak reader & ompute Printer+ con iirer Idigitizing unit

Charge Peak reader & Ln
converter [digitizing unit recorder

Bus

Charge/ Peak amplitude Process control Documentation
voltage measurement & tip clearance
conversion calculation

Probe Bias Digitization

Fig. 2 Main components of the 3-channel Coulomb system

3. MEASURING EQUIPMENT

Apart from the accompanying minicomputer, the whole test set was developed at
MTU to suit the special requirements. A schematic of a 3-channel Coulomb system is
shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 3 Dimensions of the Coulomb probe for core engine application
(IP compressor, 1st stage) with rigid cable connexion

Fig. 4 Three Coulomb probes installed in the 3-stage axial section of an
axial-centrifugal compressor. The detachable calibration slide, consisting
of aimicrometer screw with digital displacement transducer, can be aeen in
posiion at the middle probe
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The triaxial probe is made with specific dimensions for each test point. A
method of manufacture has now been standardised which guarantees the necessary high
insulation resistance between the electrodes throughout the service temperature
range, although - as shown in figure 3 - the outer dimensions of the probes are
relatively small. Figure 4 represents an axial-centrifugal compressor with Coulomb
probes for clearance measurement fitted to the three axial-flow stages. The removable
calibrating slide, consisting of micrometer and digital linear transducer, is still
attached to the middle probe.

A charge amplifier is used to transform the pulse-type changes in the charge of
the probe into equivalent voltage signals with high sensitivity (50 mV/pC). The
required maximum blade cycle frequency of 50 kHz means that the band-width of the
amplifier must be in the region of 500 kHz to make certain that the amplitude of
every pulse is reproduced faithfully, even with steep forward edges, i.e. with high
frequency-content of the signals. The amplifier unit, which is installed in the test
chamber about 2 m from the probe during measurement, is fitted with three other
elements; the power pack for the whole unit, a stabilisation stage for the 50 V DC
initial probe voltage and a differential amplifier, which refers the floating output
signal of the charge amplifier stage to the mass potential again with slight ream-
plification (see Fig. 1).

The amplitudes of all blade pulses are determined and digitised by the con-
ditioning electronics. In addition to the digital measured values, an incorporated
interface also passes various error codes on to the computer. The computer is thus
able to recognise if the charge amplifier or the ccnditioning electronics is/are
overloaded, or if the probe initial voltage has failed or differs too much rom the
specified value.
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Fig. 5 VDU read-out of the 3-channel Coulomb system running in the steady-state
measuring mode (top), transient measuring mode (middle), and in the case of
an error occurring in channel I and channel 2 (bottom)
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Up to 6 special channels can be connected to the computer, type PUP 11-23 with
standard periphery. All channels are scanned sequentially and the results are pro-
cessed In accordance with the operating mode selected; where the maximum, minimum and
man clearance can be shown by the VDU for each channel in steady-state measurement
mode frg , o) but only the minimum clearance at increased speed of measurement
in the taientii measurement mode (Fig. 5, middle). The error signals are also shown
on the VDU (Fig.5 bottom). Another mod, that of individual blade measurement, is
not illustrated in giure 5. In this mode, a clearance value is printed out for every
blade of the rotor.

The accuracy of the Coulomb system depends decisively on the range of measure-
ment, which is about 0-2 mm for the usual blade geometry at ?4TU. Beet accuracy of
+ 5um is attained in the range of 0-1 am, whereas the error increases to about + 124m
Toward the range limit of 2 mmn. The maximum permissible operating temperature ol the
Coulomb probes is about 1000 K without additional cooling.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESUTLS

Two examples of application to compressors under development demonstrate the
variety of the system: a high-speed centrifugal Compressor and an IP compressor in an
engine.

Because of the extremely compact size of the centrifugal compressor, the probes
have to be very small for measurement of the axial clearance. The positions of probe
installation are shown 4nfigure . Three probes are arranged at 120* intervals
around the circumference. The minimum clearance values of the three probes are
available on-line during the test. A section from an UV recorder plot for the take-
off phase is represented in figure 7, showing the probe s..gnals, speed and exhaust
temperature. The signals from the three probes reveal identical clearance charac-
teristics throughout the operating range. In other words, no asymmetrical deformation
of the casing or uncontrolled axial movement of the rotor ciccurred.

Fig. 6 Stator and rotor of the centrifugal compressor removed for probe
installation and calibration. Two of the three mounting positions provided
on the casing for the axial clearance measuring probes can be seen, as well
an one of the probes with two components of the calibration device on the
right (diameter of the impeller is about 240 em)
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Fig. 7 UV recorder plot of axial clearance (AC) behaviour during starting phase of
the centrifugal compressor
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Fig. 8 Relation between efficiency and axial clearance of a centrifugal compressor

This compressor was provided with the'possibility of running the ruLor in two
axial positions about 0.2 mm in difference. The axial clearance measurements for the
two positions are compared with the efficiency, measured at the same time over the
full speed range of the rig (Pig.8). The results show that an increase of 0.2 mm in
the clearance is enough to reduce the efficiency of the centrifugal stage by 1%.

Because of the light construction of modern jet engine casings, it is advisable
to have simultaneous tip clearance measurement at more than one circumferential
position per plane. Three Coulomb probes were mounted in the first stage of an IP
compressor, and connected to the multichannel Coulomb system for simultaneous measure-
ment of the transient behaviour of the tip clearance lFi__ 9). E shows the
face of an installed probe looking towards the casing inner con e triaxial
arrangement of the electrodes is clearly visible. The high dynamic variation in the
radial clearance, resulting from acceleration or deceleration, is illustrated in

. The influence of centrifugal force during acceleration makes itself felt
aneous narrowing of the clearance (Fig. 11, left). The delayed heating of
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the casing then increases the clearance somewhat, before heating of the rotor disc
with still longer time constant narrows the clearance again. A brief speed reduction
is followed accordingly by the clearance in the opposite direction (Fig. 11, right).

Fig. 9 One of three Coulomb probes Fig. 10 Face of an installed Coulomb
mounted in the inner casing of probe looking towards the
an IP compressor, let stage casing inner contour

S Speed IP - Comporess or|"

Presare.IP-OtM

lo.,m,"w C-.lere Probe N"

108

Fig. 11 Real-time read-out of radial tip clearance variation during fast
acceleration and short deceleration
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5. CONCLUSION

In the meantime it has been possible to demonstrate the reliability of the
Coulomb system in a large number of applications. Because of the complicated manu-
facturing procedure of the probes and the individual manufacture of the special
electronics, the financial outlay for the test set is very high. In contrast, the
expenditure on installing the probes in the test item is very low, because the probes
are easy to install thanks to their small dimensions. The laying of the electrical
leads is also simple, even when the probes are installed in areas that do not give
easy access.

The simultaneous clearance measurement at several circumferential positions in
one plane provides a comprehensive picture of the clearance behaviour. It also makes
it possible to clearly distinguish between rotationally-symetric clearance changes
and asymmetric casing deformations or the effects of shaft displacement. Since the
Coulomb probe measures each blade individually, its signal can be used also for trig-
gering other processes (e.g. Laser-two-focus velocity measurement) at the blade
passage by means of simplified electronic cicuitry, or it can be used for verifying
blade fracture.

At present, active closed-loop clearance control by Coulomb probes is still
hampered by the required complexity of the electronics, but this represents a worth-
while challenge for further development of the system.
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DISCUSSION

J.Chivers, UK
Can you indicate the level of noise you experience on both rig and engine testing as your circuits do not show any filters
and using peak detectors I would expect noise problems.

Author's Reply
Signal to noise ratio is about 40 dB of the measured value. The uncertainty in the peak detector signal caused by noise
effects is additionally reduced by multiple measurement and averaging of the results in the computer.

J.Chivers, UK

How would you expect the system to perform in the presence of gas turbine combustion products which could:-

(a) contaminate the insulators and lead to a loss of probe insulation resistance to earth and

(b) may have a high ionic content.

Author's Reply
Up to now we don't have any experience in measuring tip clearance in the tough environment of the turbine. We do
know the influences of temperature and of contamination on the insulation resistance of the probe material separately
but we do not know the result when all these hostile effects are in play together.

J.Alsm, US
I understand your system is a DC excitation system; do you experience at the higher temperatures any type of a
microphonics problem with the actual cable that comes out of the engine?

Ahor's Reply
Yes - there were microphonic problems which we have now solved in the case of insufficient fixture of the cable and
high vibrational 'g'-load. Success is particularly a question of the proper selection of a suitable cable from the market.
The voltage we use is about 50 volts DC its a bias at the probe and we didn't see any problems by resonance or effects
like that.

J.Alm US
Do you mean to imply an absolute accuracy of ±5 micron for your system, or a resolution of this value? I feel that the
major difficulty in overall accuracy is position measurement.
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Author's Reply
±5 micron is the absolute accuracy of the measurement of the probe-blade distance. Another question is the accuracy
of the probe position with respect to the inner contour of the casing within the whole range of temperature.

The measurement method that we use to check this accuracy is another electromechanical system that we use in our
laboratory. It's described in this paper of 1981; its called EMAG and this has an accuracy of about 2 microns - this is
the borderline for control of accuracy, but we can't say so. ±5 is the most accurate system that we have to check the
accuracy within the Industrial Environment, not within the Laboratory.

A.Ederhof, Switzerland
Is there any dependency between the detector signal and the rotor speed'? In other words, do you have to make any
corrections due to rotor speed?

Author's Reply
Not at all, within the limit of the maximum detector blade passing frequency and this is 50 kHz. If you operate below
this there is no correction at all. There is no physical dependency, provided the freqency band width of the acquisition
electronics is adequate.

A.Ederhof. Switzerland
Sometimes, especially in larger engines, it can be difficult to calibrate these systems. Do you have any experience with
absolute devices for detecting tip clearances of around 2 mm or less?

Author's Reply
If there is no mechanical access so the probe position for probe calibration - not even during the phase of engine
assembly - I guess there will be no chance to install an absolute electro-mechanical sensing device like our EMAG on
the Rotadata equipment. But if there is access, our EMAG is the most accurate instrument we have and a proper
reference for the Coulomb probe.

Unidentified Speaker
Could you discuss the limiting aspects or conditions of your clearance probe - specifically concerned with the
fo towing.

(I) Long lead lengths of 100 ft or so in a high RF or noise environment in a test cell.

(2) Wide range of clearance measurement (001 inch to 0.25 inch.

(3) Wide range of ambient temperature to several hundred degrees F or C.

(4) Wide range of contamination - lube oil or vapour - coupled with various vibrating mechanical systems.

(5) Reliability and durability for the system when subjected to all the above conditions simultaneously.

Author's Reply
(1) Maximum distance between the probe and the first electronic component (charge amplifier) should be about 2 m

(7 ft). This low level signal connection cable should be laid out and fixed very carefully. The long distance lead
from the charge converter to the peak reader unit (about 30 m - 100 ft) which carries the amplified signal can be
shielded sufficiently not to cause noise induction by the test bed environment.

(2) With respect to the blade geometry and the adequately sized dimensions of our probes the measuring range is 0-2
mm (see p.2 9 -5). The most accurate part of this range is from 0-1 min due to the fact, that the probe signal is
inversely proportional to tip clearance.

For security reasons we usually work in !he range above 0.2 mm because of the displacement of the probe behind
the contour of about 0.2 mm.

(3) There are no limitations for the application of the Coulomb system at high temperature due to temperature
induced drift of probe or cable capacity, however due to the variation in electrical resistance of the insulating
probe material. The particular high temperature limit stated by the input circuitry of the charge amplifier is its
minimum input resistance of 100 k 0.

(4) Contamination is a limit as far as clearance capacity itself is concerned by variation of the dielectric properties.
Lube oil and other dirty deposits on the probe surface will limit its usability only if the overall resistance of
insulation drops below 100 Q This was observed in one single case, when the blades worked in the abrasive layer
inside the casing and spread this material over the face of the probe.

(5) Practice told in a large number of applications that real limitations and restrictions on reliability and durability arc
only given by extraordinary contamination (see pt 4) e.g. due to unreasonably heavy seeding with aerosol particles
during laser-two-focus measurement.
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A.Bruere, FR
Have you observed some effect of dielectric polarisation of the probe insulator on the sensitivity ol the system'?

Author's Reply
We have observed polarisation effects, but up to now we are not able to trace these effects to their origin. They may be
caused by dielectric polarisation of the probe insulation material but also by insufficient grounding of the rotor blade
tips. Nevertheless we overcome this problem by measuring the clearance capacity with both directions of the DC-bias
voltage and by calculating the mean values of these two measuring results. We overcome the problem.

A.Bruere, FR
How do you take into consideration the effect on signal of thickness disparity between blades?

Author's Reply
Thickness disparity can only be taken into account by the calibration of each blade or by an independent mechanical
measurement of blade tip thickness prior to the coulomb application.

A.Bruere, FR
What is the size of the smallest measuring electrode you have developed or checked?

Author's Reply
The smallest outer probe diameter is 10 mm (see figure 3 of my paper). The diameter of the sensitive face-area (of the
core electrode) usually is 4.0 mm in accordance with blade geometry of the test item. The height if the probe is only
about 10 mm.
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The clearance measurent systam described in this paper has several unique features which minimize
problems plaging earlier system. ese include tuning stability and sensitivity drift. Both theseprobles are intensified by the environmental factors present on conpressors i.e., wide temperature
fluctuations, vibrations, conductive contamination of probe tips and others. The circuitry in this new

L system provides phase lock feedback to control tuning and shunt calibration to measure sensitivity. The
o~ise of high frequency excitation lowers the probe tip impedance thus minimizing the effects of contam-

Unation. A prototype has been built and tested. The ability to control tuning and to calibrate has been
O demonstrated. An eight channel system is now being constructed for use in the Compressor Rasearch

0 Facility at Wright-Patterson 
AEB CH.

i
The efficiency of a turbine engine is to a large extent dependent upon the mechanical tolerances

maintained between its moving parts. One critical tolerance is the cressor blade tip to case
clearance. For some machines this clearance can exceed 2% of the blade span. Although this tolerance
may not appear severe, the impact on compressor efficiency is dramatic. The penalty in percent
efficiency has been shown to be three tines the percent clearance to blade span ratio

1
. In addition,

each percent loss in compressor efficiency represents one half percent loss in specific fuel onsumption.
However, reducing the blade tip clearance or predicting it analytically within certain accuracies is
difficult to achieve.

There are many factors which affect blade tip clearance. Some of these are listed as follows:

1. Machining tolerances

2. Mechanical dynamics (e.g. shaft vibrations)

3. Thermal growth

a. Differences in thermal growth of the case versus the growth of the rotor and blades.

b. Dynamics of thermal growth due to the rate of change of case growth versus rotor growth
during a change in operating condition.

c. Case distortion due to thermal conditions.

Many of these factors cannot be predicted accurately through analytical models. Better insight,
therefore, can only be achieved through actual measuresents.

Of the many techniques available to measure clearance through non-cantact methods only a few are
capable of such measurements on an operating machine. These approaches include, capacitance, optical and
traverse probe techniques. This paper is limited to one of the several capacitance techniques generally
used.

The criteria used to develop the capacitance clearance measurement system was derived in part from
our experience with the J85 jet engine. The 7th and 8th stage of this engine's compressor has 140 blades
each which are approximately 0.5emm thick at the tips. At 100% speed the blade passage rate exceeds
37,000 per second which allows only a 1.8 microsecond exposure to the capacitor sensor. It is this time
window which determines the minimun bandwidth necessary. The highest temperature for the eighth stage is
approximately 3000C which although not very high does present problems to the capacitance clearance
measurement system. This problem is due to the effect of temperature on the dielectric properties of the
ceramic used in the construction of the probe. A change in probe temperature causes a change in
capacitance and this effect must be accounted for. In addition, the probe tips are exposed to
contaminants such as oil and water which are sometimes ingested into the engine. The a contaminants
adversely affect the probe sensitivity and calibration by shunting the probe tip withi an electrical
resistance.

Based on the conditions described above, the following criteria was established for the development
of a new capacitive clearance measurement system.

1. Accuracy of .025mm with a 0.5mm thick airfoil at 0.5mm distance from sensor using a 3bm sensing

elenent.

2. Frequency response of 1MHZ.

3. High tolerance to probe contamination (i.e. lOR ohms across the sensing element and ground).

4. bow offset drift under all operating conditions.

5. Useful temperature range to 8000C

1iCharles W. Elrod, "Advances in Gas Turbine Engine Sealing," 9th International Conference on Fluid
Sealin (April 1981): 299-312
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6. On-line sensitivity calibratior.

7. Simple probe design

Keepinq in mind the criteria established above, the basic system consists of a I0T tuned circuit
in which the blade to sensor capacitance changes the circuit phase response. It is this phase change
which is detected aisd processed. The circuit cr~n be configured in either series or parallel resnance.
In addition, the coonent electronics are removed from the probe assambly and are included in the
exciter/detactor electrosics a short distance awy from the probe. The probe itself is connected to the
exciter/detector via a short low capacitance low noise cable. The advantages of this configuration are
many. The probes are simple enough to be designed and built to aoimmodate any machine and environment.
The 1MZ excitation frequency provides for a relatively low sensor impedance of 100 to 400 ims and is
high enough to insure adequate response bandwidth. The probes can be calibrated at very lcw speeds and
by utilizing precision variable capacitors with very low temperature coefficients the sensitivity can be
calibrated during operation. By using a varactor diode and feedback circuit the base line tuning can be
kept onsatant.

The series omfiguraticn as shanm on Figure 61 and its' analytical model as show in Figure #2 and #3
is the simplest. The phase shift at resonance is already 900 and further phase shift prior to the phase
detector is unnecessary. If R, is assumed to be infinite the sensitivity is di,,2/dC--I/wR C2
Note the sensitivity is inverualy proportional to the frequency, series resistance and the square of the
total capacitance. Tte reduction of total capacitance has the greatest effect on the increase of sensi-
tivity and every effort is made to minimize this parameter, Although it is desirable to obtain a high 0
for this circuit, there are practical limitations which mist be considered. First, the voltage ratio
between point #1 and point #2 should be kept reasonable due to the limitations of the electronics in-
volved (i.e. the voltage at point #2 can cause amplifier overload). Second, the effects of cmtamination
of the probe tip would greatly exaggerate the changes in sensitivity. A good ompromise has been found
through experimemtation on a prototype system. In this system, R, - 5 oims and R, = 50K ohm. Figure #4
illustrates the effect R on the sensitivity. Dy changing the sh~nt resistance ftmn lOOK dhn to 10K din
the sensitivity reduced 1y a factor of 2/3. This reduction is unacceptable unless some provisions are
made to measure the change in sensitivity. The technique used will be described in a later paragraph.

Using the parallel amfiguration as described in Figures' #5, #6, and #7 provides similar results to
the series configuration. The advantage of this circuit is the near unity voltage ratio which reduces
the burden on the liras ed amplifier. Te disadvantage of this configuration is the necessity to
establish a 900 phase shift in the reference signal input to the phase detector. The phase shift is
created by two R.C. networks which are adjusted to provide 450 of phase shift each. Figure #8 provides
same insight to the effect of shunt resistance on sensitivity.

Because of the problems associated with drift an automatic tune control is used. Tuning is accom-
plished by a feedback voltage circuit Figure #9. The necessary feedback error signal is provided by a
negative peak detector which is connected to the phase detector output. This negative peak detector
discriminates between the baseline and signal. Although analog circuitry could be used for the feedback
signal conditioning, a digital technique was chosen. The digital approach allows the feeack voltage
to the varactor diode to be held constant while a sensitivity calibration in being done. Since this
calibration requires less than a few seoAxds, the amount of drift in the baseline due to temperature is
not anticipated to be significant.

The sensitivity calibration set-up is accomplished via a SYM relay and a pair of very stable
variable air capacitora (Figure #W). One of the capacitors is adjusted to fine tune the cable probe
assebly, whereas the second capacitor when selected by the relay is adjusted to a predetermined baseline
shift. The varactor cntrol voltage is held at a rminal value during tas procedures. The probe to
blade calibration mist then be done while there is assurance that the sensitivity of the systan has not
changed. From then on during any test operation, the calibration relay can be energized and the baseline
shift noted (feedback to varacto diode held constant when the relay in energized). Any change in
baseline value from that taken during bend calibration is used to adjust the data acooaringly.

Although the tecnigues described aho eliminates e of the prublema related to capitance
clearance m ueent systems, other problem persist. orn mjor problem of capacitance system is the
electric field fringing effects associated with the Baor prbe. Thm aassnption of using the
capacitance model of two flat platas is invalid insofar as mall probe sensors are concern. Therefore,
physical calibrations rather than amalytical predictins mst be m . In adiition, if the blade tips
are closely spaced as in the J85 cpssor the actual calibration becos even sore uomlex (Figure
#10). Th only recourse now is to obtain as mtsi infccti- as possible an bench calibration prior to
test. An alternative is to redesign the probe and som of the circuitry in a way to re&3m the fringing
effects (Figure 11). The use of a driven guard can be used to rauwe the fringing effacts. Two
advantages came about from much a cmfiguration. First the blade to blade spacing is not as critical
because of the reduced fringing and second the aret total omsci t - to the t emd circuit is re
thus improving sensitivity significstly. The disadvantage is the requmnts plac an the guard
driver amlifier which must drive a higher cacita load. Th capacitance o the guard to grousd
shield no triax cable is in the order of 120 pf/ft =W the c itace of the pre guard to prb ground
is anticipated to be in ess of 1Opf depending n design. Obviosly, this a ,roach, is not a pns
bcaMse of added lexity to the circuit and probe design.

As of this writing a prototype excitar/detsctot circuit i pre ssebly has be built (Figure
#12), oweer, the testing of the prototype been limitd to the vifiation of all of the -mp
deribed a e. 'ti sensitivity measued &ring this vrifimtion poess was wall within the value
predicted analytically; the operation of the vac dioe ad the calibrstion circuits how Prfo
without probles using mew l control. flu febc ontoI circ.itry and - q inerfa elsctrundc
hew bee designed but not built. ou present offbe t is to finish the farimtian of six Iamne I for
use o the 110 engieampes r whic is to be tee axing July 1nG at thm .MW.nr o mrdn
Facility at Ifright-Matbamn WS on. Mrawl contol and anuelMngamding will be ced n tm i is
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since the fabrication of the cotol and compter interface circuits will not be completed in timm.
Futureef forts will iclisie saw modification of the exitr/dtctor circi,.t and probe assemlies to
Incle the driven guard design as described earlier.
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DISCUSSION

J.Chivers, UK
Will the clearance system stability be improved sufficiently by the possible incorporation of the driven guard electrode
to avoid the need for constant recalibration to correct for temperature induced sensitivity changes?

Author's Reply
The feed back circuit (variacter diode) keeps the circuit tuned. The cable capacitance is expected to change with
temperature and thus the sensitivity is expected to do likewise. The sensitivity change will be twice the present change in
total capacitance. However the change in total capacitance is expected to be slow, therefore recalibration via the
sensitivity calibration circuit need not be accomplished often. Even so, the calibration need only take a few seconds.

J.Chlvers, UK
There is, in fact, a capacitance carrier based guarded clearance system which is commercially available in the UK from
one or possibly (in the near future) two manufacturers. This system has had operational experience on engine and rig
fans, high pressure compressors and also engine high pressure turbines.

Autho's Reply
I talked to Davidson and I understand that system is and FM system. One of the advantages of the s) tem I have is that I
use one frequency. I can go to as many probes as I want using the same frequency and I tune to that frequency. I don't
have to worry about beat frequencies and that is an important consideration.

J.Chives UK
Yes, I agree that is an important consideration but in fact there is operational experience of running 18 of these probes

simultaneously - it has been a problem but it has been overcome.

J.Allan, US
The size of the probe was not mentioned in your paper. What is the probe size - what is its diameter?

Author's Reply
The probes can be made of any size. The one that I am using on the F- 100 is 6 mm in diameter - it is threaded - the
sensing element is 3 mm in diameter. The length is approximately 75 mm. However the sensors are very simple in
construction and can be made to accommodate any components. They should be good from about zero to 40 mils in
terms of sensitivity - I have had no problem in getting a good signal at 40 mils.

J.Allan, US
It seems to me that using the tuned circuit that you have you are going to have a change with resistance - this is going to
be changing throughout the operating range of the engine because your temperatures are varying. Are you going to be
able to compensate for operational changes in temperature?

Author's Reply
That is the beauty of the whole thing. I have those calibration capacitors - I have a vari-actor diode which always keeps
it in tune through the feedback and it's doing that continually - every few minutes the calibration is accomplished in a
few seconds.

A.Bnere, FR
How do you take into consideration the effect on signal of thickness disparity between blades?

Author's Reply
In terms of the thickness, one would have to do a calibration, blade by blade. It is a little tedious - you will find that the
variations from blade to blade are not all that great - although it will affect your accuracy if you don't do it.

A.BDure, FR
How do you calibrate your probe versus the distance between blade and case?

A9 Reply
in other words - try to duplicate what you would have on the machine that you are going to put the probes on - now

admittedly you will probably have a loss in accuracy. That way there are always undefined areas - differences which
you can't always take into account - but you try to minimize those when you do the actual calibration. The other thing
too is that we have planned to use this system and complement it with the ROTADATA system, using the capacitance
to look at the dynamic conditions or the changes in the machine and to use the ROTADATA system almost right next
to it to take care of the steady state measurement. That way we will get the best of both worlds.
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A.Bniere. FR
What is the size of the smallest measuring electrode that you have developed or checked?

Authors Reply
The smallest one that I have made - the sensing element is approximately 3 mm and the diameter is approximately 5
mm of the stem. There is no reason why they cannot be made a little bit smaller but you must remember that as you go
down in size then sensitivity is reduced to a considerable extent and it cannot be as effective as for larger gaps.

C.Vereit, FR
My question is a little outside the framework of the two presentations but does deal with clearances in turbo engines.
Some years ago, work was published on obstacle methods used for measuring the clearances in gearboxes and housings.
This work was done by Pratt and Whitney - I wonder if this work has been updated? The work is concerned with
optical measurements of clearances in gearboxes and housings.

Author's Reply
Pratt and Whitney and General Electric both have had optical systems for measurement of clearance -1I have seen a
variety of diagrams. One of the problems that I see with using optical techniques is the contamination of the optics and
the complexity is also a problem with optical techniques.

C.Veret, FR
I conclude then that these techniques are no longer in use and no additional studies are being conducted with them.

J.Chivers, UK
As far as clearance measurements in gearboxes are conerned which if I understood the question correctly is what it
was about - our experience is that we would tend to go sway from a capacitance based technique or an optical based
technique for the very reasons that were given - because of the contamination - and we would tend to be looking for
an eddy current-inductive technique. We have used these in a gearbox environment with a fair degree of success.

G.Awaug, US
To respond to the specific question of optical proximity probes and assuming that we are talking about turbine blade
tips and compressor blade tips - they are still very much in use and they have the advantage of course that you can use
them at extremely high temperatures so they are being used routinely - nevertheless we are also quite interested in the
simpler capacitive probes for the regions in which they are applicable.

I.Nsmer, US
Probably this is somewhat of an unfair question since you are talking about capacitance measurements but could you
comment on the possibility of using an ultrasonic transducer to try and determine the tip clearances?

Authors Reply
When you are looking at a working machine and you are taking a look at ultrasonics let's consider some of the problems
that you are dealing with. You are dealing with blade no 5 passing frequencies in the order for the fl-S of 37, - 38,000
blades per second. The JT-S for example has a tip thickness of approximately 0.5 mmu its in front of any type of a probe
for example in the case of the J-S for 1.8 microseconds - in other words, you are dealing with a phenomenon for
example that is already in the ultrasonic region. The other thing is how are you going to use the ultrasonics - are you
looking at the wave propagation from an emitter and then you are looking at the delay time? Well, the blades are not
there long enough for that to happen unless you have tome other phenomenon that you are using the ultrasonics which I
don't know anything about.

Unidentified Speaker
An experience that we had at MTU with ultrasonics was that we were not able to detect the tip of the blade: all that we
got was information about the hub of the system.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

SESSION VI - FUTUJRE PROSPECTS

by

C.Veret
ONERA

29 Avenue de Is Division Leclerc
92320 Chitillon sous Bagneut

France

Les techniques nouvelles qui viennent d'#tre prisenties se rattachent sun trois th~mes suivants
- Mecur. des tempiretures et concentrations dens des mhlanges gezeux s'appliquant particuli~rement eux
milieux en cours do riection et en combustion.

- Diveloppement des mithodes d'interfdromitrie holographique pour conduire A leur exploitation
quantitative.

- Wise en oeuvre d'une mithode do vilocimitrie laser foarnissant des risuflats sisultands dens tout un
chap.

I - 11[USD5 118 TWUPIRUI 3? COUCUw?IO DUB LII UNUS WBZUX
Zn ce qui concern. Is premidre do cam techniques, Monsieur Rosier noun a montr# lee risultata

qu'il a obtenus A 1 OKMN lore do li6tude d'une flame.
La technique A laquelle il ant fait appel, do spectromitrie par absorption n'est Paz nouvelle en

elle-afme, main ce qui est nouveau, r'est la manure do Ia mettre en oeuvre grice A l'emploi do diodes
laser.

JusqubA prisent. la source luminous. utilisie an spectromitrie d'absorption 6tait una source &
spectre large dont le rayonnement, apree traversie du milieu absorbent 46tait analyni Au moyen d'un
spectromdbtre avant d'6tre requ mar un photoditecteur oa un ensemble de photoddtecteurs juxtaposim.

Par contra, lcm diodes laser ont pour propriit6 d'6mettre an rayonnemont spectralement tris btroit
dont on pent changer Ia longuour d'onde di6mission en faisant varier sa tempirature. Un photodttecteur
re(qoit ce rayonnewent apris 6i'il mit travers6 le milieu absorbant. La prisenco d'un monochromateur n'a
pour rdle qua dibliminer den rayonnesents parasites at non de diteainer Ia largeur de ls bonds spec-
trale analysie.

Le balayage spectral obtenuaen faisant varier ls tempirature de la diode pout 6tre tris rapido cc
qui permet d'analyser piriodiquement an petit intervalle spectral correspondant i laune des bandes
d'abaorption d'un composant donn6. A une friquence qui peat atteindre Ie kilohertz.

Ainsi. cotto technique so rivile prometteuse pour manurer les concentrations de components dosnts
dans des milieux en riaction. des flaes fluctuantes oa tout milange gazeux instable pour 6tudier les
6volutions do cam concentrations avac una bonne risolution tesporelle. Il et A notar, toutefois, quo,
spatialemont, la aesure Porte nur la totalit6 du composant rescontr6 sur Ie trajet du rayonnement,
comae pour toutes la ithodes d'absorption. <

11 est envisageable ausni, dons cortaines conditions, de ditorainor Is temptrature moyenno du com-
posent sur Ie traet muivi per Ie rayonnement ebsorhi.

2 - DIYILPPUUT D33 UTIOD111 D I3?flPOMltIZ HLOGIAPEIQUI
Sur le thime de l'interfdrositrie holographique, Monsieur Bryanston-Cross do l'Universit' de

Varmick noun a dehbord rappelt len avantages de cetto technique oar linterftromitre classique. par
exemple du type Mach-Zehnder. Ces avantages so risument en use plus grande tacilit6 do rialisation et
d'exploitation ainsi qu'en Is poasihilitt d'utiliacr comes source luminoune des lasers impulsionnuels A
duntes trim br~ves pormettant li6tude do phinominos, miae rapidement 6volutifs. Los traveux en cours
dans le domain. do l'interfdromdtrie holographie tendent, d'une part, A examiner des 6coulements
tridimensionnels pour y localiner len phinomines observis (caest le cas pour des grilles d'aubes
annulmires ou des compresseurs ximaux) et. d'autro part, A quantifier los images enregistries pour les
comparor a rimaltats ohtenus psr calcul A laid. de modkles. Dans les dean can. des difticultin A la
fois pratiquas at thdoriques rastent A risoudre avant quo l'esploi do Is nithode pains. s'*tendre.

Un hal exemple d'application A l'6tude d'une grille d'aub. do turbine a ennuite 6t6 prbsent6. La
grille d'aub. ast placie entre doux hublots perpendiculaires A la direction du fais!eeu di6tude du
dispositif holographiqa. do manubre quo len phinomines edrodynamiques entre lei aubes puissant Atre
considiris come bidimensionnels.

La technique eat atilisie moit en hologramme ebsolu, noit on holograsme diffirentiel. Dens le
premier can, Ia pose do rifirene ant effectu*e avant la miss en marche do la souttlerie at Ia seconds
pose pendant l'essai do sorte quo l'interfirograsse montre des frengem qui roprimentent les lignen do
denmiti constants dens l'tcoalesent.

gn hologramse diffirentiel, len dean poses nuccesmives $out siparian do 100 pas pendant le
fonetionnement do Is soafflerio et lea franges reprisentent alors len lignen d'6gal chengement do
densit* en 100 "a.

Les risultats dos assures do donsitfi obtonues A partir des hologranamos nont en bon accord avec
ceux fournis par des aesures do prennion A Ia surface des aubes at A coux obtenus A leide d'un muddle
do calcul.
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Dans le but d'6tudier des 6coulements fluctuants dana le temps, cosine dans une grille d'aube dont
Iea aubes sont agit~es en oscillation pour simuler le flutter. ainsi qt'a pour faciliter is
quantification des donndes contenues dans un hologramme. Arthur Decker nous a prdsent6 les travaux
qu'il a entrepris sur les mdthodes d'*interfhromdtrie holographique & modulation de faisceau.

La technique n~cessite ieaploi de deux sources de r~f~rences diatinctes lars de lenregistrement
des deux hologrammes superposdn. De plus. si. lora de ia restitution, lea deux sources de r~f~rence ont
des longueurs d'onde l~g~rement diff~rentes, il devient Possible d'effectuer des sesures sur
l'interfrograme par des techniques de meaures de phase sur lea signaux d'un photoddtecteur explorant
l'interf~rograme point par point. Ceci donne acc~s, non seulement A une amdlioration U~ I& pr~cision
do ssure des densitds gazeuses li~es aux positions dana lea franges, main encore A une automatisation
du d~pouillement des holograumes conduisant A leur quantificaiton et A leur comparaison & des r~sultats
de calcul sur mod~les.

Des r~sultats encourageants ont d~jA 6t6 obtenus sur la sise en oeuvre de cette technique, as il
teste encore des an~liorations A apporter aux montages optiques et un nouveau laser A colorant poopt
par flash. mieux adapt6 A lesploi de is technique que ceux utilis~s jusqu'A pr~fsent eat attendu
prochainement.

3 - NIII UN Clu~ti D'UNI KZMODS DE V1L0C11T31 LamD
Le troisibme th~se. d~velopp6 dana le dernier expos6 prisent6 par J. Kompenhaus de Ia DFVLR A

Gdttingen concerne ls aesure sisultanie des vitesses d'un 6coulements dana tout un champ.
Cette technique ricente vient compl~ter cells de Ia v~locimatie laser & franges ou A deux points

qui ne fourniasent, A un instant donn6, que des maures ponctuelles. Le champ d'Acoulesent obserV6
simultantment est celui 6clair6 par une nappe lumineuse since obtenu par Alargissement d'un faisceau
laser dana une direction au moycs de lentilles cylindriques.

Le laser fournit deux iMPUlsions lumineuses br~ves A des intervalles de temps connus. Des parti-
cules contenues dans l'6coulement deviennent sinai. A la traversie de la nappe lumineuse des points
brillants doubles dont lea images sont enregistrables au moya d'un appareil photographique.

Diff~rentes techniques mont Atudijes pour effectuer. Ie plus autonatiquement possible, leg dA-
pouillements des images enregistr~es. Miles conduisent toutes A l'6tablissement mu moins d'une carte
des vitesses projetkes dana Ie champ d'6clairage, d~termin~e d'apr~s lea Acarts et lea directions des
couples de points obtenus. La limitation actuelle pour des Acoulements rapides. A fortes acc~lhrations
eat due A cc qu'il n'est possible d'enregiscrer que des particules ayant quelq±ea microns dec diamhtre.

tea travaux actuels portent sur la mse en oeuvre op~rationnelle de cette technique Bur des can
ditermin~s (jets libres ou chambre ferm~e par des bublots) et sur lea moyens d'andliorer Is sensibilit6
pour enregistrer des particules Plus tines, en utiliesot des lasers plus puissasts. des optiques de

milleure qualitk et des supports 
de plus grande snsibilit6.

COCLUIO
Chacun des trois th~mes pr~sent~s contribue sinai $ apporter den informations quantifi~es sur len

caract~riatiques des gat en mouvement i Vint~ricur d'un moteur. La poursuite des travaux entrepria eat
donc vivement souhaitable afin qu'ils aboutinsent A den m~thodes de msure op~rationnelles sur lea com-
posants du moteur, chambren de combustion et turbines, sans perdre de vue que, pour atteindre cc stade.
lea r~sultats de sesure doivent 6tre fournis en temps quasi-r~el, cc qui deviant possible & 1 side den
soyens informatiques modernes.
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ETUDE OR LA COMBUSTION PAR SPXCTR03COPIR DIODE LASER

par B. Rosier, P. Gicqtl at 0. ttorry

Office National diEtudes at do Recherches Adrospatiales

BP 72, 92322 Chitillon Codes, Franc*

RESUME

Nous ayons appliquA Is spectronultrie d'absorption. infraroug. par

diodo laser it 1Ptude des gas do combustion.

Cott* mithod. prisente lea avantages dos manures in-situ non

intrusivrn. Ella pormet des manures do concentration alliant prAci-

*ion, ephciricit& at risolution temporells (1 msa).

Mous prisentons des meauree do concentrations du menoxyde de

carbon* at do la vapour d'eau dana un foyer mithane-air A pression

Stmosphirique.

Moun avons 6tudi6 lI'volution do cos concentrations on foniction

do la riches.. du stilange.

Cos 9a2 ont 6galement At& observis done un brOleur bass* pres-

*ion (20-25 Torr). Doux types do flames ont bt& utiliads CH4-0 2.

CH4-MNH,-0. Home avons relevi lea profils do concentration do CO at

p42 0 1* long do lose* do la flamme. C.. risultata sent compares avoc

dew masuree publidos ant6rieurement at *ffoctuies 4 1' axd. d uno

sonde couplie A un spectrograph. do mase.

i. INTRODUCTION

L'ttudo des phdnominos de combustion necossite des mesuros do concentrations at do

tompiraturas. Pari lea nouvolles mithodes do mosure in-situ. Is spectroacopla 4 absi.rp-

tion. utilisant Ion diodes laser accordables' .2, offre d'int'raesantes possibilit. On

pout Vlutiliser pour meauror lea concentrations do 1s plupert dos substances actives an

infrarouge. Comme toutes lea m~thodes do meaixre du coefficient d'absorPtion. All* con-

duit h uns manure intbgrbeoaur Is trejet optiQud. Cotta technique, non-intrusive et

ssibl*. pormot ana m aur tri:,spicifique do Ia concentration Do plus. ma bonne reso-

lution t orele (d lerdr* d I me Ak 10 I~ aon 1. material employe, olrr Is pan-

sibilit6 d'6tudier dos phdnomines transitoires st/ou des 4ventuotios fluctuations do

tompireture at concentretions du milieu obsorv&.

DePuis 1983. nous avons einploy6 cotta technique pour mosurer Ie& absorptions do oax

ont cuve chauffante at done diveres flammos Nous evens. on perticulior. mosuro loa co-n

centretions do CO at H20O loe un foer mithen&-air A prossion &tmoSPheriqu* 4lnsl quo

doe un br~leur sous presolon r~duite

2. MONTAGE RT FROCEDUR9S EIPERIMNTALIS

Le montage (fig. 1) as compose du br~leur *quip6 doe ssured do debit du htlt dl,

do laser at 4. 1l41ectroniquea asocib., du systime optique At doew appersils d. o*.tc

et do troiltemont du signal Moun utilisons up systems diode laser fourni Per laser Ana

lytice Inc., &quip* d'un systimo do refroidioeoont en circuit forms Oin equnpo...nI u.

socii permit 4dejuster at do stebiligar Is temphraturo do fonctionn*" rit do 14 di-S.

Pour obtonir un epectra d absorption. irn rroouence du od a 4 miss-io dolt taloer

petit intervsile sectral (I a 1.5 cm "Co beayvao result. 6. 1. ondulat-n 0..

rent trovereent Is dio Moms utilisone in couranst on dent do oriv d GAVIltuO. adept..

A V2 Intrvalla spectral Ualay6 sme pouvoins a uster An rrbquetne do --o 041 a , h~v 4-u

Obtanon* SIRSi. it catte friqwenco. us spectra d absorption dui mlieu orn -m~bmwtiaC quk

pr***nte Is caectiristlque intdresemnte de roepottor In form, des rale C~oron4o sa,

Is prinomine 6tudA en offet. I& argeur Cu mode d *miss... do I& 4,d.e

pout *tre nigligA. devent Is lsrgour DLI.PIsr do. rsios
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La diode, A base do eelo do p10mb, presente des modes d'kemiosion Outour do
1900 cal". Un systim@ do deux lontilloe LL 2 en fluorine focalse IS faisceau. iasu do

Is diode. au centre du foyer. Una iutre lentxlle L. en forms 1' image sur la fonts

d antria d'un monochromateur a riseau. Ce monochromateur filtre d' ventutls modes

d'imiaion indesiralblos. loreque Is fonctionnaent do is diode neat poe monolsodo. 11

ilimin* aussi 1. reonnemont Parabit. provenant des 9a2 do combustion. A is sortie du

monochromatour, une lam. on ZnSa .kpartit IS faisceau our deux voies. Sur 1isins dos

voiesas trouve une cuve do rifirence contenant du monoxyde d'sloto NO Soud bases

preasion (0,.1 A I Torrn at A& tompiraturo ambient*. Sur 1 autre vote, nous diaposons d un

6talon Pabry-Perot on germanium do 2,54 cm d epaisseur I interfrongo 0,0489 cm- A

A 5.2 lim) L* syatime do franges sort A 1*italonnage spectral. Enfin, choque folsceau

got focalisi Sur un ditecteur InSb rofroidi k 1'azote liquid. (77 K). Un oscilloscope

numiris et visualise lea signaux amaplifiis. A Is friquence do balayage do l'intervalle

aspect ral.

L'onigin* do leicholle do numinrisation des Opectres correspond au nivoau nul

(absorption totals) do 1S transmission Un micro-ordinateur HP qire locquisition et Is

stockage dos signaux Si nicessaire. nous pouvons movenner jsquA 256 spectral.

C& montage exportimental Pormet 1 acquisition d'us Spectre en un tempo brof (30 A

1 .a) Lorsque des fla-ms inotables (*t/ou treo turbulentes) sont studi6*s. cette

riduction du temps d'acquisition diminue tria nettoment lea fluctuations, do lintensit6

transmis, our 15 duneo du spectre Do plus, il deviant possible d'observer dos

phmonons transitoires avec uno resolution do I ma.

Le t rai toment do spectres seff71ectue on temps diffoe our on ordi nateun HP 1000,I

La cuve do refinance ( Fiq I) contient un gas dont 10 spectra oat bion connu. Nous

avono utili84 IS monosyde d alote dont los positions des rotes. contenues dons Is banque

do donnoos spectrales ArGL $23 . sost fournies ovoc une precision do 5.10-4 cm'.

L intervalle spectral belay* contiant toujoore une et. at possible. plusisurs roles do

NO Nous effectuons enauit* ino modlistion des frenges do Fabry-Pirot. par use methode

dos moindres carri Chague fois quo possible. nous diterminons a intorfrange : lid:
4,. ino deousi6me role do N 0 de r4firence, iloigni do 15, premii r . Coci permets do
a affranchir des problimee 1.15 quo Is variation do l'intorfranqe avec Ia temperature.

Par cette mithode. In velour du sombre donlds eot diterminie, avec une pricision asolue

do 3 10 3cm ",on tout Point do 1 intervalle spectral

Noun calculoss onsolite lea prossioss partielles des *spices 6tudiioa A 1 aide do 1S

lot do Been 1./-I:' *n sop .I

aver I. 1: tntenait* tranami1s. avoc at on I absence d'absorption, au nombre d onde ar,

? trajet dana Is flamme, e n cm,

0. coefficient d absorption au nombre d'onde a

Dans In cao d un mi lieu homogiint

S, ST, f ji a-1. PLEC) P,

000. n-ml dos gal.

5, onoblo doe raleso du gas.

S forceo do Is role Icirtlin do I& temperature (cm 2Atm

P, r, I do Is rai. dependent do to temperature at does pressions partiolles

dos di era o alsr2 14osoomt Lorontx,

P -- prornPa t i. t gas Ate

Fm prel iue ;. sitf it do Prondro on coompte in nombre Iris limits do rates pour
a~r. ar -'.-ostl~on I1 spectroa g absrption our in potit intorvallo Los donnios

no .ss al.--!-- to S. T Etr. do rale a une temperature do rofirene. 6nergie du
4,.. Se se. 1. . 'nt1.npc,.sitin do Is rate. prcv.ennont do Is comp lotion APOL

5. r r. g,, -n- n-a 0-. Pour 01' n05 evens utilisi los donnisi do A
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La tableau I donne lea paramitro5 do* principales raids obearvio. Maus &vans

utilis& pour fij un profil do Voigt. calculi par 1 approximation do Humlicek
9
. La

tampirature provient de macurea indipendantes. A partir do es qui pricide. lea

concentrationsa nt itb diduites du spectra itudid, on utilimant une caithode do millours

approximation au ens des moindrea carris.

3. R2SULTATS BIPBRINUNTAUZ

3.1. BrOleur A presaxon atmoaphirique

Description - Le br~laur (fig. 2) fonctionne h presajon atmosphibrique. 11 utilise

un prhmdlange mithano-air do richosaa lb ajustable entre 0,7 at 1.2. Up* onveloppe

interne en silica permet do limiter lea 6changea thorimique avoc 1lextirsour afin do

s'approcher doe conditions adiabatiquos Mouc tavona utilas u thormocoupla Pt/Pt -
1 0 % Rh c or ri doe tr~are rt radiatifa at covctifa) pourtmsaurer 10 profil do

temperature Is long du trajet optique dans 1* foyer. Maous &aone relevi li6volution do ce

proLIt an Conction do I& richeast*. Cos velours do& tesipiratures (1700 & 1900 1)

concordant avec des macurea pricidentes obtenues par pyromitrie6 at par 1. m~thod, do

Diffusion Raman Anti Stokes Cohirent. (DRASC').

Alesuros Par diode ?ass,' - Des hublota do mica. rofrotdis par un jet d asote,

limitant lea interactions entre lee qaz do combustion at l air ambiant. Ilae difinissent

un trajet optique do 9,5 cm, dont 5.5 cm dans Is flasasa. On pout voir, figure 3, un

example do spectre obtenu. Lea fluctuations do linteneiti tranemia. au trsvars des

flamnies peu stables (10 - 0,7 A, 0,S) noun ant conduit A opirer cur des moyennes do 20

acquisitions consicutives.

Maus &ans mosuri 1'6volution des concentrations do CO ot H.0 en fonction do 1.

richesse. Mous &aona, aussi, pu ditecter Ia prisenca do mWt,ans dans lea flames riches
(Co0 1,2), & 1.'aide d'une diode centre cur 2900 cm-'. Lea paramibtree des ra ea

observica sont regroupec dona 1. tableau 1. Los concentrationsaont 6ti ditermin6e, an

utilisant led macurea do tampirature par thermocouple.

La figure 4 prisente lea concentrations obtenuec ainai qua dos risultats do calcule

theoriques. U.i premier calcul correspond A une combuation adiabatique. Lo deuxiim.

ivalo lea concentrations k. 1'6quilibre, A Is tompirature mosurie dana Ia flamme.

Discussion -

Pour 10 mithane, Is concentration macuric (on'iron 2 % en volume) dans uno flsame.

do riches@@ * 1.,. prisante une grand. impricision. Noun astimone en offot Ia limits

do detection do ce corps h 1 % an volume (dana lee conditions oxpirimentalesi.

Cots aensibiliti Permit limitie, principalement, par Ia pricielon do Is

daormination du niveau ziro d'absorption ( entoloppe du mode). La mithan. We pae 6t6

det6 done lee flammee do richoesse infirioure A 1,1.

Los m*asree do concentration en vapour d eau ont iti corrigies ,4e l1aborption par
a apamur d 4&u atmoaphirique I. lr ,g du trajet optique. Dens ce but, nous &ans

*,letril un sectra event chaque allumago du foyer. La pr' ncipale source d'incertitude
e. . .eeuroc. provienc do Is prieenc- do couches "froidos" (- 1200 K) ontre la flamme

.. .01.ts Maus estim.,nr a 20 % Ilerrour relative sur lee concentrations.

as .c do CO. cotta orreur so limit. A 10 %. En e'fet, li6norgie ilavie

a, du Atoecu do base des transitions observias, rend nigligoable 1'influence

,,a. nec.rd estiofaiaont entre nos meauroc ot 10 calcul it l1quilibre it

.- ,n ~ -0 P- oo4 rI** richemoseaeupirisuree A 1. L axcie do CO. ditecti dans

-,1v. cane doute, une condition do nun iquilibre chimique (comma

* .. P. ..0., -44. C tn

* - a ~.(.,'-fig 51 me compose d'un dieque poroux an bronce rritti.

* ~~~ , - a. eferm* tane .n* onceinte A vido. Noun evons itudii une
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leems 6.5 9 11
1
-31 S I CHO-62 2 0|, Co 25 Torr do proeeoon PuechbortV9 a careettraoe

ce foyer an tempdrature t concentration. en roction de Is hauteur done Is flemm.

(istant* aw pan de sortie dw porous) Lee toopdraturee rioutent do maowr.e per

epectroaeopo CabosorPtion on ultraviolet our Ie tadical ON" Leo concemtretions

provieonent do msure@ offoetuioe per pr•llvo1lnt a I aide 4 une Snde couplC 6 on

opoctromtre do Mass* Cos assures a 6tendent do o & 20 i I plan as sortie ia

giffuour per pas do I - La pricieion doe mssures vara. do 10 6 20 2 olvent Is

concentretion

Rome *von* qs alemnt studio wne fase CH. a, de riches.e I do 20 Torr d.

preoion

losureo s dlod. tmear - Now* arons adept* te monteg opts,** do recon 6 obteair

our tout le trlJet *ens to flamme. un. limit. do r*eolmtton spatiele meilleure awe

1.0 an Lee meamree ont ports our I evolution doe concentration@ do CO ot N
1
0 ..

ronction do ia distance d I one Ce vie** ow plan dw difruseur fows ovofna filt ver,

cotte Ciatonce Ontre 0 et 20 1 per pas de I woo

La figure 6 montre on elemple do spectra obtonu dCne ceo conditions La figure

pernet Co comparer nos r~sultate awe vlour* mecurde per Pweiiberty ous seti mane

I errer relative our lt concentrations 6 20 1 pour I ea et 10 1 pour Cu Dons I* *.s

do I eaw. ini, owe pour CO Ce 5 & 20 m, lese roultate obtenwo per lee dew Oethode

concordant aeul incertitudes pr., Par contre. it enate on nette divergence dee

rieultats antre 0 at 4 m. c ot-a Cire dans Is reqon Proch do front do fleme

La figure regroup* lee rabultata des mesuree per diode laer Cur is fleme

CU* - 0

Co"Oct to" dog inCOrtifuddd Cotte Method* de mmowre pout a Otendre a I *tee

d autres espaces Iouent on r~le important dne 14 cobuetlon CH. Co WCNO etc

Howl @Yang obsorvt Cos role$ Ce 0 et CH. dons lea flaias prr6cdeftem mai is

onesObilit& 4e notre Montage doit Gtre 6mlorit Dns Le coo ds mesures errectuaee our

Io foyer A prea1on at moeph~riquo. on put ripertornor quatre prinrptalo* surces

C incertitude

I 6vahuotion do to tempdrature

Is etermination Ce I onvehoppe di mod* 10),

lee dofinnPo *pectroscopiquea.

Il presence Co couches froides

N aeture d In tompirature

L4 technique diode laber permet de msurer directement I. temperaturo par I

methods des dewn raies Hanson'' a obtenu une pr~cnalon Ce 40 9 autour de 2100 0, en

utlailent It pair* de raids Co CO 2105.2564-2105.1254 cm

0 Envoloppe du mode

Le niveou 26ro d'aborption Yvrio our ILintervolle spectral belay* Moms moiklione

leonvbopp* per mne expreosion polynomiale Lo parsetres de cotte expression et lee

concentrations sont ditormintl simulbtniment par une Method* deo moindres corr~a POul

pourrions. mans doute. omdliorer Ia restitution do l enveloppe u mode,. en utilisant us

montaoe A double faisceaux.

o Coflndce lpectrLal

Las donnol tabullls dens I'AFGL 62 manquent porfol do precislon & haute

tempilrture. Ce problkme S* pose nettement dns L co Cu mithane Nou ovons CO mssurer

lea forces at lea positions relative* do plueiturs ries do ce corps D'une faon

q6niralo, ne incertitude our 10 fore. Co rfrrefnce utilioo Citarmine une incertitude

du mime ordre our la concentration.

0 Couche "froides"

La proenceo do co couches. situ~eS entro 10 sone homoqgne do La flam et lIe

hublots. entralne ine incertitude important. loroque lea raise observies ont une faible

6nergio du niveau do boas. Quand le milieu pr6mente une symitrie sxiale, une inversion

d Abbal permet do rotrouver le proilts dos divers paramitres. ailo dens 1. csoo O me

tells Mllthode n eot pa uttlligblo. on dolt extraire 1* maximum d'information d un



spectra unique Si I on cons4idre un milieu inhomoeds, 11 eoat possible de Is ddcouper.

it long di trajot optique. on couches sensblement homogdnes on tompirature at

conceatrations

On meatre &lors qo con paramdtree peuvent *tre restitude par inversion nuadrIqu*

du spectre obeorv4 Le cerectdro univoque at Is precision d. Is restitution dependent du

noebre de raies oborveoes. do leurs permtres spectroscopiques. du nombre do couches

conosIdr4eo. du rapport signallbrut 11 eat Avidemment ndcessmiro do connaltre les

persemtres des rise otilisdes 'force. paramatres d'$largiseseent. dependence de cos

pareetres on ronction as Is temprsturs. j mvec une tre bonne precision Nous avon.

developp# un code d inversion utilisent une Method* d. type Nerquardt'
Z  

giOU

I appflquone ectoelismnt 6 des spectres synthitiques eriel 2hviluor l'Influence des

divers psramtres our 1 restitution doe tVWperOtureg at des concentrations

CONCLUSION

Le spectroseopis 4 absorption per diode laser accordeble noqo a permis de Issurer

IeO *OOcontrstno doCo at 10 dens vn flamme A pression *tmosphbrique Con rlsultats

concordent evec Ilo velours 6 1 quqlibre pour lee richssls suprieurs A I

Do. mOeores Iellsires sur one rismm ne om, Cm4 o, sous bos* pression oant et

6mreer A doe rsultat. obtonus per prhlavoment grice a une sonds couplis A un

.pectromitre o as.e Leo profile do concentration sont releovb le long de las ds Is

asme. Leo .oslero donnas. pr Leo *aus methodes concordant su dale de Is rdgion du

rront ds rsome Comperhe 4 rette dernLre technique Is epactroecopgi d absorption per

d'd laser prhsento I avontage 4 *tre non intrusive et permt une bonne resolution

f..Worells

mmweact &IR"Is

Moe ro merrlons A gold"sn de I Uniosrsi
t
e do Denver pour nous svoir communiqud sea

Coneos concornnt I* CU oilaire

Boos reearcions .usd* n Coppello do I Univereit* ds Rouen pour Is prlt do foyer
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Ress observ6es dons Ie foyer

Foyer bae. F oyer

Pool- am"' Corps Nivegudebame Force' r' cm Transition Irmlanrique
____________ _________ CH..0 2 IN1I.-CH..0 21 CH4 -02

1920,913 H,0 2129.610 0.197.10,22 020 550 010 441 X X X
191,2 CID 4488,002 0,145.10-" 1 47 0 48 _ ____ ___
1932,545 CO 4127,955 0,1581 0" 1 45 0 48
1933.167 H,0 1060.156 0,741.10-21 010 948 000 83 X X X

1934 20 251,7 0,664.10-21 010 16215 000 15114
1037.485 -, 0 2W04,872 0,851.10-34 020 1047 010 936
1937,814 CO 3954A58 0.164.10-"g I 4 0 45 X X
193,94 H 0 224888 0,339.102" 010 14312 000 13211
1953,449 3452,157 0,181.10-
1963.7456 CO 48,5 0.207. 10" I
1957,656 H,0 1613,224 0,112-10"' 010 1249 000 1138
1968,604 CO 3292,475 0,167.10Y''9 1 40 0 41 X
1.718I. CO 1 89,2 0,212.1 V 1 2 35 1 36
2945.19W C 2: 156.6 0, .0-2 + .- V
2945.898 C": 1562,9 0.141-,
2945,932 CM4  18.7 0,200,10' ________

ICO A45M0K ;H,O0et CO A296 K

Tableau 1I Raie obaerv~se dens Is foyer.

LI L2 Monochroinstout

Fig 1- onageexirmeta
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'0

H20 N

H20

0
1967 S 1967 7 197,9 19;8 1 19;8.3 1958,5 1968 7

Fig. 6 - Foyer basa pression 420 Torr),

Distance 4 mm, flamme CH
4
-0

2
. tamps d'acquisition : 5 ma

Mole % Ml

70 Concantrlton H0 20 .O1. Contrst CO

90
- 15. -- --------

i'4

4010, I

I __ _ me mres diodes later I meures diodes laser

S- meres -- mhsures spectrometre de masse3 0 
m/u e me c t rmrt r c leto n e r m a net

100
0 60 1 20 ~ 0 0 6 10 16 20 mm

Fig. 7 E volution des concentrations do HZO at CO ls long do lase do Is flamme

CH4 -31,5 S, NH3 -6,5 %, 02 62 5, flamme &k 25 Torn.
5' iN
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me % MoleSC
so Co n tresn M20 2

40

16

200

0 6 10 20 0 6 10 15 20'""

Fiq a - Zvolution des concentrations do H2O at CO I. lonq do laxe de 14 flIAM,.

Flamoe CH4 -0 2 & 20 Torr

DISCU&SION

R.B.Price. UK
)id you correct for the effects of mixing at the edge of the flame'

What are the errors that arIse in the measurements from this source?

Author'% Reply
We took into account infrared abs)rption at the air-flame interface, and in the "cold" layer, along the optical pall'
Nevertheless important uncertainties remain in the modelisation o(f this interface.

Their influence on concentration determination varies with the lower state energy of the observed line. The relative
uncertainty from this source is about 15% for H.O and less than 5% for CO.

D.A.Greeual. UK
Could you comment on the discrepancy in your residuals for the spectral you have fitted? Perhaps the Galatr" profile.
such as described by Varghese. would give a better fit?

4~ 9aw' Reply
The residual error of the least squares best fit for H.O lines, indeed looks like the difference between a Voight and a
Galatry function. The collisional narrowing effect on Doppler Litewidth is large for HO molecules. However. in our
experimental conditions, the discrepancy between observed and calculated line shape may come from several other
error sources. Until we have a better precision, the Voight profile, which - ive computer time. seems a sufficient ltnL
shape approximation.
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The Application of l raphy_ as a Transonic Flow

Diagnostic to Rotatin_gomonents in Turbomachine'

Lfl P J Bryanston-Cross
pf Department of Engineering

Warwick UniversitySCoventry CV4 7AL, UK
0O Abstract.

M This paper presents a review of the application of holography as as wnole
field flow visualisation diagnostic in turboinachinery. Starting with two
dimensional cascade testing, which required wavelength toleranced optical
tables, it has now been found possible to obtain results with bolt-on optical
components. In order to achieve this, compromises have been made in optical
quality and attention has been given to the nature of the data required.
Holographic systems are shown which have been applied to visualise the flow
in a linear cascade, an annular cascade, a three dimensional compressor shock
in a rotatin%, flow and a diffuser blockage observed in a rotating
turbocharger.

Nomenclature

C Dale-Gladstone constant D Area of coherent illumination
IL Optical path-length Ma Mach Number
n Fringe order R Radius of rotation
V velocity t Time sec.
* Angular velocity Z Length
N .avelength of light p Density of air
r Speckle size m Refractive index of air

Introduction

In the design of turoomachinery the ability to make accurate measurements
in transonic flows is essential both as a diagnostic and as a test
to numerical prediction. with the current progress of prediction methods and
the efficiency gains availble using advanced designs, the demand from
such measurements have increased.

The ideal requirements now asked of a flow visualisation diagnostic are:- A
non-iisturbing real time diagnostic tool which can produce a three
dimensional qualitative picture of the flow. The diagnostic tool should be
able, with good resolution, to visualise both steady and unsteady, rotating
and non-rotating flows at transonic speeds. It should also have the facility
to make direct comparisons with theory. The measurement data should further
be able to give a quantitative description of the density, velocity and
temperature of the fluid in three dimensions. d

These requirements cannot as yet be met by any single diagnostic. This paper
will make a critical review of what has been achieved and possible with
nolographic interferometry.

Of the techniques available conventional pressure probe measurements though
widely used, suffer from the well known problems or interference and
calibration, as described in (1). They also suffer from the difficulties of
discrete sampling, a- discussed in detail in (2).

Severa. optical methods are now being used, the most established methods
being those of two-spot ( L2f ) and doppler anemometry ( LDA ) (3&4).
However unless fluorescent seeding is used in the flow, (5), the time
required to accumulate a quantitative picture of the flow can be of the
order of 2 minutes per point in transonic flows. Both methods are highly
dependent of the size of the seeding particles used and the position at which
they are introduced into the flow (6). Point measurements also can only
discretely sample unsteady flows, making the interpretation of data
uncertain.
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More recent optical methods are now capable of producing a whole field
visualisation of the flow-field. Laser fluorescence, as developed by A
Epstein at MIT, has within a dedicated environment produced results of
rotating transonic flows. (7,8&9). it requires that a molecularly diffusing
gas diacetyl, is mixed with air. A plane of light is then formed using a
ultraviolet pulse laser. Ultraviolet light causes the diacetyl to fluoresce,
the density of the gas being proportional to the intensity of the light
emitted from the fluorescent material. In transonic flows where the density
of the air is related to Mach number, the intensity of the emitted light is a
measure of the flow speed. The technique has the potential, with the
development of fast data transmitting, high resolution, photon counting
caseras, to provide a direct whole field high resolution visualisation of the
three dimensional density distribution within the fluid.

Pulse Laser Velocimetry is also a recent measurement method, developed
at the Von Karman Institute by R Meynart (10). It requires the creation of a
plane of light by a pulse laser and seeding of the air. The light plane is
imaged directly onto a photographic film and two flashes of a pulse laser are
used to form a douule image of the seeding particle distribution on a
pnotographic film. An unexpanded laser beam is projected through the
photographic negative and when a pair of particle images are detected they
form Youngs fringes. The interferometric fringe spacing is directly related
to tne speed of the flow and the orientation of the fringes to the flow
direction. Tne system has been demonstrated for low speed flows, ie 2 to 30
metres per second, its application being limited by the power and quality of
tne lasers used, and the flow following ability of the seeding particles.
1oth LocKheed-Georgia ii, the USA (11) and DFVLR in Germany (12) are
evaluating thi' approach. The method ,at present, can be used with flow in a
defined plane, Lut of plane movement being difficult to evaluate.

Holoqraphic Interferometry

Holographic interferometry is very similar to its predecessor Mach Zehnder
interferometry, but more robust, simpler to use and can be used to produce a
three dimensional representation of the flow field.

Interferometric fringes are produced by the phase change of a ray passing
through a fluid. Changes in refractive index can ne related to density for
gases by the Dale Gladstone expression.

1--W/P = Gladston-Dale constant C=2.24E-4 i /Kq (for air)

where P is the refractive index of the gas
is the density of gas

In the classical Mach Zehnder approach a collimated optical beam is divided
into two parts. One beam travels through the test section the other through
an alternative path-matched route. Fig(l) A recent example of this method has
been completed at the Max-Planck Institut Gottingen. Where the interaction
between the vortex shed from a bluff body and an aerofoil at incidence is
being studied. Measurements have been made of the dynamic response of tie
blade to a 10KHz vortex passing event using a flash light and Fastex camera
(13).

The technique is limited in its application. The polychromatic light source
used has a very short coherence length makeing the optical system difficult
to set up. To produce an interferometric result the route taken by the two
light paths nave to be matched to less than a millimetre. There is a loss
in optical resolution resulting from the low light levels and high
speed films needed to record the interferometric data. It is also not
possible to locate the flow disturbance spatially.

In most situations replacing the noncoherent light suurce with a reliable
coherent pulse laser has several advantages:-

The long optical coherence length of the laser allows the two optical paths
up to 1 metre miss-match between them. They beams can if required be
carried within a fibre optic (14), it is also possible to use the Smartt
interferometric approach (15), which requires that only one beam need pass
through the flow . When a high power pulse laser is used, because of its
light intensity (MW) and short flash duration (30 nsec.) high speed flow
occurrences can be visualised with good resolution in three dimensions.
This has lead to greater understanding of the flow, in particular, in the
visualistion of turbulent structures within shear and boundary layers and
in the shed vortex interaction behind a turbine rotor (16).

j



Holographic data has been extracted in environments unsuitable for classical
interferometry and in some cases anemometry. For example in the very large 4
is wind tunnels at NASA Ames (17), in annular rotating and non-rotatinq
cascades (18&19) and within the gas turbine engine itself (20). This has been
posssible for two reasons, firstly the speed at which data can be captured.
Secondly many of the surface and internal imperfections of the optical
components used, such as found for example in perspex, which would
randomise the pictures obtained by a classical interferometer, are encoded
into the hologram and do not distort the flow field data.

Three dimensional data using holographic interferometry has neen extracted by
two approaches. When a collimated beam is passed perpendicular to the flow
direction of interest, the density change within the fluid is observed
as an integrated line of sight across the test section. Thr-e dimensional
data has been extracted from flow fields by taking many different collimated
ray paths through the flow and then using an inverse solution to extract
localised flow features. The early work using this method (21&22) wiis
limited by the then available computer storage. Hecently NASA has yielded
several successful solutions using this technique to solve the absolute
density field around a helicopter rotor blade (23).

An alternative holographic approach, was to illuminate a diffuse bacKqroud
to form a scattering surface. The human eye, and the camera lens both use
scattered light to localise objects in threu dimensions. In this 'iinner
sharp discontinuities in the fluid such as shock waves or periodic tven-s, as
found with shed vorticity and flow separation, can be localised. Th, sharl'cr
or Pore discontinuous the flow the more accurately it can be localised. A
resolution of 10 microns is possible in the case of a solid surface, such as
a nuclear fuel rod (24). A milliinetre in the case of a shocK wave, and a few
millimetres for a shed vortex structure in the wake of a turbine dLade. Tie
spatial definition possible with a smoothly changing absolute density field
is much lower and better approached by the previously described multi-view
technique. The application of the scatter plate method is also dependent on
the quility of the optical processing applied ie a high diffraction
efficiency holographic image is essential to the extraction of the three
dimensional flow field data.

Anlcations of Ho1oraphic__interferomet ry

Two Dimensional Holograhic Visualisation of Transonic Flows.

A situation has arisen in the development of complicated numerical prediction
codes where there are few well documented test cases against which they can
be critically tested. Interferometric data has sufficient resolution to
test these codes at the points where they are most sensitive.

This is illustrated in the two dimensional approach developed at EPFL (Ecole
Polytecnique Federale de Lausanne), for visualising the trailing edge shock
structure around the trailing edge of a 30 times scaled model of a steam
turbine, figure 3, (18). The boundary layers on the object can clearly be
seen followed by an isentropic Prandtl-Meyer expansion where the flow
accelerates from M=.3 upto M=1.9 figure 4. The shear flow converging to form
the confluence region and boundary layer seperation at the end of the
trailing edge can also be seen in detail . Figure 5, made using two
holographic pulses 3 microseconds apart, shows the unsteady component of the
fully developed flow of figure 4. For the first time and as a consequence of
the scale of this trailing edge it is possible to observe the vortex
structure present in the shear layer directly after the separation point. The
size and strength of this vortex structure can be seen to increase at the end
of the confluence region with the influence of the downstream compression
shock. The Lavel nozzle can also be configured operate as a with subsonic
exit conditions as shown in figure 6.

EPFL are now in the process of evaluating this interferometric data against
their numerical prediction methods (25).

Two dimensional high resolution inteferometry has also been used to visualise
the blade leading edge, where a comparison with an inviscid code has been
made, figure 7 (26). In the trailing edge of the blade, figure 8 (27),
it led to improvements in the Navier Stokes numerical solver applied and
contributed to the understanding of the turbulence modelling (28). The
simplest method of evaluating and interpreting data in these cases has been
to scale the output contour plots of the numerically generated data to match
in size the photographic reconstructions made from two dimensional
interferograms (29). The contour's heights, which then match the optically
generated isodensity fringe spacings, give a sharp test of the ability of the
code to model the flow, as illustrated in figure 9.
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speed. The holographic system uses a high power rci,} uo A, I-I-r T q i
intantaneous whole field viualisation of the flow. In n , n-it t hat 4 t ,r
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can be mapped. Approximately 200 holograms are made fiir ,--ch test. Thic a.-
examined and used to select particular blade passaqo fc,r t rot e dta 1ot
quantitative study with I,2F. Normally, the detailed L.2F measurements tke
a further 10 to 40hrs of engine running.

The output beam from a pulse laser is divided into two parts. One forms the
reference beam the other the object beam, figure (15). The coherence lenath
of the ruby pulse laser is of the order of I metre, making it possible
to form holograms without contour fringes of objects up to 3 metres across.
As a result it is possible to expand a laser beam to reflect from the inside
surface of a gas turbine of 4 square metres. This illuminated area forms
the background against which the shock structure can then be viewed. The
sample beam illuminates the inside of the casing of the engine directly ahead
of the rotor. From a view point just over the rotor it is possible to see
between the passing blades the upstream illuminated area.

The air just ahead of the shock has a density lower than that just after the
shock. If two holographic exposures are made (approximately 2 microseconds
apart) then two holograms are made on the same piece of film. The only
difference between the holograms being the movement of the shock as it passes
the viewing window, figure 16. It is this difference in shock position and
its overlap between the to exposures in the hologram, which is visualised as
an optical phase shift. Such a shift makes the position of the shock
apparent as a dark or bright area in the reconstructed hologram as shown in
figure 17.
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It nas co'r shown by Bachelo (15), working at NASA Ames in California,
that two fimensional data can be extracted from a hologram in one single
exiosure. In Bachelo s case a col I imated optical beam was passed through the
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rotating turbomachinery is that of decorrelation of phase information. To

form a conventional hologram of a flow field the illumination of the
bacgrondrequired tohave a stable specular nature. Speckle size is

defined in two ways:- objective speckle, which defines the limit of
resolution through a lens system (36), and is expressed as

4r = 1. 21 * F *X

lens, F = (focal length of lens/diameter of lens).
Subjective speckle, which is the speckle size recorded on a photographic
plate by an unfocused beam which has been scattered by a lambertian surface.

V = 1.21 *). *(Z/D)

where D is the diameter of the object illumination on the scatter surface
and Z is the distaoce from the suface to the holographic plate.

In the case of a rotating surface, the specular pattern may also be
rotating. If the rotation of the specular pattern is grater than /10
during the holographic exposure, then decorrelation will occur. Even with
short duration (30 nsecs) high intensity pulse lasers if the aurfase moves
buy more than 1/10 it is not possible to form holographic information. For
the example of a turbine rotor, the speed of the speckle on the surface would
be of the order of,

v = 2*pi*r*w

where v is the velocity of the surface, r is the radius of the cascade and w
is the angular velocity of the cascade.

v = 120m/sec

The speed of the speckle patten at a distance 0.4m from the axis of rotation
of the cascade

v(s) = 400m/sec.

and the size of the speckle pattern would be,

=1.21 Z/D

=4 microns.

For the data to avoid decorrelation then the holographic exposure should
occur with a duration.

t =4*p..5/403 secs

=10 nseca.

Thus in order to form holographic data from a single laser pulse there are
two possible solutions. To reduce the pulse duration of the laser or to make
the inner hub of the rotating cascade with a mirror finish and refect a
static specular pattern form outside the ca3scade onto it.

The last part of the approach describes how three dimensional data can be
extracted from hologram and the accuracy and resolution likely to be
obtained. This can be achieved by discretly sample the hologram and which
reduces the data field at a pre-digitisation stagp of the problem. The
alternative approach would be to digitise each separate view and recombine
them numerically using a tomographic solution, examples of which can be found
in references (21)&(32).

A selective scanning process would reduce the time and complexity of the
numerical problem. By using a scanning beam of 2 to 5mm in diameter a small
part of the hologram is illuminated. The image which this scanned area of
the hologram projects is equivalent to viewing the original flow through a
small aperture. Previously such projected images have suffered from high
noise levels generated in part by the high monochromaticity of the laser
source. By averaging several areas of the plate the sharpness of the
interferometric fringes can be retained and the speckle noise recursively
averaged out. In using this approach it will also be possible to make only
small changes from one view to the next, which is preferential to solving
large numbers of linear equations, both in terms of data storage and speed.
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Finally the data at each point can be found by weighting a large number of

ray paths through co-incident points in the fluid. This is a technique which
has be used successfully in X-ray analysis for producing 'cat-scans' of the

brain and other organs(22). It will also be possible to produce in

specified areas of sudden flow acceleration, ie at the leading and

trailing edges, the equivalent high resolution isodensity mach lines
possible with the previously used two dimensional systems.

Conclusions

There is now a strong drive to produce quantitative instantaneous three
dimensional data of transonic flows. Methods which employ discrete sampling
techniques such as laser anemometry are limited to the assumption that the
flow field is steady or periodic over relatively long sampling periods.

Alternative optical whole field flow three dimensional diagnostics are now
being developed, one of which, holographic interferometry has been discussed
in depth in this paper.

Several applications of holographic interferometry to two and three
dimensional transonic flows have been presented. It has beeen shown that for
two dimensional flow fields the method for extracting quantitative data
is well established. Whereas, with limited exception, the results obtained
from three dimensional flows have been qualitative.

The limitations of holographic interferometry to three dimensional flow
visualisation have been described and solutions by which quantitative data
can be obtained, presented.
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Figures

1. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer.

2. Bachelo's Smartt approach.

3. Diagramatic layout of the EPFL image plane rugby pulse interferometric
system as applied to a two dimensional Laval Nozzle.

4. Supersonic trailing edge flow showing the Prandtl-Mayer expansion of the
flow from a Mach number of Ma= 1.3 to Ma= 1.9

5. Unsteady components of the stable exit flow shown in figure (4).

6. Laval nozzle now adjusted to operate in the subsonic region. Ma= 0.6

7. Comparison between an interferometric measurement made of the transonic
flow around an isolated aerofoil and its numerical prediction using a time
marching solution.

8. Comparison between the trailing edge flow in a linear cascade measured
interferometrically and a loss predicting Navier-Stokes solver computed
solution.

9. Comparison of a transonic wedge profile with side wall boundary layer

separation and a viscous numerical solution.

10. Optical approach applied at the Whittle Laboratory.

11. Interferometric reconstructions made from the Whittle Lab experiment.
Both the leading edge and trailing edge flows can clearly be seen, with the
confluence region to show the formation of the trailing edge vortex
structure.

12. Diagram of the EPFL three dimensional hoographic system.

13. A photographic reconstruction made from a hologram of the shock
structure within the EPFL Reynolds number scaled annular steam turbine
cascade.

14. Axial gas turbine first stage compressor fan as used in a holography
test. The arrow points to the 19mm diameter negative lens through which the
sample beam of the ruby pulse laser was expanded. The opposite side of the
casing has been painted white to diffuse and reflect the laser light.

15. Diagram showing the method by which the holographic system was applied
to the first stage compressor fan.

16. Diagram showing the movement of the compressor blade fan assembly
between two holographic exposures.

17. Photographic reconstruction showing the shock structure at the tip of
the compressor fan as visualised using holography.

18. Vortex structure as visualised holographically in the diffuser section
of a turbocharger rotating at 80,000 revs.
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3. Diagramatic layout of the BPFL image plane rugby pulse interferometric
system as applied to a two dimensional Laval nozzle.
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4. Supersonic trailing edge flow showing the Prandtl-Kayer expansion of the
flow from a Mach number of Ma= 1.3 to Ma= 1.9

5. Unsteady components of the stable exit flow shown in figure (4).
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6. Laval nozzle now adjusted to operate in the subsonic region. Ma= 0.6
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7. Comparison between an interferometric measurement made of the transonic
flow around an isolated aerofoil and its numerical prediction using a time
marching solution.
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8. Comparison between the trailing edge flow in a linear cascade measured
interferometrically and a loss predicting Navier-Stokee solver computed
solution.
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9. Comparison of a transonic wedge profile with side
wall boundary layer separation and a viscous numerical
solution.
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10. Optical approach applied at the Whittle Laboratory.
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11. Interferometric reconstructions made from the Whittle Lab
experiment. Both the leading edge and trailing edge flows can clearly be
seen, the confluence region has been enlarged to show the formation of
the trailing edge vortex structure.
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made from a hologram of the shockstructure within the EPFL Reynolds
number scaled annular steam turbine
cascade.
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14. Axial gas turbine first stage compressor fan as used in a holography
test. The arrow points to the 19mm diameter negative lens through which the
sample beam of the ruby pulse laser was expanded. The opposite side of the
casing has been painted white to diffuse and reflect the laser light.
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15. Diagram showing the method by which the holographic system was applied
to the first stage compressor fan.
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16. Diagram showing the movement of the compressor blade fan assembly
between two holographic exposures.

17. Photographic reconstruction showing the shock structure at the tip of
the compressor fan as visualised using holography.
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0 A series of holographic interferograms is presented, showing the flow through two passages of a
0 cascade of turbine rotor blades in the Oxford Isentropio Light Piston Tunnel with full-scale Reynolds

numbers, Mach numbers and gas-to-wall temperature ratios. Using a previously described technique, double
exposure absolute and differential image plane holograms were obtained of the complete flowfield under a
range of conditions. The isodenoity contours predicted by a titemarching throughflow calculation compare

Swel with the positions of the interference fringe on the holograms. The intersections of these fringes
with the blade surfaces give blade surface Mach numbers which agree well with those from surface pressure
measurements. Wakes, shock waves, and the presence of upstream and side wall turbulence are all evident
in the holograms.

IOMlNCLATU

C Dale-Gladstone coefficient T Temperature

Cax Blade axial chord Tg Gas total temperature

L Optical path length (blade span) Tw Wall temperature on blade

1 Mach Number Tu Turbulence level u/U

Me Isentroplc exit Mach number X/Cax Proportion of axial chord

N Fringe number from stagnation point y Ratio of specific heats

Re Reynold's number based on exit X Wavelength of illuminating laser

isentrop i conditions and blade
tangential chord p Gas density

Pt Upstream total density

INTRDUCION

Flow visualisation techniques are powerful tools in helping to understand the complex flows in gas
turbine blade passages. This is especially true when testing turbine blade profiles in two-dimensional
cascade tunnels. where the blades can be mounted between optically high quality windows, giving optical
access far superior to that available in a rotating turbine.

Although soblieren and shadowgraph techniques can be used to locate flow features such as shook
waves and blade wakes, it is desirable to have quantitative measurementa of the passage flow which can be
compared with those predicted by the methods of computational flu.d dynamics iCFD).

Laser doppler or laser 2-spot aneoes try can determine the local velocity at a point in the flow.
but to build up a complete lowfield takes considerable time and effort as the anemometer has to be
scanned over tbe area of interest. This technique is also better suited to continuously running tunnels
than it is to the short duration cascade tunnel used for this paper.

Two-dimnsional Image plane holography, as used in the work described here. can give a flow density
map at a given instant of time, which can be easily compared with CFD predictions. It Is ideally suited
to short duration wind tunnels, as reference exposures can be side just before a tunnel run, and high
quality interferograms can be obtained.

In this paper, holography is us"d to study the flovfleld in a cascade of turbine blade profiles
typical of those in modern single stage, high efficiency, high pressure turbine stages used In high
bypass ratio civil engines. The holographic technique used is a refinement of that described in (11.

cAWnAm

The Oxford Isentropio Light Piston Cascade Tunnal[23.J, employed in the work described In [11, was
again used to provide a flow over a cascade of turbine blades at full-scale Reynolds and exit much
nmers. Temperature ratios (TS/Tw - upstream total temperature/blade surface temperature) of 1.5 and
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1.0 were used with Tv at roo, temperature (approx. 288 K), giving tunnel run lasting 0.4 "e. and 1.0
sec. respectively. Tunnel sovementa during the run were again, at Msat, ± 0.16 m in any direction.

The 7 pasage linear cascade of turbine blade profiles used is shown in Pig. 1. The cascade
geometry and nominal teat conditions are shown in Table 1. The bolographic work described here was part
of a larger programe described bY Nicholson [4) encompassing aerodynamic. CPD. and beat transfer studies
as well as flow viaualisation.

%AN"11 CASCADE 0GROM and NOHINAL TEST CONDITIONS

Blade tangential chord 43.8 ma
Blade axial chord 33.7 m
Blade span in cascade 30.0 an
Cascade pitch 36.8 W
Neasured throat 13.92 mm

Inlet angle 42.75 a

Inlet Ich number (measured) 0.31

Rxit Haab number (based on inlet
total and exit static pressure
measured behind downstroam
expansion step)

Design: me - 0.%
N+ condition: He - 1.20

Reynolds number (tangential chord.

and isentropio exit conditions)

Re - 2.OxlO

Blade temperature Tw - 288 K
Upatream Total Temperature

Hot flow: Tg/Tw - 1.5
Tg- 432 K

Cold flow Tg/Tv - 1.05
Ta - 303 •

Opstream total Pressure
got flow: Pt - 510 kPa
Cold flow: Pt - $25 kPa

Upstream turbulence level
Grid in Tu - 4.1%
Grid out Tu - (0.2%

Stagnation density

got flow Pt . 4.11 kg/a

cold flow Pt . 3.74 kg/a

The turbine blade profile used Is a high efficiency single-stage high pressure turbine profile.
designed using aerodynamic criteria alone. The some profile has been used In other studies (5.6.7,81 at
a larger scale in a 5 pasage cascade.

This profile performs best with a just subsonic exit Hacb number, although results at a supersonic
Mach number are also given here. Dimensions and nominal running conditions are given in Table 1.

The upstream turbulence experienced by a turbine rotor was simulated in acme of the runs by placing
a turbulence grid of circular bars upstream of the cascade, as shown in Fig. 1. got wire masurements.
using the technique described in (31 measured the ras upstream turbulenco level to be Tu - 4.1 with the
grid in place and Tu ( 0.2% with it removed. Temperature fluctuations with the grid In were ( 0.2% mas
even with hot flow passing over a cold turbulence grid.

The optical system used in these experiments was similar to the two-dimensional. image plane system
previously described in (11. and shown in Fig. 2.

Im plane holography dispenses with the inherently three-dmensional nature of holograms in order
to yield high resolution two-dimensional images with minimum aberrations due to diffraction and
refraction of the light rays as they pass through the test section.

Vhlte light reconstruction wae sain used (rig. 3) in order to avoid the speckle pattern sormally
associated with holographic Images.
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Two types of holograms were taken:

(a) Akmol.te 01r .
A reference exposure is made by firing the laser just before the tunnel run, and a second exposure

is taken during the run. The Interference fringes on the SI=ge reconstructed from the hologram can be
interpreted as contorws of constant density in the oascade passage.

In [] it is shown that, if fringes are counted from a stagnation point with stagnation density pt.

the local density at fringe number N is given by
g- jk (1)
Pt OtLC

and the local lentropl Mach number by
.L a 1( -(y-l)

ALM --11) -1) (2)

here the Dale-Oladatone coefficient C - 2.23 x 1074 a /kg for air at the wavelength I - 694.3 cm used.

(W) Differential Holoerams.

The two exposures (or laser pulses) are separated by 10OQs and the Interference fringes represent
contours of constant density change in 100 pa. This type of hologram proved useful in locating
frestream turbulent features, unsteady wakes and shook waves.

The image plane holographic techniques described in [1] have been used to study transonic flow
around an airfoil [91 and a wedge [101. Similar techniques have been used by Lee et al. 111 .

A number of steps were taken to improve the quality of the reconstructed holographic interferogams
compared with those shown in (1):

(a) the blades were aore rigidly mounted to prevent blade movement due to flow forces between the
reference (no flow) and second (with flow) exposures.

(b) experiments showed that the effects of refraction In the density gradients associated with the
blade surface boundary layers could be minimised by focussing the optical system on the mid-span plane of
the cascade, as would normally be done with a soblieren system. The blades were painted matt blank to
minimise the effects of surface reflection. Diffraction from the blade edges was considered secondary to
the above effects and no direct attempts were made to ainilie its af fect.

(o) The viewing area was increased by using larger windows showing two complete passages, and care
was taken to ensure uniform laser illumination.

(d Spurious fringe shifts across the image were significantly reduced by using a more rigid
optical bench, and great cars was taken to isolate the bench from sources of movement.

SCaIRxMx FLOW IISOAL7S1f IGN

Figs. 4 and 5 show conventional spark sohlieren images of the cascade flowfield with hot turbulent
upstream conditions at He - 0.96 and Me - 1.2. Sharp flow features such as shock waves and wakes are
readily apparent, as sohlieren detects density gradients, but the Mach number variation through the
passage cannot easily be determined.

It must be noted that Figs. 4 and 3 indicate excellent periodicity in this 7 passage cascade, even
at the design exit Hach nusber, where there are wltiple moving shook waves in the transonic region,
adjacent to the suction surface.

ABSOLUTE HOLOORAMJ OF ITE FLOW

Initially, absolute holograms were taken of the flow with the (4.1%) turoulenoe grid In place and
with hot upstream flow, conditions which are normally considered to best model the turbine flow. When
interpreted as lines of constant density, the fringes shown in Fig.6 (He - 0.96) and Fig.7
(We - 1.20) clearly show the density changes due to the acceleration of the flow through the passage.
the leading edge stagnation points are encircled by small fringes. and the shock wave structure, weak in
Fig.6. ocalesoes at the higher exit Maoh Number in Fig.7 to a well defined trailing edge shook system.
Evidence of the presence of a regular Karman vortex street in the blade wake flow is stronger in Fig.6.

There are, however, two features apparent in Figs. 6 and 7 which required further investigation:

(i) The fringes are rough in shape, and exhibit random kinks, the supposedly uniform upstream
flowfield is filled with a random fringe pattern.

(ii) A careful count of fringes from one blade leading edge to the next shows that there are overall
fringe number shifts of one or more between the eame points on different blades.

The roughness (i) was found to be due to random turbulent density fluctuations in the flow. This
arose from two sources:
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Firstly, there is the 4.1% level of fre stream turbulence created by the upstream grid (Fig.l).
which would be expected to generate random fringe shifts. However, a hot (Tg/Tw - 1.5) run (Fi7.8) with
the turbulence grid removed still showed considerable random fringe structure.

It was then realised that the turbulent boundary layers on the tunnel windows, normal to the line
of eight. contain random density fluctuationa due to the temperature difference between the cold (288K)
windows and the hot (412K) flow. Although the analysis given in (II shows that the time averaged change
in optical path length due to the temperature gradients in both window boundary layers was only 0.8 me in
a 50 m blade span (1.4%). the random density structures in these turbulent boundary layers can easily
generate the observed fringe shifts.

This source of fringe randomness was removed by running the tunnel cold, with the flow total
temperature just above that of the windows, in order to have insignificant turbulent temperature
fluctuations in the window boundary layers. Fig.9 shows the flowfield with cold flow (Tg/Tw - 1.05) with
the turbulence grid in place. It is noticeable that the random fringe fluctuations due to grid
turbulence in this figure are of a longer length scale, or a lower spatial frequency, than those due to
the window boundary layers in FiA.8. Although this is partially due to the greater low frequency energy
content of the grid produced turbulence, the main contributing factor is the integration of the density
field over the 50 - optical path corresponding to the blade span. This will reduce the visibility of
turbulent structures having a length scale of loss than 50 em. For a typical cascade inlet velocity of
100 a/s. this corresponds to a low pass filter with an upper frequency cut off starting at 2 kHz. This
implies that much of the 300 Ha - 100 kH measured turbulence spectrua upstream of the cascade, reported
in [41. will not be seen in F±5.9. In Fi±.8 the effective integration length for the window boundary
layers is uch smaller, of the order of 2 ea. and so smaller scale structures are evident.

the overall fringe shifts between blades are evident with the grid in (Figs. 6.7. and 9). but not
with the grid out (Fi±.8), which indicates that they arise from the presence of low frequency, large
scale, turbulent structures in the grid produced turbulence which are missing in the window boundary
layers.

To obtain Holograms yielding interferograss which may usefully be compared with CFD two-dimensional
flowfield predictions, it Is necessary to run the tunnel both with cold flow and without the turbulence
grid. Fi.10 shows a hologram taken with Tg/Tw - 1.05 and Tu ( 0.2%. In this case density fluctuations
caused by temperature or velocity fluctuations, and the window boundary layer density fluctuations, are
ainimised. The interferogram shows excellent passage to passage repeatability, and the region upstream
of the blade row is of constant density. The fringes have smooth profiles except in regions of secondary
corner flow on the latter half of the auction surface, and where the horseshoe vortex can be seen as a
kink in the fringes.

The density changes in the blade wakes can be clearly seen, with a periodic vortex structure, the
multiple shock waves on the suction surface seen previously in Figs. 4 and 6 are evident as kinks in the
fringes.

It had initially been hoped that holographic interferograme. such as FI±.10. would have yielded
useful quantitative information in the blade surface boundary layers. Unfortunately, in practice, the
fringes due to the boundary layer density gradients are distorted by refraction and diffraction effects
and accurate measurements are difficult to obtain. Qualitatively however, it is readily apparent that
the boundary layer on the latter part of the auction surface is. as expected, thicker than that of the
pressure surface. The increase of density approaching the blade surface is visible an a distinct kink in
the fringes.

It is important to emphasise that these holograms portray the flow at an instant in time, and do
not show a time averaged view.

Differential holograms, taken with both hot and cold flow, and with and with the turbulence grid
in, confirm the overall picture shown in the absolute holograms. Being sensitive to changes of density
with time, they highlight unsteady features in the flowfield. the 100 pa pulse separation used
corresponds to a convective displacement of about 10 em in the upstream flow and thus will emphasise
structures smaller than this.

Following the sequence of the absolute hologram, fig. 11 shows the flow for Tg/Tw - 1.5 and
Tu - 4.1%. Although the auction surface shook waves and the wakes can be discerned, the image is
dominated by the random fluctuations in the turbulent mainstream and in the window boundary layers.

Removing the turbulence grid, but leaving the flow hot (F±.12) again demonstrates that the high
frequency fluctuations are due to the window boundary layers.

Running the tunnel cold, but with the grid in (F7±.11) confirms that integration along the optical

path over the coscede span shows only the lower frequency components of the upstream turbulence.

F7g.14 shows the cascade with cold low-turbulence flow. Exoept for slight spurious fringing not
related to the flow, the upstream flow Is steady. The moving suction surface shook waves are evident.
together with Hoh waves generated by the periodic wake shedding at the trailing edge. The vortex street
in the wake is also clearly seen.

The high frequency disturbances in the region adjacent to the latter part of the auction surface
are due to the local turbulent secomary flow region on the corner between the blade and the window side
wall. Oil dot surface flow visualisatlon results, shown in [4). confirm the existence of this region.
which by the trailing edge, extends over about 12% of the blade span on the suction surface.
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By chance. an overall shift of half a fringe between exposures in the differential hologram shown
in Fig.15 highlights a not often seen feature of the flow. If the background of spurious closely spaced
fringes Is ignored, the oore of the horseshoe vortex can be clearly seen as a long kinked line stretching
from near the leading edge into the passage on the pressure surface side. It Is interesting to note that
the position of this core in unsteady beth in position and in time. Careful subsequent examination of
other sobliotn and holographic images have confirmed the existence of these unsteady vortex cores which
are apparently unstable even with steady. low-turbulenoo flow upstream of the cascade. Can present CFD
teohniques predict this?

COPARISON WITH BLD SURPACE PRESSURE MEASRE rTS

By locating the position of the intersection of the free stream fringes with the blade surface in
an absolute hologram, the blade surfaoe Mach number distribution can be computed. this was done by
extrapolating the fringe normal to the blade surface at the point where the fringes change direction
suddenly because of the density gradients in the boundary layer. The surface isentropic Mach number was
then oloulated at the edge of the boundary layer, with the standard assumption of oonstant static
pressure across the boundary layer, by using Equation (2).

FIg.16 compares the surface Hach number distribution obtained from the oold flow, low-turbulence
hologram in Fig.l0 with that deduced from static pressure measurements at the blade surface. The error
bars on the holographic data represent an error of 1/2 a fringe, arising mainly fro, the uncertainty of
locating the atagnation fringe, and they show that the errors become large for region3s where K < 0.2

With care, the hot turbulent flow holograms can also be used. Fig.17 shows a similar comparison
obtained from Fig.7 .

In both cases the agreement is good, particularly over the suction surface. The differences in the
region where the shook wave meets the suction surface arise from the hologram accurately locating shock
at one instant of time in the run, whereas the tie averaged surface pressure measurements broaden the
apparent location of the shook, which moves slightly during the run.

COMPARISON WITH TINE(LRCHTUO CFD PREDICTION

The absolute holograms provide useful experimental data with which to compare CFD flowfield
predictions. Richolson (41 describes the use of the timemarching techniques developed by Denton [121 to
predict the two-dimensionsl passage flowfield In the cascade described In thin paper.

Comparisons between the isodensity contours obtained from the absolute holograms in Figs. 10 and 7
and from the tinemarohing program are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 . Generally, the agreement between the
prediction and the expariment is good, except where 3-dimensional secondary flow features affect the
hologram. and in the region of shook waves, which are broadened by the prediction technique. Certainly.
absolute holograms provide an excellent experimental check on the accuracy and assumptions of CFD
techniques.

Two dimensional image plane holography with white light reconstruction has been used to obtain
absolute interforgram showing two passages of the flowfield in a two dimensional cascade of high
efficiency turbine blades. Results obtained from these holograms compare well with -hose obtained from
blade surface pressure measurements and from tmemarching CPD predictions.

Differential holograms were used to study unsteady flow features, such as shook waves, wakes and
secondary flow. It was found that the observed pattern of isodensity interference fringes could be
corrupted by turbulence in the frestream and by turbulent temperature variations in the window boundary
layers. the meet suitable holograms for comparison with other flowfield measurements and predictions are
obtained by using and ambient total temperature, low turbulence flow though the test cascade.
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Fig 4. Spark 3ohlieren photograph of cascade flow Fig S. Spark schlieren photograph of cascade flow

Re -2.OxlO'. He -0.96, Tu -4.1%. Tg/l'w -1.5 at H4-+ conditions.
Re 2.OxlO He1.20, Tu 4.1%. 1g/Tw 1.5

41!

rig 6. Absolute hologram of cascade Fig 7. Absolute hologram of cascade at 14+
with hot turbulent upstream f low., with hot turbulent upstream flow.

Re -2.OxlO . I% - 0.9%. Tu =4.1%. Tg/Tw 1.5 Re - 2.0x106 Mie - 1.19. Tu - 4.1%. Tg/Tw 1.5
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Fig S. Absolute hologram of cascade Fig 9. Absolute hologram of cascade
with hot low-turbulence upstream flow. with cold turbulent upstream flow.

Re =2.Ox1O . Me 0.96. Tu 0.2%. TgfTw 1.5 Re 2.OxlO4. He 0.96. Tu =4.1%. Tg/Tw 1.05

Fig 10. Absolute hologram of cascade Fig It. Differential hologram (10093 separation)
with cold low-turbulence upstream flow, with hot turbulent upstream flow.

Be - 2.OxlO . He - 0.06. Tu (0.2%, Tg1Tv I .0$ Re H.~0 e - 0.96, Tu 4.1%. TgINw -1.5
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Fig 12. Differential hologram (lO0ps separation) Fig 13. Differential hologram (lO0ps separation)
with hot low-turbulenae upstream flow, with cold turbulent upstream flow.

Be =2.Ox1O *He =0.96, Tu <0.2%. Tg/Tw -1.5 Re -2.OxIO M e =0.96. Tu -4.1%. TgITw -1.05

Fig 14. Differential hologram (lO0ps separation) Fig 15. Differential nologram (lO0ps separation)
with cold low-turbulence upstream flow, with cold low-turbulence upstream flow.

Re - 2.OxlO * He - 0.96, Tu < 0.2%. TgITw - 1.05 showing horseshoe vortex.
Re - 2.OxlO *Me - 0.96. Tu ( 0.2%, TgITw - 1,05
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Fig 16. Comparison of blade surface Mach number Fig 17. Comparison of blade surface Mach number
distribution from Fig 10 hologram with that distribution from Fig 7 hologram with that
from blade surface static pressure tappings. from blade surface static pressure tappings.
He = 0.96. Me - 1.18.

Isodensities from Timmwcorng ISOd5n1*Vfrom Tr.mwrching
Pred Prdicton
13odonsiti@3 fro m Hologrom Isodenitie$ from Mologram

Fig 18. Comparison of Isodenaity contours from Fig 19. Comparison of isodensity contours fromFlg 10 hologram with timemarching predictions. Fig 7 hologram with timemarching predictions.
He - 0.96. He - 1.18.
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DISCUSSION

HJ.Lkhfusa, GE
Your Schlieren pictures clearly show side wall effects as horse-shoe vortices and secondary flows and you clearly
indicated that your Schlieren figures are averages over the profile span. On the other hand, the comparison of profile
pressure distribution at mid span, between Schlieren and pressure top results does not show such discrepancies to be
associated to side wall effects. Could you please explain this?

Author's Reply
Schlieren photography is sensitive to the spatial derivative of the flowfield in a direction perpendicular to the optical
path. Hence it emphasizes sharp discontinuities in the flow, such as shock waves, wakes and secondary flow vortices,
and is insensitive to the background passage density field. On the other hand absolute holograms, such as in fig. 10 are
directly sensitive to the absolute density field, and secondary flow features represent only small perturbations of the
fringe pattern of the two dimensional field integrated over the 50 mm span.

For example, in fig. 10, the horse-shoe vortex causes a fringe shift of less than haifa fringe, which is within the accuracy
assumed when making the comparisons in figs 16- 19.

However, we agree that care must be taken to ensure that the holograms are sufficiently representative of two
dimensional flow before comparing them with other 2D measurements and predictions.

W.G.Alwang, US
(1) What part of the horse-shoe vortex are you seeing?

(2) Do you think that diffuse illumination would allow better definition of the 3D nature of the vortex? i.e. localization
of the density variations.

Author's Reply
(1) We think they are the corner secondary flow vortex cores and that they are close to the ends of the blade.

(2) It should be possible to visualize the vortex by the manner you describe. In a similar situation [101, the vortex
structure within a supersonic boundary layer was visualized.

f VA
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0 BEAM-MODULATION METHODS IN QUANTITATIVE AND FLOW-VISUALIZATION

015 HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

II

Arthur J. DeckerNational Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Centerl~ Ceveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

This report discusses heterodyne holographic interferometry and time-average holo-
graphy with a frequency shifted reference beam. Both methods will be used for the
measurement and 6isualization of internal transonic flows, where the target facility is
a flutter cascade. The background and experimental requirements for both methods are
reviewed. Measurements using heterodyne holographic interferometry are presented. The

-,erformance of the laser required for time-average holography of time-varying transonic
flows is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Among the beam-modulation methods described in tle literature are diffuse-
illumination heterodyne holographic interfereometry

1 - 
and diffuse-hl1umination time-

average holography with frequency modulation of the reference wave. - A goal at NASA
Lewis Research Center is to implement both methods in a test-cell environment as well as
in the laboratory. The intended applications are structural analysis, flow visualiza-
tion, and flow-properties measurements.

The technological problems and details that must he attended to for these methods
are similar for structural analysis and for the measurement or visualization of internal
transonic flows. This paper, then, centers on internal transonic flows, although we
are by no means exclusively or even primarily interested in this flow region. A major
factor is that a number of transonic-flow facilities have been constructed in the past
decade.

8- 1
' Some of these facilities are available for evaluating heterodyne and time-

average holography. The degree of difficulty is realistic: techniques which have some
successes in the internal transonic environment are likely to be transferable to other
applications in the field. One particular facility, a flitter cascade of blades vibrat-
ing in a pitching motion, has b1in tested with schlieren, rainbow schlieren,

1 
and

holographic flow visualization, and is convenient for a test of the beam modulation
methods.

Some difficulties in implementing diffuse-illumination, heterodyne, holographic
interferometry for flow measurements are generation of the two reference beams required
and transference of alignment from the test-cell to the hologram readout station. Other
difficulties are the generation of a fringe pattern with enough contrast or signal-to-
noise, and the avoidance of time-varying fringe patterns produced by components other
than the flow.

A major incentive for overcoming these difficulties is that the necessary hardware
for both methods is available off-the-shelf, with minimal modifications. For the heter-
odyne techniques, this hardware includes pulsed lasers with interpulse beam-switching
capability, stable continuous wave lasers, acoustooptic frequency shifters, and inexpen-
sive computers and computer controlled accessories.

The major difficulty in implementinq time-average holography for flow visualization
is the acquisition of a suitable laser system. For time-average holography, there is at
least one long-pulse flashlamp-pumped dye laser with good beam uniformity, which
requires some modifications for the holographic application. This laser is being
acquired for evaluation, since it offers the combination of energy and pulse length
required for transonic flow visualization.

The available hardware makes it possible and desirable to take advantage of some
well known properties of heterodyne and time-average holographic interferometry.
Included are the high precision, the continuous fringe interpolation capability, and the
computer compatibility of heterodyne interferometry, and the fringe-contrast control
capability of time-average holography. These properties are combined with the advant-
ages and disadvantages of diffuse-illumination interferometry, including the fringe-
localization effect, three-dimensional measurements and visualization, and the noise of
the laser speckle effect.

This paper summarizes some steps taken and conclusions arrived at in the NASA Lewis
program. A general background for beam modulation methods is presented: diffuse-
illumination heterodyne and time-average holography are two special cases. Then the
?uantitative fundamentals of these two special cases are reviewed, and the status of the

plementation of these cases is discussed in terms of hardware, tests, experimental
results, and future potential.
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BACKGROUND

Most of the concepts of holographic optical processing of the past 24 years can be
represented by two equations. At the recording plane H of a two-dimensional hologram,
the reconstructed wave satisfies the proportionality

OR(rHt)o f (rH,t')O(rH,t')Re(rH,t')RR(rH,t) dt' (1)

where

O(rH,t) is the object wave,

R(rN,t) is the reference wave,

RR(rH,t) is the reconstruction wave,

and S(rH,t) is the shutter function, which can be absorbed mathematically in the
reference wave. The position on the hologram is denoted by rR, and all functions
potentially have a relative time dependence denoted by t.

A second equation is obtained by including linear operations preceding and follow-
ing the hologram recording step. If an object wave 00 (ro,t) originates at positions
ro and a reconstructed wave OR(rDt) is subsequently detected at positions rD, then

OR(rD't). fffff hR(rD;rHlt;t,)h(rH ;ro;tH' ;to)o(r 0 ,t 0 )

R*(rH,tH,)RR(rH,tH) dtH drH dtH , dtO dr°  (2)

where hR and h are impulse response functions connecting the detection (rD,t), the
reconstruction (rH,tH), the recording (rH,tH'), and the object (ro,to) coordinates
and times.

The selections of R and RR can be used to enhance the visualization of the
object wave 00, or to condition the object wave for measurements and analysis.

For methods discussed in this paper, R and RR are carefully matched geometri-
cally, so as to faithfully reconstruct the object wave fronts. The form of the output
wave OR  is determined by time modulation of R and RR. Diffuse-illumination holo-
graphy is used exclusively, and the usual geometrical optics viewpoint is adopted. The
consequences of these choices are summarized next.

Diffuse-Illumination Interferometry
15

In diffuse-illumination holography, light rays arrive at each point rH at the
hologram recording plane from all parts of the fluid. For linear recording, the light
rays are treated independently. Associated with the direction of polarization of the
reference wave, each light ray has a magnitude and a phase, where the phase has both a
random and a deterministic part. For a time-varying fluid, the deterministic part has
a time variation apart from the variation at the frequency of light. The impulse-
response functions in Eq. (2) are associated with the propagation and imaging of light
rays, and need not be mentioned again. Where different light rays intersect, the random
component of phase leads to a high frequency interference effect called the laser
speckle effect. Within a given light ray, the time variation of phase is given by a
familiar expression

*(t) - 1 G 2 p(r,t) dS (3)
S1

where A is tqe javelength of the laser beam, G is the Gladstone-Dale coefficient
(G - 0.227x10

"  
m /kg for air at X - 532 nm), p(r,t) is the density as a function of

position on the light ray r and the time t, and S is the distance along the light
ray.

The light rays themselves are generally curved lines, but, for the internal-flow
facilities treated herein,&it is reasonable to assume that the rays are straight lines
(refractionless limit).

1
"
1 7 

A fringe pattern is formed as in Fig. 1, when the light
rays are superimposed by imaging. Except for explaining the speckle effect, the inten-
sities of the individual light rays add independently, so that the interference pattern
I is given by the proportionality.

I I i + 1 21 cos(601 ,  (4)

where i is a ray-to-ray summation index, carried over an imaging pencil, and A8i
is the phase relative to a reference.
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The fringe pattern will have high contrast only for those images of points where
the variation of 6i is negligible within the imaging pencil. Then, a first-order
criterion for high contrast is the fringe localization condition

a -/aeix , 0 aa*/aeiy . 0 (5)

where Olx and ei are angles about the central ray z in the xz and yz planes,
respectively (Fig. I). When 0ix and e are not independent as in slit viewing, a
single localization equation applies. y

Equations (4) and (5) imply that each point in a high-contrast fringe pattern can
be associated with the central ray of the imaging pencil. The intensity is determined
by the interferometric phasel oj8t~ t ray as given by Eq. (3). For some flow features
such as shock-wave surfaces, • "0 Eq. (5) predicts that localization will occur
nearby, on, or within the flow feature, thereby providing three-dimensional visualiza-
tion of the flow feature.

Double-exposure techniques for performing measurements or visualization based on
Eqs. (1) to (5) are reviewed next.

Double-Exposure Techniques

Ordinary double-exposure holographic interferometry, heterodyne holographic inter-
ferometry, and quasi-heterodyne holographic interferometry are derivable from Eq. (1).
In all cases, individual exposures are short when compared with the time variation of
A*. Then the shutter function is represented by the proportionality

S(rH,t)- 6(t) + 6(t-T) (6)

where T is the time between exposures, and the reconstructed ray is represented by
the proportionality

OR(rH,t)'O(rH,O)R*(rH,O)RR(rH,t) + O(rH,T)R*(rHT)RR(rH,t) (7)

In Eq. (7), the phase difference between exposures (interference phase) is given by

4 = .- G f[P(rHT) - p(r ,O)l dS (8)

and the interference pattern is of course proportional to

/OR(rH,t)/
2

For a faithful reconstruction of the geometry of a light ray, the reconstruction wave

has the form

RR(CH',T) - (rH,O) exp [j(yo(rH) + wot)] + R(rHT) exp [J(YT(rH) + wTt)] (9)

where the I's are phase shifts and the w's are circular light frequencies. That
is, the reference wave at each of the two exposures is matched by one term of the recon-
struction wave, except possibly for a small phase shift and a frequency offset.

For ordinary double-exposure holography, the geometry and time-independent phase
of the reference do not change between exposures and are matched during reconstruction.

R(rH,O) - R(rH,T)

yO(rN) - YT(rR)

The interference pattern has the general form

I - I1 + 12 cos(A*) (10)

where the interference phase is given by Eq. (8).

For the heterodyne techniques, the reference beams are geometrically distinct at
the two exposures.

Then, for heterodyne holographic interferometry,

R(rH,0) 0 R(rH,T)

yO(rs) - YT(rH)

W0 C
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and the interference pattern assumes the time varying form

I - 11 + 12 coal# (+W - wo)t] (11)

The interference phase can be measured relative to a reference by using a phase sensi-
tive detector.

For quasi-heterodyne holographic interferometry,

R(rH,O) 0 R(rH,T)

y0 (rH) 0 YT(rH)

WO I WT

and the interference pattern has the form

I - I1 + 12 cos[O + YT(rH) - 10(rH)] (12)

If Ay(rH) is given three different values, typically 0, 120, and 240*, and if I
is measured at each value, then the interference phase is given by

M - tan -1.[ 40 .120)1 (13)L (2 20 1 I240r]

It is also to be noted that the choice of ay(rH) can be used to modify or control
fringe contrast and fringe localization. Equation (5) assumes the modified form

a[& (rH) + Ay(rH)]/aeix -0

a[As(rH) + Ay(rH)]/aOiy - 0

In this paper, the modification of fringe contrast is left to time-average holo-

graphy, the next topic for review.

Time-Average Holography
2 0

For time-average holography, the reference and reconstruction beams are geometri-
cally identical. The reference wave may have a relative time dependence. For an expo-
sure time T, the reconstructed wave from Eq. (1) is given by the proportionality

OR(rH) T O(rH,t')/R(rH)/
2 
exp (-jy(rH,t')] dt' (15)

where y(rH,t) represents the relative time dependence of the phase of the reference
wave. In terms of the time varying phases of the reference and object waves, the recon-
structed wave satisfies the proportionally

)=T exp~j(A$(rH,t,) - y(rHt'))] dt- (16)
OR (rH)H'

Time-average analys is easiest when the time and position dependences of the
phases can be separated. To first order for a flow, that separation assumes the
form

A4(rHt) - t~r(r H ) (17)

If the time dependence of the reference wave is chosen to tave the same form, then

y(rH,t) - tyr(r H ) (18)

For these time dependences, Eq. (16) reduces to

Tein "or(rR) - Yr(rH))T/
2
) (19)

R 
1

Y [r (r() . ))T/2)

A brightest fringe will occur when *r - Yr- 0, where yr(rm) is a simple shift in
the circular frequency of the reference wave. ience, for flow visualization, the highest
contrast can be chosen for the flow-feature of interest, by the correct choice of a
frequency offset of the reference wave.
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IPLENTATION OF HETERODYNE HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

Objective and Requirements

The eventual objective is to perform heterodyne diffuse-illumination holographic
interferometry in a nine-blade transonic flutter cascade. The blades in this machine
are vibrated about their midchord axes to simulate aeroelastic instability or flutter.

1 1

The density field is time dependent as a result of this motion. Holographic flow visu-

alization has been peformed in this cascade, and its performance for holography has

been well documented. 14

The flutter cascade is a fairly difficult test rig for performing holographic
interferometry, and any positive results would be encouraging. Diffuse-illumination
holographic interferometry is performed by shining a laser beam through a window in the
front side-wall of the cascade, by reflecting it from the diffusely reflecting back
side-wall, and by recording the reflected light after it has passed between the blades
and back out the window. Because of the blades and other restrictions on access, there
is a narrow angle for shadow-free illumination of the interblade passages. It is dif-

ficult to avoid recording holograms of the reflections from the window and blades.
These reflections may be particularly destructive to heterodyne holography, since their
spurious signals can cause systematic phase errors.

Holographic interferometry in wind tunnels such as the flutter cascade requires a
double-pulse, 0-switched laser. The laser available for implementing holography in the
nine-blade flutter cascade at NASA Lewis is a frequency-doubled NdtYAG laser, which is
optimized to operate at 20 double exposures/sec. The exposure separation can be varied
from about 3 to 100 Ms. Other suitable lasers would be the ruby laser and possibly
the alexandrite laser.

An additional requirement of the heterodyne techniques is the ability to change
reference beams between exposures. Ruby lasers, intended for combining holographic
interferometry with moire, are available commercially with beam-direction switching
capability. For an existing laser such as the Nd:YAG laser in the flutter cascade, a
beam switch can be constructed from a Pockels cell and a polarization sensitive beam
splitter. A half-wave plate is used after the beam splitter to rotate the polarization
of one of the two beams by 90*

, 
so that the speckel patterns of the two holograms are

correlated.

A requirement for successful use of diffuse-illumination heterodyne holographic
interferometry is to be aware of its systematic and random sources of error. These
errors are determined by alignment, by spurious time-varying fringe patterns, by differ-
ences in wavelength between the lasers used for recording and reconstruction, and by
the electronics used for detection and measurement of the time-varying fringe pattern.
There is an additional requirement for a good reference for measuring the relative
interferometric phase of the fringe pattern. The random and systematic sources of error
are reviewed next. These errors can easily reduce the accuracy of heterodyne holo-
graphic interferometry by a factor of 2 to 10.

ERRORS IN DIFFUSE-ILLUMINATION HETERODYNE INTERFEROMETRY

Dandliker and his colleagues have outlined the requirements for dual-refe ence
beam, diffuse-illumination holographic interferometry in several publications.f-

3 , 1

These papers cover structural analysis, but they are equally applicable to fluid density
measurements. The most important points based on our experience are summarized below.
Good discussions, with a few errors, are found in Dndliker's publications.

There are two distinct reference waves Rl and R2  and two distinct object waves
01 and 02 corresponding to the two exposures of the double-exposure hologram. During
reconstruction, the frequency of RI is shifter relative to the frequency of R2 . Even
for linear recording, there is a multitude of time varying interference patterns. To
avoid detecting interferences due to the zero-order terms of the hologram, it is essen-
tial to satisfy the off-axis-reference-wave criterion, as in Fig. 2. This criterion
must be satisfied for any object which is recorded, and every practical effort should be
made to avoid illuminating extraneous objects. Even then, care should be exercised to
assure that the detectors doe not see reflected zero-order light. very small spurious
signals will cause significant periodic phase errors.

If detection of the zero-order terms is avoided, then the remaining reconstructed

waves that can be detected are:

RIRl*O1 exp(jwlt) R2 R2 *02 exp(Jw 2 t)

RIR 2*O 1 exp(jw2t) R1 R 2*0 2 exp(Jwlt)

RlR 202* exp(jwlt) RlR 2Ol* exp(Jw 2t
)

The waves in the first row are the reconstructions of interest, and do not overlap
the reconstructions in the third row, if the reference beams originate from the same
side of the diffuser. Overlap with the waves in the second row is avoided by choosing
an angle between the reference beams greater than the angular diameter of the diffuser
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(Fig. 2), where the diffuser is assumed to be the only object recorded. However, as
discussed later, said overlap can be tolerated. The consequences of overlap with these
cross reconstructions are a loss of accuracy, but an increase in the tolerance to
misalignment.

If the time-varying interference between the waves in the first row is the only
vignal detected, then that signal is proportional to

2Re(RlRl*R2R2*01*02 exp(jwt)]

where w - w2 - wl* If A$ is the phase difference or interference phase between the
two object waves, then the signal varies as cos(A6 + wt).

If there is a negligible decorrelation between the speckle patterns of the two
exposures, and if the above signal can be reconstructed exactly, then the accuracy
depends only on the electronics for measuring the interference phase. But any misalign-
ment of the hologram relative to the reference beams, any change in the wavelength of
the laser beam, or any misalignment of the reference beams themselves introduces both
random and systematic phase errors. The nonlinear nature of the hologram recording
process also introduces systematic phase errors.

The proper geometry for imaging the fringe pattern is shown in Fig. 3. The imagin-
ing lens is shown placed directly against the hologram. This choice of the lens posi-
tion eliminates systematic errors, assuming no overlap of the cross reconstructions and
neglecting the contributions of the nonlinear terms in the hologram. But the random
phase error remains.

If the alignment of the reference beams for reconstruction is perfect, and if the
fluid-induced interexposure decorrelation of diffuser speckel patterns is negligible,
then each light ray can be treated as unchanged between the two exposures. If the
reference beams are misaligned prior to reconstruction, each ray from the reconstructed
image from the double-exposure hologram of the diffuser is split into a diverging pair
of rays at the hologram as shown in Fig. 4. This divergence results in a lateral shift
of the two reconstructions of the diffuser and decorrelation of their speckle patterns.
The diverging rays also produce misalignment fringes on the hologram, and the elimina-
tion of these fringes can be used for realignment.

If the angle between the diverging rays is -, then the lateral shift of the
speckle patterns in the image plane of the lens in the paraxial approximation is given
by

u - .d (20)

where d is the distance of the image of the fringe pattern. If the diameter of the
lens used to image the fringe pattern is D, then the fringe contrast is multiplied by
a factor

2J[1 (D/) 2J1 (iDu/(Xd)I

- iia/X -(21)
Wa=uo/T_ wDu/(Xd) 11

The number of misalignment fringes within the aperture of the lens is given by

n - oD/X (22)

A more serious effect of decorrelation is a random phase error given by the expression

S- 2 11/2

~ I ~ j(23)2
y2(H + lJ

where N is the number of speckles within the apeLture of the detector used to make
the phase measurment. For perfect alignment (y - 1), there is no phase error. But,
a small amount of speckle pattern decorrelation requires a large number of speckles and
a correspondingly large detector to compensate.

The above error is reduced by minimizing the number of misalignment fringes in the
lens aperture or by minimizing the frequency of those fringes. The spatial frequencies
of the misalignment fringes at the hologram are given by

fx - (l/
2
5)]JAk2x - dklx] (24)

fy - (l/2n)[Ak2y - Akly ]  (25)

where the reference beams are misaligned by 6k1 and Ak2 , respectively. Misalignment
occurs because of a difference in wavelength between the recording and reconstruction
beams, because of a change in the included angle between the reference sources, and
because of rotation of the hologram about its xH, yH, and zH axes.
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If the reference sources are in the XH, zH plane, if the reference beams are
approximately collimated, and if the hologram is in the xa, yH plane, the various
sources of misalignment result in the following fringe frequencies:

change AX in wavelength

fy . 0 fx ( /12) [cos 8xl - cos Ox2] (26)

Symmetrical change he in included angle

=y.0 8x heA) in6l" x2Cs [ext - ex 2] (27)
rotation &a about the x-axis

fy - (1/)(cOs Oz2 - cos e21] AO fx = 0 (28)

rotation AB about the y-axis

fy - 0 f, = (1/)[cos ezl - cos 8z21 AB (29)

rotation Ay about the z-axis

fy - (1/)cos 
8
x1 - cos ex2] &Y fx = 0 (30)

where cos 
8
x 2. cos 

6
,1,2, cos ezl,2 are direction cosines of the reconstruction rays

relative to tfe hologra coordinate axes.

A change in wavelength can be compensated by a change in included angle or by rota-
tion about the y-axis.

If there is a large angle between the two reference beams, the required alignment
accuracy is high. The best results are achieved when the included angle is large enough
to prevent overlap with the cross reconstructions. But the required alignment accuracy
may be impractical for transferring the hologram from a test cell to a readout station.

The sensitivity to misalignment can be reduced substantially for Eqs. (26) and
(28) to (30) by choosing a very small angle between the reference beams. For a small
enough angle, the interference between the reference beams can be viewed and used to
set the included angle precisely. The sensitivity to misalignment is reduced enough
that film can be used rather than glass plates to record the hologram.

The costs of overlapping the cross reconstructions with the reconstructions of
interest are increased systematic and random errors. To avoid a periodic systemmatic
error, pairs such as

Rl*R 201 exp[Jw2 t] and Rl*R 10 exp(jwlt)

must be decorrelated. The magnitude of decorrelation is determined by Eq. (21), where
a is now the angle between the two reference beams, and aD/X is the number of
reference-beam fringes in the lens aperture. It is desirable to have the voltage
produced by any signal at the heterodyne frequency at least 20 dB less than that con-
tributed by the direct interference of 01 and 02.

Even if the above decorrelation is adequate, the overlapping speckel patterns
contribute an additional random phase error given by

6. - [ (31)

where N is the number of speckles in the detector aperture. More than 104 speckles
are required for a phase error less than 1*. Also, the overlapping reconstructions
reduce the fringe contrast.

Another possible source of error, discussed thoroughly by Dindliker,
3 

is the
nonlinear response of the hologram recording medium. The periodic error produced by
this effect is minimized by controlling the parameters that affect linearity (beam
ratio, exposure, processing) and by eliminating from the hologram all object waves that
do not originate from the changing part of the object.

The implementation of time-average holography for flow visualization involves
fewer considerations as discussed in the next section.

Im m I l l••ao
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IMPLEMENTATION OF TIME-AVERAGE HOLOGRAPHY FOR FLOW VISUALIZATION

Objective

The main objective is to use time-average holography to improve the three-
dimensional fiow-visualization effect associated with fringe localization. A second
objective is to increase the quantitative capabilities of flow visualization based on
diffuse-illumination holographic interferometry over those available from the double-
exposure method.

One goal eventually is to evaluate time-average holography in the nine-blade flut-
ter cascade mentioned previously. The double exposure holograms recorded of the flows
in that cascade show so many flow features that it is at times difficult to isolate
them. It is expected that time-average holography with frequency modulation of the
reference-beam will allow the fringe contrast of a flow-feature of interest to be
enhanced relative to that of other flow features.

PROPERTIES AND REQUIREMENTS

Time-average, diffuse-illumination, holographic interferometry for flow visualiza-
tion does not differ giificantly from time-average holography for the visualization
of vibrational modes. ' Furthermore, the flow-visualization effect depends on fringe
localization, just as it does for double-exposure, diffuse-illumination, holographic
interferometry.

When the time and spatial dependences of the variation of phase can be separated as
In Eq. (17), the fringe contrast and fringe localization depend on the spatial part
*,(rH). If the reference beam is modulated as given by Eq. (18), then localization is
given by Eqs. (14) and (15), with *r and Yr substituted for at and y, respec-
tively. The fringe contrast is determined by the so-called characteristic function,
which for separable flows is proportational to Eq. (19). For comparison, the cha.acter-
istic function for vibrational analysis is proportational to the familiar zero-order
Bessel function of the first kind.

For yr - 0 the characteristic function and fringe contrast depend on rT/
2
. For

example, for a two-dimensional flow field, which varies with x,y in a test section of
length L along the z-axis, the argument of the cbaracteristic function is given by

E = GLT 3t (xyt) (32)

for rays parallel to the z-axis.

As stated, the potential advantage of time-average holography over double-exposure
holography is the ability to use frequency shifts of the reference beams to transfer
the highest contrast (brightest) fringe to the flow feature of interest. For Eq. (32),
the required circular frequency shift for such a transfer is given by.

. - (x,y,t) (33)

A map of the required w versus position is of course a map of ap(x,yt)/at.

The only other significant point to note in implementing time-average holography is
that its sensitivity, in a certain sense, is one half that of double-exposure holo-
graphy. For double-exposure holography and the two-dimensional flow of Eqs. (32) and
(33), the first fringe minimum (dark fringe) occurs for

2- GT a (34)

whereas the first fringe minimum in time-average holography requires that Eq. (34)
equal 2w.

The major difficulty in implementing time-average holography for internal transonic
flow visualization is to acquire a suitable laser system. Double-exposure holography in
the above-mentioned transonic flutter cascade has required eiposure separations ranging
from 15 to 100 us. Time-average exposures ranging from 30 to 200 Us would be required
for the same sensitivity, assuming no frequency shift of the reference beam.

The long-pulse, flashlamp-pumped, dye laser seems to be the best choice. This
laser produces smooth pulses having good beam quality and adequate energy in the
required pulse-length range. The major remaining problem is to achieve a narrow enough
spectroscopic line-width for adequate temporal coherence and convenient holography.

The actual execution of the beam modulation techniques involves a number of exper-
imental steps, test, evaluations, and preliminary results. These are discussed in the
next sections.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL RESULTS

Expectations and Approach

D~ndliker has claimed accuracies for diffuse-illumination heterodyne interferometry
of 1/1000 fringe, which corresponds to a phase-measurement accuracy of better than 0.40.
With great care, this accuracy can be achieved in a laboratory. Light must be detected
from the primary reconstructions 01 and 02 only. The images must be bright, the
fringe contrast high, and the alignment for reconstruction very good. The effects of
path fluctuations between the reference beams must be minimized, so the reference signal
is derived from the fringe pattern itself.

A more realistic expectation is 1/300 fringe, particularly if overlapping cross
reconstructions are to be tolerated for ease of alignment and reduced alignment
sensitivity.

If the reconstructed images are not bright, if alignment and fringe contrast are
poor, or if there are extraneous signals at the frequency offset, then the accuracy can
easily drop to 1/100 fringe.

Because of the multiple random and systematic errors that affect accuracy, our
approach is to evaluate a heterodyne holography setup in the test cell, but with a flow
field or phase object that is both known and repeatable. We use a so-called gas-flow
simulator.22

Flow Simulator

The flow simulator is a large crystal of KD*P. The crystal, Fig. 5, has 50 by
50 mm faces, which are perpendicular to the optic axis and are separated by 30 mm.
Electrodes, 10 mm wide and 50 mm long, are attached to the 50 by 50 mm faces at 4 par-
allel edges. The actual crystal is held in a mount, where it is submerged in Pockels
cell fluid. The two parallel 30 by 50 mm faces are accessible through windows for
allowing light to pass through the crystal. Light polarized perpendicular to the optic
axis experiences refractive index changes when voltages are applied to the electrodes.
The double-exposure holograms compare voltage and no-voltage conditions.

Figure 6 shows the infinite-fringe patterns which result when voltage is applied
to electrodes 2 and 4 with electrodes 1 and 3 grounded. The fringe pattern is quite
sparse, and its accurate measurement is a good test of the fringe interpolation capabil-
ity of heterodyne interferometry. The laser illumination has passed through a diffuser
before entering the flow simulator.

The flow simulator has been used by Decker and Stricker to compare heterodyne holo-
graphic interferometry with conventional finite-fringe holographic interferometry and

with heterodyne moire deflectometry.
4 

Data from the report is shown in Fig. 7,
together with predicted error ranges corresponding to various random fringe-measurement
errors. The ordinate of Fig. 7 is the numerically evaluated first derivative of the
interference phase, converted to a refractive index derivative by assuming a two-
dimensional refractive-index field. It is appropriate to display the derivative of the
measurements, since derivatives and differences of the interference phase are required
for three-dimensional flow analysis. The graph represents a horizontal scan midway
between the 50 by 50 mm faces. The derivatives are determined with central differences
with data points separated by 1 mm, and with a 2 mm optical gauge length. That is

= i+g/2 -
6

i-g/2 (35)

1 g

where g = 2mm.

The optical setup used to record, reconstruct, and read out the hologram is shown
schematically in Fig. B. Except to remove the hologram and process it, the setup was
not disturbed. The 514.5 nm line of the argon-ion laser was used for recording and for
reconstruction. The frequency offset was produced with an acoustooptic frequency
shifter. The time-varying fringe pattern was detected using two 0.75 mm diameter
optical fibers routed to photomultipler tubes. The phase was measured using a dual-
phase lock-in amplifier, with the amplified output of one photomultipler used as a
reference. The other fiber was translated, and its position m~asured using a laser
interferometer. The lens diameter D was 5.1 cm, and the fringe pattern was imaged at
a distance d of 48.3 cm.

The predicted error ranges, shown superimposed on Fig. 7 are of interest in the
next section of this report. The ranges show the predicted scatter of the data, should
various candom fringe-measurement errors occur. Each range is associated with plus or
minus a particular value of the fringe interpolation accuracy, and it is seen that the
scatter is 50 percent of the general level of the gradient of the refractive index at
1/100 fringe.
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As summarized next, the flow simulator was used to investigate possible reference-
beam geometries for heterodyne holographic interferometry in the flutter cascade.

Reference-Beam Geometry for a F~lutter Cascade

The reference-beam optics were placed together with the flow simulator on a vibra-
tion isolation table. The optics consisted of a polarization sensitive beam splitter,
a half-wave plate in one beam, an scoustooptic frequency shifter in the other beam,
various alignment pinholes and spatial filter assemblies, and a glass-plate holder with
precision x,y and y-axis rotation adjustments.

The more desirable wide-angle separation between reference beams was tested first,
where the mutual angle was about 7*, and the mean angle was about 450* The holograms
were all recorded at the same flow-simulator settings: 5 kV on electrodes 2 and 4 with
electrodes 1 and 3 grounded. The holograms were recorded at 496.5 nm and reconstructed
at 514.5 nm, a difference of 18.0 nm. Unless an argon-ion pumped dye laser is used for
readout of the holograms recorded with the Nd:YAG laser, those holograms will be
recorded at 532 nm and reconstructed at 514.5 nm, a difference of 17.5 nm.

The reference beams were collimated to maintain a constant angle across the holo-
gram. The change in wavelength was compensated for by rotating the hologram about the
y (vertical) axis (see Eqs. (26) and (29)). This rotation and the xy adjustments
were used to eliminate the misalignment fringes and to maximize the fringe contrast.
The fringe pattern was formed at a distance of 48 cs from a 2 cm diameter lens, placed
in contact with the hologras. The electronic reference was derived from the fringe
pattern itself.

The change in wavelength from recording to reconstruction resulted in a small but
noticeable difference. The tolerance of this setup to misalignment followed by realign-
ment was also tested.

A general conclusion is that the wide-angle geometry is feasible, but probably
practical only if the holograms are recorded and reconstructed in the test cell.
Another possibility is to design and construct identical hardware for the test cell and
the readout station, or to construct a portable reference-beam, glass-plate magazine to
be transported back and forth. Attempts to use the wide-angle geometry with film were
not successful.

The small-angle geometry with overlapping reconstructions was tested next. The
same beam switch was used as before, but the reference beams were made nearly coaxial
after passing through the half-wave plate and frequency shifter, respectively. The
beams were then diverged through a single microscope objective. The mutual angle was
set by measuring the separation of the fringes produced by the interference of the two
reference beams. Holograms were recorded for various mutual angles varying from 25 to
250 tjrad. The only other change in technique was to derive the electronic reference
from the interference pattern formed between the two reference beams; the overlapping
cross-reconstructions reduce the contrast of the measured fringe pattern and the quality
Of the electronic reference derived from it.

Vivid examples of the random and systematic phase errors discussed above were easy
to generate with this geometry, although the errors were never worse than 1/100 fringe.
Results of 1/300 fringe or better required the cross-reconstruction decorrelation
associated with at least 10 reference-beam fringes in the lens aperture. The full S cm
diameter of the imaging lens was used to minimize the random phase error of Eq. (31).
Holograms were recorded at 514.5 nm and reconstructed at both 488 nm and 514.5 nm, a
difference of 26.5 nm. Fortunately, only minor alignment was required, even after the
wavelength change: the reference-beam fringes made it difficult to observe misalign-
ment fringes.

For comparison with Fig. 7, Fig. 9 presents measurements made at 488 na. The
included angle was 100 jjrad. Figure 10 presents data measured at 514.5 nm for an
included angle of 250 prad. The lens was close to, but not ir. contact with, the
hologram when these measurements were made.

Films was also used successfully at the small mutual angles, although the best
accuracy was only 1/150 fringe. The emulsions used, however, were not the optimum
emulsions for the argon-ion laser or for the large average reference-beam angle. Film
offers the possibility of higher hologram recording rates or fast processing in the
test cell.

The narrow-angle geometry pr.vved fairly easy to use and will be selected at least
for the initial work in the flutter cascade. The flow simulator will be built into the
measurement system, so that the performance of the system can be tested and checked
periodically.

The status of the time-average-holography project is summarized next.
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LASER SYSTEM FOR TIME-AVERAGE HOLOGRAPHY

Figure 11 shows the fringe pattern associated with a time-average hologram of a
flame induced flow over a blade. The hologram was recorded with an argon-ion laser.
The exposure times required for such holograms are 10's to 100's of milliseconds. The
internal flows in a flutter cascade by contrast change significantly in 10's of
microseconds.

The specification of a suitable laser for transonic flow visualization in the
presence of windows using a reflective diffuser has been discussed in another paper.

1 4

There is no off-the-shelf laser available for time-average holography in such an envi-
ronment. The general specifications for such a laser are easy enough to state. There
should be at least 50 mJ of polarized light per pulse with a spectroscopic full line-
width at half maximum power around 0.03 cm-

I
. To mako good use of higher energies,

narrower linewidths are required. The pulses should be smooth and repeatable from shot
to shot. Pulse repetition rates at motion-picture frequencies are desirable to increase
data rates. As explained previously, pulse lengths up to 200 ps can he used. The beam
should have a smooth profile and a small enough diameter and divergence angle to be con-
trolled conveniently. A wavelength that can make use of the most sensitive photo-
graphic emulsions is desirable (610 nm to 650 nm for the KODAK SO 253 emulsion).

Commercially available flashlamp-pumped dye lasers are available with pulse widths
out to 400 Ws. But, the simultaneous narrowing of linewidth, maintenance of pulse
width, and control of beam profile have proven difficult. Still, a laser with adequate
properties appears to have been constructed and will be tested.

The test of the performance of such a laser is not difficult. For example, if the
laser produces pulses having a full length at half maximum power of 50 ps, then a holo-
gram can be recorded of a structure vibrating in a 20 kHz resonant mode. The results
can be compared with those recorded with an argon-ion or helium-neon laser. The line-
width can be measured using an interferometer, or better yet by recording a hologram of
a scene with a large scene depth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should be convenient to use heterodyne holographic interferometry to measure
the relative flow-density field or properties related to it, if the mutual angle between
reference beams is small. At least 10 reference-beam fringes are required in the aper-
tore of the imaging lens and more than 104 speckles are required in the detector aper-
ture. The flow simulator can be used to determine the error level of the measurement
and to assure that systematic errors do not lead to erroneous conclusions concerning
complex flows. It is realistic to expect an accuracy of about 1/300 fringe. Higher
accuracies are possible with a large mutual angle, but on-site recording, processing,
and readout probably are required. Spurious reflections from winoows or blades may
have a larger effect on accuracy than some of the error sources discussed in this
report. It is possible to use film when the angle between reference beams is small.

Heterodyne holographic interferometry is excellent for automated fringe measure-
ments. An automated fringe measurement laboratory is being constructed at NASA Lewis
for structural analysis, and will also be used for flow analysis.

It is expected that the flashlamp-pumped dye laser for time-average holography will
be available for evaluation very soon.
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DISCUSSION

P.Bryanston-Crm, U K
(1) What length of time is required to form a time-average" hologram?

(2) In the frequency shifting approach, does the reconstruction lens quality provide any limitation to the fringe
resolution found?

Authoe's Reply
The pulse length is about twice that required for the equival:lt double-exposure hologram. For our transonic work,
pulse separations in double-exposure holography have ranged from 5 to 100 psec. Hence pulse lengths for time-average
holography should range from 10 to 200 lisec. The flashlamp pumped dye laser is being tested at 50 psec.

The two fundamental limitations on precision and sensitivity are speckle-pattern decorrelation and the non linear
response of the silver halide emulsion used to record the hologram. These will always be present. It also should be
pointed out that off-the-shelf phase meters are not reliable to better than 1 / 100 fringe. Some should be believed to no
better than 1/360 fringe. The lens quality should have some effects, but I would be surprised to find that its effect is a
major limitation.

VA
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PARTICLE IMAGING VELOCIMETRY IN A LOW TURBULENT WINDTUNNEL
AND OTHER FLOW FACILITIES

by J. Kompenhans and J. Retehmuth
Deutsche Forachungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt

Bunsenstrasse 10, D-3400 Gttingen, Germany

(V) SUMMARY

In
In

Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) is a new technique to measure flow velocityIf and flow direction at one instant in time within a large area of the flow

-- field. For that purpose PIVh ufIseC the light scattered by small particles

0 in the flow, which are illuminated by two short laser pulses. This paper isn' -
intended to report on the Werience we gained with this method. In a first
part our special PIV systemvill bo describedthereby explaining the princi-

ple of PIV_ The requirements which have to be fulfilled when applying PIV in
windtunnels will be kept in mind, as well. '-Young's fringes method to evaluate
the velocity data is discussed. Examples of our first experimental results are
given.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the progress in modern optical methods and the development of advanced
image processing systems it is now possible to obtain quantitative data on a
flow field with reasonable effort by means of visualization techniques.

Thus, in aerodynamics the interest in optical methods - even in those whose
basic ideas have been known for a long time - has been renewed because of their
main advantages: non-intrusiveness, very fast data acquisition and an

instantaneous survey of the flow field.

One of these methods is'+aser particle imaging velocimetry' (PIV), or as it
is sometimes called '(double) pulsed laser velocimetry' or -somewhat incor-
rectly- 'laser speckle velocimetry' . PIV has been developed in the last five
years by several investigators ([1-31, summary and references cited in [41)
in different laboratories to a stage where one can think of its application
to flow fields in windtunnels.

To illustrate the principle of PIV it can be best compared with the classical
method of flow visualization by means of tracer particles [5]. The flow field,
seeded with particles, is two or more times exposed to a light pulse. At PIV
a cylindrical lens is used to illuminate only a thin sheet of the flow field
(see Fig. 1). The light scattered by the particles is imaged on a photographic
plate. In a later evaluation process the local flow velocity vector (2-di-

mensional) at different positions within the flow field can be calculated from
the distance between the particle images due to the first and second light
pulse and the time difference between the two light pulses. The advantage of
PIV over classical methods - as, for example, image streaks of particles - is,
that coherent optics provides methods which allow fast evaluation of the flow
velocity at a great number of points in the flow.

The aim of our research project is to find out whether PIV could be a useful
tool for the investigation of flow fields in our windtunnels. In the last
months we carried out a feasibility study, designed an optical system for
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imaging and evaluation - thereby taking into account the knowledge already
published in literature - developed image processing software, and performed
some experiments in test flown.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR PARTICLE IMAGING VELOCIMETRY

Light source

As already explained, a thin sheet of the flow field in illuminated by a light
pulse. The use of coherent light is not necessary [31, but for convenience
lasers are mostly used as light sources. The following requirements have to
be fulfilled:

(i) The laser has to be able to produce two or more short light pulses
within a selectable time interval.

(ii) The energy of the pulsed laser light, scattered by the particles and
collected and focused by the camera lens, must exceed the level necessary
to expose the photographic material.

(iii) The wavelength should be in the visible range because of safety and
alignment purposes.

(iv) The laser should be continuous or nearly continuous to be able to
align the transmitting optics within reasonable time.

Most researchers use giant pulse ruby lasers which fulfil condition (ii).
Sometimes a continuous Argon ion laser is used (iii), the output of which is
modulated to obtain light pulses. In a feasibility study, carried out in our
low turbulence windtunnel, the performance of two lasers was compared:

(i) A giant pulse ruby laser (5 Joule/pulse) with a wavelength of
k = 694 nm (in cooperation with Prof. Hinsch of University of Oldenburg).

(ii) A 70 mJoule, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser( X = 532 nm).

The comparison showed that - under the same experimental conditions - the
energy of both lasers was sufficient for photographic recording due to the fact
that different photographic materials with different sensitivity at different
wavelengths are available. A comparison of those photographic materials
mostly used in PIV is given in (21.

However, much more time and skill of the experimentator was necessary to align
the optics if a ruby laser (typ. one pulse per minute, red light) was used.
Position of the focus and of the light sheet could only be obtained using burn
paper, which was a time consuming exercise.

On the other hand, the Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 10 Hz allowed
very efficient alignment of the optics. The green light is best suited for
visual inspection of the light sheet by the experimentator.

But one drawback of a Nd:YAG system had still to be overcome. Usually, a double
pulse is produced by two times switching the Pockels cell, located in the
resonator, during the short time interval when the energy is pumped into the
laser rod by the light of the flashlamp. With a Nd:YAG system the maximum time
difference achievable is only about 150 - 200 isec. In cooperation with the
German representative of JK Lasers we decided to have a two oscillator system.
Both oscillator* can be triggered independently. Thus, it is now possible to
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have a time interval between the two laser pulses in the range of 3 isec to

10 me. The output energy of both pulses is excellently controllable and sta-

ble. The final set-up of our laser system (JK model HY 200 Special) is shown
in Fig. 2. The light of the two Nd:YAG oscillators (X = 1064 nm), differently
polarized at an angle of 90, is combined by means of different polarizing
prisms. The light passes through a rotator plate to give the same linear
polarization for both pulses. Afterwards the frequency of the light is doubled
(X = 532 rim). Components at 1064 rim are blocked off in a wavelength separator.

The length of an individual laser pulse is 16 nsec. The output of the system
is 2 x 70 mJ; an additional laser amplifier may be included later on. The
repetition rate of double pulses is 10 Hz; it may be increased up to 50 Hz.
In our first experiments the single shot option was used.

Transmitting optics

The transmitting optics is needed to transform the circular, pulsed laser beam
into a thin light sheet. The specification of the transmitting optics depends

on the diameter and divergence of the laser beam, the measuring distance and
the thickness and width of the laser light sheet, as required for the exper-
iment. Some configurations have been discussed in the literature [2,6]. Our
solution is sketched in Fig. 3. First, the laser beam is expanded to a diameter
of appr. 50 mm. A combination of different cylindrical lenses is used to shape

a thin light sheet with an almost uniform thickness at the location of the flow

field under investigation. The resulting light sheet is appr. 70 mm wide and

0.5 mm thick; the distance between laser and flow is about 2-3 m.

Flow facility

The feasibility study was cF.rried out in a low turbulence windtunnel with a

teat section of 0.3 % 1.5 m. Here, probles as 'seeding the flow in a wind-
tunnel' or 'aligning the optics in a noisy environment' could be studied. The
result of this part of the investigation was, that it is possible with our
laser system to use PIV in the low turbulence windtunnel for recording of a

flow field of appr. 30 x 7 cm
2 

at flow velocities up to 20 m/s.

In a second step further testing and optimization of the experimental set-up

(transmitting optics, i aging system, photographic material and development
process, reconstruction optics, image processing algorithms) was necessary
This could be also done, utilizing a smaller flow facility which would be
always available to us, in contrast to the windtunnel. Therefore, we used a
jet flow facility with different nozzles in front of a plenum chamber with
anti-turbulence grids and flow silencers, supplied with pressurized air
Three important flow types can be studied simultaneously: laminar flow in the
potential core, wave like motion in the mixing region of the let, where the

shear layer rolls up, and turbulent flow at a distance several diameters
downstream of the nozzle.

Tracer particles

It must be emphasized that for all measuring techniques using tracer particles
(e.g. IDA or L2F) it is difficult to seed the flow properly. This is supported
by the fact that one complete paper at this meeting is related to this topic

[71.

For PIV experiments we could rely on the experience made in our group when
using a laser Doppler anemometer.

The aerodynamic diameter of a particle determines how accurately a particle
can follow an abrupt change of fluid motion. Large particles need some die-
tance to reach again the velocity of the fluid. Therefore small particlee are
desirable. However, a compromise has to be found because smaller particles
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scatter loe light. Our particles are produced in a Laskin nozzle (8].
Pressurized air, Injected in corn oil, loads to the formation of small oil

droplets. The diameter of the droplets had been measured in an aerodynamic
-particle sizer and was found to be of the order of I Um. Such particles were

thought to be sufficient for our Ply experiments.

Another important problem Is to find a location in the windtunnel where par-
ticles can be inserted in the flow without disturbing the flow. In the case
of the nozzle experiment the particles are inserted in the settling chamber.
The jet is completely seeded with particles (see Fig. 4a). It is also neces-
sary to seed the air surrounding the jet, In order to have enough particls
in the entrainment region of the jet (Fig. 4b).

For large windtunnels it was found necessary to insert the particles in the
settling chamber upstream of the grids in order not to disturb the flow. As
the particle generator does not deliver enough particles to seed the flow
completely, one has to traverse the particle generator in the settling chamber
to seed only those streak lines which - later on in the test section - will
pass through the measuring plane. This is not a simple task, because due to
low frequency disturbances in the windtunnel the streak lines are not constant
in time.

Imaging system

The light scattered by the particles is recorded in a plane parallel to the
light sheet. For the recording of the scattered light we use - as it was
available in our laboratory - a 35 mms camera with a f/2.8 - 60 mm lens with
Kodak Technical Pan 2415 film. A typical value of the diameter of a particle
image measured on the photographic plate is 15 pAm (i.e. diffraction limited).

With a flow velocity of about 100 in/s, a magnification of the camera of 1:3,
and a time delay between the two laser pulses of 4 ijeec the distance between
the two images of an particle on the negative is about 130 1am. As an example
Fig. 4a and b show two different PIV recordings. The nozzle can be seen on
the left side of the photograph. The external seeding (Fig. 4b) in the
entrainment region of the jet was carried out by injecting the particles
through borings in a small tube. This process is not optimized, as still
clusters of particles can be seen in the entrainment region.

Depending on the number of particles within a unit area on the photographic
plate, different density regimes are distinguished [2'

(i) At a very high density of particles one observes speckle patterns
instead of individual particle images. Laser speckle photography is
extensively used in solid mechanics.

(ii) For fluid mechanics problems a medium density of particles is
desired, where the image of an individual particle can be detected on the
photographic plate. Correlation or Fourier methods are used to evaluate
the flow velocity. This will be described later.

(iii) In the low density case the average distance between the particles
Is greater than the distance the two particles travel between the two
pulses. It is possible to identify the particle image pairs and to measure
the distance between the two particle images by means of image processing
methods. However, this type of evaluation requires a high computer capac-
ity.
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DATA REDUCTION

Before starting with data reduction, it proved to be advantageous to reduce

the film noise of our double exposed photography (high transmittance). Thus,

a contact copy wee produced on high contrast photographic material. This pro-

cess is explained e.g. in 19).

The particle concentration in our experiment was in the medium density range

(see Fig. 4a and b). Therefore the Young's fringes method was chosen for data

reduction. The beam of a He-Ne laser is focused on the contact copy of the

double exposed photographic plate (see Fig. 5). Each combination of particle

images within the interrogation spot of the laser beam forms a system of

interference fringes. As the particles are distributed randomly in the flow,

most interference fringes will be averaged and contribute to a constant noise

level. However, those image pairs which are due to the first and second

exposure of particles which all propagated the same distance and in the same

direction during exposure will result in interference fringes of the same

fringe spacing and fringe orientation. These fringes will add up and produce

a fringe pattern from which the displacement vector can be calculated. The

fringe spacing is inversely proportional to the distance between the two

images of each particle. The orientation of the fringes is perpendicular to

the direction of the movement of the particles.

Examples of fringe patterns are given in Fig. 6a and b. These patterns were

obtained by interrogating image pairs shown in Fig. 4b. Different flow

velocities and flow directions at two different interrogation spots in

Fig. 4b yield different fringe spacing and orientation in Fig. 6a and b. it

is obvious that - when using 'ioungs fringes method - the flow velocity is

averaged within the area illuminated by the He-Ne laser. If all particles move

with the same speed in the same direction a rather sharp fringe system with

high contrast is expected. In the case of turbulent flow where flow velocity

and direction are not constant within the interrogated area, it is possible

to get information on the turbulence level by evaluating the local visibility

of the fringe pattern (101,

The remaining problem is to obtain quantitative values for the spacing and

orientation of the fringes. This can be either done by measuring the density

profile along a line across the fringe system by means e.g of a photodiode or
by digitizing the whole fringe pattern with a video camera and an analog-di-

gital converter and then feeding the grey values into a computer.

Several evaluation methods are discussed in literature (e.g 1-D averaging,

averaged autocorrelation technique in 111j, spatial correlation in 12J). In

our first experiments the time necessary to evaluate the velocity at a single
point was not the most important parameter. Thus, we decided to take the full

information delivered by the fringe pattern and perform a rather time consum-

ing digital 2-D Fourier transform to obtain distance and orientation of the

fringes.

An image processing system IPS by KONTRON was at our disposal. 16 image mem-
ories, 512 .512 pixel each, with 8 bit resolution (256 grey levels) and an

additional overlay bit were available. Image processing was done in an array
processor. The host computer was also able to control the x-y translation stage
on the optical bench where the double exposed negative had been mounted.

Image processing was dons in the usual manner. A kind of shading correction
wasn carried out and the contrast of the images was enhanced. The 2-D spectra
of the fringe systems of Fig. 6a and b are calculated. Three peaks (bright
spots) are found in the spectrum. Thes3 three peaks have to be discriminated

by image processing (see Fig. 7a and b) and their position has to be found.
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The central peak is due to the mean grey level of the image. The two other
anti-symmetric peaks are related to the spatial frequency of the fringe pat-
tern. Now flow velocity and direction can be calculated from the position of

these two peaks with respect to the centre. If e.g. a reference pattern in

the pi.ane of the light sheet (without flow) has also been registered on the
film and is processed in the same maniner as the double exposed photograph, a
geometrical calibration factor (magnification ratio of the imaging system) is

obtained. Vxiowing the exact time delay between the two pulses, absolute values
of flow velocity and flow direction in the plane of the light sheet can be
calculated.

It should be noticed, that because one does not know which particle image is
related to the first and which to the second light pulse, the sign of the
velocity vector cannot be determined. One possible solution of this problem

(i.e. translation of the photographic material between the two exposures) is
indicated in [4j.

The parameters of the recording and the evaluation process must be carefully

selected:

* The time between exposures is given by the maximum permissible displace-

ment of the particles.

* The particle displacement on the photographic material must be less than
the diameter of the interrogating beam.

* The particle concentration in the flow must be small enough to avoid

speckle patterns.

* The number of particles within the interrogated area must be high enough
to yield evaluable Young's fringes.

* The particles must not leave the light sheet between the two exposures.
(Thia would lead to a higher noise level when using the Young's fringes

method.)

Details for those considerations are given in 11,2 and 61.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The final result of the evaluation of a PIV recording should be a plot of the

two dimensional velocity field where at each interrogation spot a small arrow

indicates magnitude and direction of the 2-0 velocity vector, e.g. in [1,31.

As the development of our Ply system is still in progress, up to now no

recordings have been completely evaluated quantitatively.

For the experiment with the nozzle, the jet exit velocity is well known. Thus,

the flow velocity measured close to the nozzle and the calculated velocity caa
be compared. Good agreement was found for jet exit velocities up to 100 to

200 in/s. It was even possible to obtain evaluable recordings at a Mach number
of 1. However, the aerodynamic behaviour of the particles has to be checked

prior to presenting flow velocity data in this velocity range. Therefore we

will give some results obtained at lower flow velocities. Fig. 8 shows the
variation of the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity on the jet center line
with increasing axial distance from the nozzle for three different nozzles.
For small distances from the nozzle (up to I or 2 diameters) a nearly constant
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flow velocity is found. For greater distances from the nozzle exit (x/D Z 8)
the flow velocity decreases due to the spreading of the jet. In the range

2 S x/D 5 8 fluctuations of the instantaneous velocity are found. This is

related to the rolling up of the shear layer and the on-set of turbulent motion

at the end of the potential core at x/D z 5.

Figures 9a and b show the x-and y-component of the instantaneous velocity

vector on the center line of the 7 mm nozzle as a function of the axial dis-
tance. The corresponding PIV recording was shown in Fig. 4b.

The y-component (perpendicular to the jet axis) fluctuates around zero with a

maximum velocity of 15 m/s to either side. The x-component shows - as a

function of the distance from the nozzle - a similar behaviour as the magnitude
of the velocity vector (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 and 9 can only give an impression of the kind of results which can be
expected when using PIV. The quantitative correctness and the significance of

the data has to be proven in near future when a larger number of recordings

have been evaluated.

The fluctuations of the velocity vector do not seem to be related to a lack

of accuracy but rather to the fact that only a short time interval of the
history of the flow field (4 usec) is observed. Exact values for the error of

our velocity data cannot yet be given. Some considerations on this topic have

been discussed in (12].

OPERATION OF PARTICLE IMAGING VELOCIMETRY IN WINDTUNNELS

From the experience we gained by ur experiments and from the information given

in literature we see the following main problems for the operation of FIV in

windtunne3.s:

* Particle size. For higher flow velocities or abrupt changes of flow

direction (e.g. vortex core) even smaller particles are necessary. Howev-

er, less light is scattered by smaller particles.

Seeding. Disturbance of the flow by the seeding apparatus must be avoided.

A location within the flow for the insertion of the particles must be found
which ensures that the particles pass through the measuring area. It is

very difficult to bring particles in flow regions with high accelerations

(e.g. vortex cores).

A homogeneous distribution of the particles within the flow field would

be desirable. However, due to the fluid mechanics of the object which is

under investigation (eg. vortex core, boundary layer) this is not always

possible.

The velocity range is limited by the time interval between the two expo-

sures (small velocities need large time delays to obtain high accuracy;
high flow velocities need short time delays). If the velocity range is very

large, one observes areas on the recorded image where the displacement of
the particle images is too large or too small for evaluation with the

Young's fringes method.

Accessibility of the windtunnel. The windtunnel must have windows for the

light sheet. It must be possible to transmit the laser light sheet to that

plane where the measurements shall take place. (Fiber optics would help

to overcome these difficulties). The recording plane (camera) has to be

parallel to the light sheet.
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To enlarge the width of the light sheet a more powerful laser would be

necessary. The development of more sensitive photographic materials or

e.g. more sensitive video cameras would be a possibility to have a larger

light sheet with the present laser power.

To obtain sharp images of the particles on the film the distance from the

camera to the light sheet has to be adjusted in the order of half a mil-

limeter. This cannot be done by visual inspection at the view finder of

the camera. An automatic alignment procedure would be less time consuming.

Whereas the time needed for recording the flow field is in the order of

microseconds the time necessary to compute the 2-D velocity vector at a

single point is of the order of a minute with our system. For standard

use faster computers would be necessary.

When comparing results obtained by PIV with velocity data obtained with

hot-wires, pressure transducers or laser Doppler anemometers, it has to

be considered that PlY measures the instantaneous flow velocity within a

very short time interval of some microseconds, whereas - using the other

methods - the flow velocity (at a single point) is averaged for at least

some seconds. This explains why e.g. in turbulent flows a single PIV

recording cannot provide data on mean velocity or higher order moments

with the same accuracy as known from the other methods.

However, PIV is to our knowledge so far the only method with which it is pos-

sible to obtain data on the 2-D velocity vector within a complete flow field.

Short comings as mentioned in this chapter must be tolerated.

In our feeling, PIV is a new technique, which has enough possibilities for

further development. In future, PIV will give a helpful contribution at the

investigation of a great number of fluid mechanics problems.
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Fig. 3 Experimental set-up of the tramsmitting optics
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Fig. 4 Particle images recorded in a jet flow
a) Nozzle diameter: 15 mm; flow velocity 90 m/s;

time between pulses: 4 us, internal seeding.

b) Nozzle diameter : 7 mm; flow velocity: 90 m/s;

time between pulses: 4 us, external and
internal seeding.
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Fig. 6 Intensity distribution of Young's fringes related to a flow with

a) Flow velocity : 80.8 m/s; b) Flow velocity; 67.1 m/s
flow angle : -1.2 deg. flow angle: -38.2 deg.

Fig. 7 Discriminated peaks of 2-D Fourier spectrum of the fringe pattern of

a) Fig. 6a b) Fig. 6 b
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DISCUSSION

N.LG.Oldfleld, UK
According to your process, you take the Fourier transform of the particle field to get a fringe pattern and, then, the
Fourier transform of the Fourier Transform to get the three dots figure. What would happen if you would examine the
original particle pair images to get the velocity directly without processing by a double Fourier transform?

Author's Reply
You could do it if the particle density is low because in this case the particle pair identification is easy. But, for higher
particle density, you cannot easily distinguish between particle pairs. Processing by optical Fourier Transforms allows,
in this case, to get a mean value of the velocity vector in a measuring volume corresponding to the diameter of the
illuminating beam, even including a certain number of the particle pairs.

M.LG.Oldflield, UK
When I look at your image of the particle field, I see a number of three point systems. Are they different particle pairs or
are they false image of one particle pair?

Author's Reply
I am not quite sure. You must attentively examine the particle field in order to identify, surely, particle pairs and false
images.

P.Bryanston-Cross, UK
What is the limit for high speed with this technique?

Author's Reply
I think that it is only a problem of time interval between laser pulses. As example, for a recording at Mach number 1. 1,
we had pulse separation of about 3 or 4 ps. It is, for the moment, our lower limit due to electronics. but, as we have two
separate laser oscillators, I don't see a problem to have a shorter time interval between pulses. Of course, if the pulse
length of an individual laser pulse is 60 ns, it corresponds to a lower limit.
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